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A selective summary of some of the issues surrounding the development of a molecular-based electronics technology
is presented, highlighting the characteristics of metal complexes that make these species particularly attractive for the
construction of highly integrated, functional molecular components.

Introduction
In 1965, Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel, observed that
the functional area of a transistor was halving approximately
every eighteen to twenty-four months. While initially presented
as an observation, his statement has proven to be prophetic. The
general spirit of his words is now widely referred to as “Moore’s
Law”, and is a critical driver for the semi-conductor industry.1

However, despite the advances being made in the development of
new materials for solid-state electronics,2 and new construction
techniques in which multiple devices are constructed one atop
the other, we might be approaching an intrinsic limit for micro-
fabrication in the solid-state, with device features approaching
a size regime where traditional materials cease to offer the
electronic properties of the bulk material and take on attributes
of nano-scale clusters.

In light of the projected barriers to solid-state device tech-
nology, the “bottom-up” ideas first expressed by Feynman in
1959,3 in which a molecular component is used as the ultimate
in miniaturisation of a functional motif, have once again been
attracting interest.4 The high levels of functionality that may be
integrated into a molecular system through the incorporation of
a metal centre, permitting redox or photochemical addressing
of the molecular component, or modification of the electronic
structure, suggests a promising role for metal complexes as
components in a molecular-based electronics technology.5 As the
topic of photoactive molecular wires has been recently reviewed
by others,5 this article will concentrate, for the most part, on the
properties of molecular components in their ground-state.

Paul J. Low studied at the University of Adelaide, Australia (PhD,
1997) and after two years at the Steacie Institute for Molecular
Sciences (Ottawa, Canada) was appointed to a lectureship at
the Department of Chemistry at the University of Durham. His
interests are broadly centred on the synthesis and electronic
properties of molecular materials.

Paul J. Low

Molecular wires
A wire is the simplest electronic component, with the sole
function of facilitating the passage of current between two
points. Within the molecular regime, the search for wire-like
properties is related directly to the study of intramolecular
electron-transfer or transport (ET). As it is relatively simple
to demonstrate that bridge-mediated ET is more facile than ET
through vacuum, molecular wire designs have concentrated on
bridge-mediated ET events.6

The tyranny of distance

The rational design of molecular systems capable of promoting
electron transfer over technologically useful distances demands
consideration of the distance dependence of the electron-transfer
rate (kET), and hence the mechanism of the charge transfer
process. The mechanisms for electron transport from point D
(an arbitrary donor) to point A (an acceptor) through some
bridge B include incoherent inelastic scattering (e.g. when the
HOMO of D and the LUMO of A are very close together
in energy), inelastic electron–lattice (or ohmic) scattering (e.g.
through a metallic nanoparticle), soliton–phonon scattering,
charge-hopping and superexchange pathways (Scheme 1).

Electron transfer rates (kET) via metallic and soliton conduc-
tion mechanisms are predicted to display an inverse relationship
with distance, r (i.e. an ohmic response), and kET = r−p (p < 2).7

In the charge-hopping mechanism the charge is injected from
D into a bridge consisting of a series of weakly coupled units
between which the migrating charge (electron or hole) hops
randomly before reaching the thermodynamic sink at A, and
kET = N−g where N is the number of hopping steps and the
factor g≈ 1–2. A critical feature of these transport mechanisms
is the injection of charge from the termini into the bridge and
consequently the energy gaps between the termini and the bridge
orbitals can not be overly large. If the energy gap between
the termini and bridge states are large, then a superexchange
mechanism, in which mixing of electronic states on D, B and A
provides a tunneling pathway between the remote centres, can
effect electron transfer between the remote sites. It is important
to recognise that the virtual states D+–B−–A (which is most
significant for electron transfer) and D–B+–A− (which implies
hole transfer) involved in this ET process have no real physical
significance, but that mixing of these states with the formal
“reactant” D–B–A and “product” D+–B–A− states leads to an
increase in the interaction between D and A. In the case of super-
exchange, kET ∝ exp(−br), where b is a dampening factor which
encompasses factors relating to distance effects, free energy and
reorganisation barriers.7 Other mechanisms of charge transfer
with particular relevance to metal-containing molecular species,
include thermal or photo-induced intervalence electron transfer
(or more generally, photoinduced charge transfer). In the case
of mixed-valence compounds, [{M(x)Ln}(l-bridge){M(x+1)Ln],
charge-transfer between the reduced and oxidised metal sitesD
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Scheme 1 Schematic representations of (a) soliton scattering, (b) charge
hopping and (c) superexchange mechanism for charge transport though
a wire-like D–B–A device.

can occur either thermally or photochemically, which gives rise
to a characteristic absorption band, often found in the NIR
region.8

Crucially, when designing a molecular wire it is important
to bear in mind the interactions between the termini and the
bridge, as well as the local bridge structure and the mechanism
of operation.

Measuring the conductivity of a wire

Intense debate and interest surround the measurement of
“through-molecule” conduction in metal–molecule–metal as-
semblies, which include the role played by the metal–molecule
junction. While a wide variety of methods,9 including ac
voltammetry10 and scanning electrochemical microscopy11 have
been used to study electron-transfer processes between a sur-
face and a tethered molecular component, the similarity of
wire-like behaviour and the intramolecular electron-transfer
processes found in mixed-valence complexes [{M(x)Ln}(l-
bridge){M(x+1)Ln] has led to a renaissance in studies of such
complexes using solution based spectroscopic measurements
and Hush-style relationships,8,12 together with DFT calculations
of electronic structure.

However, the application of the Hush model to strongly
coupled metal complexes is not always straight-forward. Many
organometallic complexes are of low symmetry, and exhibit
extensive mixing of the metal based orbitals with both the
supporting and bridging ligands. Together with spin-orbit
coupling in heavier metal systems, these effects can lift symmetry
restrictions and permit an increased number of transitions from
lower-lying filled orbitals to the SOMO. Consequently, the
NIR region often comprises several overlapping transitions.13

In such situations it may be beneficial to consider electronic
structure from computational methods, rather than arbitrarily
applying Hush-style analysis to the band envelope. Nevertheless,
it remains common, if not necessarily accurate, to extract

Hab from complicated band envelopes either before or after
deconvolution into Gaussian-shaped components. The latter
approach may also suffer from the asymmetric band shape
arising from the “cut-off” which can be associated with strongly
coupled systems.14

It should also be emphasised that the use of the compropor-
tionation constant K c, a thermodynamic parameter describing
the stability of the mixed-valence state with respect to dispropor-
tionation, should not be used as the sole measure of the wire-like
response of a bimetallic complex. While extensive delocalisation
of the unpaired electron may be one contributing factor to a large
K c, other factors including solvation and ion-pairing with the
supporting electrolyte, can also play a significant role in stabil-
ising the mixed-valence state.15 Recent reports of ligand centred
redox behaviour in a 1,3-divinylphenylene bridged diruthe-
nium complex E,E-[{(PPh3)2(CO)Cl(4-EtO2CC5H4N)Ru}2(l-
1,3-CH=CHC6H4–CH=CH)],16 and the similar electrochemi-
cal responses, yet dramatically different electronic structures,
of 1,12-carboranyl and 1,4-phenylene bridged bis-[Co2(C2R)-
(CO)4(dppm)] complexes17 illustrate the potential for misinter-
pretation of electrochemical results if treated in isolation.

Metal complexes as wires

The main criterion in choosing the combination of metal,
supporting and bridging ligands in a molecular wire based on
the [{MLn}(l-bridge){MLn}] structural framework is the energy
matching of the metal fragments with the bridging moiety.18

Perhaps the most structurally simple conjugated bridge that
can be constructed between two metal centres is a linear chain
consisting solely of carbon,19 which may even be “insulated” by
a protective sheath of alkyl chains (Fig. 1).20 When coupled with
a metal fragment which offers frontier orbitals of similar energy,
the wire-like properties of Cn-bridged species originate from the
delocalisation of the HOMO and HOMO−1, which are typically
somewhat removed in energy from the other occupied orbitals,
over the M–Cn–M linear chain. The bonding in polycarbon
complexes following one-electron oxidation, and hence the
degree of interaction between the metal centres through the
ligand, obviously depends on the relative contributions of
the metal and carbon orbitals to the SOMO and hence the
behaviour of these compounds is heavily metal-dependent. For
example, iron21 and manganese22 complexes tend to give rise
to more metal centred radicals than the heavier ruthenium23

or rhenium24 examples. The recognition of the critical role the
metal centre plays in determining the electronic properties of
polycarbon systems has led to studies of heterometallic species
featuring polycarbon bridges, with the intention of combining,
moderating or probing the role of each metal centre.25

Fig. 1 The molecular structure of a [Pt(C6F5){P(C6H4But)3}2]2(l-C8)
based complex, featuring an “insulated” polycarbon chain.20 Although
in this case Pt centres do not match well with the bridge orbitals, and
are effectively insulated from each other, the design strategy is clearly
demonstrated.
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Diethynyl aromatic bridges such as 2,5-diethynylthiophene,
1,3- and 1,4-diethynylbenzene, 1,4-diethynylnapthalene and
9,10-diethynylanthracene allow the role of the aromatic sub-
group to be assessed relative to polycarbon analogues of similar
length. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the lower the aromatic stabili-
sation energy associated with the bridging fragment, the more
extensive the delocalisation through the bridge and the stronger
the effective coupling over short distances where delocalisation
effects provide the dominant ET pathway.26 The introduction of
a saturated alkyl moiety within the conjugated bridging moiety
will significantly reduce, but not necessarily sever, interaction
through the bridge;27 hyperconjugated pathways are likely
involved.28

The role of metallic moieties within the bridge has also
been considered. In terms of ground-state electron transfer,
metal ions such as Pd(II), Pt(II), Au(I) and Hg(I) are not
efficient components of a bridge designed for ground-state
mediation of charge, with the relatively poor overlap of the
metallic frontier orbitals with the organic p-system leading
to the significant reduction in the interaction between the
termini. The excited states of Pt-containing systems are more
highly conjugated. The trans-[Ru(dppe)2] fragment appears to
be a more promising building block for ground-state ET,29

while the role of various bpy and tpy complexes or porphyrin
moieties as critical elements in the photoinduced electron-
transfer through linear polymetallic complexes has also been
investigated.4 Pseudo-1D polymetallic fragments, which range
from well-defined molecular species30 to infinite chains, such
as those found in Krogmann salts or [Pt(NH3)4PtCl4],31 as
molecular wires remain to be fully explored. Nevertheless, the
interesting structural features of these systems, together with
recent elegant studies of metal-capped trans-poly(enes),32 and
measurements of the contributions of coherent superexchange
vs. incoherent charge hopping to the wire-like conduction
within poly(phenylene),33 oligo(thiophenes),34 and norbornylo-
gous bridges35 serve to highlight the vast array of bridging motifs
available for study. The more flexible bridges do, of course, carry
with them the added complications of conformational control,
but there is growing evidence that shows the photoexcited singlet
states offer greater barriers to rotation about individual C–Caryl

bonds than the ground states in systems such as those based on
(phenylene)ethynylenes.36

The growing understanding of the electronic structure of
metal-based wire-like complexes suggests that the tailored design
of molecular materials for controlled electron transfer over
considerable distances should now be possible. In general terms,
longer-range ET can be realised through careful matching of
the metal centre and bridge energies, and design of the bridge
to promote charge-hopping mechanisms.37 Nevertheless, despite
the vast array of bridging moieties and metal-based end-caps ex-
plored during the investigation of metal complexes as molecular
wires, the critical role the molecule–surface junction plays in the
operation of hybrid devices suggests that comparative studies
of surface-bound organic and metal–organic molecular-wires
would be rewarding.

Molecular transistors and logic gates
If the electron-transport properties of a molecular wire can be
selectively switched between a highly conductive and insulating
state through a change in physical, electronic or magnetic
structure following application of an external gate signal,
then transistor-like behaviour on the molecular scale can be
achieved. Two remarkable reports have indicated the potential
of metal complexes for molecular electronics through the
construction of truly uni-molecular, single electron transistors
based upon [Co(tpy–Y–SH)2]2+ [Y = bond, (CH2)5, counter-
ion not specified]38 or [{(Me3tacn)V(CN)2}2(l-C4N4)].39 In both
cases, the metal complex was suspended between two gold
electrodes and back-gated (Fig. 2). The I–V curves collected as

Fig. 2 (Top) The crystallographically determined structure of
[{(Me3tacn)(CN)2V}2(l-C4N4).39 (Bottom) A schematic of the back-
gated transistor device used in the 2002 single molecule transistor studies.
The counter ion in the Co complex and the nature of the electrode
contact (thiol vs. thiolate) were not specified.38,39

a function of gate-voltage show discontinuities consistent with
both Coulombic and Kondo effects, originating from the redox
and magnetic properties of the metal centres. There is apparently
a huge scope for the cluster systems that feature so widely in
single molecule magnet research to extrapolate into this area of
single molecule transistor science.

Of course, it may not be advantageous to mimic the mode
of operation of a solid-state device on the molecular scale.
An alternative transistor design, and one particularly well
suited to construction from metallic centres, is that based on
the Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA) paradigm, where
the term “dot” refers to a unit charge, and can therefore be
represented by a redox centre, and which essentially treats binary
information as one of two electronic or magnetic states of a single
molecule or nanoscale island.40

In general terms, extension of the control of current flow or
localisation of charge through a molecular assembly in response
to one or many input signals leads to the concept of developing
molecule-based logic circuits.41 The ability of metallic reaction
centres to respond to changes in pH, photoexcitation or electro-
chemical potential together with the geometrical features which
allow the precise positioning in space of substituent groups
makes such systems particularly attractive for the construction
of highly integrated molecular circuits.42

For example, a majority logic gate can be constructed from
three QCA cells (e.g. A, B, C in Fig. 3) which feed into a fourth
(Fig. 3) favouring charge distribution in the central cell which
mimics that of the majority of the surrounding cells. The cells are

Fig. 3 (a) A schematic representation of a majority logic gate per-
mitting AND/OR logic functions constructed from four QCA cells.
Coulombic repulsion ensures the electrons, represented by the filled
circles occupy opposing sites. The two possible arrangements code for
binary “0” or “1” bits.43 (b) Long’s [(cyclen)4Ru4(pz)4]9+ cation, proposed
by Wiest as a potential framework for a QCA cell.44
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not wired together, but Coulombic forces between adjacent cells
impose an energetic term favouring such charge distribution.
Therefore, the state of the central cell depends on the state of the
input cells and the ensemble acts as an AND/OR gate.43 Given
the robust, chemically reversible redox processes associated
with a vast array of simple metal–ligand combinations, there
is obviously great potential for polymetallic complexes to find
application in the construction of such QCA-based molecular
logic systems.

Outlook
Solid-state electronics will continue to be based upon tech-
nologies not very different from those in place today for
several decades at least and, in the immediate future, inorganic
chemistry will continue to play a critical role in electronics
technology through the development of new materials and
precursors for the construction of solid-state devices. Looking
ahead to a possible molecular-based electronics technology there
are many challenges that are yet to be overcome, not least of all
the establishment of the ground rules by which a molecular
electronic circuit will work, and fabrication methods which
will permit molecular level function to be interfaced with the
macroscopic world. Nevertheless, metal complexes promise a
great deal in terms of engineering higher level functionality into
a molecular component, which ensures that inorganic chemistry
will be a crucial element in the electronics industry in the future.
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Abstract Acetylide-based bridging ligands have been
widely used in the preparation of complexes that display
a degree of electronic interaction between metal-based
redox groups located at the ligand termini. The elec-
trochemical response of these systems has been selec-
tively reviewed, with a focus on the variation in
properties that accompany changes in the structure of
the bridging ligand and the nature of the metal groups.

Keywords Acetylide Æ Metal complex Æ Mixed-valence
chemistry

Introduction

Mixed-valence complexes and intra molecular electron
transfer processes have been, and continue to be, a focus
of fundamental and applied research [1–8]. The interest
in these systems, which contain examples of an element
in more than one oxidation (or valence) state, arise from
the role such systems play in biological systems, their use
as probes for inner-sphere electron transfer reactions
and tests of theory, and most recently for their potential
as components in molecular scale electronic devices.

Many mixed-valence materials of contemporary
interest feature a common [LxM]-B-[MLx] structure, in
which two (redox-active) metal fragments MLx featuring
a metal centre in oxidation state n, are linked by some

bridging ligand, B. The mixed valence state is generated
by one-electron oxidation (or reduction) of the assembly
(Scheme 1). Through investigations of the roles played
by the structure of the bridging ligand and the nature of
the metal and supporting ligands structure on the extent
of delocalisation of the unpaired electron through the
molecular assembly we, and others, hope to establish the
design rules for next generation molecular electronic and
magnetic materials.

The volume of literature is such that we cannot
comprehensively review mixed-valence chemistry, or the
theoretical treatments used to analyse them, in this
contribution. Rather, we shall take an overview of the
works featuring the acetylene-based bridging ligands of
particular interest to this research group, with special
attention given to the most recent results from us and
others [9–15]. We hope that in doing so we will provide a
ready point of entry to the field for those with an interest
in organometallic chemistry and the electrochemical
properties of the systems in question, and illustrate the
electrochemical techniques being employed in the gen-
eration and study of these complexes.1

Mixed valence compounds: a summary and overview

The classification system and the terminology intro-
duced by Robin and Day [2] is widely used in the
description of mixed-valence systems. The Robin and
Day system distinguishes three general classes of mixed
valence compound: Class I, in which the interactions
between sites containing the redox-active element are
negligible either because of the great distance between
them, or because the local environment of each site is
very different; Class II, in which the redox centres are in
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similar local environments, with moderate coupling
between them permitting electron exchange, and in
addition to properties arising from the electron transfer
process have identifiable independent character arising
from localisation (or trapping) of the unpaired electron;
and Class III, in which the redox centres are so strongly
coupled that the odd-electron is delocalised and only a
single, average valence state can be assigned to the two
centres. Strictly speaking, Class III compounds are not
‘‘mixed-valence’’, but perhaps better described as
‘‘valence averaged’’ species, with unique characteristics
that cannot be assigned to either individual oxidation
state.

The thermodynamic stability of the mixed-valence
state can be readily calculated from electrochemical
data. The comproportionation (equilibrium) constant,
Kc, for the reaction shown in Scheme 2 is given by
Kc ¼ e

DEF
RT ; where DE is the difference in oxidation

potentials associated with the first and second oxidation
of the parent [LxM]-B-[MLx] species and ranges from Kc

" 4 (in the statistical limit) for the most weakly coupled
systems to >1013 for the most strongly coupled (Class
III) systems. However, it must be emphasised that Kc is a
thermodynamic parameter and should probably not be
used in isolation when determining the nature (class) of a
mixed-valence complex. Nevertheless, the magnitude of
DE has often been taken as an indication of the degree of
interaction between identical redox sites [16].

The determination of the nature and magnitude of
the electronic coupling between redox sites in mixed-
valence complexes has been a subject of study for
decades and continues to pose many fundamental and
challenging problems [5, 17–20]. In a Class II mixed-
valence complex of the type shown in Scheme 1, electron
transfer between the two sites M can be induced ther-
mally or photochemically. In his classic work, Hush
developed the theoretical treatments which both pre-
dicted the occurrence of this metal-metal charge transfer
(MMCT, or intervalence charge transfer IVCT) band
and allowed thermal parameters to be extracted from
analysis of the energy and shape of this optical absorp-
tion band. In the context of this micro-review it is only
appropriate to note the key conclusions and relation-
ships relating the optical properties of mixed-valence

species that are most commonly used by the inorganic
community in the analysis of their data.

In the case of a symmetric complex, the rate constant
for the intramolecular electron transfer process, kth, can
be obtained from

kth ¼ jmne
#DG$

th
RT

! "

; ð1Þ

where j is the adiabatic factor, and mn is the nuclear
frequency factor (ca. 1–10·1012 s#1 at 25 !C).

Although the two states before and after electron
transfer are indistinguishable, and overall for this
process DG0=0, there is an activation barrier DG*

th to
the electron exchange process imposed by the different
equilibrium geometries (inner and outer sphere, or
metal–ligand lengths and solvation shells) of M(n) Lx and
M(n+1) Lx and Franck–Condon factors. Electron
transfer can occur without prior rearrangement of the
complex upon absorption of light of the appropriate
energy, Eop. For a Class II system, DG*th is given by

DG$th ¼
k
4
# Vab

# $
þ

V 2
ab

k
ð2aÞ

which in the case of very weakly coupled systems sim-
plifies to

Eop ¼ k ¼ hm ¼ 4DG$th ð2bÞ

and the bandwidth at half-height Dm1=2 ðcm#1Þ of the
optical transition is related to the energy of the transi-
tion mmax by

Dm1=2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2310mmax

p
: ð3Þ

A rough rule of thumb assigns mixed-valence classes
based on the comparison of the observed ðDm1=2ðobsÞÞ and
calculated ðDm1=2Þ half-height bandwidths. The band
shape of the ‘‘IVCT’’ band in strongly coupled systems
has been a topic of considerable recent debate, as the
ground state potential energy surfaces are no longer
parabolic in shape, leading to a ‘‘cut-off’’ of the
absorption band on the low energy side at hm=2Vab.
Complexes with asymmetric (non-Gaussian) shaped
bands that are significantly narrower than the Hush
relationship predicts are assumed to belong to Class III
[18, 21].

The IVCT band also allows extraction of the elec-
tronic coupling term Vab (also written Hab) via

Vab ¼
0:0205

r

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
emaxDm1=2mmax

q
; ð4Þ

where !max is the molar absorption coefficient of the
IVCT band, and r is the intramolecular electron transfer
distance (in Å). An alternative, quantum mechanical
expression for Vab which makes no implicit assumption
of the band-shape is

Scheme 1

Scheme 2
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Vab ¼
leg

er
mmax; ð5Þ

where leg (in C m) is the transition dipole moment be-
tween the ground and excited states and can be calcu-
lated (in Debye, 1 D=3.336·10$30 C m) from the
integrated area of the IVCT band through

leg ¼ 0:09584

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiR
e mð Þdm
mmax

s

: ð6Þ

While r is often assumed to be the metal–metal sep-
aration, estimates of r can be difficult when the redox-
active orbitals are significantly delocalised over several
atomic sites [22–25]. Curtis and co-workers [26] have
described an alternative, electrochemical approach for
the measurement of the coupling parameter, although
this method requires data from a significant number of
closely related complexes and Hush style analysis of
IVCT band shape has dominated the more recent
organometallic literature. DFT methods have also been
applied recently to the calculation of the intramolecular
electron transfer distance and Vab in triarylamine based
mixed-valence compounds [25].

Another measure of the extent of interaction between
the two redox sites often used in the earlier literature is
the delocalisation coefficient, or a ground state delocal-
isation parameter a2, which is proportional to the
amount of time spent by an electron at a given site [27].
The parameter is calculated from the spectroscopic data
through the following relationships

Vab ¼ mmaxa ¼ 2:05% 10$2
mmax

r

" #
emaxDm1=2

mmax

" #1=2

ð7Þ

a2 ¼
4:2% 10$4
$ %

eDm1=2
mmaxr2

: ð8Þ

In the case of delocalised (Class III) systems, Vab is
simply related to the transition energy by the following
relationship

Eop ¼ mmax ¼ 2Vab: ð9Þ

Many of the terms used in the description of localised
Class II systems, such as ‘‘IVCT’’ and even ‘‘mixed-va-
lence’’, are rather misleading when directly applied to
Class III systems. The term ‘‘charge resonance band’’
may be a more appropriate descriptive term [24, 28].

Cn bridged species

The electrochemical response of bimetallic species
bridged by polycarbon fragments and related ligands
derived from polyynes was comprehensively reviewed
recently [11, 29]. However, these reviews explicitly
omitted ferrocene derivatives, and we take the oppor-
tunity to summarise the redox chemistry associated with
polycarbon bridged ferrocenes in this section.

Diferrocenylacetylene, FcC ” CFc (1/1), the first
member of the simplest family of polyacetylide-bridged
bis(ferrocenes), Fc(C ” C)nFc (1/n), displays two
reversible oxidation waves, separated by up to 190 mV,
which has been taken as measure of moderate degree of
interaction between the ferrocene centres. With the other
members of the series, the value of DE decreases sharply
with increasing chain length becoming a single, two
electron event in the octatetrayne (n=4) (Table 1). The
electron-rich derivative 1,4-bis(octamethylferrocenyl)-
buta-1,3-diyne exhibited a slightly greater DE (150 mV)
than 1/2 [35].

In early work, Cowan and co-workers [31, 36]
observed low-intensity, low energy absorption bands in
the mixed-valence complexes [1/1]+ (kmax=1,560 nm,

Table 1 The electrochemical properties of bis(ferrocenyl)polyynes 1/n

n E1/2 (1) E1/2 (2) DE Conditions References

1 $0.11 0.08 0.19 0.1 M NBu4ClO4 in CH2Cl2,
100 mV/s, vs. FcH/FcH+

[30]

0.625 0.755 0.130 0.2 M NBu4BF4 in CH2Cl2,
100 mV/s, vs. SCE

[31]

2 0.14 0.23 0.09 0.1 M NBu4ClO4 in CH2Cl2,
100 mV/s, vs. FcH/FcH+

[30]

0.58 0.68 0.100 0.2 M NBu4BF4 in CH2Cl2,
100 mV/s, vs. SCE

[31]

0.486 0.586 0.100 0.1 M NBu4PF6 in 1:1
CH2Cl2:NCMe, vs. Ag/AgCl, 100 mV/s

[32]

0.58 0.69 0.11 0.1 M NBu4PF6 in
CH2Cl2, vs decamethylferrocene [0.0765 V vs. SCE]

[33]

3 0.060 [33]
4 0.601 0.1 M NBu4PF6 in 1:1

CH2Cl2:NCMe, vs. Ag/AgCl
[34]

6 0.652 0.1 M NBu4PF6 in 1:1 CH2Cl2:NCMe, vs. Ag/AgCl [34]

Structure 1
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!=670 M!1 cm!1) and [1/2]+ (kmax=1,180 nm,
!=570 M!1 cm!1), which were not present in either the
neutral or dicationic derivatives and were assigned to the
Hush-type IVCT bands, and subsequently studied in
some detail [37–39]. The doubly bridged species 2a and
2b both exhibit two sequential one electron oxidation
events with significantly greater separation in the half-
wave potentials than the singly bridged analogues
(DE=0.355 V 2a; 0.25 V 2b). In addition, the mixed-
valence cation derived from 2a gave rise to a much lower
energy NIR absorption band with larger molar
absorption coefficient (kmax=1,760 nm;
!=3,100 M!1 cm!1) than 1/1, and these doubly bridged
species are assumed to be more strongly coupled than
the singly bridged derivatives [31, 40]. Cyclic derivatives
have also been prepared and electrochemical properties
reported in brief [41].

Transition metal cluster bridged species

The carbon chain in 1/2, 1/4 and 1/6 has been
elaborated through reaction with osmium, ruthenium
and cobalt clusters to afford a range of metallo-carbon
cluster species featuring pendant ferrocenyl moieties [42–
55]. In the case of products in which the ferrocene
moieties are found in identical chemical environments
and the difference in oxidation potential can be related
to the interactions between the redox sites rather than
chemical differences, coordination of the polycarbon
chain resulted in a decrease in the separation of the
oxidation potentials compared with the parent species
1/n. However, in the case of 3 the redox processes
associated with oxidation of the ferrocenyl moieties are
separated by 0.184 V, significantly larger than DE of
diferrocenylbutadiyne (1/2) (0.100 V). The enhanced
interaction between the ferrocenyl moieties is thought to
be due to mixing of the Os and alkyne carbon orbitals

increasing the dehydrobutadiene (C=C=C=C) char-
acter of the bridge [32].

The coordination of Co2(CO)6 moieties to the C ” C
bridges generally serves to decrease interactions between
ferrocenyl groups along the length of the Cn bridge,
although the redox processes are complicated by rapid,
subsequent chemical processes [56]. In some cases
coordination of a Co2(CO)4(dppm) moiety to the C ” C
fragments of the bridge can lead to an increase in DE
associated with oxidation of the remote ferrocenyl probe
groups, but the effect is generally small [33, 57]. There
are no electrochemically detectable interactions between
Re(CO)3(NN) fragments (NN=2,2’-bipyridine based
ligands) mediated by the Cu3(l3-g

1-
C ” CC6R4C ” C)(LL)3 bridge. Rather the complex
exhibits Cu3 centred oxidation and Re(CO)3(NN) cen-
tred reduction processes, with little electrochemical evi-
dence for ground state interactions between the rhenium
centres mediated by the tricopper cluster [58].

Main group cluster bridges

Diethynyl carboranes have recently attracted attention
as possible conduits for electronic effects, and the
mechanism through which these effects are transmitted
through the cage has been a source of some interest
[59]. Electrochemical studies of {Co2(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-
Me3SiC2-1,12-CB10H10CC2SiMe3) using both cyclic
and differential pulse voltammetric methods revealed
two sequential oxidation processes and two sequential
reduction processes separated by 105 mV and 80 mV,
respectively [60]. While these redox processes were
qualitatively similar to those of an analogous 1,4-C6H4

bridged species [61], DFT analysis of the radical ca-
tions revealed a different underlying electronic structure
in each case. The SOMO of the aryl-bridged species
featured considerable aryl p-character, while the
SOMO of the carborane spaced species was essentially
localised on the Co2C2 clusters. It was concluded that
the carborane cluster cage acts as a more or less r-
bridge [62].

A complimentary study by Hawthorne’s group using
Fe(CO)2Cp based redox probes revealed a diminished
interaction through the diethynyl carborane moiety
when compared with {Fe(CO)2Cp}2(lCBnHnC) (n= 8,
10). Interpolation of a mercury centre between two cages
also resulted in the observation of a single irreversible
oxidation wave by CV [63].

Structure 2

Structure 3
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Diethynyl aromatic bridges

In the case of ferrocene redox probes, introduction of
aromatic moieties within the carbon chain (4) results
in the observation of an apparently single, quasi-
reversible oxidation process, albeit with a relatively
large peak–peak separation in several cases. While the
broadness of the wave probably indicates the presence
of two closely spaced processes, it is clear that these
bridges are not well-suited to the task of promoting
interactions between the remote ferrocene moieties.
The oxidation potentials of these complexes are sen-
sitive to the inductively electron withdrawing (phenyl)
or donating (thiophenyl) nature of the ethynyl-based
bridges [35, 64–69].

In the case of the 2,5-diethynylpyridine bridged sys-
tem 4e the ferrocenyl centres are formally non-degen-
erate, but only a single oxidation process was observed
with DEp (64 mV) consistent with essentially indepen-
dent, and identical, redox behaviour at these sites.
However, methylation of the pyridine nitrogen centre in
4e results in a significant splitting of the oxidation events
(DE=161 mV) when the non-coordinating electrolyte
[NBu4][B(C6F5)4] is employed in CH2Cl2. This switching

in behaviour and localisation of charge on the distinct
ferrocenyl termini has been suggested as the basis for a
single molecule transistor which would pass charge by
electron hopping, not through-bond coupling of the re-
dox sites [70].

Not unexpectedly, the magnitude of the redox wave
separation DE is sensitive to the regiochemistry of the
substitution around the aromatic ring. For example,
both 1,8- (5a) and 1,5- (5b) bis(ferrocenylethynyl)naph-
thalene derivatives both display two chemically revers-
ible diffusion-controlled one-electron oxidation couples
arising from the ferrocenyl moieties, with DE signifi-
cantly larger in the case of 5a (109 mV) than 5b (60 mV),
due to an unresolved combination of through-bond and
through-space factors [33].

However, incorporation of the redox active probe
group directly into the ligand p-system results in far
greater interactions between the remote sites. While
there are numerous examples of the preparation and
characterisation of metal complexes, and related poly-
mers, featuring the MLx–C ” CArC ” C–MLx motif,
surprisingly few of these studies have also incorporated
electrochemical methods, and even fewer have explicitly
addressed the nature of the mixed-valence compounds
which may be derived from them.

Structure 4

Structure 5
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In early work, the complexes [trans-{FeCl(dm-
pe)2}2(l-1,4-C ” CC6H4C ” C)], bearing the strongly
electron-donating dimethylphosphinoethane ligands,
were prepared and found to undergo two sequential, one
electron oxidation processes, separated by ca. 0.2 V
(Kc=2.4·103) in CH2Cl2 containing 0.2 M [NBu4][ClO4]
(CARE!), and as a result the mono-cation was assumed
to be a Class II mixed valence species. An irreversible,
apparently two electron anodic process was also
observed at higher potentials. The diffusion-controlled
behaviour of the first two oxidation events was taken as
an indication of limited structural rearrangement
accompanying the redox steps. Both the mono and
dications were found to be ESR active, but only broad
unresolved lines were obtained at low temperatures [71].

Since this initial investigation, the electrochemical
response of several related pseudo-octahedral
[{MLx}2(l-1,4-C ” CC6H4C ” C)] complexes have also
been reported [72–76]. The nature of the metal end-cap-
ping group plays a significant role in determining the
magnitude of coupling in these systems, and in the case of
{Pt(C6H3CH2NMe22-2,6}2(l-1,4-C ” CC6H4C ” C) (6)
[77] and the bis-bimetallic complex [{Ru2(ap)4}2(l-1,4-
C ” CC6H4C ” C)] (ap=2-anilinopyridinate) [78] CV
measurements indicated independent redox behaviour
associated with themetal sites. For example, in the case of
the platinum species 6, only a single, irreversible oxidation
wave was observed by cyclic voltammetry corresponding
to the removal of a total of four electrons in two over-
lapping (or simultaneous) Pt(II/IV) oxidation steps.

The compound {Fe(dppe)Cp*}2(l-C ” CC6H4C ” C)
(7a) displays a reversible electrochemical response, the
cyclic voltammogram of this compound being charac-
terised by two one-electron waves with a current ratio of
unity. The large separation of the half-wave potentials
DE=0.26 V indicates the thermodynamic stability of
the mixed-valence form with respect to disproportion-
ation (Kc=2.6·104), which whilst smaller than the
value associated with the first two oxidation waves in the
‘‘all-carbon’’ bridged species {Fe(dppe)Cp*}2(l-C ”
CC ” C) (DE=0.71 V, Kc=1·1012) [79], is sufficiently
large to allow synthetic preparation of [7a]+ and [7a]2+

free of contamination and isolation as the PF6
! salts [74].

Magnetic susceptibility measurements of the dicationic
species [7a]2+ are consistent with antiferromagnetic
coupling of the (formally) 17-electron metal centres, and
in agreement with the ESR spectrum of this material,
which exhibits three broad g tensor components without
the characteristic hyperfine coupling that might be

expected of metal centred radicals. When taken together
with the decreased m(CC) frequency, these data support
a description of [7a]2+ which involves an appreciable
contribution from the cumulated canonical form. The
behaviour of the mixed-valence form [7a]+ is compli-
cated by an apparently conformationally based distinc-
tion between valence-trapped and detrapped forms of
the compound. Thus the Mössbauer spectrum of [7a]+

contained three sets of doublets characteristic of Fe(II),
Fe(III) and an intermediate valence state indicative of
the de-trapped state. The relative proportions of the
doublets varied from batch to batch of solid, but each
spectrum was temperature independent between 77 and
280 K. At lower temperatures (5 K) an increase in the
amount of Fe(II) character relative to that of the de-
trapped state was observed, and attributed to stabilisa-
tion of a bridge-localised radical. Infrared spectroscopy
in both solid and solution state did not discredit this
suggestion, and while the precise mechanism is perhaps
unclear, it does appear certain that the 1,4-diethynyl-
benzene ligand is capable of delocalising an unpaired
electron between the two iron centres, which are sepa-
rated by almost 12 Å [74].

The influence of the bridging aromatic moiety has also
been considered through electrochemical measurements
of closely related series of complexes featuring a common
metal–ligand combination and a range of diethynyl
aromatic bridging moieties. Direct comparison of the
electrochemical response of {Fe(dppe)Cp*}2(l-
C ” C–X–C ” C) species (X=C ” CC ” C, 2,5-thio-
phene) revealed a greater separation of the Fe(II/III)
oxidation processes in the case of the polyethyndiyl ligand
(0.43 V vs. 0.34 V), although analysis of the NIR transi-
tions suggest little difference in the coupling parameter
Vab [80]. Substitution of the fully conjugated ligands by
alkyndiyl bridges incorporating methylene groups lead to
weakly coupled mixed-valence materials, in which opti-
cally induced electron transfer appears to involve two
different pathways arising from transitions between the
HOMO-1 fi SOMO and HOMO-n fi SOMO [81].

It has been shown through a combination of elec-
trochemical and spectroscopic techniques and semi-
empirical calculations that coupling between two
trans-MCl(dppm)2 fragments (M=Fe, Ru, Os) through
diethynylaromatic ligands C ” CArC ” C follows
the order Ar = 2,5-C4H2S > 1,4-C6H4 > 2,5-C5H3N
>1,3-C6H4, a result which was attributed to the relative
energy change associated with the adoption of a qui-
noidal structure [73, 75]. The ruthenium fragments were

Structure 6 Structure 7
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more strongly coupled than the analogous Fe or Os
species, a trait attributed to the better interactions be-
tween the p-donating ligand and the metal centre [82].

Recent work from this group has been concerned
with bimetallic complexes derived from 1,4-diethynyl-
benzene, 1,4-diethynylnaphthalene, and 9,10-diethynyl-
anthracene [83]. The cyclic voltammetric response of
each compound in the series 7b, 8, and 9 was similar,
being characterised by two reversible oxidation pro-
cesses separated by ca. 300 mV. The thermodynamic
stability of the mono-oxidised forms with respect to
disproportionation was matched by the kinetic stability
of each member of the series and chemical oxidation
(AgPF6) allowed isolation of [7b]n+, [8]n+ and [9]n+

(n=1, 2) as the PF6
! salts in essentially quantitative

yield. Upon oxidation of the 36-electron compounds to
the corresponding 35-electron (mono-oxidised) and 34-
electron (di-oxidised) species the m(CC) band of the
ligand was found to shift to progressively lower energy,
consistent with the evolution of a more cumulated
electronic structure. This interpretation is fully consis-
tent with DFT models of [7b]n+, which indicate a sub-
stantial delocalisation of the frontier orbital over the
metal centre and the diethynyl benzene ligand [84].

The UV-Vis spectra of the mono-oxidised species
were characterised by relatively intense MLCT bands,
together with a set of vibrationally structured bands at
lower energy, centred between 19,000 and 12,000 cm!1,
with profiles very similar to those of the appropriate aryl
radical cation. This observation, together with the IR
data, suggests the bridge orbitals are significantly in-
volved in the redox process. In addition, each species
[7b]+, [8]+ and [9]+ exhibited an overlapping series of
absorptions in the NIR region with remarkably similar
profiles and energies, with the lowest energy band
maximum near 5,000 cm!1 in each case. The similar
electrochemical, vibrational and electronic signature of
these monocations suggests little variation in the mag-
nitude of electronic coupling through these ligands.

Further oxidation to the diamagnetic dicationic
species,[7b]2+, [8]2+ and [9]2+ resulted in the collapse of
the NIR and vibrationally structured visible bands
associated with the mixed valence species. The electronic
structure of the dications were characterised by one or
two bands in the visible region, which are probably
MLCT/LMCT in nature [83].

Regardless of the nature of the metal fragment
employed,meta-substitution patterns lead to less strongly
electronically coupled systems. For example, for 1,3,5-

tris(ferrocenylethynyl)benzene in which the ferrocenyl
moieties are arranged in mutually meta positions around
the aromatic ring only a single anodic process was
detected by cyclic voltammetry [85, 35]. The wave has the
shape of a one-electron process, but was shown by con-
trolled potential coulometry to consume three electrons
per molecule. This is indicative of three independent, one-
electron processes arising from the independence of the
ferrocenyl centres [86]. No low energy absorption bands
were observed.

As with 1,4-disubstituted systems, incorporation of
the metal centre directly into the conjugated ligand
framework can result in more significant interactions
with DE values of up to 180 mV being observed in the
case of complexes such as 10, 11 and 12 [78, 87–89]. The
magnetic properties [90, 91] and NLO response [92, 93]
of these weakly interacting systems which can have high
spin configurations associated with their higher oxidised
states may be a source of interest for future investiga-
tions.

For example, the mixed-valence cation [11]+ exhibits
two m(C ” C) bands corresponding at an approximate
level to vibrations associated with Fe(II)–C ” C and
Fe(III)–C ” C moieties, indicating electron transfer
between the sites to be slow on the IR timescale, al-
though DFT analysis suggests an appreciable amount
(22.9%) of the unpaired spin density resides on the
aromatic portion of the bridging ligand. Mössbauer
spectroscopy also indicates the presence of distinct
Fe(II) and Fe(III) centres [90]. Weak, solvent indepen-
dent bands (!max ca. 500 M!1 cm!1) were found in the
NIR region under the tail of the LMCT bands. By
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assuming Gaussian line shapes it was possible to
deconvolute the absorption into two bands, one assigned
to a ligand–field (LF) transition associated with the
Fe(III)(dppe)Cp* fragment, the other to the Fe(II)–
Fe(III) IVCT transition. The Gaussian line-fit of the
IVCT band was found to have half-height bandwidth
close to that predicted by Eq. 3. Using Eq. 4, and
assuming the Fe...Fe separation to be a reasonable
estimate of the electron transfer distance, gave a value of
Vab of 0.020 eV (160 cm!1) [90].

The paramagnetic species [11]2+ contains two low
spin Fe(III) centres, with magnetic susceptibility mea-
surements and DFT calculations indicating a triplet
ground state, with a singlet–triplet energy gap
DETS=2J=130.5±0.2 cm!1. While this value is not as
large as found in organic radicals bridged by meta-
phenylene spacers, the magnitude of the ferromagnetic
coupling observed in this system is interesting, given the
>10 Å (1 nm) separation of the iron centres [91].

In the case of the trinuclear species [12]+ the inter-
pretation of the mixed-valence behaviour must take into
account the electron transfer between three sites, and a
modified form of Eq. 4 is employed, as given in Eq. 10
[94].

Vab ¼ 2:06# 10!2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mmaxemaxm1=2

p

r
ffiffiffi
2
p : ð10Þ

Within the limits of the various assumptions made, the
coupling in [12]+ was the same as that in [11]+.

The NIR spectrum of the diradical [12]2+ contained
three bands, one of which was assigned to the LF
transitions associated with the formally Fe(III) centre,
and two attributed to IVCT type processes [90]. The two
IVCT processes probably originate from the magnetic
interactions between the two S=1/2 centres. According
to ESR and magnetic data, at 20 !C both singlet and
triplet states are populated and different electron trans-
fer pathways are expected to occur between the singlet
and triplet states. However, it was not possible on the
basis of the data to hand to assign the IVCT bands to
the singlet or triplet states, and a full determination of
the thermodynamic parameters, which relies on an esti-
mate of both mmax and ! could not be performed [90].

The trimetallic trication [12]3+ displayed temperature
dependent magnetic susceptibility consistent with the
thermal population of excited doublet (S=1/2) lying
above the quartet (S=3/2) ground state by some
18.7±0.5 and 28.8±0.5 cm!1, and DFT level calcula-
tions confirm the stability of the high-spin ground state
[91].

It is clear that the extent of electronic and magnetic
coupling in ethynyl-aromatic bridged polymetallic
complexes is dependent on a combination of features
relating to both the metal and the bridge [72]. If the
molecular design rules which influence these parameters
are to be generalised, considerably more investigations
of a wider range of complexes will be necessary.

Metal bis(acetylide) bridges

Various efforts have been made to include metal centres
within the bridging moiety [10, 66, 67, 72, 95]. The
introduction of a diethynyl-platinum motif as the spacer,
as in 13, or within a more complicated architecture, as in
14, does not promote any electrochemically detectable
interactions between the remote ferrocene moieties.
Similarly, in the case of [{trans-RuCl(dppe)2}(l-
C ” CPt(PBu3)2C ” C)], only a single, apparently two
electron oxidation process was observed for the RuII/III

couples [72]. However, the question of to what extent the
Pt(II) centre promotes or disrupts p-conjugation along
an ethynyl-based chain remains an open question, and
the very recent work of S.R. Marder et al. using organic
redox probes suggests that it may be possible to engineer
modestly delocalised systems based on the trans-C ” C–
PtII–C ” C fragment [96]. It should also be noted that
several related studies have suggested this motif may be
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more suitable for allowing interactions in photoexcited
states [97–101]. The introduction of a mercury centre
also served to sever electrochemically detectable inter-
actions between Ru(dppe)Cp* fragments along a poly-
carbon chain, a result attributed to the lack of a Hg
contribution in the HOMO [102].

More pronounced interactions in the ground state
are mediated by octahedral metal centres, most
thoroughly represented by the family of complexes
trans-M(C ” CFc)2(L4). In the case of the complexes
trans-Ru(C ” CFc)2(dppx)2 (15) (dppx=dppm (15a)
[103–105]; dppe (15b) [106]) three chemically reversible
oxidation processes are revealed by cyclic voltammetry.
Similar results have been found for a related manganese
system [107]. By comparisonwith the oxidation potentials
of model materials these processes were assigned to the
sequential oxidation of the ferrocene moieties (DE ca.
200 mV), and the ruthenium II/III couple. Extension of
the carbon bridge from (C ” C) to (C ” CC ” C) has the
expected result of diminishing the separation of the fer-
rocene-based oxidation events (DE=139 mV) [106], but
still supports the unusual observation that the metallo-
carbon backbone is more effective than the pure carbon
bridge at promoting electronic interactions in the ferro-
cene series, despite the increase in Fe...Fe separation.

The mono- and dications trans-[Ru(C ” CFc)2
(dppm)2]

+ ([15a]+) and trans-[Ru(C ” CFc)2
(dppm)2]

2+ ([15a]2+) each exhibit at least two bands in
the NIR region, which are not present in the neutral
complex. In both cases the lower energy transition, the
position of which is solvent independent, is assigned to
localised d–d transition associated with Fe(III), while

the higher energy band is assigned to the Ru(II) fi -
Fe(III) electron transfer processes [104]. While for the
dication, a simple two-state model [Scheme 3, diagram
(a)] suffices to explain the origin of the NIR transition, a
three-state potential energy diagram has been proposed
to rationalise the electronic structure of the monocation
(Scheme 3). In the dicationic species each iron centre is
in the Fe(III) state, and hence electron transfer between
them is not possible. In the scheme, hm is the energy
required to move from the thermodynamically stable
ground state configuration (A) to state B, and includes
the reorganisation energies and DGo terms.

In the case of the monocations, the three state po-
tential energy diagram [Scheme 3, diagram (b)] provides
a better description. In Wolf’s analysis, the three possi-
ble electronic configurations (FeIII–RuII–FeII, FeII–
RuIII–FeII, FeII–RuII–FeIII) were termed C, D and E for
ease of reference. The photon hm’ provides energy nec-
essary to move an electron from state C, which is
isoenergetic with E, to D. State D can collapse to either
C or E, and therefore photoexcitation of state C by hm’
provides a mechanism for charge transfer across the
ruthenium bis(acetylide) bridge. When compared with
the simple species 1, the role of the Ru centre is to lower
the activation barrier, DG*th, to electron transfer. This
suggestion is in complete agreement with the trends
observed in the series of compounds 16, for which the
interaction between the two ferrocene moieties (as
measured by DE) and energy of the lowest energy NIR
band decreases as the oxidation potential of the Ru
centre is increased. This general picture is reinforced by
studies of the closely related complexes
[Ru(C ” CMc)(L2)Cp’]

n+ (Mc=Fc, Rc; L=PPh3, dppe;
Cp’=Cp, Cp*, n=0, 1). While electrochemical studies
indicated a number of oxidation processes, Mössbauer
spectroscopy was used to confirm oxidation of the iron
centre in the mono-oxidised derivatives, and allowed
assignment of one of the two observed NIR bands to a
RuII fi FeIII transition [108, 109]. The chemically
irreversible nature of the oxidation events associated
with Ru(C ” CC ” CFc)(dppx)Cp (dppx=dppm, dppe)
precluded a detailed analysis of the oxidised derivatives
of this complex [110].
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More elaborate, multimetallic bridges have been
investigated as potential conduits of electronic effects in
recent times, generally featuring ferrocenyl probe groups
[111–114]. The diplatinum bridged species
[Pt2(dppm)2(C ” CFc)2] has been used to demonstrate
interactions between the remote ferrocenyl moieties
through the Pt–Pt bond [115]. The CV of
[Pt2(dppm)2(C ” CFc)2] displays two quasi-reversible
one-electron oxidation waves associated with the Fc
moieties separated by ca. 267±10 mV, suggesting con-
siderable interactions between them mediated by the Pt–
Pt single bond. In situ generation of [Pt2(dppm)2
(C ” CFc)2]

+ by oxidation with excess ferrocinium cat-
ion revealed a NIR transition at mmax ¼ 11300"
50 cm#1 ð! ¼ 610" 10M#1 cm#1Þ; Dm1=2 ¼ 2800 cm#1:
This is somewhat lower in energy than the RuII fi FeIII

transition observed by Wolf and colleagues in their

Ru(dppm)2 spaced analogues, and is therefore not con-
sistent with assignment as a PtI fi FeIII transition. In
the Pt2-bridged case the band is assigned to a direct
FeII fi FeIII transition. Assuming r=14.474(2) Å (the
crystallographically determined Fe...Fe distance), the
Hush relationships allow estimation of Vab=190±
20 cm#1 from the spectroscopic data. On the basis of
energy considerations, it is concluded that the primary
mechanism of interaction arises from inductive and/or
magnetic interactions through the p-orbitals of the
bridging moiety rather than delocalisation effects.
Addition of an AuX (X=Cl, Br) fragment to the Pt–Pt
bond gives A-frame complexes which display negligible
interactions between the ferrocenyl centres [115].

The diruthenium(III) tetra(amidinate)-bridged com-
plexes 17a-c give rise to essentially identical DPVs with
three one-electron oxidation processes observed between
0.4 and 1.0 V, together with an Ru2 centred reduction.
The more soluble alkoxy substituted derivatives were
amenable to spectroelectrochemical analysis, with [17c]+

giving rise to a broad, low energy band which tailed from
the NIR into the IR region (band 1). Further oxidation to
[17c]2+ gave an additional band at kmax=6,040 cm#1

(band 2). The oxidation processes were assigned to
sequential oxidation of the Ru2 core and the Fc moieties,
with band 1 assigned to FeII fi Ru2

III,IV charge transfer
and band 2 to FeII fi FcIII charge transfer across the
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metallocarbon bridge. Preliminary analysis of band 2
suggests [17]2+ is a fully delocalised system, with the Vab

term for FeII fi FeIII charge transfer ca. 3,000 cm!1

[113].
Diethynyl di- and triferrocenyls have also been con-

sidered as potential bridging moieties, and interactions
between remote ferrocenyl or Co2C2(CO)4(dppm) redox
probes through the Fcn core in complexes 18a-d inves-
tigated [116]. While detailed orbital analysis was not
available, electrochemical studies provide a series of
interesting observations, including: the interpolation of
the Fc2 unit does not impede electronic interactions

between the remote groups, although more attenuation
is apparent with the Fc3 moiety; the terminal groups and
the oligoferrocene core act almost independently.

In contrast, the extended metal atom chain (EMAC)
complex 19, which is formally comprised of a diamag-
netic singly bonded [Co2]

4+ and an isolated Co2+ cen-
tre, is not as effective a conduit of electronic effects
between the Fc moieties. Cyclic and differential pulse
voltammetry revealed three chemically reversible oxi-
dation processes, the second being likely comprised of
two overlapping and unresolved events and tentatively
assigned to the sequential oxidation of the ferrocene
moieties. On the basis of the width of the unresolved
peak in the DP trace, a value of DE=71 mV was esti-
mated [117, 118]. Unfortunately, attempts to observe the
oxidised products were hampered by decomposition of
the products during preparative electrochemical or
chemical oxidation of 19 [119, 120].

A number of complexes featuring bis(ferrocenyle-
thynyl) in a cis geometry have also been reported [121–
123]. While these species can be used as redox-active
‘‘molecular tweezers’’, the interest from the present
perspective lies in the reductive coupling of the acetylide
ligands which occurs following oxidation of the
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ferrocenyl termini either chemically or electrochemically
in titanium derivatives (Scheme 4).

Heterometallic species

The task of evaluating interactions between different
metal centres through ethynyl-based bridging ligands
using electrochemical methods can be complicated by
differing interpretations of the observed electrochemical
response of the system in terms of either metal centred
redox events (i.e simple donor–acceptor systems), or
redox processes which involve more extensively deloca-
lised orbitals. Solvation effects can also alter E0 values,
and it is important to bear in mind that direct compar-
isons of electrode potentials of bimetallic complexes with
those of model compounds is only valid if the relative
solvation energies of the compounds are in their various
oxidation states do not differ significantly [124, 125].

In general, mixed-metal systems are weakly to mod-
erately coupled, and can often be treated in terms of
metal centred oxidation events and electronic transitions
between distinct metal based chromophores. Com-
pounds of this type are therefore well described by a
modified form of the Hush theory outlined in the
introduction. For a prototypical MA

II-bridge-MB
III with

metal MA and MB assigned arbitrary oxidation states of
+2 and +3, respectively, the energy of the MMCT
band Eop (in cm!1) can be expressed in terms of the free
energy difference DGo between the redox isomers MII

A-
bridge-MIII

B and MIII
A-bridge-M

II
B and the combined

inner and outer sphere reorganisation energies, k
(Eq. 11).

Eop ¼ DG# þ k: ð11Þ

If solvation factors are ignored, the free energy dif-
ference DGo can be approximated by the difference in
electrode potentials associated with each metal site
through

DG# ¼ DE#F
11:97

ð12Þ

but such an approximation becomes less valid as
hydrogen bonding between the metal/ligand fragment
and the solvent become important [124].

In complexes such as trans-Pt(Ph)(C ” CMLn)(PEt3)2
(20, 21) the electrochemical response of the complex
can be interpreted in terms of the MLnC ” CR frag-
ment featuring a relatively strong, but electrochemi-
cally ‘‘innocent’’, platinum donor group [126]. The
mixed iron/rhenium complex [{Cp*(dppe)-
Fe}(l-C ” CC6H4C ” C){Re(CO)3(bpy)}] exhibits a
quasi-reversible reduction process which is only 0.02 V
less favourable than the bpy centred reduction in
Re(C ” CC6H4C ” CH)(CO)3(bpy), and an iron centred
oxidation some 0.04 V more favourable than the oxi-
dation of Fe(C ” CPh)(dppe)Cp*, indicating a simple
relationship in which both metal centres act as moder-
ately electron donating substituent. In agreement with
this interpretation DFT analysis of the electronic
structure of the H-substituted model material
[{Cp(dHpe)Fe}(l-C ” CC6H4C ” C)Re(CO)3(bpy)] re-
veals a predominantly bpy-centred LUMO and an iron-
centred HOMO [127].

In [{RuCl(dppm)2}(l-C ” CC6H4C ” C){OsCl
(dppm)2Cl}], two oxidation processes are observed by
CV, which were assigned to the sequential oxidation of
the Os and Ru fragments, but both of which are at less
positive potentials than model mononuclear complexes
trans-{MCl(C ” CC4H4C ” CH)(dppm)2} (M=Ru, Os)
[126]. Such behaviour might be rationalised either by
assuming that the oxidised osmium fragment is a better
donor than the ethynyl moiety, or that the electronic
structure of [{RuCl(dppm)2}(l-C ” CC6H4C ” C)
{OsCl(dppm)2Cl]

+ is not well described in terms of
isolated Ru(II) and Os(III) fragments. Similarly, the
redox response of the diynyl bridged species
{Cp*(dppe)Fe}(l-C ” CC ” C){Re(PPh3)(CO)Cp*} [128]
is characterised by two anodic processes assigned to
sequential oxidation of the Fe and Re fragments, which
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occur at potentials less thermodynamically favourable
than the corresponding oxidation of model mononuclear
species. When the electrochemical result is coupled with
a detailed spectroscopic and DFT investigation [129],
the best resonance description which can be attributed to
the monooxidised form would be derived from a pre-
dominantly iron centred oxidation. The NIR band
observed in [{Cp*(dppe)Fe}(l-C ” CC ” C){Re(PPh3)
(CO)Cp*}]+ is therefore attributed to a photoinduced
ReII fi FeIII transition, and Hush style analysis of the
band shape gives Vab=0.019 eV.

A combination of CV and electronic structure cal-
culations using DFT, ZINDO and ELF methods has
been used to probe the interactions which occur between
the metal end-caps in Co2[l-g

2–Me3SiC ” CC2C ” -
C{Ru(PPh3)2Cp}](CO)4(dppm) and Co2[l-g

2–Me3-
SiC2C ” CC ” C{Ru(PPh3)2Cp}](CO)4(dppm) [130]. In
this case, CV revealed two facile oxidation events, both
of which occur at much less positive potentials than the
[Co2C2]

0/+ couple in the corresponding model Co2(l-g
2–

Me3SiC ” CC2C ” CSiMe3)(CO)4(dppm) or Co2(l-g
2–

Me3SiC2C ” CC ” CSiMe3)(CO)4(dppm) and also at a
less positive potential than the Ru(II/III) couple in
Ru(C ” CPh)(PPh3)2Cp. Electronic structure calcula-
tions revealed extensively mixed Co2C2/Cn/Ru character
in the HOMO, and consequently the electrochemical
events cannot be considered in terms of the properties of
isolated redox active fragments.

Recently, a simple synthesis of metal complexes
containing the cyanoacetylide ligand has been developed
[131]. The ready availability of compounds such as
Ru(C ” CC ” N)(PPh3)2Cp and Fe(C ” CC ” N)(dp-
pe)Cp by this method allows access to the isomeric
hetero bimetallic species Ru{C ” CC ” N[Fe(dp-
pe)Cp]}(PPh3)2Cp (22) and Fe[C ” CC ” N{-
Ru(PPh3)2Cp}](dppe)Cp (23). The electrochemical
response of each compound is characterised by two
oxidation events at 0.62 and 1.22 V (22) and 0.66 and
1.37 V (23), which may be compared with the oxidation
potentials of Ru(C ” CC ” N)(PPh3)2Cp (0.92 V),

Fe(C ” CC ” N)(dppe)Cp (0.53 V) and the nitrile spe-
cies [Ru(NCPh)(PPh3)2Cp]PF6 (1.30 V) and
[Fe(NCPh)(dppe)Cp]PF6 (0.83 V) measured under
identical conditions [0.1 M NBu4BF4 in CH2Cl2, all Pt
electrodes, potentials quoted vsersus internal Fc/Fc+

(0.46 V vs. SCE) or Fc*/Fc*+ (!0.02 V vs. SCE)]. In-
fra-red spectroelectrochemical investigation of the
monocations reveals a significant decrease in the energy
of the m(C ” CC ” N) vibrational bands, consistent with
a contribution from the ligand to the redox active
orbital. Relatively intense NIR bands are also found
([22+] mmax=9,600 cm!1, !=5,600 M!1 cm!1 ;
[23+]mmax=9,200 cm!1, !=2,500 M!1 cm!1), although
in the absence of confirmation of the extent of locali-
sation/delocalisation of the unpaired electron in these
complexes, it is difficult to conclusively assign these
transitions to MMCT processes [132].

However, if several critical assumptions are made, it is
possible to draw out some intriguing aspects for future
investigation. Given the structural similarities of the iron
centres in complexes such as [11]+ [90] and related iron
acetylides [133] and the relatively limited solvent depen-
dence of the redox response of closely related half-sand-
wich complexes such as Ru(CN)(PPh3)2Cp [134] it seems
reasonable to assume that the solvation energy associated
with the Ru(PPh3)2Cp and Fe(dppe)Cp fragments chan-
ges little on oxidation. Based on the oxidation potentials
of model acetylides and nitriles of both Fe(dppe)Cp and
Ru(PPh3)2Cp fragments it seems very likely that initial
oxidation of 22 and 23 takes place on the iron centre.

From Eqs. 10 and 11, the difference in free energy
and reorganisation energy associated with the redox
isomers [22a/b]+ and [23a/b]+ can be calculated ([22a/
b]+ DG=4,500 cm!1, k=5,000 cm!1; [23a/b]+

DG=5,700 cm!1, k=3,500 cm!1). It therefore appears
likely that the orientation of the bridge can influence,
and perhaps be used to tune, the energetics of the
intramolecular electron transfer reaction

Conclusion

Electrochemical techniques ranging from simple vol-
tammetry to spectroelectrochemical methods provide
the key data necessary to assess the thermodynamic and
kinetic factors associated with intramolecular electron
transfer reactions in bi- and polymetallic systems. When
coupled with electronic structure calculations, a detailed
insight into the nature of the electron transfer process
is obtained. Ethynyl-based bridging ligands are
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particularly effective in propagating ground-state delo-
calisation effects in polymetallic complexes of Group 8
metal systems, while complexes of the heavier metals
exhibit stronger couplings in excited states.
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Abstract Some aspects of the coordination chemistry of phosphinoalkynes on
polymetallic cluster frameworks are reviewed and illustrated with selected exam-
ples. Topics covered include the preparation of phosphinoalkynes, alkyne
coordination, phosphine coordination, coordination in the absence of P–C bond
cleavage, P–C bond cleavage and subsequent transformations of the resulting
acetylide ligands, and the use of metal complexes of phosphinoalkynes as metal-
loligands in catalytic applications.

Keywords Phosphinoalkyne ! Cluster ! P–C bond cleavage ! Phosphine ligand

Introduction

Phosphinoalkynes, [P(C:CR)nR03-n], are highly versatile ligands, able to interact
with metal systems through the phosphine lone pair, the alkyne p-system or both
(Chart 1) [1–3]. Consequently, phosphinoalkynes are especially well suited for the
formation and elaboration of polymetallic, including heterometallic, clusters through
condensation of metals around the multiple binding sites of the ligands. The ready
cleavage of the P–C bond that accompanies coordination of the phosphinoalkyne
within a polymetallic environment also makes phosphinoalkynes very convenient
reagents for the preparation of clusters bearing both acetylide and phosphido ligands.
In turn, the ability of these ligands to support and span a wide range of metal–metal
bonds, and to bind in a variety of fashions permits entry to, and interconversion of, a
vast array of cluster types via addition and elimination of ligands, opening and
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closing of M–M bonds, and stabilisation of unusual cluster electron counts. When
this flexible binding is considered alongside the many chemical variations that can be
made to the general phosphinoalkyne structure [P{(C:C)xR}nR03-n], one can
rapidly appreciate the large number of molecular systems than can be derived when
they are utilised as ligands in metal chemistry.

Although this review will focus on the cluster chemistry of phosphinoalkynes,
with particular emphasis on the diversity of structural types that can be formed, it is
worth noting at this point some of the other contemporary topics that continue to
drive research based around these compounds. The incorporation of phosphorus
within extended p-conjugated structures has attracted considerable interest in recent
times as a method through which to fine-tune optical and electronic materials
properties, and support ‘‘electronic communication’’ across the low coordinate
phosphorus centre [4]. Indeed, the low barrier to inversion in phosphinoalkynes has
been attributed to the stabilisation of planar transition states through conjugation of
the alkyne p-system with the phosphorus lone pair [5]. The introduction of ferrocene
as an ethynyl capping moiety gives the redox-active polyferrocenylphosphines
[P(C:CFc)nPh3-n] (n = 1–3), which act as mono-dentate phosphines and can be
used to assemble, for example, penta- and hepta-metallic complexes such as
[PdCl2{P(C:CFc)nPh3-n}2] (n = 2, 3), the pyrolysis of which yields magnetic
ceramics [6]. Whilst the potential for extended p-conjugation throughout com-
pounds such as [P(C:CFc)3] is appealing, the compound exhibits a single
ferrocene-based oxidation wave, taken by the authors as an indication of little
electronic interaction between the remote metallocenes, although a spectroscopic
study to fully establish this view was beyond the scope of that report [6]. Other
studies of electronic interactions mediated by phosphinoalkynes include an
electrochemical study of [{Ru3(CO)11}2(l-Ph2C:CPPh2)], which whilst compli-
cated by fast chemical reactions that follow the initial reduction suggested largely
independent cluster cores [7], and the characterisation of the Class II mixed-valence
species cis-[{Ru(acac)2}(l-Ph2PC:CPPh2)}2]+ [8].

Exploitation of the linear nature of bis(phosphino)ynes leads to metal complex
chains, rings and polymers [9]. Equally, in addition to their properties as ligands,
phosphinoalkynes also have flexible C–P–C and P–C:C bond angles making such
systems interesting building blocks for unusual molecular structures, and a range of
fascinating metal-free (poly)phosphapericyclynes and related building blocks have
been constructed recently (Scheme 1) [10]. Lammertsma and colleagues have
recently proposed similar structures as precursors for the construction of
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three-dimensional phosphacubanes (e.g. 1), for which DFT calculations suggest
should offer considerably delocalised electronic structures and smaller HOMO-
LUMO gaps than the analogous all-carbon structures [11]. The use of phosphorus as
a node in the construction of ethynyl-based dedrimers has also been explored, with
compounds such as [P(C:CPPh2)3] and [P(C:CH)(C:CPPh2)2] being prepared in
the course of those studies. These compounds have considerable potential as ligands
in metal chemistry which has not yet been fully explored [12].

Although a vast body of work has appeared describing the reactions and
transformations of phosphinoalkynes within the coordination sphere of a single metal
centre or multi-metallic complexes [13], in this short review, emphasis will be placed
upon the use of phosphinoalkynes in the synthesis of clusters that satisfy the Cotton
definition, and also in the chemical transformations that can take place when
phosphinoalkynes are introduced in the coordination sphere of a cluster system.
Some aspects of this chemistry have been reviewed previously by Sappa et al. [14],
and also by Carty [15] as part of more general reviews of alkyne ligands on cluster
frameworks.
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Preparation of Phosphinoalkynes

Phosphinoalkynes are generally prepared by reactions of a suitable sodium, lithium
[16, 17], magnesium [11, 18–20] or titanium [21] acetylides with an appropriate
mono, di or tri-chloro phosphine (Scheme 2) [22]. Phosphinoalkynes have also been
obtained from 1,2-addition of terminal alkynes to the P=N double bond in the
phosphinimine (Me3Si)2NP=N(SiMe3) [23]. Phosphirene ring systems bearing
bulky substituents at phosphorus can also be transformed into phosphinoalkynes
through a sequence of deprotonation (BuLi), ring-opening and trapping of the
resulting phosphide with a suitable electrophile (Scheme 3) [24]. Apparently, steric
protection of the electrophilic phosphorus centre permits deprotonation of the ring,
rather than the more usual nucleophilic attack at phosphorus.

Whilst the family of compounds [P(C:CR)Ph2] are the most widely explored
phosphinoalkynes in the context of polymetallic and cluster chemistry, the
flexibility of the synthetic methods described above for monoalkynyl phosphines
also permits preparation of vast array of compounds of general form
[P{(C:C)xR}nR03-n]. For example [P(C:CH)2(NPr2

i )] and [P(C:CH)3] are
prepared from the ethynyl Grignard and [PCl2(NPr2

i )] [11] or PCl3 [25] respectively.
Similarly, the reaction of lithiated alkynes with halophosphines (PCl3 or PCl5) gives
[P(C:CR)3] (R = Ph [26, 27], But [28], Fc [6]).

Phosphinodiynes are also well known, the parent species [P(C:CC:CH)Ph2]
having been prepared over 40 years ago from [PClPh2] and HC:CC:CMgBr [18],
and broadly speaking, the general reaction types described above for the preparation
of phosphinoalkynes are also applicable to the preparation of phosphinodiynes,
including [P(C:CC:CBut)Ph2] from HC:CC:CBut [29] and the bis(diphenyl-
phosphino) derivatives Ph2P(C:C)nPPh2 (n = 1 [20], 2 [30]). Lithiation (BuLi) of
[P(C:CC:H)Ph2] provides access to nucleophilic [P(C:CC:CLi)Ph2], which
has considerable scope as an entry point into phosphinodiyne chemistry [31]. In the
context of the preparation of phosphinodiynes [P(C:CC:CR0)R2], a range of
masked diynyl precursors have been explored. For example, treatment of an E-1-
chloro-ene-yne ClC(H)=C(H)C:CR with two equivalents of BuLi affords
RC:CC:CLi in situ, which can be quenched with [PClPh2] to afford
[P(C:CC:CR)Ph2] in good yield (R = C5H11 [32], Ph [29]). Similar products

C C R' P(C CR')nR3-nPClnR3-n + n

Scheme 2
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can also be obtained from trichlorovinylacetylenes [33]. Stoichiometric reaction of
Me3SiC:CC:CSiMe3 with MeLi ! LiBr complex gives the monolithiated species
LiC:CC:CSiMe3 [34], from which [P(C:CC:CSiMe3)Ph2] can be obtained
[29]. Sadly, the discontinuation of commercial supplies of Z–HC:CCH=CH(OMe)
seems to end the convenient use of this reagent as a synthon for diynes [35].

More recently, and of considerable synthetic utility, Cu [36, 37] Ni and Pd [38]
catalysed P–C coupling reactions that permit ready formation of phosphinoalkynes
directly from [PClnR3-n] and terminal alkynes HC:CR0 have been reported
(Scheme 4). Whilst conceptually similar to related C–C and N–C bond forming
reactions catalysed by these same metals [39], fine details of the mechanism have
not yet been elucidated and oxidative addition of P–Cl to Ni0 and Pd0 is not well
established [40]. Also of potential interest is a recent report of C–P bond formation
from the reaction of 1-alkynes with tetraphenylbiphosphine (Ph2P-PPh2) catalysed
by [RhH(PPh3)4] in the presence of 2,4-dimethylnitrobenzene, which affords both
phosphinoalkynes and the oxide [P(=O)(C:CR)Ph2]. The 2,4-dimethylnitroben-
zene apparently serves to both activate the diphosphine and trap the evolved
[PHPh2] by-product [40].

Transfer of the acetylide from tin or mercury to phosphorus is also known [19,
41, 42], and procedures based on this chemistry have been used in the preparation of
di- and tri-(polyynyl)phosphines [42]. Earlier literature has also indicated the utility
of [Hg(C:CC:CR)2] as a reagent for the poly alkynylation of PI3 [43]. However,
given the potential for even simple bis(alkynyl)mercury compounds to spontane-
ously detonate [44], extreme caution should be exercised in the use of such reagents.

Further scope for elaboration of the general phosphinoalkyne motif is derived
from functional group transformations at phosphorus, an example being the
preparation of phosphines bearing ethynyl moieties capped by different protecting
groups, which can, in principle, be selectively protected and un-masked (Scheme 5)
[11]. Naturally, the acetylenic portion of the phosphinoalkyne also offers scope for
further elaboration; for example, lithiation (BuLi) of [P(C:CH)2Me] and
subsequent reaction with [EClMe3] (E = Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) affords [P(C:CE-
Me3)2Me] [41a].

In the context of assembling polymetallic systems, compounds such as
[Ru(C:CPPh2)(PR3)2Cp*] (R = Ph, Me) [45], and [Fe(C:CPPh2)(dppe)Cp*]
[46], prepared by sequential deprotonation of the Group 8 metal acetylide

C CH R' P(C CR')nR3-nPClnR3-n +
CuI (1 mol%) 

NEt3 / PhMe
r.t.

Scheme 4
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[M(C:CH)(PP)Cp*] and reaction with [PClPh2], appeal. The closely related
complex [Ru(C:CPPh2)(PPh3)2Cp] can be obtained in good yield from
[RuCl(PPh3)2Cp] and [P(C:CSiMe3)Ph2] in methanol solution containing [NBu4]F
[47]. These metalloligands appear to have much as yet unrealised potential in the
synthesis of new cluster compounds.

Alkyne Coordination

Although examples are relatively rare, there has been a considerable amount of
recent interest in simple alkyne complexes of phosphinoalkynes [Mn(g2-
R2PC2R0)Lx] (Chart 1, B) as the free phosphine is available for further coordination
to other metal centres (Chart 1, C), which has led to the use of similar systems as
metalloligands in catalytic applications (section ‘‘Metal Complexes of Phos-
phinoalkynes with Potential for Use as Ligands in Metal-catalysed Reactions’’).
More commonly observed coordination modes in which the phosphinoalkyne acts as
a g1-phosphine ligand (Chart 1, A), and examples of compounds in which both
phosphine and alkyne moieties are involved in interactions with the metal centres
(Chart 1, C–F) are described later in this article.

The propensity for [Co2(CO)8] to react with alkynes giving tetrahedral species
[Co2(l-RC2R)(CO)6] is so great that the formation of such compounds is something
of a signature reaction of both alkynes and cobalt carbonyl [48]. Similarly, the ready
displacement of carbonyl ligands from [Co2(CO)8] by a range of phosphines leads
to numerous compounds [Co2(CO)8-nLn] [49]. Therefore it is not surprising that
phosphinoalkynes can react with [Co2(CO)8] through either the alkyne p-system,
giving rise to phosphines bearing rather bulky cluster substituents, or the phosphine,
with the course of the reaction being incredibly dependent on the conditions
employed. Examples of simple l-g2-alkyne derivatives of [Co2(CO)8] prepared
from phosphinoalkynes include [P{Co2(l-g2-C2Ph)(CO)6}2Ph], from [P(C:
CPh)2Ph] and [Co2(CO)8] [50], and a wide range of compounds [Co2(l-g2-
RC2PPh2)(CO)4L2] (R = Ph, But, SiMe3 etc; L = CO, L2 = dppm) [51], from
[P(C:CR)Ph2] and [Co2(CO)6L2]. The reactions of NiCp2 or [Ni(CO)Cp}2] with
phosphinoalkynes [P(C:CR)Ph2] (R = Ph, Pri, But) give analogous nickel
complexes [{NiCp}2(l-g2-Ph2PC2R)], together with mononuclear nickel phosphine
complexes [52, 53].

Phosphine Coordination

Phosphinoalkynes behave as simple phosphine ligands in a wide variety of
monometallic complexes that fall outside of the scope of this review, although
selected examples of [M{P(C:CR)nR03-n}Lx] complexes subsequently used in
reactions with polymetallic compounds will be described where necessary.
Reactions of phosphinoalkynes with polymetallic species in which g1-P coordina-
tion modes are achieved are generally conducted under mild conditions, with more
forcing conditions often leading to P–C bond cleavage and further rearrangements.
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The proximity of the alkyne moiety to other unsaturated ligands can lead to
condensation reactions and the elaboration of the carbon-rich ligand, illustrated, for
example, by the sequence of transformations from heterobimetallics 2 following
reaction with [P(C:CBut)Ph2] (Scheme 6) [54, 55].

Simple carbonyl substitution reactions between phosphinoalkynes or phos-
phinodiynes and Group 8 metal carbonyl clusters [M3(CO)12] afford products
[M3(CO)12-n(R2PC:CR0)n] (n = 1–3) [29, 56–58]. It is generally advantageous
to utilise activated cluster precursors bearing labile ligands, or use low
temperature chemical routes (e.g., trimethylamine N-oxide TMNO or sodium
diphenylketyl, Na[Ph2CO]) [59, 60] to carbonyl substitution to avoid P–C bond
cleavage processes during thermal activation [61]. Fluoride induced carbonyl
substitution has also been used to good effect in the preparation of disubstituted
clusters [Ru3(CO)10(Ph2PC:CR)2] [62].

Oxidation of [Fe2(CO)4Cp2] by ferrocinium in the presence of phosphinoalkynes
affords cationic phosphine complexes [Fe(Ph2PC:CR)(CO)2Cp]+ [63]. Phosphine
coordination, in concert with Fe-Fe bond opening and unusual C-C bond formation is
observed following thermal or photochemical substitution reactions of [Fe3(CO)10(l3-
PR)] (3, R = Pri, But, Ph, C6H4NH2-4) with [P(C:CPh)Ph2] (Scheme 7) [64].

Phosphine addition to the anionic vinylidene cluster [Fe3(l-H)(l3-g1,g2-
C=CH2)(CO)9]- (6) results in hydride migration from the cluster to the vinylidene
giving an ethylidyne ligand in the product formulated as [Fe3(l3-CCH3)(l3-
CO)(CO)8(g1-Ph2PC:CR)]- (7, R = Me, Ph, C6H4Me, But, CO2Me) (Scheme 8).
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The l3-CO ligand is inferred from a low frequency (ca. 1650 cm-1) m(CO) band.
The alkyne is likely uncoordinated [m(C:C) ca. 2170 cm-1], but attempts at
coordination of this moiety through reaction with [Co2(CO)8] or carbonylation at
room temperature and pressure lead to displacement of the phosphine giving
[Fe3(l3-CCH3)(l-CO)(CO)9]- (8) [65].

In the case of Ph2PC:CPPh2, the anionic clusters [Fe3(l3-CCH3)(CO)9

(g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)]- or [{Fe3(l3-CCH3)(CO)9}2(l-g1,g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)]2- are
obtained depending on stoichiometry [66]. Extrusion of sulfur from
[P(=S)(C:CR)Ph2] and coordination of the resulting phosphinoalkyne is observed
in the formation of 9 and 10 which are among the products from reactions with
[Fe2(CO)9] or [Ru3(CO)12], the latter being initiated by Na[Ph2CO] (Scheme 9) [67].

Simple thermal substitution of a carbonyl ligand in [Fe2(l-C2Ph)(l-
PPh2)(CO)4(dppm)] with [P(C:CPh)Ph2] gives the tricarbonyl [Fe2(l-C2Ph)(l-
PPh2)(CO)3(g1-Ph2PC:CPh)(dppm)], but without any evidence for further P–C
cleavage or coupling of the unsaturated moieties. Thermolysis of [Fe2(l-C2Ph)(l-
PPh2)(CO)3(g1-Ph2PC:CPh)(dppm)] results only in decomposition and re-forma-
tion of [Fe2(l-C2Ph)(l-PPh2)(CO)4(dppm)] [68]. Up to three carbonyl ligands in the
square-pyramidal iron-chalcogenide clusters [Fe3(CO)9(l3-PBut)(l3-Se)] are substi-
tuted by [P(C:CPh)Ph2] [64].

Selective substitution reactions at equatorial sites on Ru occur upon treatment of
the heterometallic complex [RuCo(l-PPh2)(CO)7] with [P(C:CR)Ph2] (R = But,
Ph) [69], whilst monosubstituted derivatives [NiOs3(l-H)3(CO)8(g1-Ph2PC:CR)Cp]
(R = Ph, Pri), in which an Os centre carries the phosphine ligand, are obtained from
TMNO induced carbonyl displacement reactions with the nonacarbonyl [70].
Retention of the Ru-P bond during condensation of the mononuclear species
[RuCl2(Ph2PC:CBut)(g6-C6H6)] with [Fe2(CO)9] results in formation of the open
trinuclear cluster [FeRu2(l-Cl)2(CO)8(g1-Ph2PC:CBut)2] (11), which is isolated as
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the major product from this reaction (Scheme 10) [71]. The phosphinoalkynes are
coordinated to the Ru centres as simple 2e phosphine ligands. P–C bond cleavage
reactions (section ‘‘Phosphine Coordination’’) were not observed in this case, which
was attributed by the authors to inhibition of the oxidative cleavage by the l-Cl
ligands, or the coordination of the phosphinoalkyne trans to the Fe–Ru bonds.

The bis(phosphine) [Ph2PC:C(CH2)5C:CPPh2] with a flexible saturated back-
bone can be used to span one metal–metal edge in the {Os3(CO)10} fragment to give
[Os3(CO)10{g1,g1-Ph2PC:C(CH2)5C:CPPh2}] (12) or to form links between two
separate cluster cores as in [{Os3(CO)10}2{l-g1;l-g1-Ph2PC:C(CH2)5C:CPPh2}2]
(13) (Scheme 11). The proximity of the alkyne moieties in 12 leads to ready Cb–Cb

coupling, with opening of the Os3 core, and formation of isomeric compounds 14 and
15 [72].

The relatively low P–C and C:C bending force constant permit the linear
bis(phosphine) 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)acetylene (Ph2PC:CPPh2, DPPA) to
bridge a M–M bond. However whilst compounds such as [WIr3(l-DPPA)
(l-CO)3(CO)6Cp] [73] and [Re3(l-H)3(l-DPPA)(CO)10] [74] are known, more often
the bis(diphenylphosphine)alkynes DPPA and [Ph2PC:CC:CPPh2] (BDPP) act as
linear diphosphines providing convenient access to a wide range of compounds in
which homo and/or heterometallic fragments and clusters are linked into a common
molecular structure [74–80]. For example, displacement of NMe3 from [W(NMe3)
(g2-PhC2Ph)3] by DPPA gives [W(g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)(g2-PhC2Ph)3]. The free
phosphine is then available for further coordination to trimetallic frameworks
following reaction with [M3(CO)12-n(NCMe)n] to give [M3(CO)12-n{l-Ph2PC:
CPPh2[W(g2-PhC2Ph)3]}n] (M = Ru, n = 3; M = Os, n = 2) [81]. The bridging
nature of these approximately linear bis(phosphine)s means that in addition to simple
bridged species such as [{Os3(CO)11}2(l-DPPA)] [77], and polymeric materials (see
below), cyclic oligomers [Os3(CO)10(l-DPPA)}n] (n = 2–4) may also be isolated
[79, 82]. Carbonyl clusters [{M3(CO)11}2{l-g1,g1-Ph2P(C:C)nPPh2}] are a source
of cluster bound ‘‘all-carbon’’ ligands, and further details of these reactions and
products are described in section ‘‘P–C Bond Cleavage’’.
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The ruthenium cluster polymer [Ru6C(CO)15(g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)]n has been
synthesized from direct reaction of [Ru6C(CO)17] with DPPA. The same polymer is
also obtained from [Ru6C(CO)15(g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)2] and [Ru6C(CO)17]. Films of
the polymer were largely non-conductive, but upon exposure to a focussed electron
beam conductive materials and features could be formed with lithographic
precision. The conductive structures could be formed between two gold electrodes,
permitting detailed measurements, with i–V curves consistent with hopping theory
being obtained. The authors postulated that the initially formed polymer can be
considered as being coated with an ‘‘insulating’’ carbonyl sheath. Exposure to the
electron-beam results in loss of the carbonyl ligands and formation of a series of
interlinked nanoparticulate groups or islands. Electron hopping between these
islands leads to the observed conductive properties [83].

The well known isolobal relationship between [Au(PR3)] fragments and H leads
to synthetic strategies for the introduction of [Au{P(C:CR0)R2}] moieties into
cluster groups by reaction of cluster anions with gold complexes of phosphinoalky-
nes. The use of [{AuCl}2(l-DPPA)] in this context has been explored as a route to
linked clusters. The cyclic compound [{Os4(l-H)(CO)12(l-AuDPPA)}2] is obtained
as the only extractable product from the reaction between [N(PPh3)2][Os4(l-
H)3(CO)12], [{AuCl}2(l-DPPA)] and NEt3 with TlPF6 as a halide abstracting agent
[79]. The linked cluster [{Ru6(CO)16B}2{l-Au(DPPA)Au}] is obtained as the only
product from the 1:1 reaction of [Ru6(CO)16B]- with [{AuCl}2(l-DPPA)] [84]. The
heterometallic species [RhRu3B(AuCl)(l-H)(CO)9Cp*}2(l-Au-Ph2PC:CPPh2)2]
is obtained in similar fashion [85].

Reaction of [P(C:CBut)Ph2] with [Co2(CO)8] in a sealed tube results in formation
of the simple phosphine substituted derivative [Co2(CO)6(g1-Ph2PC:CBut)2], which
can be partially converted to [Co2(CO)7(g1-Ph2PC:CBut)] by carbonylation under
mild conditions [86]. The bis(phosphine) derivative [Co2(l-PhC2Ph)(CO)4

(g1-Ph2PC:CMe)2] is similarly obtained from thermal substitution reactions of
[Co2(l-PhC2Ph)(CO)6] with the phosphinoalkyne [86]. The room temperature
reaction of DPPA with [Co2(CO)8] affords the diphosphine bridged species
[{Co2(CO)6}2(l-g1:g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)2] [87] or [Co2(l-g2-Ph2PC2PPh2)(CO)6]
(16), which reacts with a further equivalent of [Co2(CO)8] to afford [Co2(CO)4

(l-CO)2{l-P,P-(l-g2-Ph2PC2PPh2)Co2(CO)6}] (17) [88], originally formulated as
the phosphine bridged complex [{Co2(CO)7}2(l-Ph2PC:CPPh2)] [89] (Scheme 12).
Other examples of cyclic compounds featuring diphosphine bridges include the
twelve-membered [{Co2(l-g2-HC2SiMe3)(CO)4}2(l-g1:g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)2] (18),
prepared from [Co2(l-g2-HC2SiMe3)(CO)6] and DPPA, which reacts further with two
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equivalents of [Co2(CO)8] to give the alkyne derivative [Co2(CO)4(l-g2-HC2Si-
Me3){l-P,P-(l-g2-Ph2PC2PPh2)Co2(CO)6}] (19) (Scheme 13) [90].

The preparation of simple phosphine complexes [Rh2(l-g1,g1-F3CC2CF3)(CO)(g1-
Ph2PC:CR)Cp2] (20) from [Rh2(l-g2-F3CC2CF3)(l-CO)Cp2] and [P(C:CR)Ph2]
is achieved under mild conditions, with the incoming phosphinoalkyne nucleophile
being accommodated by re-orientation of the fluoroalkyne from a perpendicular to
parallel bridging mode. In the presence of an oxidising environment (chromatographic
silica and oxygen), these compounds undergo an intramolecular coupling reaction
through the phosphinoalkyne Ca and oxidation at Cb giving [Rh2(l-C(CF3)
C(CF3)C{C(=O)R}PPh2)Cp2] (21) (Scheme 14) [91]. Simple phosphine substituted
derivatives of tetranuclear iridium clusters with phosphinoalkynes are known,
including [Ir4(l-H)(CO)10-n(Ph2PC:CPh)n(l-PPh2)] (n = 1, 2) [92–94].

Multi-site Coordination

Both phosphine and alkyne moieties can be coordinated independently to metal
centres. Depending on the substrates involved, reaction sequences involving initial
g1-P coordination of the phosphinoalkyne to a monometallic centre or cluster prior
to reaction of the alkyne fragment with the polymetallic substrate, or vice-versa,
may be employed. This ability to selectively coordinate various metal containing
fragments to the phosphine and alkyne moieties in phosphinoalkynes therefore
allows the facile assembly of multimetallic species, one of the major reasons for the
interest in the organometallic chemistry of phosphinoalkynes. For example,
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coordination of {Co2(CO)6} fragments to the free alkyne in cis,cis,trans-
[MF2(CO)2(Ph2PC:CPh)2] (M = Ru, Os) without further condensation of the
metal fragments has been reported recently. Rather, thermolysis of cis,cis,trans-
[RuF2(CO)2(l-g1,g2-Ph2PC2Ph)2{Co2(CO)6}2] results in dissociation of a fluoride
ion, giving cis,cis,trans-[RuF(CO)2(Ph2PC:CPh)2]+ [95]. Other derivatives involv-
ing mononuclear complexes coordinated via the phosphine moiety, for example
[{Cp(CO)nM}(l-Ph2PC2R){Co2(CO)6}] (M = Fe, n = 2 [2]; M = Mo, n = 3
[96]), are also readily available, provided R is not overly sterically restrictive.
Sequential treatment of the tris(phosphine) 1,3,5-[(Ph2PC:C)3C6H3] with
[M(THF)(CO)5] (M = Mo, W) or [Os3(CO)11(NCMe)] and [Co2(CO)8] gives the
‘‘star’’-like compounds 22 (Scheme 15) [97].

Treatment of [NiOs3(l-H)3(CO)8(g1-Ph2PC:CPri)Cp] with [Co2(CO)8] gives the
usual [Co2(l-alkyne)(CO)6] derivative in which the {NiOs3} and {Co2C2} cluster
cores are tethered via a l-PPh2 bridge [70b]. The cobalt chalcogenide cluster 23, in
which both phosphine moieties and the alkyne p-system are involved in stabilising
the cluster core, is obtained in good yield (45%) from a convenient self-assembly
reaction of DPPA, [Co2(CO)8] and [Se(SiMe3)2] in CH2Cl2 (Scheme 16) [98].

Diiron nonacarbonyl [Fe2(CO)9] reacts with [P(C:CPh)Ph2] to give a range of
compounds, including 24–26, derived from phosphine coordination followed by
alkyne coordination and P–C bond cleavage. One of these products, the phosphine
coordinated complex [Fe(Ph2PC:CPh)(CO)4] 24, reacts readily with [Co2(CO)8] to
give the expected {Co2(CO)6} derivative 27. Further substitution of carbonyl
ligands by [P(OMe)3] occurs exclusively at the cobalt centres to give [Fe(CO)4

{l-g1:g2-Ph2PC2Ph}Co2(CO)6-n{P(OMe)3}n] (28, n = 1, 2). Thermolysis of the
n = 1 heterometallic complex results in P–C bond cleavage and condensation to
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give a mixed-metal cluster [FeCo2(CO)5(l3-g2-C2Ph){P(OMe)3}(l-PPh2)] (29)
(Scheme 17) [99].

Another recent example that exploits a similar synthetic approach to the
preparation of mixed-metal clusters has come from the reaction of an excess of
[Co2(CO)8] with trans-[PdI2(Ph2PC:CPh)2] or cis-[PtI2(Ph2PC:CPh)2], which
gave good yields of the iodide-bridged complexes 30 or 31, respectively, at room
temperature (Scheme 18) [100]. In contrast, [Fe2(CO)9] abstracted the phos-
phinoalkyne from [MI2(Ph2PC:CPh)2] (M = Pd, Pt) to give the cyclic
homometallic dimer [{Fe(CO)3(g1-PPh2-l,g2-C2Ph)}2] (25); minor amounts of the
heterometallic complex 32 were also isolated from the reactions with the palladium
reagent. Points of interest in the structure of 32 include the free alkyne moiety and
the l-PPh2 ligand, formed by fragmentation of a phosphinoalkyne ligand at some
point of the reaction cycle.

Bis(diphenylphosphino)-buta-1,3-diyne (BDPP) is a versatile framework upon
which to construct polymetallic complexes, with the relatively un-encumbered
alkyne p-system being accessible to many metallic reagents. Thus, BDPP undergoes
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sequential reactions with [W(CO)5(THF)] and [Co2(CO)8] to afford [Co2(l-g2-
Ph2P{W(CO)5}C2C:CP{W(CO)5}Ph2)(CO)6] [30]. Related, less thermally stable
{Co2(CO)6} derivatives of [{Mn(CO)11}2(l-g1,g1-Ph2PC:CC:CPPh2)] [Mn =
Ru3, Os3, Ru4(l-H)4, Re3(l-H)3] are also known (Scheme 19) [101]. More highly
condensed clusters, including mixed-metal examples, are obtained via thermal
transformations of such clusters in which metal fragments are tethered by both the
phosphine and alkyne moieties of a phosphinoalkyne. Typically such condensation
reactions of the metal centres are accompanied by P–C bond cleavage, alkyne
oligomerisation processes involving the phosphinoalkyne, and further incorporation
of the alkyne moiety into the cluster framework.

Arylethynyl(chloro)phosphines also offer interesting avenues through which to
access compounds in which both the alkyne and phosphine (or phosphenium)
functionalities interact with metals. Displacement of chloride from [PCl(C:CR)R0]
by [Mo(CO)3Cp0]- (Cp0 = Cp, Cp*) affords the phosphenium complex
[Mo{=PR(C:CR)}(CO)2Cp0] (33) [102]. In the case of Cp0 = Cp, the phosphenium
complex reacts with [Co2(CO)8] to give the simple g2-alkyne complex of {Co2(CO)6},
whilst with Cp0 = Cp* the linear trimetallic cluster 34 is obtained (Scheme 20).
Dechlorination of bulky arylethynyl(chloro)phosphines by [Co2(CO)8] gives
[Co{=P(R)(R0)}(CO)3] (35) directly (R0 = {Co2(l-C2R)(CO)6}] [103]. With less
sterically demanding substituents on phosphorus, condensation gives an unusual
tetrametallic open chain cluster in which two intact {ButP–C:CPh} moieties are
present in different coordination environments (Scheme 21).

The bis(phosphine) DPPA displaces a carbonyl ligand from [W(CO)3(S2CNEt2)2]
to give initially the phosphine complex [W(CO)2(g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)(S2CNEt2)2],
which eliminates a second carbonyl ligand in solution and re-arranges to give the
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alkyne complex [W(g2-Ph2C2PPh2)(CO)(S2CNEt2)2] [104]. The bend-back induced
by coordination of the alkyne to the tungsten centre permits either chelation to a single
metal centre, or bridging a metal–metal bond, as in the case of reaction with
[Co2(CO)8] [105].

The propensity for cobalt carbonyls to react with both alkynes and phosphines
allows some interesting opportunities to reduce the level of available functionality
offered by phosphinoalkynes and develop monophosphine ligands offering consid-
erable steric bulk. At elevated temperatures, the 1:1 reaction of DPPA with
[Co2(CO)8] yields [Co2(CO)5(l-g2-Ph2PC2PPh2)PPh2(C2PPh2)Co2(CO)4] (36)
(Scheme 22) [106]. Clearly, alkyne-coordinated phosphinoalkynes are able to act
as phosphine ligands, thereby providing a route to heterometallic complexes, with
further condensation leading to cluster compounds. For example, [Co2(l-g2-
Ph2PC2PPh2)(CO)4(l-dppm)] (37) is an effective, potentially chelating, bis(phos-
phine) ligand allowing the ready preparation of complexes such as [W(CO)4(37)],
[Ru3(CO)10(l-37)], [37(AuCl)2], [PdCl2(37)] (Scheme 23) [107].

The pendant phosphine functionality in compounds [Co2(l-Ph2PC2R)(CO)6] is
also capable of displacing a carbonyl ligand on another molecule of the same
compound to give cyclic derivatives [{Co2(l-Ph2PC2R)(CO)5}2] (R = H, Me, But,
CF3) (38) [108]; similar compounds are obtained from [P(C:CPh)3] and
[Co2(CO)8] [26, 50]. Treatment of [Co2(l-MeC2Me)(CO)6] with [P(C:CPh)Ph2]
affords [Co2(l-RC2R)(CO)6-n(Ph2PC:CPh)n] (n = 1 (39), 2). Subsequent reaction
of the free alkyne in the mono-substituted compound 39 with [Co2(CO)8] affords the
linked bis(cluster) [{Co2(l-MeC2Me)(CO)5}(l-g1,g2-Ph2C2Ph){Co2(CO)6}] (40).
Upon thermolysis (refluxing CH2Cl2, 30 h), 40 converts to the tetranuclear butterfly
41 in which P–C bond cleavage and coupling of the alkyne fragments with a
carbonyl ligand give an extended ene-yne ligand (Scheme 24) [109].
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Although thermal P–C bond cleavage of phosphinoalkynes is commonly
observed in carbonyl cluster chemistry when the ligand is terminally bound through
the phosphine moiety, relatively low temperature routes can lead to incorporation of
the intact phosphinoalkyne within a cluster. Thus, deprotonation (BuLi, 0 !C)
of [Ir4H(CO)10(l-PPh2)] (42) and sequential treatment of the anion with
[P(C:CPh)Ph2] and MeI gives the ‘‘flat’’ butterfly cluster [Ir4(CH3)(CO)8

(l4-Ph2PC2Ph)(l-PPh2)] (43) [110]. Carbonylation of 43 affords the acyl complex
[Ir4{C(=O)CH3}(CO)8(l4-Ph2PC2Ph)(l-PPh2)] (44), the reaction being readily
thermally reversed (Scheme 25) [110]. The description of this robust and reversible
transformation in terms of the l4-phosphinoalkyne serving to maintain the integrity
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of the cluster framework, or in terms of the tetranuclear cluster supporting the
phosphinoalkyne as an intact entity, is a moot point.

In contrast, sequential deprotonation of 42 (DBU), treatment with [P(C:CPh)Ph2]
and protonation (CF3CO2H) of the reaction mixture instead of methylation affords the
spiked triangular system [Ir4H(CO)9(l4-Ph2PC2Ph)(l-PPh2)] (45) [111], in addition
to the simple substituted tetrahedral clusters [Ir4H(CO)10-n(g1-Ph2PC:CPh)n(l-
PPh2)] [n = 1 (46), 2] [92]. Thermolysis of 46 also affords the low yields of the
hydride cluster 45. The major product of the thermolysis of 46 is the golden yellow
butterfly cluster [Ir4(CO)9{l3-Ph2PC(H)CPh}(l-PPh2)] (47), which undergoes facile
carbonyl substitution by phosphines and phosphites, L, to give [Ir4(CO)9-n(L)n{l3-
Ph2PC(H)CPh}(l-PPh2)] (n = 1, 2) [92]. P–C bond cleavage occurs upon thermolysis
(toluene, 70–80 !C) to give to give two isomers of 48, in which the g1-Ph ligand is
located in an equatorial or axial position. Carbonylation of the isomeric mixture results
in CO insertion into the Ir–Ph bond [112]. At lower temperatures, remarkably facile P–
C bond cleavage (r.t., 24 h, 90% yield) occurs in CH2Cl2 solutions of 46 with hydride
transfer giving 49, in which a terminal alkyne ligand formed by P–C cleavage and
hydride migration caps a triangular face of the Ir4 tetrahedron (Scheme 25) [111].

P–C Bond Cleavage

P–C bond cleavage is commonly observed during thermal reactions or carbonyl
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nature of the product distribution being dictated by the choice of solvent and
reaction conditions. The diversity of structures that can be obtained is illustrated
clearly in Carty’s studies of the reactions of phosphinoalkynes with Group 8
carbonyls. Although in each case [M2(l-C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] (M = Fe, Ru, Os) can
be viewed as the thermodynamic sink for the reaction, the iron complexes are, as
could be expected, prone to extensive cluster fragmentation, and the formation of
[Fe2(l-g2-C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] is accompanied by significant amounts of com-
pounds in which mononuclear {Fe(CO)n} fragments are independently coordinated
to the phosphine and alkyne moieties of intact phosphinoalkynes (e.g. Scheme 17)
[113–115]. Related iron complexes [Fe2(l-g2-C2Ph){l-PR(C:CPh}(CO)6] [R =
But, Ph] have also been obtained in moderate yield from [Fe2(CO)9] and
[PR(C:CPh)2], together with a number of compounds containing mononuclear
Fe(CO)n fragments [17].

At room temperature in benzene solution, [Fe2(CO)9] and [P(C:CR)Ph2]
(R = Ph, But, Cy, Pri) react to give [Fe2(l-C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] (50), the cyclic
dimer [{Fe(CO)3(g1-PPh2-l,g2-C2Ph)}2] (51) and trace amounts of the mononuclear
phosphine complexes [Fe(Ph2PC:CR)n(CO)5-n] (n = 1 (24), 2) [17, 113, 116].
Under a CO atmosphere, an open bimetallic complex [Fe(CO)4}(l-g1-PPh2-g2-
C2But){Fe(CO)4}] (52) is obtained, which is obviously related to 51 [114]. Further
reaction of [Fe(g1-Ph2PC:CR)(CO)4] (e.g. 24) with [Fe2(CO)9] also gives the P–C
cleavage products 50, as does thermolysis (heptane, 70 !C) of [Fe3(CO)11(Ph2PC:
CR)] [58]. In contrast, [Fe3(CO)12] and [P(C:CCF3)Ph2] react at room temperature in
benzene to yield the isomeric complexes 53 and 54 [117, 118], for which
[Fe3(CO)10(Ph2PC:CCF3)2] has been implicated as an intermediate, in addition to
simple phosphine substituted mono and trimetallic carbonyl compounds. At 75 !C in a
sealed tube, benzene solutions of [Fe2(CO)9] and [P(C:CPh)(C6F5)2] give the
phosphorus heterocycle 55 [119].
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While conversion of [M3(CO)11(Ph2PC:CR)] systems to binuclear [M2(l-
C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] is achieved at room temperature in the case M = Fe, in
refluxing THF in the case M = Ru and at 205 !C in a sealed tube reaction for M = Os
[58], the greater M-M bond strength in clusters of the heavier members of the triad
allow other intermediates and by-products to be isolated. In the case of trinuclear
complexes [M3(CO)11(Ph2PC:CR)] (R = Pri, But) treatment with TMNO at -
10 !C (M = Ru) or thermolysis in refluxing decalin (M = Os) results in the initial
formation of the open 50-CVE clusters [M3(l-PPh2)(l3-C2R)(CO)9] in which the open
edge (Ru!!!Ru 3.466(1); Os!!!Os 3.508(1) Å) is spanned by the l-PPh2 ligand. Facile
loss of CO from the Ru examples occurs in solution at room temperature to give the
closed 48-CVE (cluster valence electron) clusters [Ru3(l-PPh2)(l3-C2R)(CO)6(l-
CO)2] in a process that is reversed in a CO environment [120, 121]. In an interesting
variation on this theme, it has been noted that the mono-substituted clusters
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[M3(CO)11{P(C:CBut)3}] (56) convert to the open clusters [M3(l-C2But){l-
P(C:CBut)2}(CO)9] (57) [M = Fe (hexane, 50 !C), Ru (THF, 60 !C), Os (toluene,
110 !C)] (Scheme 26). Further thermolysis (o-xylene, reflux) of the M = Ru example
gives the tetrametallic diyne cluster [Ru4(l4-ButC4But)(CO)10(l4-PC:CBut)] (58)
arising from coupling of the acetylide fragments on the polymetallic core [122].

Under more forcing conditions (heptane, 70–98 !C), [Ru3(CO)11(Ph2PC:CPh)]
converts to the pentanuclear square-pyramidal cluster [Ru5(CO)13(l4-g2-C2Ph)(l-
PPh2)] (59), in which acetylide ligand is coordinated across the open square face, in
addition to [Ru2(l-g1,g2-C2Ph)(l-PPh2)(CO)6]. The electronic and structural
flexibility of the cluster core in 59 supporting, and supported by, acetylide and
phosphido ligands is evidenced in the facile and reversible carbonylation of 59 to
give 60 in which a basal edge Ru-Ru bond has been opened, with partial
encapsulation of the acetylide Ca (Scheme 27). The cluster cores in 59 and 60 can
be viewed as a nido-octahedron and an arachno-pentagonal bipyramid, respectively
[123, 124].

From the product mixture obtained following thermolysis of [Ru3(CO)11{P(C:C-
But)Ph2}] or [Ru3(CO)9{P(C:CBut)Ph2}3] [125] low yields of the almost planar
clusters [Ru4(CO)13(l-PPh2)(l-g1,g2-C2But)] (61) and [Ru4(CO)8(l-PPh2)2(l2-g1,
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g2-C2But)(l3-g1,g2-C2But)(g1-Ph2PC:CBut)] (64) can be obtained (Scheme 28,
Scheme 29) [126]. These ‘‘flat butterfly’’ clusters have formal 64-CVE counts, and are
therefore electron-rich. The electron density is relieved through expansion of the
cluster cores, rather than cleavage of a metal–metal bond, and these structures
represent a point along the transition of M4 cluster core geometries from tetrahedral
(60-CVE) through the butterfly (62-CVE) to open squares (64-CVE). The major
product from the thermolysis of [Ru3(CO)9{g1-P(C:CBut)Ph2}3] is the trinuclear
cluster [Ru3(CO)6(l2-g1-C:CBut)(l2-g1,g2-C2But){g1-P(C:CBut)Ph2}(l-PPh2)2]
(65),which features three different types of C-C triple bond within the same structure
(Scheme 29) [125]. In wet or ethanolic THF solutions, the reaction takes a different
course, with thermolysis of [Ru3(CO)11(Ph2PC:CPri)] giving the tetranuclear
butterfly cluster [Ru4(l4-C = CHPri)(l3-OR)(l-PPh2)(CO)10] (R = H, Et depending
on choice of solvent) [127]. The cluster features a rare example of l4-vinylidene and
l3-OR ligand supporting a metal–metal bonded trimetallic face.
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In refluxing hexane (67 !C) the disubstituted cluster [Ru3(g1-Ph2

PC:CBut)2(CO)10] (66) converts in high yield to the 48-CVE trinuclear bis(acet-
ylide) cluster 67, which readily takes up 2-e donor ligands (CO, PPh3) to give 68 with
the extra electron density being accommodated through a weakening of a p-interaction
from one of the edge-bridging acetylide ligands. Thermolysis of 68 (L = CO)
regenerates the 48-CVE precursor 67 (Scheme 30). Products 70 and 71 containing
diyne ligands derived from coupling of the acetylide fragments are arrived at upon
vigorous (toluene, 110 !C) thermolysis of 66 via 69 (Scheme 30). The compounds
[Ru3(g1-Ph2PC:CPh)(g1-Ph2PC:CR)(CO)10] (72) (R = Ph, But) transform in
refluxing THF to the 50-CVE alkynyl clusters 73, in which the edge-bridging acetylide
ligands are p-bonded to the same Ru center. Thermolysis of these species leads to C-C
coupling and the formation of the diyne clusters 74 (R = Ph, But), the latter being
obtained with exclusive coordination of the PhC:C moiety to the cluster. The excess
electron density in 73 is relieved through the conversion of two 3e-donor g1,g2-C2R
acetylide ligands to a single 4e-donor alkyne (Scheme 31) [62].

The disubstituted osmium clusters [Os3(CO)10(g1-Ph2PC:CR)2] (75) (R = Ph,
Pri) are considerably more robust, and only rearrange in decalin (125 !C) to give the
electron-rich (50-CVE) compounds [Os3(CO)7(l2-g2-C2R)2(l-PPh2)2] (76), in
which the excess electron density is relieved through expansion of the cluster core
[R = Pri, Os–Os 2.972(1)–3.247(1) Å], and not by opening of a single M–M bond
or conversion of an acetylide to the g1-mode. The observed cluster core expansion
has been attributed to the nodal properties of the HOMO which is phosphido-metal
bonding and metal–metal anti-bonding character. The addition of nucleophilic
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NHEt2 to [Os3(CO)7(l2-g2-C2Ph)2(l-PPh2)2] takes place at the two metal centres
upon which the LUMO is localised, resulting in formation of [Os3(CO)6(l2-g2-
C2Ph)(g1-C:CPh)(l-PPh2)2(NHEt2)2] (77) in which the excess electron density is
relieved by opening of one of the acetylide bridges (Scheme 32) [128].

In the case of phosphinodiynes, thermolysis of [Ru3(CO)11(Ph2PC:CC:CR)]
(78) (R = Ph, But, SiMe3) affords [Ru2(l-PPh2)(l-C2C:CR)(CO)6] (79), together
with higher nuclearity clusters [Ru6(l6-C2C:CR)(l-CO)2(CO)13] (80), and others
featuring ligands derived from C-C coupling reactions (Scheme 33) [29, 56, 57].
Among the products formed, the 62-CVE cluster 81 featuring a ligand derived from
head-to-tail coupling of two diyne units can be identified. Cluster 81 is also obtained
from dimerization of [Ru2(l-PPh2)(l-C2C:CR)(CO)6]. The pentanuclear cluster
82 can also be isolated from the reaction mixture in which two separate C4

fragments can be observed. Although not experimentally verified, it is tempting to
suggest 82, which is formally electron-deficient, could be a precursor to electron-
precise 81.

Phenyl migration from phosphorus to the carbon chain is observed in the cluster
product 83, with the phosphorus fragment being retained as a phenylphosphinidene
ligand. The free C:CBut moiety in 83 can be brought into the cluster coordination
environment through thermally induced loss of CO to give 84. Cluster 83 can be
regarded as a Ru4PC2 pentagonal bipyramidal cluster, with 8-polyhedral skeletal
electron pairs (PSEPs), whilst loss of a CO ligand and incorporation of both alkyne
moieties to give an eight-electron donor allows 83 to be treated as a 64-CVE open
square cluster.

A hexauclear butadiynyl cluster 85 was also obtained, the structure of which can
be described as a bicapped-Ru4C2 octahedron, which is consistent with EHMO
calculations. The difficult electron counting issues associated with this 90-CVE
species and deviations from common treatments of condensed polyhedral systems
which predict an 88-CVE count arise from the uncommon situation of having two
capped faces which share an edge, giving rise to an additional non-bonding orbital.
Thermolysis of 78 (R = SiMe3) afforded 79 and the bis(bimetallic) complex 86.

The ready isolation of [M2(l-C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] and [M2(l-C2C:CR)(l-
PPh2)(CO)6] complexes allows exploration of the reactivity of the metal-bound
acetylide fragment on the bimetallic framework, as well as the synergistic pattern of
reactivity associated with cluster condensation and C–C bond formation. For
example, thermolysis of [Fe2(l-C2Ph)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] (26) in toluene gave the
tetranuclear cluster [Fe4(l-PPh2)2(l4-g1,g2-C2Ph)2(CO)8] (87) (Scheme 34) [129,
130]. The compound is unusual, offering a short C–C contact [1.610(8)–1.596(4) Å]
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between the two acetylide fragments which are located on opposite faces of the Fe4

rectangle. Classical electron counting rules for such an open tetrametallic species
require a 64-CVE count, which is achieved if the acetylide fragments are each
treated as 5e-donors, rather than as a single, 8e-donor butadiyne. An EHMO
analysis gives a positive C!!!C overlap population (+0.66), and this attractive force,
coupled with the relatively small size of the metal atoms and proximity of the
acetylide fragments leads to the short C!!!C contact. The situation is therefore
reminiscent of the bonding in clusters such as [Fe4(CO)12(l4-PR)2] [129].
Conversion of 87 to the cluster 88 through carbonylation (toluene, 100 !C) and
elimination of an iron carbonyl fragment is achieved in 65% yield. The formation of
the C4 ligand is accompanied by regeneration of the P–C bonds, and as such the
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overall transformation of 26–88 is a metal mediated coupling of two phos-
phinoalkynes through Ca–Ca coupling. Cluster condensation and acetylide coupling
reactions also occur upon thermolysis of [Ru2(l-C2But)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] to give
tetranuclear (70) and trinuclear (71) species containing butadiyne ligands in which
the diyne is coordinated to a single face of the cluster (Scheme 34). Compounds 69,
70 and 71 are also obtained from thermolysis of [Ru3(CO)10{P(C:CBut)Ph2}] (66)
(Scheme 30), and the sequential transformation of 69?70?71 has been demon-
strated [131].

The reactivity profile of compounds [M2(l-C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] has been
extensively mapped and shown to be controlled by both orbital and charge
considerations, giving rise to nucleophilic attack at both Ca and Cb [132].
Although this derivative chemistry of binuclear acetylides is too extensive to be
exhaustively summarised in this article, the derivative chemistry of the diynyl
analogues can be summarised here (Scheme 35). Reaction of the diynyl
compounds [Ru2(l-C2C:CR)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] (79, R = But, Ph) with diethyl-
amine results in exclusive attack at Ca, giving smooth and quantitative conversion
to the diethylaminobutatriene complexes 89, for which structural [Ru-Ca

2.121(3) Å] and 13C data (Ca dC 220.4 ppm) are consistent with a degree of
carbene character at Ca [133]. Similarly, diazomethane adds exclusively to Ca in
[Ru(l-C2C:CPh)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] to give ynyl-allenyl compound 90, although in
the case of the bulkier diphenyldiazomethane Ph2CN2 the indenyl compounds 91
and 92 were also obtained from initial attack at Cb in addition to the Ca addition
products (Scheme 35) [134]. Whilst Ca attack is thought favoured on the basis of
orbital control, steric factors in the reaction of 79 with the bulky carbene Ph2C:
leads to attack at the more exposed Cb. The butadiynyl ligand in the precursors is
fluxional, and the role of transition states in which the butadiynyl fragment is
coordinated in a l2-g1-fashion perpendicular to the Ru–Ru bond in these reactions
with nucleophiles is not yet fully established. However, Cb attack would be
favoured on steric, orbital and charge grounds [134].
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The binuclear systems [Ru2(l-C2C:CR)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] also serve as platforms
for assembly of multi-metallic compounds. Simple complexation of the free alkyne
to {Co2(CO)6} occurs on reaction with [Co2(CO)8] in the usual manner [29]. A 16-e
{Pt(PR3)(L)} fragment can be coordinated to the Ru–C r-bond in 79 to give 48-e
bent open Ru2Pt clusters 93, with the additional CO ligand being scavenged from
the reaction mixture (Scheme 35). An interesting pentanuclear complex is obtained
from reactions of [Ru2(l-C2C:CBut)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] (94) with ‘‘naked’’ nickel
sources [Ni(cod)2], or [Ni(CO)4], in which two [Ru2(l-C2C:CBut)(l-PPh2)(CO)6]
fragments are dimerized around a Ni centre. In both cases interaction of the
heterometallic centre occurs through Ca, brought about by the activation of this site
by the l-g1,g2-coordination mode of the alkynyl moiety [135].

The bis(phosphine) DPPA provides two potential P–C bond cleavage sites
together with the opportunities for coordination provided by both phosphine
moieties and the alkyne p-system. The alkylidene complex 95 appears to undergo an
initial insertion of the DPPA into a W–C bond, followed by P–C cleavage to give 96
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(Scheme 36), the phosphorus NMR spectrum of which reveals a long range P–H
coupling [136].

The room temperature reaction of [Ru3(CO)12] with DPPA in THF gives a
mixture of compounds including [{Ru2(l-PPh2)(l-g2-C2PPh2)(CO)5}2] (97), which
can be derived from condensation of two [Ru2(l-g2-C2PPh2)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] units,
and the ‘‘flattened’’ butterfly cluster [Ru4(l4-PPh)(l4-PhC2PPh2)(CO)10] (98), in
which the phosphino group is also coordinated to a wing-tip metal centre
(Scheme 37) [61]. The formation of the phosphinidene ligand in 98 is worthy of
comment, being derived from cleavage of both alkyne P–C and aryl P–C bonds,
whilst migration of a phenyl group to the C2 moiety is also evident. Under more
forcing conditions (toluene, 90 !C), pre-formed [{Ru3(CO)11}2(l-DPPA)] coverts
in almost quantitative yield to the pentanuclear species [Ru5(l5-C2PPh2)(l-
PPh2)(CO)13] (99), in which only one P–C bond has been cleaved. The C2PPh2

ligand sits in a pocket formed by the metal centres [76]. Similar products have been
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obtained from not only the analogous compound derived from Bu2PC:CPBu2

[137], but also from the osmium analogue [{Os3(CO)11}2(l-DPPA)] [77] and the
heterometallic bis(cluster) [{Ru3(CO)11}(l-DPPA){Os3(CO)11}] [74].

In the case of the heterometallic bis(cluster) compound [{Re3(l-H)3(CO)11}(l-
DPPA){Ru3(CO)11}], thermolysis results in P–C cleavage exclusively at the
ruthenium coordinated moiety to give [{Re3(l-H)3(CO)11}(l-Ph2PC2){(Ru2(l-
PPh2)(CO)6}] [74]. Pyrolysis of [Ru3(CO)9(dppm)(g1-Ph2PC:CPPh2)] or the
bis(cluster) [{Ru3(CO)9(dppm)}2(l-Ph2PC:CPPh2)] does not result in cluster
condensation, but rather cleavage of a P–C bond coupled with the loss of a
trimetallic fragment [138]. The major product (100) features an open Ru3 cluster
core, which supports an ethynyldiphenylphosphine ligand, and a r-bonded phenyl
ligand derived from the dppm moiety.

A wealth of chemistry has been developed from cluster 99 in the search for a
convenient method by which to effect cleavage of the second P–C bond to give a
reactive cluster bound C2 fragment [139]. Carbonylation of 99 and thermal
rearrangement ultimately afforded the rather inert tetranuclear compound [{Ru2(l-
PPh2)(CO)6}2(l4-g1,g2-C2)] (101) [140, 141]. The sequence of transformations
initiated by reaction with SMe2 illustrated in Scheme 37 allow access to 102. The
dicarbon fragment in 102 is exposed on the top face of a pentanuclear cluster and
gives rise to an extensive organic and organometallic chemistry [142, 143].

Pyrolysis of [{M3(CO)11}2(l-BDPP)] proceeds under mild conditions to give
the bis(trinuclear) cluster complexes [{M3(l-PPh2)(CO)9}(l3-g2:l3-g2-C2C2)]
(103) in good yield ([70%, M = Ru, Os) when a nitrogen purge is used
(Scheme 38) [60, 144]. Thermolysis of the iron analogue [{Fe3(CO)11}2(l-BDPP)]
proceeds to the bis(binuclear) derivative [Fe2(l-PPh2)(CO)6}2(l-g2:l-g2-C2C2)]
(104) (Scheme 38) [145, 146], which is also isolated from the sealed tube reaction
of [{Fe(CO)4}2(l-BDPP)] with [Fe2(CO)9] [144]. Interestingly, attempts to
prepare related bis(binuclear) compounds of Ru and Os by thermolysis of 103
have not been successful, although the M = Ru example (86) has been obtained
from thermolysis of Ru3(CO)11(Ph2PC:CC:CSiMe3) [56].

The compounds [{Ru3(l-PPh2)(CO)9}2}(l3-g2:l3-g2-C2C2)] (103) and [{Fe2(l-
PPh2)(CO)6}2(l-g2:l-g2-C2C2)] have been used to explore reactions of C4 ligands
when both r- and p-systems are coordinated to metallic fragments. Thus, while
103-Ru and 103-Os are rather thermally stable, sequential reaction 103-Ru with
H+ and H- gives 105 illustrating addition of hydrogen atoms to both the metal
clusters and the carbon chain [147]. In contrast, the reaction of 103-Ru with H2

results in elimination of an {Ru(CO)3} fragment to give [{Ru3(CO)9(l-
PPh2)}(l3,l2-C2C2){Ru2(CO)6(l-PPh2)}] (106) (Scheme 38). The iron compound
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[{Fe2(l-PPh2)(CO)6}2(l-g2:l-g2-C2C2)] (104) undergoes facile insertion of a
terminal alkyne into one metal-C r-bond of the precursor to give tetrametallic 107
which features an extended ‘‘carbon-rich’’ ligand derived from a Fe–C bond
cleavage reaction, coupled with C–C and C–P bond formation (Scheme 38) [146].
Simple nucleophilic attack by P(OMe)3 at Ca gives 108, whilst addition of a N–H
bond from NHEt2 across a Ca–Cb bond results in formation of 109 and 110.
Both 108 and 109 feature new P–C bonds (Scheme 38) [145]. The 1,2-addition of
NHEt2 contrasts with the behaviour of this reagent with both mono-ynyl
complexes [Fe2(l-PPh2)(l-C2R)(CO)6] (b-addition products) or diynyl compounds
[Ru(l-PPh2)(l-C2C:CR)(CO)6] (1,4-addition, Scheme 35).

The reactions of [Fe3(l-H)(CO)11]- with phosphinoalkynes are sensitive to the
nature of the alkyne substituent (Scheme 39). P–C bond cleavage and hydride
migration to Cb is evident in the main anionic product obtained from
[PPh4][Fe3H(CO)11] and [P(C:CBut)Ph2], 111-But. The vinylidene ligand so
formed bridges across an Fe3 face [148]. A minor anionic bimetallic complex 112 is
also obtained, and demonstrates hydride transfer to Ca together with coupling of a
carbonyl ligand at Cb. In the case of reactions with [P(C:CCO2Me)Ph2] carried out
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at room temperature, coordination of the intact phosphinoalkyne, migration of the
cluster hydride to Cb and fragmentation of the Fe3 core is observed in the first
formed product 113. At slightly higher temperatures (refluxing acetone), the metal
centres in 113 condense again with P–C bond cleavage giving the vinylidene cluster
111-CO2Me. In contrast, whilst a similar vinylidene complex 111-H is obtained
from [P(C:CH)Ph2] and [Fe3(l-H)(CO)11]- a different intermediate 114 in which
the Fe3 cluster core is maintained, can be isolated. Clearly, the activation of the
phosphine alkyne on this anionic hydride cluster proceeds through coordination to
the metal core, with the R group determining the precise intermediate involved
[149]. P–C bond cleavage, coupled with hydride migration from the cluster and
phenyl transfer from phosphorus to the alkyne-derived ligand, is also observed in
reactions of [Fe3H(CO)11]- with [P(C:CR)Ph2] (R = Me, Ph) (Scheme 39) [150].
The migration of phenyl groups is probably mediated by the metal cluster core
[151], and the example described here is far from unique [61, 112, 138, 152]. These
P–C cleavage and hydride migration reactions contrast with the phosphine addition
and hydride migration reactions that take place on the anionic vinylidene cluster
[Fe3(l-H)(l-C=CH2)(CO)9]- (Scheme 8).

The unsaturated cluster [Ru3(l-H)(l-PPh2)(CO)9] (115), in which the vacant
axial coordination site on the unique Ru(CO)3 centre is stabilised by a phenyl ring
of the adjacent diphenylphosphido ligand, smoothly adds phosphinoalkynes
at room temperature to give the 48-CVE triangular clusters [Ru3(l-H)
(l-PPh2)(Ph2PC:CR)(CO)9] (R = Ph, Pri, But, 116), in a manner comparable
with other phosphines. The clusters 116 undergo P–C bond cleavage and hydride
transfer to Ca to afford 117, featuring a l3-g2-jj bonded terminal alkyne, which
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can be considered as either a 48-CVE triangular cluster, or a nido-octahedron with
7-SEP’s and 5 verteces (Scheme 40) [153].

Thermolysis of [Ru3(l-H)(l3-C2But)(CO)8(Ph2PC:CPh)] (118) promotes a
sequence of reactions (P–C bond cleavage, tail-to-tail coupling of the acetylide
fragments, insertion of the hydrocarbyl ligand into the Ru–P bond and hydride
migration) leading to the formation of [Ru3(CO)8{l3-g4-C(But)CC(H)C(Ph)PPh2}]
(119), which exists as a mixture of isomers (Scheme 41) [154]. The bis(cluster)
[{Ru3(l-H)(l3-C2But)(CO)8}2(l-Ph2PC:CPPh2)] (120) exhibits a different pattern
of reactivity, with cluster condensation leading to two, non-interconverting, hexanu-
clear clusters [Ru6(l5-ButCH = CHC2PPh2)(l4-C2But)(l-PPh2)(CO)13] (121) and
[Ru6(l6-C2CH = CHBut)(l3-C2But)(l-PPh2)(l-CO)(CO)12] (122) in which cleav-
age of one (121) or two (122) P–C bonds of the DPPA ligand has taken place,
accompanied by C–C bond formation between the alkyne and acetylide moieties.
Interestingly, both hydride ligands transfer to a single C:CBut moiety giving
phosphine substituted ene-yne (121) or ene-ynyl (122) ligands (Scheme 41) [78]. The
l6-C2CH=CHBut ligand in 122 is similar to that found in 80 (Scheme 33) [57] with the
ligands being described as alkenylated or alkynylated carbides, respectively.

P–C bond cleavage in the absence of transfer of the acetylide ligand to the cluster is
observed in the transformation of the heterometallic cluster [Ru3Pt(l-H)(l4-g2-
C2But)(CO)9(dppe)] (123) to the phosphido edge-bridged cluster [Ru3Pt(l-PPh2)
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(l4-g2-C2But)(CO)7(dppe)] (124) upon reaction with DPPA (Scheme 42). The
acetylide ligand occupies a position perpendicular to a Ru–Ru bond, and has been
proposed as a likely model for the transition state involved in the interconversion of
123 to the vinylidene [Ru3Pt{l4-g2-C = C(H)But}(CO)9(dppe)] [155]. The loss of the
hydride and two carbonyl ligands in the conversion of 123 to 124 suggests that the
acetylide ligand is better regarded as two carbon fragments (a carbide and CBut

carbyne) donating a total of 7 electrons, which together with the l-PPh2 ligand
preserves the cluster electron count.

Condensation of the metal fragments with P–C bond cleavage arises during reaction
of [RuCl2(Ph2PC:CBut)(p-cymene)] with [Co2(CO)8], giving the halide-free
butterfly cluster [RuCo3(l4-g2-ButC2H)(l-PPh2)(CO)9] [156]. The reaction is thought
to involve de-halogenation of the Ru complex by [Co(CO)4]-, one of the
decomposition products of [Co2(CO)8]. The nickel complexes [{NiCp}2(l-g2-
Ph2PC2R)] (R = Pri, Ph) react with iron carbonyls [Fe2(CO)9] or [Fe3(CO)12] to
afford heterometallic acetylide, p-coordinated terminal alkyne, and phosphido
clusters in low yield. Products obtained include [Fe2Ni(l3-g1,g2-C2Pri)(CO)6Cp]
(125), the spiked triangular cluster [Ni2Fe2(l4-C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)5] (126), which is
also obtained from condensation of [Fe2(l-C2Ph)(l-PPh2)(CO)6] with
[Ni2(CO)2Cp2], [Ni2Fe2(CO)6(l4-HC2R)Cp2] (127), similar compounds having been
obtained from [Ni2(l-alkyne)Cp2] and iron carbonyls [157] and [Ni2(CO)2Cp2] [158],
and the butterfly cluster [NiFe3(l-PPh2)(l4-g2-HC2R)(CO)7Cp] (128) (Scheme 43).
The hydrogen necessary for the formation of the terminal alkyne is thought to be
derived from dehydrogenation of the solvent by nickel powder generated from
decomposition of the nickel phosphinoalkyne reagent [53]. Condensation of [Co2(l-
Ph2PC2R)(CO)4(dppm)] (R = But, SiMe3) with [Co2(CO)8] promotes P–C bond
cleavage and formation of the phosphido edge-bridged butterfly (or face-capped
trigonal bipyramidal Co3C) clusters [Co4(l4-C2R)(l-PPh2)(CO)7(dppm)] [51].

The mixed cluster compound [{Ru3(CO)11}2{l-Ph2P[C2Co2(CO)6]C:CPPh2}]
undergoes P–C cleavage and cluster fragmentation at the Ru3(PPh2C:C–)(CO)11 site
to give [{Ru3(CO)11}(l-Ph2P[C2Co2(CO)6]C2{Ru2(l-PPh2)(CO)6] (129), with the P–
C bond in the {Co2(l-RC2PPh2)(CO)6} fragment being more robust [101]. This is
curiously in contrast to the thermal rearrangement of [{Os3(CO)11}{l-Ph2P[C2Co2

(CO)6]C:CPPh2}{M3(CO)11}], which afford condensed mixed metal clusters
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[Co2Os3Re{l6-C2C = CH-PPh2)}(l-PPh2(l-CO)2(CO)14] (130) [M3 = Re3(l-H)3]
and [{Os3(CO)11}(l-Ph2PC:CC2){Co2Os3(l-PPh2)(CO)13] (131) (M = Os)
(Scheme 44) [101].

Both [Ir4(l-H)(CO)9(Ph2PC:CPh)(l-PPh2)] (46) and [Ir4H(CO)8(l3-g2-
HC2Ph)(l-PPh2)2] (49) react with HC:CPh to give isomeric clusters 132 resulting
from head to tail and tail to tail coupling of the alkyne (Scheme 45) [159]. Coupling
of the pendent phosphinoalkyne in 46 with the phosphalkyne P:CBut and hydride
in the absence of P–C cleavage to give 133 has also been demonstrated [160]. Facile
P–C bond cleavage (toluene, 80 !C) takes place on the disubstituted cluster [Ir4(l-
H)(CO)8(Ph2PC:CPh)2(l-PPh2)], which exists as a mixture of three isomers
differentiated by the relative location of the phosphinoalkynes around the cluster
framework. Of the products formed, 134 and 135 were crystallographically
characterised, both featuring a spiked triangular cluster core with two phosphido
groups bridging metal metal bonds and the third spanning the open M–M edge
(Scheme 46). Despite the structural similarity of the metal cores, and the apparently
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favourable alignment of the alkyne and acetylide ligands, 134 and 135 do not
interconvert [94].

Reversible P–C bond cleavage reactions have been recently reported. Bromide
abstraction (TlPF6) from the r-acetylide complex [Pt2(l-PBut

2)(l-g1,g2-
C(Ph)CH2}(g1-C:CPh)(CO){P(H)But

2}Br] (136) results in reductive coupling of
the r-acetylide with the bridging phosphido group to give the cationic complex 137
featuring the intact phosphinoalkyne [P(C:CPh)Bu2

t ] coordinated through both
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phosphine and alkyne moieties. The reaction is readily reversed by addition of
NBu4Br (Scheme 47) [161].

Metal Complexes of Phosphinoalkynes with Potential for Use as Ligands in
Metal-catalysed Reactions

The rapid development of metal-catalysed cross-coupling reactions has prompted
considerable interest in the development of new phosphine ligands in which steric and
electronic factors can be carefully fine-tuned [162]. There are now numerous examples
of metal-containing phosphines in which the metal centres provide the desired steric or
electron-donating properties, with the family of phosphinoferrocenes being the most
widely recognised [163]. From the preceding sections it is apparent that there are
numerous examples of metal complexes in which coordination of a metallic fragment
to the alkyne portion of a phosphinoalkyne can take place to leave the phosphine free
for subsequent coordination. In this context, metal complexes of phosphinoalkynes
have vast potential to be used as phosphine ligands with electronic and steric properties
that can be systematically tuned through the construction of polymetallic moieties
around the phosphinoalkyne p-system.

The Hong group have systematically explored the use of phosphinoalkynes as
scaffolds upon which to construct unusual phosphine ligands which feature bulky
metal substituents derived from cobalt carbonyls [164]. In the most general sense, the
Hong ligands are prepared from [Co2(CO)6(L2)] with the appropriate phos-
phinoalkyne. Under relatively forcing conditions (toluene, 80 !C, 24 h),
condensation of [Co2(l-Ph2PC2PPh2)(CO)6] takes place to give the monodentate
phosphine 36 (Scheme 22) [106]. Trimethylamine-N-oxide promoted carbonyl
substitution in 36 afforded [Co2(CO)4{P(OMe)3}{l-P,P-(l-g2-Ph2PC2PPh2)Co2

(CO)4}], in which the phosphite occupies an equatorial site, an uncommon occurrence
[165]. Whilst 36 did not displace PPh3 from Wilkinson’s catalyst, presumably on steric
grounds [106], both 36 and the phosphite derivative coordinate to PdCl2 upon reaction
with PdCl2(COD) giving 138 which features an unusual Co–Pd bond [2.677(2)–
2.6861(8) Å] (Scheme 48).

The fluxional compound [Co2(l-Ph2PC2PPh2)(CO)4(l-dppm)] 37 was obtained
from [Co2(CO)6(l-dppm)] and DPPA, with the mono and di phosphine oxides being
formed during chromatographic purification. A closely related mixed selenide/oxide
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was also obtained from reactions of 37 with selenium powder. In the case of the
latter compounds, H-bonding interactions from the chalcogenide element and the
methylene C–H restrict the inversion of the Co–P–CH2–P–Co envelope [166], A
Co–Pd complex 139, closely related to 138, is obtained from [Co2{l-
Ph2P(=O)C2PPh2}(CO)4(l-dppm)] and [PdCl2(COD)] [165]. The nature of the
Co–Pd bond has been investigated using DFT calculations, with a three-centre
overlap being suggested. This in turn leads to a stabilisation of lower Pd oxidation
states, an important factor during the many catalytic cycles in which Pd(II)/Pd(0)
redox steps are critical [167]. The cluster moiety may therefore play a more active
role in the catalytic cycle through electronic effects at the Pd centre, and not simply
by acting as a sterically demanding phosphine substituent. However, these
complexes featuring a Pd–Co bond have been shown to have poor catalytic activity
in Suzuki-style cross-coupling reactions [165].

The palladium complex [PdCl2(37)] (Scheme 23) was efficient as a catalyst for the
Suzuki coupling of phenylboronic acid with a range of aryl and thiophenyl bromides
[THF/H2O (5:1) or toluene, 65 !C, 3.0 equiv NaOH, 1% catalyst] with yields ranging
from 68% (para-bromobenzaldehyde) to [99% (bromobenzene) [107, 168].
[PdCl2(37)] was also modestly effective at promoting the carbonylation of iodoaro-
matics [107]. The mono-phosphine metallo-ligands [Co2(l-PhC2PR2)(CO)4(l-
dppm)] (R = Ph, But, SiMe3) in combination with [Pd(OAc)2] gave generally more
effective Suzuki catalyst systems [167, 169], with [Co2(l-PhC2PCy2)(CO)4(l-dppm)]
being especially active even at very low catalyst loadings [170]. The preparative scale
reaction of [Co2(l-PhC2PBut

2)(CO)4(l-dppm)] with [Pd(OAc)2] gave the ortho-
metallated product 140 [171], similar in structure to that proposed by Buchwald as the
active species in amination reactions catalysed by [Pd(OAc)2]/2-bis(tert-butyl)phos-
phino-biphenyl [172]. Catalyst systems prepared from the general family of metallo-
ligands [Co2(l-PhC2PR2)(CO)4(l-dppm)] (R = But, Cy, Pri) and [Pd(OAc)2] were
suitable for promoting the cross-coupling of aryl bromides with morpholine [171]. The
isolated complex 140 and the related chloride bridged dimer 141 were both
investigated as catalyst precursors for the Suzuki coupling of aryl bromides with
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phenylboronic acid, with good activity being found for both systems, especially the
dimer, when alkali metal fluorides were used as base [173].

Very recently, attention has turned to the use of secondary phosphine oxides and
aminophosphines bearing the cobalt carbonyl cluster as ligands for palladium
catalysed Heck coupling reactions. Moderate activity for the coupling of styrene with
bromobenzene was observed using a 1:2 [Pd(OAc)2]/[Co2{l-PhC2P(=O)(H)R}
(CO)4(l-dppm)] catalyst (R = Ph, DMF, K2CO3, 110 !C), with the R = But

metallo-ligand being considerably less active. This has been attributed to the less
ready tautomerisation to the phosphinous acid form, which takes place via a dimeric
intermediate, in the case of the bulkier But derivative [174].

Conclusions and Outlook

Over the last 40 or so years, much of the elementary chemistry associated with
phosphinoalkynes as ligands in polymetallic clusters has been systematically
mapped. It is well-established that phosphinoalkynes are able to coordinate to metal
centres through both the phosphine-like lone pair and the alkyne p-system, and
therefore be used to bring different metallic fragments into close proximity.
Condensation of the resulting linked metal fragments leads to larger metal clusters.
In addition to the use of phosphinoalkynes as straight-forward scaffolds around
which to assemble polymetallic species, the ready cleavage of the P–C bond that can
take place within the metal coordination spheres makes phosphinoalkynes
convenient reagents for the introduction of phosphido and acetylide (including
polyyndiyl) ligands. Phosphinoalkynes therefore can act as sources of not only
simple 2e-phosphine or 4e-alkyne ligands but also as a source of fragments able to
donate up to 10 electrons after cleavage of the P–C bond, with the hydrocarbyl
fragment often best treated in terms of carbon-vertices of a polyhedral cluster.
Subsequent transformations of the cluster core can be mediated by this structural
and electronic flexibility of the phosphinoalkyne and derived fragments, allowing
smooth and sometimes reversible conversion between cluster cores with different
formal CVE counts.

In future, the challenge lies in the application of the diverse chemical properties
of phosphinoalkynes to prepared compounds and materials with desirable physical
and chemical properties. Recent steps in this area include Johnson’s demonstration
of phosphinoalkynes as precursors to the assembly of cluster polymers and the
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subsequent transformation to arrays of metallic nanoparticles [83], whilst the use of
metal clusters assembled around the alkyne moiety as sterically demanding
phosphine substituents with electron-sink characteristics holds much promise for the
development of tailored ligands for use in metal-catalysed cross-coupling reactions.
Developments in these areas will no doubt bring further opportunities for
investigation and exploitation.
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Abstract The diverse structures and rich electrochemical response of polynuclear
complexes have made them attractive objects with which to study bridge-mediated
electronic interactions. In this review, the role of polymetallic systems as both
electro-active sites (electrophores) in {cluster}–bridge–{cluster} systems, and
bridging elements in {M}–{cluster}–{M} structures (M = organometallic frag-
ment) has been reviewed. Methods for the characterisation of bridge-mediated
charge transfer processes are highlighted, and where possible mechanisms of
interaction are identified in specific systems.

Keywords Cluster ! Mixed-valence ! Electronic interaction ! Electrochemistry !
Spectroscopy

Introduction

The last 20 years has seen resurgence in interest in studies of mixed-valence
molecular systems of general form {M}–{bridge}–{M}, and the associated
concepts of ‘‘metal–metal interactions’’ [1]. The diversity of studies reflects the
diversity of motivating factors, ranging from a desire to improve understanding of
the electronic spectra of mixed-valence complexes and methods of modelling the
intramolecular electron exchange reaction [2, 3], to the rational design of systems
better able to harness photochemically generated charge-separated states [4], and
the use of molecular systems in future molecular electronics technologies [5].
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The majority of studies concerning molecular mixed-valence compounds has
focussed on systems derived from monometallic complexes and fragments [6, 7],
with the vast body of work concerning bimetallic complexes in which two metal
centers are linked by an organic bridging ligand, {M}–{bridge}–{M}, being
complemented by a small, but growing, series of studies in which a third metal
fragment, e.g. ferrocene [8], trans-Pt(PPh3)2 [9] or trans-Ru(L4) [10, 11], is used to
tune the bridge properties. However, polymetallic metal fragments have not been
ignored, and indeed many cluster systems are ideal for experimental studies of
bridge-mediated electron transfer reactions. The capacity of cluster systems to act as
‘‘electron-sinks’’ is now well established [12], hinting at the rich and diverse
electrochemical response that can be anticipated from electronically coupled cluster
arrays, and at potentials that can be influenced by the electronic properties of
supporting ligands. The synthetic chemistry of clusters is well-developed, and a
range of selective and mild ligand substitution reactions permit the designed
construction of {cluster}–{bridge}–{cluster} complexes as well as complexes in
which a cluster serves as a bridging element between two other redox-active
fragments, {M}–{cluster}–{M}. In addition many cluster systems feature IR-active
supporting ligands (e.g. CO) that provide a convenient measure of the electron
density at a cluster site on a relatively fast timescale. With the availability of greater
computing power, these cluster systems are also becoming more amenable to
examination by computational methods.

In this article, the progress that has been made in understanding and rationalising
bridging-ligand mediated electronic interactions between cluster cores will be
summarised, alongside related investigations of complexes in which a cluster
moiety has been incorporated into the bridging ligand. It is hoped that this summary
will both contextualise the work that has been carried out to date, and serve as an
entry point for those looking to begin work in the field.

Assessing ‘‘Electronic Interactions’’

In seeking to measure the extent of interactions between two (or more) redox sites
linked by a bridging ligand, electrochemical data, which can be collected using
relatively simple equipment and, when analysed correctly, provide a degree of
desired information, are often used. The background theory and analysis in various
contexts has been presented in detail elsewhere [13–18], but a summary of the
crucial aspects of the arguments pertaining to how electronic interactions affect the
electrochemical response of a system featuring two linked, and identical redox
centers, {MA} and {MB}, is appropriate here.

Assuming the fragments {MA} and {MB} to be the redox-active sites (oxidisable
for sake of argument) in a molecule {MA}–{bridge}–{MB} one can consider the
electronic properties of the [{MA}–{bridge}–{MB}]? mixed-valence system in
terms of a ‘two-state’ model based on the states {MA}?–{bridge}–{MB} and
{MA}–{bridge}–{MB}?. In the extreme case of no interaction between the sites
{MA} and {MB} (i.e. the bridging ligand behaves as an insulating group, and/or the
separation between the sites is large), then the difference in oxidation potential of
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{MA} to [{MA}]? (EA
0 ) and {MB} to fMBg½ "þ E0

B

! "
DE0 ¼ E0

A % E0
B

## ## will be limited
by a small statistical factor to 35.6 mV [KC = exp(DEF/RT) = 4] at 298 K1

[19, 20]. In the second extreme, the {MA} and {MB} sites are so strongly coupled
that the identity of the individual sites is lost, and the {MA}–{bridge}–{MB}
assembly can be considered as a single entity that undergoes two sequential one-
electron oxidation processes, E1

0 and E2
0. In this case, a simple electrostatic argument

suggests that E2
0 should be shifted anodically relative to E1

0 as it is less
thermodynamically favourable to remove a electron from the positively charged
[{MA}–{bridge}–{MB}]? species than the neutral system, giving rise to the concept
of electron-repulsion energy [21, 22]. Gas-phase calculations suggest DE0 ¼
jE0

2 % E0
1j ¼ 4%5 V, but when solvation energies of the charged products are taken

into account (bearing in mind that the solvation energy of ions is ca. the square of
the charge on this ion and DG = -nFDE0) this value decreases to ca. 0.5 V. Based
on consideration of a point-charge model, but neglecting structural reorganisations,
variations in orbital overlaps, specific ion-pairing interactions, and anti-ferromag-
netic exchange as well as resonance or inductive factors, the electrostatic
contribution to the separation of E1 and E2 will be

DE0 ¼ 4pee0Rij

! "%1

where e is the dielectric constant of the medium, e0 is the vacuum permittivity and
Rij is the distance between the electrophores {MA} and {MB} [23].

These simple descriptions avoid mention of more subtle situations such as those
encountered when the solvation induced stablisation of charged states is sufficient to
invert the first and second oxidation potentials. Thus whilst the intermediate
oxidation state may be significantly delocalised, which serves to decrease the net
charge density and hence reduce the solvation effects, in the doubly oxidised system
charge localisation at the ‘‘ends’’ of the molecule may be more pronounced, leading
to a decrease in electrostatic effects due to the charge separation, and a dramatic
increase in solvation induced stabilisation as more efficient charge localisation leads
to greater solvation. Together these effects can dramatically decrease the value of
DE0, and ultimately lead to a single, apparent 2e process [15, 24].

For the intermediate adiabatic cases where the centers {MA} and {MB} are
electronically coupled but the identity of each site is retained to some extent, the
magnitude of DE0 within a series of complexes depends on many factors, and cannot
necessarily be attributed directly and wholly to stabilisation arising from increased
coupling between the metal centers. Besides the care that is necessary in extracting
small values of DE0 from electrochemical measurements in the ‘‘intermediate’’ case
[25], the value of DE0 will be sensitive to not only to the electrostatic and solvation
factors described above, but also ion-pairing interactions [26, 27], structural changes
to the M sites (e.g. changes in metal–ligand bond lengths) and/or the bridge (e.g.
planarization of a biphenyl-based bridge to provide a more delocalised and more
stable radical structure) and hence Marcus-type reorganisation energy, the p-donor/

1 The parameter KC is the comproprotionation constant for the equilibrium {A}n ? {A}n?2 /
? 2{A}n?1, and reflects the thermodynamic stability of the ‘intermediate’ oxidation state {A}n?1

relative to {A}n and {A}n?2.
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acceptor character of supporting and bridging ligands and the formal metal
oxidation state, and contributions from anti-ferromagnetic exchange, in addition to
the ‘‘resonance’’ stabilisation factor. This latter contribution to DE0 is the only
component that contains the information pertaining to the concepts of ‘through-
bond’ electronic interactions between the remote sites [13, 18, 28–30], whilst the
total value of DE0, and hence the overall free energy of comproportionation, DGC, is
dependent on all these terms.

As coupling becomes stronger, and the {MA}–{bridge}–{MB} system heads
towards a delocalised state, attempts to arrive at a simple correlation of the
magnitude of DE0 and the electronic coupling between {MA} and {MB} become
even more fraught, as the role the bridging ligand plays in supporting the unpaired
charge becomes more important. In such cases, the two-state model becomes less
and less appropriate, and the stability (in the thermodynamic sense) of the
intermediate oxidation state reflected in the DE0 parameter is a result of
perturbations in the electronic descriptions of the various charge states [13]. In
such cases, information from spectroscopic methods that provides a more direct
measure of the electronic nature of the molecular system is demanded.

Against this background it is therefore worth summarizing the situations in which
the DE0 parameter may have some bearing on the concept of bridge mediated
electronic interactions between redox electrophores, especially given the wide-
spread use of DE0, and the related parameter KC [See foot note 1], in this context in
the literature of both mononuclear systems [31–35] and clusters (which will be
described in greater detail below). In the case of a prototypical {MA}–{bridge}–
{MB} complex the experimentally determined redox response must first be
demonstrably attributable to the end-groups, and extreme care should be exercised
to ensure that the measured redox properties arenot those of the bridge [36]. Ion-
pairing and electrostatic interactions should be considered through comparative
studies of the electrochemical response of the analyte in different electrolytes, as
even in multi-electrophore systems in which there is no through-bond electronic
interaction between the redox sites, electrostatic effects can result in a rich
electrochemical response [26, 27, 37]. The bridge and supporting ligands should not
exhibit different bonding characteristics to the electrophores in the different formal
oxidation states. For weakly-interacting systems, through-space interactions can be
distinguished from genuine bridge-mediated effects by following the apparent
coupling (i.e. DE0) as a function of bridge length, or for bridges of a fixed length by
changes in bridge geometry or degree of p-conjugation. It should be emphasized
that whilst all due care can be taken to try and ensure that the variations in DE0 truly
reflect variations in the resonance stabilization contribution to the free energy
difference between the redox states, the parameter DE0 is not the best measure of the
magnitude of ‘‘electronic interactions’’ between electrophores across a bridge. In
assessing the interactions between electrophores M across a bridging ligand,
spectroscopic methods such as IR, ESR and electronic spectroscopy are to be
preferred, ideally compared against model ‘half’ systems {M}–{bridge}, that permit
{M}–bridge interactions to be distinguished from bridge mediated {M} to {M}
interactions. Computational strategies for the assessment of charge transfer between
remote sites are also rapidly developing [38–40].
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As noted by Leoni and Zanello [41], electron transfer to, from, or across a
cluster-based spacer, especially when brought about by some external stimulus, is
under scrutiny with a view towards the preparation of functional molecular
electronic components [5]. Techniques for identification of electronic interactions
between cluster substituents and pendant groups (restricted to organometallic
pendants for the purposes of this review) can be as simple a shift in one or more key
spectroscopic parameters that identify ground-state interactions. For example, IR
spectroscopy provides clear evidence for the ground-state interaction between the
Ni(PPh3)Cp fragment and the Co2C2(CO)6 cluster core in Co2{l-Cp(PPh3)
NiC2Ar}(CO)6 complexes (Ar = phenyl, naphthyl, anthryl and pyrenyl based
fragments), with the cluster m(CO) bands shifting by some -30 cm-1 relative to
other Co2(l-alkyne)(CO)6 complexes [42]. In the discussion that follows, the use of
various electrochemical and spectroscopic methods to assess the concepts of
‘electronic interactions’ between or through polynuclear complexes will be
described, using illustrative examples drawn from the cluster literature.

Electronic Interactions Between Mononuclear Centers and Polynuclear
Moieties

The diversity of alkyne/alkynyl bonding modes known in cluster chemistry has
made carbon-rich metal complexes useful reagents in the construction of cluster
compounds bearing pendant mono-nuclear fragments [43, 44]. The series of edge-
bridged complexes 1a–c were prepared from reactions of Re C!Cð ÞnH

! "
PPh3ð Þ

NOð ÞCp$ with Os3 COð Þ10 NCMeð Þ2 (Scheme 1), and crystallographically charac-
terised in the case of 1a [45, 46]. The Re–C bond length [1.965(9) Å] is
intermediate between those found in Re–C:C and Re=C=C systems, whilst the
ReC–C bond [1.252(12) Å] is longer than found in organic alkynes and
organometallic alkynyl complexes, which suggests a degree of zwitterionic
character in the complex. Across the series the ReC13C chemical shift also
corroborates the notion of a degree of carbenic character to this carbon, which

Scheme 1 Preparation of Os3(l-H){l-(C:C)nRe(PPh3)(NO)Cp*} 1a–c [46]
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decreases as the chain length increases, reflecting a weakening of the interaction
between the Re center and the cluster [ReC dC: 245.4 (1a), 242.9 (1b), 204.9 (1c)].
The m(NO) band also provides a modest measure of the electron density at the Re
center, and was found at 1667 (1), 1662 (2), 1663 (3) cm-1, intermediate between
the values associated with acetylide (ca. 1630 cm-1) and vinylidene (ca.
1720 cm-1) complexes of the same Re PPh3ð Þ NOð ÞCp# moiety.

The compounds 1a–c all undergo an irreversible oxidation [E1/2 0.78 (1a), 0.43
(1b), 0.44 (1c) V vs. SCE, FcH/FcH? = 0.46 V], which compares with typical E1/2

values from related Re acetylide complexes between -0.02 and ?0.22 V [46].
Taken together these 13C, IR and electrochemical data indicate that in the ground
state, the Re centers in the neutral forms become progressively more electron-rich as
the chain length extends, consistent with a decrease in the donor–acceptor
interaction between the Re and cluster moieties as a function of bridge length.

The crystallographically determined structures of the ruthenium-cobalt complexes
2a and 3a (Fig. 1) also provide some evidence for ground-state interactions between
the mono-nuclear and cluster centers. Structural trends, such as an elongation of the
Ru–P bond lengths relative to simpler acetylide complexes Ru C$CRð Þ PPh3ð Þ2Cp,
due to decreased Ru–P back-bonding, and an expanded C2Co2 cluster core relative to
2b and 3b and similar clusters, indicate a degree of charge transfer from the ruthenium
center to the cluster core [47]. There is also a decrease in the Ru–C and C–C2Co2 bond
lengths and an elongation of the C:C bond, which at first inspection might suggest a
degree of cumulenic character in the carbon chain. The m(C:C) and m(CO) bands also
shift to lower wavenumbers, consistent with this cumulenic representation, but this
interpretation has been examined in greater detail, as described below.

Both the Ru PPh3ð Þ2Cp and C2Co2 moieties are redox-active, with both fragments
undergoing one-electron oxidation processes, with the cluster also undergoing a
one-electron reduction. In the case of 2a and 3a, the shift in reduction potential of
the cluster core to more negative potentials relative to those in 2b and 3b is
consistent with the simple zwitterionic/cumulenic representation derived from the
structural and IR data. However, in each of 2a and 3aboth oxidation processes are
more thermodynamically favourable than the cluster-based oxidation observed for
2b and 3b, which is not consistent with a simple electrostatic interaction between

Fig. 1 Complexes 2a,b and 3a,b [47]
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the centers, and implies a more deeply seated electronic coupling between the
fragments. DFT calculations reveal the occupied frontier orbitals to be derived from
mixing of the Ru, carbon bridge and cluster orbitals, but with the nodal structure of
the frontier molecular orbitals arguing against the cumulenic description. Further
analysis of the nature of the carbon bridge using calculations of electronic structure
based on the electron localisation function (ELF) also indicates significant
acetylenic character in the bridge. Consequently, the interactions between the Ru
and cluster cores is best described in terms of a ground state, inductive donor–
acceptor interaction, without any significant cumulenic character [47].

Electronic and luminescent spectroscopies also provide information pertaining to
the electronic interactions that take place between metal centers. In the case of
Co2ðl-HC2C"C Re COð Þ3 NNð Þ

! "
COð Þ6 [NN = bpy (4a), tBu2bpy (4b)] the shift of

dp(Re)–p*(NN) MLCT bands to higher energy than found in the Re C"ð
CC"CHÞ COð Þ3 NNð Þ (5a, 5b) precursors can be attributed to the electron-
withdrawing effects of the cluster on the Re dp-orbitals. Similar conclusions are
drawn from the higher energy 3MLCT/3LLCT emission 4a and 4b vs. 5a and 5b,
respectively [48]. Electron transfer between the photoexcited Ru(bpy)(phen) moiety
and the appended Co2 COð Þ4 dppmð Þ cluster core in 6a (Fig. 2) has been
demonstrated by quenching of the phosphorescence associated with the 3MLCT
dp(Ru)–p(diimine) state [49]. The bis(cluster) complex 6b exhibited only a single
redox wave associated with the cluster cores, which was taken as indicating little
electronic interaction between the cluster centers [49]. Inductive electronic effects
between the cluster and mononuclear fragments causing shifts in the energy of the
dp(Re)–p*(bpy) MLCT emissive state in Cu3 dppmð Þ3 l3$g1-C"CC6H4C"

!

CRe COð Þ3 bpyð Þg2 have also been observed [50].
Spectroelectrochemical methods have been used to characterise redox-gated,

optically triggered cluster ? ferrocenium charge transfer process in 7 (Fig. 3) [41].
In CH2Cl2/0.2 M NBu4PF6 the complex exhibits a single, two-electron oxidation
(E1/2 = ?0.30 V vs. SCE) associated with the unresolved oxidation of the two
ferrocenyl moieties, shifted cathodically from FcC:CH [E1/2 = 0.52 V] due to the
electron-withdrawing nature of the cluster, and two distinct one-electron reductions
associated with the Pt6 core (E1/2 = -1.50, -1.64 V), shifted anodically from a
Pt6 PBut

3

# $
4

COð Þ4 C"CPhð Þ2 model (E1/2 = -1.45, -1.54 V) by the ferrocenyl
donors.

Fig. 2 Complexes 6a and 6b (bpy = 2,20-bipyridyl)
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Attempts to resolve the two ferrocenyl oxidations of 7 using electrolytes with
weakly coordinating anions were unsuccessful [26, 51] suggesting that through-
space interactions between the Fc? moieties are negligible. Upon oxidation in a
spectroelectrochemical cell, an asymmetric NIR band [1025 nm (ca. 9760 cm-1)/
2.1 9 103 M-1 cm-1)] develops, which continues to grow throughout exhaustive
two-electron-oxidation. A similar band is also observed upon oxidation of the
mono-ferrocenyl substituted cluster Pt6 PBut

3

! "
4

COð Þ4 Ið Þ C#CFcð Þ. The band
energy in [7]2? was red-shifted on changing electrolyte (and hence solvent
dielectric) from NBu4PF6 to NBu4 B C6F5ð Þ4

# $
. This NIR band can therefore be

confidently assigned as a cluster ? Fc? MMCT band. The asymmetry arising from
a low-energy cut-off may point towards a strongly coupled system [52], but
asymmetry can also arise from vibrational progressions or other band overlaps and
cannot be used a priori as an indicator of strong coupling. Rather, the band-width of
the NIR band (taken as twice the band-width on the high energy side) was found to
be significantly larger than predicted by the Hush relationship (allowing for the
redox asymmetry and hence free energy difference between the cluster and
ferrocenyl moieties) [31].

Dm1=2 ¼ 16RTln2 mmax % DG00! "

DG00 in this case has been estimated from the difference in formal oxidation potentials
of the component models [Pt6 l-PBut

2

! "
4

COð Þ4 C#CPhð Þ2 and FcC:CH] which are
used to estimate the energy difference between the vibrationally relaxed initial and
final states. Given the identical spectroscopic properties of [7]? and [7]2?, and the
broadness of the cluster ? Fc? MMCT transition, it was concluded that both singly
and doubly oxidised states of 7 are best described as valence trapped.

Electronic Interactions Between Two or More Cluster Centers

The electrochemical response of carbonyl clusters are often complicated by
chemical processes, typically ligand dissociation or cluster fragmentation, that occur
after the initial electrochemical event [53, 54]. Care must therefore be exercised to
ensure that the apparent electrochemical response in a multi-cluster complex is
genuine EE&&&E behaviour, and not ECE…etc. (E = electrochemical event,
C = chemical event). For example, initial two-electron reduction of [ Ru3f
COð Þ11g2 l-dppað Þ] [dppa = 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphinoacetylene)] was followed

Fig. 3 Compound 7
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by fast Ru–P bond cleavage and generation of electroactive products (Scheme 2). In
situ monitoring of the reduction processes by controlled electrolysis in a UV–Vis
spectroelectrochemical cell failed to detect any new features that might be attributed
to a transient mono-reduced ‘‘mixed-valence’’ cluster [ Ru3 COð Þ11

! "
2

l-dppað Þ]-,
although both [Ru3 COð Þ11 g1-dppað Þ] and Ru3 COð Þ11

# $2#
could be detected [55].

Although the electrochemical response of Co2(CO)6(alkyne) complexes is
complicated by ECE (electrochemical/chemical/electrochemical) processes at room
temperature [56], at low temperature (-30 !C) in THF/0.1 M NBu4PF6 at a glassy
carbon electrode, two sequential one-electron reduction processes have been
resolved for a series of linked Co2(CO)6(alkyne) clusters (Chart 1) [57]. More
chemically stable redox products were obtained from Co2(CO)4(dppm)(alkyne)
analogues, and related phosphine and phosphite substituted derivatives [58–63].

In contrast to Co2(CO)6(alkyne) complexes, the Co2(CO)4(dppm)(alkyne) moiety
also undergoes a well-behaved oxidation, making bridged species featuring two
Co2(CO)4(dppm)(alkyne) fragments, such as those in Chart 1, interesting examples
of compounds in which the end-caps are capable of undergoing both reduction and
oxidation at potentials that can be conveniently measured using standard electro-
chemical methods. Given the close structural relationships between the species in
Chart 1 it seems reasonable to expect that the progressive trends in electrochemical
response will be related to both electrostatic factors, influenced by through-space
separation of the redox centers, and genuine through-bond effects, given that other
factors (solvation, ion pairing, etc.) should be largely the same across the series.
Comparisons of the electrochemical data drawn from the compounds in Chart 1 can
therefore be used to distinguish through-space and through-bond contributions to the
stabilisation of the mono anions and cations formed by one-electron redox processes
[57].

By way of example, Osella has observed that the separation of the reduction
potentials DE1=2 0=1#ð Þ # 1# =2#ð Þ½ % in the ethylene-bridged complex
{Co2(CO)6}2(l-HC2CH2CH2C2H) (Chart 1) varies from 150 mV in THF/0.1 M
NBu4PF6 to 90 mV in acetone/0.1 M NBu4PF6 to 50 mV in acetonitrile/0.1 M
NBu4PF6. These data are consistent with a simple electrostatic model of the cluster–
cluster interaction, which predicts DE0 " e-1 (e is the dielectric constant of the
medium). Through-space effects are therefore important for the stabilisation of
[{Co2(CO)6}2(l-HC2CH2CH2C2H)]- with respect to disproportionation. Even more
telling is the observation of similar DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] values from the 1,4-
and 1,3- substituted phenylene derivatives (110, 140 mV, respectively in THF/
0.1 M NBu4PF6) which decreases on elongation of the spacer to 4,40-biphenyl

Scheme 2 The ECE processes associated with reduction of {Ru3(CO)11}2(l-dppa) [55]
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(80 mV). The 1,3-diyne derivatives (B = bond in Chart 1) have much larger
DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] values (ca. 400 mV), consistent with the smaller physical
separation of the electrophores, but not ruling out a contribution from through-bond
effects in this case.

Similar trends are apparent from the dppm derivatives with slightly different
DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] and DE1/2[(0/1?) - (1?/2?)] values being due to
differences in ion-pairing/solvation within the medium or perhaps reflecting
differing degrees of through-bond interaction (the radical anions and cations
featuring unpaired electrons in MOs of different composition). This general picture
of important through-space contributions complementing a degree of through-bond
coupling to the stability of Co2 COð Þ4L2

! "
2

l-RC2BC2Rð Þ
# $þ=$

mixed-valence
systems is supported by many other electrochemical studies of this class of com-
pound bridged by various ligands, B, including C4 (L2 = dppm, DE1/2[(0/1-) -
(1-/2-)] = 0.14–0.18 mV, DE1/2[(0/1?) - (1?/2?)] = 0.20–0.25 mV) [64],
1,5-naphthyl (L2 = dppm, DE1/2[(0/1?) - (1?/2?)] = 70 mV) [65], 1,3-bis(trim-
ethylsilylethynyl)-5-ethynylphenyl (L2 = dppm, DE1/2[(0/1?) - (1?/2?)] = 150
mV) [63] or SiR2 [R = Me, Ph; L = CO, DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] = 0 mV, but
complicated by ECE processes] [66]. The significantly larger DE1/2 values for both
oxidation and reduction processes in 2,5- as opposed to 2,4-thiophene bridged
Co2(CO)4(dppm)(alkyne) complexes provides further evidence for a degree of
through-bond character to the factors that stabilise the 1-electron redox products
[67, 68]. 3,4-thiophene seems to offer a more limited through-bond pathway, as
expected from simple resonance structure drawings [69]. Polythiophene bridges
have also been constructed between Co2(CO)6(alkyne) electrophores, but detailed
analysis of these species has not been reported [70]. Fluorene-based bridges
apparently give large DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] for Co2(CO)6(alkyne) based
systems (230–510 mV), but at very low temperatures (-78 !C, CH2Cl2/0.1 M
NBu4PF6) at which crystallisation of the electrolyte seems likely. More detailed
spectroscopic analysis of these interesting fluorene-bridged compounds seems
warranted [71].

A combination of IR and UV–vis–NIR spectroelectrochemistry and stoichiom-
etric chemical oxidation has been used to study the interactions between the cluster
centers in {Co2(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-PhC2C2Ph) (8) in some detail [72]. Cyclic and

Chart 1 Osella’s series of redox-active bis(dicobalt) clusters (not all combinations) [57]
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square-wave voltammetry were first used to identify DE[(0/? 1) - (?1, ? 2)] =
ca. 0.45 V (KC = 4 9 107) for the two, sequential chemically reversible one-
electron oxidation processes exhibited by this bis(cluster), consistent with the results
of the Osella study [57]. Upon oxidation of 8, the symmetrical A1 m(CO) band
systematically shifts by ca. ?27 cm-1 (8 2030, [8]? 2059, [8]2? 2084 cm-1), which
compares with the ca. 52 cm-1 shift on oxidation of Co2(l-PhC2C:CPh)
(CO)4(dppm). Critically, the mono-oxidised species [8]? only contains a single
A1 band, clearly indicating both Co2C2(CO)4(dppm) clusters are in identical
electronic environments on the IR timescale (ca. 10-13 s). A unique electronic
transition at 835 nm (ca. 1200 cm-1)/3630 M-1 cm-1 was also associated with
[8]?, although the precise nature of this transition was not established. The data
presented cannot distinguish between the subtle differences of a fully delocalised
radical cation, or a system in which charge exchange is fast on the IR timescale.

The cobalt clusters 9–11 undergo a series of one-electron reduction processes that
become more chemically reversible at lower temperatures in THF in the case of the
Co2(CO)6 examples (Fig. 4). Although the observation of two (9, 10) or three (11)
reduction processes is said to indicate charge delocalisation and electronic
communication through the bridge, the meta arrangement of the cluster cores
would make such a situation unusual; the role that through-space electrostatic and
ion-pairing interactions play in stabilising [9]?, [10]? and [11]n? (n = 1, 2) cannot
be discounted. It would be interesting to re-examine the electrochemical responses
of these systems using a range of different supporting electrolytes, while low-
temperature IR spectroelectrochemical methods may help to distinguish through-
space and through-bond mechanism, as through-bond effects should have a larger
influence on the m(CO) spectra [73].

The poly(ferrocenyl) bridges in complexes 12 and 13 (Fig. 5) lead to a curious
situation where the separation of the Co2(CO)4(dppm)(alkyne) oxidation waves is
apparently significantly smaller for the more highly charged [Fc3]3? bridge than
[Fc2]2?. Clearly more work needs to be done to ensure accurate assignment of the
multiple redox steps, and to this end both IR spectroelectrochemical methods (to
follow changes in the m(CO) features of the cluster electrophores) and Mössbauer
spectroscopy on isolated samples in different charge states (to probe the formal iron
oxidation states) could provide useful additional information [74].

Fig. 4 Complexes 9–11, derived from 1,3,5-tris(trimethylsilylethynyl)benzene
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The carboxylate-bridged cluster Re2[O2CC2H{Co2(CO)6}]4Cl2 undergoes a
predominantly Re2 centered reduction near -0.33 V (CH2Cl2/0.1 M NBu4PF6 vs.
SCE), and a subsequent cobalt-cluster centered process near -1.09 V. The Re2

reduction is more facile than in related model systems, which has been attributed to
a mixing of the d*Re–Re and r*Co–Co orbitals in the reduced cluster assembly. This
mixing results in a significant sharing of the spin density on both the Re2 and cobalt
atoms, and indicates interaction between the various metal centers [75].

Attempts to probe the nature of interactions between the Co3C2 cluster cores in
{Me3SiC(Co3Cp3)C}2{l-(C:C)2} and {Me3SiC(Co3Cp3)}C}2{l-(C:C)4} were
hampered by the chemical instability of the redox products, although in each case
two apparently chemically reversible oxidation processes could be observed with
DE1/2[(0/? 1) - (?1/? 2)] = ca. 140 mV) [76].

The four Re6 cluster units in [{Re6(l3-Se)8(PEt3)5}4{5,10,15,20-tetra(4-pyridyl)-
21H,23H-porphine}][SbF6)]8, as either the free porphyrin or complexes with Zn2?,
Ni2?, Cu2? or Co2?, appear to be electronically insulated from each other, with the
system undergoing a single, 4e-chemically reversible oxidation at ca. 0.7 V versus
ferrocene (NCMe/0.3 M NBu4PF6), essentially the same as found for mono-cluster
porphyrin models [77]. The family of double and triple clusters [{Fe4(l4-PPh)2

(CO)10}2(l-LL)]n- (14, 15) and [{Fe4(l4-PPh)2(CO)10}(l-LL){Fe4(l4-PPh)2

(CO)9}(l-LL){Fe4(l4-PPh)2(CO)10}]n- (16) [LL = 1,4-(MeO)2PC6H4P(OMe)2,
1,4-CNC6H4NC; n = 0, 1, 2] (Fig. 6) have been investigated by electrochem-
istry, and NIR, IR and ESR spectroscopies. Electrochemical data reveal a small
(15 DE1/2 = 90 mV) to undetectable (14) separation of the first two cluster-based
reduction processes (more highly reduced species being chemically unstable).
Stoichiometric chemical reduction was used to generate samples rich in the mono-
or di-reduced species, the di-reduced species being sufficiently stable for detailed
study only in the case of [16]2-. IR spectroscopy indicated that the mono anions

Fig. 5 Polyferrocenyl bridged complexes 12 and 13 [74]
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[14]- and [15]- were well described in terms of trapped electronic structures on the
IR timescale (ca. 10-13 s), with characteristic m(CO) band patterns for associated
with one reduced and one unreduced Fe4P2 cluster sub-units being observed. In the
case of [16]- IR patterns associated with neutral terminal, neutral internal and
reduced terminal Fe4P4 clusters were observed, whilst [16]2- gave a 2:1 intensity
m(CO) pattern for reduced and neutral clusters. EPR spectra of the monoanions were
similar to those of monocluster models, but with line broadening arising either from
unresolved long-range coupling or electron-exchange on the EPR time-scale (ca.
10-9 s). Further reduction of the triple cluster to [16]2- restored the sharp line
features, lending support to the electron-exchange model. NIR spectroscopy failed
to resolve a clearly identifiable {Fe4P2}- ? {Fe4P2} charge transfer (IVCT) band,
with a band at 1300 nm being present in both the reduced double and triple clusters
as well as monocluster models. On balance, the polycluster assemblies seem to be
reduced to very weakly coupled ‘‘mixed-valence’’ systems, with the broadening of
the EPR spectra providing the most compelling evidence for slow electronic
exchange between the clusters [78].

Redox-active binuclear systems Ru2(ap)4(C:CR)n (ap = 2-aminopyridine
derivatives; n = 1, 2) have been identified as useful building blocks for ligand-
bridged polymetallic systems [79], with the binuclear fragment able to serve as
either a terminal or bridging element. These formally Ru(III, II) (n = 1) or Ru(III,
III) species can be converted electrochemically in one-electron steps through to the
Ru(II,II) to Ru(III, III) (n = 1) or Ru(III, IV) (n = 2) forms. The Ru2(ap)4 core
offers a high lying dd p* orbital of appropriate symmetry to mix with the alkynyl
p-system, opening a potential pathway for delocalisation of electronic effects
[80, 81]. Much of the chemistry associated with these systems has been reviewed by

Fig. 6 Bridge-linked Fe4P2 clusters 14–16 [78]
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Ren [82–84], and so the discussion that follows here is limited to the key
experimental observations that support the notion of bridge mediated electronic
interactions between the Ru2(ap)4 centers in {Ru2(ap)4}2(l-B) systems. The role of
Ru2(ap)4(C:CR)2 as a bridging element is discussed further below.

The Ru2(ap)4X system offers a S = 3/2 ground state arising from the
r2p4d2(p*d*)3 electronic configuration. Linking two such Ru2(ap)4 moieties
through 1,3- or 1,4-diethynylbenzene-based bridging ligands gives bis(binuclear)
complexes with leff 5.51–5.83 B.M., consistent with two non-interacting S = 3/2
centers. These bis(bimetallic) complexes also display electrochemical responses that
essentially mirror that of the Ru2(ap)4(C:CPh) model. All told, there is little if any
evidence for interactions between the bimetallic cores through these diethynyl-
phenylene bridging ligands [85]. However, replacement of the diethynylphenylene
moiety by 1,10-diethynylferrocenediyl (17) (Fig. 7) leads to weakly interacting
systems in the reduced form [17]- [86].

Thus, whilst electrochemical oxidation of 17 takes place in a single, 2e step,
consistent with limited interactions between holes located at the bimetallic termini,
reduction takes place in two closely spaced one-electron events (DE = ca. 100 mV,
resolved by differential pulse voltammetry) [25]. Although the difference in
separation could be due to difference in ion-pairing interactions between charged
sites in [17]n? and the electrolyte anion, [PF6]-, and [17]n- and the electrolyte
cation, [NBu4]?, extended Hückel calculations were used to explore a possible
electronic (orbital) rationale (Fig. 8). Taking a Koopmans-style view of the redox
process, and hence neglecting electron relaxation and orbital re-ordering in the
redox products, oxidation of 17 depopulates the d* type 152 au and 155 ag orbitals
(Fig. 8) and are therefore likely to be electronically independent (in the orbital
coupling sense). In contrast, reduction will lead to population of 153 ag and 150 au

which have p* (RuRu) and appreciable CC character, giving a potential mechanism
to promote interactions across the bridge [86]. An analysis of the optical spectrum
of [17]n- (n = 0, 1, 2) to seek an {Ru2(ap)4}- ? {Ru2(ap)4} intervalence charge
transfer transition in [17]- would be useful, whilst IR analysis could help confirm
the mixing of C:C character in the redox-active orbitals.

Fig. 7 1,10-diethynylferrocenediyl-bridged complex 17 [87]
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Linear polycarbon chains provide greater interactions between Ru2(ap)4 moieties
located at the chain termini, evidenced by studies on the homologous series
{Ru2(ap)4}2{l-(C:C)n} [n = 1–4 and 6, 18(n)] (Fig. 9) [87, 88]. The molecular
structures of 18(2) and 18(4) reveal relatively long C:C bonds [1.26(2), 1.24(2) Å]
and an arguably shorter C–C single bond [1.33(2) Å] in the case of 18(2), consistent
with a degree of cumulenic character and suggesting some ground state interaction
between the binuclear cores. The C–C bond lengths along the C8 chain in 18(4) are
more obviously alternating single and triple C–C bonds. The cyclic voltammograms
and differential pulse traces reveal that DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] and DE1/2

(0/1?) - (1?/2?)] gradually decrease as the {C:C}n chain is elongated, with
DE1/2[(0,1-) - (1-,2-)] always being larger than DE1/2[(0/1?) - (1?/2?)]

Fig. 8 The six singly occupied orbitals of 17 calculated by extended Hückel MO calculations [86]
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likely for the reasons of orbital symmetry noted above, giving rise to KC(ox/red)
values that fall from 1.4 9 1011/54000 [18(2)] to 158/4 [18(6)]. Two reduction
processes not present in the model Ru2(ap)2X systems were also observed becoming
progressively more thermodynamically favourable as the polyyndiyl ligand is
extended, which can be tentatively assigned to reduction of the polyyndiyl bridge.
UV–vis–NIR spectroelectrochemical investigations of the 1-electron reduction and
1-electron oxidation redox products derived from 18(2) revealed IVCT bands at
8450 cm-1 (e = 27000 M-1 cm-1, Dm1/2 1820 cm-1) and 5670 cm-1 (e =
7700 M-1 cm-1, Dm1/2 1630 cm-1) [18(2)]- and 7700 cm-1 (e 11000 M-1 cm-1,
Dm1/2 1820 cm-1) [18(2)]?, all of which are narrower than predicted from the Hush
two-state model [31]. The overarching conclusion reached was that the shorter
polyyndiyl chains were efficient at propagating electronic effects between the
Ru2(ap)4 termini, with the efficacy of the bridge decreasing with increasing length.
Related studies with linear polyyne bridged Ru2(dpf)4 moities have also been
undertaken (dpf = N.N0-diphenylformamidine) with the separation of oxidation
potentials taken as indication of some interaction between the bimetallic centers [89].

The naphthyridine bridged complexes 19 have been shown to undergo sequential
M2 based oxidation processes separated by ca. 0.07–0.13 V, together with a ligand
centered reduction (Fig. 10). In the case of the 19(Rh/Anth), the second metal
centred oxidation is obscured by an anthracene oxidation. The anthracene
substituent appears to enhance electronic interactions between the bimetallic cores,
possibly due to an additional superexchange pathway introduced by the high lying
anthracene occupied orbitals. Spectroelectrochemical methods were used to identify
the IVCT band in [19(Rh/Anth)]?, from which a coupling parameter of
HAB = 86 cm-1 was determined, consistent with a weak, but significant, interaction
between the Rh2 cores. [90].

Careful electrochemical studies with {Co3(CO)9}2(l-C2) (20(1)) and
{Co3(CO)9}2(l-C4) (20(2)) also provide some evidence for stabilisation on
intermediate charge states by delocalisation of charge between the cluster cores
through an all-carbon bridge [91]. In each case it is possible to observe two,
sequential and reversible reduction processes at moderate potentials (Table 1).
Further reduction of the dianions gives less stable species.

Fig. 9 The polyyndiyl bridged bis(bimetallic) complexes 18(n)
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The data in Table 1 can be used to illustrate several of the important points
pertaining to the assessment of ‘‘electronic interactions’’ by electrochemical
methods made in the introductory remarks. The DE1/2 values change only modestly
with changes in solvent polarity (noting that the supporting electrolyte salt will have
a major influence on the dielectric of the medium) and length of the carbon bridge
(the distance between the centers of the Co3 planes is 4.6 Å in 20(1) and 7.1 Å in
20(2)), suggesting that in addition to electrostatic effects through-bond effects are
an important factor in stabilising the intermediate mono-anionic states. THF is
particularly effective at stabilising metal carbonyl anions [92], and this additional
solvent effect is likely responsible for the larger DE1/2 values in this solvent. Thus,
the electrochemical data from a range of solvents reveal a contribution from
‘‘through-bond’’ interactions to the stabilisation of the monoanions with respect to
disproprotionation, but the magnitude of DE per se does not provide electronic or
structural information, and cannot provide information pertaining to additional
stabilisation factors arising from, for example, rearrangement of carbonyl ligands
from terminal to bridging modes, the latter being better able to relieve electron
density at the cluster core [93]. Attempts to probe the nature of the reduced species

Fig. 10 Naphthyridine-based bimetallic complexes 19

Table 1 Electrochemical (cyclic voltammetry) data from 20(1) and 20(2) in solutions containing 0.1 M
NBu4PF6 supporting electrolyte

Solvent E1/2(0/1-)/V E1/2(1-/2-)/V DE1/2/mV

20(1) THF -0.45 -0.92 470

CH2Cl2 -0.55 -0.89 340

Acetone -0.38 -0.74 360

20(2) THF -0.36 -0.66 300

CH2Cl2 -0.53 -0.73 200

Acetone -0.32 -0.53 210

Data reported against SCE by reference to an internal ferrocene/ferrocenium reference couple [FcH/
FcH? = ?0.56 V (THF/0.1 M NBu4PF6), ?0.47 V (CH2Cl2/0.1 M NBu4PF6), ?0.49 V (acetone/0.1 M
NBu4PF6)]
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[{Co3(CO)9}2(l-C2)]- by a spectroelectrochemical method, subtractively norma-
lised interfacial FTIR spectroscopy (SNIFTIRS), were complicated by ECE
processes on the timescale of the measurement [94].

Efforts have been made to enhance the chemical stability of the reduced forms of
{Co3(CO)9}2(l-Cn) systems by ligand substitution. The dppm ligands in
{Co3(CO)7(dppm)}2(l-C4) destabilise the reductive processes, leading to a signif-
icant cathodic shift in both reduction processes [E1/2(0/1-) -1.21, E1/2(1-/2-)
-1.45 V; CH2Cl2/0.1 M NBu4PF6), but not necessarily indicating increased
cluster–cluster electron interactions in the monoanion [95]. Co3(CO)7(dppm)
clusters spanned by some spectacularly long carbon chains, up to 26 carbon atoms,
have been prepared, but interactions between the cluster cores have not been probed
in detail [96]. Capping of the ‘‘free’’ Co3 faces in {Co3(CO)9}2(l-C4) by electron-
donating 2,4,6-trimethyl-1,3,5-trithiane (S3

Me) ligands has the anticipated effect of
shifting the reduction to more negative potentials (-1.44 V, CH2Cl2/0.1 M
NBu4PF6 versus SCE, Fc*H/[Fc*H]? = -0.07 V), while the oxidation shifts to
less positive potentials (?0.41 V). Neither redox event is strictly electrochemically
reversible, likely a result of slow electron transfer kinetics. IR spectroelectrochem-
ical studies failed to resolve a partially reduced or oxidised species, and the
similarity of the spectra obtained with those of a monocluster model [Co3(l3-
CPh)(CO)6(l-S3

Me)]n indicates little interaction between the cluster sites, although
evolution of bridging carbonyl modes is in evidence in the reduced forms [97].

Electronic structure calculations have been used to assess both {Co3(CO)9}2

(l-C4) and Co3(l3-CPh)(CO)6(l-S3
H), the latter featuring a simplified 1,3,5-trithiane

ligand, S3
H, as well as the related heterometallic species {Cp(CO)8Co2M}

(l-C4){M0Co2(CO)8Cp} [97, 98]. The HOMOs of the generic M3C–C:C–CM3

systems are an essentially degenerate e-type pair derived from the metal dz2 and C4

p-system, but with a significant metal weighting (Fig. 11), which increases with the
introduction of the more electron donating sulfur co-ligands (64–74%). The LUMO
in the nonacarbonyl is largely metal-localised although the composition varies with
level of theory employed (Fig. 11). The introduction of the trithiane ligand
destablises these metal based orbitals to the extent that they rise above the doubly
degenerate anti-bonding combination of the same orbitals that form the HOMO,
lending the LUMO in Co3(l3-CPh)(CO)6(l-S3

H) a small degree of carbon character.
Thus, not all of the spectroscopic characteristics of the redox products derived from
{Co3(CO)6L3}2(l-C4) can be satisfactorily explained in terms of simple variation in
the occupation of the orbital scheme calculated for the parent system
{Co3(CO)9}2(l-C4). Structural changes associated with the metallic cores in the
redox products are lilkely to cause re-ordering of the molecular orbitals such that
orbitals with more mixed M3/C4 character support the unpaired electron in the case
of the nonocarbonyl. These results serve to highlight that the electronic structure of
a redox product is not necessarily well described by the (de)population of frontier
molecular orbitals from a precursor.

Further examples of how useful studies with a series of related complexes can be
in determining electronic effects can be found in the electrochemical responses of
the ligand bridged bis(triruthenium) clusters [{Ru3O(OAc)6L2)}2(l-L0), many
important aspects of which have been reviewed recently [99]. For example, in the
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case of the bis(diphosphine) bridged series [{Ru3O(OAc)6(py)2)}2(l-PP)
(PP=Ph2PC:CPPh2, Ph2PCH=CHPPh2, Ph2PFc0PPh2 (or dppf), Ph2PC10H8PPh2,
Ph2P(CH2)nPPh2) [100–102], the limited p-character of the l-PP ligands suggests
that direct delocalisation of charge through a bridge p-system is unlikely. Rather the
variations in DE1/2 observed for both oxidation and reduction processes, which
decrease with increasing Ru3!!!Ru3 separation, can be likely attributed to
electrostatic (through-space) effects.

In fact, the l3-O cluster Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6L3 has proven to be an exceptionally
useful tool in studies of electron transfer between and through cluster cores. The rich
redox chemistry of the Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6L3 system, which exists in as many as five
electrochemically accessible oxidation states [Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6L3]n (n = 3?, 2?,
1?, 0, 1- corresponding to formal Ru oxidation states RuIV,IV,III to RuII,II,IIII) and
ease of synthesis, coupled with the presence of high-lying metal based orbitals of
appropriate symmetry to interact with ligand L p* orbitals [103, 104] are all useful
properties for the construction and study of coupled {cluster}–bridge–{cluster}
complexes. Meyer’s initial studies identified pyrazine (pyr) as a ligand particularly
well suited to the construction of ligand bridged cluster dimers and trimers, with the
strongest (through-bond) electronic interactions being observed in the case of the
more heavily reduced species [105–107]. In addition to a more pronounced
separation of the individual cluster reduction processes, deconvolution of the NIR
spectra of, for example, [{Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(py)2}2(l-pyr)]? indicates the presence
of a unique cluster–cluster charge transfer (CCCT) band not observed in analogous
monocluster models. Although heavily overlapped with intracluster absorption

Fig. 11 Plots of the LUMO
(top) and HOMO (bottom) of
{Co3(CO)9}2(l-C4) from DFT
calculations [97]
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bands, the CCCT band was estimated to be at 1200 ± 200 nm/e [ 1000 M-1 cm-1

[106].
Building on these fundamental studies by the Meyer group, Kubiak has utilised

the {Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)(CO)}2(l-L0) framework (Fig. 12a) to extraordinarily
good effect to probe electron transfer processes, with the m(CO) bands and bridging
ligand vibrational modes being used to probe not only the site of redox reactions,
but also the rate of electron transfer. The Kubiak work has been summarised in
several important and exceptionally readable reviews from the group [108–111],
and so only the main points and key strategies in data analysis will be highlighted
here. However, the Kubiak papers are highly recommended to the reader as a tour de
force of cluster mixed-valence chemistry and studies of electron transfer chemistry
involving polynuclear centers.

Fig. 12 a The generic carbonyl-substituted cluster framework employed by Kubiak. b Qualitative
molecular orbitals derived from the three-state model, with electron occupancy for the mixed-valence
monoanion [{Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)(CO)}2(l-L0)]-; the symmetry allowed transition is shown, as are
some of the important vibrational modes that contribute to the electron transfer process. c Qualitative
molecular orbitals derived from the five-state model with electron occupancy and symmetry allowed
transitions shown for the same mixed-valence anion as in (b)
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The generic bis(cluster) complexes {Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)(CO)}2(l-L0) allow
comparative studies as a function of redox state, ancillary ligand L (typically a
substituted pyridine) and the bridging ligand L0 (typically pyrazine, 4,40-bipyridine,
1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) etc.). Within this closely related series, the
electrochemical response can be generalised in terms of two, 2-electron oxidation
processes, corresponding to the oxidation of the cluster cores without any
appreciable interaction between the oxidised clusters, and two sequential 1-electron
reductions, with DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] values falling from ca. 0 (L =
4-cyanopyridine, L0 = DABCO) to 470 (L = 1-azabicyclo-[2.2.2]octane, abco;
L0 = pyr mV), dependent on the nature of both L and L0 [112, 113]. Since the
cluster can be identified as the redox-active moiety in these systems [103–105] and
electrochemical data are available from a series of subtly and systematically varied
structures, DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] can be taken as providing some measure of
the degree of bridge-mediated electronic interaction between the cluster cores. The
one-electron reduced complexes [{Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)(CO)}2(l-L0)]- exhibit two
more or less well separated m(CO) bands which can be attributed to a valence
localised system, with the rates of electron-exchange between the cluster site
estimated to be between 9 ± 3 9 1011 s-1 (L = dmap, L0 = pyz) to 1 9
1010–11 s-1 (L0 = bpy) from line shape analysis of the observed coalescence of
the m(CO) bands using Bloch-like equations [111, 114, 115]. The electron exchange
rate maps neatly with trends in both DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] (and hence KC) and
also coupling constants estimated from two-state (Hush) treatment of the IVCT
band parameters.

However, treatment of these systems in terms of the simple two-state model is a
rather coarse approximation, and the role of the bridging L0 and supporting ligands
L is not fully described. Measurements of the self-exchange rate from NMR line
broadening measurements on mixtures of monoclusters [Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6

(L)2(CO)]0/1- reveal that electron withdrawing ligands L leads to faster self-
exchange rates as a consequence of the greater concentration of electron density on
the periphery of the cluster [116]. Consequently, in the bis(cluster) complexes, the
combination of the relatively strongly electron-donating dmap ligand L (which
direct charge away from the cluster periphery) and the electron withdrawing pyr
bridging ligand (with low-lying p* orbitals that match well with the cluster)
facilitates migration of charge through the bridge. The involvement of the bridge in
the electron-transfer process, which incidentally explains the different anodic and
cathodic electrode responses, limits the validity of the two-state model, and the role
of the bridge, particularly bridge vibrational modes, in the electron transfer
mechanism has been probed by IR and resonance Raman spectroscopy [117–120].

Excitation of pyrazine-bridged bis(cluster) monoanions [{Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)
(CO)}2(l-pyz)]- results in significant resonance enhancement of the symmetric pyz
vibrational modes, especially m8a, which are found at lower wavenumbers than in the
neutral analogues, consistent with the population of the pyz p* orbitals. In turn, this
leads to a three state model, in which the unpaired electron in the ground electronic
state of the (‘‘mixed-valence’’) monoanion must reside in an orbital that explicitly
includes a contribution from the bridge (Fig. 12b). The lowest energy symmetry
allowed electronic transition will populate the non-bonding cluster state, and
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corresponds, at least to some degree, to a bridge-to-two-cluster transition. It is this
variation in the population of the bridging ligand p* orbital that results in
deformation of the bridging pyrazine and the observed coupling between the
electronic transition and the symmetrical bridge vibrational modes that lie along the
electron transfer pathway. More subtle effects involving the vibrational modes of
the cluster and ancillary ligand L can also be resolved, and inclusion of the ligand L
within the description of the electonic transitions leads to a five-state model
(Fig. 12c) [121]. The role of both L and L0 in the electronic transition has been
verified by the shifts in the IVCT resonance Raman spectra of derivatives featuring
per-deuterated ligands L or L0. Clearly resonance Raman spectroscopy has a
significant role in characterising electron transfer processes in systems undergoing
fast electron exchange. An interesting consequence of the mixing of bridge and
cluster orbitals in the monoanionic state and the vibrational coupling of symmetric
bridge vibrational modes is strong IR activity of the symmetric bridge mode
(Fig. 12).

Finally, intricate details of the electron transfer process and the role solvent
dynamics can play on electron transfer close to the delocalised limit have been
obtained from band shape analysis of the m(CO) profile in [{Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)
(CO)}2(l-L0)]- systems as a function of solvent and temperature. The electron
transfer rate ket in a symmetric mixed-valence complex can be expressed as

ket ¼ jmN exp
" DG#k " HAB þ

H2
AB

4DG#k

! "

RT

0

@

1

A

where j is the adiabaticity factor (j = 1 for adiabatic reactions i.e. those in which
the initial and final states are electronically coupled), mN is the nuclear frequency
factor which is a weighted average of the various inner and outer sphere vibrational
modes that contribute to the reorganisational energy associated with the electron
transfer reaction, DGk

* is the reorganisational energy barrier and HAB is the
electronic coupling term. R and T have their usual meaning [52, 122]. Since
DGk

* = 2HAB in the barrierless limit of electron transfer, the upper limit of ket is
given by the nuclear frequency factor, or ca. 1012–1013 s-1. It follows that for very
fast electron transfer reactions which approach the delocalised limit, such as those
that take place in [{Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)(CO)}2(l-L0)]-, inner and outer sphere
vibrational modes will be critical to the question of ‘‘how fast’’ the electron can
migrate between the cluster centers. Using the m(CO) bandshape analysis described
above, ket could be measured for [{Ru3(l3-O)(OAc)6(L)(CO)}2(l-L0)]- systems in a
variety of solvents. There was little correlation between ket and the thermodynamic
(time independent) solvent parameters (e.g. dielectric constant) but greater
correlation with the time dependent solvent dipolar reorientation frequencies
[110, 123]. By freezing the solvent, these dipolar reorientation contributions are
negated and the clusters exist in a more or less static, averaged solvent environment,
and ket becomes dominated by internal vibrational modes [124]. Hence, for a given
mixed-valence complex at the fast exchange limit, ket will be influenced by solvent
in fluid solution, but becomes solvent independent in frozen media. This result has
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led Kubiak to propose a definition of the Class II/Class III borderline in terms of
those systems in which solvent dynamical parameters control rates of electron
transfer as DGk

* tends to 0.
A vast array of poly(binuclear) clusters comprised of M2(DAiF)n metal–metal

bonded dimers (M = Mo, Rh; DANiF = N,N0-di-p-anisylformamidinate) linked
through carboxylate [125–128], halide [129–131], dioxolene [132], amidate [133,
134] the dianions of 1,2-dihydroxy or dithiol aromatics [135], alkoxides [136] or
tetrahedral dianions [EO4]2- (E = S, Mo, W) [137] have been prepared and
interactions between the M2 moieties probed using electrochemical methods within
series of closely related complexes, and the bonding arguments for which Cotton
was so admired. The dicarboxylate bis(clusters) {Mo2(DAniF)3}2(O2CXCO2)
undergo two sequential 1-electron oxidation processes, DE1/2[(0/? 1) - (?1/
? 2)] being found to vary with 1/(Rij)

2 for cases where X is a non-conjugated
moiety, such as (CH2)n (n = 1, 2, 3), 1,12-C2B10H10, bicyclo[1.1.1]-pentane, etc.,
and entirely consistent with an electrostatic interaction between the electrophores
[126]. An elegant study of unsaturated dicarboxylates X = {CH=CH}n (n = 0–4)
demonstrated a decrease in DE1/2[(0/? 1) - (?1/? 2)] as function of polyene
chain length [506 mV, n = 0; 65 mV, n = 4], but without the distance dependence
expected for a purely electrostatic interaction, due to mixing of the metal d and
ligand p* orbitals [128]. The decrease in DE1/2[(0/? 1) - (?1/? 2)] is largely due
to a more significant contribution from the polyene fragment to the HOMO of these
complexes, and the migration towards a polyene-like electronic structure and
progressive decoupling of the metal d-orbitals from the bridge [127, 128].

The chloride bridged complex [{cis-Mo2(DANiF)2}2(l-Cl)4] (21) (Fig. 13)
undergoes two extraordinarily well separated 1-electron oxidation waves (DE1/2 =
540 mV), indicating the considerable thermodynamic stability of the monocation.
The structures of 21 (Fig. 13) and its 1-electron oxidation product [21]? (as the
PF6

- salt) have been determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Oxidation
causes an elongation of the Mo-Mo bond from 2.1191(4) to 2.1453(3) and a small
decrease in the Mo–N and Mo–Cl bond lengths. The authors note that whilst the
static structure cannot unequivocally prove a delocalised structure, the thermal
ellipsoids are well behaved, and do not suggest crystallographic disorder [129].

More convincing, however, is the X-band EPR spectrum of [21]PF6 which
exhibits a single broad signal (giso = 1.912, S = 1/2). The broadening of the signal
can be attributed to unresolved hyperfine coupling to four Mo and Cl atoms, and is
consistent with the delocalisation of the unpaired electron (or hole) over both

Fig. 13 The tetrachloride bridged complex [{cis-Mo2(DANiF)2}2(l-Cl)4] (21)
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bimetallic sites. The degree of interaction can be tuned through substitution of the
halide from chloride to bromide and iodide, the larger halides providing a weaker
interaction as a consequence of less effective direct overlap between the metal d
orbitals (Fig. 14) [130]. Two intense NIR bands were observed in each of [{cis-
Mo2(DANiF)2}2(l-X)4]? (X = Cl, Br, I) near 5700 and 7200 cm-1, and assigned
on the basis of TD DFT calculations and symmetry considerations to the HOMO–1
to SOMO (d ? d ? d-d) and HOMO–1 to LUMO (d ? d ? d* ? d*) transitions
(Fig. 14). These doubly bridged species, in which direct d-orbital overlaps
contribute to the electronic structure, therefore offer an alternative through-bond
pathway for electronic interactions from that propagated by the ‘singly’ bridged
species such as the dicarboxylates described above. These two scenarios, electronic
interaction by direct M–M interaction in bridge supported architectures or via
M–bridge–M interactions, represent extremes of a progression that can be tuned by
modulation of the geometric and electronic properties of the bridging ligand [130,
135, 136].

Chisholm’s work with mixed-valence complexes derived from ligand-bridged,
multiply-bonded bimetallic complexes has concentrated largely on carboxylate-
bridged systems. One of Chisholm’s great contributions (of which there are many!)
to the area of mixed valency has been to recognise that the unique electronic
configuration conferred by the quadruple bond in d4–d4 bimetallic systems makes
these almost ideal electrophores and chromophores to prepare and study electron
transfer processes. The electronic configuration of the quadruple bond r2p2d2 results
in a relatively high lying d-orbital that is well removed from the other more strongly
bonding p and r bonding combinations (Fig. 15). This high-lying d-orbital has

Fig. 14 Qualitative MO
diagram showing the frontier
orbital composition for [{cis-
Mo2(DANiF)2}2(l-X)4]? [130]
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many useful electronic consequences in the study of bridge-mediated electronic
interactions between two such centers: the high lying metal orbital renders these
complexes redox-active; the orbital is of the correct symmetry and energy to interact
with a bridging carboxylate p* orbital [138, 139] thereby opening a pathway for
electron delocalisation between two M2 moieties (indeed, the extent of mixing of
the d and p* orbitals reflects the degree of coupling by enhancing the separation of
the in- and out-of-phase d combinations, Fig. 15). The electronic spectra of ligand
bridged M2 systems are usually simpler than those of mixed-valence complexes
derived from pseudo-octahedral t2g

5 /t2g
6 monometallic centers in which ligand

asymmetry and/or spin–orbit coupling removes the degeneracy of the three metal
t2g-orbitals resulting in multiple IVCT-type transitions, which are of comparable
energy to localised dd/interconfigurational transitions [3, 140].

The large separation of the p(M2) and d(M2) orbitals (estimated at ca. 1.2 eV)
renders the NIR spectra of these bis(binuclear) species blissfully simple. In general,
W-based systems give larger through-bridge couplings than Mo analogues as a

Fig. 15 A qualitative MO diagram showing the interactions between two M2 moieties via a p-bridge in a
generic {M2(l-LL)3}2(l-O2C–X–CO2) system [M = Mo, W; LL = bis(carboxylate)]. The orbital
occupancy is shown for a monocationic species, with optical transitions illustrated by approximation with
orbital transitions
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result of better overlap of the higher energy and more diffuse metal orbitals with the
ligand p* orbitals, and the involvement of the bridging ligand in the frontier orbitals
leads to significant vibrational structure in the electronic absorption bands. These
remarkable electronic features are summarised in the qualitative MO diagram in
Fig. 15 and are described in several excellent reviews and summary papers [141–
148].

From the gamut of results obtained from Chisholm’s careful investigation of
[{M2(O2CR)3}2(l-O2CXCO2)]n (n = 0, 1?) systems, a few specific examples that
summarise the scope and innovative results can be highlighted here. Starting from a
consideration of the prototypical oxalate system it is quickly apparent that the
degree of coupling between the M2 units in [{M2(O2CR)3}2(l-O2CCO2)]n depends
on the relative orientation of the M2 units with respect to each other, planar
conformations being favoured by the M2 d to oxalate p* back-bonding and leading
to maximum interaction between the M2 sites. Such proposals are consistent with
the temperature dependence of the vibrationally structured MLCT transitions in
oxalate bridged dimers [149]. Although the values of DE1/2[(0/1?) - (1?/2?)]
vary with metal from 280 (M = Mo) to 717 mV (M = W) [150, 151], EPR
spectroscopy clearly demonstrates both systems to be fully delocalised on the
timescale of the technique (ca. 10-9 s-1), with the unpaired electron equally
coupled to all four metal centers, whilst the NIR transitions associated with the
variously termed IVCT/HOMO–1 ? HOMO/charge resonance transitions are
distinctly narrower than predicted by the Hush two-state model [152]. The NIR
bands in the W2/W2 and WMo/WMo complexes are Gaussian in shape, while Mo2/
Mo2 system is distinctly asymmetric in profile. All told, the cations containing W
are well suited to description as fully delocalised (Class III) complexes, whilst the
Mo2/Mo2 species may be mixed-valence complexes closer to the Class II/III
borderline.

Interpolation of a phenylene moiety into the spacer (i.e. terephthalate,
-O2CC6H4CO2

-) significantly increases the distance between the two M2 centers,
but interactions between the ring substituents and the carboxylate oxygen can be
used to control the relative stability of different conformers with respect to rotation
of the M2 units relative to the aromatic plane. Thus, whilst the C6F4 ring has a
relatively low barrier to rotation (ca. 19 kJ mol-1) [153], and that in the C6H4

derivatives somewhat larger (ca. 47 kJ mol-1), in the case of C6Cl4 the more
significant peri-Cl to O interactions favor a twisted ground state with a minimum
energy for a C6–CO2 dihedral angle of 57!, as evidenced by loss of the M2 to p*
MLCT transition as a consequence of the loss of conjugation (Figs. 15, 16).

In keeping with the broad generalisations, the W2/W2 system derived from
terephthalate is fully delocalised from EPR and NIR data, the Mo2/Mo2 derivatives
are valence trapped as are the tetrachloroterephthalate complexes. Interestingly, the
KC values calculated from the electrochemical responses of the W2/W2 terephthal-
ate and tetrafluoroterephthalate complexes are relatively small (5.1 9 102 and
6.6 9 104 respectively), and much smaller than the ca. 1012 or so calculated for
oxalate. These data serve to again highlight how important spectroscopic data are in
assessing the degree of electronic interaction between centers rather than the
isolated use of DE1/2 or KC values.
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In an wonderfully simple extension of these concepts of how C6-CO2 torsion
angles can influence d–p* overlap, and hence M2-to-M2 interactions, Chisholm and
Patmore have shown how hydrogen bonding interactions from the carboxylate
oxygen and phenolic OH in the 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate bridge can be used to
raise the barrier to rotation and bias a more planar conformation in the ground state.
Deprotonation bleaches the MLCT band, presumably through O!!!O- repulsive
interactions. The system is thus pH-switchable [154].

In a recent report, Chisholm and Lear have considered the implications of the
role of the M2 d/bridging ligand p* mixing on not only the vibronic coupling of
bridge modes to the IVCT transition, but also to the related MLCT transitions
(Fig. 17) [18, 155]. The oxalate complexes [{M2(tBuCO2)3}2(l-O2CCO2)]n?

(n = 0, 1; M2 = Mo2, MoW, W2) have been employed by way of example. For
the neutral systems, the MLCT transitions, which are largely M2 d to oxalate p* in
character (cf. Fig. 15) display vibronic features, the resolution of which increases
with increasing tungsten content in the complexes and decreasing temperature. The
MLCT band is progressively red-shifted with increasing tungsten content, due to the
higher energy of the W d-orbitals relative to the d orbitals of Mo, and decreasing
temperature due to the greater population of planar conformations [149]. The
MLCT bands are also highly solvatochromic at room temperature, as befits their CT
character [156], but as temperature is lowered, more planar conformations are
adopted and the charge migration associated with the MLCT transition becomes
more symmetrically distributed, reducing the solvatochromic nature. In contrast, as
described above, the related one-electron oxidised forms of these complexes are
Class III delocalised systems, and the ground state is heavily biased towards planar
geometries [157]. Consequently, both the IVCT and MLCT transitions are
temperature and solvent independent.

The vibronic structure of the MLCT bands has been explicitly considered in
terms of the coupling of the various electronic states that contribute to descriptions
of the M2–bridge–M2 assembly. For the neutral systems, the W2 d-orbitals lie closer
to the oxalate p* orbitals, leading to better mixing and hence more metal character
in the 1MLCT excited state, reducing the vibronic coupling of the oxalate modes to
the MLCT transition. Oxidation causes a significant reduction in the vibronic
features of the MLCT transitions, which is explained by the mixing of the
underlying states. The mixing of the bridge and both M2 moieties demands
departure from the two-state model, and explicit consideration of at very least a
three state representation of the mixed-valence system (Fig. 17b). In the three-state
model, represented in a view along the asymmetric coordinate in Fig. 17b, the

Fig. 16 Interactions between phenylene substituents and carboxylate O can be used to tune the relative
stability of planar and twisted conformations in terephthalate bridged [{M2(O2CR)3}2(l-O2CC6X4CO2)]
systems
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Fig. 17 a Potential energy
surfaces (PES) associated with
the diabatic states employed in
the three state model. The
composite PES is composed of
two redox-based states (red and
blue) and a bridge-based state
(green). b Cross-section along
the asymmetric coordinate that
shows the original diabatic states
(dashed lines) and the new
adiabatic states (solid lines) that
result from electronic coupling
between the diabatic states.
c MO diagram depicting the
coupling between the bridge and
metal–metal combinations of
dicarboxylate-bridged
[{M2(O2CR)3}2(l-O2CXCO2)]
systems commonly invoked in
discussion of delocalized
complexes under the three state
model. The bonding and
antibonding type orbitals result
from coupling between the
bridge LUMO and the in-phase
combination of the two MM d
bonds. The non-bonding orbital
is composed of the out-of-phase
combination of the two MM d
bonds. Figure from [155], used
with permission
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‘pure’ diabatic states representing the M2, M2
? and bridge p* moieties are mixed to

give rise to three new adiabatic states: the two potential minima ground state, the
IVCT state and the MLCT state. Since the mixing reduces the charge transfer
character of these transitions, the nuclear displacement along the symmetric reaction
coordinate is reduced, and vibronic coupling of the bridge modes to the electronic
transitions (both ‘MLCT’ and ‘IVCT’) is diminished.

Bringing these observations together Chisholm has noted the following key
points:

• the perturbation of the MLCT state by electronic coupling clearly indicates that
a simple two-state model dealing only with coupling of the M2 states is not
appropriate, and a model that include the bridge state is important;

• the Ondrechen three state model that represents the bridge involvement in terms
of a MO-type description is helpful (cf. Fig. 12) [158], but fails to provide an
explanation for why strong coupling should lead to a reduction in vibronic
coupling in the ‘MLCT’ and ‘IVCT’ transitions;

• a description of the electronic transitions in terms of the electronic states
involved is more satisfactory than a model based on transitions between
molecular orbitals derived from model fragments;

• by allowing both redox states and the bridge state to mix, a model that predicts
both MLCT and IVCT type transitions is obtained.

By considering both the asymmetric (reaction) and symmetric (with respect in
part to the stretching modes of the bridge) coordinates of the potential energy
surfaces, a state based description of the traditional Robin and Day classes can be
expressed: Class I systems are represented by (diabatic) potential energy surfaces
with no coupling between them; Class II systems are coupled (adiabatic), with the
effect of coupling being to stabilise the ground state surface, lower the thermal
barrier to electron transfer (although maintaining a deep enough local potential well
to trap the unpaired electron at one redox site), and to move the minima of the
ground state towards each other along the asymmetric reaction coordinate; Class III
systems feature such strong coupling that the thermal barrier is removed, and the
minima from the Class II system merge into a single minimum along the
asymmetric reaction coordinate that is exactly at the same reaction coordinate as the
minimum in the excited state potential energy surface (consequently Class III may
be better described as having average-valence rather than mixed-valence ground
states); a new Class IV can then be predicted in which not only are the minima in the
potential energy surfaces ‘nested’ along the asymmetric coordinate but also along
the symmetric coordinate, which can be identified from the solvent independence of
the IVCT and MLCT bands as well as the reduced vibronic coupling with the bridge
[155].

Clearly much work remains to be done to fully establish ‘Class IV’, which will
probably be best achieved through excited state Raman spectroscopy, but the point
is clearly made that considerable information is available regarding the properties of
strongly coupled mixed-valence systems from consideration of both the properties
of both IVCT and MLCT transitions.
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Electronic Interactions Through Polynuclear Bridges

Adams pioneered the concept of using a metal cluster species to augment electronic
interactions between remote sites by tuning the electronic structure of a polycarbon
bridge [159–167]. In these important studies, a wide range of osmium carbonyl
clusters were prepared from various activated forms of Os3(CO)12, or Co2(CO)8,
and bis(ferrocenyl)polyynes. In complexes such as 22 [167] and 23 [160] in which
the two ferocenyl electrophores are chemically non-equivalent (Fig. 18), and in the
absence of suitable mono-ferrocenyl model systems, the electrochemical response
of the ferrocenyl moieties cannot be deconvoluted into contributions arising from
chemical inequivalence, electrostatic effects and resonance stabilisation.

Reaction of 1,4-bis(ferrocenyl)buta-1,3-diyne with Os3(CO)11(NCMe) gave a
low yield (18%) of 24, in which two ferrocenyl moieties are linked through an open
linear chain osmium-carbon cluster together with Os3(l3-FcC2C:CFc)(CO)10 (25)
(37%) (Scheme 3) [165]. The electrochemical response of 24 was characterised by
two sequential ferrocenyl oxidations at 0.31 at 0.49 V, with DE = 0.18 V (1:1
CH2Cl2/NCMe containing 0.1 M NBu4PF6 vs. Ag/AgCl reference), which compare
with the two sequential oxidation processes observed for 1,4-bis(ferrocenyl)buta-
1,3-diyne (0.48, 0.58 V, DE = 0.10 V) under the same conditions. The more facile
oxidation of 24 can be attributed to the electron-withdrawing properties of the
carbonyl cluster. Assuming that the various solvation and ion pairing effects are
similar in both 24 and 25, the differences in electrochemical response can either be
attributed to a greater electrostatic component in the case of 24, noting the rather
shorter Fe!!!Fe separation compared with the diyne (FcC:CC:CFc 9.6 Å [168];
24 6.07 Å [165]), [although this is inconsistent with smaller DE1/2 value (0.06 V)
for 25 in which the dissimilar Fc moieties are 6.24 Å apart] or to enhanced
electronic interactions promoted by modification of the p-orbital structure of the
carbon chain by coordination of the Os3(CO)11 moiety.

Given that the C–C distances in 24 are all equal within the limits of precision of
the structure determination (1.319(12)–1.328(11) Å), the FcC4Fc ligand can be
considered as a bis(dehydrobutatriene). EHMO calculations using a simplified
structure in which the Fc moieties were substituted by H atoms reveal little

Fig. 18 Two osmium clusters bearing inequivalent ferrocenyl moieties
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p-backbonding from the central Os atom to the C4 chain, ligand to metal p-donation
being more important. The high-lying 2b1 orbital from this model system (Fig. 19)
is of the correct symmetry to interact with the ferrocenyl non-bonding orbitals, and
this overlap is thought to be responsible for mediating the interaction between the
Fc end-caps [165]. It would be extremely interesting to examine the electronic
spectra of 24, [24]1 and [24]2? and try to identify either a unique Fc ? Fc?

transition associated with [24]1 (for a ‘‘valence trapped’’ system) or an alternative
electronic profile associated with this intermediate charge state (which would be
expected if the unpaired charge is fully delocalised). Since these important initial
studies, others have also observed that the Os3(l3-RC=C=C=CR)(CO)11 spacer
seems to promote larger DE values between electrophores [169].

Following these studies, a wide range of polymetallic cores have been
interpolated between two (or more) electrophores [170–172], with ethynylferroce-
nyl being a redox-active probe group of choice in many studies. The coinage metal
clusters [Cu3(l3-C:CFc)2(dppm)3]PF6 ([26]PF6) [173], Cu6(dppm)2(C:CFc)4

(ClO4)2 (27) [174], [Ag6(C:CFc)4(MeOH)2][BF4]2 [28][BF4]2 [174] and [Ag8M6

(C:CFc)12(Cl)]BF4 (M = Cu, Ag, Au) [29]BF4 [175] allow an investigation of the

Scheme 3 The preparation of 24 and 25

Fig. 19 A qualitative orbital interaction diagram for the model Os3(l-HC=C=C=CH)(CO)11 cluster,
showing the occupied molecular orbitals and the important valence orbitals of the fragments
bis(dehydrobutatriene)(2-) and linear [Os3(CO)11]2? [165]
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effects of cluster structure and Fc–C:C–M–C:CFc geometry on the stability of
the 1-electron oxidation product with respect to disproportionation (Fig. 20).

The cage structure in [Ag8M6(C:CFc)12(Cl)]? [29]? can be considered as an
array of linear [FcC:CMC:CFc]- moieties [avg Fe!!!Fe (Å) = 11.55 (M = Cu),
12.28 (M = Ag), 12.25 (M = Au)] supported by p-interactions with approximately
cubic arrays of M? cations [176]. However, only in the case of the Ag8Cu6

derivative was reversible electrochemical response obtained, with the ferrocenyl
oxidations separated by 0.15 V, significantly greater than in the octahedral and
trigonal cluster bridged species Cu6(dppm)2(C:CFc)4(ClO4)2 (27, DE1/2 = 0.11 V,
Fe!!!Fe 11.85 Å) and [Cu3(l3-C:CFc)2(dppm)3]PF6 ([26]?, DE1/2\0.07 V, Fe!!!Fe
11.08 Å). These differences likely have a genuine electronic origin, with the linear
trimetallic array [FcC:CCuC:CFc]- in [Ag8Cu6(C:CFc)12(Cl)]? providing a
better through-bond interaction than in the case of the M3(l3-C:CR)2 system
[177]. Indeed, the stability of the FeII/III mixed-valence complex [Cu3(l3-
C:CFc)2(dppm)3]2? has been largely attributed to electrostatic effects, with the
small coupling leading to a weak IVCT band near 8000 cm-1 [173].

A related study with clusters derived from assembly of three [FcC:
CAuC:CFc]- or [FcC6H4C:CAuC:CC6H4Fc]- moieties around Cu? and
cyclo-{Au(Ph2PC6H4PPh2)}3 supporting groups has also been reported [178].

Fig. 20 Schematic representations of the cluster core structures of [26]?, 27, [28]2? and [29]?
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Interpolation of the phenylene groups appears to limit interaction between the
ferrocenyl centers, as evidenced by a single oxidation wave observed by both CV
and square wave voltammetry, supported by DFT calculations that indicate the
HOMO to be largely centered on the ferrocenyl moieties, but not involving the
cluster core. In contrast, the ethynylferrocene derived cluster exhibts a poorly
resolved series of oxidation waves corresponding to the oxidation of the six Fc
moieties. The DFT calculations indicate the HOMO to be mixed ferrocenyl and
cluster core in nature, supporting the concept of bridge mediated exchange on some
level.

The cluster Re4(l3-AuPPh3)2(l3-C2Fc)2(CO)12 (30) provides an interesting
example of a butterfly framework bearing two face-capping AuPPh3 units and a rare
alkynyl coordination mode in which each C:CFc moiety is coordinated in
l3-g1:g2:g2-fashion within the open Re3 triangular face (Fig. 21) [179]. This
bridging mode restricts the dihedral angle between the two closed Re3 triangles that
form the butterfly. The cluster undergoes irreversible Au-based oxidation and Re
cluster-based reduction in addition to two redox couples associated with sequential
oxidation of the ferrocenyl moieties (DE1/2 = 0.109 V). Chemical oxidation of 1 by
stoichiometric addition of acetylferrocenium (as the B{3,5-(CF3)2C6H3]- salt to
reduce ion-pairing interactions) afforded [30]?. The NIR spectrum of [30]? was
characterised by at least two poorly resolved, but solvatochromic, transitions, the
band shapes of which are in poor agreement with those predicted from the Hush
relationships. Given the difficulties in assessing the electron transfer distance,
deconvoluting the true band shape, and the ambiguity about whether the NIR bands
are Fc ? Fc? or {cluster} ? Fc? in character, such disagreements are not
surprising. A further investigation of the spectroscopic properties of [30]2? would
help in the definitive assignment of the transition.

Ren and his group have explored the interactions between axially coordinated
alkynylferrocenyl moieties through the homologous series trans-[{Fc(C:C)n}
{Ru2(NN)4}{(C:C)nFc}] (31(n); NN = m-substituted dimethylbenzamidinate,
n = 1–4) [180–182]. The dimethylbenzamidinate substituent (Y = H, OMe,
OBu) is used as a solubility aid, rather than to provide any significant electronic
effect (Fig. 22).

Taking 31(1) by way of example, in which the Fe!!!Fe separation is 11.60 Å, the
complex undergoes an Ru2 based reduction and three sequential one-electron
oxidations, the latter being assigned on the basis of UV–vis–NIR

Fig. 21 The butterfly cluster 30
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spectroelectrochemical studies [180]. Oxidation from 31(1) to [31(1)]? causes the
appearance of a low energy Fc ? Ru2

III,IV charge transfer band, the peak maximum of
which was \5000 cm-1, whilst [31(1)]2? also features an additional band near
6000 cm-1 assigned to an Fc ? Fc? IVCT transition. Both bands collapse in
[31(1)]3?, consistent with these assignments. The IVCT band was found to be much
narrower than predicted by the Hush relationship for weakly coupled Class II mixed-
valence systems, and suggestive of a delocalised system in which HAB = 3000 cm-1.
DFT studies on model systems suggests the HOMO in neutral 31(1) to be p*(Ru2) in
character, with the usual d/p mixing being found in slightly lower lying filled orbitals.
Extension of the polycarbon spacers from C:C to C:CC:C, C:CC:CC:C and
C:CC:CC:CC:C does not distort the general behaviour, with a significant
separation of the sequential ferrocenyl oxidations (ca. 200–300 mV) accompanied by
narrow Fc ? Fc? transitions in the case of the ethynyl and butadiynyl bridges
(spectroelectrochemical studies were not possible on the longer members of the series
which proved to be chemically unstable upon oxidation). However, the observation of
two Fc ? Ru2

III/IV transitions in [31(2)]? suggests a degree of electronic asymmetry
that has lifted the g and u character of the important MOs, permitting both transitions
to gain intensity. The electronic asymmetry suggested by the Fc ? Ru2

III/IV transition
implies a valence trapped electronic structure, albeit a strongly coupled one. The
value of HAB in the butadiynyl spaced complex [31(2)]2? has been estimated at
2400 cm-1 from estimates of the free-energy resonance exchange following
partitioning of the free energy of comproportionation and appropriate estimates of
the other terms. The decrease in HAB on moving from a C:C to C:CC:C spacer is
consistent with an attenuation factor for these polycarbon wires of c = ca. 0.064 Å-1.
On the basis of the consistently narrow Fc ? Fc? IVCT transition it appears that the
combination of a polycarbon chain with the binuclear Ru2(NN)4 core provides very
efficient hole transport between ferrocenyl electrophores over remarkably long
distances (up to 27 Å in 31(4)).

Efforts to extend these concepts to include ferrocenyl moieties located
equatorially around the binuclear core and star-shaped systems based on bimetallic
Ru2 cores and metallocenecarboxylates in which the metallocenes decorate the
periphery of the bimetallic moiety have also been undertaken [183]. Spectroscopic
examination of chemically oxidised samples of Ru2(O2CFc)2(NN)2Cl [NN = N,
N0-di(3,5-dichlorophenyl)formamidinate] reveals a weak Fc ? Fc? IVCT band, the
band shape of which is consistent with the weakly coupled two-state model,

Fig. 22 A schematic
representation of Ren’s
dimethylbenzamidinate
supported binuclear bridged
systems
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although the mechanism of interaction between the peripheral metallocenes
(through-space vs. through-bond) was not determined [184].

An interesting variation on this concept of electronic interactions mediated by
bimetallic bridging moieties can be found in the work of Yip and colleagues, who
have examined [Pt2(C:CFc)2(dppm)]n? (32, n = 0, 1), the Fe!!!Fe separation in
crystallographically characterised Pt2(C:CFc)2(dppm) being 14.474(2) Å (Fig. 23)
[185]. The DE1/2 for the sequential ferrocenyl oxidations is 267 ± 14 mV in
CH2Cl2/0.1 M NBu4PF6. Chemical oxidation of 32–[32]? with ferrocenium
hexafluorophosphate permitted a new absorption band at 11300 ± 50 cm-1

(e = 610 ± 10 M-1 cm-1) to be observed. By comparing this transition with the
RuII ? Fc? transition in trans-[Ru(C:CFc)2(dppm)2]? and trans,trans,–[Ru(C:
CFc)2(PBu3)2(CO)(L)]? (L = py, CO, P(OMe)3; mmax = 4770–8030 cm-1; e =
2900–6700 M-1 cm-1), and given the lower ionisation potential of PtI vs. RuII, the
assignment to an Fc ? Fc? transition seems reasonable. Taking the Fe!!!Fe distance
in 32 as an estimate of the electron transfer distance, a coupling constant
HAB = 190 ± 20 cm-1 can be made using the Hush relationships. As noted in the
introduction, the stability of the mixed-valence state is dependent on many
parameters [31], including statistical, inductive and electrostatic factors, and
magnetic exchange as well as stability derived from delocalisation. Synergistic
factors can probably be ignored for the Fc/Fc? system. Estimates of the electrostatic
and delocalisation terms suggest that whilst delocalisation contributes to the
stability of the mixed-valence state, the major contribution to the stability of [32]?

comes from inductive effects (i.e. the stabilisation of the FeII site by lowering of the
bridge p* and/or dp levels by the positively charged FeIII site, or magnetic coupling
of the unpaired electrons in the dication [32]2?). However, attempts to isolate
[32]2? to permit magnetic measurements of the exchange energy were not
successful. Further compelling evidence for a degree of through-bond coupling in
these systems comes from the simple chemical change arising from coordination of
a AuX fragment to the Pt–Pt bond (X = Cl, Br). The resulting A-frame metal core
in 33 disrupts the linear Fc!!!Pt–Pt!!!Fc geometry and hence the p-character along
the electron transfer coordinate; consequently complex 33 does not exhibit signs of
any interaction between the ferrocenyl cores.

Extended metal atom chains (EMAC) have also been investigated as polymetallic
conduits for the propagation of electronic effects between axially coordinated
ethynylferrocenyl electrophores [186, 187]. The structure of Co3(dpa)3X2

(dpa = 2,20-dipyridylamide) systems typically feature asymmetric Co–Co contacts

Fig. 23 The linear and A-frame complexes 32 and 33
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in the solid state, consistent with formal assignment as a [Co2]4? moiety and an
isolated Co2? center [188–190], although whether or not this asymmetric structure
is preserved in solution is less clear. The electrochemical response of Co3(dpa)3

(C:CFc)2 has been interpreted in terms of the sequence of redox events
summarised in Scheme 4 [187]. Unfortunately, attempts to observe [Co3(dpa)3

(C:CFc)2]n? spectroscopically were hindered by the instability of these species on
timescales longer than that of the electrochemical experiments. The analogous
ruthenium complex Ru3(dpa)4(C:CFc)2 also undergoes two ferrocenyl-based
oxidations, but at lower potentials than the redox processes of the [Ru3]6? core
[191] with spectroelectrochemical studies suggesting both Fc ? Fc? and
Ru3 ? Fc? transitions occur in the NIR region of [Ru3(dpa)4(C:CFc)2]?.

Main group polyhedral clusters, which offer an intriguing three-dimensional
aromatic structure [192, 193], have also attracted attention as potential conduits for
electronic effects. In the case of the carboranyl-bridged bis(dicobalt) tricluster
[{Co2C2(SiMe3)(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-1,12-C2B10H10)] (34, Fig. 24), the appreciable
splitting of the Co2C2 based oxidation [DE1/2[(0/1?) - (1?/2?)] = 105 mV] and
reduction [DE1/2[(0/1-) - (1-/2-)] = 80 mV] waves points to stability of the
intermediate ?1 and -1 charge states [194], which is unlikely to be due to a
significant electrostatic term, given the large separation of the electrophores ([6 Å).
The reduction pontentials lead to a KC of only 5 for the comproportionation of the
neutral and dianionic forms of this complex, close to the statistical limit. Mediation
of effects through the occupied orbitals seems to be more significant. Interestingly
the separation of redox waves in the analogous phenylene bridged species
[{Co2C2(SiMe3)(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-1,4-C6H4)] is identical to that in the carboranyl
bridged system 34, but given the EC nature of the redox chemistry of
[{Co2C2(SiMe3)(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-C:CC:C)] accurate data for the C4 bridged
species was not obtained [195]. Since the Co2C2 cluster offers fragment orbitals of p
symmetry suitable to interact with the tangential p-type orbitals offered by the

Scheme 4 A summary of the redox properties of Co3(dpa)3(C:CFc)2
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carborane cage, phenylene ring and butadiyndiyl fragment, DFT calculations were
performed to consider the electronic structures in more detail [195].

The DFT calculated electronic structures of [34]n? (n = 0, 1, 2) reveal little
mixing of the carboranyl fragment into the highest occupied orbitals. Interestingly,
broken symmetry calculations gave a localised structure 4.23 kcal mol-1

(17.7 kJ mol-1) less stable than the fully symmetric structure. Whilst a localised
structure is not predicted from the gas-phase model, the influence of solvation and
ion-pairing are not included in this model. Nevertheless, the limited p-conjugation
through the molecule suggests that the effects of ion-pairing and inductive effects
transmitted through the r-bond framework are likely to be important factors.
Calculations suggest that p-orbitals from the phenylene and butadiyndiyl are more
important in the electronic structures of [{Co2C2(SiMe3)(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-1,
4-C6H4)]n? and [{Co2C2(SiMe3)(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-C:CC:C)]n? (n = 1, 2), with
the spin density located on the metal atoms decreasing from 85% in [{Co2C2

(SiMe3)(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-1,12-C2B10H10)]? to 80 and 78% in [{Co2C2(SiMe3)
(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-1,4-C6H4)]? and [{Co2C2(SiMe3)(CO)4(dppm)}2(l-C:CC:
C)]?, respectively. The effect is even more pronounced in the triplet dication of
the C4 bridged complex, with the relative spin densities falling from 84% in the
carboranyl speces to 59% in the carbon bridged complex [195].

The diethynylcarboranes 1,10-diethynyl-1,10-C2B8H8 and 1,12-diethynyl-1,
12-C2B10H10 have both been used in the construction of diethynylcarboranes
bridged bis(mononuclear) complexes [138, 196]. Although the instability of the iron
complex [{Fe(CO)2Cp}2(l-1,12-(C:C)2-1,12-C2B10H10]? precluded detailed
spectroscopic characterisation, the Ru(dppe)Cp* analogue [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2

(l-1,12-(C:C)2-1,12-C2B10H10] (35a), and the bis(ruthenium) 1,10-C2B8H8

derivative [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2(l-1,10-(C:C)2-1,10-C2B10H10] (35b), proved more
amenable to spectroelectrochemical investigation (Fig. 25).

Each of these bimetallic ruthenium complexes 35a and 35b underwent two,
sequential one electron oxidation processes (CH2Cl2/0.1 M NBu4BF4, V vs. SCE
[FcH*/FcH* = -0.08 V]: 35a 0.27, 0.39 V DE1/2 = 0.12 V; 35b 0.32, 0.41 V
DE1/2 = 0.09 V), the first of which was somewhat more thermodynamically
favourable than the comparable mononuclear system (E1/236a 0.35 V, 36b 0.39 V)
reflecting a degree of synergism in the electron donating effects of the metal centers.
The DE1/2 values were modestly sensitive to the nature of the electrolyte anion,
indicating a degree of stabilisation arising from ion-pairing effects [26]. IR
spectroelectrochemical studies revealed little shift in the m(BH) bands during

Fig. 24 The carborandiyl
bridged complex 34
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oxidation state changes, consistent with little change in the electronic nature of the
carborane cage. The observation of two m(C:C) bands in [35a]? and [35b]? the
higher frequency band similar to that in [35a,b], the other closer in frequency to that
in [35a,b]2?, suggests the monocations are localised on the IR timescale.
Comparison of the NIR region between the mono and bimetallic complexes in
their various oxidation states allowed the IVCT bands to be conclusively identified,
and deconvoluted from the dd/interconfigurational band with which it is overlapped.
Band-shape analysis of the IVCT band was consistent with Class II character for
[35a,b]?, and coupling parameters HAB = 260 ([35a]?) and 140 ([35b]?) cm-1.
TD DFT calculations using the HF rich functional MPW1K and the 3–21G* basis
set satisfactorily modelled the observed IVCT and pseudo-dd low energy transitions
[138], whilst also calculating the three other potential, but experimentally
unobserved, transitions with vanishing low intensity associated with a pseudo-
octahedral d6/d5 mixed-valence system transitions (Fig. 26) [3]. This result indicates
the tremendous potential for TD DFT calculations in conjunction with appropriate
functionals to be used in support of spectroscopic investigations of charge transfer
processes, including those in mixed-valence systems [39, 40, 197–199].

Conclusion and Outlook

Polynuclear systems are now firmly established both as electrophores and as
bridging elements suitable for the study of bridge mediated electronic interactions
between remote molecular sites. The polynuclear systems offer particularly useful
features, including structural diversity, multiple redox states, ready incorporation of
vibrational probe groups, and in the case of mutiply-bonded M-M systems, high
lying redox-active orbitals that are well removed from the rest of the occupied
manifold which greatly simplifies the appearance of the electronic spectra allowing
ready observation of the critical ‘intervalence’ transitions. These fundamental
studies are now being complemented by studies of through molecule transport in

Fig. 25 Ruthenium complexes of mono and diethynyl carboranes
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electrode-molecule-electrode junction structures [200–205], which demonstrate the
feasibility of using polynuclear structures in hybrid devices and will be the subject
of a later review. There seems little doubt that polynuclear systems will continue to
play a vital role in understanding the molecular factors that influence the charge
transfer process, and exploiting these fascinating properties in device structures.
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a b s t r a c t

The synthesis, structure, bonding motifs, reaction chemistry, and some potential applications of homolep-
tic metal alkynides, as well as current trends in this field of chemistry, are reported.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A homoleptic transition metal complex may be defined as a
metal complex in which all of the ligands bound to the d-block
metal atom are identical. Common examples include Ti(NMe2)4,
WMe6, Fe(CO)5, Pd(PPh3)4, and [Ag(C≡N)4]3−. Cyanide is perhaps
one of the most common ligands in transition metal chemistry, and

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: heinrich.lang@chemie.tu-chemnitz.de (H. Lang).

forms homoleptic complexes with every metal of the d-block [1].
The first example of a homoleptic cyanide complex, Prussian blue,
was prepared, albeit serendipitously, over 300 years ago in Berlin,
and this dark blue and non-toxic pigment has been widely used
throughout the ensuing centuries [2]. This family of homoleptic
compounds was enriched as early as in 1884 by the discovery of
transition metal alkynides such as [Hg(C≡CMe)2] by Kutscheroff
[3], and much of the early work has been summarized, albeit briefly
[4].

Systematic studies of the alkynide ligand started in 1953
with the recognition that alkynides [RC≡C]− (R = H, single bonded

0010-8545/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ccr.2010.07.004
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Scheme 1. A selection of bonding modes commonly observed in metal-alkynide
complexes.

organic group) should show similar ligating behavior to the isoelec-
tronic cyanide, [N≡C]− [5–7]. This was confirmed by the isolation
of complexes of general formula [M(C≡CR)m](m−n)− (M = d-metal
atom, m = number of alkynide ligands, n = oxidation number of M)
through the outstanding and pioneering work of Nast [5]. Alkynides
are very strong !-donating ligands with minimal steric hindrance
around the donor carbon atom. However, the substituent R can
provide a degree of steric bulk to kinetically stabilize the result-
ing complexes. This is important because, in contrast to metal
cyanide complexes that are typically robust species, the corre-
sponding metal alkynides are, depending on the nature of R and
M, often thermally sensitive, and reactive towards moisture and
air or protic solvents, which can be explained by the high basicity
of the mono-valent acetylide [RC≡C]− anion.

Against this background, homoleptic alkynide complexes have
been receiving considerable attention in recent years due to their
rich structural diversity, intriguing physical properties (photophys-
ical, photochemical and electrochemical behavior) and potential
applications in materials science, for example, optoelectronics and
luminescence signaling [8–14]. d-Block metal carbon bonds are
of covalent nature both for alkynide and cyanide transition metal
complexes, with the possibility of additional d"–p" interactions
in the case of the alkynides (Scheme 1). This makes these com-
pounds attractive because alkynides can coordinate and bind to
metals in a variety of ways [15,16]. Thus, homoleptic complexes
of type [M(C≡CR)m](m−n)− constitute a class of metal alkynides
well suited to use in the synthesis of related higher nuclear
organometallic systems, i.e., clusters such as [Ag14(C≡CtBu)12Cl]
[17] and [(AuC≡CtBu)6]2 [18] which display intermolecular inter-
actions between the metal-alkynide fragments.

This review is intended to cover major aspects of homoleptic
neutral and ionic mono- and polynuclear transition metal alkynide
complexes including cluster complexes and metallocarbohedrenes.
The synthesis, characterization, reactivity, reaction chemistry and
structure and bonding of these systems will be highlighted. Where
appropriate, applications are mentioned and mechanisms of for-
mation and reaction are discussed.

2. Metallocarbohedrenes

Following the first observations of a metallocarbohedrene
(= met-car) (Ti8C12) by mass spectrometry in 1992 by Castleman
and coworkers [19,20], this class of molecular clusters with “magic-
number” stoichiometry M8C12 (M = mainly early transition metal,
including Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Mo) rapidly developed (Table 1) [21,22].
The discovery, synthesis and ionization dynamics of met-cars was
summarized in two excellent reviews written by Leskiw and Castle-
man [21], and Rohmer et al. [22]. Since then, much experimental
and theoretical work has focused on met-cars and their reactiv-

ity toward other molecules which will be discussed within this
Chapter.

The composition of the cage-like met-car systems, which are
thought to be iso structural, isoelectronic and, with some consider-
ation given to the role of d-orbitals in the met-car bonding, isolobal
with the elusive C20 pentagonal dodecahedron, can be selectively
chosen through synthetic methodologies [21,22]. Facile prepara-
tive routes to mixed metal nanoscale met-cars are also known [22].
These well behaved metal–carbon clusters are of interest both as
stable and meta-stable new materials, as building blocks for new
nanostructured, cluster-assembled materials with tailored proper-
ties, and as model compounds in catalysis [22]. This unique family
of molecular carbon–metal clusters exhibit free electron behavior
resulting from changing electronic energy levels with the nature
of the appropriate transition metal [21]. Thus met-cars possess
unusual electronic properties by virtue of their size and structure,
making them excellent candidates as semi-conductors, implants
for quantum dot devices as well as for use in the production of
solar cells, photovoltaic devices and optical switches [21]. Within
this Chapter only “naked” metallocarbohedrenes will be discussed,
while metal clusters with terminal organic and/or organometal-
lic ligands will not be considered. For a detailed, comprehensive
discussion of the latter type of molecules including the rational
synthesis and specific reactions see reference [23].

The synthetic methodology for met-cars is based on the reac-
tion of metals with low pressure unsaturated small hydrocarbon
molecules such as methane in a laser-induced plasma [25]. The
plasma consists of neutral metal atoms, negative and positively
charged metal ions and electrons. Hydrocarbons originating from
the pulsed valve (Fig. 1) flush into the high-energy plasma, whereby
they become dehydrogenated, atomized, excited, and ionized [25].
Two different strategies are thereby pursued: either the metal clus-
ters, Mn, undergo many collisions with both reactants and carrier
gas at a pressure between 1 and 50 Torr (Fig. 1); or, they react under
single collision conditions at low pressure (1 mTorr) [25]. The yield
of met-cars in some samples was ca. 1% [71] but is usually much
lower. In general, the clusters are extremely sensitive to air, and
may undergo degradation within minutes [53]. Therefore, theoret-
ical studies are important to investigate the topological, physical
and chemical features of these molecular clusters (vide infra) and
to learn more about their thermodynamic stability.

A number of symmetric structures for Ti8C12 have been pro-
posed and discussed, the most stable one showing Td symmetry
(Fig. 2) [23]. The arrangement of the titanium atoms in this sta-
ble met-car structure can best be considered as a tetrahedron of
inner metal atoms (iM) capped with four outer metals (oM) with
the acetylide units ([C≡C]2−) aligned with the long diagonals of
the six iM2

oM2 rhombi over the surface of the iM4
oM4 tetracapped

tetrahedron [23].

Table 1
Met-cars known to date.

Met-car References

Calculations Experimental

Sc8C12 [24] [25]
Ti8C12 [23,24,26–41] [19,20,42–54]
Zr8C12 [23,31,34,35,38,41,55] [42,45,50,54,56,57]
Hf8C12 [42]
V8C12 [23,24,30,34,35,38] [47,54,58]
Nb8C12 [23,55,34,35,59] [46,50,54,60–62]
Ta8C12 [62]
Cr8C12 [23] [54,63]
Mo8C12 [23,29,30] [63,64]
Fe8C12 [23,38,65] [63]
TixMyC12 [46,49,50,66–70]
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the laser-induced plasma synthesis of met-cars [25].

Mechanistic studies have shown that the formation of met-car
clusters takes place by assembly of eight MC2 units followed by the
meta-stable loss of C3 and C fragments [21]. However, to denote the
acetylenic character of the C2 building blocks this class of clusters
should better be named metallocarbohedrynes (M8(C2)6) instead
of metallocarbohedrenes (M8C12) [28]. The structure and bonding
of the Td clusters include six acetylene-like [C≡C]2− units which
are !-bonded to the four outer capping metal atoms (oM) and "-
coordinated by the inner tetrahedral metals iM (Fig. 3) [22]. In the
variety of met-car compositions, it is also worth noting that three
main types have been identified: (i) carbon-poor clusters with a
(nearly) 1:1 metal–carbon ratio, for example, Nb2C2 and Ti14C13;
(ii) carbon-rich clusters (metal carbon ratio close to 1:1.5) includ-
ing M8C12 or M8C13; and (iii) carbon-rich clusters with specific
stoichiometries (M13C22, M18C27) [22]. The discussion that follows
will be concerned largely with the most common of these structural
types, M8C12.

Fig. 2. Structures and structural components of metallocarbohedrenes (iM = blue,
oM = red, C = green) [23].

Fig. 3. Coordination sphere of iM belonging to the inner tetrahedron and of oM
belonging to the outer capping tetrahedron in the Td symmetric Ti8C12 structure
[22].

Fig. 4. Two views of the Ti8C12 cluster in the cage structure of pentagonal dodeca-
hedron (Th symmetry) [22].

Many computational studies of the geometry and properties of
M8C12 clusters have been reported and demonstrate a variety of
bonding motifs supporting a Td symmetry cluster (Fig. 4), rather
than the originally proposed Th symmetry structure (Fig. 5) [22].
Other calculations showed that the C3v structure has the lowest
energy among the variants considered [28]. The properties of met-
allocarbohedrenes, for instance ionization potentials and electron
affinities [31,38,72,73], effect of metal substitution (mixed metal
met-cars) [74], the formation of educts with polar or non-polar "-
bonding molecules [75], and the prediction of optical, magnetic and
collective electronic characteristics [28,76], were calculated by ab
initio and DFT methods, respectively.

J.A. Rodriguez and coworkers have used DFT calculations to
explore the chemical activity of met-cars M8C12 (M = Ti, V, Mo). The
computational results indicate that these nano-particles exhibit a
unique behavior, more complex than metal (M(0 0 1)) and metal
carbide surfaces (M2C(0 0 1), MC(0 0 1)), which was attributed to
the interplay of shifts in the metal d-bands and distortions in the
geometry of the appropriate clusters [29,30]. However, the special
geometry of met-cars diminishes the ligand effect of C on metal
atoms. The met-cars can interact with adsorbates, for example,
H2O, CO, SO2, S, and Cl [29,30]. The interaction of H2O and Cl with
both the inner and outer titanium sites in Ti8C12 following a Lewis
acid–base interaction mechanism is very exothermic, while with
CO only the outer titanium atoms react because the addition to
the inner Ti sites was calculated to be highly endothermic [29,30].
However, when changing to larger adsorbates, including thiophene,
it is important to consider the non-metal positions in the clus-
ter because steric repulsion can overcome the intrinsic reactivity
of the metal atoms in corner or edge sites [30]. Based on higher
level computational studies (MP2, MP4, QCISD) for M8C12 (M = Ti,
Mo) a first-order Jahn-Teller distortion of Td symmetry was found
for the appropriate titanium met-car, to which Mo8C12 is not sub-
jected [29]. Nevertheless, the conclusion of these calculations was
that Mo8C12 should have qualitatively similar reactivity patterns
to those of Ti8C12. This result is interesting especially when one
considers that the met-car Ti8C12 has been studied as a model cata-
lyst for hydrodesulfurization (= HDS) of thiophene [27]. Elementary
reaction steps and barriers were calculated using DFT methods. In
comparison to industrial used catalysts (i.e., NiMoS) the titanium
met-car cluster facilitates carbon–sulfur bond cleavage and hydro-
gen dissociation, with sulfur removal energetically similar in both
systems [27]. To the best of our knowledge, similar applications of
the Mo8C12 met-car have not been investigated.

The electronic properties of a new type of hybrid nano-
composites consisting of two stable systems of molecular dimen-
sions (nanotubes and metallocarbohedrenes) were described by
Ivanovskii and coworkers [24,26]. The 1D-crystals consisting of
regular chains of met-cars M8C12 (M = Sc, Ti, Zr, V, Nb, Cr, Fe,
Cu) located inside single-walled carbon, silicon, boron–nitrogen,
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Fig. 5. The seven optimized geometric structures for Ti8C12 and their relative energies (kcal·mol−1) compared to Th [22].

boron–carbon–nitrogen, and gallium–nitrogen nanotubes were
studied by the tight-binding method within the Hückel approxi-
mation [24,26]. The electronic properties and relative stability of
these hybrid materials can be considered as a function of the com-
position and atomic structure of the appropriate nanotubes as well
as the chemical composition of the respective met-cars [24].

Evidence of met-cars (Zr8C12) assembled into nanoscopic fea-
tures by mass-gated deposition of large zirconium–carbon clusters
onto carbon-covered grids under hard- and soft-landing conditions,
respectively, were reported by Gao et al. [56]. High resolution tun-
neling electron microscopy (= HRTEM) studies showed that only
under soft-landing conditions zirconium met-cars were formed,
while under hard-landing conditions bulk zirconium carbide was
produced. Furthermore, calculations suggest the substitution of
titanium in Ti8C12 by, for example, zirconium afford binary metal
clusters such as Ti8−nZrnC12 with n = 1–5, whereby substitution can
occur on both metal sites with nearly identical probability [56].
In addition, the fusion of two or even more dodecahedral clusters
can produce M13C22 and M18C27 cages, respectively, their proper-
ties most probably explicable by extension of the met-car cluster
topological characteristics [56].

Neutral metal clusters Mn (M = Nb, Ta; n < 12) are available by
laser ablation of the metal and supersonic expansion into a vac-
uum, where reaction with unsaturated hydrocarbons (acetylene,

!-olefins, 1,3-butadiene, benzene, toluene) under nearly single col-
lision conditions in a pickup cell give neutral metal carbide clusters
via the formation of meta-stable [MnCxHy] species [62]. Time of
flight mass spectrometry revealed that, at lower pressure, prefer-
entially dehydrogenated products of type [MnCx] are formed, while
at higher pressure [MnCxHy] and [MnCx] compounds are produced
with comparable intensities. In presence of aromatic hydrocarbons
(benzene, toluene) met-car clusters M8C12 are mainly generated
possessing Td symmetry [62].

In addition to the experimental work for the preparation of
[FenC12] clusters (n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) by laser vaporization of
iron atoms in an acetylene-containing plasma carried out by Pilgrim
and Duncan [63], Harris and Dance reported DFT investigations of
geometric structures and interconversions on these iron–carbon
systems [65]. For n∼ x (FenCx) the iron–carbon clusters contain iso-
lated carbon atoms, as for Fe8C12, as expected, carbon is present
only in [C≡C]2− units that are terminal- and side-on-bonded to
iron. In this report, possible mechanisms for the photo-dissociation
of iron atoms from [Fe12C12]+ and [Fe8C12]+ are also given [65].

In conclusion, the new field dealing with met-cars (based on
transition metals (vide supra) and carbides of main group elements
[21,22]) rapidly developed during the last two decades through
experimental work and interpretative computational studies that
help to understand their “supermagic” composition, their specific
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of K[Ag(C2)] [77].

properties, their stability and their potential applications. The most
abundant isomer of met-cars has Td symmetry as agreed by theo-
reticians and experimentalists.

3. Ternary metal carbides, [MC2]2−

Ternary metal carbides of general type M′[MC2] (M = Cu, Ag, Au;
M′ = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) [77–80], M2

′[MC2] (M = Pd, Pt; M′ = Na, K, Rb,
Cs) [77,81], and M4

′[M3C5] (M = Ni; M′ = Ca) [82] contain an elec-
tropositive alkali or alkaline earth metal (M′), which usually forms
anionic carbides, and a d-block metal atom (M) forming a metallic
carbide. The properties of these compounds can be found along the
transition from ionic to metallic materials. The general synthetic

methodology for these carbides is based on a high temperature
combination of the elements, or reactions of metal oxides with
carbon [81].

The first ternary alkali metal carbide, K[AgC2], was synthesized
by Nast in 1963 by treatment of KC≡CH with the highly explosive
silver acetylide salt [Ag2C2] in liquid ammonia [83]. The structure of
this carbide in the solid state was published in 1999 by Ruschewitz
and coworkers, who obtained K[AgC2] by the reaction shown in
Scheme 2 [77].

Using the strategy shown in Scheme 2, further ternary group
11 transition metal carbides M′[MC2] (M = Cu [77], Ag [77], Au
[80]; M′ = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) were prepared and characterized. In
the synthesis of Na[CuC2] from [CuI] and NaC≡CH an orange inter-
mediate of composition Na[Cu5(C2)3] consisting of a complicated
three-dimensional framework comprised of Cu(I) ions and [C2]2−

units with small channels running parallel to [1 0 0] and [0 0 1] was
formed [84]. On heating Na[Cu5(C2)3] to 270 ◦C decomposition to
Na[CuC2], elemental copper and carbon occurred.

The solid state structures of the M′[MC2] compounds (M = Cu,
Ag, Au; M′ = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) have been determined, and the struc-
tures can be divided in three categories based on the size of the

Fig. 6. Solid state structures of Li[AgC2] (left), K[AgC2] (right), and Cs[AgC2] (bottom) [81].
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Fig. 7. Structure of Na2[PdC2] in the solid state [81].

appropriate alkali metal ion. These are represented by Li[AgC2],
K[AgC2], and Cs[AgC2]. The structure type Li[AgC2] (Li[AgC2],
Li[AuC2]) (Fig. 6, left) is characterized by [Ag(C2)2/2]n

− chains
(hexagonal unit cell), whereby the lithium ions are !-bonded
to three C2 handles [79]. The metal carbide K[AgC2] (as well
as Na[CuC2], Na[AgC2], Na[AuC2], K[AgC2], K[AuC2], Rb[CuC2],
Rb[AgC2], Rb[AuC2], Cs[AgC2], Cs[AuC2]) exhibits a polymeric struc-
ture with [Ag(C2)2/2]n

− chains (tetragonal c axis) separated by
potassium cations with side-on coordination to four C2 units (Fig. 6,
right) [77,81]. The Cs[AgC2] (K[CuC2], Rb[CuC2], Cs[CuC2], Cs[AgC2])
structure is represented by [Ag(C2)2/2]n

− chains which are arranged
in layers perpendicular oriented to the c axis and rotated by 90◦

to each other (Fig. 6, bottom) [77,81]. The cesium ions are thereby
pseudo-tetrahedrally coordinated by four C2 units. The three differ-
ent M[AgC2] structure types (M = Li, K, Cs) match the simple model
of close packed rods ([Ag(C2)2/2]n

−) and spheres (alkali metal ions)
[77,81].

The ternary alkali group 11 metal carbides M′[MC2] are color-
less to slightly grey (M = Cu, Ag) or yellow (M = Au) non-explosive,

but air and moisture sensitive materials. The color darkens from
the lithium to the cesium derivatives. Conductivity measurements
revealed an insulating behavior which was confirmed by DFT cal-
culations (direct band gap = 2.3 eV) [81].

For the synthesis of the ternary acetylides M2
′[MC2] (M′ = Na, K,

Rb, Cs; M = Pd, Pt) the solid state reaction of [M2
′C2] with palladium

or platinum metals was carried out at temperatures >140 ◦C in inert
gas atmosphere [77,81,85–87]. All of these systems crystallize to
give the same structure type, consisting of [M(C2)2/2]n

2− chains,
separated by M′ ions (Fig. 7) [77,81]. The M′ ions are tri-coordinated
by one carbon atom of three C2 units and three palladium/platinum
ions.

Conductivity measurements and band structure calculations
were also carried out. They show that these materials are semi-
conductors with a small indirect band gap (ca. 0.1–0.2 eV) [81].
This is in agreement with the black color of these metal car-
bides. The kinetics of the formation of Na2[PdC2] were investigated
by using time-resolved synchrotron powder diffraction between
240 and 260 ◦C [88]. The activation barrier was calculated to
480(120) kJ mol−1 and a diffusion mechanism has been proposed.

4. Homoleptic alkynide complexes of groups 3–5

Homoleptic early transition metal alkynides have been rarely
investigated to date, although alkynides [RC≡C]− played an impor-
tant role in the synthesis of heteroleptic organometallic d- and
f-orbital element compounds [15,89]. The fewer number of publica-
tions concerning these complexes is based on their high reactivity
toward air and moisture arising from kinetic and thermodynamic
effects.

Homoleptic lanthanide alkynides with lanthanide metals
(Ln = Er, Sm, and Lu) of general composition [Ln(C≡CR)4Li(thf)]
(R = tBu, Ph) were synthesized by Evans and coworkers in 1980
by reacting [Ln(tBu)4Li(thf)4] with HC≡CR (R = tBu, Ph), the phenyl
derivative being less stable than the bulkier tBu system [90]. These
lanthanide complexes were characterized by elemental analysis,
IR, and UV–vis spectroscopy, and the magnetic moments were
determined. Complexometric analysis reveals that only one thf
molecule is present due to coordination of the alkynyl ligands to
Li+ [90]. Hydrolytic decomposition of the tBu substituted homolep-

Fig. 8. Molecular views of [M(C≡CSitBu3)6]2− (M = Zr (left), Hf (right)) illustrating the octahedral geometry in the solid state [93].
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Fig. 9. Molecular view of {[Li(tBu3SiC≡C)3]Ta(C≡CSitBu3)3} showing a 2-fold
lithium disorder [93].

tic complexes afforded 3,3-dimethylbut-1-yne. An yttrium analog
and its reaction chemistry was published in 1989 by the same cor-
responding author. Treatment of [Y(tBu)4Li(thf)4] with HC≡CtBu
gave [Y(C≡CtBu)4Li(thf)] quantitatively [91]. Reacting the lat-
ter molecule with K[C5Me5] resulted in the replacement of two
alkynide ligands to form [(!5-C5Me5)Y("-C≡CtBu)2Li(thf)] similar
to the lanthanide complexes described above [91]. An unexpected
reaction behavior for [Me2Si(NtBu)(OtBu)]2Y(CH(SiMe3)2)] was
observed when this molecule was reacted with HC≡CR (R = tBu,
SiMe3) [92]. Instead of the expected catalytic dimerization of
the 1-alkynes a white precipitate was formed and identified as
homoleptic [Y("-C≡CR)3]n.

Six-coordinated d0 complexes of type [M(C≡CSitBu3)6]2−

(M = Zr, Hf) were synthesized by Wolczanski and coworkers [93].
Treatment of MCl4 with six equivalents of LiC≡CSitBu3 produced
the colorless homoleptic complexes in low yield. The structure of
both complexes in the solid state showed an octahedral (Oh) con-
figuration, while theoretical investigations (DFT) suggest a trigonal
prismatic (D3h) or C3v arrangement (Fig. 8).

When only five equivalents of the lithium alkynide are
used in the reaction with MCl4 (M = Zr, Hf) then com-
plexes {[(thf)2Li(tBu3SiC≡C)2]Zr(C≡CSitBu3)3(thf)} and
{[(Et2O)Li(tBu3SiC≡C)2]Hf(C≡CSitBu3)3(OEt2)} could be isolated
[93]. The single crystal X-ray structure of the zirconium species
revealed a distorted octahedral arrangement of five alkynyls and
one solvent ligand around the Zr centre. The similar tantalum coor-
dination complex {[M′(tBu3SiC≡C)3]Ta(C≡CSitBu3)3} (M′ = Li, K,
K(crypt 2.2.2)) could also be synthesized [93]. The single crystal X-
ray structure determination of {[Li(tBu3SiC≡C)3]Ta(C≡CSitBu3)3}
revealed a twisted trigonal prismatic structure illustrated in Fig. 9
indicating that the Li+ ion is disordered between the two trigonal
faces.

Comparing the structures of the homoleptic Ta, Zr and Hf tran-
sition metal complexes (Figs. 8 and 9) reveals that the trigonal
prismatic structure is more favored by the Ta compound over the
analogous Zr and Hf molecules [93]. Density functional (ADF) and
effective core potential (GAMESS) calculations showed that the

structural difference results from a lessening electronic preference
from the trigonal prism (primarily a greater HOMO–LUMO gap)
upon moving from Ta to Zr, minor steric perturbation, and increased
interligand repulsions in the dianion (VSEPR).

Homoleptic alkynide vanadium complexes are, to our knowl-
edge, not known. To isolate vanadium(II) alkynides of type
[V(C≡CPh)4]2− and [V(C≡CPh)2], it is necessary to add a stabilizing
chelating ligand, for example, TMEDA resulting in the formation
of the appropriate adducts [V(C≡CPh)4(TMEDA)]2− or [V(C≡CPh)2
(TMEDA)2], respectively [94].

5. Homoleptic alkynide complexes of groups 6–9

Homoleptic alkynide complexes of group 6–9 elements are rare,
perhaps surprisingly so given the predominance of homoleptic
cyanide complexes and the intense interest in heteroleptic alkynide
complexes of these metals. As is often the case, the earliest exam-
ples occur in the work of Nast [7]. In many of the earliest studies,
potassium or sodium alkynide salts were employed as the source of
the alkynide ligand, although more recent studies have employed
lithium derivatives to excellent effect [13]. In one of the earliest
studies, the chromium complex K3[Cr(C≡CH)6] was isolated from
the reaction of [Cr(NH3)6][NO3]3 with an almost 10-fold excess
of KC≡CH [95]. A magnetic moment of !eff = 3.86 ± 0.19 B.M., con-
sistent with the three unpaired electrons expected for a Cr(III)
complex, was determined for this compound. The alkynide ligands
were readily displaced by water/hydroxide or cyanide [95].

Salts containing the dianion [Mn(C≡CR)4]2− are thought to be
formed from Mn(SCN)2 and alkali metal (Na, K, Ba) salts of acety-
lene, propyne or phenylacetylene [96]. While these salts were not
explosive, they did prove to be pyrophoric, and liberated the free
alkyne upon protonation. Magnetic measurements were consistent
with a high-spin Mn(II) centre (!eff = 5.9 B.M.), and while crystallo-
graphic data are not available, networked structures seem likely. IR
studies carried out some 20 years after the initial report revealed
low "(C≡C) frequencies (ca. 1915 cm−1), and are certainly consistent
with acetylide bridged structures [97]. Closely related compounds
have also been isolated from o-diethynylbenzene [98]. Further
reaction of K2[Mn(C≡CH)4] with oxygen was thought to give the
very unstable hexa-alkynyl Mn(III) salt K3[Mn(C≡CH)6] [96].

The first homoleptic iron complexes M4[Fe(C≡CR)6] (M = Na, K;
R = H, Me, Ph) [99] were prepared from Fe(NCS)2·4NH3, while the
diamagnetic, air-sensitive cyclohexyl derivative K4[Fe(C≡CCy)6]
("C≡C 2048 cm−1) was isolated from Fe(NCS)2·2NH3 and KC≡CCy
in liquid ammonia [100]. The more stable alkynide-rich derivatives
of composition [Fe(C≡CCy)2(PPh3)2] and K4[Fe(CN)4(C≡CCy)2] are
formed from KC≡CCy with Fe(NCS)2(PPh3)2 or K3[Fe(CN)4(NH3)],
respectively [100]. The low-spin nature of the Fe(II) derivatives was
taken as evidence of the strong-field character of the alkynide lig-
and [100]. Oxidation (O2) of K4[Fe(C≡CH)6] was thought to afford
K3[Fe(C≡CH)6] as a dark purple solid, although the tendency of this
material to detonate precluded magnetic measurements [99].

The six-coordinate Co(II) complexes M4[Co(C≡CR)6] (M = Na, K;
R = H, Me) are also pyrophoric and prone to explosive decomposi-
tion [101]. More stable compositions are found with bulkier cations,
illustrated by the isolation of the mixed salts [EPh4]A[Co(C≡CR)6]
(A = Na, K; R = H, Me, Ph; E = P, As) after methathesis [102]. Kinetic
stability of the K4[M(C≡CR)6] salts can also be engineered through
the use of a bulkier cyclohexylalkynide ligand, although the com-
pounds are still pyrophoric in air, and decompose with the release
of cyclohexylacetylene on reaction with water [100]. The magnetic
moment !eff of K4[Co(C≡CCy)6] varies from 3.32 B.M. (296 K) to
2.81 B.M. (77 K) as a function of temperature (# =−22). Since these
values fall between the values expected for low-spin and high-
spin octahedral Co(II), it was thought likely that the compound
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Table 2
Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (◦) for the homoleptic alkynide anions in
[M(C≡CSiMe3)6]n− [13].

[Cr(C≡CSiMe3)6]3− [Fe(C≡CSiMe3)6]4− [Co(C≡CSiMe3)6]3−

M C 2.077(3) 1.917(7)–1.935(7) 1.908(3)
C≡C 1.215(4) 1.233(8)–1.251(8) 1.212(5)
C M C 87.76(9)–92.24(9) 86.7(2)–92.1(2) 87.9(2)–92.1(2)
M C≡C 175.2(2) 173.9(5)–176.3(6) 178.7(3)
C≡C Si 162.9(2) 169.2(5)–175.3(5) 159.4(4)

exists with a tetragonal pyramidal distortion in the solid state, with
the population of high- and low-spin states giving rise to poten-
tial applications of similar compounds as spin cross-over materials
[100].

More recently, Berben and Long have developed routes to
homoleptic alkynide complexes containing [M(C≡CSiMe3)6]n−

(M = Cr(III), Fe(II), Co(III)] from the reaction of LiC≡CSiMe3
with anhydrous CrCl2, Fe(OTf)2·NCMe or Co(OTf)2 (OTf = CF3SO3)
[13]. The preparations and product compositions are, how-
ever, sensitive to the reaction conditions and nature of the
metal ion. For example, while LiC≡CSiMe3 and CrCl2 react
in tetrahydrofuran from −25 ◦C to room temperature to give
Li3[Cr(C≡CSiMe3)6]·6thf in 44% yield from a gram scale reac-
tion, in glyme the reaction produces multiple products with only
small amounts of Li8[Cr2O4(C≡CSiMe3)6]·6LiC≡CSiMe3·4glyme
successfully crystallized from the reaction solution. The iron com-
plex could only be isolated (45%) from diethyl ether solution
as the adduct Li4[Fe(C≡CSiMe3)6]·4LiC≡CSiMe3·4Et2O, which is
pyrophoric and said to occasionally detonate on exposure to
air. The low solubility of Co(OTf)2 in tetrahydrofuran reduced
the yield of Li3[Co(C≡CSiMe3)6]·6thf to ca. 13%, with unreacted
Co(OTf)2 apparent in the reaction mixture. Use of an excess of
Co(OTf)2 under the same reaction conditions gave heteroleptic
Li3[Co(C≡CSiMe3)5(C≡CH)]·LiOTf·8thf [13]. The authors speculate
that the desilylation and oxidation of the cobalt ion are linked, with
the excess LiC≡CSiMe3 reagent necessary to give the homoleptic
compound by substitution [13].

Importantly, the solid state structures of each of the salts con-
taining anionic homoleptic alkynide complexes were determined
by crystallographic methods, revealing few deviations from ide-
alized octahedral geometries (Fig. 10 and Table 2). The lithium
counter ions are coordinated by !-interactions from the alkynide
ligands, in addition to the solvent, and also Me3SiC≡C− anions in
the case of the iron complex. In keeping with the octahedral nature
of the compounds, and the relatively strong ligand field of the
acetylide ligand, the Cr(III) compound has an effective magnetic
moment !eff = 3.85 !B at 295 K consistent with S = 3/2, while the
Co(III) complex is diamagnetic [13]. Given the rather inconsistent
behavior of the iron complex it is understandable that magnetic
data for this compound was not recorded.

DFT calculations indicate that the HOMOs of the model systems
[Cr(C≡CH)6]3−, [Fe(C≡CH)6]4− and [Co(C≡CH)6]3− are comprised
of the antibonding combinations of the t2g set of metal d-orbitals
and the alkynide !-systems [13]. This general picture is sup-
ported by UV–vis spectroscopic data and TD-DFT calculations. In
the case of the Cr(III) species, intense transitions at 43,900, 32,900
and 24,800 cm−1 were assigned to LMCT and two MLCT bands,
respectively. Weaker transitions were assigned to d–d bands,
and allowed estimation of the ligand field splitting parameter
"o = 20,200 cm−1 and a Racah parameter B = 530 cm−1. The d–d
bands in [Fe(C≡CSiMe3)6]4− and [Co(C≡CSiMe3)6]3− were masked
by the charge-transfer bands, and these transitions and hence, "o
and B, were estimated from TD-DFT calculations (iron complex:
"o = 32,450 cm−1, B = 457 cm−1; cobalt complex: "o = 32,500 cm−1,
B = 516 cm−1). Critically, the "o data suggest that the alkynide lig-
and is a modestly weaker field ligand than cyanide but stronger

Fig. 10. Structures of the octahedral complexes [Cr(C≡CSiMe3)6]3− (left),
[Fe(C≡CSiMe3)6]4− (right), and [Co(C≡CSiMe3)6]3− (below) in the solid state [13].

than chloride or methyl, while comparison of B with that of the free
metal ions indicates a significant !-overlap of the metal orbitals
with the ligands [13].

Despite the significant interest in alkynide complexes of the
other metals in groups 6–9, and the large number of compounds
that might be termed “acetylide rich”, there are, to the best of our
knowledge, no further examples of genuine homoleptic acetylide
complexes of these metals.

6. Homoleptic alkynide complexes of group 10

In recent years, a large variety of heteroleptic group 10 transi-
tion metal alkynides have been prepared, while somewhat less is
known about corresponding homoleptic complexes. The majority
of this family of homoleptic organometallic compounds consisting
of the anionic group 10 metal alkynides [M(C≡CR)4]2− (M = Ni, Pd,
Pt; R = H, single bonded organic group) was first synthesized by Nast
and coworkers [103–105]. Neutral [M(C≡CR)2] compounds are also
known, although they are extremely reactive and highly explosive
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of K4[Ni(C≡CR)4] starting from a nickel(II) complex [118].

[6,106]. In addition, Nast described zero-valent diamagnetic d10

alkynide coordination complexes of composition K2[M(C≡CR)2]
and K4[M(C≡CR)4], respectively [105,107,108].

The nickel alkynides [Ni(C≡CR)4]2− are pyrophoric, only sta-
ble at low temperatures, and rapidly decompose on addition of
acid and basic reagents and hence, their characterization is lim-
ited. From the nickel triad, the respective palladium(II) species are
least described. Platinum(II) alkynides are by far the most stud-
ied members of this group and are thermally more stable than the
corresponding nickel systems, which accounts for the number of
studies on these systems, particularly by Chandler et al. [109], Chen
and coworkers [110,111], Forniés, Lalinde, Moreno [8–11,112],
and Yam et al. [12]. Mononuclear, [Pt(C≡CR)4]2−, and multinu-
clear complexes thereof, are important research objects due to
their potential applications as optoelectronic materials including
sensors, light-emitting diodes, and as chromophores in artificial
photo-synthetic models [8,11,12,113–116]. These compounds also
received growing attention since they are attractive as non-linear
optical, low-dimensional, conducting, and liquid-crystalline mate-
rials. Beyond that, they are of interest because the alkynyl groups
allow coordination to further metal centers in a variety of dif-
ferent bridging modes to give higher nuclearity transition metal
complexes containing metal–metal interactions [113].

The following chapter is divided into three sections based on
the structural and electronic features of the corresponding group
10 transition metal alkynides.

6.1. Metal(0) alkynides of type K2[M(C≡CR)2] (M = Pd, Pt) and
K4[Ni(C≡CH)4]

Low oxidation states of d-block transition metal alkynides can
be supported by alkynide ligands, RC≡C−, which provide similar
stability to cyanide ligands [7]. Following from the preparation
of homoleptic zero-valent nickel alkynides, palladium and plat-
inum analogues were also prepared: K2[M(C≡CR)2] (M = Pd, Pt;
R = H, Me, Ph) [104,105,107] and K4[Ni(C≡CH)4] [108]. The dia-
magnetic nickel complex was synthesized by the reduction of
the anionic Ni(II) acetylide K2[Ni(C≡CH)4] (vide infra) on addi-
tion of an excess of potassium in anhydrous liquid ammonia [108].
Surprisingly, this complex is more stable than the correspond-
ing nickel(II) species K2[Ni(C≡CH)4], non-explosive but still highly
pyrophoric and reactive toward protic solvents. In contrast to the
dimeric nickel(I) cyanide complex K4[Ni2(C≡N)6], accessible by the
reduction of K2[Ni(C≡N)4] with potassium [117], the appropri-
ate nickel(I) acetylide could not be isolated, when similar reaction
conditions were applied [108]. Even using nickel(I) starting mate-
rials did not result in the formation of Ni(I) alkynides, rather these
complexes disproportionate to give Ni(II) acetylides together with
Ni(0) compounds as it could be demonstrated by Nast and Moerler
(Scheme 3) [118].

Due to the diamagnetic character of K4[Ni(C≡CH)4] a tetrahe-
dral coordination geometry is proposed with the acetylides HC≡C−

datively bonded to Ni(0) setting up Ni C CH− units. The bonding
situation of [Ni(C≡CH)4]4− is similar to Ni(CO)4 and [Ni(C≡N)4]4−,
respectively, which explains their relatively high stability [108].

Table 3
Complexes of type M2[Ni(C≡CR)4].

R M Refs.

H K [103]
Me K [103]
Ph K, Li(thf)4 [103,122]
CH2CMe2C≡N K [120]
CH2CPh2C≡N K [120]
C≡N NEt4 [121]

The syntheses of yellow crystalline palladium(0) and plat-
inum(0) alkynides of type K2[M(C≡CR)2] (M = Pd, Pt; R = H, Me, Ph)
proceed by the reduction of K2[M(C≡N)2(C≡CR)2] [105,107] or cis-
[Pd(C≡CR)2(dppe)] (dppe = 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane)
[104] with potassium in liquid ammonia. A further possibility
to prepare these complexes is illustrated by the reduction of,
for example, K2[Pd(C≡CPh)4] with an excess of potassium in
presence of dppe [104]. These complexes are diamagnetic, some-
what sensitive to light, pyrophoric, and decompose rapidly on
addition of protic solvents. Treatment of K2[M(C≡CR)2] with
oxygen in liquid ammonia results in the well known oxidized com-
plex K2[M(C≡CR)4], the R = H derivatives being highly explosive
(Scheme 4) [105].

The good solubility of K2[M(C≡CR)4] in comparison to polymeric
bis(iso-nitrile) palladium(0) complexes indicates these compounds
to be less aggregated. IR spectroscopic studies showed a splitting of
the !C≡C vibration indicating a low symmetry confirming multinu-
clear structures [105,107]. Using a similar approach, Ballester, Cano
and Santos reported in 1982 the synthesis of zero-valent homolep-
tic K2[M(C≡C C6H4 4-C≡CK)2] (M = Ni, Pd) by reduction of the
M(II) complex [M(C≡C C6H4 4-C≡CK)2] with potassium [119].
These polymeric orange materials are, as expected, diamagnetic
and very unstable to oxidation and hydrolysis.

6.2. Anionic metal(II) alkynides of type K2[M(C≡CR)4]

The tetra-alkynide transition metal complexes [M(C≡CR)4]2−

containing a metal(II) ion of the nickel triade are iso-structural with
the corresponding cyanides, both featuring a square-planar envi-
ronment at the metal centre [7]. As expected, within this series of
compounds the metal–carbon bond strength increases from nickel
to palladium and platinum which was experimentally confirmed
by IR spectroscopy [120,121]. This trend in M–C bond strength
finds expression in the reactivity and reaction behavior of these
complexes, which will be discussed below.

6.2.1. Nickel
General synthetic procedures for anionic nickel tetra-alkynides

M′2[Ni(C≡CR)4] (M′ = Na, K; R = H, Me, Ph) (Table 3) are (i) treat-
ment of nickel salts such as K2[Ni(C≡N)4], [NiX2] (X = I, SCN,
CN, dpi; dpi = anion of 1,3-bis-(2-pyridyl imino)iso-indoline) or
[NiX2(PPh3)2] (X = Cl, Br, I) with alkali alkynides RC≡C− in liquid
ammonia [103,120,122]; and (ii) the reaction of (NEt4)2[NiCl4] with
Me3SnC≡C C≡N in N,N-dimethylformamide [121]. These square-
planar complexes are typically yellow, diamagnetic solids and

Scheme 4. Synthesis of K4[M(C≡CR)4] starting from a metal(0) complex [105].
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Scheme 5. Synthesis of nickel(II) alkynide ammoniates [123].

Fig. 11. ORTEP diagram with the atom-labeling scheme of homoleptic
[Ni(C≡C–C≡N)4]2− [121].

are more or less explosive. More stable are the CH2CMe2C≡N
and CH2CPh2C≡N derivatives (Table 3), which start to decompose
at 80 or 55 ◦C, respectively, as revealed by DTA measurements
[120]. Addition of dilute mineral acids to [Ni(C≡CR)4]2− led to
decomposition, while reaction with aqueous cyanide solutions
gave iso-structural [Ni(C≡N)4]2− along with HC≡CR [123]. From
this series of complexes the propynyl nickel(II) compound was the
most reactive, giving propyne and Ni(OH)2 on hydrolysis [123].

The structure of the homoleptic anion [Ni(C≡C C≡N)4]2− in
the solid state is depicted in Fig. 11 and is determined to have a
square-planar geometry. The nickel–carbon distances (1.856 Å) are
consistent with the Ni–C separations in [Ni(C≡N)4]2− (1.86 Å) [121].

A further type of nickel(II) alkynides are ammoniates with 2–4
molecules of NH3 accessible by the reaction shown in Scheme 5
[123]. However, these complexes eliminate the coordinated ammo-

Table 4
Complexes of type M2[Pd(C≡CR)4].

R M Refs.

H K [104]
Ph K [104]
CH2CMe2C≡N K [120]
CH2CPh2C≡N K [120]
C≡N NEt4 [121]
tBu Li [124]

nia in vacuum to yield the polymeric black nickel(II) acetylides
[Ni(C≡CR)2] (R = H, Me, Ph) (vide infra) [123]. These compounds,
especially the nickel acetylide complex, are extremely explo-
sive and could not be isolated. Magnetic measurements with the
more stable phenylacetylide derivative, point to the formation of
polymeric Ni[Ni(C≡CPh)4] in which both a paramagnetic and a dia-
magnetic Ni2+ ion is present.

6.2.2. Palladium and platinum
Attempts to synthesize homoleptic [Pd(C≡CR)4]2− and

[Pt(C≡CR)4]2− complexes (Table 4) from [M(C≡N)4]2− salts and
potassium alkynides under similar reaction conditions as described
for the nickel alkynide derivatives (vide supra) led to the formation
of heteroleptic mixed alkynide–cyanide compounds of structural
type K2[M(C≡N)2(C≡CR)2] (R = H, Me, Ph) even when an excess
of the alkynide is used [105,107]. Oxidation of K2[Pd(C≡CPh)2]
(Section 6.1) resulted most probably in the formation of impure
K2[Pd(C≡CR)4] [107]. A step-wise synthetic methodology start-
ing from cis-[PdCl2(dppe)] (dppe = 1,2-bis(diphenyl)phosphino
ethane) which finally leads to the title complexes in good yield is
given in Scheme 6 [104].

Diorgano palladium compounds of type [L2PdR2] (L = 2-electron
donor ligand, R = organic group) generally release R2 by reduc-
tive elimination. However, this reaction is inhibited in the case
of [(Ph3P)2Pd(C≡CtBu)2], when an excess of LiC≡CtBu is present.
Instead of reductive elimination, the homoleptic palladium(II)
complex Li2[Pd(C≡CtBu)4] is formed in high yield [124]. The tetra-
alkynide platinum species (Table 5) were successfully prepared
either from the reaction of K2[Pt(SCN)4] with four equivalents of
KC≡CR in liquid ammonia or by the oxidation of K2[Pt(C≡CR)2] with

Scheme 6. Synthesis of palladiuml(II) alkynides [104].
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Table 5
Complexes of type M2[Pt(C≡CR)4].

R M Refs. R M Refs.

H K [105] C6H4 4-C6H5 NnBu4 [127]
Me K [105] C6H4 4-CF3 NnBu4 [127]
tBu NnBu4 [125] C6H4 4-OMe NnBu4 [127]
SiMe3 NnBu4 [126] C6H4 3-OMe NnBu4 [127]
CH2CMe2C≡N K [120] C6H4 4-CN NnBu4 [127]
CH2CPh2C≡N K [120] C6H4 4-C≡CH NnBu4 [127]
Ph K, NnBu4 [105,125,127] C6H4 4-C≡C C6H5 NnBu4 [127]
4-C5H4N NnBu4 [12,127] (!5-C5H4)(!5-C5H5)Fe NnBu4 [10]
3-C5H4N NnBu4 [12,127] C≡CPh NnBu4 [12]
2-C5H4N NnBu4 [127] C≡C C6H4 4-Me NnBu4 [12]
5-C4H3-1,3-N2 NnBu4 [12] C≡N NEt4 [121]

Fig. 12. Schematic view of [Pt(C≡C–C5H4–4-X)4]2− complexes with ranges of bond
distances (Å) and angles (◦) for various groups X (X = C–CF3, C–C≡N, N) [127].

oxygen in presence of KC≡CR and ammonia [105]. Square-planar
tetrakis(cyanoacetylide) palladium(II) and platinum(II) complexes
were synthesized in a manner similar to that described for
their nickel(II) analogues (Section 6.2.1) from (Et4N)2[MCl4] and
Me3SnC≡C C≡N [121]. The K2[M(C≡CCH2CR2C≡N)4] complexes
(M = Pd, Pt; R = Me, Ph) are thermally more stable than the nickel
derivatives (vide supra) as shown by DTA studies (initial decompo-
sition temperature: R = Ph: 150 ◦C (M = Pd), 185 ◦C (M = Pt); R = Me:
75 ◦C (M = Pd, Pt) [120].

In addition to the synthetic routes discussed above, Forniés
and Lalinde reported in 1990 about the reaction of [PtCl2] or
[PtCl2(tht)2] (tht = tetrahydro-thiophene) with [AgC≡CR]n (R = Ph,
tBu) resulting in the formation of a new type of a homoleptic
platinum complex of composition [Pt2Ag4(C≡CR)8] [125]. Based
on these studies a fascinating family of polynuclear homo- and
heterometallic transition metal alkynides developed [7,15,16]. A
straightforward access to the structural unit [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− in
[Pt2Ag4(C≡CR)8] is given by treatment of [PtCl2] or [PtCl2(tht)2]
with LiC≡CR and [nBu4N]Br in diethyl ether or tetrahydrofuran
as solvent [127]. This approach could be extended to many other
alkynides featuring a high variety of different organic groups R
which are of electron-donating, -withdrawing, or -delocalizing
character (Table 5). The structures of such molecules in the solid
state were determined by single X-ray structure analysis, showing
that in general the platinum atom sits on an inversion centre with a
planar geometric surrounding. The platinum alkynide entities are,
as expected, in a linear arrangement with bond distances and angles
typical for platinum-acetylide "-bonding (Fig. 12) [127].

The electrochemical and photophysical properties of
[Pt(C≡CR)4]2− compounds have been studied. On the basis of
theoretical calculations (TD-DFT) carried out for [Pt(C≡C C6H4 4-
C≡N)4]2− the experimentally observed emissions were assigned
to the #–#* (RC≡C) triplet intra-ligand and d#(Pt)–#*(RC≡C)

Fig. 13. Schematic drawing of multinuclear platinium alkynides of structural type A–G.
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Scheme 7. Synthesis of [Pt(C≡CtBu)4(Rh(COD))2] and [Pt(!-C≡CtBu)4(Rh2(!-X)(COD)2)2] [131].

metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transitions [127]. According to
the nature of R the emission maxima is tunable in the region of
446–608 nm. For the anionic homoleptic tetra-ferrocenylethynyl
platinate [Pt(C≡CFc)4]2− (Fc = ("5-C5H4)("5-C5H5)Fe) the elec-
tronic spectrum exhibits two typical low-energy bands at 326 and
344 nm, respectively, which can be assigned to #–#* and d–#*

transitions, for comparison, [Pt(C≡CPh)4]2− shows its absorp-
tions at 335 and 347 nm [10]. Preliminary cyclic voltammetric
measurements were also carried out [10].

A diverse range of unexpected heteroleptic platinum alkynide
molecules are accessible from the tetra-alkynyl platinate species
[Pt(C≡CR)4]2− by either ligand exchange and/or hydrophosphina-
tion, when treated with Ph2PH or Ph2PH(O) [128]. Nevertheless,
these reactions will not be reported in detail here, rather we
concentrate on the preparation of multinuclear homoleptic metal
alkynides containing heterobimetallic Pt–M subunits which are
depicted in Fig. 13.

Platinum tetra-alkynides [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− in which two plat-
inum(II) #-tweezer [15,89] units are available can be used as
starting materials for the successful preparation of a series of
neutral or ionic homo- and heterobimetallic transition metal com-
plexes, whereby two or all four alkynide ligands are simultaneously
chelating low-valent transition metal building blocks in, for exam-
ple, a !-$,# fashion (Fig. 13) [15,89,13,129].

Paramagnetic hetero-polynuclear homoleptic platinum–cobalt
complexes of type B, (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CR)4(CoCl2)2] (R = SiMe3,
tBu) have been synthesized by addition of two equivalents of
CoCl2·6H2O to (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CR)4] [130]. These molecules decom-
pose in solution, while in the solid state the blue materials are stable
for months. The single solid state structure of the tBu derivative
shows that each CoCl2 fragment is embedded between two alkynyl
ligands, whereby the cobalt ions are located above and below the
planar Pt(C≡CtBu)4 unit [130].

Neutral PtRh2 and PtRh4 tetra-alkynides of structural type
[Pt(C≡CR)4(Rh(COD))2] and [Pt(!-C≡CtBu)4(Rh2(!-X)(COD)2)2]
(X = Cl, OH; R = tBu, SiMe3; COD = cyclo-octa-1,5-diene) were syn-
thesized in moderate yields from homoleptic (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CR)4]
by sequential treatment with [Rh(COD)(Me2C = O)2](ClO4) and

[Rh(!-X)(COD)]2 (Scheme 7) [131]. In these reactions the
platinum ions remain $-bonded to the alkynide ligands, no trans-
alkynylation processes being observed. This contrasts from appro-
priate platinum and iridium compounds, see below. Nevertheless,
a different reaction behavior is found, when the organometal-
lic titanium #-tweezer [Ti](C≡CSiMe3)2 ([Ti] = ("5-C5H4SiMe3)2Ti)
was reacted with [Rh(Cl)(COD)]2 [132]. Upon cleavage of the
titanium–carbon bonds homotri-, [Rh(!-$,#-C≡CSiMe3)3(!-Cl)],
and -bimetallic complexes ([Rh(COD)(!-$,#-C≡CSiMe3)]2), were
obtained along with [Ti]Cl2 [132].

In these heterometallic PtRh molecules, the dianionic homolep-
tic tetra-alkynyl platinate moiety acts as a chelating metalloligand
toward two cationic Rh(COD) units as confirmed by spectro-
scopic studies. In addition, the solid state structure of pentanuclear
PtRh4 ([Pt(!-C≡CtBu)4(Rh2(!-X)(COD)2)2] with X = Cl and HO) was
established by single crystal X-ray structure analysis. The platinum
and rhodium metals exhibit an essential square-planar environ-
ment with the expected structural features [131]. The alkynyl
ligands are asymmetrically- and datively-bonded to the rhodium(I)
centers which are located above and below the platinum coordi-
nation plane [131]. However, when instead of [Rh(Cl)(COD)]2 or
[Rh(COD)(Me2C = O)2](ClO4) the corresponding iridium species are
reacted with (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CSiMe3)4], an unsymmetrical hetero-
bimetallic complex was obtained (Scheme 8) [133].

The PtIr complex shown in Scheme 8 exhibits in the solid state a
bent $,# double-alkynyl bridging system formed by a $-alkynyl
migration of one Me3SiC≡C− ligand from platinum to iridium.
Compared with the rhodium compound in which each alkynide
ligand is $-bonded to the Pt center, the PtIr system comprises
an unsymmetrical [Pt($-C≡CR)3(#-C≡CR)]− bridging moiety [133].
The heterobimetallic PtIr complex [Pt($-C≡CSiMe3)2(!-2%C&:"2-
C≡CSiMe3)][Ir(COD)(!-1%C&:"2-C≡CSiMe3)]− is also suited to use
in the synthesis of heterotrimetallic transition metal alkynide
complexes through reaction with metal compounds including
[cis-M(C6F5)2(thf)2] (M = Pd, Pt), [Rh(COD)(Me2CO)x]+, [Pd("3-
C3H5)(!-Cl)]2, and [AgClO4] in which the appropriate metal
atoms are connected by $- and #-bonded alkynide ligands [133].
A similar reaction behavior was observed during the synthe-

Scheme 8. Reaction behavior of [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− toward iridium COD complexes [133].
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Scheme 9. Reaction behavior of (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CR)4] with [cis-Pt(C6F5)2(thf)2] in the ratio of 1:1 and 1:2, respectively [126].

sis of di- and tri-nuclear platinum complexes. Treatment of
(nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CR)4] (R = Ph, tBu, SiMe3) with one equivalent
of [cis-Pt(C6F5)2(thf)2] gave dinuclear [Pt(!-C≡CR)2("-2#C$:%2-
C≡CR)][Pt(C6F5)2("-1#C$:%2-C≡CR)]2− and [(RC≡C)2Pt{("-!,&-
C≡CR)2Pt(C6F5)2}]2−, respectively (Scheme 9) [126]. Addition of
a further equivalent of [cis-Pt(C6F5)2(thf)2] to the latter com-
pound produced a homo-trimetallic Pt3 complex as shown in
Scheme 9.

All compounds depicted in Scheme 9 were fully characterized
by IR and NMR spectroscopies as well as X-ray structure analysis.
In the trimetallic platinum complex, all metal atoms have basi-
cally square-planar geometries, although the nature of the ligating
groups varies due to the migration of a RC≡C !-bonded alkynyl
ligand of the [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− moiety to one of the two Pt(C6F5)2
fragments [126]. The tetra-alkynyl platinate [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− (R = Ph,
tBu, SiMe3) can also act as a double alkynylation reagent
toward [(%5-C5Me5)M(PEt3)(Me2C = O)2](ClO4)2 (M = Rh, Ir) yield-
ing heterobimetallic bis("-alkynide)(MPt) and unsymmetrical
trimetallic double bis("-alkynide) (MPtPt) transition metal com-
plexes (Scheme 10) [134].

The palladium allyl chloride [Pd(%3-C3H5)("-Cl)]2 also allows
the synthesis of PtPd homoleptic complexes of structural type A
and B (Fig. 13) depending on the stoichiometry with respect to the
tetra-alkynyl platinate [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− (R = Ph, tBu, SiMe3) [135]. In
these molecules two alkynyl ligands of individual Pt(C≡CR)2 build-
ing blocks are "-!,&-bonded to a electrophilic cationic palladium
allyl unit. A dynamic behavior is observed for the Pd(%3-C3H5) moi-
ety in type A molecules by 1H NMR studies suggesting an exchange
process taking place between bridging and terminal alkynyl lig-
ands [135]. This phenomenon is, however, not observed for type B
molecules.

A structural type B molecule containing platinum and mer-
cury metal atoms could be synthesized starting from HgX2 (X = Cl,

Br, I) and [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− (R = tBu, SiMe3) [136]. The thus formed
bis(%2-alkynyl)dihalogeno-mercury(II) compounds [Pt{("-!,&-
C≡CR)2HgX2}2]2− contain &-alkyne mercury moieties. In these
compounds the dianionic platinum alkynyl fragment acts as an
organometallic &-tweezer and chelates two neutral HgX2 building
blocks which was proven by IR and NMR spectroscopic data [136].

However, changing from mercury(II) salts to cadmium(II)
perchlorate, Cd(ClO4)2·6H2O, produced insoluble materials point-
ing to polymeric structures [137]. By addition of nBu4NX
(X = Cl, Br, CN) the polymeric structure is broken and smaller
Pt2Cd2 molecules of structural type E (Fig. 13), [{Pt("-#C$C$-
C≡CPh)4CdX}2]2− were formed. This molecule is also formed
when [Pt(C≡CPh)4]2− is reacted with [CdCl2·2.5H2O] [138].
Within this reaction a type E molecule along with a type
B system ([Pt{("-!,&-C≡CPh)2CdX2}2]2−) is formed. Complex
[{Pt("-#C$C$-C≡CPh)4CdCl}2]2− crystallized as a centrosymmet-
ric tetra-nuclear Pt2Cd2 organometallic anion in which two
eclipsed [Pt(C≡CPh)4]2− units are connected via two CdCl entities.
In this tetra-nuclear cluster four platinum–cadmium interactions
with a distance of 2.960(1) Å and a rather unusual "-#C$C$ bonding
mode for the alkynyl bridging ligands are found [137,138].

Slow diffusion of acetone solutions of Cd(ClO4)2·6H2O and
[Pt(C≡CPh)4]2− resulted in formation of the decanuclear Pt4Cd6
cluster [Pt4Cd6(C≡CPh)4("-C≡CPh)12("3-OH)4] [137]. This clus-
ter contains a hexanuclear [Cd6("3-OH)4]8+ and four tetra-
phenylalkynyl platinate anions which are connected by PtCd and
&-phenylacetylide–cadmium interactions (Fig. 14).

Recently, a variety of rhomboidal Pt2Cd2 systems (structural
type E molecules, Fig. 13) of composition [Pt(C≡CR)4CdL]2 (R = Tol,
C6H4-4-OMe, C6H4-3-OMe; L = dmso, acetone, py, NC5H4-4-Me,
NC5H4-4-CF3, pzH) was synthesized by reacting [Pt(C≡CPh)4]2−

and Cd2+ in different donor solvents [139]. The acetone and
dmso stabilized complexes were prepared directly while the

Scheme 10. Synthesis of heterobimetallic MPt and trimetallic MPtPt complexes (M = Rh, Ir) [134].
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Fig. 14. Structure of [Pt4Cd6(C≡CPh)4(!-C≡CPh)12(!3-OH)4] in the solid state
(Please, notice that the phenyl groups have been omitted for clarity, left) and the
central Pt4Cd6(!3-OH)4 cluster unit (right) [137].

N-donor molecules were introduced by ligand exchange of
the acetone derivatives. The precipitation of white, insoluble
polymers of composition [Pt(C≡CR)4Cd]n was observed from
[Pt(C≡CR)4Cd(acetone)]2 by dissociation of the weakly bonded sol-
vent molecules. The CdL2+ unit in [Pt(C≡CR)4CdL]2 was stabilized
by a synergistic combination of Pt· · ·Cd and Cd· · ·alkynyl bonding
interactions. Depending on the organic group R symmetrical or
unsymmetrical planar Pt2Pd2 frameworks are formed in the solid
state [139].

The luminescence properties of each of the cadmium com-
plexes described above have been investigated [137–139]. A
contribution of the platinum–cadmium interaction to the orbitals
involved was assumed. The emission was tentatively attributed
to "*(C≡CPh)→C≡C(Pt2-Cd2) (cluster centered-to-ligand charge
transfer) mixed with a Pt–Cd-based charge transfer [138].

In copper, silver, and gold chemistry structural type B, C, and
F molecules (Fig. 13) are most favored. Table 6 summarizes the

Fig. 15. Schematic representation of the complex anions [Pt2M4(C≡CtBu)8X2]2−

[140].

tri- (type B) and hexanuclear (types C and F) complexes in which
platinum metal centers are linked with copper(I), silver(I) or gold(I)
ions only by alkynyl groups synthesized to date.

Type B molecules (Fig. 13 and Table 6) are accessible either
by reacting [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− (R = Ph, tBu) with two equivalents of
[MX] (M = Cu, Ag; X = Cl, Br, C≡NtBu, py) or treatment of the
hexanuclear cluster [Pt2M4(C≡CPh)8] with Lewis-bases includ-
ing halides (Cl−, Br−), iso-nitriles (C≡NtBu) or pyridine in the
ratio of 1:4 [140]. Complexes [Pt{(!-#,"-C≡CPh)2MX}2]n− (M = Cu,
Ag; n = 2: X = Cl, Br; n = 0: C≡NtBu, py) (Table 6) are obtained
in good yield by these methods. The structure of the appropri-
ate complexes in the solid state are represented by the general
example [Pt{(!-#,"-C≡CPh)2CdX2}2]2− (see above). The trinuclear
PtM2 organometallic anion shows a centrosymmetric structure,
whereby the two MX units are chelated by the Pt(C≡CR)4 alkynyl
groups; no metal–metal interaction occurs [140]. Additional evi-
dence for the "-coordination of the alkynyl ligands to group
11 metal ions was obtained from IR and NMR spectroscopies.
However, when [Pt2M4(C≡CPh)8] is replaced by the analogues
tBu-functionalized hexanuclear clusters, and chloride, bromide
or pyridine as a co-reactand, type C complexes of composition
[Pt2Ag4(C≡CtBu)8X2]2− could be isolated [140]. Another entry
to these clusters is given by the addition of [AgX] (X = Cl, Br)
or [CuCl] to (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CtBu)4]·2H2O in the molar ratio of
2:1 [140]. In [Pt2M4(C≡CtBu)8X2]2− two individual [Pt{(!-#,"-
C≡CtBu)2MX}(C≡CtBu)2] building blocks are connected to each
other by $2-coordination of the free tBuC≡C ligands to copper(I)
or silver(I) ions (Fig. 15). Evidence for the composition of the latter
molecules comes from FAB mass-spectrometry as well as IR and
NMR spectroscopies [140].

Hexanuclear type F clusters (Fig. 13 and Table 6) of composition
[Pt2M4(C≡CR)8] (M = Cu, Ag, Au; R = Ph, tBu) have been prepared by
Forniés [8,10,11,112,125] and Yam [12,113] using the methodolo-
gies shown in Scheme 11.

These clusters contain six transition metal atoms which
are arranged in a somewhat irregular octahedron with the
square-planar surrounded platinum atoms mutually trans (apical
positions) and the group 11 metals in the equatorial plane showing
Pt–Pt distances larger than 4.4 Å [11,12]. The Pt–M bond dis-
tances are comparable with those ones found in related complexes,
for example, [1,1-ferrocenediyl-Pt2Cu3(C≡CPh)6], suggesting the
presence of weak metal–metal interactions [141]. The Cu–Cu sepa-
rations are ca. 3.03 and 3.30 Å, larger than the distances in metallic
copper (2.56 Å) or the sum of the van der Waals radii of two cop-
per atoms (2.8 Å) ruling out any bonding interactions between the
metals. For the appropriate silver clusters silver–silver distances
of ca. 3.19 and 3.22 Å are observed which are larger than the dis-
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Table 6
Structural type B, C, and F molecules of M = Cu, Ag, and Au.

Type M X R Refs.

B (PtM2) Cu Cl, Br Ph [140]
tBu [140]

Ag Cl, Br, C≡NtBu, py Ph [140]
tBu [140]

C (Pt2M4) Cu Cl, Br tBu [140]
Ag Cl, Br, py tBu [140]

F (Pt2M4) Cu – Ph [125,113,114]
tBu [125,113,115,116]
SiMe3 [113]
C6H4 3-OMe [11]
C≡CC6H4 4-OMe [113]

Ag – Ph [113,125]
tBu [125]
C6H4 3-OMe [11]
C≡CC6H4 4-Me [12]

Au – tBu [125]

tances in metallic silver (2.89 Å) but shorter than the sum of the
van der Waals radii of two silver atoms (3.4 Å) pointing to weak
metal–metal interactions.

While clusters with tBuC≡C ligands exist both in solution and in
the solid state as discrete monomers, the corresponding pheny-
lacetylide derivatives possess, depending on the crystallization
conditions, a mono-, di-, tri- or even polymeric structure (Fig. 13)
with unsupported intermolecular platinum–platinum distances of
3.0–3.5 Å [113,114]. This becomes noticeable by the color of the
obtained solid materials supporting the formation of inter-cluster
metal–metal separations. In general, the higher the aggregation
grade the deeper the color, i.e., monomers are pale-yellow (Ag) or
red (Cu). Dark violet-green materials are obtained when the initial
solutions are completely vacuum dried and then treated with pre-
cipitating solvents [114]. The electronic interactions between the
clusters were studied by UV–vis spectroscopy. A more detailed dis-
cussion is given below, i.e., for [Pt2M4(C≡C C6H4 3-OMe)8]n [11].
A remarkable feature of the oligomers/polymers is both the orienta-
tion of the Pt2M4 building blocks with respect to each other and the
eclipsed or staggered orientation of the square-planar tetra-alkynyl

platinate unit. The two platinate entities are in a staggered confor-
mation (38◦) in the trimeric system (Fig. 16, right) [114], while for
dimeric [Pt2Cu4(C≡CPh)8] (Fig. 16, left) [113] the angles of the indi-
vidual platinate entities differ (upper octahedron: 7.8◦ (eclipsed),
lower octahedron: 40.8◦ (staggered)). Within the oligomeric struc-
tures the Pt2M4 cluster units are successively twisted between 40◦

and 44◦.
Furthermore, studies were carried out to examine the influence

of solvent and hydrogen-bonding interactions in the self-assembly
of Pt2M4 clusters (M = Cu, Ag) (Fig. 17) [11]. Weak non-covalent
metal–solvent interactions (Pt···HCCl3, or Ag···Othf) are observed
with direct influence toward the axial Pt–Pt bonding result-
ing in different aggregation numbers (vide supra) [11]. In the
methoxy derivative [Pt2Ag4(C≡C C6H4 3-OMe)8]n the formation
of C H···OOMe hydrogen bonds between alternate Pt2Ag4 cluster
units is observed contributing also to axial platinum–platinum
interactions, resulting in a 1D arrangement leading to a smaller tor-
sion angle of the square-planar tetra-alkynyl platinate units (19.6◦)
(vide supra) [11]. The formation of hydrogen bonds results in a
deformation of the otherwise square-planar tetra-alkynyl platinate

Scheme 11. Preparation methods for hexanuclear Pt2M4 clusters [Pt2M4(C≡CR)8] [125].
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Fig. 16. Structures of dimeric (left) and trimeric (right) [Pt2Cu4(C≡CPh)8] in the solid state (phenyl rings are omitted for clarity) [113,114].

units leading to a more compact cluster fragment, and hence a bet-
ter platinum–platinum interaction. This can be taken to explain the
formation of polymeric chains.

A polymeric complex comprised of decanuclear platinum–silver
[Pt2Ag8(C≡CtBu)8(OClO3)2(Me2CO)2]2+ units was obtained from
the reaction of [Pt2Ag4(C≡CtBu)8] with [AgClO4] [115]. Each of
the additional four silver ions is thereby chelated by two phenyl
alkynyl platinate ligands (Scheme 12). The platinum–silver Pt2Ag8
cluster entities are linked by !-bridging perchlorate anions. Addi-
tion of 2,2′-bipyridine causes the polymeric structure to be broken,
with formation of complexes of structural type C and F (depend-
ing on the molar ratio), with four additional Ag(bpy) moieties each
"-coordinated by two alkynyl ligands [116]. Direct treatment of
[Pt2Ag4(C≡CtBu)8] with 2,2′-bipyridine leads to a polymeric struc-
ture in which bipyridine connects the monomeric clusters via Ag–N
bonds.

The luminescence behavior of the polynuclear platinum–copper
and platinum–silver acetylide clusters discussed above was stud-
ied showing that photoluminescence depends on the axial Pt···Pt
interactions either in the solid state or in solution [11,12,113–116].
The photoluminescence spectra of [Pt2Ag4(C≡C C6H4 3-OMe)8]
in different aggregation states are depicted in Fig. 18 by way of
example [11]. As it can be seen from this figure, the cluster is
brightly emissive. The emissions of the monomeric, yellow cluster
with or without coordinated tetrahydrofuran can be attributed to
a 3MLM′CT (Pt(d)/"(C≡CR)→Pt(pz)/Ag(sp)/"*(C≡CR)) state which
is affected by Pt···Pt and Ag···Ag interactions, and additionally Ag···O
solvent contacts in the tetrahydrofuran coordinated derivatives.
However, polymeric [Pt2Ag4(C≡C C6H4 3-OMe)8]n is less emis-
sive and shows phosphorescence resulting from either a 3MMLCT
excited state or an admixture of Pt–Pt centered 3(d#*pz#) and
3MMLCT excited states [11].

Cyclic voltammetry measurements carried out with
[Pt2M4(C≡C C≡C C6H4 4-Me)8(thf)4] suggest that the group 11
metal ions M (M = Cu, Ag) are more readily oxidized and reduced
than the platinum(II) ion [12].

By decomposing the molecular clusters [Pt2M4(C≡CtBu)8]
(M = Cu, Au) adsorbed on silica or titania, bimetallic catalysts could
be prepared as demonstarted by Chandler et al. [109] and Bus and
van Bokhoven [142]. The SiO2-supported PtAu clusters are 1.5 nm
in diameter and are of uniform composition, with the surfaces
being enriched with gold. The respective titania-supported par-
ticles are larger (2–3 nm) and not so uniformly structured. Both
the supported PtCu and PtAu clusters were used as catalysts for
toluene hydrogenation, whereby it was observed that they show
less activity as compared with traditionally prepared monometallic
platinum catalysts [109].

Reactions between the tetra-alkynyl platinates [Pt(C≡CR)4]2−

(R = Ph, C6H4 4-Me, C6H4 4-OMe, C6H4 4-tBu, tBu, SiMe3) and
[M2(!-Ph2PXPPh2)2(MeC≡N)2]2+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au; X = NH, CH2)
yielded acetylide-linked heteroleptic PtM, PtM2, Pt2M3, and Pt2M4
complexes, whereby two platinum–carbonalkynyl bonds were
cleaved and replaced by Ph2PXPPh2 linking units [110,111]. A sum-
mary of complexes prepared in this manner is shown in Scheme 13.
These complexes emit strongly, with lifetimes in the microsecond
range in the solid state. A trend in the emission energy depending
on the different electronic nature of R was observed and ascribed
to alkynyl-to-cluster [RC≡C→PtM] LMMCT transitions [110,111].

Structural type F molecules (Fig. 13), [Pt2Tl4(C≡CR)8] (R = Ph,
C6H4 4-Me, 1-naphthyl, tBu, SiMe3) featuring four thallium(I) ions
sandwiched by two homoleptic tetra-alkynyl platinate building
blocks are accessible from (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡CR)4]·nH2O (R = Ph, tBu,
SiMe3) or Li2[Pt(C≡CR)4] (R = Ph, tBu, C6H4 4-Me, 1-naphthyl) and
inorganic [TlNO3] or [TlPF6] [112,143]. The lithium salt gives much
higher yields (ca. 80%) than the analogous tetra-n-butylammonium
salt (ca. 55%). As typical for type F molecules, the two platinate frag-
ments are eclipsed and are connected by four “naked” Tl(I) ions.
Each of the thallium(I) ions is thereby asymmetrically coordinated
by four alkynyl ligands of the platinate fragments (two associ-
ated with each Pt unit) forming a A4Tl square-pyramidal geometry
with thallium at the apex and A = midpoint of the alkynyl ligand
[143]. Noteworthy is that in the case of the 1-naphthyl deriva-
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Scheme 12. Reaction behavior of [Pt2Ag4(C≡CtBu)8] toward [AgClO4] and 2,2′-bipyridine [116].

tive additional Tl···acetone (solvent) and Tl···naphthyl secondary
interactions are observed [112]. For the appropriate C6H4 4-CF3
substituted compounds the platinum centers form two unsup-
ported Pt–Tl bonds and hence, an extended columnar structure
resulting from PtTl2(C≡C C6H4 4-CF3)4 moieties coordinated to
each other through secondary Tl···!2-acetylenic interactions are
likely [112]. Most commonly, the chemistry of such molecules is

characterized by attractive metal–thallium interactions as well as
intermolecular Tl contacts and Tl-ligand bonds. The luminescent
behavior of these heterometallic platinum–thallium containing
molecules has been reported and discussed in detail [112,143],
but not only the alkynide compounds show luminescence also the
respective platinum cyanide complex [trans-Tl2Pt(C≡N)4] [144].
The luminescent properties of these systems measured in solution

Scheme 13. Reaction chemistry of [Pt(C≡CR)4]2− (R = Ph, C6H4-4-Me, C6H4-4-OMe, C6H4-4-tBu, tBu, SiMe3) toward [M2("-Ph2PXPPh2)2(MeC≡N)2]2+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au; X = NH,
CH2) [110,111].
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Fig. 17. Structure of [Pt2Ag4(C≡C–C6H4–3-OMe)8]n in the solid state. Left:
Hydrogen-bonding of one single unit. Middle: Schematic view of three units. Right:
Perspective view of the chain along the a axis [11].

Fig. 18. Normalized solid state emission spectra of [Pt2Ag4(C≡C–C6H4–3-
OMe)8] (green, 550 nm), [Pt2Ag4(C≡C–C6H4–3-OMe)8(thf)2] (blue, 537 nm), and
[Pt2Ag4(C≡C–C6H4–3-OMe)8]∞ (red, 660 nm) [11].

(blue) differ from those in the solid state (orange) [112,143]. In gen-
eral, excitation of solid samples with visible light resulted in intense
luminescence, whereby the emission spectra are dominated by
a broad asymmetric orange luminescence. The phenyl–alkynyl
derivatives are compared with the others somewhat blue-shifted
[112,143]. In comparison with similar platinum–silver complexes
the emissions are notably shifted to lower energies. The authors
explain this by structural differences.

A trimetallic Pt2Pb complex (type D molecule, Fig. 13) was
reported by Lalinde in 2008 [9]. The impact of the tetra-alkynyl
platinate building block on the lead environment and photolumi-
nescence properties was also studied. This homoleptic molecule
could be prepared by treatment of (nBu4N)2[Pt(C≡C C6H4 4-
Me)4] with 0.5 equivalents of [Pb(ClO4)2)]·3H2O [9]. Single
X-ray diffraction studies reveal that two platinate fragments are
connected by a dicationic Pb(H2O)2 unit in [Pt2Pb(C≡C C6H4 4-
Me)8(H2O)2]. A trigonal-bipyramidal coordination sphere around
the lead(II) ion is set up by the platinum atoms in axial positions
and the two aqua ligands in equatorial positions. The third position
is defined by the sterochemically active 6s2 lone pair of electrons
of the Pb(II) centre. Of interest are the Pt(II)–Pb(II) bond distances
of 2.9109(5) and 2.8908(5) Å being only somewhat longer than the
sum of the covalent radii (2.75 Å) [9]. The Pt(II)–Pb(II)–Pt(II) unit
is bent (149.95(2)◦). The stabilization of this complex by solely
Pt–Pb bonds is remarkable, since in [Pt2Tl4(C≡CR)8] chemistry
(vide supra) in which also a 6 s2 lone pair of electrons at thallium
is available Tl···!2–acetylenic interactions are observed. The lumi-
nescent behavior of trimetallic [Pt2Pb(C≡C C6H4 4-Me)8(H2O)2]
was studied showing that this complex exhibits metal-centered
emissions at only low temperature (77 K) at 497 nm (solid) and
478 nm (glass), respectively, related to the bent Pt–Pb–Pt entity
(3[Pt d2

z → Pb 6pz]) [9].
For a detailed discussion of the chemistry, structures and

luminescence properties of homo- and hetero-polynuclear plat-
inum complexes containing the homoleptic structural subunit
[Pt(C≡CR)4]2− see reference [8].

Youngs and Tessier reported in 1997 the synthesis and
reaction chemistry of the tetra-alkynyl platinum complex
(nBu4N)2[Pt(OBET)2] (OBET = 1,2-bis(2-ethynylphenyl)ethyne) in
which two platinum(II) "-tweezer units [145] and two alkyne
“pockets” are available for further coordination. Depending on
the size and the coordination geometry preferences of the
metal species to be coordinated either the organometallic "-
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Scheme 14. Synthesis of (nBu4N)2[Pt(OBET)2] and (nBu4N)2[Pt(OBET)2(HgCl2)2], respectively [145].

tweezers or the alkyne “pockets” are occupied. The synthesis of
(nBu4N)2[Pt(OBET)2] and its reaction towards [HgCl2] is shown in
Scheme 14.

The benefit of the OBET ligand over other alkynides in
[Pt(C≡CR)4]2− complexes is that the OBET benzo ring in
[Pt(OBET)2]2− is in plane bonded within the platinum and carbon
acetylide atoms with essentially linear Pt C≡C C units. In the solid
state this molecule forms an integrated stack system with alternat-
ing layers of platinum alkynide anions and ammonium cations.

6.3. Neutral metal(II) alkynides, [M(C≡CR)2]

The majority of homoleptic transition metal complexes are
anionic with only a few neutral species known at present. The
first neutral organometallic alkynide metal compound was syn-
thesized by Nast and coworkers in 1960 by vacuum treatment
of [Ni(C≡CR)2]·4NH3 (R = H, Me, Ph), which was in turn obtained
by the reaction of Na2[Ni(C≡CR)4] with [Ni(NH3)6](SCN)2 in liq-
uid ammonia [6]. While Ni(C≡CH)2 is extremely explosive and
could not be isolated, for [Ni(C≡CPh)2] a complex structure
of type {Ni[Ni(C≡CPh)4]}n was postulated based on magnetic
measurements. The structure of this species premises on the dia-
magnetic and paramagnetic behavior which was assigned to the
[Ni(C≡CPh)4]2− building block and the Ni2+ cation [6].

In 1982 Ballester et al. reported about the successful synthe-
sis of structural type [M(C≡C C6H4 4-C≡CK)2]·nNH3 complexes
(M = Ni, Pd) by reacting [Ni(NCS)2(NH3)4] or [Pd(C≡N)2(en)] with
the dipotassium salt of para-diethynylbenzene in liquid ammonia
(vide supra) [119]. These diamagnetic complexes contain a vari-
able amount of NH3 which can partly be removed under high
vacuum. The corresponding nickel derivative could also be pre-
pared from [NiX2(PPh3)2] (X = Cl, Br, I) and K2[C≡C C6H4 4-C≡C],
respectively [119]. IR spectroscopy was used to determine the
structure of these neutral metal alkynides. All of these mate-
rials are diamagnetic, implying a planar geometry around M
[119].

A straightforward one-step synthesis method for neutral nickel
phenylacetylide [Ni(C≡CPh)2] is given by the electrochemical reac-
tion of phenyl acetylene and nickel in acetonitrile in presence of the
electrolyte Et4NBr using a electrolysis cell [106]. The Ni(C≡CPh)2
precipitates during electrolysis; the isolated yield is 66%. The
alkynyl carbon–hydrogen bond is thereby cleaved (cathode) by
electrical means rather than by alkali (vide supra) by evolution
of dihydrogen. The nickel metal is dissolved at the anode giv-
ing nickel(II) ions. The superior advantage of this electrochemical
method compared to the processes described above are simple
reaction conditions, easy work-up, excellent purity, and crys-
tallinity. In a similar way following homoleptic neutral transition
metal alkynyides could be prepared: M(C≡CPh)n (n = 3: M = Fe, Co;
n = 2: M = Zn; n = 1: M = Cu, Ag, Au) [106]. For a detailed discussion
see corresponding Sections.

7. Homoleptic alkynide complexes of group 11

In contrast to the other groups, there is a vast array of homoleptic
alkynide complexes of the metals of group 11, ranging from sim-
ple linear [M(C≡CR)2]− and trigonal planar [M(C≡CR)3]2− anionic
species to polymeric compounds {M(C≡CR)}n and clusters in which
ethynide fragments [C2]2− are encapsulated within a metallic
framework. In addition, there are a growing number of mixed-
metal cluster species representing a family of diverse structures.
Much of the early chemistry of homoleptic Group 11 alkynide com-
plexes has been reviewed in various contexts [146–151].

Homoleptic alkynide complexes of group 11 have numerous
applications from use as synthetic intermediates [152], which has
origins in the early Cu(I) mediated cross-coupling reactions of aryl
halides with cuprous acetylides [153–155]. Copper alkynide com-
plexes have long been recognized as intermediates in the oxidative
dimerization of alkynes to diynes [156], and more recently, copper
alkynides have been used to prepare diynes through nucleophilic
displacement reactions with alkynyl iodonium salts [157]. Indeed,
polymeric [{Cu(C≡CR)}n] and [Cu(C≡CR)2]− act as relatively soft
nucleophiles in numerous contexts [158–162] and copper–alkynyl
clusters are widely implicated in copper catalyzed reactions,
including the alkyne-azide coupling (“click”) reaction [163,164].
The luminescent properties of many homoleptic alkynide com-
plexes of coinage metals has prompted wide-spread interest
[11,165–171], while the range of structural types leads to a sig-
nificant body of work concerning the structural chemistry of these
systems in the solid state. The gas-phase chemistry of group 11
metals and carbon fragments with acetylenic character is also well
developed [172,173].

Homoleptic alkynide complexes of group 11 have been known
for well over a century, with the formation of insoluble silver and
copper carbides ([M2C2]) being used as an early test for acetylene,
although the tendency for these compounds to explode violently
when dry suggests that alternative methods of detection are more
appropriate in the modern context! In a colorful article from 1900,
Mathews and Watters described both the history of formulation
of these metal carbides, and the extension of the classical tests
for acetylene to the preparation of the even more sensitive auric
carbide ([Au2C2]) [4]. Nast and coworkers have explored reac-
tions of the gold carbide [Au2C2] with alkynide anions, which are
thought to give species of general form [RC≡CAuC≡CAuC≡CR]2−

(R = Ph, Me, H), although structural data were not forthcoming
[174,175]. In more recent times, Mak et al. have explored the stabi-
lization of [Ag2C2] in the form of double, triple and quadruple salts
through reactions of the carbide with other Ag(I) salts and Ag[BF4].
These compounds and their structures have been comprehensively
reviewed [176–178] and as such only the most recent results will
be presented here (see below).

The preparation of polymeric [{M(C≡CR)}n] complexes is
now well established. For example, the reaction of [AuCl(SMe2)]
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Fig. 19. One of the earliest proposals for the polymeric nature of copper(I) alkynides
[183].

Fig. 20. A schematic representation of [2]catenane-[{Au(C≡CtBu)}6]2 [18].

with terminal alkynes in the presence of NEt3 or directly from
[PPN][Au(acac)2] and the alkyne have been shown to be an effi-
cient route to polymeric [Au(C≡CR)}n] [179]. The copper and silver
alkynide complexes {M(C≡CR)}n were long thought to be poly-
meric on grounds of their generally low solubility, in all but a few
cases where more soluble derivatives and molecular weight deter-
minations suggested formation of smaller aggregates or clusters
(Fig. 19) [180–182]. Early suggestions of defined structures con-
taining !-"1,"2-C≡CR were based on the formation of defined
molecular species [M(C≡CR)L] from reactions of the polymer and

Fig. 22. The cage structure [M14(C≡CR)12X]n (X = Cl, Br, n = +1; X = vacancy, n = 0). !-
interactions between the alkynyide fragments and the metal centres are not shown
for clarity. Lines of connection between the metal centres are shown to help define
the molecular shape [190].

phosphines or amines, and preliminary orbital considerations
[183], later confirmed by single crystal [18,184] and powder X-ray
diffraction studies [165].

The simplest homoleptic alkynide compounds {M(C≡CR)}n
exist in a range of networked, polymeric and cluster structures,
with MC≡CR units linked through #-bonding and metallophilic
interactions [15,185,186]. However, although the polymeric or
cluster structures of Cu(I), Ag(I) and Au(I) alkynides has long been
recognized [182,183], the precise structures are a complicated,
and as yet unresolved, function of metal and alkynide substituents
[17,18,165,187]. For example, while treatment of [Au(NH3)2]BF4
with one equivalent of HC≡CPh affords the heteroleptic com-
plex [Au(C≡CPh)NH3], in the case of the reaction between
[Au(NH3)2]BF4 and HC≡CtBu the [2]catenane-[{Au(C≡CtBu)}6]2 is
obtained [18]. Each ring of the [2]catenane features an approx-
imately hexagonal arrangement of six gold atoms (Au· · ·Au
3.215(2)–3.352(2) Å), and three distinct gold-alkynide moieties:
[Au("1-C≡CtBu)2]−, [Au("1-C≡CtBu)("2-AuC2

tBu)], and [Au("2-
AuC2

tBu)2]+ (Fig. 20). The observation of three "C≡C bands in both
solid and solution state suggests that the ring structure is main-
tained in solution, while the observation of two tBu resonance
signals in the NMR spectrum is consistent with the C2 symmetry of
the individual rings.

Fig. 21. A schematic drawing showing the three {Cu(C≡CBut)}n rings that interlock to form the double catenane [{Cu(C≡CBut)}20]. Rings I and III each form a catenane
around the central ring II [165].
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A double catenane [{Cu(C≡CtBu)}20]·C6H6 has also been
structurally characterized with a distorted [{Cu(C≡CBut)}8] ring
supporting two [{Cu(C≡CtBu)}6] cycles (Fig. 21) [165].

However, attempts to form silver containing catenanes gave
a structurally ill-defined polymer [Ag(C≡CtBu)}n], which upon
recrystallization in the presence of chloride ions gave the cage
compound [Ag14(C≡CtBu)12Cl]+, the counter-ion presumed to be
OH− (Fig. 22). The same cage, and its bromide and fluoride
analogues, were formed in “one-pot” synthesis from HC≡CtBu,
AgBF4, NEt3 and NBu4X (X = Cl, Br) [17,188]. In the cage the

silver atoms are arranged as a rhombic dodecahedron with
Ag· · ·Ag distances in the range of 2.953(2)–2.986(2) Å, consis-
tent with a degree of argentophilic interaction. In an interesting
variation, depolymerization of [Ag(C≡CFc)}n] by reaction with
[M2(N≡CMe)2(!-Ph2PNHPPh2)2][BF4]2 (M = Cu, Ag, Au) afforded
both the adduct [Fc{C = CH(Ph2NHPPh2)}]BF4 and the rhombic
dodecahedral clusters [Ag8M6(C≡CFc)12Cl]BF4, in which the Ag8
cube is face capped by the metal centres of essentially linear
[M(C≡CFc)2]− fragments. The source of the encapsulated chloride
was not identified [189]. It was presumed that the spherical halide

Fig. 23. Polymeric structures of group 11 metal(I) phenylacetylides found by Che et al. [165] (a) copper, (b) silver, (c) gold.
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Fig. 24. SEM image of [Ag(C≡CPh)] wire bundles (left) and TEM image of an UV-irradiated silver phenylacetylide nanowire (right) [191].

anion acts as a template for the cage formation, although later
studies have prepared “template free” examples of the same cage
structure [190].

The much larger copper cluster [{Cu(C≡CtBu)}24], obtained
from [CuBr(SMe2)] and LiC≡CtBu, consists of a raft-like array of
Cu(C≡CtBu) moieties around a central distorted octahedral Cu6
core. The alkynide ligands interact with the copper atoms in a vari-
ety of coordination modes, from !2-"1, !2-"2, !3-"1, !3-"2 to
!2-"2:!2-"2 in which a single copper atom is sandwiched by two
alkynide ligands and !4-"2 with four copper atoms coordinated to
a single alkynide C˛ carbon atom, one of which further interacts
with Cˇ [187]. The n-propyl derivative [{Cu(C≡CPr)}n] has been
obtained as a polymeric sheet with a zig-zag arrangement of copper
atoms linked by !-"1,"2 and !3-"1,"1,"2 coordination modes of
the alkynide ligands. A chain polymer is found for [{Cu(C≡CPh)}n]
and [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n], the former with some evidence for cuprophilic
interactions (Fig. 23). The gold analogue, [{Au(C≡CPh)}n], consists
of a honeycomb-like layer of gold atoms with extensive Au· · ·Au
interactions (2.98–3.27(1) Å) and with the gold layers being pillared
by the phenylacetylide ligands (Fig. 23) [165].

The polymeric nature of [{M(C≡CR)}n] systems generally
causes great difficulty in obtaining single crystals for X-ray
diffraction. In a clever twist, slow ligand dissociation from
[Ag(C≡CPh)(PMe3)] has been used to grow “wire-like” crystalline
samples of [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] [191]. The dimensions of the wire-like
arrays (Fig. 24) could be controlled by choice of solvent, with thin-
ner wires being formed in higher polarity solvents that favour PMe3
dissociation and thicker wires being isolated from solvents of lower
polarity. Shorter wires were also obtained from stirred solutions.
All told, aspect ratios from 30 to >100 were obtained, with wires
as long as 100 !m being observed. UV irradiation of these wire-like
assemblies resulted in photoreduction to silver nanoparticle arrays
(2.3 ± 0.6 and 5.8 ± 2.1 nm for 15 min and 3 h irradiation, respec-
tively) embedded in poly(phenylacetylene) matrices (Fig. 24). The
organic matrix serves to maintain the rod-like characteristics of
the nano-objects. Related procedures can be used to form wire-like
arrays of copper from [Cu2C2] [192,193], which has led to signifi-
cant interest in the structures and transformations of compounds
derived from silver and copper polyynides [194–196].

The use of bis(alkyne)s as ligand precursors has also been
explored, with early work in the area again being initiated
by Nast et al. [197]. Both linear anionc species such as
[PPN][Au(C≡CC6H4C≡CH)2] and polymeric compounds of general
form [{Au2(!-C6H4(C≡C)}2] being formed from the bis(alkyne),
[PPN][Au(acac)2] or [AuCl(SMe2)], and NEt3, respectively [198].
Treatment of either species with donor ligands resulted in the for-
mation of well defined, crystalline adducts. In the case of 2,5- and
2,6-diethynyl pyridine, reactions with excess of [AgX] (X = NO3,

CF3CO2) afforded 2D networks of Ag clusters, linked into 3D arrays
by bridging anions (Fig. 25) [199].

The linear anionic complexes [M(C≡CR)2]− and polymers
[{M(C≡CR)}n] (M = Cu, Ag) act as ethynyl transfer agents to a
wide variety of other metals and similar species are doubtless
involved in many Cu(I) catalyzed transmetallation reactions of
alkynes [200,201]. The formation and precipitation of the copper
polymer [{Cu(C≡CR)}n] and the relative instability of the silver
analogue can be used to dictate the direction of alkynide trans-
fer between the metals of group 11. For example, treatment of
[PPN][Cu(C≡CPh)2], which is rather more stable than the alkali
metal salts first prepared by Nast [202] with gold complexes
including [Au(C≡CPh)(PPh3)], [AuCl(PPh3)], [AuCl(C≡CPh)]− or
[{Au(C≡CPh)}n] results in the transfer of the alkynide ligands from
Cu to Au, giving [Au(C≡CPh)2]− [203]. While [Au(C≡CPh)2]− does
not react with [{Cu(C≡CPh}n], the copper polymer reacts with the
tris(alkynide) [Au2(C≡CPh)3]− to give [Au2Cu(C≡CPh)4]−, thought
to proceed by alkynide transfer from copper to gold [204]. Ligand
exchange between gold and silver in the reaction of [AuCl(PPh3)]
and [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] gives [{AuAg(C≡CPh)2}n] and [AgCl(PPh3)]4,
via the formation of [Au(C≡CPh)(PPh3)] and [AgCl].

The mixed polymers [{AuM(C≡CPh)2}n] are also conveniently
prepared by ligand exchange reactions of [Au(C≡CPh)(L)] with
[{M(C≡CPh)}n] [M = Cu, Ag; L = AsPh3, P(OPh)3] [205]. The silver
bis(alkynide) anion [Ag(C≡CPh)2]− can be conveniently isolated

Fig. 25. 2D organometallic network formed by [Ag2(2,5-C≡CpyC≡C)·4CF3CO2Ag]
units [199].
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Fig. 26. The two sub-units that comprise the structure of [Li6(Et2O)Cu4(C≡CPh)10]
[207].

as the [PPN]+ salt from the 1:2:3 reaction of [PPN]Cl with
[{Ag(C≡CPh)}n and PPh3, with AgCl(PPh3)3 being formed as a
by-product. The anion can be used as an alkynide ligand source
in reactions with [AuCl(PPh3)], to give [Au(C≡CPh)2]−, or Pt(II)
dihalides [206].

The stability of the rod-like [M(C≡CR)2]− moiety, coupled with
the predominance of metallophilic and !-C≡C· · ·M interactions
allows the conceptual use of this sub-unit as a supramolecular
synthon, illustrated by the structure of the aryl-alkynyl cuprate
[Cu2Li2(C≡CR)2Ar2] (Ar = C6H4-2-{CH2N(Me)CH2CH2NMe2},
R = C6H4-4-Me, C6H4-4-SiMe3) [207]. In the case of the reac-
tion of [CuBr(SMe2)] with LiC≡CPh in diethyl ether gives
[Li6(Et2O)Cu4(C≡CPh)10] which is comprised of two structural
subunits: a tetrahedral [Cu(C≡CPh)4]3− moiety with three Li(OEt2)
units coordinated by a Cu(C≡CPh)2 “tweezer”, and a trimer of
linear [Cu(C≡CPh)2]− moieties linked through Li+ ions coordinated
by !-interactions with the alkynide ligands which resides like a
crown on the first sub-unit (Fig. 26). Greater excess of LiC≡CPh and
reaction at elevated temperatures produced a compound formu-
lated as [Li6(Et2O)3Cu3(C≡CPh)9] [187]. Remarkably, even in the
absence of modern spectroscopic and crystallographic methods
much earlier studies recognized the significance of structured
aggregates arising from the reactions of [{M(C≡CR)}n] and alkynyl
anions, even if the proposals for the nature of the products was
rather simplistic [208].

The pentanuclear cluster [Ag5(C≡CPh)6]−, which is pre-
pared from depolymerization of [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] with [PPN]
[Ag(C≡CPh)2], is thought to feature a trigonal bipyramidal arrange-
ment of silver atoms (Fig. 27), with similar metal geometries found
in the anions [Au3M2(C≡CPh)6]− (M = Cu, Ag) (see below) [209].

Fig. 27. Schematic representation of the pentanuclear cluster anion [Ag5(C≡CPh)6]−

[209].

Fig. 28. Schematic representation of the homoleptic core in the polymeric cluster
[Ag3(C≡CtBu)2

+]n [213].

The reaction of three equivalents of [MC≡CH] (M = Na, Rb, Cs)
with [CuI] in liquid ammonia afforded M2[Cu(C≡CH)3]·xNH3 con-
taining the trigonal planar [Cu(C≡CH)3]2− dianion, with cation
metathesis giving the analogous [Ca(NH3)6]2+ salt [210]. Schus-
ter and Schmidbaur have explored the chemistry of poly(alkynide)
derivatives of Au(III), drawing analogies with cyanide ana-
logues [211]. The compound Au(C≡CPh)3 could only be isolated
as the PMe3 adduct from sequential reaction of AuCl3 with
LiC≡CPh and PMe3; the use of the larger phosphine PPh3
leads to reductive elimination of PhC≡CC≡CPh and formation of
[Au(C≡CPh)(PPh3)]. Sequential reaction of [AuCl(PMe3)] with Br2
and LiC≡CPh also gives [Au(C≡CPh)3(PMe3)], as does the reaction
of [Au(C≡CPh)(PMe3)] with Tl(C≡CPh)2Cl. However, addition of
LiC≡CPh to [Au(C≡CPh)3(PMe3)] gives the tetra(ynyl) square pla-
nar complex [Au(C≡CPh)4]− which could not be isolated as a pure
sample, but converts readily to [Au(C≡CPh)2]− following reductive
elimination of PhC≡CC≡CPh.

Cationic homoleptic alkynide coinage metal clusters are
also known, and mass spectrometry has been shown to be a
useful tool through which to follow the formation and fur-
ther reactions of small to medium nuclearity cationic alkynide
clusters, which allows a degree of structure–reactivity relation-
ship to be established [212]. The trinuclear cluster polymer
{[Ag3(C≡CtBu)2][BF4]·0.6H2O}n is formed from a 1:2 reaction of
[AgBF4] with [{Ag(C≡CtBu)}n]. In this system [{Ag(C≡CtBu)2}]−

moieties are bonded to Ag+ ions via Ag–Ag bonding contacts
(Ag· · ·Ag ca. 3 Å) and !-interactions with the alkynide ligands
(Fig. 28) [213].

Similar structures are also formed from [AgNO3] or [AgOTs],
HC≡CtBu and NEt3 [188]. If the reaction stoichiometry is adjusted to
1:6 ([AgBF4]:[{Ag(C≡CtBu)}n]) then dicationic [Ag14(C≡CtBu)12]2+

is obtained without a templating anion [17,188]; other routes to
this “template free” species also being possible [190]. The usual
[Ag(C≡CtBu)2]− building block ions cap the faces of a cube of Ag+

ions supported by Ag–Ag (mean Ag–Ag bond length 2.9727(7) Å)
and "3, #1-C≡CtBu interactions. In an interesting variation of the
templating theme (Fig. 29), the clusters [Ag17(C≡CtBu)14(CO3)]OTf
and [Ag19(C≡CtBu)16(CO3)]BF4 were obtained from [Ag(C≡CtBu)]n
and [AgOTf] or [AgBF4], respectively, in “wet” solvents, the pres-
ence of atmospheric CO2 and TMEDA. Higher yields (ca. 80% vs. ca.
18%) were obtained following the addition of K2CO3 to the reaction
mixtures [214].

The predominance of !-C≡C· · ·M and M· · ·M metallophilic inter-
actions in the alkynide complexes of group 11 metals leads to
remarkable possibilities for the “self-assembly” of larger clus-
ters, including mixed-metal systems. Metal-atom substitution
and transmetallation reactions can also be used in the synthe-
sis of multi-metallic coinage metal clusters, with final product
composition driven by thermodynamic factors. For example, com-
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Fig. 29. The rhombohedral cage complex [Ag14(C≡CtBu)12F]BF4 showing the inter-
penetrating octahedral and cubic arrangements of Ag atoms with the fluoride in the
centre [188].

bination of [AuCl(tht)] (tht = tetrahydro-thiophene, SC4H8) with
[Cu(N≡CMe)4]PF6 in the presence of HC≡CPh and NEt3 gives the
bright orange, light sensitive cluster [Au6Cu6(C≡CPh)12] [166].
The cluster can be considered as a trigonal planar array of six
[Au(C≡CPh)2]− rods with three Cu atoms lying above and below
each face forming three fused Au3Cu2 trigonal bipyramids, all sup-
ported by Cu–Au, Au–Au and !-C≡C Cu interactions (Fig. 30).

Hexanuclear complexes [Pt2Ag4(C≡CR)8] (R = Ph, tBu) were
obtained from [PtCl2(tht)] and four equivalents of [{Ag(C≡CR)}n]
[125]. The cluster core consists of an octahedral Pt2Ag4 core, with
the apical Pt centres bearing four alkynide ligands. The silver atoms
in the cluster core could be substituted by gold (upon reaction with
[AuCl(tht)]) or copper (from [CuCl]). The same structures can also be
assembled from [NBu4]2[Pt(C≡CR)4] and [AgClO4] (CARE!), [CuCl]
or [AuCl(tht)] (Fig. 31) (see also Section 6.2.2) [125].

Fig. 30. A schematic representation of the core structure of [Au6Cu6(C≡CPh)12]
[166].

Fig. 31. A schematic representation of the molecular structure of [Pt2Ag4(C≡CR)8]
[125].

Fig. 32. The structure of [Au2(C≡CPh)3]− proposed by Abu-Salah [215].

Depolymerization of [{Au(C≡CPh)}n] with two equivalents of
[Au(C≡CPh)2]− gives a bimetallic anion [Au2(C≡CPh)3]−, thought to
feature an Au→Au dative interaction (Fig. 32) [215]. The same com-
plex anion could be obtained from a 1:1 reaction of [{Au(C≡CPh)}n]
and [Au(C≡CPh)2]− in the presence of pyridine. The pyridine is
thought to depolymerize [{Au(C≡CPh)}n], giving [Au(C≡CPh)(py)],
with subsequent displacement of the labile pyridine ligand by
the bis(alkynide) anion yielding [Au2(C≡CPh)3]−, the structure of
which was assigned based on the observation of a !C≡C band at
2110 cm−1, elemental analytical data and molecular weight mea-
surements [204,215].

Further reactions of [Au2(C≡CPh)3]− with [{Cu(C≡CPh)}n]
gave the copper bridged species [{Au(C≡CPh)2}2("-Cu)]−, which
upon treatment with both [{Au(C≡CPh)}n] and [{Cu(C≡CPh}n]
gave pentanuclear [Au3Cu2(C≡CPh)6]−, structurally similar to that
shown in Fig. 33. The analogous gold–silver heterometallic cluster
[Au3Ag2(C≡CPh)6]− is obtained in similar fashion [204].

The anionic clusters [Au3M2(C≡CR)6]− (M = Cu [216], Ag
[204,209,217]) [167,204,218] also feature [Au(C≡CR)2]− rods
linked by !-, Au–Au, and M–Au interactions (Fig. 33). As with the
homometallic analogues [M5(C≡CR)6]− the metallic core may be
thought of as a trigonal bipyramid, with apical heterometal atoms
[167]. DFT calculations indicate the HOMO to be largely metal d and
ethynyl ! in character, with the LUMO being an in-phase combina-
tion of the metal sp orbitals. The composition of the clusters can be
tuned with a degree of precision through control of the stoichiom-
etry of reaction of the [M(C≡CR)2]− rigid-rod building block with
[{M′(C≡CR)}n], giving rise to species such as [Ag4Cu(C≡CPh)6]−

[209,219,220].
Trimetallic systems can also be prepared using

similar building block approaches, with reaction of
[PPN][Au(C≡CPh)2]−, [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] and [{Cu(C≡CPh}n] afford-
ing [PPN][AuAg6Cu6(C≡CPh)14] [220]. This heterotrimetallic
species is thought to offer a similar structure to that determined
crystallographically for [PPN][Ag6Cu7(C≡CPh)14] [220] with a
linear [Au(C≡CPh)2]− moiety linked by metal–metal interactions
to three tetra-nuclear [Ag2Cu2(C≡CPh)4] subunits (Fig. 34). In the
subunits, the copper atoms are #-bonded to two C≡CPh ligands,
with the silver atoms held by !-interactions with two alkynide
fragments and metal–metal interactions [220].

Fig. 33. A schematic representation of the core structure in the cluster anions
[Au3M2(C≡CR)6]− (M = Cu, Ag).
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Fig. 34. A schematic representation showing the three almost square
Ag2Cu2(C≡CR)4 subunits linked to a Cu(C≡CR)2 core in [Ag6Cu7(C≡CPh)14]−

[220].

The pentametallic cluster [Au3AgCu(C≡CPh)6]− is obtained
from the reactions of [Au3Cu2(C≡CPh)6]− with [{Au(C≡CPh)}n]
and [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] in the presence of pyridine, from
[Au3Ag2(C≡CPh)6]− with [{AuCu(C≡CPh)2}n], or from
[Au2Cu(C≡CPh)4]− and [{AuAg(C≡CPh)2}n], respectively [221].
A mixture of salts containing the anions [AuAg6Cu6(C≡CPh)14]−,
[Au3Ag2(C≡CPh)6]− and [Au(C≡CPh)2]− was obtained from
[Au3Cu2(C≡CPh)6]−, [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] and [{Cu(C≡CPh)n}]. Closely
related product mixtures containing [AuAg6Cu6(C≡CPh)14]− and
[Au3AgCu(C≡CPh)6]− were obtained from [Au3Ag2(C≡CPh)6]−,
[{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] and [{Cu(C≡CPh)n}], while [Ag6Cu7(C≡CPh)14]−

was formed together with [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] from cluster expansion
of [Ag4Cu(C≡CPh)6]− with [{AgCu(C≡CPh)2}n] [221]. Cluster
expansion is also achieved by redistribution reactions arising
from addition of [CuCl] to [Au2Cu(C≡CPh)4]−. The trinuclear com-
plex [Au2CuCl(C≡CPh)4]2− and [CuCl] or [{AuCu(C≡CPh)2}n] gave
[Au3Cu2(C≡CPh)6]−, while [Au2CuCl(C≡CPh)4]2−with a mixture of
[{Ag(C≡CPh)}n] and [{Cu(C≡CPh)n}] gave [AuAg6Cu6(C≡CPh)14]−

[221]. Higher nuclearity clusters including [Ag6Cu7(C≡Ph)14]− can
also be obtained from ligand exchange and condensation processes
in mixtures of [{Ag(C≡CPh)}n, [{Cu(C≡CPh)}n and [Ag(C≡CPh)2]−.
The metal core geometry can be visualized as three almost square
Ag2Cu2 clusters encapsulating the seventh copper atom [222,223].

An interesting variation on a trigonal Cu3(C≡CH)3 motif has
been prepared from decarboxylation of the organometallic car-
boxylic acid Co2(!-HC2CO2H)(CO)6 upon reaction with Cu(OMe)2
(Fig. 35). The reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) is thought to be promoted
by oxidation of the cobalt cluster prior to decarboxylation [224].

In condensation of [Ag2C2] with silver salts, a common feature
is the encapsulation of the [C2]2− moiety within Agn (n≥6) cages
[177]. These AgnC2 clusters serve as supramolecular synthons that
can be used to construct larger polymeric layered structures of
three-dimensional systems through vertex sharing or anion bridg-
ing [178]. Recently, Mak has extended these concepts and identified
a range of new supramolecular synthons formed from double sil-
ver(I) salts of phenylethynide [225,226] and various isomers of
phenylene diethynide [227]. In the case of compounds formed
from reactions of [AgNO3] and polymeric species [Ag2(C≡CRC≡C)]n
(R = 1,3-C6H4, 2,3-C4H2S) or [Ag(C≡CR)]n (R = 3-pyridyl,
2-pyrazinyl) the nitrate anion serves to both stabilize the silver-
ethynide aggregate, and also permit additional "–" interactions
by virtue of its limited steric bulk [228]. These "-stacking motifs
dominate the long-range order in the solid state, with structures
from ribbons to three-dimensional cross-linked structures. When
larger ligands with more flexible structures are employed, such

Fig. 35. The solid state structure of cluster Cu3{!-C2HCo2(CO)6}3 formed from reac-
tion of Co2(!-HC2CO2H)(CO)6 with Cu(OMe)2 (carbonyl ligands are omitted for
clarity) [224].

as bis-prop-2-ynyloxy-naphthalenes, the situation become more
complex with the !4- and !5-coordination modes of the Agn⊂C≡CR
and Agn⊂C≡CRC≡C⊃Agn fragments augmented by weaker Ag-",
CH· · ·" and Ag· · ·Ag interactions [229]. Similar supramolecular
design concepts can be employed with mono- and diethynide
ligands bearing additional donor functionalities [230–233].

8. Homoleptic alkynide complexes of group 12

This Chapter describes the synthesis, structure, bonding, and
reactivity of group 12 homoleptic transition metal alkynides. The
group 12 complexes can be used, for example, in carbon–carbon
bond forming reactions by treatment with electrophiles [234].
However, the limited availability and difficulties associated with
handling alkynyl group 12 metal reagents has restricted their appli-
cations in organic synthesis. The group 12 transition metals display
weak Lewis acidity, such that in reactions with nucleophilic com-
plexes these species can serve as electrophilic alkynyl equivalents
[235]. Particularly, the cadmium and mercury species are very toxic
and hence, their use as organyl transfer reagents is confined. In gen-
eral, homoleptic group 12 metal alkynides are of structural type
[M(C≡CR)2] (M = Zn, Cd, Hg; R = H, single bonded organic group)
with a linear acetylide–metal–acetylide arrangement. A further
favored structure is [M(C≡CR)4]2− in which the metal ion M pos-
sesses a tetrahedral coordination geometry. The pioneer in this
field of chemistry is Nast, who firstly synthesized group 12 metal
alkynides of zinc and cadmium in the late 1950 s, while di(alkynyl)
mercurates were already described much earlier [3,236].

8.1. Zinc

The first zinc alkynide, K2[Zn(C≡CH)4], was prepared by
Nast and Müller in 1958 by reacting divalent [Zn(SCN)2]·2NH3
or K2[Zn(C≡N)4] with KC≡CH in liquid ammonia [237]. The
thus formed diammoniate K2[Zn(C≡CH)4]·2NH3 releases NH3 by
heating to 60–70 ◦C in high-vacuum. Zincate K2[Zn(C≡CH)4] is
diamagnetic, non-explosive, non-pyrophoric, but easily eliminates
acetylene when treated with protic solvents. In 1968 the structure
of K2[M(C≡CH)4] (M = Zn, Cd) in the solid state was determined
from X-ray powder data [238]. Both complexes are iso-type and
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Fig. 36. Crystal structures of the two anions [Zn(C≡CPh)3(thf)]− (left) and
[Zn(C≡CPh)3]− (right) forming [Na(12-crown-4)2]2[Zn(C≡CPh)3(thf)][Zn(C≡CPh)3]
in the solid state [243].

contain isolated [M(C≡CH)4]2− tetrahedra, which are surrounded
by six potassium ions arranged in a distorted octahedron. Follow-
ing Nastı̌s preparation of K2[Zn(C≡CH)4] (vide supra), Ruschewitz
and coworkers reported the synthesis of diverse alkali and alka-
line earth metal tetra-ethynylo zincates and cadmates of type
M′2[M(C≡CH)4] (M = Zn, Cd; M′ = Na, K, Rb, Cs) and M′[M(C≡CH)4]
(M′ = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba), respectively [84,239]. Raman spectroscopic
studies indicated that these molecules are setup by tetrahedral
fragments [M(C≡CH)4]2− with carbon–carbon triple bonds.

Polymeric [Zn(C≡CPh)2] was prepared either by the reaction
of dimethyl [240] or diethyl [241,242] zinc with phenylacetylene
or electrochemically from elemental zinc and phenylacetylene in
acetonitrile in presence of tetra-ethyl ammonium bromide as elec-
trolyte [106]. Its characterization was based on elemental analysis,
IR and NMR spectroscopy [241].

Zincate [Na(12-crown-4)2][Zn(C≡CPh)3] was recently synthe-
sized by Dehnicke and coworkers from the homoleptic amido
complex [Na(12-crown-4)2][Zn{N(SiMe3)2}3] and HC≡CPh [243].
Crystallization of this compound from tetrahydrofuran solutions
gave solvent containing single crystals of composition [Na(12-
crown-4)2]2[Zn(C≡CPh)3(thf)][Zn(C≡CPh)3] (Fig. 36).

The metal atom of the [Zn(C≡CPh)3]− group is in a trigonal-
planar arrangement, while the [Zn(C≡CPh)3(thf)]− moiety forms a

Fig. 37. Molecular structure of [Li(tmeda)]2[Zn(C≡CPh)4] in the solid state [244].

flat trigonal pyramid with the oxygen atom in apical position (bond
angle (O Zn C) = 96.6◦) [243]. Both building blocks differ in their
Zn–C bond distances which are ca. 2.003 Å (thf adduct) or 1.967 Å,
respectively.

The tetrahedral coordinated homoleptic tetra-phenylethynyl
zincate [Li(tmeda)]2[Zn(C≡CPh)4] is accessible by nucle-
ophilic substitution of the bis(trimethylsilyl)amido ligands
in [Zn(N(SiMe3)2)2] by LiC≡CPh [244]. The structure of
[Li(tmeda)]2[Zn(C≡CPh)4] in the solid state comprises a pseudo-
tetrahedral [Zn(C≡CPh)4]2− organometallic anion with two
[Li(tmeda)]+ cations bonded via alkynyl-lithium !-interactions
(Fig. 37) [244].

Homoleptic zinc alkynyls [Zn(C≡CR)2] (R = Ph, CMe2OH, SiMe3,
C5H11, CH2NMe2) can be used as cross-coupling reagents in
presence of catalytic amounts of [Pd(PPh3)4/CuI] for the for-
mation of new sp–sp2 carbon–carbon bonds including the
synthesis of diverse enynes and enediynes, respectively [245].
The appropriate bis(alkynyl) zinc derivatives were prepared by
the reaction of ZnCl2 with two equivalents of LiC≡CR. Mixed
[Zn(C≡CSiMe3)2]/[Zn(CH2SiMe3)2] zinc reagents can successfully
be applied for enantioselective synthesis of propargyl amines
through Zr-catalyzed addition to aryl amines [246]. The corre-
sponding chiral propargyl amines are thereby obtained in up to
90% ee. The addition of the zinc alkyl species improves significantly
the conversion rate (without addition of [Zn(CH2SiMe3)2]: 5–10%
conversion; with addition of [Zn(CH2SiMe3)2]: >98%) [246].

8.2. Cadmium

The synthesis of homoleptic cadmium acetylides was firstly
reported by Nast and Richers [247]. In a typical experiment they
reacted [Cd(SCN)2] with four equivalents of KC≡CR (R = H, Ph) in
presence of [Ba(SCN)2] in liquid ammonia to obtain poorly sol-
uble Ba[Cd(C≡CH)4] [247]. A synthetic methodology appropriate
for the formation of [Cd(C≡CPh)2] is based upon the reaction
of cadmium diphenyl with phenyl acetylene at low temperature
in diethyl ether solutions. The colorless crystals are only solu-
ble in liquid ammonia by formation of [Cd(C≡CPh)2]·xNH3. The
removal of the ammonia being achieved, as for the zinc com-
pounds described above, at elevated temperatures [247]. The
appropriate bis(acetylide) cadmium complex [Cd(C≡CH)2]·xNH3
was prepared by the same authors from [Cd(NH2)2] and gaseous
acetylene in liquid ammonia. In contrast to [Cd(C≡CPh)2], this
compound decomposes readily at 0 ◦C to give cadmium carbide
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Fig. 38. The structure of Cs2[Cd(C≡CH)4] in the solid state [248].

[CdC2]·0.5NH3, which upon protolysis produces acetylene [247]. As
discussed earlier for homoleptic alkynyl zincates, a series of cad-
mates of structural type M′2[Cd(C≡CH)4] (M′ = Na, K, Rb, Cs) and
M′[Cd(C≡CH)4] (M′ = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba) were synthesized and struc-
turally characterized [239,248]. While Na2[Cd(C≡CH)4] is, as the
appropriate zinc species, amorphous to X-rays, all other systems are
iso-typic to the respective potassium complexes [248]. As outlined
above these molecules crystallize in the tetragonal space group
I41/a containing [Cd(C≡CH)4]2− tetrahedra (Fig. 38). The alkali
cations are octahedrally surrounded by six side-on coordinated
ethynyl ligands of the [Cd(C≡CH)4]2− units, whereby each of the
four acetylide groups is trigonally coordinated by three Cs atoms
resulting in a polymeric framework (Fig. 38). These molecules show
structural relationships to Scheelit and Anatas [248].

Reaction of CdMe2 with phenylacetylene or 1-octyne in the ratio
of 1:2 resulted in the formation of linear [Cd(C≡CR)2] (R = Ph, C6H13)
[240]. These compounds were characterized by elemental analysis,
IR and NMR spectroscopy as well as titration against EDTA.

The ferrocene ethynyl-functionalized homoleptic cadmium
complex [Cd(C≡CFc)2] was synthesized by treatment of CdBr2
with two equivalents of LiC≡CFc (Fc = (!5-C5H4)(!5-C5H5)Fe)
[249]. This compound decomposes even at low temperature via

carbon–carbon bond formation to give the all-carbon butadiyne
FcC≡CC≡CFc (Scheme 15).

8.3. Mercury

The first homoleptic mercury(II) compound was [Hg(C≡CMe)2]
which was prepared in different ways by Kutscheroff as early
as 1884 [3], following an effort to synthesize C3H4HgO via
direct reaction of HgO with propyne in water. After several days
crystals with a strong smell of garlic were extracted. Elemen-
tal analysis of the obtained compound lead to the composition
[Hg(C≡CMe)2]. Other attempts using alkaline solutions of HgI2/KI
or [HgCl2]/acetone and propyne resulted in the formation of
the same compound. In 1899 Nef described the synthesis of
[Hg(C≡CPh)2] from an alkaline solution of KI and HgCl2 by adding
HC≡CPh [236], while based on these studies in 1926 Johnson
and McEwen [250] obtained a series of bis(alkynyl) mercury(II)
compounds [Hg(C≡CR)2] (R = Cl, Br, Me, Et, tBu, nC5H11, nC8H17,
Ph, CH2Ph, CH2CH2Ph, C6H4 4-Me, C6H4 4-OMe, CH2

cC6H11,
CH2OPh, C4H3O, C4H2OBr) by treatment of K2[HgI4] with RC≡CH
in presence of KOH. Caution is advised, since these compounds do
not melt below the temperature of decomposition or even explo-
sion. In 1964, Nast described the synthesis of the explosive colorless
mercury alkynide Ba[Hg(C≡CH)4] and the more stable derivative
Ba[Hg(C≡CPh)4] [251]. These molecules have been synthesized
by reacting the mercury salt [Hg(SCN)2] with KC≡CR (R = H, Ph)
and Ba(SCN)2 in liquid ammonia. Their characterization is based
mainly on IR spectroscopy and elemental analysis. Upon protol-
ysis, Ba[Hg(C≡CH)4] completely decomposed to give acetylene
along with mercury(II), while the corresponding Ba[Hg(C≡CPh)4]
derivative gave hydrophobic insoluble [Hg(C≡CPh)2] and phenyl
acetylene [251].

Hill and coworkers used diverse mercury(II) alkynyls
[Hg(C≡CR)2] (R = Ph, C6H4 4-Me, Fc) for the convenient syn-
thesis of alkynyl aryl chalcogenoethers by reacting the bis(alkynyl)
mercurials with diaryl dichalogenides (R′EER′; E = Se, Te; R′ = Ph,
C6H4 4-Cl) [252]. Mechanistic investigations of this reaction were
also undertaken and are summarized in Scheme 16. In 2006, the
same author discussed the hazardous properties of homoleptic
[Hg(C≡CiC3H7)2], which spontaneously detonates producing finely
divided mercury [253].

In recent studies a large number of homoleptic mercury
alkynides [Hg(C≡CR)2] with different organic groups R have been
identified, and are summarized in Table 7. The use of bifunc-
tional building blocks leads to the formation of organomercury
polyynes (Table 8). To discuss all these compounds in detail would
go beyond the scope of this article. Rather the interested reader is
referred to the original literature given in Tables 7 and 8 and to the
review written by W.-Y. Wong in 2007 joining the above discussed
homoleptic mercury alkynyls and their heteroleptic counterparts
as versatile templates for new organometallic materials and poly-
mers [14].

A series of heterometallic mercury bis(diyndiyl) compounds
of type Hg{C≡C C≡C[MLn]}2 bearing different "-bonded tran-
sition metal complex fragments, such as CpW(CO)3 [269],
Cp*Ru(dppe) [270], AuPR3 [271], and C[Co3(#-dppm)(CO)7]
(dppm = Ph2PCH2PPh2) [272] was synthesized by Bruce et al. The

Scheme 15. Synthesis and decomposition of [Cd(C≡CFc)2] [249].
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Scheme 16. Mechanism of alkynyl aryl chalcogenoether synthesis starting from homoleptic [Hg(C≡CR)2] [252].

Table 7
Homoleptic mercury alkynides of type [Hg(C≡CR)2] bearing different organic groups R.

R Ref.

[254]

[255]

[256]

[171]

[257]

[258]

[259]
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Table 8
Homoleptic mercury polyynes of type [-HgC≡C-E-C≡C-]n with different connecting units E.

E Ref. E Ref.

[260] [261]

[262] [263]

[264] [265]

[266,267] [268]

[257]

preparation of these rod-like molecules were realized by the
reaction of [Hg(OAc)2] with the respective diynyl metal com-
plex. X-ray results showed in the molecular structure of the
ruthenium compound an unusual large bending at the carbon
atoms attached to mercury (C≡C-Hg 166.5(3)◦) [270]. DFT cal-
culations were employed to explain this phenomenon with the
result that no electronic source is responsible for this feature. It
must be caused by lattice forces [270]. This contrasts to the sin-
gle crystal X-ray structures of [Hg{(C≡C)xC[Co3(!-dppm)(CO)7]}2]
(x = 1, 2) where no conspicuous angles around the mercury
centre are observed [272]. Bruce succeeded also in the prepara-
tion of homoleptic [Hg{(C≡C)4[CCo3(!-dppm)(CO)7]}2] containing

even longer alkynyl chains with cobalt cluster end groups
[273].

The first ferrocenyl-functionalized bis(alkynyl) mercury com-
pound was reported by Bassetti et al. [274] who demonstated
that quenching the reaction of [Hg(OAc)2] and HC≡CFc with
an iodine solution, immediately after addition of the mercury
acetate, led to an orange precipitate, which could be identi-
fied as [Hg(C≡CFc)2]. This molecule was formed in quantitative
yield. However, when longer reaction times (up to three days)
were used then acetyl ferrocene was obtained quantitatively via
intermediates including FcC(OMe) = CH2 [274]. A similar com-
pound featuring a diphenylthiophosphoryl group at ferrocene

Fig. 39. Heterometallic Complexes [Hg{C≡C-fc-P(S)Ph2}2] (left) [275] and [Hg{C≡C-fc-C≡CRu(dppe)(Cp*)}2] (right) [276].
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was recently published according to the synthesis method
reported by Kutscheroff (see above) [275]. Complex [Hg{C≡C-fc-
P(S)Ph2}2] (fc = (!5-C5H4)(!5-C5H4)Fe) (Fig. 39, left) was obtained
as an orange, very poorly soluble material. Heterotrimetallic
[Hg{C≡C-fc-C≡CRu(dppe)(Cp*)}2] could be isolated from the reac-
tion of [Hg(OAc)2] with [HC≡C-fc-C≡CRu(dppe)(Cp*)] in refluxing
tetrahydrofuran as described by Bruce (Fig. 39, right) [276].

The electrochemical response of the latter molecule was exam-
ined by cyclic voltammetry. Typical one-electron oxidations occur
between 0.60 and 0.67 V for the ferrocenyl and the ruthenium half-
sandwich fragments [276]. Comparing these values with the redox
potentials of FcC≡CH and [(dppe)(Cp*)RuC≡CPh] leads to the con-
clusion that an interaction between both redox-centers through the
acetylide link exists.

9. Conclusion

This review describes the current trends in homoleptic tran-
sition metal alkynide chemistry, a family of compounds which
was first identified in literature more than one century ago. The
renaissance in this area took place in the early 1950s with Nast’s
pioneering contributions. Since that time, a wide range of such com-
plexes, especially from group 10–12 metals, have been prepared
and studied. Their synthesis, structure, bonding motifs, reaction
chemistry, reactivity, and their application potential is well under-
stood and documented, nevertheless, the characterization of the
molecules synthesized in the nineteen-fifties and -sixties are lim-
ited by modern standards.

The large quantity of work carried out so far in this field of
chemistry opens the possibility, for example, to use transition metal
acetylides as building blocks for the preparation of nowadays fasci-
nating heteromultimetallic transition metal complexes [277–282]
allowing to study electron transfer processes between different
redox-active metal centers via alkynide connectivities. It will be
of interest to see if the applications of homoleptic alkynide com-
plexes reach a comparable level to the broad variety of heteroleptic
transition metal alkynide and cyanide systems.
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Some of the possible roles that organometallic chemistry will play in the future are discussed and
reflected upon against the backdrop of current global uncertainty. In particular, the manipulation of
organometallic excited states, redox states, and magnetic properties for use in energy generation,
photocatalysis, and molecular electronics is discussed.

Introduction

Dicebat Bernardus Carnotensis nos esse quasi nanos, gigan-
tium humeris insidentes, ut possimus plura eis et remotiora
videre, non utique proprii visus acumine, aut eminentia
corporis, sed quia in altum subvenimur et extollimur magni-
tudine gigantean.
As Bernard of Chartes has said “we are like dwarfs on the
shoulders of giants, so that we can see more than they, and
things at a greater distance, not by virtue of any sharpness of
sight on our part, or any physical distinction, but because we
are carried high and raised up by their giant size.”

John of Salisbury

An invitation to write about what future directions might
be taken in any discipline brings considerable excitement
from the freedom to range over the expanse of what we know
and to ponder on what we do not. It is perhaps more
burdensome to consider where the responsibility of experi-
ment and development to support these future visions lies!

I donot havemuch time for thosewhopresentwild hypotheses,
and feel no compunction to generate the proof themselves,
placing the onus on their critics to assemble the falsifying
evidence. I consider this to be scientific irresponsibility of the
highest order, bordering on the unethical. Furthermore, I am
also not that enamored by hypotheses, which are not amenable
to testing by state-of-the-art technology.

Harold Kroto

In taking a look ahead at the future of organometallic
chemistry, it is obvious to think initially of the current drivers
of research direction and assume that the directions upon

which we embark today will influence what we discover
tomorrow. Although agendas vary across national bound-
aries, those areas that are most readily highlighted on the
basis of societal needs are also those that tend to attract ring-
fenced pools of research funding (e.g., energy supply and
security; managing and alleviating climate change; feeding
the world’s growing population; water safety and supply;
pharmaceutical development; education; threat detection
and alleviation; materials for tomorrow’s world). Naturally,
it is hoped that such targeted funds will help to secure
appropriate basic research and the necessary follow-through
to implementation of solutions that might be identified. One
can expect that such funding regimes will also spur develop-
ment in closely allied lines of research.
Against the background of research drivers that stem from

readily identified problems and large scale targeted funding
it is also necessary to encourage individual ambition, and
provide opportunities to first observe, and subsequently
follow up, unusual results.

Basic science is often labeled “curiosity-driven”. But all
research is fundamentally motivated by curiosity. Different
sorts of science are interdependent and equally important.
Wemust not lose sight of theways inwhich they reinforce one
another.

The Scientific Century Report, The Royal Society

By its very nature, science that has near to market com-
mercial spinoff must be directed by what we already know
and driven to achieve a goal that has been clearly enunciated.
There is usually little scope within targeted funding regimes
to pursue the truly unexpected. In whatever funding models
are adopted, and in addition to whatever encouragements
are offered to promote work in an identified area, there must
always be some room for the curiosity-driven research.Work
for which no obvious commercial application can be easily

† Part of the special issue Future of Organometallic Chemistry.
*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: p.j.low@

durham.ac.uk. Tel: þ44 (0)191 334 2114. Fax: þ44 (0)191 384 4737.
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attributed often has great value when we recognize that the
most amazing discoveries are usually made when looking for
something else.1 We must be ever mindful of the need to
support the “what if” and “what next” brand of thinking that
has inspired this issue of the journal.

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that
heralds new discoveries, is not “Eureka!” (I found it!), but
“That’s funny...”

Isaac Asimov

So where might organometallic chemistry be heading in
the future, given a global backdrop of more or less obvious
problems and as yet unidentified solutions, and the desire to
discover the truly new? If one takes a holistic view of the
nature of the great challenges that confront our world, a
smaller number of cross-cutting research areas and direc-
tions can be identified (energy supply, climate stabilization,
development of new functional materials, control of reactive
intermediates for atom efficient synthesis, etc). Within this
article we address the possible outcomes that might arise
from the development of highly refined levels of control over
electron transfer processes initiated within organometallic
complexes and between complexes and surfaces.

Discussion

Energy and the Photochemistry of Organometallic Com-
plexes. Photovoltaics provide a direct, at point of use,
method for the conversion of solar energy to electricity and
are widely regarded as being key components of a future
energy mix. Organometallic complexes hold incredible po-
tential for use as photosensitizers in dye-sensitized solar cells
(DSSC), and yet despite the vast efforts expended, few dyes
have emerged that can outperform the bis(isocyanato)bis-
(2,20-bipyridyl-4,40-dicarboxylato)ruthenium(II) dye/TiO2

semiconductor/iodide, triiodide electrolyte based systems.
The challenges in arriving at a de novo solution to the dye,
semiconductor, and electrolyte combination are consider-
able. The ideal dye (or suite of dyes) must exhibit broad-
spectrum absorption characteristics that not only collect the
ultraviolet and visible light energy but also harvest the
immense power that reaches the earth in the near-infrared
region. The energy of the photogenerated excited state must
be well-matched to the conduction band of TiO2 or other
semiconductor of choice, while the redox potentials of the
ground state must be compatible with a stable and reliable
redox couple within the electrolyte. From a materials chem-
istry perspective, organometallic precursors that permit the
deposition of TiO2 and other semiconductors with con-
trolled morphology and (nano)crystalline domains merit
wider investigation,2 provided issues of carbon contamina-
tion can be avoided. The physical adsorption of the dye to the
semiconductor must permit effective electron injection from
the photoexcited dye as well as good adhesion and long-term
physical device stability. Finally, the kinetics of the various
electron transfer reactions must be favorable for charge
injection and transfer, rather than permitting direct recom-
bination.Realizing significant advances inDSSC technology
will demand not only precise control over absorption profiles

of the organometallic chromophore but also a detailed
understanding of the molecule-surface contact chemistry
and charge injection processes. While the absorption profile
is defined by energy gaps, charge injection and redox cycling
rest on the energy of ground and excited states relative to the
conduction/valence bands of the semiconductor and the
redox potential of the complex relative to the electrolyte
redox couple. Such a fine level of control over molecular
electronic states will necessitate cooperation between those
versed in synthesis, photochemistry, electrochemistry, mo-
lecular modeling, electronic structure calculations, and sur-
face chemistry, not to mention the engineering aspects
necessary to realize device construction.

A similar checklist of challenges described for the devel-
opment of optimal photosensitizers in DSSC (i.e., designed
absorption profiles, ground- and excited-state energies cho-
sen to meet a specific purpose, controlled interfacial charge
injection, and balanced charge transport) also underpins
developments in other areas, such as OLED (which on the
basis of the prevalence of cyclometalated lumophores are
increasingly becoming organometallic, rather than organic,
light-emitting diode)-based displays and lighting. Indeed, it
is tantalizing to consider the global energy saving that could
be achieved from white OLED based domestic lighting.

The global energymix is complex, and demands for energy
in different contexts require an interactive mix of energy
solutions. Thus, while photovoltaics might offer a (partial)
solution to the electricity demands of a household, and
perhaps even provide the energy density necessary to run a
car, it is rather more difficult to envision a solar-powered jet
airliner. However, if a suitable waste biomass or syngas
mixture could be converted to a high-energy-density liquid
fuel in an energy-efficient manner, then it may be possible to
design alternative aviation fuels (noting the extremely high
demands of the aviation industry in this regard and the
FAA’s commitment to promoting and monitoring change
through the Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels
Initiative).3

Photoexcited states are remarkable high-energy inter-
mediates, and harnessing these provides an opportunity for
achieving chemical reactions without the provision of ther-
mal energy. For example, the development of a solar-pow-
ered Fischer-Tropsch catalytic cycle would open vast new
opportunities for liquid-fuel sources.4 Similarly, a photo-
chemical Haber cycle would reduce the energy demands of
nitrogen fixation, and while inorganic fertilizers alone can-
not solve the impending global food crisis, it may at least buy
us time to fully debate the issues surrounding drought/pest/
disease resistant GM crops. More widely, solar photocata-
lysts have potential to completely redefine the way in which
we think about small molecule synthesis in solution. Con-
ventional synthetic strategies often rely on the relationship
between the Boltzmann distribution of molecular energies at
a given temperature and reaction activation energy, and are
readily grasped by even the most naive undergraduates (i.e.,
if a reaction is not proceeding at room temperature, try
heating it at reflux...). However, heating reaction vessels
costs considerable amounts of energy. The development of
less energy intensive forms of processes that are carried out
on the vast scale, such as the Haber process, would play a

(1) Smalley, R. E. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1997, 36, 1594.
(2) Zukalova, M.; Zukal, A.; Kavan, L.; Nazeeruddin, M. K.; Liska,

P.; Gratzel, M. Nano Lett. 2005, 5, 1789.

(3) http://www.caafi.org/.
(4) Roy, S. C.; Varghese, O. K.; Paulose, M.; Grimes, C. A. ACS

Nano 2010, 4, 1259.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showLinks?system=10.1021%2Fnl051401l&pmid=16159225&coi=1%3ACAS%3A528%3ADC%252BD2MXnslOrsLs%253D
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showLinks?crossref=10.1002%2Fanie.199715941
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showLinks?system=10.1021%2Fnn9015423&pmid=20141175&coi=1%3ACAS%3A528%3ADC%252BC3cXhs1Gmtrg%253D
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huge role in limiting global CO2 emissions and fossil fuel
consumption.

Hydrogen has long been considered as an alternative fuel
vector to liquid fuels in some applications, although amyriad
of scientific and technological challenges remain to be re-
solved (e.g., low-energy hydrogen generation, safe and high-
density hydrogen storage, optimal fuel-cell design, and long-
term component stability). Nevertheless, with the rapid
advances in hydrogen fuel cells for automotive applications,5

the realization of a truly viable contribution from hydrogen
to a future energymixmight ultimately rely upon developing
the technology for clean H2 production. The search for a
viable hydrogen production strategy is well underway, with
the case beingmade for technologies including electrolysis of
water, steam re-forming of CO2 or methanol, gasification of
coal or heavy hydrocarbons, the oxidation of biomass or
biohydrogen production from green algae. While conven-
tional industrial production of hydrogen from fossil fuels
will probably dominate hydrogen production in the near
future, a less energy intensive process of production would
seem to hold appeal for use in the long term.

If generation of hydrogen from electrolysis is to be viable,
a “clean” source of electricity is necessary. However, while
generation of hydrogen from solar-powered electrolysis has
the potential to provide a long-term solution, the material
costs of crystalline photovoltaics are too high to meet cost
targets for hydrogen (2-4 c/kWh). DSCCs offer an alter-
native as an electricity source for hydrolysis, provided
sufficient potentials can be achieved, but photosynthetic
microbial systems that produce hydrogen from water may
be a key here, not least of all being the use of sunlight as the
primary energy source to generate hydrogen directly. The
integration of biological systems into a hydrogen production
cycle will require more integrated approaches from molecu-
lar chemistry (and here the organometallic chemist has a
pivotal role in working with the hydrogenase enzyme active
site) and genomic and bioengineering research.

In the biological systems, protein structures and active
sites in enzymes have evolved to cope with the remarkable
challenges of promoting the conceptually simple electroche-
mical half-reactions 2Hþþ 2e-fH2and 2H2OfO2þ 4Hþ

þ 4e-, which together give the photochemical splitting of
water. In order to achieve viable catalytic turnover rates,
nature has evolved a complex protein host environment, in
which closely controlled geometries, binding sites, pH and
electron transfer pathways, and kinetics provide extraordi-
narily facile pathways for reactions.

At the present time, artificial small-molecule structures
cannot hope to mimic directly the action of the natural
system: engineering the active site itself is sufficiently chal-
lenging. For example, in the “iron-only” hydrogenase,6,7 the
bimetallic iron active site is supported by a combination of
carbonyl (CO) and cyanide (CN-) ligands, together with a
cluster-based redox shuttle. This incredibly effective system
might be thought of as rather unusual for a biological system,
but an ideal playground for the organometallic chemist.
However, developing mimics of the protein environment
(for example, in the case of the iron-only hydrogenase, the
H-bonding interactions between cyanide ligands and the

protein support that are thought responsible formaintaining
the relative metal geometries in the native enzyme) is a
challenge likely to remain beyond us for a considerable
period of time. Indeed, the complexities of electron-transfer
reactions in biological systems and those coupled with ion
and/or proton transfer still remain a topic of great debate
and profound importance to the design of biomimetic or
bioinspired molecular machines.8,9 In the future, a combina-
tion of chemistry and biology may lead to the designed
synthesis of such structures by employing proteins as ligands.
Nevertheless, bioinspired approaches, in which inspiration
for molecular design is drawn from Nature’s blueprint, are
far more tractable. For example, the key structural elements
of the [2Fe2S] enzyme active site from iron-only hydroge-
nases can be engineered in bimetallic models, and efforts to
link a cluster model of the [4Fe4S] redox shuttle to the
bimetallic reaction center are underway.10

Photogeneration of hydrogen using metal catalysts has
been a hot topic for some time now,11 and as described
above, the organometallic chemistry of the Fe2(μ-dithiolate)
systems, driven by the relevance of such studies to the iron-
only hydrogenase active site, is exceptionally well developed.
However, studies of photochemical activation/reduction of
the bimetallic iron models are more limited.12-16 While
active toward photochemical reduction of protons (thereby
demonstrating proof of principle), few of the photoactive
hybrid systems described to date have attempted to use
bimetallic iron systems more complex than the simple
Fe2(μ-dithiolate)(CO)6 cores, and turnover numbers are
generally low. A collaborative approach in which coupled
electrochemical-photochemical reaction chemistry and or-
ganometallic chemistry are linked with insight from biology
and implemented through materials science and engineering
will be necessary to tackle the challenges associated with
designing a photocatalyst capable of operating within the
solar spectrum that mediates the proton-coupled multielec-
tron-transfer reactions associated with water splitting. In the
ultimate scenario, the photochemically driven proton-reduc-
tion half-cell would be coupled with a photocell driving the
oxidation of water (2H2OfO2þ 4Hþþ 4e-) to achieve the
complete photochemical splitting of water to O2 and H2

under solar irradiation. Recent advances in the design of
bioinspired water-oxidation photocatalysts, based on man-
ganese oxo clusters,17-20 suggest that while such activity is
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difficult, it is most certainly feasible. Given the essential role
polymetallic species play in nature’s electron transfer cas-
cades and reaction sites, perhaps a renaissance of cluster
chemistry is due, driven not by a cluster-surface analogy but
by a cluster-enzyme analogy. In a cluster-enzyme analogy
inspired research environment, “traditional” pyrolysis reac-
tions of clusters would be replaced by studies of redox and
(photoinduced) electron transfer processes, the purpose of
which would not be to find new cluster rearrangements but
rather to identify metal frameworks able to act as structu-
rally robust redox shuttles and reaction sites.
Organometallic Complexes in Molecular Electronics and

the Case for Ground-State Electronic Processes. While the
future for the use of organometallic photoexcited states
seems bright, ground-state electron transfer processes in
organometallic complexes also offer many exciting oppor-
tunities for the future. Undergraduates are taught that metal
complexes are distinguished from organic compounds by the
presence of valence electrons in d orbitals and how the
population and depopulation of these high-lying electron
sinks lead to variable spectroscopic andmagnetic properties.
Control and manipulation of these states has long been
a challenge, as efforts to design high-performance single-
molecule magnets will attest. The control and manipulation
of metal redox and spin states at the molecular level also
promise a great deal in terms of the future development of
molecular electronics.

Moore’s Law, the observation that the number of compo-
nents that can be placed on a silicon chip approximately
doubles every 2 years, with commensurate increases in the
processing and data storage capacities of devices and de-
creases in the unit cost of components, has driven decades of
technological achievement and new materials science.21 De-
vices with <45 nm feature sizes are now in production, and,
if Moore’s Law is to continue to operate in the longer term,
further reductions in feature size will be required. Therefore,
industry is now looking at the materials challenges required
to be addressed for the next few years if 22 nm feature sizes,
and even smaller, are to be achieved in the future. Two
consequences flow from the desire to maintain technological
pace with the demands of Moore’s Law. The first is that, in
the medium-long term, feature sizes will approachmolecular
dimensions. The second is a more practical and immediate
consequence; new materials must now be integrated into
silicon-based devices. For example, even in the present genera-
tion of 45 nm chips, silicon dioxide is no longer used as the gate
insulator in the transistors, because at the feature sizes required,
a SiO2 gate needs to be so thin that it would leak too much
current when the transistor is in the “off” state. This problem
was recognized long before the exact materials solution was
conceived, even though the nature of the solution (a high-κ
alternative insulator) was apparent.22,23 After a relatively brief
but intense search, hafnium oxide was identified as a viable
alternate insulatormaterial. The technical challenges inherent in
depositing HfO2, a highly refractory and expensive material,

instead of simply oxidizing silicon, were considerable.24-27

However, driven by the industrial and consumer demands to
meet Moore’s Law, the materials science and deposition chem-
istry challenges were met, and HfO2-containing integrated
circuits are now being sold worldwide.28 The point to be made
here is that the introduction of new materials into the produc-
tion stream of advanced electronic devices is an established part
of the device evolution. Another evolutionary requirement for
the future will be the replacement of polysilicon contacts with
metal; polysilicon is simply too resistive at the contact sizes
required for <45 nm devices and would generate too much
heat, but there will again be formidable challenges in laying
downmetal contacts at these feature sizes,29 andnewprecursors
for controlled metal deposition and etch systems will be
required. It is clear that traditional silicon-based technology
is already undergoing major changes, and while molecular
electronics is commonly perceived to be very difficult to
implement, the continued development of “traditional” silicon
technology also faces profound challenges.

The term “molecular electronics” is generally applied to
structures designed to involve a single molecule, or a single
layer of molecules, oriented between two contacts (which
may be metals or semiconductors), with the critical dimen-
sion between the contacts therefore lying in the nanometer
size range. Circuit components at the molecular level could
exploit the small size of molecules and their enormous
potential variation in structure and properties, controlled
using the tools of synthetic chemistry, to increase device
density and to incorporate new functionality into existing
or new microelectronic architectures. In order to utilize
molecules in electronic devices, it is clear that a major
paradigm shift will be needed from current silicon-based
technology, and it is therefore likely that, as recently
with “plastic electronics” (i.e., electronics using the bulk
properties of conjugated polymers), new technologies
and opportunities for both research and application will
evolve.

Some 35 years after the Aviram-Ratner molecular recti-
fier was proposed, the International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) has set a timeline that will move
the field of molecular electronics from the pure research
phase (2009-2018), through development (2019-2021) and
into production (2022 onward).30 Molecular systems offer
considerable theoretical advantages on cost, scalability,
component density, and power consumption criteria when
weighed against solid-state materials. The transition from
purely solid-state electronics to hybrid molecular/solid-state
technology will require many technological challenges to be
met and overcome, including (1) production of molecular
materials with appropriate dimensions to interface with
fabricated solid-state device features, (2) development of
methods for tethering active molecular components to a
solid surface in such a way as to provide robust and electro-
nically useful junctions, (3) assembly of molecule/solid-state
devices, (4) measurement, interpretation, and application of
the electronic characteristics of the hybrid molecular/solid-
state device structure.

To date, significant effort has been expended toward
meeting one or other of these goals principally through the use
of organic molecules and gold-thiol (Au-SR) self-assembled
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monolayers (SAMs). Organometallic complexes, which com-
bine organic and inorganic (metal centers and clusters)
components, represent in many ways the ultimate in molec-
ular species for use in hybrid molecular/solid-state construc-
tions, with exquisite atomic-level control of structure
afforded by synthetic chemistry coupled with the electronic
and magnetic diversity offered by elements chosen from
across the whole periodic table. Therefore, organometallic
complexes represent an attractive family of molecular mate-
rials that have received far less attention for molecular
electronics applications than other materials (e.g., carbon
nanotubes, graphitic materials and graphene, SAMs of
organic thiols on gold, DNA). To date, the significant
majority of molecular systems investigated for molecular
electronics purposes have been purely organic in composi-
tion. A vast array of organic molecular systems have been
explored either as passive, wirelike components in their own
right or as tools through which to investigate fundamental
issues (connection to electrodes, through-molecule conduc-
tion vs. formationofmetallic filaments, conduction vs. length,
etc.), including simple R,ω-functionalized alkanes and, com-
monly, oligomeric phenylene(ethynylene) systems. Organic
structures of remarkable length have been prepared,31,32 pro-
viding the capacity tomanipulatemolecular systemswithin the
demanding constraints imposed by electronic test-bed devices.
More highly functional (i.e., redox-active) structures have also
been considered both experimentally33-37 and theoretically.38

The role that redox andmagnetic processes play inmanipulat-
ing the I-V response of these devices containing redox-active
molecular components is a source of considerable optimism
from the point of view of engineering higher order electronic
function and for spintronic applications. Indeed, the opportu-
nity to control access toparticularmolecular charge states via a
gate electrode and/or an external magnetic field opens an
immense range of opportunities for the construction of highly
functional hybrid molecular/solid-state devices.39,40 However,
only in the past few years has there been a concerted effort to

examine themolecular electronic potential ofmetal-containing
molecular materials.41-50

Organometallic complexes possess properties that make
them particularly attractive candidates for emerging re-
search materials for electronics. These include the following,
controllable through synthetic chemistry:
• versatility of structure, length, and binding groups, in-

cluding control of the ligands, of stereochemical and geo-
metric structure at the metal center(s), and of spin state at
the metal center, with possible implications for spintronics
applications;
• control of redox chemistry and multiple redox states

enabling development of device functionality and enabling
gated control of electronic function;
• control of charge transport mechanisms from shorter

range superexchange to longer range hopping;
• potential for modular construction.

In contrast to the wide variety of organic compounds that
have been assembled within molecular electronics test beds,
studies of metal-containing molecules are far more limited,
despite the undoubted potential of such systems. The role of
metal complexes in hybrid deviceswas recently underlined by
a number of important works describing Kondo effects in
hybrid devices.40,51,52 Together, these publications demon-
strate that redox and magnetic effects within the metal
complex are important and potentially immensely useful
phenomena, with opportunities for further functional tuning
arising from the nature of the contacts between the complex
and the electrode surfaces.53 These works have spurred a
wave of interest in hybrid devices in the past few years.
Progress has been made in the attachment of organometallic
complexes to surfaces, which has included covalent
attachment,54 assembly into SAMs,55 contacting complexes
with gold nanoparticles,56 and immobilization of metal-
containing compounds between nanoscale electrode gaps.57

More modular approaches to the construction of the elec-
tronically active complexes by synthesis on the surface have
also appeared recently, and the activity is reflected in the
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“on surface”-synthesized complexes has been achieved by
the introduction of metallic nanoparticles61 or a mercury drop
electrode.62 Of considerable importance is the demonstration
of the contact-limiting resistance of the latter structures.

It is therefore apparent that, at the present time, both
preformed and “on surface”-synthesized metal complexes
offer viable routes to hybrid device structures. The readily
accessed and tunable redox properties of the organometallic
compounds coupled with the ability to exploit organic
structures within and pendant to ligands around the metal
center permits considerable scope for the development of
highly functionalized molecular-based devices (e.g., gated
charge transfer) with a level of control and expediency
beyond that commonly achieved with “purely” organic
molecules. However, issues surrounding the molecule-
surface contact and the methods of reliably fabricating a top
contact remain to be systematically explored, and the role of
redox and spin states within complexes on the electronic
characteristics of hybrid devices, especially in back-gated
architectures, demands further investigation.

Computational chemistry will play an essential role in the
design ofmolecules that fulfill functional roles in these areas.
The immense contributions of ab initio and density func-
tional based calculations to the interpretation of spectro-
scopic data, reaction profiles, and physical structure cannot
be underestimated. At some point in the future, computa-
tional chemistry will provide a step-change in the way
molecules are designed and materials for investigation are
selected, but only when computational protocols are devel-
oped that permit the accurate modeling or prediction of

charge-transfer energies and molecule-surface interactions.
Basis sets that accurately deal with the heavier elements,
density functionals that overcome the electron-hole corre-
lation problem associated with modeling charge-transfer
processes, and accurate solvation models are all desperately
required to improve the accuracy of computational predic-
tions. Close work between experimentalists, computational
chemists, and theoristswill be required before such a goal can
be achieved.

Conclusion

In summary, the manipulation of electrons around an
organometallic framework, be it in response to an incident
photon or an externally applied electric field, hold vast
promise for future applications. The realization of organo-
metallic-based systems will necessitate close collaboration
between the practitioners of diverse disciplines from synth-
esis through photochemistry and redox chemistry, computa-
tion and modeling, biology, engineering, and physics.
Nature uses metal centers and clusters to store, promote,
and shuttle electrons to dousefulwork: it seems likely thatwe
should follow her lead.
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Transition-metal σ-alkynyl complexes are valuable func-
tional materials that have found application as sructural units
in the assembly of polymetallic arrays and large molecular
structures, reagents for the transfer, oligomerisation or func-
tionalisation of alkynes, magnetic or optical materials and
putative components for use in a future molecular-based
electronics platform. Many σ-alkynyl complexes are redox-
active, undergoing facile oxidation (reduction) at moderate
potentials to generate radical cations (anions) in which the

1. Introduction
The redox reactions of 18-electron organometallic com-

plexes are often described in terms of formal metal electron
counts, with one-electron oxidation or reduction leading to
17- or 19-electron radical species, respectively. In addition,
many common reaction mechanisms (e.g., oxidative ad-
dition, reductive elimination) are described in terms of for-
mal two-electron redox state changes at a metal centre. The
capacity for metal complexes to accommodate such a vari-
able number of electrons has led to interest in these systems
as electron reservoirs[1,2] and mono- or multi-electron redox
reagents,[3,4] and accounts for the wide-spread application
of metal complexes in the catalytic transformations of or-
ganic substrates through oxidative or reductive coupling
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charge and spin density can be tuned from being largely
metal-centred to alkynyl ligand-centred by variation of the
nature of the metal, supporting ligands and alkynyl substitu-
ents. This review summarises the diverse chemical behaviour
of metal-supported σ-alkynyl radicals, and some selected
closely related systems, which can often be rationalised in
terms of the distribution of electron-spin density over the
metal–alkynyl scaffold.

processes.[5–7] Electrochemical activation of metal com-
plexes to promote chemical reactions is also known, but less
widely employed as a tool in synthetic chemistry.[8] How-
ever, descriptions of redox reactions in terms of a change
in the population of metal-centred orbitals are now recog-
nised as being overly simplistic, particularly for those com-
plexes featuring π-donor or -acceptor ligands in which the
frontier orbitals that support the unpaired electron have ap-
preciable metal–ligand to ligand character.[9] Thus, in the
broadest possible terms, the redox chemistry of transition-
metal (organometallic) σ-alkynyl systems {LnM}–C!CR
can be interpreted in terms of either changes in the metal
oxidation state or the redox ligand non-innocence of the
alkynyl ligand (Figure 1). Of course, these descriptions of
metal versus ligand redox character are the extremes, and
in reality many systems occupy positions across the middle
ground of this continuum of electronic structures with elec-
tron spin density being distributed to varying degrees over
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the metal and alkynyl moiety. Even within a family of
closely structurally related complexes, the relative metal ver-
sus alkynyl ligand contributions to the stabilisation of the
unpaired electron can be tuned by substituent effects,
R,[10–18] as well as the symmetry of the metal d orbitals
imposed by the supporting ligands, Ln,[19–21] and the
number of electrons available.[22,23]

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of potential reactions resulting from
redox reactions of transition-metal σ-alkynyl complexes.

In general, the descriptions of the radical products
formed from redox reactions of closed-shell precursors re-
quires an additional degree of care as the effects of struc-
tural reorganisation (e.g., change in ligand hapticity or
other variation in ligand bonding mode) and electronic re-
laxation in response to a change in the oxidation state of
the molecule can lead to reordering of the critical molecular
orbitals in the frontier region before and after electron
transfer. The strong M–C σ bond usually prevents signifi-
cant redox-induced structural rearrangement and orbital re-
ordering, which makes comparisons of electronic structure
between the closed- and open-shell forms relatively simple
and aids rationalisation of the redox-induced chemical
transformations of σ-alkynyl complexes that form the sub-
ject of this review. However, examples of orbital reorgani-
sation following oxidation are known for σ-alkynyl com-
plexes, and therefore it is prudent to explicitly consider the
electronic structure of both partners in a redox pair before
describing a redox reaction in terms of metal- or ligand-
centred processes.[24]

Previous reviews have addressed various aspects of the
redox chemistry of organometallic complexes,[25] including
the electronic structures and chemical reactions of 17-elec-
tron metal-centred radicals,[26] the ligand-centred reactions
of organometallic radicals,[27–29] including the reduction
chemistry of unsaturated ligands such as carbenes,[30] and
the redox chemistry of complexes bearing vinylidene and
higher cumulene ligands.[31] We have been drawn to the
chemistry of σ-alkynyl complexes because the π-donor
character of the σ-alkynyl ligand, coupled with moderate π-
accepting behaviour,[32,33] provides scope for the involve-
ment of the ligand in higher-lying molecular orbitals. In
turn, the involvement of the alkynyl π system in stabilising
the unpaired electron (or hole) can be conveniently assessed
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through the variation in the ν(C!C) frequency as a func-
tion of molecular oxidation state.[15,20] Alkynyl complexes
therefore offer a platform for the construction of open-shell
systems in which the unpaired electron can be tuned across
the spectrum of metal-localised to ligand-localised radicals.
This variable electronic character, together with the approx-
imately cylindrical distribution of π electron density along
the C!C axis, has also sparked immense interest in the elec-
tronic character (mixed valence or otherwise) of radicals
derived from bimetallic complexes with alkynyl-bridging li-
gands.[34] Transition-metal σ-alkynyl complexes have also
found application as building blocks for the assembly of
larger molecular structures and polymetallic complexes, and
as functional materials with redox-switchable magnetic,[35]

optical and non-linear optical response.[36,37] In this contri-
bution we survey the nature of the redox processes associ-
ated with metal σ-alkynyl complexes and selected closely
related systems, with particular emphasis on the chemical
consequences of the change in molecular redox state.

2. Metal-Localised Redox Chemistry

Two-electron changes in the formal redox state of the
metal centre in σ-alkynyl complexes are critical to many
mechanistic interpretations of metal-complex-mediated or
-catalysed alkynyl coupling reactions, many of which have
found application in synthetically useful procedures.[38]

Many aspects of this two-electron redox chemistry have
been thoroughly reviewed from the view point of applica-
tions in synthetic organic chemistry,[7,39,40] whilst examples
of formal two-electron oxidative coupling reactions of alk-
ynyl ligands that take place on polymetallic scaffolds to give
diynes and polyynes, including the formation of polyynes
that are retained within the metal coordination sphere of
mono- and polymetallic systems, have been reviewed else-
where.[41] In this section we will briefly summarise aspects
of this chemistry from the point of view of formal redox
state changes at the metal centre as a prelude to discussions
of the reactivity derived from the redox non-innocent char-
acter of alkynyl ligands that follow.

Some of the oldest examples of metal-mediated C–C
coupling reactions of alkynyl moieties, such as the Glaser
reaction[42] and its variants (Eglinton, Hay, Cadiot and
Chodkiewicz),[43–47] involve a copper-based redox cycle, al-
though precise mechanistic details of these useful alkyne
coupling reactions are still a topic of debate. Nevertheless,
the Glaser and related reactions are firmly established as
key synthetic methodologies for the preparation of 1,3-di-
ynes from terminal alkynes.[47] In the parent (Glaser) reac-
tion, a CuI alkynyl complex {Cu(C!CR)}n is treated with
an oxidant, such as molecular oxygen, K2MnO4, K4Fe-
(CN)6, I2 or even CuII, in the presence of base to afford
the corresponding 1,3-diyne, RC!CC!CR. Closely related
reactions that employ stoichiometric Cu(OAc)2 (Eglinton
reaction) or catalytic CuI (Hay reaction) are also known,
the latter in particular being a convenient laboratory prepa-
ration of 1,3-diynes in good yields.[48] [CAUTION: A report
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has described a serious explosion during the preparation of
1,4-bis(trimethylsilyl)buta-1,3-diyne by the Hay procedure
(CuCl/TMEDA/O2), thought due to static discharge ignit-
ing the acetone/trimethylsilylacetylene reaction mixture.
The precautionary warnings in the Organic Syntheses de-
scriptions must be heeded and care taken to eliminate all
sources of ignition during reactions involving acetylenes in
oxygen atmospheres].[49]

Early mechanistic suggestions for the Glaser reaction im-
plicate CuII as the oxidant and discount radical mecha-
nisms.[50] More recent DFT calculations concerning the
Hay reaction have implicated a bimetallic intermediate with
a [Cu2(µ-O2)]2+ core (1b; Scheme 1), formed from the reac-
tion of the CuI–TMEDA/alkyne complex (1a) with O2,
which implies a formal oxidation of CuI to CuIII. Re-
arrangement via mononuclear 1c followed by reductive eli-
mination of the diyne gives two mononuclear CuII centres
(1d). Complex 1d enters into a second cycle of alkyne/acet-
ylide addition, dimerisation and reductive elimination to
give a second molecule of the diyne and restore the catalyst
to the CuII state (1d).[51] This bimetallic process, which
shuffles the copper between the CuI/III states with an oxy-
gen-derived aqua/hydroxy co-ligand, accounts for many of
the otherwise disconcerting aspects of descriptions of the
Hay process that are based on a simple mono-metallic CuI

centre and O2 as an innocent oxidant. Recent variants to
the Glaser, Hay and Eglinton procedures include the use of
catalytic CuCl2/DBU (a combination that favours dispro-

Scheme 1. Key mechanistic steps in the Glaser reaction, as determined by DFT studies.[51]
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portionation to CuI),[52] CuCl2/NEt3
[53] and a system cata-

lytic in Cu(OAc)2 in the presence of piperidine.[54] A variety
of other metals have also been developed as catalyst sys-
tems, including systems based on Ti[55] and Co.[56]

Other examples of alkyne coupling reactions mediated
by changes in the metal oxidation state include the Sonoga-
shira reaction[57,58] and the interception of the PdII/Pd0 cy-
cle as a route to the facile formation of diynes,[59–61] which
can be extended to a palladium-catalysed version of the Ca-
diot–Chodkiewicz (hetero) cross-coupling reaction of ter-
minal and halo alkynes.[62] It has been noted that in the
palladium-mediated homocoupling of alkynes, the kinetic
profile of the reaction (zero order in alkyne) is consistent
with the Pd0/II reoxidation step being rate determining.[59]

CuII is known to accelerate the oxidation of Pd0 to PdII by
oxygen, which prompted Marder and Fairlamb to suggest a
dual role of the copper species in aiding both alkynyl ligand
transmetallation to PdII and the reoxidation of Pd0

(Scheme 2).[60] Similar observations of the efficacy of mixed
Pd/Cu catalysts in alkyne homocoupling have been reported
elsewhere.[63–69] Other mixed-metal catalyst systems for the
oxidative homo- and heterocoupling of alkynes have been
reported recently, including [Fe(acac)3]/[Cu(acac)2][70] and
an unusual Cu/Ni system in which Cu plays a role as a
templating group for the assembly of the active nickel
bis(alkynyl) moiety (Scheme 3),[71] NiCl2/CuI has also been
shown to be an effective catalyst for the cross-coupling of
alkynes to give substituted 1,3-diynes in a modification of
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the Hay process, which can also be tuned to give acceptable
yields of hetero-cross-coupled products.[72] Mixed PdII/AuI

catalysts to effect the cross-coupling of aryl iodides with
terminal alkynes have been described by Laguna and co-
workers, although the rates of reaction are slower than with
a copper(I) co-catalyst,[73] with further complications aris-
ing from the use of 2 equiv. of AuI to regenerate PdII from
Pd0.[74] Pre-formed AuI alkynyl complexes can be used to
introduce alkynyl fragments into the PdII/0 cycle, although
in toluene the reaction conditions are quite forcing (130 °C,
16–24 h).[75]

Scheme 2. Role of CuI/II in aiding both the transmetallation and
reoxidation of Pd0/II in alkyne homocoupling.

Examples of potentially useful trimetallic systems in
which gold alkynyls or mono- or bis-gold diyn(di)yls are
cross-coupled with aryl or alkynyl halides or halo-carbynes
by the Sonogashira Pd/Cu catalyst system have recently
been described.[76–78] In this case, the gold serves as a trans-
metallation agent, and the use of a pre-formed AuI complex

Scheme 3. An unusual Cu-templated/Ni-catalysed alkyne cross-coupling reaction (L = thf, dme).
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permits the transfer of the alkynyl or diynediyl species to
PdII under mild conditions.[79] In this manner, differentially
substituted 1,3-diynes can be prepared by the sequen-
tial cross-coupling of each Au-alkynyl moiety in
Ph3PAuC!CC!CAuPPh3 (Scheme 4); similar Au-mediated
transmetallation chemistry has been used in conjunction
with Pd/Cu cycles in the synthesis of metal complexes fea-
turing polyyn(di)yl ligands of considerable length.[80–83] In
these cases, the AuI reagent is redox innocent, serving to
mediate the introduction of the alkynyl moiety to the Pd/
Cu catalyst system, the PdII/0 redox cycle being the critical
factor. Recently, examples in which an unusual AuI/III redox
couple is used to mediate alkynyl cross-coupling chemistry
have been reported, with an external oxidant being neces-

Scheme 4. AuI-mediated sequential cross-coupling reaction to form
asymmetric 1,3-diynyl products {[cat] = [PdCl2(PPh3)2/CuI]}.
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sary to complete the cycle by regenerating an active AuIII

species from the AuI formed together with the coupling
product by the key reductive elimination step.[84,85]

One-electron metal-centred redox chemistry of alkynyl
complexes is also known, although the reaction pathways
are distinct from the two-electron oxidative addition/re-
ductive elimination steps that govern the alkynyl coupling
processes noted above. In cases in which one-electron trans-
fer leads to metal-centred radicals, particularly those in
which the metal centre is afforded minimal steric protec-
tion, the formation of new metal–metal bonds rather than
carbon–carbon bonds can be observed. For example, the
one-electron oxidation of Li[W(C!CR)(CO)(NO)Cp] (R =
Ph, tBu, SiMe3; 2, Scheme 5) with [FeCp2]BF4 at low tem-
perature leads to the formation of bimetallic µ-σ,π-alkynyl
complexes 4, presumably via the M–M coupled intermedi-
ate 3 and subsequent loss of the carbonyl ligands.[86] The
validity of 3 as the intermediate is affirmed by the notable
absence of any products corresponding to an M–Cβ or Cβ–
Cβ coupled product, which would point towards more sub-
stantial delocalisation of the electron spin density on the
alkynyl ligand.

Scheme 5. M–M coupling on one-electron oxidation of the tung-
sten σ-alkynyl complexes 2 (R = Ph, tBu, SiMe3).

In contrast, thermolysis of [Mo(C!CR)(CO)3Cp] (5) af-
fords the µ-η2-diyne complex [{Mo(CO)2Cp}2(µ-η2-
RC2C!CR)] (6, R = SiMe3, Ph, C6H4F-4); cross-over ex-
periments with mixtures of the R = Ph and R = C6H4F-4
mononuclear precursors give mixtures of both homocou-
pled products together with both isomers of the cross-cou-
pled product.[87,88] These reactions involve the formal re-
duction of the two metal centres from MoII in 5 to MoI in
the bimetallic product 6, with concomitant oxidative cou-
pling of the two alkynyl ligands to a 1,3-diyne (Scheme 6).
Analogous chemistry with [Cr(C!CPh)(CO)3Cp] is also
known,[87] although the product diynyl complex is ther-
mally sensitive. In the case of [W(C!CSiMe3)(CO)3Cp],
thermolysis in the presence of {W(CO)3Cp}2 gave the
C–C coupled product [{W2(CO)4Cp2}2(µ-η2:µ-η2-Me3-
SiC2C2SiMe3)]. Under more extreme conditions, the reac-
tion proceeds to give metal carbides and small amounts of
metal(0).[89] Clearly, the supporting ligand sets in the inter-
mediates described in Schemes 5 and 6 [(NO) + e– vs.
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(CO)2] play a decisive role in determining the reactions
along the M–M coupling route versus M–M/C–C pathways.
Similar metal-reduction/alkynyl ligand oxidative-coupling
electron redistribution reactions that result in the formation
of the free 1,3-diyne are known to occur following the ther-
molysis of [Fe(C!CSiMe3)(CO)2Cp] or [{Fe(CO)2Cp}(µ-
η1,η2-(C2SiMe3){Co2(CO)6)})] to give [Fe2(CO)4Cp2] and
either Me3SiC!CC!CSiMe3 or [{Co2(CO)6}2(µ-η2,η2-Me-
3SiC2C2SiMe3)], respectively.[90]

Scheme 6. Thermolysis of molybdenum(II) σ-alkynyl complexes.

Quite remarkably, the alkynyl and diynyl ligands in the
tungsten complexes [W(C!CR)(CO)3Cp*] (R = Ph,
CH2OMe, nPr),[91] [W(C!CC!CH)(CO)3Cp*] and
[{W(CO)3Cp*}2(µ-C!CC!C)][92] are sufficiently stable to
survive treatment with H2O2/H2SO4 to give the oxo-peroxo
derivatives [W(C!CR)(O)(O2)Cp*], which subsequently re-
act with PPh3 to undergo oxygen abstraction and yield the
corresponding bis(oxo) derivatives (Scheme 7). This chemi-
cal oxidation from WII to WVI is accompanied by an in-
creased decoupling of the metal and alkynyl orbitals; as a
consequence, the HOMO in these systems is essentially alk-
ynyl-centred and well-removed from the low-lying WVI d
orbitals.[93]

Scheme 7. Oxidation and subsequent oxygen abstraction to form
bis(oxo)tungsten(VI) σ-alkynyl complexes.
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3. Ligand Redox Non-Innocence and Subsequent
Chemistry

Ligand redox non-innocence in alkynyl complexes has
been evidenced in a wide variety of studies, ranging from
the direct spectroscopic demonstration of radical character
in the alkynyl ligand following a redox reaction in cases in
which the redox product is sufficiently stable to be ob-
served, to the identification of products arising from chemi-
cal reactions following initial, ligand-based electrochemical
processes (i.e. electrochemical–chemical (EC) processes).
These latter chemical reactions of ligand-based radicals can
in turn be considered either as “nuisances” responsible for
the chemical irreversibility of electrochemical processes or
as useful tools in synthetic strategies.

3.1. Chemical Reactions of π-Alkyne-Based Radicals

In an early example of redox non-innocence in a metal
alkyne complex, one-electron oxidation of the anion de-
rived from the deprotonation of [Co2(µ-Me3SiC2H)(CO)6]
(estimated to have an oxidation potential of +0.58 V versus
SCE in thf) gave [{Co2(CO)6}(µ-Me3SiC2C!CSiMe3)] and
[{Co2(CO)6}2(µ-Me3SiC2C2SiMe3)].[94] Similar oxidative
coupling of “{Co2(CO)6}2(µ-η2,η2-Me3SiC2C2Li)” gave
[{Co2(CO)6}3(µ-η2,η2,η2-Me3SiC2C2C!CC2SiMe3)] in low
yield. In both cases, extrusion of a Co2 fragment appears
driven by steric factors. The reaction of [M(C!CPh)(PPh3)]
(M = Ag, Au) or [Hg(C!CPh)2] with [Co2(CO)8] is thought
to give initially the expected alkyne complex [{Co2(CO)6}-
{µ-PhC2ML}] (L = PPh3, C!CPh), which converts by an
unspecified mechanism into the C–C oxidatively coupled
product [{Co2(CO)6}2(µ-PhC2C2Ph)].[95] Similarly, reac-
tions of 1-iodo-2-ferrocenylacetylene (FcC!CI) with excess
[Co2(CO)8] give [{Co2(CO)6}2(µ-FcC2C2Fc)], presumably
accompanied by the formation of I2.[96] Further examples
of the chemistry involving the coupling of σ-alkynyl ligands
with concomitant aggregation of metal fragments have been
comprehensively reviewed elsewhere.[41]

3.2. Chemical Reactions of σ-Alkynyl-Based Radicals and
Closely Related Systems

One of the most elementary reactions of an organic radi-
cal, Y·, is the abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the reac-
tion environment to give a closed-shell hydrocarbon Y–H.
Even in the case of metal alkynyl complexes, [M(C!CR)-
Ln], in which there is substantial evidence of “metal-
centred” radical character in oxidised derivatives, similar
hydrogen-abstraction processes are often found to occur, es-
pecially at room temperature, to give the analogous vinyl-
idene [M{=C=C(H)R}Ln]+, with clear evidence of a degree
of radical character at the alkynyl Cβ carbon (Scheme 8).
This hydrogen-abstraction pathway, leading to the conver-
sion of an alkynyl radical into a vinylidene, is in competi-
tion with Cβ–Cβ homocoupling, which is also a common
reaction for organic radicals, affording in the case of alkynyl
derivatives a bis(vinylidene).[29,31]
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Scheme 8. General schematic of radical-coupling reactions ob-
served upon oxidation of 18-electron σ-alkynyl complexes.

A meticulous study of the oxidation of trans-
[Ru{C!CC(H)R2}Cl(dppe)2] (7-R) and the isotopologues
trans-[Ru{C!CC(D)R2}Cl(dppe)2] (7D-R, R = H, Me, Ph)
has revealed some of the mechanistic factors affecting the
reactivity of alkynyl complex radicals, specifically regarding
the nature of hydrogen abstraction from the environ-
ment.[97] The oxidation of trans-[Ru{C!CC(H)Ph2}-
Cl(dppe)2] (7-Ph) with [FeCp2]PF6 rapidly affords a 1:1
mixture of the vinylidene (8-Ph) and allenylidene (9-Ph)
complexes (Scheme 9). In contrast, the oxidation of trans-
[Ru{C!CC(H)Me2}Cl(dppe)2] (7-Me) with [FeCp2]PF6 af-
fords only a slow and minimal conversion into the corre-
sponding vinylidene complex 8-Me. The reaction of 7-Me
with [FeCp2]PF6 followed by the addition of [CoCp2] after
1 hour [for which E°(cobaltocene) is sufficient to reduce the
redox-generated alkynyl radical cation, although not the de-
rived vinylidene complexes] yields a 95:5 mixture of 7-Me
and 8-Me.

Scheme 9. Redox chemistry of the Cγ-unsaturated σ-alkynyl com-
plexes {M = trans-[RuCl(dppe)2]; (a) [FeCp2]PF6, 1 h; [CoCp2];
(b) [FeCp2]PF6}.

To further understand the different products observed,
identical reactions were performed with the isotopologues
trans-[Ru{C!CC(D)R2}Cl(dppe)2] (7D). The oxidation of
trans-[Ru{C!CC(D)Ph2}Cl(dppe)2] (7D-Ph) yields a 1:1
mixture of the allenylidene 9-Ph and the doubly deuteriated
vinylidene 8DD-Ph, which implies an intermolecular reac-
tion of the oxidised cation. The reaction of 7D-Me or 7D-
H with [FeCp2]PF6 followed by [CoCp2] again yields a mix-
ture of the starting alkynyl 7D in addition to a small per-
centage of the mono-deuteriated vinylidene 8HD, which
clearly implies a mechanism different to that observed in
the phenyl-functionalised derivative. These results are inter-
preted according to Scheme 10, in which the redox-gener-
ated cationic radical [7D-Ph]·+ undergoes intermolecular
proton transfer to the neutral complex 7D-Ph to form the
vinylidene 8DD-Ph, concomitantly forming the stable neu-
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Scheme 10. Various products resulting from the one- and two-electron oxidation of deuteriated ruthenium complexes {[M] = trans-
[RuCl(dppe)2]}.

tral radical [9-Ph]·, which is further oxidised to the allenyl-
idene 9-Ph. The neutral radical [9-Ph]· is stabilised by spin
delocalisation on to the phenyl rings, whereas in the methyl-
ated derivative such spin delocalisation is not possible and
therefore the radical cation [7D-Me]·+ is stabilised relative
to [9-Me]·, although nevertheless [7D-Me]·+ is a sufficiently
reactive radical cation to abstract hydrogen from the reac-
tion medium to form the vinylidene complex 8HD-Me.
Interestingly, these results are also supported by the inverse
reaction, that is, the reduction of an allenylidene complex
in which the reaction of trans-[Ru(=C=C=CR2)Cl(dppe)2]-
PF6 (R = Me, Ph) with [CoCp2] and subsequent trapping
of the radical intermediate with Ph3SnH yields the Cγ-sub-
stituted alkynyl analogue trans-[Ru{C!CC(H)R2}-
Cl(dppe)2].[98] The oxidation of [Ru{C!CC(H)-
Ph2}(=C=C=CPh2)(dppe)2]+ with CeIV in the presence of
KB(C6F5)4 also served as the first synthetically facile means
to accessing a bis(allenylidene)ruthenium complex.[99]

Scheme 11. Cβ–Cβ coupling resulting from the oxidation of the anionic molybdenum complex 11.
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Vinylidene complexes M(C=CR2)Ln are also redox-
active in their own right, with examples of both reduction
and oxidation being known. The reduction of vinylidene
complexes is favoured at the Cα carbene carbon, even in the
presence of strongly electron-withdrawing substituents on
the CβR2 fragment,[100] giving rise to C-localised radicals
that can have significant chemical stability due to the steric
protection afforded by the LnM fragment. In addition to
these steric considerations, the chemistry of oxidised deriva-
tives of vinylidene complexes is directed by the various reso-
nance forms of the resulting radical, which can be stabilised
by the supporting metal fragment. For example, deproton-
ation of the carbyne complex [Mo(!CCH2tBu){P-
(OMe)3}2Cp] (10) yields the anionic vinylidene
[Mo{C=C(H)tBu}{P(OMe)3}Cp]– (11a), which may also be
represented by a carbyne form (11b). Subsequent oxidation
of 11 by [FeCp2]BF4 or CuI results in the formation of the
bis(carbyne) complex 12, which was isolated as both the
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meso compound and the diastereomeric pair
(Scheme 11).[101]

A particularly well-explored aspect of C–C coupling re-
actions in redox-generated organometallic radicals relates
to the oxidation chemistry of the manganese vinylidene
complexes depicted in Scheme 12.[102,103] The reaction of
the vinylidene complex 13 with [FeCp2]PF6 at room tem-
perature affords varying mixtures of the bis(carbyne) com-
plexes 14 and 17. The reaction proceeds by the initial oxi-
dation of the vinylidene to give the radical cation [13]·+,
which may then undergo immediate Cβ–Cβ coupling to af-
ford complex 14. This process results in almost quantitative
conversion of the mononuclear vinylidene 13 into the bis-
(carbyne) 14 for complexes with R = H or Me. In those
cases in which the terminal vinylidene substituent is more
readily able to stabilise the vinylidene radical cation [13]·+,
the kinetics of the reaction are decreased to such an extent
that an alternate reaction pathway becomes favourable. In
those cases in which accumulation of the vinylidene radical
is possible, a proton-transfer reaction with the parent vinyl-
idene 13 results in the formation of carbyne 15 and alkynyl
radical cation 16, the latter undergoing Cβ–Cβ coupling to
afford the alternate bis(carbyne) complex 17. The role of
the terminal vinylidene substituent in determining the
susceptibility to dimerisation and the formation of com-
plexes 14 has been explored by DFT calculations, which
support the experimentally observed trend of R = H ! Me
! Ph ≈ C6H4Me ! Si(tBu)Me2. Of note is the fact that the
reactions of complexes 14 with [Co(Cp*)2] often result in
quantitative conversion back to the vinylidene 13, this re-

Scheme 12. Oxidation of MnI vinylidene complexes, resulting in the
formation of mono- and bimetallic carbyne complexes (_PP = dmpe,
depe; R" = H, Me; R = H, Ph, C6H4Me-4, C4H3S-3; not all combi-
nations).
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dox reversibility again following the DFT-determined
trends described above and leading to the description of
such systems as electron reservoirs.

The carbonyl complexes [Mn{C=C(H)Ph}(CO)(L)Cp"]
(Cp" = Cp, L = CO, PPh3; Cp" = Cp*, L = CO) behave
similarly. In the case of the dicarbonyl complex
[Mn{C=C(H)Ph}(CO)2Cp], the oxidation and subsequent
loss of H· results in the formation of the 16-electron alkynyl
radical cation [Mn(C!CPh)(CO)2Cp"]·+. Coupling in the
usual Cβ–Cβ fashion gives the bis(carbyne) [Cp"(CO)2-
Mn!C–C(Ph)=C(Ph)–C!Mn(CO)2Cp"]2+, which in turn
can be reversibly reduced to the neutral bis(vinylidene).[104]

The oxidative dehydrodimerisation of the more electron-
rich systems featuring L = PPh3 or Cp" = Cp* supporting
ligands proceeds by a sequence of oxidation and Cβ–Cβ

coupling to give a species closely related to 14 with subse-
quent proton loss resulting in the formation of a neutral
bis(vinylidene) [Cp"(CO)(L)Mn=C=C(Ph)–C(Ph)=CMn-
(CO)(L)Cp"].[105] In turn, the neutral bis(vinylidene) can be
reversibly oxidised by two electrons to give a dication, best
formulated as a bis(carbyne) similar to 17. The reactivity of
the µ-C4Ph2 ligand can be switched by these redox pro-
cesses, with the neutral bis(vinylidene) system being inert
towards oxygen nucleophiles (H2O, OH–) whereas the dicat-
ionic bis(carbyne) is readily converted into furan derivatives
upon reaction with H2O or OH–.[106]

In an interesting counterpoint, reduction of the group 6
alkynyl complexes [M(C!CPh)(CO)3Cp"] either chemically
(Na/K, M = Cr, Cp" = Cp) or electrochemically (M = Cr,
Cp" = Cp; M = Mo, W, Cp" = Cp*) also affords bis-
(carbyne) complexes [Cp"(CO)2M!C–C(Ph)=C(Ph)–
C!M(CO)2Cp"], albeit in very low yields for the Mo and
W examples, and is thought to occur by the sequence of
reduction, CO elimination, Cβ–Cβ coupling and oxidation
shown in Scheme 13.[107,108] The bis(carbyne) product un-
dergoes two reversible reduction processes, separated by
around 140 mV, although the electronic characteristics of
the intermediate mono-anion have not been investigated in
detail.

Scheme 13. Reductive coupling of chromium(II) σ-alkynyl to afford
the alkenyl bis(carbyne).
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Depending on the nature of the LnM fragment, the oxi-

dation of a vinylidene may also result in the loss of a pro-
ton, thereby yielding an alkynyl radical; similar chemistry
has been shown to take place following oxidation of the
metal-substituted butatrienylidene [Cp*(dppe)Fe-
{C=C=C=C(H)}Fe(CO)2Cp*]+. Although H· abstraction
may regenerate the parent vinylidene, the alkynyl radical is
also susceptible to Cβ–Cβ coupling reactions, which result
in the formation of bis(vinylidene) products. This chemistry
was first noted by Iyer and Selegue following treatment of
[Fe{C=C(H)R}(dppe)Cp]BF4 with iodosobenzene (R =
Me) or Cu(OAc)2 (R = Me, Ph) at room temperature.[109]

Crystallisation of the resulting reaction mixture afforded
[{Fe(dppe)Cp}2{µ-C=C(R)–C(R)=C}][BF4]2 in good yield
(R = Me, 77%; Ph, unspecified). Early attempts to convert
the related alkynyl complexes [Fe(C!CR)(dppe)Cp] into
the bis(vinylidene) by chemical (CuII or AgI,[109] and later
ferrocenium[110]) or anodic oxidation[109] were unsuccessful,
although it was ultimately demonstrated that accumulation
of alkynyl radical cations by chemical oxidation at low tem-
peratures can lead to more effective C–C coupling.[111] Alk-
ynyl radical coupling to form bis(vinylidene) species gen-
erally occurs in competition with the hydrogen-abstraction
pathway, and the relative extent of dimerisation versus hy-
drogen abstraction is subject to thermodynamic and/or ki-
netic (steric) factors.[112]

These competing pathways of oxidation, hydrogen atom
abstraction and Cβ–Cβ coupling are clearly illustrated in
the behaviour of complexes [Mo(C!CR)(dppe)(η7-C7H7)]
(18, R = Ph, nBu, tBu) described by Whiteley and co-
workers. Chemical oxidation ([FeCp2]PF6) of the n-butyl
derivative affords the 17-electron radical 19-nBu as only a
transient species prior to the rapid formation of the di-
meric product 20-nBu (Scheme 14). In contrast, the radical
cation 19-Ph has been isolated and structurally character-
ised, although prolonged stirring in tetrahydrofuran af-
fords the dimerised product 20-Ph. The sterically de-
manding analogue 19-tBu does not dimerise, but instead
affords the cationic vinylidene 21 upon prolonged stir-
ring.[113,114] The lack of dimerisation exhibited in the tert-
butyl-functionalised derivative is logically attributable to
steric hindrance at the Cβ atom of the alkynyl radical,
whereas the slow reaction is a consequence of the signifi-
cant dz2 character of the β-LUSO) (lowest unoccupied spin
orbital) in [Mo(C!CC6H5)(dppe)(η7-C7H7)]+, which of-
fers a poor symmetry match with the alkynyl π orbitals
and thereby limits the concentration of spin density on the
alkynyl moiety (see below).[20]

Similar observations have been made for the series of
complexes [Fe(C!CR)(dppe)Cp*]; the C!CH acetylide
complex dimerises on low-temperature oxidation[112]

whereas the tert-butyl, phenyl and a range of other substi-
tuted arylalkynyl complexes form stable, isolable radical
cations.[11,13,14,16,17,115–119] Very recently this work has been
extended by Paul and co-workers to demonstrations of the
substantial accumulation of spin density at the ligand γ
atom in isolable radicals [Fe(L)(dppe)Cp*]+ (L = N3, NCS),
which bodes well for the use of such complexes as metalloli-
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Scheme 14. Differing reactivities of the radical cations 19 de-
pending upon the terminal alkynyl substituent.

gands in the assembly of larger, redox-active polymetallic
complexes.[120]

The reactions of analogous complexes [M(C!CR)-
(PP)Cp] with potential oxidising agents such as tropylium
[M = Fe, Ru, Os; R = Ph, PP = (PPh3)2, dppm, dppe; not
all combinations],[121,122] diazobenzene [M = Ru, R = Ph,
PP = (PPh3)2, dppe][121] or halogens [R = Ph, PP =
(PPh3)2][123,124] gave products resulting from the electro-
philic addition to Cβ rather than one-electron oxidation.
However, the treatment of the parent acetylide complex
[Ru(C!CH)(PPh3)2Cp] with [C7H7]+ or MeI gave green
solutions thought to contain the coupled product
[{Ru(PPh3)2Cp}2{µ-C=C(H)–C(H)=C}]2+ on the basis of
mass spectrometric data.[125] The more facile coupling of
the ethynyl complex is consistent with the steric factors de-
scribed for the [Mo(dppe)(η7-C7H7)] and [Fe(dppe)Cp*]
systems above.

The reaction of [Ru(C!CPh){P(OMe3)}2Cp] with
[Cu(NCMe)4]PF6 in methanol gave the π complex
[Ru(C!CPh){P(OMe)3}2Cp]2CuPF6 together with small
amounts of a complex formulated as the bis(vinylidene)
[(Ru{P(OMe)3}2Cp)2{µ-C=C(Ph)–C(Ph)=C}]2+ arising
from the oxidation of either the alkynyl complex or traces
of the vinylidene contained in the alkynyl precursor.[126]

More control over the coordination versus oxidation path-
ways could be achieved in reactions with AgI, given the sen-
sitivity of the AgI/0 couple to solvation factors.[3] Thus, the
1:2 reaction of AgPF6 with [Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp] (22) in
toluene at 0 °C gave yellow, π-coordinated 23
(Scheme 15).[127] However, when the reaction was con-
ducted with 1:1 stoichiometry in toluene/CH2Cl2, AgI

serves as an oxidant, leading to the formation of a bimetal-
lic complex initially formulated as 24 in high yield
(82%).[127] However, very recent results suggest that the
coupled products derived from phenylethynylene radicals
may have an alternative structure.[128] Cyclic voltammetry
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experiments show that [Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp] undergoes
two anodic redox processes, the first poorly chemically re-
versible and the second essentially irreversible under stan-
dard conditions, with variations in scan rate, temperature
and alkynyl substituents pointing towards an EC mecha-
nism dominating the first redox event and thereby in-
hibiting chemical reversibility.[18] Bruce et al. have reported
a careful study of the products formed from the oxidation
of [Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp] and [Ru(C!CC6H4Me-4)-
(PPh3)2Cp], which evidences the accumulation of radical
character in the arylalkynyl ligand.[128] Treatment of 22 with
a slightly sub-stoichiometric quantity of [FeCp2]PF6 re-
sulted in the formation of the highly reactive radical cation
[Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp]·+, which, rather than coupling in

Scheme 15. Solvent-dependent redox reactivity of AgI with the ru-
thenium alkynyl complex.

Scheme 16. Different bimetallic products isolated from ferrocenium oxidation of [Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp] and [Ru(C!CC6H4Me-4)-
(PPh3)2Cp].
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the usual Cβ–Cβ fashion, presumably on steric grounds,
coupled through Cβ of one radical and the para-phenyl car-
bon of the alkynyl substituent in another. The proton liber-
ated on re-aromatisation of the phenylene ring is transferred
to the basic acetylide moiety to give an unusual bis(vinylid-
ene) product (25; Scheme 16). Deprotonation of this vinyl-
idene ligand proceeds as expected, yielding the alkynyl-
vinylidene complex 26, and addition of acid regenerates 25
in a reversible process. Clearly, the alkynyl radical
[Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp]·+ exhibits concentrations of spin
density at both Cβ and the para position of the arylalkynyl
ligand, an assertion in keeping with DFT calculations of
the spin-density distribution (Cβ +0.27, Cpara +0.13). When
the para position was blocked, as in [Ru(C!CC6H4Me-
4)(PPh3)2Cp], intermolecular coupling took place between
Cβ and the cyclopentadienyl ring, with the liberated proton
being transferred to the remaining alkynyl moiety to yield
a bis(vinylidene) complex (27; Scheme 16). Although depro-
tonation gave the alkynyl-vinylidene 28, complex 27 was
prone to oxidative decomposition (or hydrolysis) to the
carbonyl 29 (see below).

Nevertheless, the oxidative coupling of terminal alkynyl
complexes [M(C!CH)Ln] is now recognised as a viable syn-
thetic strategy for the assembly of bis(vinylidene) complexes
[{LnM}2{µ-C=C(H)–C(H)=C}]2+, which can in turn be de-
protonated to give butadiynediyl compounds as an alterna-
tive to Glaser/Hay coupling reactions,[42,45,129] transmetalla-
tion reactions with dilithio-butadiynediyl reagents[130] or
copper diyn(di)yls formed in situ[131–133] and desilylation/
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metallation protocols.[134] The complexes [M(C!CH)-
(dppe)(L)] (L = Cp*, M = Fe, Ru, Os; L = η7-C7H7, M =
Mo) and [Ru(C!CH)(dppm)Cp*] all react with 1 equiv. of
[FeCp2]PF6 at –78 °C to yield the bimetallic bis(vinylidene),
which is then readily deprotonated to form the bimetallic
butadiynediyl complexes [{M(dppX)(L)}2(1,4-µ-C!C–
C!C)] (Scheme 17).[112,135–138]

Scheme 17. Oxidative coupling and subsequent deprotonation to
yield bimetallic µ-1,3-diyne-1,4-diyl complexes.

Steric factors at the metal centre, rather than at the alk-
ynyl termini, also play a significant role in determining the
reactivities of alkynyl radical cations in coupling reactions,
as illustrated by the complexes [Nb(η5-C5H4SiMe3)2-
(C!CPh)(L)] (30, L = CO, PMe2Ph; Scheme 18).[139] Oxi-
dation of 30-CO in dichloromethane at –30 °C rapidly re-
sults in the formation of the vinylidene complex 32-CO (or
the isotopologue [Nb(η5-C5H4SiMe3)2{=C=C(D)Ph}-
(CO)]+ in [D2]dichloromethane) by hydrogen abstraction,
whereas oxidation of the sterically hindered phosphane an-
alogue readily allows the isolation of the stable radical cat-
ion [31-PMePh2][BPh4]. After several weeks at room tem-
perature in dichloromethane, this complex also converts
into the vinylidene derivative 32-PMePh2. Also of note is
a significant solvent effect;[140] the carbonyl-derived radical
cation 31-CO rapidly dimerises in tetrahydrofuran solution
to form the bimetallic bis(vinylidene) 33, whereas no analo-
gous reaction was observed for the phosphane-ligated de-
rivative under a variety of reaction conditions (nor for the
related carbonyl derivative [Nb(η5-C5H4SiMe3)2-
(C!CtBu)(CO)]·+).

In contrast to the C–C coupling chemistry exhibited by
the parent alkynyl radical cation [Fe(C!CH)(dppe)Cp*]·+,
more sterically congested iron alkynyl complexes
[Fe(C!CC6H4R)(dppe)Cp*]+, with the exception of the
NMe2 derivative, are generally amenable to isolation and
crystallisation and offer Mossbauer signatures consistent
with descriptions based on formal FeIII oxidation states.[11]

The analogous arylalkynyl ruthenium systems [Ru-
(C!CC6H4R)(PP)Cp!]+ [(PP)Cp! = (PPh3)2Cp, (dppe)-
Cp*][10,18] and related trans-[RuCl(C!CC6H4R)(dppe)2]+[12]

exhibit more spin density on the alkynyl ligand (see below)
and are generally far more chemically active, resisting
attempts at crystallisation, often “decomposing” by either
hydrogen abstraction to vinylidene complexes or C!C
cleavage reactions to give carbonyl complexes. Indeed, for
systems in which the alkynyl ligand supports even a modest
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Scheme 18. Solvent- and ligand-dependent redox reactivity of
niobocenyl alkynyl complexes.

amount of radical character, decomposition to the analo-
gous metal carbonyl is commonly observed during attempts
to prepare and isolate radicals derived from ruthenium σ-
alkynyl complexes.[12,19,97,141,142]

As noted above, the formation of vinylidene complexes
by hydrogen abstraction is a commonly observed reaction
of alkynyl radical cations. In turn, vinylidene complexes are
known to hydrolyse to give the metal carbonyl com-
plex,[122,143] whereas reaction of, for example, [Ru{C=C(H)-
Ph}L(PPh3)Cp]+ (L = CO, PPh3) with dioxygen gives
[Ru(CO)L(PPh3)Cp]+ and benzaldehyde (L = CO) or ben-
zoic acid (L = PPh3);[144] other examples of the oxidation
of vinylidenes to carbonyls under ambient conditions are
also known.[136,145–147] Therefore the intermediacy of vinyl-
idenes cannot be excluded in the conversion of alkynyl radi-
cal cations into carbonyls. However, these reactions are gen-
erally slow and a growing body of evidence points to more
direct hydrolysis mechanisms that may occur on faster tim-
escales. By way of example, the oxidation of trans-
[Ru(C!CMe)Cl(dppe)2] by [FeCp2]PF6 in CH2Cl2 results
in the formation of a thermally stable radical cation trans-
[Ru(C!CMe)Cl(dppe)2]·+, which slowly forms the vinyl-
idene trans-[Ru{C=C(H)Me}Cl(dppe)2]+ by the abstraction
of H·. The reaction mixture is partially hydrolysed by resid-
ual water to give trans-[Ru(CO)Cl(dppe)2]+, but at a rate
faster than the hydrolysis of the vinylidene, which strongly
implies the formation of the carbonyl complex by hydrolysis
of the alkynyl radical.[97] Likewise, mixtures of trans-
[Ru(CO)Cl(dppe)2]+ and trans-[Ru{C=C(H)C6H4NO2-
4}Cl(dppe)2]+ have been obtained from the NO+-mediated
oxidation of trans-[Ru(C!CC6H4NO2-4)Cl(dppe)2].[12]

Perhaps the most comprehensive study of this process
has been conducted by Paul and Lapinte and co-workers,
who explored the mechanism of formation of [Fe-
(CO)(dppe)Cp*]+ from [Fe(C!CC6H4NMe2-4)(dppe)-
Cp*]+.[148] Although solutions of [Fe(C!CC6H4NMe2-4)-
(dppe)Cp*]PF6 ([34]PF6) in CH2Cl2 are relatively stable un-
der argon, when exposed to dry oxygen, 34 converts slowly
(ca. 90% over 36 h) into the carbonyl 35, accompanied by
the formation of 4,4!-bis(dimethylamino)bibenzoyl (36).
The reaction is first order in both the alkynyl radical and
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oxygen concentrations, obeying a rate law of general form
–d[34]/dt = k[34][O2], with kapp = 4!10–3 Mmin–1. There
was no significant acceleration in the rate of carbonyl for-
mation upon introduction of water, although higher cumu-
lenylidenes are known to be extremely sensitive to reaction
with traces of water or other nucleophiles.[149] These results
indicate that both the H· abstraction/vinylidene and direct
alkynyl radical hydrolysis pathways are substantially slower
than the reaction of 34 with O2 as a route to the formation
of 35. Indeed, NMR monitoring of the reaction failed to
identify a vinylidene intermediate. The rate of reaction with
O2 is sensitive to the nature of the alkynyl ligand substitu-
ent, with the nitro-substituted complex [Fe(C!CC6H4NO2-
4)(dppe)Cp*]PF6 exhibiting a kapp of 2.1! 10–5 Mmin–1,
consistent with the decreased spin density located on the
alkynyl ligand (see below). A mechanism involving the at-
tack of molecular oxygen on the alkynyl radical has been
proposed (Scheme 19), although the formation of an initial
FeIV superoxo species cannot be unambiguously ruled out.
However, it is clear that the combination of steric protec-
tion of the metal centre and Cβ by the Cp* and dppe li-
gands, together with the limited accumulation of radical
character on the alkynyl ligand brought about by the iron
centre (see below), limits both radical coupling and hydro-
gen atom abstraction pathways, promoting the relatively
clean, albeit slow, conversion of 34 into the carbonyl com-
plex 35.

Scheme 19. Postulated mechanism for the O2-induced “decomposi-
tion” of the alkynyl radical cation.

A likely related reaction has been employed in the con-
version of alkynyl fragments connected to the apical carbon
of Co3C clusters of general form [Co3(µ3-CC!CR)-
(CO)7(dppm)] into acyl groups and CO. Thus, the reaction
of [Co3(µ3-CC!CR)(CO)7(dppm)] with [FeCp2]PF6 and O2
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gave [Co3{µ3-C(=O)R}(CO)7(dppm)] clusters as the iso-
lated products in moderate yield. A possible mechanism in-
volving the metathesis of O2 with the C!C radical to give
an intermediate β-diketone is proposed (Scheme 20).[150]

Scheme 20. Postulated mechanism by which an acyl ligand is
formed via a β-diketonate intermediate on oxidative reaction of a
µ3-alkynyl complex with O2.

The cationic derivatives [Ru{C!C(C=CH2)NR2R"}Cl-
(dppm)2]+ (Scheme 21) reported by Winter and Hornung
exhibit significantly different redox behaviour to that of the
neutral RuII complexes discussed above.[151] The cyclic vol-
tammograms of these cationic ammonium complexes are,
generally, typified by a pseudo-reversible oxidation couple
in addition to two closely spaced, chemically irreversible re-
duction processes. Observations from EPR and UV/Vis/
NIR/IR spectroelectrochemical experiments are consistent
with a RuII/RuIII redox process defining the oxidation cou-
ple, in contrast to the ligand-centred oxidation behaviour
of most ruthenium alkynyl complexes (see above), although
readily understandable on account of the electron-with-
drawing character of the ammonium substituent. In con-
trast, the appearance of a reduction process is in keeping
with substantial cumulenic character in the ligand, consis-
tent with square-wave and cyclic voltammetry experiments
which demonstrate the irreversible release of a tertiary
amine fragment from the complex upon electrochemical re-
duction. Unfortunately, as a consequence of the high cath-
odic potential of the reduction process, it was not possible
to conclusively validate the number of electrons involved in
the reduction or the exact fate of the organometallic frag-
ment. In light of the electrochemical behaviour, specifically
with respect to the inversion of the ligand/metal HOMO/
LUMO character, these cationic ammonium alkynyl com-
plexes very closely resemble related amino-allenylidene
complexes.[152]
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Scheme 21. Redox chemistry of an unusual/novel cationic alkynyl
complex [NR2R! = NEt3, N(nPr)3, quinuclidine, N-ethylmorph-
oline, Me3-tacn, NMe2Bz, NMe2(CH2C6H4OMe-3), dmap].

4. Polyynyl Derivatives
In complexes bearing polyynyl ligands it is evident that

it should be possible to observe not only Cβ–Cβ coupling
of the oxidised radical, but in fact coupling reactions at any
(all) even-numbered carbon atoms. Theoretical treatments
on the series of complexes [Ru{(C!C)nPh}(PH3)2Cp]·+ (n
= 1–6)[153] indicate that the redox-generated radical remains
strongly delocalised across the alkynyl ligand with increas-
ing alkynyl chain length, with a decreasing contribution of
the metal-based orbitals with increasing chain length. Few
reactions exploiting the redox non-innocence of the po-
lyynyl chain have been reported in the literature, yet never-
theless they deserve comment. The complex trans-
[Ru(C!CC!CR)Cl(dppe)2] (37, R = H or SiMe3) reacts
with a 0.5 mol equiv. of [FeCp2]PF6 at room temperature to
yield the bimetallic cation [{RuCl(dppe)2}2(1,8-µ-C8H3)]
(38; Scheme 22).[154] The bimetallic complex is presumably
formed by a [2 + 2] Cγ–Cδ cycloaddition reaction between
the radical cation and a neutral molecule to form a cyclic
radical cation, which subsequently abstracts hydrogen from
the solvent medium to yield the cation 38.

Scheme 22. Cγ–Cδ cycloaddition resulting from oxidation of 37 (R
= H, SiMe3).

The delicate interplay between the reactivity of the oxi-
dised complex and both the metal head group and terminal
alkynyl substituent is illustrated in the series of complexes
[Mo(C!CC!CR)(_LL)(η7-C7H7)] (_LL = bpy, R = SiMe3;
_LL = dppe, R = H, SiMe3).[155] The complex
[Mo(C!CC!CSiMe3)(bpy)(η7-C7H7)] is oxidised by
[FeCp2]PF6 to form a stable, isolable radical cation, with
EPR spectroscopic experiments consistent with a metal-
centred radical analogous to related [Mo(X)(bpy)(η7-
C7H7)]·+ complexes. Substitution of the bipyridine ligand
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for a diphosphane (39) and oxidation under identical condi-
tions yields the Cβ–Cβ coupled bis(alkynylvinylidene) 40
(Scheme 23), with no evidence of the Cδ–Si bond scission
observed for the ruthenium analogue discussed above. The
product of oxidation for the desilylated derivative
[Mo(C!CC!CH)(dppe)(η7-C7H7)] was not readily isolated
and, although EPR spectroscopic experiments were consis-
tent with a radical delocalised across the diynyl ligand, ad-
ditional spectroscopic data did not support the formation
of a coupled product in this case.

Scheme 23. Cβ–Cβ coupling resulting from the oxidation of 39.

The d0 titanocenyl analogue of 37 and 39, [Ti(η5-
C5H4SiMe3)2(C!CC!CSiMe3)2], did not exhibit any an-
odic redox activity (chemically or voltammetrically).[156] In
contrast, the analogous complexes 41, bearing a metallo-
cenyl functionality on the butadiynyl ligands, are oxidised
by 2 equiv. of AgPF6 to yield the free titanocenyl derivative
43 and the intramolecularly coupled polyynediyl metallo-
cenes 42 (Scheme 24).[157] The ruthenocenyl-substituted
complexes are slower to dimerise than the ferrocenyl deriva-
tives, consistent with decreased spin delocalisation through
the polyynyl chain in the latter case. The role of the titano-
cenyl moiety in this Cα–Cα radical coupling reaction is high-
lighted by the fact that [Fc–(C!C)2–Me] reacts with AgPF6

under identical conditions to afford the stable, crystalline
product [Fc–(C!C)2–Me]PF6, readily described as a ferro-
cenyl-centred cation. Overall, the oxidation of these titano-
cenyl derivatives is comparable to a “traditional” reductive
elimination, although unique in the fact that the electron
source to generate the carbon radical is the pendant metal-
locene rather than the M–Cα σ bond.

The difference in reactivity described in the examples
above is attributable largely to the metal head groups and
their relative ability to stabilise the diynyl radical in the cat-
ionic complex. Substitution of methyl for “[TiCp!2X]” in
[Fc–(C!C)2–Me] presumably results in increased accumu-
lation of spin density in the polyynyl chain at Cα (Cδ with
respect to the ferrocenyl moiety) and a subsequent radical
coupling reaction assisted by the templating effect of the
titanocenyl moiety. Not only is the titanocenyl moiety less
electron-releasing than the ruthenium and molybdenum ex-
amples, there is also significantly less steric “protection” of
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Scheme 24. Redox-induced Cα–Cα coupling in a titanocenyl system
(M = Fe, Ru).

the Cα site. The “[Mo(bpy)(η7-C7H7)]” moiety results in a
radical that is largely metal-centred whereas the Cβ reactiv-
ity exhibited by the “[Mo(dppe)(η7-C7H7)]” moiety indi-
cates moderate spin delocalisation on to the diynyl ligand.
More extensive delocalisation on to the ligand is exem-
plified by the “[RuCl(dppe)2]” moiety for which the reactiv-
ity of the ligand is at Cδ, the most remote site from the
metal centre. Notably this difference in reactivity may also
be attributable to the different steric environments of the
metal centres, with the Cβ atom “less accessible” in the case
of the bis(diphosphane)ruthenium complex. However, the
concurrent desilylation of the radical-cation intermediate,
not observed in the molybdenum analogue, supports a sig-
nificantly greater radical delocalisation on to the diynyl li-
gand in the ruthenium complex and consequently points
towards an electronic basis for the difference in reactivity
exhibited by the oxidised complexes. The greater contri-
bution of electronic factors over and above steric considera-
tions is further highlighted by the two reactions of
[Ru(=C=C=C=C=CPh2)Cl(dppe)2]PF6 (44; Scheme 25).[98]

The reaction of 44 with hydride yields the neutral allenyl-
alkynyl complex 45 as a result of nucleophilic addition at
Cγ, whereas reduction to the neutral radical with CoCp2 in
the presence of a hydrogen source yields the pentadiynyl
complex 46 by C–H radical coupling at the terminal carbon
atom. Assuming identical steric environments in both reac-

Scheme 25. Selected reactions of the pentatetraenylidene complex.
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tions, the preferential Cγ or Cε reaction is ready evidence
for a significant rearrangement of the electronic structure
throughout the C5Ph2 ligand between the cationic and re-
duced cumulenic forms.

4.1. Chemical Reactions of σ-Alkynyl Complexes with
“Redox-Active” Ligand Substituents

In addition to the complexes discussed above, particular
attention is warranted for those complexes bearing ligand
functionalities that may explicitly be considered “redox-
active”. Careful selection/matching of the metal head group
and redox-active moiety can consequently allow for the spe-
cific design of complexes in which either of the electro-
phores dominates the properties of the redox-generated spe-
cies. For example, complexes functionalised with tetra-
thiafulvalenyl[158–160] or (metallated) pyridyl[117,142,161–165]

derivatives exhibit minimal electronic coupling between the
two moieties, with the redox-active functionality generally
dominating the redox-generated state. However, moderation
of the spin density or charge distribution in such systems
has most notably and extensively been explored through
functionalisation with a ferrocenyl moiety.[166–186] In the
most fundamental illustration of this premise one may
consider the complex [Ru(C!CFc)(PPh3)2Cp]·+

(Scheme 26).[187,188] Whereas the phenylethynylene complex
[Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp]·+ is highly unstable and rapidly un-
dergoes various intermolecular reactions, the ferrocenyl-
ethynylene complex is remarkably stable under ambient
conditions to the point that [Ru(C!CFc)(PPh3)2Cp]PF6

(48) has been characterised by a single-crystal X-ray struc-
tural determination. The solid-state structure, in combina-
tion with NMR, Mössbauer, UV/Vis/NIR and IR spectro-
scopic data, indicate that the radical cation is best repre-
sented by a delocalised structure, with neither an alkynyl
nor cumulenylidene structure dominating the geometric
and electronic character. Chemical oxidation of
[Ru(C!CFc)(dppf)Cp] and [Ru(C!CFc)(PPh3)2Cp*] also
yields stable, isolable radical cations with spectroscopic fea-
tures similarly consistent with the above observations.
Chemical oxidation of the dppe-ligated congeners of these
two complexes yielded only unstable, impure mixtures of
oxidised material,[187] although low-temperature spectro-
electrochemical experiments were able to satisfactorily char-
acterise the oxidation products to be consistent with the
above descriptions.[188] The underlying causes of the relative
instability of the dppe-ligated complexes were not readily
apparent from the experimental data, although the source
of the difference is presumably electronic in nature.

A series of substituted ruthenocenyl derivatives ably
demonstrate the influence of both electronic and steric fac-
tors on the redox reactivity of metallocenyl-functionalised
alkynyl complexes (Scheme 27). The oxidation of
[Ru(C!CRc)(PPh3)2Cp] (49) with AgBF4 or p-BQ/
BF3·OEt2 (p-BQ = p-benzoquinone) yields a diamagnetic
16-electron dication [49]2+, for which spectroscopic param-
eters are consistent with a cumulenylidene/fulvalenyl struc-
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Scheme 26. Formation of the stable ruthenium/ferrocenyl radical
cation.

tural description, although full characterisation was pre-
cluded by the inherent instability of the complex.[189] Per-
methylation of either cyclopentadienyl ring of the rutheno-
cenyl moiety results in the observation of markedly different
reactivity of the oxidised complexes. The oxidation of 50
with excess p-BQ/BF3·OEt2 yields the 16-electron dication
[50]2+, with the spectroscopic data comparable to that ob-
tained for [49]2+ above, although with markedly increased
stability. A single-crystal X-ray structural determination of
the two-electron-oxidised dppe-ligated congener of 50 gives
rise to a cumulenylidene/fulvalenyl structure, in which the
ruthenocenyl ruthenium atom is bound in a novel η6 fash-
ion to the C5Me4 ring and the Cβ cumulenic atom of a
bent C3 chain bridging to the Ru(dppe)Cp fragment.[190] In
contrast, on permethylation of the alternate cyclopen-
tadienyl ring, one- and two-electron oxidation of 51 yields
the vinylidene cations [51]+ and [51]2+, respectively. In con-
trast to a solvent-donated hydrogen-abstraction mechanism
in the case of [51]+, selective deuteriation experiments are
consistent with an intramolecular hydrogen abstraction in
the formation of the dicationic vinylidene [51]2+.[189]

The photochromic properties of the dithienylethene
(DTE) derivatives in complexes 52–54 in Scheme 28 are
maintained on incorporation into the bimetallic organome-

Scheme 27. Various oxidation pathways of the ruthenocenyl-substituted complexes (R = H, Me; p-BQ = p-benzoquinone).
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tallic framework; by selective irradiation the DTE moiety
may undergo a reversible intramolecular ring-closing (open-
ing) reaction at the α-thienyl position. However, in addition
to the photochromic switching behaviour exhibited by or-
ganic DTE derivatives, some metallated analogues are also
susceptible to electrochromic switching behaviour. Two-
electron oxidation of [52-O] with [FeCp2]PF6 results in the
formation of a dicationic diradical intermediate that un-
dergoes photochromic ring-closing on UV irradiation (in
addition to significant decomposition), and subsequent
two-electron reduction with [CoCp2] yields the ring-closed
isomer [52-C].[191] The reverse reaction, the conversion of
[52-C] into [52-O], is more facile, with isomerism of the oxi-
dised [52-C]2+ state induced either thermally or by visible-
light irradiation. Oxidation of the ruthenium analogue [53-
O] results in spontaneous ring-closing to yield [53-C]2+,
which is similarly reduced to form neutral [53-C].[192] In this
instance the cumulenic dication [53-C]2+ is so stable that
the retro-conversion of [53-C] into [53-O] was not possible.
In contrast, extension of the alkynyl-ruthenium path in
complex 54 allows fully reversible electrochemical intercon-
version between the isomers.[193] Electronic structure calcu-
lations performed on the model systems of [52-O]n+ and
[53-O]n+ (n = 0, 2) indicate that the different susceptibility
to isomerisation of the oxidised complexes is again attribut-
able to the localisation of spin density: the ruthenium com-
plex is calculated to have more than twice as much spin den-
sity localised on the conjugated ligand as the iron analogue,
and thus the α–α thienyl coupling to form the closed isomer
is a favourable process. This behaviour is consistent with
that of the simpler alkynyl complexes [M(C!CPh)-
(dppe)Cp*], which on oxidation can be described in terms of
an essentially chemically stable MIII species (M = Fe) or a
much more reactive phenylethynylene radical (M = Ru; see
above). Extension of this notion to the ruthenium-phenylene-
diynyl derivative 54 yields the plausible conclusion that the
spin density at the relevant α-thienyl atoms of the DTE moi-
ety is intermediate between that observed in 52 and 53 as a
consequence of the larger delocalised π system, and thus the
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Scheme 28. Electrochromic behaviour observed in the DTE derivatives [52]–[54].

relative stability of the closed form over the open form is not
as significant, thereby rendering the isomerisation reversible.

The thienyl moiety is inherently susceptible to oxidative
coupling reactions, particularly at the α position, resulting
in the formation of dimeric, oligomeric or polymeric prod-
ucts dependant upon additional substituents on the thienyl
ring and the specific reaction conditions. Such oxidative
coupling reactions have been observed in organometallic
complexes incorporating the thienyl moiety, as illustrated
by the series of complexes [FcC!C(2,5-thienyl)mH] (m = 1–
3) (Figure 2).[194] The cyclic voltammograms of the com-
plexes exhibit two anodic redox processes: an initial ferro-
cenyl-based oxidation followed by irreversible oxidation of
the thienyl moiety. Repeated electrochemical cycling at po-
tentials sufficient to oxidise the thienyl moiety of the bi- and
terthienyl complexes results in the deposition of conducting
films that exhibit properties consistent with dimerisation of
the parent complex. However, as the films formed by this
electrochemical process are not particularly stable, it was

Figure 2. Thienyl-functionalised organometallic complexes exhibit-
ing evidence of electro-polymerisation.
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not possible to completely characterise the electrogenerated
products. Analogous electrochemical oxidative oligo- and
polymerisation has also been postulated for the related bis-
alkynyl complexes [Ru{C!C(2,5-thienyl)nH}2(dppe)2] (n =
2, 3)[195] and the allenylidene complexes [Ru(=C=C=CR2)-
Cl(_PP)2]+ [_PP = dppm, dppe; R2 = (α-thienyl)2, cyclopen-
tadithiophene] and [Ru{=C=C=C(α-thienyl)2}(dppe)Cp]-
PF6 (Figure 2).[196]

One particularly interesting example of a structural re-
arrangement induced by redox reactions is depicted in
Scheme 29. The isomer 55a is thermally stable under ambi-
ent conditions and does not undergo haptotropic rearrange-
ment to 55b. However, upon oxidation and subsequent re-
reduction, isomeric mixtures of 55a/55b are isolated. The
isomerisation process appears cumulative, whereby sub-
jecting 55a to two successive oxidation/reduction cycles
doubles the a/b ratio from 94:6 to 88:12. The exact nature
and underlying factors affecting the rearrangement are not
immediately evident.[197]

Scheme 29. Haptotropic rearrangement of 55 on oxidation and re-
reduction.
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4.2. Electronic Basis for Ligand Redox Non-Innocence in σ-
Alkynyl Complexes

Electronic structure calculations have been used to ra-
tionalise some of the more recent observations concerning
the redox non-innocent character of σ-alkynyl and polyynyl
ligands, particularly for complexes based on piano-stool
fragments [M(L2)Cp!] [M = Fe, L2 = (dppe), Cp! =
Cp*;[13,14,17] M = Ru, L2 = (PPh3)2, dppe, Cp! = Cp,
Cp*],[10,18,32,128,153] [Mo(CO)L2Cp!] [L2 = (PMe3)2, dppe;
Cp! = Cp, Cp*],[198] [M(dppe)(η7-C7H7)] [M = Mo,[20,21]

W[19]] and the octahedral moiety trans-[RuCl(dppe)2].[12,32]

Many aspects of the computational rationalisation of ligand
non-innocence have recently been reviewed by Costuas and
Rigaut,[34] and so only key points will be emphasised here.
The Ru(L2)Cp!-based complexes provide a convenient
starting point for descriptions of the electronic structure of
σ-alkynyl complexes, with numerous detailed studies and
different computational treatments leading to essentially
the same qualitative picture.[10,18,128,153] In brief, the strong-
est interaction between the ruthenium and alkynyl frag-
ments occurs between the alkynyl HOMO, a σ-type lone-
pair orbital at Cα and the dz2 orbital on ruthenium. This
interaction forms a strong bonding/anti-bonding pair, of
which only the bonding combination is occupied, and re-
sults in the formal Ru–C single bond. The lowest- and high-
est-energy ruthenium orbitals, dx2–y2 and dxy, respectively,
do not have the appropriate symmetry to interact with the
alkynyl fragment and thus remain largely non-bonding. Fi-
nally, the dxz and dyz orbitals combine with a pair of C(pπ)
orbitals of the alkynyl fragment to form a filled bonding
and anti-bonding set, the anti-bonding set becoming the
two highest-occupied molecular orbitals (Figure 3).[32,153]

Thus, the orthogonal HOMO and [HOMO–1] are an ad-
mixture of the alkynyl π system and ruthenium d orbitals,
whereas the LUMO and [LUMO +1] are predominantly
metal or alkynyl π* in character depending on the nature
of the alkynyl substituent and the level of theory employed
in the calculations. In general, the ligand π* character of the
LUMO is enhanced by larger aromatic substituents, such as
9-anthracenyl,[18] elongated conjugated alkynyl ligands,
such as polyynyl[153] and oligo(phenylene-ethynylene)[141]

derivatives, or phenylene rings bearing strong electron-with-
drawing groups. Note that in the case of arylalkynyl
(C!CAr) complexes, the composition and energy of the oc-
cupied frontier orbitals across the Ru–C!C–Ar fragment
are sensitive to the orientation of the phenyl group with
respect to the {Ru(PPh3)2Cp} fragment, and that the con-
tribution of the arylalkynyl ligand to these critical occupied
orbitals can also be tuned by the introduction of electron-
donating or -withdrawing moieties,[32,153] or by varying the
size or conjugation length of the aromatic substitu-
ent.[14,141,153]

On oxidation the complex exhibits a net decrease in alk-
ynyl π-bonding character, shifting towards the partial evol-
ution of cumulenic character on the basis of geometric pa-
rameters and frequency calculations. The frontier orbitals
of the cation remain largely similar to the neutral complex,
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with the α-HOSO (highest occupied spin orbital) and β-
LUSO displaying significant Ru(d) and alkynyl(π)
character. In the case of [Ru(C!CPh)(dppe)Cp*]/
[Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp], computed spin densities at vari-
ous levels of theory and from different model systems situ-
ate the unpaired spin at approximately 40:30:25% across
the Ru/C!C/Ph moieties with the Cβ atom of the ethyn-
ylene moiety and the carbon para to the ethynylene moiety
accepting the major contributions in the last two
cases.[18,128,153] Low-temperature EPR experiments[10] imply
the radical to be largely metal-centred, exhibiting a single
rhombic signal devoid of any hyperfine splitting, although
the kinetic instability of the radical on warming to room
temperature, in addition to the reactivity described above,
lend some weight to the calculated distribution across the
phenylethynylene moiety. The electronic structures of trans-
[Ru(C!CC6H4R)Cl(dppe)2] complexes are similar, with the
HOMOs distributed over the Ru–C!C–C6H4R moiety, the
precise weightings of which are sensitive to both the orien-
tation of the aryl ring and the nature of the R substitu-
ent.[12,32] The significant concentration of spin density on
the alkynyl Cβ carbon and Cortho and Cpara phenylene ring
carbons is consistent with the Cβ–Cβ coupling observed in
the case of sterically unstrained Ru–alkynyl complexes, af-
fording bis(vinylidene) complexes[125,135] and variation in
the position of coupling following oxidation of
[Ru(C!CPh)(PPh3)2Cp] and [Ru(C!CC6H4Me-4)(PPh3)2-
Cp].[128]

Again, by using the {RuL2Cp} fragment as a tool for
discussion, as the σ-alkynyl ligand is extended the polyynyl
ligand becomes increasingly heavily weighted in both the
HOMO of the closed-shell complexes and the semi-occu-
pied orbital of the one-electron-oxidised derivatives.[153] The
spin density is distributed along the polyynyl chain, but
particularly concentrated on Cβ, Cδ and so on. This pro-
posal is supported by the observation of Cγ–Cδ coupling
reactions following the oxidation of trans-
[Ru(C!CC!CSiMe3)Cl(dppe)2] to give the C8H3-bridged
species 38 (Scheme 22).[34,154]

In contrast, the iron complexes [Fe(C!CR)(dppe)Cp*],
although offering largely the same qualitative metal–alkynyl
interactions as noted for ruthenium analogues,[160] exhibit
more metal character in the frontier orbitals, a feature re-
flected in the generally greater environmental stability of
the analogous FeIII complexes [Fe(C!CC6H4R)(dppe)-
Cp*]+[13,14,16,17] and related systems.[11] In turn, this sensi-
tivity of the metal/alkynyl ligand contribution to the alkynyl
ligand substituent is consistent with the facile formation of
[Fe(CO)(dppe)Cp*]+ from [Fe(C!CC6H4NMe2-4)(dppe)-
Cp*] upon oxidation (see above). The sensitivity of the dis-
tribution of radical character between the metal, C!C and
substituent groups is further illustrated by the rather exten-
sive delocalisation of charge in the radical cation
[Fe(C!CTTFMe3)(dppe)Cp*]+, which features the strongly
electron-donating TTF moiety.[160]

The composition of the frontier orbitals is also sensitive
to the nature of the supporting ligands. A combination of
photoelectron spectroscopy and Fenske–Hall calculations
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Figure 3. MO diagram for select ruthenium acetylide complexes.

have shown a significant mixing of the metal and alkynyl π
orbitals in [Fe(C!CR)(CO)2Cp] (R = H, tBu, Ph) systems,
brought about by the lowering of the metal d orbitals by
the ancillary carbonyl ligands. Substitution of Cp for the
more electron-donating Cp* decreases the d–π interac-
tion.[199] Extension of the alkynyl ligand to butadiynyl
(C!CC!CH) also serves to enhance the ligand character in
[Fe(C!CC!CH)(CO)2Cp] by better matching of the lower-
lying butadiynyl π system with the [Fe(CO)2Cp] metal-
based orbitals.[200] The ordering of the critical metal orbit-
als can also be influenced by the nature of the supporting
ligands, as illustrated by the rather more metal-localised
frontier orbitals associated with [M(C!CR)(dppe)(η7-
C7H7)]n+ (n = 0, 1; M = Mo, W) complexes.[19–21] The C7H7

ring promotes strong π and δ interactions with four of the
five metal d orbitals, with dz2 being somewhat destabilised
by repulsive interactions with the C7H7 a1-type orbital (Fig-
ure 4). As a consequence, the interactions between the
group 6 metal centre and the alkynyl ligand in the frontier
orbital region are rather restricted due to the poor spatial
overlap of the high-lying dz2 and the alkynyl π system, as
evidenced by the small shifts in the ν(C!C) frequency as a
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function of molecular oxidation state. Nevertheless, suf-
ficient spin density is associated with the alkynyl ligand in
[M(C!CR)(dppe)(η7-C7H7)]+ systems to give rise to hyper-
fine couplings with the alkynyl substituent R in both alk-
ynyl[19–21,201] and polyynyl[155] systems, as well as Cβ–Cβ

coupling processes in the least sterically encumbered deriva-
tives.[113,138,155]

In the case of four-legged piano-stool structures such as
trans-[Mo(C!CR)(CO)(PMe3)2Cp!] and cis-[Mo(C!CR)-
(CO)(dppe)Cp!] (Cp! = Cp, Cp*; Figure 5), there are im-
portant differences in the nature of the frontier orbitals
brought about by the position of the carbonyl ligand and
the requirement of the system to maximise back-bonding
and minimise the overall energy. These orbital characteris-
tics are preserved on one-electron oxidation and account
for the different degree to which the metal centre and alk-
ynyl ligand support the unpaired electron.[198] In the case
of the trans system, the four-legged piano stool structure
favours π-bonding interactions between the metal (dyz, dxz)
and the e1 orbitals of the Cp ligand, whereas strong back-
bonding interactions between the carbonyl ligand and the
remaining d orbital of π-type symmetry (dxy) leads to dz2
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the orbital interactions and
ordering in the {Mo(η7-C7H7)L3} fragment, highlighting the dz2

character of the highest-occupied molecular orbital.

character in the HOMO in this case. Consequently, trans-
[Mo(C!CR)(CO)(PMe3)2Cp!] complexes display similar
metal-localised redox chemistry as the {Mo(C!CR)-
(dppe)(η7-C7H7)} systems, albeit for subtly different
reasons. The electronic structures of the cis complexes can
be considered as a perturbation of that described for the
trans case. Keeping a common coordinate system (z-ori-
ented towards the centroid of the Cp ligand) for ease of
discussion, the HOMO is dxy-alkynyl π in character, uncon-
strained by either symmetry or competition from the
strongly electron-withdrawing CO ligand. The lowering of
symmetry from pseudo-C4v towards C2v permits a signifi-
cant degree of rehybridisation of dz2 and dx2–y2, which ham-
pers a simple description, but the key feature is the stabilisa-
tion of the resulting “on-axis” components by interaction
with the carbonyl and alkynyl ligands. The consequence of
greater alkynyl character in supporting the unpaired elec-
tron on oxidation is evidenced not only by computational
studies of the precursor closed-shell derivatives (trans-
[Mo(C!CPh)(CO)(PH3)2Cp]: 59 % Mo, 16% CO, 12% Cβ;
cis-[Mo(C!CPh)(CO)(dHpe)Cp]: 34 % Mo, 4% CO, 51%
C!CPh), but also by the relative magnitudes of the shifts
in the ν(CO) and ν(C!C) frequencies on oxidation [trans-
[Mo(C!CR)(CO)(PMe3)2Cp*]0/+ ∆ν(CO) ≈ +155 cm–1,
∆ν(C!C) ≈ –10 cm–1; cis-[Mo(C!CR)(CO)(dppe)Cp*]0/+

Figure 5. trans-[Mo(C!CR)(CO)(PMe3)2Cp!] and cis-[Mo-
(C!CR)(CO)(dppe)Cp!], illustrated for the case Cp! = Cp.
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∆ν(CO) ≈ +140 cm–1, ∆ν(C!C) ≈ –50 cm–1] as well as EPR
data.[198]

5. Conclusions
The radicals derived from the one-electron oxidation or

reduction of metal σ-alkynyl complexes exhibit tuneable
electronic structures with the unpaired electron localised
across the extremes of largely metal-centred to largely alk-
ynyl-ligand-centred by variation of the metal, supporting
ligands and alkynyl ligand substituent. The systems that
display ligand redox non-innocence give a range of chemi-
cal reactions, which have principally been exploited as tools
for the preparation of larger or more diverse ligand systems
through C–C bond-forming reactions and hydrogen atom
abstraction. In addition to providing routes to new ligand
structures, the capacity for ligand redox non-innocence in
metal σ-alkynyl complexes presents a particular challenge
for the description of the results of electrochemical mea-
surements alone in terms of metal-centred processes. All
told, the chemical transformations of the alkynyl ligand
upon redox reaction serve to emphasise the need for a com-
bination of spectroscopic methods, usually supported by
computational studies, to be employed to determine the
electronic structure in metal σ-alkynyl complexes.
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a b s t r a c t

The concept of a molecular-based electronic technology has been evolving for over 50 years, and the
development of molecular designs for such components over this period has drawn heavily on studies
of intramolecular charge transfer in mixed-valence complexes and related systems. Recent advances in
methods for the assembly and measurement of device characteristics of metal|molecule|metal junctions
have brought the realisation of the considerable promise of the area within a tantalisingly close reach. This
review presents a selective summary of the chemistry, spectroscopic properties and electronic structures
of bimetallic complexes [{LxM}("-bridge){MLx}]n+ based primarily, but not exclusively, on the Ru(PP)Cp’
and Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7) fragments and alkynyl based bridging ligands. The molecular design strategies
that lead to a wide spectrum of electronic characteristics in these systems are described. Examples range
from weakly coupled mixed-valance complexes through more strongly coupled systems in which the
electronic states of the bridging ligand are intimately involved in electron transfer processes to complexes.
An argument is made that the latter are better described in terms of redox non-innocent bridging ligands
supported by metal-based donor substituents rather than strongly coupled mixed-valence complexes.
The significance of these results on the further development of metal complexes for use as components
within a hybrid molecular electronics technology are discussed.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Electron transfer reactions are arguably the simplest subset of
all chemical reactions, yet they underpin essentially every aspect of
chemistry and biology [1–4]. In relatively recent times the under-
standing of these elementary processes has been exploited in the

Abbreviations: ap, 2-anilinopyridinate; pz, pyrazine; DBU,
1,8-diazabicycloundec-7-ene.
∗ Tel.: +44 0 191 334 2114; fax: +44 0 191 384 4737.

E-mail address: p.j.low@durham.ac.uk

design of advanced optoelectronic materials [5] and devices for
solar energy harvesting and conversion [6–8], as well as serving
to stimulate further exploration of electron exchange in a wider
variety of molecular and nanoscale frameworks [9–12]. Although
earlier enthusiasm for single molecule electronics from the mid
1970s and 1980s waned with the realisation of the magnitude of
the challenges associated with developing this technology, the suc-
cess of plastic electronics (e.g. OLED devices) and development of
ever more reliable and accessible methods for measurements of
single molecule conductance properties in metal|molecule|metal
junctions [13,14] and methods for the assembly of molecules
within device-type platforms has led to another dramatic surge in

0010-8545/$ – see front matter © 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ccr.2012.08.008
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interest in the topic [15]. The near-future potential for molecular
electronics is now widely recognised, and the International Tech-
nology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) has begun to include
molecular targets within its future materials agenda [16]. The
integration of functional molecular components within electronic
devices is a paradigm shift from conventional CMOS technology
[17]. Consequently, exploration of the science which underpins
this emerging high technology sector provides opportunities for
the design and synthesis of novel molecular products en route
to future industrial processes. In recognition of the importance
of this area, major manufacturers have now established research
programmes encompassing molecular electronic concepts [see, for
example, [18–22]].

Whilst the vast majority of studies with molecular junc-
tions conducted to date have concentrated on studies of surface
binding and trans-molecule conductance of short chain organic
oligo(arylene ethynylene) systems [23–25], metal complexes are
beginning to migrate from the prototypical systems with which
to study intramolecular electron transfer in solution towards
functional molecular materials in hybrid solid-state/molecule
assemblies [see, for example, [26–37]]. As has been noted else-
where [38,39], metal complexes offer numerous advantages in
the design of molecules for use in single molecule electronics.
These include the synthetic flexibility in terms of molecular length,
conformational rigidity, steric bulk through appropriate choice of
ancillary ligands, and control over the orbital energy and spin
state at the metal center(s) through redox processes (Fig. 1) [40].
The modular construction of metal complexes on surfaces has
been elegantly demonstrated [41], which provided an interesting
counter-point to the assembly of organic molecules in a junc-
tion in situ [42], and demonstrated an alternative method for the
assembly of metal complexes within device structures to assem-
bly strategies based on pre-preparation of the entire molecular
component.

Perhaps the most fascinating prospect for metal complexes in
molecular electronics lies in the capacity to bring frontier orbitals in
and out of resonance with the contacting electrodes either through
bias or change of molecular redox state at moderate potentials,
or through the introduction of spin or Coulomb blockades [34,43].
Nevertheless, many challenges still remain for molecular electron-
ics in general, and organometallic moltronics in particular. High
amongst the list of these challenges lies the development of chem-
ical structure/device electronic property maps and the engineering
challenges associated with fabrication of three-terminal device
platforms that permit the full range of electrochemically accessible
molecular redox states to be utilised to enhance junction charac-
teristics [44,45].

The challenges inherent in the fabrication and study of
molecules contacted by even only two macroscopic contacts has
led to a substantial interest in bimetallic model systems for molec-
ular components in which charge transfer properties can be studied
in solution using spectroscopic methods (Fig. 2). Since the earli-
est studies of the Creutz-Taube ion, [{Ru(NH3)5}2(!-pz)]5+, mixed
valence derivatives in particular have played a vital role in both fun-
damental and applied studies involving electron transfer reactions
in metal complexes [2,46]. Consequently, transition metal com-
plexes in which two (or more) metal atoms are linked through a
common bridging ligand have been a target for synthetic chemists.

However, the use of bimetallic complexes, [{LxMn}(!-
bridge){MnLx}], as precursors to mixed valence derivatives,
[{LxMn}(!-bridge){M(n±y)Lx}], and hence models of molecular
wires in device structures, lies alongside the growing body of work
that has re-ignited awareness of the redox activity of supporting
and bridging ligand [47]. Further complications arise in the middle
ground of electronic structures where bridge and metal states
mix, leading to significant deviations from the well-known Hush

Fig. 1. A schematic showing a prototypical organic (top) and organometallic (bot-
tom) component within two- (top) and three- (bottom) terminal junctions. The
junction conductance can be described in terms of the Landauer formalism G =
(2e2/h) · !L · !B · !R where e is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant and ! L ,
! B and ! R are the transmission coefficient of the left contact, the molecular bridge
and the right contact, respectively. The introduction of a redox active molecule and
a gate electrode offers a mechanism through which to tune ! B .

two-state model of electronic coupling in mixed valence systems,
whilst retaining some spectroscopic characteristics associated with
mixed valency [48–51]. Identifying the electronic characteristics
of the redox products derived from [{LxMn}(!-bridge){MnLx}]
systems therefore requires application of a range of physical
and spectroscopic methods which provide information across a
range of timescales, often supported by computational investi-
gations, and which precede discussions of the electron transfer
characteristics of these species. The difficulties of using DFT
based computations to model the electronic structure and charge
transfer transitions in localised mixed valence systems is well
documented [52], but there is considerable optimism regarding the
potential for local hybrid and gradient functionals to satisfactorily
model long-range charge transfer processes [53–55]. Nevertheless,
the combination of DFT calculations with appropriately chosen
functionals and spectroscopic data provides a powerful method

Fig. 2. A schematic of a mixed valence complex; the intervalence charge transfer
(IVCT) transition contains information concerning the electronic structure (localised
vs delocalised) and electronic coupling between the metal centers, and also provides
information concerning the mixing of the bridge with the metallic states.
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Fig. 3. The oligo(phenylene ethynylene) motif.

for the assessment of electronic structure, distinguishing metal
and ligand contributions to the stabilisation of unpaired charges,
and contributes to the further refinement of theories concerning
intramolecular charge transport in both organic compounds and
organometallic complexes.

The ability of molecular frameworks derived from the oligoyne
and oligo(phenylene ethynylene) motifs (Fig. 3) to support
intramolecular charge transfer over considerable distances through
super-exchange or hopping mechanisms [56–60] has long been
recognised as an attribute of immense potential application for
the design of molecular scale components for electronics [61–63].
For the same reasons, of the myriad of bridging ligands available
to facilitate the construction of [{LxMA}(!-bridge){MBLx}] com-
plexes and associated open shell derivatives, diethynyl aromatic
systems can be identified as particularly popular motifs for the
study of intramolecular electron transfer processes and the con-
struction of ‘wire-like’ metal complexes [30,64]. This activity is
further driven in no small part by the synthetic accessibility of the
ligand precursors and the well-developed routes to metal alkynyl
complexes.

The tools provided by Hush and others which allow extraction of
electronic information from spectroscopically observable param-
eters in mixed valence complexes [{LxMn}(!-bridge){Mn±yLx}]
[48,65,66] have been widely used to explore a vast range of molec-
ular structures with a view to assessing intramolecular coupling
between the metallic sites, and hence their ‘wire-like’ proper-
ties [67–69]. Of course, this method of analysis pre-supposes the
‘mixed-valence’ nature of the object of study, and the prevalence
of redox non-innocence in many "-conjugated ligand structures
when associated with relatively electron rich, heavier members of
the late transition series urges a degree of care before undertaking
such analyses.

In this personal account, the cross-section of trans-molecule
conductance in oligo(phenylene ethynylene) systems and
intramolecular electron transfer processes in bimetallic com-
plexes featuring phenylene ethynylene and related ynyl-based
bridging ligands will be selectively explored and compared.
A brief overview of the electronic structure and dynamic
properties of the prototypical oligophenylene ethynylene, 1,4-
bis(phenylethynyl)benzene (BPEB) (Fig. 4), will be provided by
way of introduction to phenylene ethynylene systems and the use
of this and related fragments to support charge transfer in both
molecular junctions and bimetallic complexes. Synthetic methods
available for the preparation of phenylene ethylene oligomers

Fig. 4. A representation of the planar form of 1,4-bis(phenylethynyl benzene) and
a representative ‘twisted’ conformer. The barrier to rotation is only 2.7 kcal mol−1

[75].

and complexes derived from them are also described. In many
cases, ynyl-ligated complexes exhibit well-behaved one-electron
redox chemistry. The nature of the redox active orbitals can
be varied from metal to ynyl-ligand by judicious choice of the
metal and supporting ligands, and explored through application
of spectroelectrochemical and computational methods. These
ideas concerning metal vs ligand redox activity in organometallic
complexes containing ynyl-derived ligands are also selectively
summarised.

2. Twists and turns: rotational conformers in the
prototypical molecular wire oligo(phenylene ethynylene)

The seminal work of Allara, Tour and Weiss established the
1,4-bis(phenylethynyl)benzene (BPEB) motif as a molecular wire
amenable to study in metal|molecule|metal junctions when aug-
mented by suitable surface contacting groups [70]. Some 15 years
after the original Allara, Tour and Weiss papers, the BPEB scaffold
remains the basis of current molecular wire designs, augmented by
functional groups designed to improve surface contacts, influence
the distribution of "-electron density and modulate the I–V char-
acteristics of the junction [71]. These investigations concerning
conductance of molecular junctions run parallel to studies of
intramolecular electron transfer processes in bimetallic complexes
that feature this motif as a bridging ligand.

These complementary areas of investigation (conductance stud-
ies of metal|molecule|metal junctions and intramolecular charge
transfer studies in {LxMn}(!-bridge){MnLx} systems) are both
driven by the extended "-conjugated backbone of BPEB. The
extent of delocalisation is highly sensitive to the molecular con-
formation, with planar conformations offering more extended
delocalisation pathways along the long molecular axis [72–74].
An analysis of the torsional motions of the parent molecule,
1,4-bis(phenylethynyl)benzene and the central-ring deuterated
derivative 1,4-bis(phenylenethynyl-2,3,5,6-tetradeuteriobenzene,
using cavity ring-down spectroscopy revealed a low barrier to
rotation of the phenyl(ene) rings in BPEB around the alkynyl link-
ers (2.7 kcal mol−1) [75], a value consistent with earlier estimates
(Fig. 4) [76–79]. Since this is comparable with kT at ambient tem-
peratures, samples of BPEB and related systems are usually found
as a mixture of all available conformers, with nearly free rota-
tion of the phenyl(ene) rings around the long molecular axis [80],
unless additional steric constraints [81,82], templating backbones
[83] intramolecular tethers [84,85] or hydrogen bonding interac-
tions [86,87] are introduced. The distribution of conformers can also
be biased towards the more highly delocalised planar conformer
at lower temperatures in fluid or frozen solution [88], through
interactions at the air–water interface in appropriately substituted
derivatives [89], and by alignment in stretched polyethylene films
containing the phenylene ethynylene system of interest [90]. Pho-
toexcitation offers an alternate avenue for transient control of
the molecular conformation, without significant disruption to the
bonding pattern along the molecular backbone [91]. The S1 state of
BPEB has a deeper potential well than the ground state [75,92], and
photoexcitation followed by rapid relaxation to the lowest vibra-
tional level leads to increased population of the planar S1(v = 0)
state, from which fluorescent emission takes place in line with
Kasha’s Rule [88].

Within condensed phases, BPEB derivatives tend to adopt pla-
nar conformations, whilst in Langmuir-Blodgett films of BPEB
derivatives, H-aggregates are commonly observed [93–98]. In self
assembled films based on gold–thiol interactions, BPEB deriva-
tives tend to give dense, well packed monolayers (tilt angle to
the surface ca. 30–40◦), in which the planar conformation is domi-
nant [99]. Conformational switching was originally suggested as a
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Fig. 5. The diversity of top and bottom contacts between a molecule and the macropscopic electrode interfaces (illustrated here for a gold substrate and STM tip) are highly
variable, giving rise to a range of conductance values for the junction.

mechanism to account for the stochastic switching observed in STM
based imaging experiments [100], but later investigations revealed
the fluxionality of the gold–sulfur contact to be the source of the
observed variable conductance of thiol-contacted molecules within
Au|S-molecule-S|Au junctions [101,102] (Fig. 5).

Whilst gold-thiol remains the work-horse contacting chemistry
for the assembly of molecules on conducting (gold) substrates, the
fluctionality [102] and diversity of the Au–S contact leads to mul-
tiple conductance signatures [103], which can be exacerbated by
differences in surface structure and hence the number of coordina-
tion sites on the surface leading to variation in conductance values
of, for example, 1,4-benzenedithiol from 5×10−5 G0 to 0.1 G0
(Fig. 5). Given that the contact morphology (site of binding, molec-
ular tilt, etc.) is sensitive to the site of surface binding [104,105],
the choice of measurement method (e.g. break-junction vs I(s)) can
lead to differences in conductance measurements in even simple
!,"-alkanedithiols [106].

Alternative contacting groups to the thiol moiety have also been
identified, with terminal- [107] and trimethylsilyl-protected [94]
alkynyl moieties, amines [93,108,109], pyridines [110], isocyanides
[111], dimethylphosphines [112], metal complexes [113,114] and
direct formation of a substrate–carbon bond [115,116] emerging as
useful alternate contacts, although the formation of multiple sta-
ble junctions with a range of conductance profiles still an issue.
Given that in addition to the nature of the contact, the number
of molecules in the junction [110], contacts between molecular
#-systems and electrode surface [117], presence of adjacent sur-
face adatoms and molecular #-systems [25] can all influence the
conductance of the junction, the identification of new, physically
robust contacts remains a priority for the development of molecu-
lar electronics [118], including organometallic based components
[17,41,119,120].

3. Phenylene ethynylenes: from prototypical alkyne ligand
to prototypical molecular wire and back again

The electronic considerations that have directed so much
attention to phenylene ethynylene based systems as molec-
ular components within metal|molecule|metal junctions have
also led to considerable interest in charge transfer processes

within molecular systems bearing ligands derived from pheny-
lene ethynylenes. However, interest in the use of phenylethynyl
based ligands far pre-dates thoughts of using such complexes as
models or components for molecular electronic systems. It is prob-
ably fair to suggest that phenyl acetylene has been the work-horse
alkyne ligand used in the development of $-alkynyl ligand chem-
istry. The availability, ready purification, and convenient boiling
point range of phenylacetylene, together with the moderate acid-
ity of the alkynyl proton which assists the formation of nucleophilic
acetylide anions, made it something of a ligand of choice for the
early, pioneering synthetic efforts [121]. The phenyl moiety also
provided a scaffold for the introduction of additional alkynyl moi-
eties, and complexes and polymers containing diethynylbenzene
ligands were also quickly prepared.

In more recent times, the introduction of electron withdrawing
groups to the these themes has been extended to include a wide
range of donor–acceptor complexes and dendritic structures for
electro-optical applications [122,123], and necessitated access to a
much wider range of functionalised alkynes. The development of
the chemistry of functionalised metal alkynyl complexes is there-
fore something of a remarkable circular story. The development
of Cu(I) mediated transmetallation to prepare Group 10 alkynyl
complexes by Hagihara and Sonogashira [124–129] evolved to the
Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction [130,131]. The Sonogashira
cross-coupling protocol now provides access to a vast array of
organic alkynes bearing almost every imaginable functional group.
In turn, these alkynes are used in a variety of contexts to develop
functionalised metal alkynyl complexes.

The compatibility of the Sonogashira cross-coupling proto-
col with trimethylsilyl and propan-2-ol based ethynyl protecting
groups, the chemoselectivity of aryl iodides over aryl bromides,
and the simple functional group transformations that can be
used to introduce halide substituents permits the simple itera-
tive assembly of phenylene ethynylene systems of considerable
length and diverse peripheral functionality [132]. Extended pheny-
lene ethynylene compounds are also readily prepared on large scale
from quinones (benzoquinone, naphthaquinone, anthraquinone)
via the sequential addition of alkynyl nucleophiles followed by
reduction (Scheme 1). At −78 ◦C only monosubstitution of the
quinone takes place, with the second addition requiring temper-
atures above −40 ◦C. This provides a convenient method through
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Scheme 1. The ‘palladium-free’ synthesis of arylene ethynylenes from quinones [133].

which to transform a cheap, symmetric quinone to differentially
substituted diols, which can be subsequently reduced (SnCl2) to
the corresponding aromatic derivatives [133,134]. These synthetic
protocols, together with alkyne metathesis reactions, provide the
new aromatic alkynyl compounds used in the further development
of metal alkynyl chemistry.

The rearrangement of terminal alkynes in the presence of more
electron-rich metal centers to vinylidene complexes, followed by
deprotonation has been widely exploited as a convenient route to
metal alkynyl complexes, and probably represents the most com-
monly employed route in current use (Scheme 2) [135]. As part
of a study of extended !-conjugated alkynyl-based ligands, metal
diynyls represent a key conceptual advance from simpler alkynyl
complexes [136]. Although access to terminal diyne reagents,
HC CC CR, is becoming simpler [137–139], these fascinating
species are still not widely employed in transition metal chemistry,
and care must be taken when manipulating these sterically unen-
cumbered, highly conjugated compounds. Terminal diynes also
have a tendency to undergo a formal 1,4-H shift, although likely
proceeding through a series of deprotonation/protonation steps
[140], giving rise to highly reactive butatrienylidene complexes
(Scheme 2) [141].

Given the prevalence of trimethylsilyl protecting groups in syn-
thetic alkyne chemistry, the use of Me3SiC CR precursors directly
in the preparation of transition metal alkynyl complexes has been
explored as a work-around to the preparation and manipulation
of terminal ynyl and polyynyl compounds. Typically ‘desilylation-
metallation’ reactions are conducted in the presence of a source of
fluoride ions (KF or NBu4F being commonly employed) and proceed
at moderate temperatures to give the alkynyl complexes in good
yield [142–144]. These reactions likely proceed by a sequence of
initial formation a !-alkyne complex, followed by 1,2-silyl shift
and desilylation [145–149], although mechanistic detail has not
been established in all cases (Scheme 2). A competing in situ desi-
lylation reaction to give the terminal alkyne in situ before entry
to the conventional protio-vinylene chemistry cannot be excluded
from every scenario. Nevertheless, silyl-protected alkynes are now
established as convenient reagents for the preparation of metal
alkynyl complexes.

Transmetallation reactions also provide convenient entry
to {LnM}C CR complexes, with reactions of alkynyl Grignard
reagents, alkali metal salts [150,151], Group 11 or trialkyl tin
alkynyl reagents with metal complexes bearing some suitable
labile ligand or leaving group, {LnM}X, having been explored
(Scheme 2). Grignard reagents and alkali metal salts of alkynyl
anions, although largely superseded due to the experimental sim-
plicity of alternative procedures and the lack of compatibility
between the nucleophilic alkynyl anions, or the bases used to
generate them, and supporting ligands on the metal (e.g. CO),
are still capable of providing entry to valuable product classes,
such as the [Ru2(ap)4(C CR)] systems developed by Ren [152].
The Cu(I)-based transmetallation reactions have met with great
success for less electron-rich metal fragments [153]. Although
[Cu(C CR)]n species are prone to explosive decomposition and
the use of [Cu(C CR)(PPh3)]4 reagents tends to give products
in which the copper fragment is !-coordinated by the trans-
ferred alkynyl ligand, the use of catalytic quantities of Cu(I) and
Cu(C CR) species generated in situ significantly reduces both the
hazards and formation of !-complex by-products [154,155]. Sil-
ver(I) alkynyl reagents, which are also rather sensitive, have also
been used as alkynyl transfer reagents [156]. Transmetallation reac-
tions with stannyl-substituted alkynes have also been shown to
be a viable synthetic strategy, although the use of toxic and/or
deliquescent tin reagents does limit the wider appeal of these
methods [157–162]. Interestingly, [RhCl(PMe3)4] undergoes an
oxidative addition reaction with both Me3SnC CR and HC CR
to give mer-trans-[Rh(C CR)2(SnMe3)(PMe3)3] [162] or cis,cis-
[Rh(H)(C CR)(PMe3)4]+ species [163], respectively. Related neutral
hydrides have been obtained by elimination of methane in reac-
tions of [Rh(Me)(PMe3)4] with terminal alkynes [163]. The use of
Me3SnC CPh and Me3SnC CC6H4C CSnMe3 has permitted access
to mono and bimetallic ruthenium complexes from the otherwise
rather unreactive trans-RuCl2(dppe)2 [164].

Recently gold alkynyl complexes and intermediates have begun
to attract attention as intermediates in catalytic cycles in which
the alkyne is transferred from the gold centre to another (catalyti-
cally active) metal [165]. The propensity of gold alkynyl complexes
to enter into transmetallation reactions, together with the simple

Scheme 2. A selection of common methods for the formation of metal ynyl complexes, intermediates and associated products.
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Scheme 3. The use of [Au(C CAr)(PPh3)] in the preparation of metal alkynyl complexes by transmetallation reactions [166].

preparation of these compounds from terminal or silyl protected
alkynes and diynes, also makes them convenient reagents in their
own right in the preparation of metal alkynyl complexes (Scheme 3)
[166]. The relatively low !-acidity of [Au(PPh3)]+ and high cova-
lency of the Au–X bonds is also convenient, serving to prevent the
!-coordination of the gold fragment to the alkynyl product.

Another strategy that is finding increased application in recent
times involves chemical modification of a ligand within the metal
coordination environment [167]. In this context of metal alkynyl
and polyynyl complexes, early examples of such processes would
include the deprotonation of terminal ynyl ligands (or masked
equivalents such as –C CSiMe3 [168,169] and terminal vinyli-
denes [170,171]) and subsequent reactions with electrophiles
[172–174]. The high nucleophilicity of the alkynyl C" carbon in
complexes such as [Ru(C CH)(dppe)Cp*] also raises interesting
options for ‘chemistry on the complex’ synthetic strategies based
on direct reactions of this species with electrophiles [175,176].
However, with a view to the preparation of the phenyl ethynyl
based systems the Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction using either
terminal ynyl complexes {LnM}{(C C)xH} or {LnM}(C CArC CH)
[154,155,172,177] or arylhalide substituted metal #-ethynyl com-
plexes [178] as coupling partners with aryl halides or 1-alkynes,
respectively, has been shown to be a powerful, if not yet widely
exploited, synthetic strategy (Scheme 4).

Other ‘chemistry on the complex’ strategies of direct rele-
vance to the preparation of phenylene ethynyl ligand derivatives
take advantage of the parallel reactivity of the pendent C CH
moiety in [Ru(C C–1,4-C6H4-C CH)(PPh3)2Cp] (1) with simple
organic terminal alkynes [179]. The complex [Ru(C C–1,4-C6H4

Scheme 4. An early example of ‘chemistry on the complex’ used to prepare aryl
buta-1,3-diyl ligands [154,172].

-C CSiMe3)(PPh3)2Cp] (2) is conveniently prepared from the 1:1
stoichiometric reaction of RuCl(PPh3)2Cp with Me3SiC C–1,4-
C6H4-C CSiMe3 in the presence KF in methanol. The mono-
metallated complex 2 precipitates under these conditions before
activation/desilylation of the second ethynyltrimethylsilyl moi-
ety [143]. Subsequent reaction with [NBu4]F in a thf/methanol
solvent mixture in which the precursor is more soluble affords
the useful building block 1, which can be used in the prepa-
ration of a wide range of phenylene ethynlene derivatives by
Sonogashira or Hay cross or homo-coupling reactions, or used in
the preparation of bi- and polymetallic derivatives through the
usual methods of metallation associated with terminal alkynes
(Scheme 5) [179].

4. Building bridges: the mononuclear complexes
[Ru(C CR)(PP)Cp’] and [Mo(C CR)(dppe)(!-C7H7)]

Before considering the electronic structure of bimetallic com-
plexes, it is useful to first understand the electronic structure of
the (conceptual) mono-metallic building blocks and metal–ligand
interactions therein. The electronic structure of the half-sandwich
d6 Ru(II) complexes [Ru(C CR)(PP)Cp’] have been explored in
increasing levels of detail over the past 20 years [180–182], and
important contributions from studies of related ynyl species should
not be forgotten [183–187]; however, a comprehensive review of
metal alkynyl bonding is beyond the scope of this review. The
elementary features of the bonding descriptions are summarised
in terms of a fragment orbital approach in Fig. 6 [180,189]. The
{Ru(PP)Cp’} fragment (P = phosphine based ligand, Cp’ = $-C5H5,
C5Me5, etc.) can be considered as a square pyramidal ML5 fragment,
with three of the ligand sites occupied by the facially capping Cp
ligand. Using the coordinate system defined in Fig. 6, the principle
interactions between the metal center and the alkynyl ligand can be
identified in ADF calculations as arising from overlaps of the metal
dz2 orbital and the alkynyl lone pair, which gives rise to a strong !-
bond, and weaker "-interactions between dxz and dyz with the C C
!-obitals. In a d6 metal system the #-bonding and both bonding
and anti-bonding "-combinations are populated, the later giving
rise to the HOMOs. The relative energies, and hence contribution
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Scheme 5. The preparation of phenylene ethynylene complexes from [Ru(C C–1,4-C6H4-C CH)(PPh3)2Cp] using ‘chemistry on the complex’ concepts.

to the HOMOs, of the metal and alkynyl fragment orbitals are sen-
sitive to the supporting ligands on the metal and substituents, and
length of the ynyl chain [180,189]. Consequently, chemical control
around the molecular scaffold can be used to tune the electronic
characteristics of the complex (Fig. 6). Similar conclusions are also
drawn from DFT analyses [190,191], and the composition of the
HOMO in [Ru(C CAr)(PH3)2Cp] (B3LYP/3-21G*) is found to vary
from Ru:C2Ar = 30:67 (Ar = C6H5) to 11:86 (Ar = C14H8). There is not
a significant amount of structural distortion or orbital re-ordering
on reducing the electron count by 1e to simulate oxidation, and the
!-LUSO in [Ru(C CAr)(PH3)2Cp]+ offers similar composition to the
HOMO of the neutral precursor.

These calculations indicating the significant contribution from
the alkynyl ligand to the frontier orbitals of [Ru(C CAr)(PP)Cp’]
systems are strongly supported by the available experimental
evidence. The redox potentials of complexes of this type are
strongly influenced by the electronic nature of the Ar group
which provides the first clues to the substantial role of the

ligand in the redox events associated with these molecules
[181,191]. Infra-red spectroelectrochemistry has proven to
be a very valuable tool through which to study these rather
reactive products of oxidation [192,193]. Oxidation causes a
substantial decrease in the !(C C) frequency in complexes
[Ru(C CAr)(dppe)Cp*] (Ar = C6H4Me, "!(C C) =−143 cm−1;
Ar = C14H8, "!(C C) =−116 cm−1) [181,191], and the observation
of products derived from coupling of ligand-centered radicals in
preparative scale experiments [182,194].

As the alkynyl ligand is extended from arylacetylide deriva-
tives to ethynyl tolan (diphenylacetylene) based ligands, a
similar pattern of behaviour emerges [190]. However, while the
HOMO in [Ru(C CC6H4C CC6H4OMe)(PH3)2Cp] (Ru:C CC6H4:
C CC6H4OMe = 18:55:21) and !-LUSO in [Ru(C CC6H4C
CC6H4OMe)(PH3)2Cp]+ (Ru:C CC6H4:C CC6H4OMe = 19:47:24)
are calculated to be delocalised over the entire chain, the
greatest contribution arises from the phenyl ethynyl moiety
coordinated to the metal center (Fig. 7). This is in complete

Fig. 6. A qualitative MO scheme for the Ru(C CH)(PH3)2Cp fragment, adapted from [180,189]. The energy and composition of the frontier orbitals is sensitive to the nature
of the alkynyl substituent, the metal (e.g. Ru vs Fe) and supporting ligands.
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Fig. 7. A plot of the HOMO in [Ru(C CC6H4C CC6H4OMe)(PH3)2Cp], with contour
values at ±0.04 (e/bohr3)1/2.

agreement with results from IR spectroelectrochemical studies
of [Ru(C CC6H4C CC6H4OMe-4)(dppe)Cp*]n+ (n = 0, 1), which
show the initial two band !(RuC C/C CC6H4OMe) pattern
2060s/2207w cm−1 shifting to 1923s/2206m cm−1 on oxidation,
and indicating the bonding in the remote ethynyl anisyl moiety
to be little affected by the oxidation process save for a more
substantial dipole moment along the C C axis.

The UV–vis–NIR spectra of the one-electron oxidation products
derived from mono-nuclear ruthenium acetylide complexes also
contain features of considerable interest to discussions concerning
the electronic structure of these species. The electronic spectra of
[Ru(C CAr)(PP)Cp’] species are usually dominated by transitions
from the metal-ethynyl based HOMOs to the ligand "* orbitals,
and which tail into the visible region and are responsible for the
yellow to orange colour of these complexes. These transitions may
be likened in the most general terms as MLCT in character, although
such descriptions lack an element of precision and do not describe
the important contributions from the ethynyl ligand to the donor
state. Additional ligand centred !–!* transitions can also be iden-
tified, the energy of which is, naturally, strongly dependent on the
nature of the alkynyl ligand [190]. On one-electron oxidation to
[Ru(C CAr)(PP)Cp’]+, these bands shift to lower energy in keep-
ing with the largely ligand based character of the HOMO, and in
addition new lower energy features can be observed in the visible
spectrum, which TD DFT calculations suggest can be described in
terms of transitions from occupied orbitals with substantial RuCp
character to the metal-ligand based "-LUSO. At lower energy still, in
the NIR region one or more very weak bands which can be likened to
d–d transitions within an octahedral d5 system are found, although
again the substantial mixing of the metal d and alkynyl !-ligands
would suggest a description in terms of a d!/d! transition may be
more accurate (Fig. 8). Similar descriptions have also been noted in
closely related complexes based on the trans-[Ru(C CR)Cl(dppe)2]
motif [195,196].

The molybdenum alkynyl complexes [Mo(C CR)(dppe)(#-
C7H7)] popularised by Mark Whiteley offer distinctly different

Fig. 8. The NIR spectrum of [Ru(C CC6H4Me-4)(PPh3)2Cp]+ generated in a spectro-
electrochemical cell, with plots (±0.04 (e/bohr3)1/2) and composition of the "-HOSO
and "-LUSO.

electronic characteristics to [Ru(C CR)(PP)Cp’] species, despite the
apparent electronic and structural similarities. Whilst both are half-
sandwich, d6 systems derived from 4d metals, the molybdenum
systems [Mo(C CR)(dppe)(#-C7H7)] offer formal oxidation poten-
tials some 600–400 mV less positive than the analogous complexes
[Ru(C CR)(dppe)Cp*]. Furthermore, the range of E1/2 values offered
by the Mo-based alkynyl complexes [Mo(C CC6H4X)(dppe)(#-
C7H7)] (X = H, NH2, OMe, Me, CHO) (spanning a range of ca.
160 mV) is much less sensitive to the electronic character of
the alkynyl substituent than in the analogous Ru-based series,
[Ru(C CC6H4X)(dppe)Cp*], which vary by over 300 mV for the
same substituents [181,188,197]. These striking differences in
oxidation potential and range are mirrored in the shifts of
!(C C) frequency on oxidation, with the Mo based examples
exhibiting much smaller shifts to lower frequency than the Ru ana-
logues (e.g. [Ru(C CC6H4Me)(dppe)Cp*]0/+1 #!(C C) −145 cm−1;
[Mo(C CC6H4Me)(dppe)(#-C7H7)]0/+1 #!(C C) −33 cm−1). The
explanation for these differences can be traced back to the dif-
ferences in electronic structures, and in particular the different
metal-based frontier orbitals offered.

An examination of the frontier orbitals of the model system
[Mo(C CC6H5)(dppe)(#-C7H7)] reveals an important stabilisation
of the dx2−y2 and dxy orbitals by ı-interactions with the empty
e2 orbitals of the {C7H7}+ ligand, whilst the dyz and dxz orbitals
(filled in a d6 Mo(I) electron counting system) are stabilised by
!-backbonding interactions from the e1 ligand orbitals (Fig. 9).
These metal–ligand interactions with the e-type orbitals of the
{C7H7}+ ring are more important than in the case of the isoelec-
tronic {C5H5}− due to the lower energy of the ring orbitals as
ring size increases, which especially favours the increased inter-
actions of the metallic orbitals with the e2 system in the case of
the larger ring [198–201]. The net consequence is that the dz2

remains relatively high in energy, being somewhat destabilised
by the ring a-type orbital, and contributes substantially to the
molecular HOMO. The overlap of the dz2 orbital, which is directed
towards the C7H7 ring centroid under the coordinate systems
that permits the strong metal-ring "- and ı-interactions, with
the alkynyl ligand !-type orbitals is limited by symmetry con-
straints. As a result of these electronic and symmetry constraints,
the redox processes associated with this system are largely con-
fined to the change in population of dz2 , a fact inferred by Phil
Rieger many years ago from the consideration of the well-resolved
isotropic EPR spectra of these complexes [202]. Similar elec-
tronic structure arguments apply to the analogous W complexes
[W(C CR)(dppe)(#-C7H7)]0/+1 [203], although reduction in the ring
size to C5H5 and orbital reordering, as in [Mo(C CR)(CO)(dppe)Cp],
leads to more alkynyl character in the frontier molecular orbitals
[204].

However, the alkynyl ligand is not entirely innocent even in
the C7H7-alkynyl systems, as is evidenced by the observation of
hyperfine coupling to substituents on the alkynyl ligand in EPR
and ENDOR spectra [205] and slow formation of bis(vinylidene)
dimers through C"–C" radical homo-coupling reactions which take
place in solutions of the alkynyl [206] and diynyl [207] radicals
(Scheme 6).

The contrasting electronic characteristics, but similar structural
features of metal alkynyl complexes based on [Ru(C CR)(PP)Cp’]
and [Mo(C CR)(dppe)(#-C7H7)], have provided the opportunity to
compare and contrast the electron structure of bimetallic com-
plexes {(#-CyRy)(PP)M}($-C CXC≡C){M(PP)(#-CyRy}]n+ (n = 0, 1,
2; M = Ru; PP = (PPh3)2, dppe; #-CyRy = Cp, Cp*; M = Mo; PP = dppe;
#-CyRy = #-C7H7) as a function of both the metal auxiliary and the
diethynyl ligand C CXC C. Depending on the nature of both, the
monocation radicals with n = 1 can either be described in terms of
metal-based mixed-valency, or as metal-stablised ligand radicals,
as described below.
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Fig. 9. The key ligand orbitals from the {C7H7}+ fragment (plotted with contours at ±0.06 (e/bohr3)1/2 for clarity), and the frontier orbitals of [Mo(C CH)(dppe)(!-C7H7)]
((±0.04 (e/bohr3)1/2).
Adapted from a Figure by Mark Whiteley.

5. Deceptively simple: all-carbon bridges

The chemistry and electron transfer characteristics of all-carbon
bridged systems [{LnM}{"-(C C)n}MLn]n+ have been reviewed on
several previous occasions [185,208–211] so only a brief summary
is presented here. The C2 moiety represents the most elemen-
tary carbon-based bridging ligand beyond carbide complexes
[212,213], and has a close structural and electronic relationship
with the ubiquitous, but still fascinating, conjugated bridging
ligand, cyanide [214,215]. Despite the large number of complexes
with "-CN ligands and the substantial number of studies of
the redox chemistry and CN mediated charge transfer processes
within these systems, it is only relatively recently that the redox
chemistry, electronic structure and intramolecular charge trans-
fer properties of "-C2 complexes have been explored [171,216].
Homo and hetero bimetallic Group 8 complexes featuring a "-
!1,!1-C2 ligand have been prepared by double deprotonation
of [M(C CH2)(dppe)Cp’]PF6 (4) and subsequent reactions with
[M’(thf)(dppe)Cp’]+ [171]. The C2 compounds [{Cp’(dppe)M}("-
C C){M’(dppe)Cp’}] (5) were readily protonated to give the
analogous "-C2H complexes. However, treatment with one or two
equivalents of [FcH]PF6 decreased the electron density in the C2
fragment to give more readily handled mono and di-cations [5]+,
[5]2+ as their PF−6 salts (Scheme 7).

Longer chain examples with C4, C6 and C8 ligands
[{Ru(PP)Cp’}2{"-(C C)m}] were readily prepared from KF medi-
ated metalladesilylation reactions between RuCl(PPh3)2Cp
and Me3Si(C C)mSiMe3 (m = 2, 3, 4) [143,217]. Complexes
containing C4 chains with more electron-donating suppor-
ting ligands were obtained from oxidative dimerisation and
deprotonation of Ru(C CH)(dppx)Cp* (dppx = dppm, dppe)
[218], Fe(C CH)(dppe)Cp* [219], Os(C CH)(dppe)Cp* [220]
and [Mo(C CH)(dppe)(!-C7H7)] [51] which convincingly
illustrates the radical character of the alkynyl ligand in the
17-e−intermediates [M(C CH)Ln]+ [221]. Oxidative dimersation of
Ru(C CC CLi)(dppe)Cp* in the presence of [{CuCl(PPh3)}4] gives
the electron-rich C8 complex in excellent (85%) yield [174]. The
"-C14 complex [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2{"-C C)7}] was assembled in a
remarkably efficient variant of the Cadiot-Chodkiewicz coupling,
from reaction of [Ru{(C C)2Au(PPh3)}(dppe)Cp*] with I(C C)3I in
the presence of a mixed Pd(0)/Cu(I) catalyst [222].

This library of complexes has allowed an examination of the
effects of both chain extension and metal substitution in all-carbon
ligand bridged bimetallic complexes. In the case of the homo-
bimetallic ruthenium series [{Ru(PP)Cp’}2{"-(C C)m}] the HOMOs
are derived from the out-of-phase combination of metal (approxi-
mately dxz and dyz) with the Cn !-system (Fig. 10) [187,223–225].
These orbitals are delocalised over the M-Cn-M chain and well

Scheme 6. The oxidative coupling of [Mo(C CR)(dppe)(!-C7H7)]+ radicals [206,207].
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Scheme 7. The preparation of bimetallic complexes [{LnM}(!-C C)MLn]n+ [171].

separated from the other frontier orbitals, and are " anti-bonding in
character with respect to the M C# and C$ C%, C& C', etc. bonds,
and bonding between C# C$, C% C&, etc. The carbon content of
these frontier orbitals increases with increasing chain length in
the case of the ruthenium series, and other examples featuring the
heavier, late transition metal elements [226].

Oxidation of these complexes can be well described in terms
of the sequential depopulation of these frontier orbitals, which
results in a gradual evolution of cumulenic and subsequently car-
bynic character in the carbon-based bridging ligand (Scheme 8),
a point firmly established from both computational studies, IR

Fig. 10. The HOMO and HOMO–1 calculated for [{Ru(PPh3)2Cp}2(!-C CC C)] (5)
illustrating the nodal pattern, with contours at ±0.04 (e/bohr3)1/2.

Scheme 8. The evolution of valence bond descriptions in the redox series
[{Ru(PP)Cp’}2(!-C4)]n+ (n = 0–4) [224].
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spectroscopic investigations carried out on the various members
of the [{Ru(PP)Cp’}2{!-(CC)m]n+ redox series [224], and supported
by crystallographic structure determination [218].

In keeping with these simple valence bond representations, and
the nature of the "-bond order revealed in the computational work,
the neutral systems offer a relatively flat potential energy surface
with regards to the relative orientation of the Ru(PP)Cp’ fragments.
The transoid conformer is only slightly energetically favoured,
and structural examples and polymorphs of [{Ru(PP)Cp’}2(!-
C CC C)] based systems illustrating Cp(0)-Ru· · ·Ru’-Cp’(0) angles
from −28.2◦ (cisoid) to 180◦ (transoid) have been crystallographi-
cally characterised (Cp(0) is the centroid of the Cp ring) [227].
Larger barriers to rotation are brought about by steric interactions
between the supporting ligands in the C2 series and by oxidation,
which increases the Ru–C bond order [171]. In keeping with these
electronic structure descriptions, the low energy NIR transitions
observed in [{Ru(PP)Cp’}2{!-(CC)m}]+ systems have considerable
Ru(d)→ [Ru(d)/C(!)]* (ca. MLCT) character. Similar descriptions
apply for the low energy transitions in [{Os(dppe)Cp*}2(!-C4)]+

[219], but the higher energy of the iron d orbitals leads to more
Fe(III)/Fe(II) mixed valence (Class III) character in the case of
[{Fe(dppe)Cp*}2(!-C4)]+ [228]. Similarly, the greater metallic char-
acter also leads to a greater stabilisation of the triplet (HS) dicationic
state in the dicationic systems [{M(PP)Cp’}2{!-(C C)m}]2+ derived
from iron, and in the shorter (m = 1) examples from the ruthenium
series [171].

The difference in the electronic characteristics of
Fe(C CR)(dppe)Cp* (more metallic character in the frontier
orbitals) and Ru(C CR)(dppe)Cp* (more alkynyl character in
the frontier orbitals) creates interest in the heterobimetallic
complexes [{Cp*(dppe)Fe}(!-C CC C){Ru(PP)Cp’}]n+ [n = 0, 1, 2;
Ru(PP)Cp’ = Ru(PPh3)2Cp (6), Ru(dppe)Cp* (7)] [229]. The target
complexes 6 and 7 were prepared in 70–80% yield from reaction
of [FeCl(dppe)Cp*] with [Ru(C CC CH)(PP)Cp’] in the presence of
a strong base (DBU) to facilitate deprotonation of the intermediate
vinylidene (Scheme 9). Each half-sandwich Group 8 fragment
offers frontier fragment orbitals of the same symmetry, and the
nodal properties of the HOMO and HOMO–1 are similar to those of
the homo-bimetallic analogues. These orbitals, whilst delocalised
over the FeC CC CRu chain, are polarised towards the Fe centre

Scheme 9. The preparation of [{Cp*(dppe)Fe}(!-C CC C){Ru(PP)Cp’] 6 and 7
[229].

with calculated Hirschfeld charges on Fe and Ru in the model
[{Cp(dHpe)Fe}(!-C4){Ru(dHpe)Cp}]−0.06 and +0.22, respectively
and a calculated dipole moment of 1.05 D (Feı−←Ruı+) (% compo-
sition Fe/C#/C$/C$

′/C#
′/Ru: HOMO 18/17/11/11/18/12; HOMO–1

15/21/12/12/22/9). This polarisation is maintained on oxidation
and whilst the total spin density is partitioned more or less equally
over the metal centres and the C4 chain in the mono-cation
[{Cp(dHpe)Fe}(!-C4){Ru(dHpe)Cp}]+ (M2/C4: 0.456/0.515) and
the triplet dication [{Cp(dHpe)Fe}(!-C4){Ru(dHpe)Cp}]2+ (M2/C4:
0.971/1.005). The contribution from the metals is greater on the
Fe centre in both cases (Fe/Ru: monocation 0.290/0.166; triplet
dication 0.602/0.369).

The IR, 57Fe Mössbauer and ESR spectra of [{Cp*(dppe)Fe}(!-
C CC C){Ru(PP)Cp’}]n+ (n = 1, 2) are consistent with this descrip-
tion in terms of polarised electronic structure without complete
evolution to an iron-localised oxidation giving rise to an Fe(III)
centre. The IR spectra of the neutral complex feature a single
(broad) "(C C) band near 1965 cm−1, which evolves to a two
band "(CC) pattern at progressively lower frequency in the mono
and dications formed on oxidation. This is consistent with the
increased polarisation along the Fe-C4-Ru axis predicted from
the computational results, whilst the evolution of the "(CC)
bands to lower frequencies indicates the involvement of the C4
chain the redox event. In addition, the QS parameter of [7]2+

is smaller at 273 K (1.069 mm s−1) than at 80 K (1.113 mm s−1)
consistent with the thermal population of the higher energy
triplet state at room temperature. There is no further change
in the QS from 80 to 4 K, suggesting that the limiting triplet is
reached at ca. 80 K in the solid state. Paramagnetic NMR studies
suggest that the singlet/triplet energy gaps for [{Cp*(dppe)Fe}(!-
C CC C){Ru(PP)Cp’}]2+ (Ru(PPh3)2Cp 350 cm−1; Ru(dppe)Cp*
500 cm−1) lie between the values obtained for the homo-bimetallic
Fe (18 cm−1) and Ru complexes (830 cm−1). Whilst the singlet is
lower in energy in all cases, the lowering of the gap with increasing
spin density on metal centres, which is consequent of the sub-
stitution of Ru for Fe, increases the proportion of the thermally
populated triplet state at ambient temperature.

Against this backdrop of a polarised electronic structure, the
lowest energy, unique electronic transitions in [{Cp*(dppe)Fe}(!-
C CC C){Ru(PP)Cp’}]+ are assigned to Ru→ Fe+ charge transfer
processes, which are masked to some extent by a much more
intense pseudo-LMCT transition (Fig. 11). Assuming symmetri-
cal band shape, an electron transfer distance approximated by
the physical metal–metal separation and the weak coupling limit,

Fig. 11. The unique low energy LMCT (10,300 cm−1) and IVCT (7300 cm−1) transi-
tions observed following spectroelectrochemical generation of [6]+. The inset shows
an expansion of the IVCT band.
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the two state model gives a metal–metal coupling term of 230
(Ru(PPh3)2Cp) to 310 (Ru(dppe)Cp*) cm−1. Whilst these values
are larger than for related Fe/Re mixed metal systems [230], the
approximations inherent in the analysis, and their physical accu-
racy given the delocalised, albeit polarised, nature of the donor and
acceptor orbitals must be borne in mind.

Guided by these concepts, and given the more heavily metal
localised frontier orbitals of the {Mo(C CR)dppe)(!-C7H7)} moi-
ety, [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)] (8) was an attractive
target with a view to the preparation of a ‘genuine’ mixed-valence
organometallic complex based on an all-carbon bridging ligand
[51]. The complex 8 was obtained and isolated following oxidative
coupling of two [Mo(C CH)(dppe)(!-C7H7)] complexes ([FcH]PF6)
to give the bis(vinylidene), and deprotonation (KOBut). How-
ever, prompt aerial oxidation took place, which provided a rather
convenient entry point to [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)]PF6,
[8]PF6. Further oxidation with [FcH]PF6 gave [8][PF6]2, which was
crystallographically characterised (Scheme 10).

The C4 ligand in [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)][PF6]2,
[8][PF6]2, exhibits significant alternating C C/C–C character,
which contrasts the more cumulenic character noted in both
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2("-C4)]2+ [218] and [{Re(PPh3)(NO)Cp*}2("-
C4)]2+ [230b] and provides the first indications of the greater
metallic character in the redox processes associated with the
parent. The neutral system was IR silent in the !(C C) region, but
a Raman band was observed at 1939 cm−1, both results indicating
a largely symmetrical structure. The monocation exhibited a two
band pattern with !(CC) bands at 1930, 1868 cm−1, the relative
intensity of which did not change with solvent polarity or in the
solid state. Thus, whilst different conformers of [{MLn}2("-C4)]n+

are known to exhibit different !(CC) bands (vide supra), in this
case these IR features are also consistent with a valence localised
(on the IR time scale) mixed-valence description of [8]PF6, a point
also consistent with NIR and ESR spectra. The Raman spectrum
of the IR silent dication contains two bands, but given that these
are enhanced to different extent using different excitation wave-
lengths, it would appear that the isolated sample contains two
chemically distinct forms or species.

Turning attention to the electronic spectrum of the mono-cation
[8]+, two band envelopes were observed near 8650 cm−1 (apparent
ε 8300 M−1 cm−1) and 4020 cm−1 (apparent ε 2900 M−1 cm−1), the
latter tailing into the IR region. These band envelopes were decon-
voluted into four Gaussian sub-bands, three of which were weak
in intensity and exhibited a strong solvatochromic dependence
(Fig. 12). These sub-bands were therefore assigned to the three
possible IVCT transitions in a mixed valence d5/d6 system based
on pseudo-octahedral metal fragments. The less solvatochromic,
much narrower and more intense component was assigned to an
LMCT transition. Although the IVCT components were narrower
than predicted from the Hush model, the involvement of the bridg-
ing ligand in the charge transfer process is known to lead to
narrowing of the IVCT band shape [48,49]. The observation of both
LMCT and IVCT components is a characteristic of the three-state
model for weakly interacting mixed valence complexes, and points
to a key role of the C4 ligand in mediating the charge transfer pro-
cess in this case.

Considerable insight can be gained into the dynamics of the
electron transfer process by considering data from spectroscopic
techniques that operate across a range of timescales [231]. Whilst
the IR and NIR spectra are consistent with a localised mixed valence
structure for [8]+, no hyperfine data could be resolved from X-
, S- or Q-band EPR spectra, despite the normally well-resolved
EPR signatures of [MoX(dppe)(!-C7H7)]+ radical arising from the
largely isotropic distribution of spin in the dz2 orbital. Rather,
the EPR data are consistent with electron-exchange processes
on the same time-scale as the measurement (108 to 1010 s−1).

Scheme 10. The preparation of [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)][PF6]n (n = 0, 1,
2).

Similar phenomena have been observed for the slow electron
exchange processes in [{WI(dppe)2}2("-C4)]+ [232]. The dication
[{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)]2+, [8]2+, was further exam-
ined by both EPR and magnetic susceptibility measurements, which
revealed a strongly antiferromagnetically coupled ground state,
with a thermally accessible triplet lying some 406 cm−1 higher in
energy.

Electronic structure calculations on the model system
[{Mo(dHpe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)] (8-H) further illustrate
the differences with the metal fragment orbitals offered by the
Mo(PP)(!-C7H7) and M(PP)Cp based systems. The HOMO and
HOMO–1 of 8-H are comprised of both Mo (41%) and C4 (40–41%)
character, but in contrast to the Group 8 Cp derivatives, the Mo
contribution arises not from a d#-orbital, but from dz2 (Fig. 13).
Although attempts to construct computational models of the open
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Fig. 12. The NIR–IR spectrum of [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)]PF6 ([8]PF6)
in CH2Cl2, with deconvolution into IVCT and LMCT components [51]. The inset illus-
trates the metal-based transitions associated with a d6/d5 mixed valence complex
derived from pseudo octahedral fragments [254].

shell (d6/d5) systems were not successful, the less efficient overlap
between the metal dz2 and carbon based !-orbitals evidenced in
the closed shell (d6/d6) is likely the origin of the unique localised
mixed valence character of the Mo system, which is in contrast to
the more extensively delocalised (M = Fe) or heavily ligand based
redox character (M = Ru) in [{M(PP)Cp’}2("-C4)]+ systems.

6. Exploring the antipodes: Transmission of electronic
effects through diethynylcarborane based bridging ligands

Turning attention to further examples of systems in which
mixed-valence descriptions are most appropriate, complexes fea-
turing diethynyl para-carborane ligands provide a convenient point
for discussion. The ethynyl moieties offer linear geometry, cylin-
drical symmetry and #-frontier orbitals of good symmetry match

Fig. 13. The HOMO (top) and HOMO–1 (bottom) from 8-H with contours at ±0.04
(e/bohr3)1/2, showing the % composition with respect to the Mo/C$/C%/% ı̌/C$ ı̌/Moı̌
chain.

at least in the case of the Ru examples described above. The para-
carboranyl moieties offer high symmetry along the C· · ·C axis, excel-
lent thermal and chemical stability and unusual ‘three dimensional’
aromatic character [233–235], the latter aspect of which has piqued
curiosity in these cluster systems as a potential conduit for elec-
tronic effects across the cage [236–243]. The development of con-
venient synthetic routes to the bis(ethynyl)-para-carboranes 1,12-
(Me3SiC C)2-1,12-C2B10H10 and 1,10-(Me3SiC C)2-1,10-C2B8H8
[244] has made these compounds available for use in the prepara-
tion of diethynylcarborane bridged bi- [245,246] and polymetallic
[242,243] complexes (Scheme 11).

The compounds [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2("-1,10-C C-1,10-C2B8)]
(9), [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2("-1,12-C C-1,12-C2B10)] (10) [245] and
[{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-1,12-C C-1,12-C2B10)] (11) [246] each
undergo two sequential one-electron oxidation processes (9: 0.27,
0.39 V; 10: 0.32, 0.41 V; 11: −0.71, −0.63 V). The small differ-
ence in these oxidation potentials allows the comproportionation
constant, KC, to be calculated and gives a measure of the thermody-
namic stability of the one-electron oxidation product with respect
to disproportionation, but does not give direct information con-
cerning electronic structure. As discussed elsewhere [247–249],
the stability of the intermediate charge state is dependent on a
number of factors including inner and outer sphere reorganisation
energies, differences in spin orbit coupling and ligand field effects
associated with the different metal oxidation states in the case of
metal-based redox processes, ion-pairing, Coulomb effects and so
on, in addition to any contribution arising from ‘delocalisation’ of
the charge within the molecular framework. The contribution of
the terms other than the delocalisation energy can be significant,
a point convincingly illustrated in a series of useful papers by
the Geiger group, who have shown that even in the absence of
strong intermolecular coupling, the separation of redox potentials
in a molecule containing multiple redox sites can be tuned over
a substantial range simply by the influence of ion-pairing effects
[250–252]. In the present cases, the separation between the
redox processes was only slightly dependent on the nature of the
electrolyte anion, suggesting a more detailed examination of the
electronic situation was warranted.

IR spectroelectrochemistry is a powerful tool for the investi-
gation of structural change as a function of redox state [192,193]
on a relatively fast time scale [253]. The compounds 9, 10 and 11
offer "(C C) and "(BH) bands that are convenient reporting groups
through which to probe the effects of oxidation on the complexes,
which together with comparative studies of mononuclear model
systems allows the site of redox activity to be determined. On
one-electron oxidation to [9]+ and [10]+, the "(B–H) bands in 9
and 10 shifted ≤+10 cm−1 whilst the "(C C) band near 2080 cm−1

was replaced by two relatively strong bands at 2065, 1990 cm−1

(9)/2074, 2002 (10) cm−1, which were superimposed in the tail
of an electronic transition (vide infra). Further oxidation to [9]2+

and [10]2+ resulted in a collapse of the electronic transition, a
further small (≤+10 cm−1) shift of the "(B–H) bands and the appear-
ance of a single, weak "(C C) band ([9]2+ 2006; [10]2+ 2012 cm−1)
which compare with the analogous "(C C) bands in the mono-
nuclear systems [Ru(C C-1,10-C2B8H9)(dppe)Cp*]+ ([12]+, 2006)
and [Ru(C C-1,10-C2B10H11)(dppe)Cp*]+ ([13]+, 2012 cm−1). The
substantial shift in the "(C C) bands on oxidation indicates the
ethynyl moiety is significantly involved in the redox processes, and
the bridging carborandiyl moiety is much less involved.

These simple IR experiments are consistent with a description
in terms of a localised electronic structure in which ground-state
electron transfer is slow on the IR time scale (ca. 10−13 s). The low
energy electronic transitions in [9]+ and [10]+ can each be decon-
voluted into a sum of two Gaussian shaped components, arising
from the d#/d# transitions noted above as being associated with
17-e− [Ru(C CR)(PP)Cp’]+ species, and an additional, more intense
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Scheme 11. The preparation of diethynyl carboranediyl bridged complexes 9, 10 [245] and 11 [247].

RuC C→ [C CRu]+ charge transfer transition. Whilst the d!/d!
component is persistent upon oxidation to [9]2+ and [10]2+, the
more intense component collapses, in keeping with the charge
transfer (IVCT-like) assignment (Fig. 14).

Although it is difficult to estimate the electron transfer dis-
tance in these systems given the involvement of the C C moieties
in the redox active orbitals, it is helpful for comparison purposes
to calculate the electronic coupling parameter HAB using the rela-
tionships derived by Hush for two-state mixed valence systems.
The half-height band width, !"1/2, of the ‘IVCT’ band obtained
by deconvolution is somewhat broader than that predicted by the
Hush model, but broadening of absorption bands in solution is not
unexpected. Using the Ru· · ·Ru separation as an upper estimate
of the electron transfer distance, lower estimates of the coupling
constants of 260 cm−1 ([9]+) and 140 cm−1 ([10]+) are obtained.

The Molybdenum complex 11 offers further opportunities to
explore the behaviour of an organometallic ‘mixed valence’ system
in which strongly metal localised redox character can be antici-
pated (vide supra) [246]. Good evidence for the metal localised

Fig. 14. The NIR spectrum of [9]+ showing deconvolution into a sum of IVCT and
interconfigurational (IC) (or d–d) components, together with the spectrum of [9]2+

illustrating the collapse of the IVCT component.

nature of the redox processes [11]→ [11]+→ [11]2+ is found in
the IR data, with the frequencies of the ligand based reporter
groups "(B–H) and "(C C) remaining essentially unchanged by
the progressive oxidation of the complex. The progress of the
redox cycle was best monitored by the growth and decay of the
low energy tail electronic transition. Well resolved EPR spectra
are a feature of 17-e− complexes [MoX(dppe)("-C7H7)] com-
plexes, and EPR analysis of [11]n+ (n = 1, 2) together with reference
spectra from the analogous mononuclear system [Mo(C C-1,12-
C2B10H11)(dppe)("-C7H7)]+ ([14]+) further support the description
of the redox chemistry in terms of metal centered processes. Thus,
the EPR spectrum of [11]+ (from the PF6

− salt) was essentially iden-
tical with that of [14]+, consistent with a description of [11]+ in
terms of a localised d5/d6 mixed valence complex with thermal
electron exchange slow on the EPR timescale. Further oxidation
to [11]2+ was apparent by a small change in the isotropic g value,
but no significant change in the hyperfine couplings. The dica-
tion therefore fits to a model in terms of two largely independent
spin centers tethered by, but not strongly interacting through, the
diethynyl carborane ligand. This illustrates a useful contrast with
the C4 bridged analogue discussed above; whilst the three-state
model is most effective in the case of the C4 bridged example, here
the absence of a LMCT transition and the excellent fit of the NIR
band shape to the Hush relationships indicate that the two-state
model is more appropriate. The well-resolved EPR spectra in the
case of the carboranyl derivative are indicative of slower electron-
transfer in the absence of the additional bridge contribution to the
charge transfer mechanism.

Compound [11]+ provides an excellent opportunity to explore
the electron transfer characteristics of an organometallic ‘mixed-
valence’ complex, free of complications arising from spin orbit
coupling, strong metal–metal coupling, fast electron transfer, and
mixing of the bridge- and metal-based states. The spectra of [11]+

and [11]2+ both feature LMCT type bands at energies greater than
20,000 cm−1, similar to those observed for related arylacetylide
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Fig. 15. The NIR spectrum of [11]+, showing deconvolution into two low intensity
d–d bands and three IVCT components.

complexes, but in the case of [11]2+ the much lower energy d–d
type transitions were not resolved on the instrument used at the
time. The NIR spectrum of [11]+ features a unique band envelope
which can be deconvoluted into a sum of three IVCT and two d–d
components (Fig. 15).

The observation of multiple IVCT and d–d bands in the spectra
of mixed-valence complexes is not unknown, but more commonly
observed in complexes of the heavier metal complexes in which
spin orbit coupling effects are more significant [254,255] and in
systems in which the metal centers are found in a highly asym-
metric ligand field [256,257]. The relationships between these five
transitions are summarised in terms of the simple d-orbital rep-
resentation shown in the inset to Fig. 12 and, if one neglects
the reorganisation energy associated with the interconfigurational
transitions, by the expressions (1)–(3), where ! is the reorgani-
sation energy associated with the metal-to-metal charge transfer
[255].

EIT(1) = ! (1)

EIT(2) ≈ ! + EIC(1) (2)

EIT(3) ≈ ! + EIC(2) (3)

In the present case, analysis of the three IVCT transitions reveals
different reorganisation energies, suggesting that the three inter-
valence transitions involve orbitals that are coupled to the ancillary
ligands in substantively different fashion. Such suggestions are in
agreement with the descriptions of the electronic structure of the
mono-metallic alkynyl complexes [197]. The band-shape of the
lowest energy IVCT transition fits extremely well to the Hush rela-
tionship ("#1/2)2 = 16kBT! ln 2 [("#1/2(calc) = 3500 cm−1; "#1/2
(obs) = 3200 cm−1]. Assuming that the two-state model is appro-
priate for this transition, the intramolecular electron transfer rate
kET can be calculated from the relationships:

"G∗th = (1− 2HAB)2

4!

kET = kvn exp

!
−"G∗th

RT

"

assuming adiabatic electron transfer ($ = 1) and the nuclear fre-
quency factor, #n, to be similar to the rate of bond vibrations (ca.
1012 s−1). The upper limit of kET is estimated to be 2.8×109 s−1.
Since the rate of electron transfer is slow on the EPR timescale (ca.
109 s−1) this upper estimate is reasonable. The other IT bands are
considerably narrower than the Hush relationships would indicate,
and likely a consequence of the greater mixing of the lower lying d
orbitals with the ethynyl !-system of the bridging ligand.

Modelling charge transfer processes by DFT methods is beset
by a large number of difficulties that arise from inaccuracies in
the treatment of electron–hole correlation in the charge-separated
state [258,259], and computationally expeditious, but physically
unrealistic, neglect of environmental factors [260]. A work-around
has been to employ functionals with a high amount of exact
exchange [245,246], although in more recent times considerable
attention has been directed towards functionals with local gradi-
ent exchange terms [261,53]. Nevertheless, TD DFT calculations
using Hartree-Fock rich functionals have given models of [9-H]+,
[10-H]+ and [11-H]+ (in which the phosphine ligands present in
the experimental systems have been replaced by simpler PH3 and
dHpe models) which qualitatively reproduce the observed spectro-
scopic features. The electronic structure calculations indicate that
the carborane cage based orbitals reside much lower in energy than
the metal/ethynyl d/% orbitals, and so contribute little to the fron-
tier orbital character. The unoccupied cluster orbitals are also well
removed from the frontier region, the consequence being that the
cluster participates little to electronic transitions (MLCT/LMCT) in
the visible–NIR region. In the case of [9-H]+ and [10-H]+ two transi-
tions of moderate oscillator strength (intensity) are calculated with
IVCT and IC character. Whilst in the case of [11-H]+ accurate TD DFT
results were not obtained, the electronic structure contains MOs of
the appropriate character that could give rise to the five transitions
(Fig. 16).

7. What goes around, comes around: Diethynyl phenylene
and related bridges

The voltammetry of metal complexes of general form
[{LxM}2("-C C–1,n–C6H4C C)] is usually characterised by the
appearance of one 2e [262] or two 1e [see, for example
[263–266,157,267–269]] redox processes in solution and also when
grafted onto electrode surfaces [270]. Early studies exploring the
electrochemical properties of [{LxM}2("-C C–1,n–C6H4C C)] sys-
tems were often based on assumptions of metal-centered redox
character and consequently interpretations of spectroscopic data
were based on the concepts of two-state mixed valency introduced
by Hush and others [66,254]. However, with the growing awareness
of the redox-activity of many ligand systems [47,185,271–273],
and the substantial deviations from the predictions of the two-
state model that occur as the ‘ligand’ and ‘mixed-valence’ states
mix [48,274], it is now quite clear that a careful exploration of
the electronic structure is necessary before making such assign-
ments [247]. The chemical reactivity of the alkynyl ligand in many
metal #-alkynyl radicals derived by electrochemical or chem-
ical redox processes [221] clearly highlights the potential for
redox non-innocent character in [{LxM}2("-C C–1,n–C6H4C C)]
systems. Bimetallic alkynyl complexes based on the {Ru(PP)Cp’}
(PP = (PPh3)2, dppe; Cp’ = $-C5H5, $-C5Me5) and {Mo(dppe)($-
C7H7)} fragments serve to illustrate these various issues.

The introduction of phenylene ethynylene based bridging lig-
ands has significant consequences for the electronic structure,
spectroscopic properties and charge transfer characteristics of
complexes [{MLn}2("-C CArC C)]+ when compared with the
essentially mixed-valence characteristics of the carboranediyl
spaced analogues. Early studies of group 8 complexes based on
the [{MLn}2("-C CArC C)] revealed the compounds to undergo
two sequential and well-separated one-electron anodic processes,
with the combination of large KC values, intense NIR transitions
observed in the electronic spectra of the mono-cation radicals and
calculations which indicated significant quinoidal character in the
ligand being taken as evidence for highly delocalised electronic
structures [269,275,276]. More recently, descriptions of the elec-
tronic character of such complexes in terms of ligand centered
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Fig. 16. A selected group of MOs from [11-H]+ which offer character in keeping with a simple d-orbital splitting diagram.

redox processes have been presented based on the basis of multiple
spectroscopic investigations and consideration of a range of com-
plexes with different length phenylene ethynylene bridges [267],
and combinations of spectroelectrochemical and computational
investigations [277].

The compounds [{trans-RuCl(dppe)2}(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]
(15) and [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)] (16) serve to illus-
trate several of the key points in the analysis [278], and provide a
convenient cross-over point between the largely metal (or metal-
ethynyl) based properties of the carboranyl and arylene based
systems. These compounds, and other examples of 1,3-diethynyl
benzene bridged ruthenium complexes including [{trans-
RuCl(dppm)2}(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)] [275,276] and the dendrimer
building blocks [1,3-{LnMC C}2-5-HC CC6H3] [MLn = trans-
RuCl(dppm)2 [279]; trans-RuCl(dppe)2 [280,281]; Ru(PPh3)2Cp
[278]), are each observed to oxidise in two sequential one-electron
steps, with a potential separation of the two half-wave potentials,
!E, of 160 [{trans-RuCl(dppe)2}(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]−190
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)] mV. In keeping with the
redox non-innocence of the phenyelethynylene ligand, the oxi-
dation potentials of complexes [Ru(C CC6H4R)(dppe)Cp*] are
sensitive to the electronic character of the substituent, being
tuned over some 350 mV through the introduction of strongly
electron donating (R = NH2) or withdrawing (R = NO2) groups [181].
For example, the modest electron-withdrawing character of the
carborane cage is reflected in the small anodic shift of the first oxi-
dation potential of [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2(!-1,10-C C-1,10-C2B8H8)]
and [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2(!-1,12-C C-1,12-C2B10H10)] relative to the
prototypical phenylacetylide complex [Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp*];
in contrast, the introduction of a meta-{C CRu(dppe)Cp*}
results in a small cathodic shift. The relatively small !E (ca.
100–150 mV) values in this series are largely a consequence of
electrostatic/Coulombic effects, shielded by the combined effects
of solvation and ion pairing [247], with some residual small elec-
tronic coupling which can be estimated from Hush-style analyses
of the NIR spectra (vide infra).

The moderate potential separations observed for [{trans-
RuCl(dppe)2}(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)] (15) and [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-
1,3-C CC6H4C C)] (16) give rise to KC values in the range
500–1600, indicating the equally moderate stability of the inter-
mediate (mono-cationic) charge state towards disproportionation.
The IR "(C C) spectra of [15]n+ and [16]n+ (n = 0, 1, 2) and the mono-
nuclear model systems [trans-RuCl(C CPh)(dppe)2]n+ (n = 0, 1) are
summarised in Table 1. The IR data are clearly consistent with a
localised description of the oxidation processes, with the removal of
one electron affecting one RuC C moiety much more significantly
than the other. The spectra of the mono-oxidised (n = 1) bimetal-
lic complexes approximate a superposition of the spectra of the
neutral (n = 0) and doubly oxidised (n = 2) systems, indicating lit-
tle ground-state interaction between the two metal-ethynyl arms
[278,282,283].

This localised description is adequately reproduced by gas-
phase DFT models using simplified ligand structures and the
HF-rich functional MPW1K and the 3-21G* basis set for all atoms.
An important aspect of these calculations is the large contribution
from the bridging ligand (>70%) to the HOMO of the neutral
model systems ([{trans-RuCl(dHpe)2}2(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]
([15-H]) and ([{Ru(PH3)2Cp}2(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)] ([16-H]), and
the confinement of the "-LUSO along one RuC CC6H4 moiety
in [15-H]+ and [16-H]+ (% composition Ru/C C/C6H4/C C/Ru:
[15-H]+ 21/32/34/7/2; [16-H]+ 23/33/32/3/2). The "-HOSO
is more heavily concentrated on the alternate RuC C moi-

Table 1
Summary of "(C C) frequencies for selected complexes.

Compound n = 0 n = 1 n = 2

[trans-RuCl(C CPh)(dppe)2]n+ 2075 1910
[Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp*]n+ 2072 1929
[{trans-RuCl(dppe)2}(!-1,3-

C CC6H4C C)]n+
2063 2049, 1905 1909

[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-1,3-
C CC6H4C C)]n+

2063 2060, 1934 1938
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Fig. 17. Plots of the HOMO of [16-H] and !-LUSO and !-HOSO of [16-H]+ with contours at ±0.04 (e/bohr3)1/2.

ety (% composition Ru/C C/C6H4/C C/Ru: 8/7/16/34/26
([{trans-RuCl(dHpe)2}2("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+; 5/4/15/31/29
([{Ru(PH3)2Cp}2("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+) (Fig. 17). Thus, whilst a
description in terms of a localised (Class II) mixed valence complex
is reasonable to a first approximation, the important contribution
from the redox non-innocent bridging ligand to the stabilisation
of the unpaired electron must not be neglected.

The NIR spectra of [{trans-RuCl(dppe)2}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+

and [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+ each contain two
transitions of low intensity not present in the spectra of the
closed shell precursors centered near 5800, 3750 cm−1 ([{trans-
RuCl(dppe)2}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+) and 7750, 4800 cm−1

([{Ru(dppe)Cp*}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+) (Fig. 18). On fur-
ther oxidation to the dications, the lowest energy band
collapses in line with its assignment as an intramolecular
RuC C→ [C6H4C CRu]+ (pseudo-IVCT) charge transfer transi-
tion. The higher energy feature has more interconfigurational
(d!–d!) character and grows in intensity in [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}("-
1,3-C CC6H4C C)]2+, but is masked by the low energy tail of
the chloride-to-metal/ethynyl charge transfer band in [{trans-
RuCl(dppe)2}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]2+. These assignments are
supported by TDDFT calculations with the simple models. The

Fig. 18. The NIR–IR region of spectroelectrochemically generated [15]+, showing
deconvolution into IVCT and interconfigurational/d–d components [278].

half-height band width of the ‘IVCT’ component is in remarkably
good agreement with the Hush two-state model (([{trans-
RuCl(dppe)2}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+) "#1/2(calc) = 2900 cm−1,
"#1/2(obs) = 3100 cm−1; [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+

"#1/2(calc) = 3300 cm−1, "#1/2(obs) = 3200 cm−1). Assuming the
crystallographically determined through space Ru· · ·Ru distance
(10.5 Å) from [1,3-{trans-RuCl(dppm)2 C C}2-5-HC CC6H3] [284]
as an upper limit to the electron transfer distance (a estimate
beset by difficulties in terms of allowing for the contribution of the
carbon-rich ligand to the donor and acceptor sites) lower estimates
for Hab of 200 cm−1 ([{trans-RuCl(dppe)2}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+)
and 90 cm−1 ([{Ru(dppe)Cp*}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]+) are
obtained. Given the approximations involved, the values are
entirely consistent with those from the carboranyl derivatives
described above, although the involvement of the central portion
of the bridging moiety in the electronic structures is quite distinct.

A few brief words concerning the electronic structures of
the dications [{trans-RuCl(dppe)2}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]2+ and
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}("-1,3-C CC6H4C C)]2+ are also warranted,
although detailed studies of the magnetic properties have not yet
been undertaken. Computational analysis indicates the high-spin
(HS) state to be energetically more stable than the low-spin (LS)
form by ca. 36 kcal mol−1, and the calculated frequencies from
the HS state are also in better agreement with the experimental
observations. Of some growing significance is the observation of a
number of shallow energy minima on the potential energy surface,
which differ in the degree of metal-bridging ligand mixing and
energy by the orientation of the metal fragments RuP4 and RuP2Cp
relative to the plane of the 1,3-substituted C6H4 ring. Similar con-
formational effects are now being more widely recognised in other
systems [274,285–291], influencing the distribution of electron
spin density [292] and being noted to affect intramolecular energy
and electron transfer pathways [293,294]. Some further aspects
of conformational influence on electronic structure are discussed
further below.

A simple consideration of resonance arguments would suggest
that compounds derived from 1,4-diethynyl benzene should offer
more delocalised structures than the 1,3-based isomers, and this is
reflected in the design of wire-like molecules based on the pheny-
lene ethynylene motif (vide supra). Unsurprisingly, many studies
of [{MLn}2("-C C-1-4-C6H4C C)] complexes have drawn a con-
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clusion of a delocalised electronc structure, with the corresponding
[{MLn}2(!-C C-1-4-C6H4C C)]+ cation radicals described in terms
of strongly coupled ‘mixed valence’ electronic structures. However,
in the case of relatively electron rich ruthenium d6 derivatives, even
early computations highlighted appreciable structural reorganisa-
tion within the diethynyl bridging ligand resulting from oxidation
of the closed shell precursors [275,276], and more recent descrip-
tions have emphasised the ligand redox non-innocence of the
bridging ligand in these cases [267,277]. However, some features
in the !(C C) region of the IR spectra have been observed across
a number of metal complexes with 1,4-diethynylbenzene derived
bridging ligands which do not sit comfortably within a ‘bridge
localised’ model, and which have provoked further exploration.

The family of complexes [{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2(!-C CArC C)]
(HC CArC CH = 1,4-diethynylbenzene, 1,4-diethynyl-2,5-dime-
thoxybenzene, 1,4-diethynylnaphthalene, 9,10-diethynyl-
anthracene) were prepared from the KF mediated reaction of
trimethylsilyl protected ligand precursors and [RuCl(dppe)Cp*]
in methanol (Fig. 19) [295]. Each complex undergoes the familiar
generic pattern of two well separated one-electron oxidation pro-
cesses, at potentials rather more anodic than simpler mononuclear
analogues (Table 2). Despite the variation in the structure of the
aromatic bridging moiety, "E is ca 300 mV in each of 17–20. The
UV–vis spectra of [17]+–[20]+ contain structured bands consistent
with an aromatic radical, whilst in the NIR region an intense
band envelope is observed, which can be deconvoluted into three
sub-bands, the lowest energy and most intense of which can
be assigned to the two MLCT transitions expected for a bridge-
centered hole in a bimetallic complex {LxM}(!-bridge)+{MLx}
(Fig. 20) [273,277].

Examination of the IR spectra of [17]+ revealed two !(C C)
bands, assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric stretch of the
oxidised ligand, at frequencies between those of the neutral and
doubly oxidised forms (Fig. 21). These data are therefore strongly
supportive of an interpretation based on the now familiar concept
of redox non-innocent character associated with the ethynyl aro-
matic ligands of electron-rich Ru(II) d6 complexes. However, the
additional observation of a lower intensity NIR transition, the half-
height bandwidth of which is in excellent agreement with the Hush
two-state model and additional weak !(C C) bands, also consistent
with a localised mixed valence model, prompt consideration of a
distribution of electronic states.

The distribution and mobility of electrons and holes in pheny-
lene ethynylene based systems is known to be critically dependent
on conformation and sensitive to conformational changes [296]
and it is likely that conformational changes in the central aromatic
ring system are responsible for the change in distribution of the
hole in [17]+-[20]+ from bridge to metal, as the plane of the aro-
matic ligand rotates in and out of conjugation with the strongly
electron-donating metal fragments (Scheme 12) [295].

Fig. 19. The complexes 17–20.

Fig. 20. The UV–vis–NIR spectrum of [17]+. The aryl radical band is found near
20,000 cm−1. The NIR region is deconvoluted into a sum of three Gaussian shaped
components. The IVCT-like component is highlighted by the arrow.

Table 2
Summary of electrochemical data from selected alkynyl complexes, in CH2Cl2/0.1 M NBu4BF4, reported against SCE (FcH/FcH+ = 0.46 V, Fc*H/Fc*H+ =−0.07 V).

Compound E1 (V) E2 (V) DE (mV) KC Reference

[Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp*] 0.25 [181]
[Ru(C CC6H4NH2-4)(dppe)Cp*]a 0.05 [181]
[Ru(C CC6H4NO2-4)(dppe)Cp*]a 0.40 [181]
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2(!-1,10-C C-1,10-C2B8H8)] 0.27 0.39 0.12 116 [245]
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}2(!-1,12-C C-1,12-C2B10H10)] 0.32 0.41 0.09 35 [245]
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-1,3-C CC6H4C C)] 0.18 0.34 0.16 500 [278]
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-1,4-C CC6H4C C)] 0.01 0.30 290 0.8×105 [295]
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-1,4-C CC6H2(OMe)2C C)] −0.14 0.17 310 1.7×105 [295]
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-1,4-C CC10H6C C)] −0.06 0.24 290 0.8×105 [295]
[{Ru(dppe)Cp*}(!-9,10-C CC14H8C C)] −0.17 0.13 300 1.2×105 [295]

a In 0.1 M NBu4PF6/CH2Cl2 [181].
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Fig. 21. The IR spectrum of [17]+. The weak bands associated with the mixed-valence
form are highlighted by the arrows.

The electronic coupling parameter, HAB, extracted from Hush-
style analysis of the IVCT based contribution to the NIR band
envelope in the series [17]+–[20]+ is largely independent of the
nature of the aromatic moiety in the bridging ligand (the decon-
volution of [20]+ being compromised somewhat by the overlap of
the NIR band envelope with the tail of an anthracene based transi-
tion), falling in the narrow range 560–700 cm−1 (approximating
the upper limit of the electron transfer distance as the average
Ru· · ·Ru separation in crystallographically determined systems).
Such observations are consistent with de-coupling of the aromatic
moiety from the superexchange pathway, but more investigations
are required to explore the cross-over point from superexchange
to hopping mechanism in these systems; a task which will be fur-
ther complicated by the rotational dynamics of the ligand. It is
rather pertinent at this point to note that interpolation of metal
centers within the phenylene ethynylene (or other carbon-rich)
backbone seem to enhance the efficient transfer of the charge along
the molecular backbone [267,272,291,297], a point which augers
well for the construction of organometallic molecular components
for use in molecular electronics.

Although studies of [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC6H4C C)]n+

are still in progress, the members of a closely related redox series
[{(!-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}("-C CC6H4C C){Fe(dppe)Cp*}]n+ have
been examined in some detail [298]. The [Fe(C CR)(dppe)Cp*]
fragment presents a bonding arrangement similar to that of the
ruthenium analogues, but offers more metallic character in the
occupied frontier orbitals due to the 3d vs 4d character of the
metals, and much more cathodic redox character. The complex
[{(!-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}("-C CC6H4C C){Fe(dppe)Cp*}]+ ([21]+)
therefore presented a useful opportunity to explore mixed-valance
concepts in a carbon-rich bridged system in which the thermody-
namic stability of the metal-based oxidation processes are similar,
but the extent of metal-bridging ligand mixing is differentiated on
symmetry grounds.

Compound 21 was prepared via the intermediate mono-
vinylidene, which exists as an equilibrium mixture, with the
dominant contribution arising from proton migration to give
the Mo-vinylidene form (Scheme 13). After deprotonation, the
bis(alkynyl) species was obtained in high (>80%) yield. The cyclic
voltammogram of 21 exhibits two reversible one-electron waves at
−0.83 V and −0.56 V (vs. FcH/FcH+ = 0 V; !E = 0.27 V), which were
assigned to the Mo and Fe centers, respectively, on the basis of
comparison with related mono-nuclear species; in this manner 21
is differentiated from other heterobimetallic complexes [{LnM}("-
C CC6H4C C){Fe(dppe)Cp*}] in presenting an intial oxidation
event that is not iron-centred [299–301]. The comproportionation
equilibrium lies far enough to the side of the monocation that sam-
ples of [21]+ could be isolated (as the PF6

− salt) from reaction of
21 with [21]2+, the latter being prepared in turn by stoichiometric
oxidation of 21 with two equivalents of [FcH]PF6.

Computational studies of 21 and the homometallic model
systems [{Fe(dppe)Cp*}2("-C CC6H4C C)]n+ ([22]n+) and
[{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC6H4C C)]n+ ([23]n+) reveal the
progressive destabilisation of the HOMO and reduction of
the HOMO-LUMO gap upon substitution of {Fe(dppe)Cp*} for
{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}. Whilst Koopmans’ theorem does not allow
for structural and electronic relaxation upon changes in oxidation
state, the HOMO energies do track with the trends in first oxidation
potential. The nature of the HOMO is also metal dependent, being
heavily comprised of the Mo dz2 orbitals in the case of 21 (51%
metal character, 48% from Mo) and the homobimetallic Mo (49%,
equally distributed) system than the iron homobimetallic example
(28% Fe character) (Fig. 22).

In the mono-cations, an important relationship exists between
the orientation of the phenylene ring with respect to the metal
fragments and the distribution of electron spin density across the
molecular framework. In the lowest energy conformation the ring
is positioned to maximise overlap with the metal-based frontier
orbitals in the #-LUSO. The aryl ring therefore lies approximately
perpendicular to the plane of the C7H7 ring and parallel to the
plane of the Cp* ring in [21]+, leading to a torsion angle between
the planes defined by the centroid of each ring, the metal and the
alkynyl C of−88◦. In this conformation, spin density is rather more
concentrated on the Fe center, likely due to the better stabilisa-
tion of charge arising from the additional mixing to the alkynyl
fragment at the Fe fragment. However, single point calculations
with different rotamers of [21]+ reveal that the spin density distri-
bution can be shifted from one metal to the other in response to
the relative orientation of the arene $-system and the metal frag-
ments. The calculations are therefore consistent with the concept
of an initial Mo-based oxidation, followed by geometric relaxation
to the Fe(III)/Mo(II) isomer. The PES is fairly flat, and in the real
systems the distribution of charge is likely to be rather sensitive

Scheme 12. A highly stylised and simplistic representation of the changes in relative conformation of metal and bridging ligand fragments and electronic structure in
[17]+–[21]+.
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Scheme 13. The preparation of [21]n+ (n = 0, 1, 2) [298].

to environmental factors which will influence the adopted con-
formation(s); this concept has been investigated in more details
spectroscopically as described below.

The conformational dependence of the electronic structure rep-
resents a different example of conformation switching to that
inferred from the studies of the homo-bimetallic Ru complex
([17]+), but serves to further underline the immense potential
for fast time-resolved studies of the dynamics associated with
the electron transfer mechanisms in these systems [293,302,303].

Experimental support for the idea of redox isomerism between
the iron and molybdenum localised states comes from spectro-
scopic investigations. The closed shell system 21 is characterised
by a single !(C C) band at 2050 cm−1, consistent with the !(C C)
bands in mononuclear alkynyl complexes featuring these metal
auxillaries, and indicating little differentiation of the metallic ter-
mini. Oxidation to [21]+ in a spectroelectrochemical cell gives rise
to a distinctive two band pattern, but with each principal band
exhibiting a pronounced shoulder. The shoulder transitions are less
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Fig. 22. The HOMO and HOMO–1 from the computational models of 21, 22 and 23.
Adapted from [298].

pronounced in the solid state spectra of [21]PF6, but the band asym-
metry is still clearly evident. The splitting of !(C C) bands can arise
from Fermi coupling, or the presence of distinct geometric config-
urations [143,304]. In the case of [21]+ the additional features can
also be evidence of the presence of the redox isomers, which are
trapped on the IR timescale.

Further support for the environmental dependence of the elec-
tronic structure and dynamic electron exchange comes from EPR
and Moessbuer spectroscopies. In fluid solution, the X-band EPR
spectrum only resolves the characteristic 17-e− {Mo(dppe)(!-
C7H7)}+ pattern, the 17-e− {Fe(dppe)Cp*}+ fragment normally
being EPR silent at room temperature due to fast relaxation pro-
cesses. However, at 120 K in frozen glass, or in the solid state
between 120 and 5 K, the X-band spectrum resembles a superpo-
sition of the {Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7}+ and {Fe(dppe)Cp*}+ fragments,
consistent with the presence of redox isomers in the sample. Fur-
thermore, the magnitude of the hyperfine coupling constants to
Mo and large g anisotropy associated with the Fe signal indicate the
centers to be only weakly interacting and argues against substantial
delocalisation on the EPR time-scale (10−9 s) (consistent with the
IR spectra). On the slower Moessbuer timescale (10−7 to 10−8 s),
only parameters consistent with an Fe(II) centre are observed in
solid samples at 80 K, which therefore provides a convenient limit
to the electron exchange rate.

The NIR spectrum of [21]+ exhibits a solvatochromic band
envelope which can be deconvoluted into three bands of simi-
lar half-height band width, and assigned to three IVCT transitions
(Fig. 23). Given the facile electron exchange between the Fe and
Mo sites, the reorganisation energy associated with charge trans-
fer must be minimal, and hence the observation of a single set of
IVCT transitions is not unexpected. Using the difference in elec-
trode potentials to provide an estimate of the difference in energy
of the two isomers and the Fe· · ·Mo separation as an approxima-
tion of the electron transfer distance, if the the Hush two-state
model holds, a coupling constant HAB = 470 cm−1 can be extracted
from the lowest energy IVCT transition. This value is smaller than
in the analogous homobimetallic Fe complex (570 cm−1), but larger
than in systems containing more energetically miss-matched metal
fragments [299–301].

Again, a few words are warranted on the electronic structure
calculations concerning the dicationic state, [21]2+. Whilst the
homobimetallic iron system exhibits a small singlet-triplet energy
gap, in the case of [21]2+ the triplet lies much higher in energy
(+10.6 kJ mol−1) than the low spin, antiferromagnetically coupled
ground state. The spin density is predominantly located on the
metal centers, with the greater proportion on the Fe center, prob-
ably due to the greater stability conferred by the better mixing of
the metal and ligand based orbitals.
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Fig. 23. The NIR spectrum of [21]PF6, illustrating the three band deconvolution.
Adapted from [298].

8. A bridge too far: oligo(phenylene)ethynylene bridging
ligands

Although extended oligo(pheylene ethynylene) structures
are known to be effective structures for the transmission
of current in molecular junctions [vide supra], the inser-
tion of additional phenylene ethynylene moieties between
{Ru(PP)Cp’} [305] or trans-{RuCl(dppe)2} centers [267,306]
significantly reduces the thermodynamic stability of the
subsequent one-electron redox product, and in the case
of [{Cp’(PP)Ru}2(!-C CC6H4C CC6H2(OMe)2C CC6H4C C)]
(Ru(PP)Cp’ = Ru(PPh3)2Cp (24a), Ru(dppe)Cp* (24b) the elec-
trochemical response is characterised by a two overlapping one-
electron anodic processes which could not be resolved. The prompt
disproportionation of [24]+ prohibited spectroscopic investigation
of this species, and prevented discussion of the intramolecular elec-
tron transfer characteristics in this species. However, the dications
[24]2+ could be accessed using spectroelectrochemical methods,
and [{Ru(PH3)2Cp}2(!-C CC6H4C CC6H2(OMe)2C CC6H4C C)]+

([24-H]2+) modelled using DFT approaches.
The observation of a relatively strong !(C C) band in [24]2+

at 1926 (Ru(dppe)Cp*) and 1902 cm−1 in the trans-RuCl(dppe)2
based analogue [267] confirms the redox non-innocent character
of the phenylene ethynylene ligand. However, the presence of a
weaker band at 2190 cm−1 is consistent with an organic alkyne
and assigned to the ‘inner’ C C fragment argues against substan-
tial cumulenic character (Fig. 24), a conclusion which is consistent

Fig. 24. The !(CC) bands in the IR spectra of [24b] and [24b]2+.

Fig. 25. Plots and % composition of: (a) the HOMO of [24]; the (b) "-LUSO+1, (c)
"-LUSO and (d) spin density of HS-[24]2+.

with DFT modelling which places the high-spin dication HS-[24-
H]2+ some 0.17 eV lower in energy than the low-spin state. The
"-LUSO and "-LUSO+1 in [24-H]2+ were largely localised on the Ru-
C CC6H4- fragments, as was the majority of the calculated electron
spin density (Fig. 25).

Consequently, [24]2+ and related systems are probably best
described in terms of two independent, metal stabilised aryl
ethynyl radicals [305]. These observations are consistent with
the electronic structures of ethynyl tolan complexes such as
[Ru(C CC6H4C CC6H4OMe)(PP)Cp’̌ı]n+ (n = 0, 1) described above
[190].

9. Back around to the beginning: conclusions

The studies described above, and many related studies by others,
illustrate important ideas concerning molecular design strategies
for engineering efficient coupling between metal centers in mixed
valence bimetallic complexes featuring conjugated bridging lig-
ands. Clearly, the match between the metal and ligand orbital
energy and symmetry is essential to bring about strong coupling, a
result embedded in the seminal work of Taube, Marcus and Hush.
However, as the match between metal and ligand energies becomes
closer, the involvement of the ligand in the charge transfer pro-
cesses becomes increasingly important, leading to deviations from
the Hush two-state model. The observation of LMCT transitions
in the same region as IVCT bands is something of a signature
of these processes, and helps to account for the faster electron
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transfer rate in [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-C CC C)]+ ([8]+), when
compared with [{Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)}2("-1,12-C C-1,12-C2B10)]+

([11]+). The relatively poor symmetry match between the high-
lying Mo dz2 orbital offered by the {Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7)} fragment
with the alkynyl #-orbitals limits the magnitude of metal-metal
coupling through alkynyl-based bridging ligands, but simplifies
descriptions and models of electronic transitions in terms of metal-
based states. The Group 8 {M(PP)Cp’} fragments offer frontier
orbitals with better symmetry match to the alkynyl #-orbitals,
and the different electronic characteristics of M = Fe (significant
metal character) and Ru (significant alkynyl ligand character) based
systems can be attributed to the relative energy of the 3d and
4d orbitals with respect to the organic #-system (Fig. 6). The
complexes [{LxM}("-C CXC C){MLx}]+ ({MLx}= {Mo(dppe)(!-
C7H7)}, {Fe(dppe)Cp*}, {Ru(PP)Cp’}) therefore exemplify the range
of electronic structures from weakly coupled mixed-valence sys-
tems, through progressively more strongly coupled systems with
concomitantly increasing bridging ligand character in the elec-
tronic states responsible for the low-energy (NIR) transitions, to
systems where the redox activity is better considered in terms of a
redox active organic fragment supported by metal d!-donors.

So how does this relate back to the ideas of metal complexes as
components within hybrid molecular electronic devices? There is
a conceptual analogy between the Landauer-based descriptions of
charge transport across a metal|molecule|metal molecular junction
(Fig. 1) and charge transfer within a [{LxM}("-C CXC C){MLx}]+

system (Fig. 2). Whilst in the Landauer description the trans-
port properties are considered in terms of the transmission across
both left and right substrate-molecule contacts and the bridg-
ing molecule, in the mixed-valence analogue the metal–ligand
interaction model the substrate-molecule contacts and the bridge
present additional tunnel barriers, the height of which depend on
the degree of delocalisation through the system and can be influ-
enced by chemical composition (e.g. –C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C–
vs –C CC C–) and molecular conformation (e.g. –C CArC C–).
Although direct comparisons between transport across a molecular
junction and the electronic structure of a mixed valence complex
have rarely been made, it is intriguing to note that in both plat-
forms polyynyl based conduits provide more effective transport
than oligo(phenylene ethynylene) based bridges/wires [307].

Several design rules for metal-based components for elec-
tronics stem from this analogy and observations drawn from
studies of the electronic structure of ‘wire-like’ molecules: (a) the
molecule–substrate contact (metal–bridge interaction) is an essen-
tial feature to ensure transport at low bias; (b) polyyne-based
bridging moieties are particularly effective conduits; (c) interpo-
lation of metal centers which offer d-orbitals within good energy
and symmetry match with C C #-orbitals within a polyyne chain is
likely to both improve long-distance transport properties; (d) redox
gating of charge transport should be achievable at low gate bias
with metal complex-based molecular wires. The excellent under-
standing of the synthetic chemistry associated with the preparation
of highly-conjugated, polymetallic metal complexes and the avail-
ability of spectroscopic and computational methods which permit
detailed assessments of electronic structure provide a growing
capacity to identify and rationalise the intricacies of conductance
measurements in metal|molecule|metal junctions. Together with
advances in nano-scale fabrication these advances bring great hope
that a truly viable molecular electronics technology will be realised
over the coming decade(s!).
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1. Introduction

Spectroelectrochemistry combines the preparative potential of
electrochemical reactions with spectroscopic methods that per-
mit  identification of the chemical and electronic structure of the
resulting products [1,2]. Whilst conventional analytical electro-
chemistry provides a wealth of information concerning electrode
reaction kinetics, reaction mechanisms and speciation, in situ spec-
troscopic monitoring of an electrolysis reaction also allows the
identification of products and intermediates formed by reactions
that are slow on the timescale of voltammetry experiments but
rapid enough to be formed during a synthetic scale preparation.
Over the years, various innovative cell designs and spectroelectro-
chemical methods have been reported which offer opportunities
to couple electrochemical data with a wide range of spectroscopic
information including vibrational (e.g. IR [3,4], resonance-Raman
[5] and surface enhanced Raman [6]), UV–vis–NIR [7,8], EPR [9],
and time-resolved spectroscopic methods [10]. In addition, fibre-
optic dip probes also allow in situ reaction monitoring within a
more conventional electrolysis cell [11].

Metal complexes containing alkyne and acetylide ligands have
long been a source of considerable interest, with the nature of
the metal-alkyne (A) or -acetylide (B) forward- and back-bonding
interactions being a source of fundamental interest (Fig. 1). In
addition, alkyne !-complexes and isomeric vinylidenes are key

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 0191 334 2114; fax: +44 0191 384 4737.
E-mail address: p.j.low@durham.ac.uk (P.J. Low).

intermediates in many metal-catalysed and -mediated rearrange-
ments and transformation of alkynes [12], whilst metal acetylide
complexes have emerged as a promising class of electro-optical
material [13,14], components for molecular electronics [15], and
a useful test-bed for studies of intramolecular electron transfer
processes [16–18]. In order to design better systems for each of
these various applications it is important to fully understand the
interplay between metal d and organic ! based orbitals.

In this short critical, and by no means comprehensive, review,
the use of spectroelectrochemical methods in the study of alkyne
and acetylide complexes will be discussed, and illustrated predom-
inantly by selected examples from the authors’ group that formed
the basis of a lecture at the recent ISE Annual Meeting. Empha-
sis will be placed on the use of spectroelectrochemical methods
to study redox-induced ligand isomerisation reactions and deter-
mination of molecular electronic structure, which complement the
conventional tools available to the synthetic chemist for character-
isation of molecular compounds. The role of computational studies
in supporting the interpretation of spectroscopic data will also be
briefly discussed through illustrative examples.

2. Spectroelectrochemical studies of metal-alkyne,
-vinylidene, -cumulene, -alkynyl and related complexes

2.1. Spectroelectrochemical studies of mononuclear !-alkyne
complexes

Stoll and Geiger have employed IR spectroelectrochemical
methods based on a fibre-optic dip probe inserted within an

0013-4686/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2013.01.143
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the !- and "-forward and back-bonding inter-
actions in a metal alkyne (A) and acetylide (B) complexes.

electrolysis cell [11,19] to provide evidence for the nature of
the metal-alkyne bonding interactions in the d4/d3 redox pair
[Mo(#2-PhC CPh)Cp2]n+ ([1]n+; n = 0, 1) (Fig. 2) [20]. One elec-
tron oxidation of [Mo(#2-PhC CPh)Cp2] occurs at E1/2 = −0.60 V
(vs FeCp2/[FeCp2]+ in 0.1 M [NBu4][PF6]/CH2Cl2), with the $(C C)
band at 1774 cm−1 in the 18-e species shifting to 1824 cm−1 in
the oxidation product [Mo(#2-PhC CPh)Cp2]+. This positive shift
of the $(C C) band by 50 cm−1 implies a significant increase in
the C C bond strength in the radical cation. Although the SOMO
in [Mo(#2-PhC CPh)Cp2]+ is essentially a non-bonding metal dz2

orbital [21], the decreased size (and lowering of orbital energy)
associated with the oxidation event likely decreases the metal-
alkyne ("*) back-bonding interactions and hence strengthens the
C C bond. This decrease in back-bonding is apparently sufficiently
large to mask any contribution from increased alkyne-to-metal "-
donation [20].

2.2. Spectroelectrochemical studies of alkyne–vinylidene
rearrangements

Alkyne complexes are also capable of re-arranging to the anal-
ogous vinylidene (Scheme 1). Vinylidene,:C CH2, is a high energy
tautomer of acetylene and the simplest member of the larger family
of unsaturated carbenes [22]. Whilst free vinylidene has an esti-
mated lifetime of 10−10 s [23], complexation to one or more metal
centres results in substantial stabilisation through a combination
of !-donation and "-backbonding [24]. Vinylidene complexes are
now known for most of the metallic elements and serve as key

Fig. 2. The "-alkyne complex studied by Stoll and Geiger using a fibre-optic IR dip
probe.

Scheme 1. The interconversion of "-alkyne and #1-vinylidene complexes. The posi-
tion of the equilibrium rests largely on the nature of the metal and supporting
ligands.

intermediates in many stoichiometric and catalytic metal-
mediated synthetic transformations of the ‘C2’ building block [25].

As noted above, vinylidene complexes are usually formed from
rearrangement reactions of an internal [26–30] or, more commonly,
terminal alkyne with an appropriate, electron-rich metal complex
[24]. The principal mechanisms involve either a concerted #2–#1

slippage of the alkyne and a 1,2-substituent shift, or a sequence
of oxidative addition and hydride migration (Scheme 2) [31]. Other
preparative methods commonly employed include addition of elec-
trophiles to metal alkynyl complexes [32,33], however, it is the
alkyne–vinylidene isomerisation reaction that is most pertinent to
the present discussion.

The relative stability of "-alkyne and #1-vinylidene complexes
are highly dependent on the metal d orbital configuration and
the nature of the ancillary ligands, and hence the electron den-
sity at the metal centre [26,34,35]. Thus, for d4 metal centres,
alkyne 2e-"-donation is generally favoured, whilst for d6 metal
centres the filled-filled repulsive interactions between the metal
d and alkyne " orbitals promotes the isomerisation of the alkyne
to the vinylidene form. However, such generalisations are ten-
sioned against the electronic properties of the metal co-ligands,
with d6 alkyne complexes W(#2-alkyne)(CO)5 being favoured by
the strongly electron-withdrawing CO ligands over the tautomeric
#1-vinylidene complex, which introduces another very strongly
electron-withdrawing ligand to the metal coordination sphere.
Similarly, whilst the electron-rich complexes [Fe(C CRR′)(L2)Cp]+

(L = phosphine, phosphite) are thermodynamically stable, the less
electron-rich L = CO analogues readily isomerise to the alkyne com-
plexes [Fe(#2-RC CR′)(CO)2Cp]+ [26]. The distinct IR profiles of the
#2-alkyne and #1-vinylidene ligands make spectroelectrochemi-
cal methods ideal tools through which to study the fascinating
electronic dependence of the relative stability of alkyne and vinyli-
dene tautomers, especially when additional spectroscopic probes
are available such as CO ligands on the metal centre.

Scheme 2. The mechanistic pathways for conversion of "-alkyne and #1-vinylidene
ligands.
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Scheme 3. The square scheme describing the redox-triggered interconversion of Cr(CO)2(!-C6Me6) based alkyne and vinylidene complexes.

Connelly has shown an unusual, redox-triggered
vinylidene–alkyne isomerisation process that takes place via
a square scheme (Scheme 3) [36,37]. The photochemical reaction
of [Cr(CO)3(!-C6Me6)] with Me3SiC CSiMe3 affords the vinylidene
complex [Cr{C C(SiMe3)2}(CO)2(!-C6Me6)] 3, characterised by
"(C C) and "(CO) bands in the IR spectrum at 1567 and 1872,
1925 cm−1, respectively. The room temperature (or slow scan
rate) CV shows an irreversible oxidation wave (E1/2 = −0.31 V vs
FeCp2/[FeCp2]+) and a subsequent, chemically more reversible,
product wave (E1/2 = −0.70 V). In contrast, similar reactions with
RC CR′ (R = R′ = Ph, C6H4OMe, CO2Me;  R = H, R′ = Ph) give #-alkyne
complexes, which undergo fully reversible one-electron oxidation
processes [37,38].

Whilst electrochemical methods can be used to extract rate
and mechanistic information concerning the interconversion of
the species shown in Scheme 3, spectroscopic methods allow
details of chemical and electronic structure to be determined.
Oxidation of [Cr{C C(SiMe3)2}(CO)2(!-C6Me6)] 3 within an early
model optically transparent thin-layer electrochemical (OTTLE)
cell at low temperature [39,40], caused the "(C C) stretch to
shift to 1764 cm−1, which was assigned to the 17-e alkyne
complex [Cr(!2-Me3SiC CSiMe3)(CO)2(!-C6Me6)]+ [2]+ by com-
parison with related compounds and later verified by isolation
of the authentic sample, whilst the "(CO) bands also move to
higher frequency (1950, 2015 cm−1). In accord with estimates of
the reaction rates drawn from the voltammetry, the short-lived
initial oxidation product [Cr{C C(SiMe3)2}(CO)2(!-C6Me6)]+ [3]+

was not observed on the longer time-scale of electrolysis within
the cell.

Reduction of [Cr(!2-Me3SiC CSiMe3)(CO)2(!-C6Me6)]+ [2]+ to
[Cr(!2-Me3SiC CSiMe3)(CO)2(!-C6Me6)] 2 was evidenced by the
observation of new "(CO) bands at 1799, 1874 cm−1, with the
"(C C) band probably masked by these much stronger bands. The
isomerisation of the electrochemically generated #-alkyne com-
plex to the vinylidene within the OTTLE cell below 242 K allows an
estimate of the rate k2, which agreed well with estimates from the
voltammetry. At higher temperatures, the cross reaction (Scheme 3,
reaction 3), becomes significant and leads to substantially faster
rates of isomerisation [36]. The strongly electron-withdrawing
vinylidene ligand therefore seems to stabilise the 18-e species,
whilst the #-donor properties of the alkyne ligand help stabilise
the 17-e redox product, with isomerism made possible by the facile
1,2-sigmatropic shift of the SiMe3 group [27].

2.3. Spectroelectrochemical studies concerning the electronic
structure of vinylidenes and cumulenes

The presence of the carbene-like C$ carbon and low-lying
C C #* system makes vinylidenes and cumulenes attractive tar-
gets for stabilisation and exploitation of carbon-based radicals
[41–44]. The family of cyano-substituted vinylidene complexes
[M{C C(CN)R}(L2)Cp′]+ (Scheme 4) provide an interesting option
to study the electronic structure of the vinylidene ligand, under-
going a one-electron reduction process that is accessible in a con-
venient electrochemical window [45,46]. Although the reduction
of the 18-e complexes [M{C C(CN)R}(L2)Cp′]+ to the correspond-
ing 19-e neutral species often proved to be irreversible, likely due
to the high chemical reactivity of the resulting radical products
[M{C C(CN)R}(L2)Cp′], the complexes [Ru{C C(CN)R}(dppe)Cp*]
(R = C6H4Me-4, CN) and Fe{C C(CN)C6H4Me-4)(dppe)Cp proved
to be sufficiently stable at room temperature within an OTTLE
cell to be observed. While initial inspection of the chemi-
cal structure may  suggest that the reduction event would be
associated with the cyanomethylene fragment, IR spectroelec-
trochemical investigations revealed little change in the "(CN)
bands following electrolysis. In contrast the vinylidene "(C C)
band in [Ru{C C(CN)2}(dppe)Cp*] (1406 cm−1) was found some
135 cm−1 lower in frequency than the precursor vinylidene
[Ru{C C(CN)R}(dppe)Cp*]+ (1539 cm−1) [45]. These observations
are consistent with the results of DFT based calculations of elec-
tronic structure and vibrational frequency which support the
notion of population of the formally empty (#-back-bond accept-
ing) vinylidene C$ 2p orbital. The observation of small shoulders on
the "(CN) bands is consistent with the decrease in the M C bond
order and a range of rotational isomers in solution, which is also
supported by the computational work.

Scheme 4. The electrochemical reduction of half-sandwich cyanovinylidene com-
plexes [M = Fe, Ru; L2 = (PPh3)2, dppe; R′ = H, Me  (not all combinations)].
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Fig. 3. The spectroscopic- and redox-probe rich allenylidene complexes studied by
the  Winter team (R = Ph, Fc).

In contrast, closed-shell allenylidene complexes,
LnM C C CR2, are reduced to give radical species in which the
unpaired electron resides largely on the C! (terminal) carbon atom,
albeit with some spin density also at C", as demonstrated by syn-
thetic studies, EPR and UV–vis–NIR and IR spectroelectrochemistry
[22,47–53] and supported by conclusions drawn from DFT calcu-
lations [54–60]. By way of example, a combination of UV–vis–NIR
and IR spectroelectrochemistry, and spectroscopic studies on iso-
lated compounds prepared by synthetic redox chemistry, has been
used to study the redox series [Ru{C C CPh(R)}(L2)Tp]n+ (n = 0, 1,
2; L2 = (PPh3)2, dppf; R = Fc, Ph) (Fig. 3) [50]. These systems offer a
range of possible redox sites, with oxidation at the ferrocenyl and
ruthenium/allenylidene moieties complemented by reduction at
the C" or C! carbons of the allenylidene ligand.

Electrochemical studies of the parent system
[Ru{C C CPh2}(PPh3)2Tp]+ revealed a one-electron oxidation and
two sequential one-electron reduction processes. Whilst the first
(allenylidene ligand centred) reduction is chemically reversible
at ambient temperatures (E1/2 = −1.00 V vs FeCp2/[FeCp2]+), the
second, probably metal centred RuII/I process (E1/2 = −2.05 V),
is only partially chemically reversible even at −78 ◦C. The one-
electron oxidation (E1/2 = +1.05 V) is fully chemically reversible
only at low temperature and likely mixed metal and allenylidene
ligand in character, a suggestion supported by spectroelectro-
chemical studies described below. Introduction of the dppf ligand
in [Ru{C C CPh2}(dppf)Tp]+ gives an additional, reversible
ferrocene based oxidation at +0.485 V, whilst the increased elec-
trostatic repulsion shifts the oxidation wave associated with
the [Ru C C C] moiety out of the observable electrochemi-
cal solvent window. The first reduction is again reversible and
found at −1.01 V, the similarity of potential to the Ru(PPh3)2Tp
analogue consistent with the ligand based nature of this pro-
cess. The second reduction was only observable in the larger
electrochemical window offered by DMF. Introduction of an
electron-donating ferrocenyl substitutent to the allenylidene
ligand in [Ru{C C CPh(Fc)}(L2)Tp]+ (L2 = (PPh3)2, dppf) causes a
cathodic shift of both reduction processes, clearly supporting the
notion of the redox activity of the allenylidene ligand.

The empirical assignments drawn from the electrochemical
data are confirmed by IR and UV–vis–NIR spectroelectrochemical
studies. Oxidation of the parent [Ru{C C CPh2}(PPh3)2Tp]+

causes the strong #(C C C) band at 1945 cm−1 to shift to a weaker
band at 1587 cm−1, whilst the Tp ligand #(B H) band shifts to
higher energy [61]. Both observations are consistent with the
mesomeric structures in Scheme 5, and the distribution of spin
density in related 17-e systems [55,59,60]. The ferrocenyl based
oxidation in [Ru{C C CPh2}(dppf)Tp]+/2+ causes a shift in the
#(C C C) band of ca. +15 cm−1, and a splitting probably due to
Fermi coupling. In contrast, oxidation of the ferrocenyl moiety
in [Ru{C C CPh(Fc)}(PPh3)2Tp]+ results in a red shift of the
#(C C C) band by ca. −20 cm−1 and a significant decrease in

intensity due to the more symmetric distribution of charge over
the C C C moiety.

These benchmarking observations can then be used to provide
compelling evidence for the sequence of ferrocenyl based oxida-
tion processes in [Ru{C C CPh(Fc)}(dppf)Tp]+. The first oxidation
causes the #(C C C) band to move from 1945 cm−1 to a much less
intense band at 1916 cm−1, indicating oxidation of the ferrocene
substituent of the allenylidene ligand. The second oxidation causes
the IR band to shift back to higher frequency and regain intensity,
consistent with the oxidation of the dppf ligand. Further oxidation
(Ru C C C) could also be achieved in the thin-layer cell, resulting
in the collapse of the #(C C C) band and a new, more vinyli-
dene like #(C C) stretch near 1500 cm−1. These assignments are
further supported by UV–vis–NIR spectroelectrochemical investi-
gations, with collapse of ferrocene-to-allenylidene charge transfer
bands in [Ru{C C CPh(Fc)}(L2)Tp]+ on oxidation of the allenyli-
dene pendent ferrocenyl moiety, whilst oxidation of the dppf
ligand in [Ru(C C CPh2)(dppf)Tp]+ causes only a blue shift in the
HOMO–LUMO transition as a result of the decrease in metal donor
energy.

The first reduction of each member of the series causes the
#(C C C) to shift by some +20 cm−1, with the bands in C C CPh2
examples again displaying splitting due to Fermi coupling. The posi-
tion of the #(CCC) band in these reduced species is best accounted
for by an alkynyl-like mesomeric form (Scheme 5), and hence
significant involvement of C! in supporting the unpaired elec-
tron. This suggestion is also supported by the observation of sharp
transitions in the UV spectrum near 350 nm,  consistent with aryl-
substituted methyl radicals, EPR spectroscopy, and a range of
electronic structure calculations [54–60], and chemical reactiv-
ity studies [62,63] on related systems. The family of complexes
[Ru{C C CPh(R)}(L2)Tp]+ therefore serve not only as responsive
test beds for electronic structure in allenylidene complexes, but
also illustrate examples of the wealth of information that can
be gleaned from spectroelectrochemical methods with complexes
bearing a rich array of vibrational, optical and redox active groups.

2.4. Spectroelectrochemical studies of alkynyl and polyynyl
complexes

Metal alkynyl complexes, M(C  CR)Ln, have been a source of con-
siderable interest in recent years, emerging as a promising class of
material for optical [13,14,64–66], molecular electronic [15,67–73]
and sensing [74,75] applications. In the course of these studies,
spectroelectrochemical methods have been shown to be particu-
larly powerful tools through which to probe electronic structure
and extent of metal d- and alkynyl $-orbital character, especially
when coupled with electronic structure calculations [76]. Such
detailed knowledge of electronic structure across a range of redox
states is a vital aspect in the rational design of optoelectronic mate-
rials [13,14,18,77].

The isoelectronic d6 complexes [Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp*] [78]
and [Mo(C CPh)(dppe)(%-C7H7)] [79] (and a range of analogues)
provide a convenient illustrative example of this approach, in
which the #(C C) band is used as a spectroscopic probe through
which to monitor and assess the effects of oxidation on these
complexes (Scheme 6). Although both complexes offer formal
d6, second row transition metal centres (RuII and Mo0), and
pseudo-octahedral half-sandwich geometries, there is a signifi-
cant difference in E1/2 values associated with the first, reversible
oxidation (Mo  −0.72 V; Ru −0.16 V vs FeCp2/[FeCp2]+). The molyb-
denum complexes [Mo(C CC6H4R-4)(dppe)(%-C7H7)] exhibit E1/2
values that are modestly influenced by the electronic nature
of R, ranging from −0.65 V (R = CO2Me)  to −0.81 V (R = NH2),
whereas in the analogous ruthenium complexes [Ru(C CC6H4R-
4)(dppe)Cp*] E1/2 varies by more than 300 mV  over a similar range
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Scheme 5. Mesomeric structures of the oxidised and reduced allenylidene complexes of Winter.

of substituents [80]. IR spectroelectrochemical monitoring of the
oxidation process reveals a small shift in the !(C C) band in
[Mo(C CPh)(dppe)("-C7H7)] by some −13 cm−1, whereas oxida-
tion of [Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp*] to [Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp*]+ results in
a decrease of !(C C) frequency by −141 cm−1. In addition, a strong
aryl ring !(C C) mode is also active in the ruthenium-based rad-
ical cation. Clearly, the nature of the oxidation process affects the
chemical structure of these ostensibly similar complexes in a very
different fashion, being essentially metal centred in the case of
[Mo(C CPh)(dppe)("-C7H7)] and alkynyl ligand in character in the
case of [Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp*].

These observations are mirrored in the chemical behaviour
of the radical cations. The complex [Mo(C CPh)(dppe)("-C7H7)]+

is sufficiently stable to be isolated and crystallographically
characterised [81,82], only slowly dimerising through C#–C#′

coupling to give the bis vinylidene [("-C7H7)(dppe)Mo{ C C(Ph)-
C(Ph) C }Mo(dppe)("-C7H7)]2+ [83]. In contrast, the ruthenium
radical cations [Ru(C CC6H4R-4)(dppe)Cp*]+ defy isolation, and
whilst sufficiently stable to be observed in a room temperature
OTTLE cell free of air and atmospheric moisture, react rapidly
under ambient conditions to give [Ru(CO)(dppe)Cp*]+ [78,80] or,
in related cases, products of alkynyl ligand dimerisation [84,85].
The success and relative ease of observation of the radical
cations by spectroelectrochemical methods [78] compared with the
difficulties in handling the radical cations prepared by chemical oxi-
dation [80] demonstrate the advantage of spectroelectrochemical

Scheme 6. Valence bond descriptions highlighting the different effects of oxidation
on  the metal alkynyl complexes Ru(C CPh)(dppe)Cp* and Mo(C CPh)(dppe)("-
C7H7).

techniques in which generation and spectroscopic monitoring can
be conducted entirely in an air-tight cell [8] in which diffusion of
potential reaction partners is inherently slow.

These spectroscopic and chemical differences evidenced by
the spectroelectrochemical results (and a wealth of related spec-
troscopic observations e.g. [79,80,86–88]) can be traced to the
underlying differences in the interactions between the metal d
orbitals and the fragment orbitals of the "-cyclic ligand. In the case
of the Mo  system, strong $- and %-interactions stabilise four of
the metal d orbitals, whilst dz2 is somewhat destabilised through
interaction with the a1 type filled MO  of the [C7H7]+ ring (Fig. 4).
This leads to a largely dz2 based HOMO in the closed shell system,
which is translated faithfully to the #-LUSO in the 17-e form. The
poor symmetry match of the dz2 and alkynyl $ orbitals accounts
for the limited mixing of these orbitals in the complexes and the
limited shifts in the !(C C) frequencies on changes in the metal
oxidation state.

The d-to-ring %-interactions are not so significant in the case of
the smaller cyclopentadienyl based ring systems, and the strong
&-bonding interaction between the metal centre (dz2 ) and the
alkynyl ligand (sp)  dictates the ordering of the metal-based orbitals
[80,85,89–92]. Taking the metal–alkynyl axis as z, the dxz and dyz
orbitals are then of appropriate symmetry to interact with the
alkynyl $-system, and in a d6 configuration the anti-bonding com-
bination of these orbitals form the molecular HOMOs. Again, there

Fig. 4. The principal out-of-plane orbitals from the {C7H7}+ fragment and frontier
orbitals of Mo(C CPh)(dppe)("-C7H7).
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Fig. 5. The principal interactions between {Ru(PH3)2Cp}+ fragment and {C CH}−
fragments.
Adapted from Ref. [91].

is little orbital reorganisation that accompanies oxidation, and
the !-LUSO is best described as mixed (d-")* in character, which
accounts for the significant loss of "-bonding density on oxida-
tion evidenced by the spectroelectrochemical experiments. These
descriptions of orbital character and electronic structure calcula-
tions also help to refine descriptions of the low energy electronic
transitions offered by [Mo(C CC6H4R-4)(dppe)(#-C7H7)]+, which
are well described as being d-d in character, and [Ru(C CC6H4R-
4)(dppe)Cp*]+, for which a (d-")*→(d-")* description is more
accurate, if cumbersome. At higher energies, absorption features
with more LMCT (Mo) or MLCT (Ru) character are also observed
(Fig. 5).

These general electronic trends are preserved upon exten-
sion of the alkynyl ligand to various polyynyl [92–95] and
phenylene–ethynylene oligomers [96]. Given the similar electronic
structures of M(L2)Cp′ and M(L4)X fragments, the general conclu-
sion of substantial alkynyl character in the redox active orbitals
of the half-sandwich ruthenium complexes also holds for com-
plexes of general type M(C  CR)X(dppe)2 (M = Ru, Os), for example
[97,98]. In the case of [M(C CR)Cl(dppe)2]+, a low energy tran-
sition with a degree of Cl→M  (or MC  CR) character can also
be identified by spectroelectrochemical means [99]. This facile
oxidation and the significant change in absorption properties of
[M(C CR)X(dppe)2]n+, as a function of oxidation state has been
used to develop a range of electrochemically-switchable nonlinear
optical (NLO) materials, which offer interesting cubic NLO response
when studied in a suitably modified OTTLE cell [100,101].

2.5. Spectroelectrochemical studies of ynyl-bridged
mixed-valence systems

Redox active bimetallic complexes featuring alkynyl-derived
bridging ligands are ideal targets for spectroelectrochemical inves-
tigation, allowing questions of the mixed-valence character and
electronic structure in the various electronic configurations, includ-
ing discussion relating the efficacy of various bridging ligand motifs

Scheme 7. The redox series [{Cp(L)(PPh3)Ru}2($-C CC C)]n+ (L = PPh3, PMe3) and
representative %(CC) data from the L = PPh3 derivative collected spectroelectro-
chemically.

and structures in promoting charge transfer between specific
redox probes, to be assessed [102]. To the best of our knowledge,
the complexes [{Cp(L)(PPh3)Ru}2($-C CC C)]n+ (L = PPh3, PMe3;
n = 0–4) were the first polyynediyl complexes to be studied by spec-
troelectrochemical methods (Scheme 7) [103], although related
polycarbon-bridged systems had been accessed in various oxida-
tion states by chemical means in earlier studies [104–109].

The complexes [{Cp(L)(PPh3)Ru}2($-C CC C)] each undergo a
series of four [M = Ru, Os], one-electron oxidation processes which
can be observed by cyclic voltammetry, with !E1/2 values of ca.
600 mV  [110]. The high thermodynamic stability of these vari-
ous redox products with respect to disproportionation renders the
series ideally suited to spectroelectrochemical investigation. Upon
stepwise oxidation in a low temperature IRRAS cell [111–113] the
diynediyl %(C CC C) band shifted progressively by ca. −100 cm−1

during the first three anodic events, but did not split, consistent
with a substantial degree of carbon character in the redox active
orbital leading to a progressively more cumulenic and ultimately
carbynic carbon ligand, with a delocalised (at least on the very fast
IR timescale) electronic structure (Scheme 7).

In the electronic spectra collected in an OTTLE cell [114], the
radical cation (n = 1) displays a low energy band envelope, the
comprising transitions offering MLCT rather than IVCT character.
Such conclusions and assignments are supported by calculations
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Fig. 6. The optimised geometry (B3LYP, 3-21G*) and HOMO (plotted with isocontour
±0.04 (e/bohr3)1/2) of the parent diethynyl carborane HC C-1,12-C2B10H10-C CH.

of electronic structure, and hold true for related half-sandwich
ruthenium and osmium yne- [115] and diyne- [116,117] diyl com-
plexes.

The insertion of a carborandiyl moiety within the C4 bridg-
ing ligand, as in [{Cp*(dppe)Ru}2(!-C C-1,10-C2B8H8-C C)]
or [{Cp*(dppe)Ru}2(!-C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C)] has a profound
effect on the electronic structures of the radical cations formed
by one-electron oxidation [118]. Although offering a delocalised
electronic structure with symmetry characteristics appropriate for
mixing with the metal-alkynyl fragment (Fig. 6), the energy of the
carborandiyl moiety is too low in energy to effectively mix  and thus
behaves as an effective insulating spacer between the redox active
Ru(C C )(dppe)Cp* moieties (Scheme 8).

Scheme 8. The redox series [{Cp*(dppe)Ru}2(!-C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C)]n+ (n = 0,
1,  2) and representative "(BH) and "(CC) data collected spectroelectrochemically.
Unlabelled vertices on the cage indicate B-H.

Scheme 9. The redox series [{(#-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2(!-C CC C)]n+ (n = 0, 1, 2) and
representative IR and Raman "(CC) data collected spectroelectrochemically.

Both [{Cp*(dppe)Ru}2(!-C C-1,10-C2B8H8-C C)] and
[{Cp*(dppe)Ru}2(!-C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C)] undergo two
sequential one-electron oxidation processes (!E1/2 = 120 and
90 mV,  respectively in 0.1 M NBu4PF6). Using the dicarbadecab-
orane as an example, the separation of these redox waves was
found to be only modestly sensitive to the nature of the supporting
electrolyte (!E1/2 = 70 mV in 0.1 M NBu4[B(C6F5)4]), pointing to
an underlying contribution to the stability of the monocation by
through-bond/electronic effects in addition to electrostatic effects
[119]. Nevertheless, at room temperature the comproportionation
equilibrium is sufficiently to the side of the monocations to permit
observation in a thin-layer spectroelectrochemical cell relatively
free of the neutral and dicationic redox partners. The valence
localised nature of [{Cp*(dppe)Ru}2(!-C C-1,10-C2B8H8-C C)]+

or [{Cp*(dppe)Ru}2(!-C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C)]+ is clearly
evidenced by the pattern of "(C C) bands during step-wise oxida-
tion (Scheme 8). The IVCT band associated with the mixed valence
monocation is observed as part of an absorption envelope in the
NIR region, and spectral deconvolution is necessary to extract
the band shape free from the contribution of the overlapping dd
(or (d$)–(d$)) bands associated with the oxidised metal alkynyl
moiety.

As might be expected from the frontier orbital composi-
tion and electronic structure of alkynyl complexes derived
from the Mo(dppe)(#-C7H7) auxillary described above, the
redox behaviour of [{(#-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2(!-C CC C)] is
dominated by changes in the formal metal oxidation state,
leading to substantial d5/d6 mixed-valence character in
both [{(#-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2(!-C CC C)]+ [120] and [{(#-
C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2(!-C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C)]+ [121]. The
localised mixed-valence character is clearly evidenced in the
observation of two  distinct "(C C) bands in the IR spectrum, which
approximately correspond to the {MoI(C C )(dppe)(#-C7H7)}+

and {Mo0(C C )(dppe)(#-C7H7)} moieties (Scheme 9).
The carborandiyl spaced complex [{(#-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2(!-

C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C)]+ (Fig. 7) also behaves as a weakly
coupled (Robin and Day Class II) mixed valence compound, and
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Fig. 7. A schematic illustration of the five low energy electronic transitions in [{(!-
C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2("-C C-1,12-C2B10H10-C C)]+.

whilst the IR spectra were relatively uninformative, the complex
cation exhibits all five low energy electronic transitions (two inter-
configurational or dd bands and three IVCT transitions) that can
be expected for a d5/d6 system with approximately octahedral
metal centres [122]. Whilst in the case of heavier examples (e.g.
Os complexes) spin orbit coupling can serve to split the d#5 core
configuration, in the case of the Mo(dppe)(!-C7H7) core it appears
more likely that the splitting arises from the low symmetry ligand
environment [79].

The band-shape of the lowest energy IVCT band is in excel-
lent agreement with the Hush two-state model [123], which in
turn supports the limited ligand involvement in this IVCT process.
The higher energy IVCT transitions arise from transitions between
lower lying d orbitals of appropriate symmetry to interact more
strongly with the alkynyl and cycloheptatrienyl ligands, and con-
sequently are in less good agreement with the two-state model
[124].

In the case of the butadiynediyl bridged complex [{(!-
C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2("-C CC C)], an intense LMCT band is observed
at 8500 cm−1 (in CH2Cl2) which partially overlaps with the IVCT
band at highest energy that could be obtained by deconvolution
of the low energy absorption envelopes in the vis–NIR spectrum
[120]. The IVCT transitions are somewhat more solvatochromic
than the LMCT transitions leading to solvent specific transition
energies, but the overall description is consistent across a range
of solvent environments. Closer examination of the IVCT band
shape reveals band widths somewhat narrower than predicted
from the Hush two-state model. Considered with the close energy
match of the bridge with the metal-based orbitals evidenced
by the overlapping IVCT and LMCT bands, a degree of mixing
of C4 bridge character into the mixed-valence state is highly
likely, consistent with the HOMO structure calculated for the par-
ent [{(!-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2("-C CC C)], and accounting for the
narrowing of the IVCT transition [124]. The involvement of the
bridging ligand in the intramolecular electron transfer processes
likely accounts for the somewhat faster rate of electron transfer in
[{(!-C7H7)(dppe)Mo}2("-C CC C)]+ than the carboranyl spaced
derivative [120,121].

Both the butadiynediyl ( C C C C ) and diethynyl carboranyl
based bridging ligands offer cylindrical (or very nearly so) axial
symmetry. The introduction of a planar aromatic moiety (e.g. 1,3-
[125] or 1,4-phenylene [126]) breaks this (pseudo) symmetry and
raises the prospects of conformational influences on the electronic

Scheme 10. An illustration of the conformational diversity and electronic diversity introduced by a non-cylindrically symmetric bridging ligand and metal end-caps in a
proto-typical LnM-bridge-MLn ‘mixed valence’ complex.
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structure in both mononuclear [127,128] and binuclear [129,130]
complexes (Scheme 10). In this regard, the observation of spectro-
scopic signatures not entirely consistent with a static description
of a localised or delocalised electronic structure in diethynyl ben-
zene bridged ‘mixed valence’ complexes has been noted in both
spectroelectrochemical studies [130,131] and in isolated samples
prepared by chemical means [132]. These unusual results have been
reviewed recently [18], and so the details will not be repeated here.
However, it is worthy of note that the degree of localisation of
charge within mixed valence complexes featuring relatively low
symmetry around the electron-transfer pathway may  be strongly
influenced by the conformational dynamics of the complex. In this
regard, variable temperature spectroelectrochemical studies may
prove to be of considerable value in probing the structure–property
relationships of mixed-valence complexes further. Developments
in this direction are underway and we hope to be able to report on
them further in the future.

3. Conclusions

Through the use of intramolecular spectroscopic probes,
spectroelectrochemical methods provide considerable insight con-
cerning the nature of these complexes and their redox generated
products, especially when augmented by electronic structure
calculations. With various improvements to the design of spec-
troelectrochemical cells, the growing number of commercially
available cells, and the availability of potentiostats at relatively
low prices, spectroelectrochemistry is fast becoming a recognised
tool in the synthetic chemist’s tool box for exploring the electronic
structure of new complexes.
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Introduction

Molecular electronics is an interdisciplinary field that involves
the use ofmolecules as fundamental electronic components such
as wires, transistors, memory cells, and logic elements. The
field, sometimes called ‘moletronics’,[1] is currently attracting
attention from a broad cross-section of the scientific community
in response to both fascination with the fundamental scientific
challenges associated with the measurement of the electrical
properties of molecules, and manipulation of electronic phe-
nomena via molecular processes,[2] and growing concerns over
the technological challenges and ultimate limits facing solid-
state semiconductor technology.[3]

Before entering discussion, a distinction needs to be made
between molecular materials for electronics and single-
molecule electronics. The use of organicmaterials for electronic
applications in which the bulk electronic or optoelectronic
response arises from ensembles of several millions of mole-
cules, and for which properties are measured or observed on the
macroscopic level, is at a mature stage of development and
application. The most obvious examples of molecular materials
readily available in the electronics mass market are the use of
liquid crystals and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) in flat
video displays.[4] This sector of the electronics industry con-
tinues its steady development driven by the promises of trans-
parent, flexible, non-toxic, printable electronics, with improved
consumer appeal and reduced fabrication costs.

However, the field of single-molecule electronics, which is
the subject of the present review, can be summarized as the use
of individual molecules to mimic functional elements in elec-
tronic devices. The use of molecules as building blocks to give
rise to a more complex system is typically referred to as a

the ‘bottom–up’ approach, as opposed to the conventional
‘top–down’ lithographic techniques that are employed to etch
small features into single-crystal silicon wafers. Despite, or
perhaps because of, the great challenges the field of single-
molecule electronics presents, the enormous benefits of a
molecule-based ‘bottom–up’ approach motivate the scientific
community to keep moving the field forward. For example, a
typical computer microchip nowadays contains of the order
of 109 transistors in areas of ,3 cm2 with all its components
working in perfect harmony and capable of changing state in
response to an input signal at an astonishing rate and for an
almost unimaginable number of cycles. The enormous chal-
lenge for single-molecule electronics lies in the development of
molecular systems that perform in some way better than, or
perhaps provide an alternative function to, these extraordinary
solid-state devices.

Molecular and Semi-Conductor Electronics: A Brief
Account of an Interwoven History

To comprehend the incentives that drive the development of
molecular electronics (Fig. 1, right), it is necessary to first
appreciate the evolution of the silicon microelectronics industry
(Fig. 1, left).[5] The first experiments concerning the electrical
properties of semiconductor materials began early in the 19th
century. The surprising properties of these materials, such as
their increased conductance when heated or exposed to light,
captured the attention of scientists and engineers of the time.
Among the most renowned contributors of the time are
Michael Faraday, who first reported the conductance increase
with temperature in silver sulfide (1833), Alexandre-Edmond
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Bequerel, who discovered the photovoltaic effect (1839), and
Alexander Graham Bell who in 1880 took advantage of the
photosensitivity of selenium to transmit sound over a beam of
light, inadvertently heralding the fibre-optic communications
revolution of the 21st century, with a remarkable invention that
he named the ‘photophone’ (US patent US235199A).

In spite of the potential of these early experiments, it is
the development of the solid-state transistor that might best be
considered to mark the beginning of the semiconductor revolu-
tion. Shortly after the endofWorldWar II (1947),WalterBrattain,
John Bardeen, and William Shockley of Bell Laboratories dis-
covered that by applying a small bias to the surface of a germani-
um block, the current flow through a second circuit connected to
that piece of germanium could be modulated, thereby providing
the first demonstration of a solid-state transistor.

However, in an often overlooked episode of semiconductor
history, half of Bell Laboratories’ initial patent claims in the area
were rejected in benefit of Julius E. Lilienfeld, an Austro-
Hungarian physicist best known for the discovery of radiation
emitted by a metallic surface when electrons strike it, a process
now known as Lilienfeld radiation. In 1930, 17 years before the
Bell Laboratories discovery, Lilienfeld patented the ‘field-effect
transistor’ (US1745175A). Despite his early description of the

transistor effect, Lilienfeld’s work was largely ignored by the
emerging semiconductor industry. Bell patents were finally
issued for the ‘point-contact transistor’ by Brattain and Bardeen
(US2524035A) and the ‘junction transistor’ by Shockley
(US2569347A). In 1956, only 9 years after the first transistor
was built, Brattain, Bardeen, and Shockley were awarded the
Physics Nobel Prize for the discovery of the transistor effect. In
recognition of Lilienfeld’s sometimes overlooked contribution
to science, an annual prize that carries his name was established
in 1988 by the American Physical Society to reward a most
outstanding contribution to physics.

The 1950s was an era of frenetic activity at the Bell
Laboratories aligned around the production of solid-state elec-
tronics. Parallel to the fabrication of the first transistors, Jules
Andrus and Walter L. Bond began adapting a photoengraving
technique used to print patterns onto integrated circuits to
generate sophisticated designs on silicon wafers. The solid-state
transistor and photolithographic process, together with the
serendipitous discovery in 1955 of silicon oxide masking by
Carl Frosch, also at Bell, marked the start point for the modern
monolithic microelectronics industry. However, the same year
that the Physics Nobel Prize was awarded for the discovery of
the transistor effect (1956), a German physicist named Arthur
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Fig. 1. Silicon industry andmolecular electronics roadmap, from the genesis of the first solid-state transistor to our days.
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von Hippel, then working at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, proposed a completely different approach:

‘Instead of taking prefabricated materials and trying to
devise engineering applications consistent with their macro-
scopic properties, one builds materials from their atoms and
molecules for the purpose at hand...’[6]

The notion of ‘molecular engineering’ introduced by von
Hippel might be the first expression of the ‘bottom–up’
approach and could be regarded as the initial expression of the
concept of molecular electronics. von Hippels’s ideas were
quickly embraced by the Westinghouse Electric company,[7]

and the US Air Force (USAF). At that time, airborne electronic
equipment was growing increasingly complex and vulnerable to
failure, as aircraft began flying faster and higher. In 1959, the
USAF decided to invest US$2 million in a joint USAF–
Westinghouse research program for the development of mole-
cular electronics as a possible solution to their problems.
Their research proposal ‘Molecular Electronics – Dendritic
Approach’ proved successful enough to be funded until 1962,
although the research programwas ultimately abandoned owing
to difficulties in manufacturing and the rapid progress of the
silicon electronics technology. Coincidently, also in 1959 Jack
Kilby at Texas Instruments, and Robert Noyce at Fairchild
Camera, had developed a method to integrate even more of
the individual components to create a ‘solid circuit’. The ability
to print and wire several electronic components on a silicon
substrate, coupled with reduction in the size of components
promised to reduce production costs and increase reliability.
The importance of their work was recognized later in 2000when
Kilby was awarded the Physics Nobel Prize for his contribution
in the invention of the integrated circuit.

The desire for smaller, faster, more highly functional elec-
tronic components gave rise to the rapid post-war evolution of
the silicon industry, led by development of the integrated circuit
and economic drivers. In 1965, a marketing research paper,
‘Cramming More Components onto Integrated Circuits’, was
published by Gordon E. Moore, then at Fairchild Semiconduc-
tors.[8] In this study, Moore noted the doubling of component
density every 2 years on electronic circuits, and projected that
such rates of progress might be possible until 1975 (!). Only
3 years later, in 1968, Moore, together with Noyce, founded the
Intel Corporation, and in 1971, the Intel 4004 processor was
introduced, with over 2000 transistors built on a siliconmonolith
the size of a fingernail. The journey towards the evolution of
consumer electronics and the multibillion-dollar semiconductor
industry had begun. As semiconductor fabrication techniques
evolved, Moore’s expression of component density doubling
every 2 years became a self-imposed growth target for the
semiconductor industry. The desire to maintain this rate of
progress, typically referred to as ‘Moore’s Law’, has driven
the relentless miniaturization efforts of the semiconductor
industry for five decades.

In contrast, the ideas ofmolecular electronics technology laid
largely fallow until the 1970s, when a second phase of interest
swept the community. Again in 1959, not long before Moore’s
seminal expression of the rates of progress in the semiconductor
industry based on economic considerations, Richard Feynman
gave his nowwidely celebrated lecture to the American Physical
Society at CalTech titled ‘There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom’
in which he challenged the whole scientific community to push
the miniaturization limits.[9] For many, the ideas Feynman
exposed in that lecture are the starting point of nanoscience

and nanotechnology. In a remarkable piece of foresight and
imagination, Feynman succinctly drew together the threads of
both the fast-emerging microelectronics industry with a future
molecular electronic technology by noting that, en route to an
ultimate miniaturization of technology, chemical synthesis
allows the precise organization of matter within a molecular
framework.

At that time, although chemical synthesis was sufficiently
well developed to permit the assembly of a wide range of
potential molecular components, establishing electrical contacts
across individual molecules was not possible; however, intra-
molecular electron transfer was being increasingly studied in
solution, with considerable interest in using the characteristic
spectroscopic profiles associated with ‘mixed valence’ com-
plexes and compounds, led by the seminal work of Taube,
Marcus, and Hush.[10] Indeed, the use of mixed-valence systems
as models for molecular electronics components continues to
this day, although the neglect of the surface–molecule interface
in these models is noted.[11]

The first direct measurements of through-molecule conduc-
tance were reported in 1971 when Mann and Kuhn[12] prepared
a series of well-ordered fatty acid monolayers employing the
Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique, and succeeded in sand-
wiching them between metal electrodes and measuring the
electrical properties of the systems. Their studies revealed an
exponential decay of the conductivity with themolecular length.
Molecular electronic concepts began to take further formative
and conceptual steps through the 1970s. In 1974, Ari Aviram
(IBM) andMark Ratner (NewYork University) started working
on a theory of electron transfer through single organic mole-
cules. Their efforts crystallized in a now-famous article titled
‘Molecular Rectifiers’.[13] In that document, Aviram and Ratner
described for the first time the use of a molecule with a modular
design based on fragments familiar to chemists as an electronic
component (Chart 1).

Curiously,AviramandRatner never used thewords ‘molecular
electronics’ in their article and, to the best of our knowledge, the
Aviram–Ratner molecular rectifier has not yet been synthesized;
nevertheless, their seminal work became a cornerstone of contem-
porary molecular electronics, with over 2000 citations and a vast
body of work on unimolecular rectifiers through the 1980s.

The invention and development of the scanning tunnelling
microscope (STM) by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer at IBM
in 1981 (for which they were awarded the 1986 Nobel Prize in
Physics) and the atomic force microscope (AFM) later that year
byCalvinQuate andChristophGerber provided further stepping
stones to the development of molecular electronics. With the
introduction of the STM and the AFM, the experimental barrier
that had frustrated every previous attempt to directly evaluate
the electronic properties an individual molecule was largely
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Chart 1. The Aviram and Ratner molecular rectifier based on tetrathia-

fulvalene (donor) and tetracyanoquinodimethane (acceptor) linked via a

saturated methylene bridge.
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overcome. The maturing of the STM, and the development of
several scanning probe microscopies,[14] such as the conducting
probe atomic force microscopy (CP-AFM), together with the
rise of interest in nanotechnology[15] brought a second renais-
sance in molecular electronics during the 1990s.

In an echo of the early USAF–Westinghouse project, molec-
ular electronics captured the attention of the US Defence
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and an initial
proposal by Mark Reed and James Tour to the Office of Naval
Research, titled ‘Spontaneously Assembled Molecular Transis-
tors and Circuit’, became DARPA’s ULTRA (for ultrafast,
ultradense electronics) research theme. DARPA consolidated
the ULTRA program as a Moletronics research program to
provide funding to a multidisciplinary research network from
the year 2000, which was overtaken by the Applications of
Molecular Electronics (MoleApps) program in 2004. During
this period, a considerable body of work with carbon nanotube-
based devices and fundamental work concerning the measure-
ment of single-molecule conductance was undertaken, as can be
seen in the growing number of research articles in these areas
published during the second half of the 1990s. A series of quite
remarkable achievements in 2001 including the creation of
carbon nanotube-based transistors,[16] switchable devices from
rotaxanes embedded between n-type polysilicon and Ti/Al
electrodes[17] and reports of 16-bit memory from similar rotax-
anes in cross-bar junctions led Science magazine to describe
‘Nanoelectronics’ and the construction of these rudimentary
circuits the breakthrough of the year in 2001.[18] In recent years,
these concepts have evolved and devices as complex as 160-kb
rotaxane-based cross-bar memories have been described.[19]

Against this background of steady progression in molecular
electronics, the semiconductor industry has pushed relentlessly
forward at Moore’s Law pace until the present day.[20] The
miniaturization race required remarkable innovations in micro-
architecture designs such as 3D transistors (tri-gate or
FinFET),[21] technical developments such as immersion lithog-
raphy and double patterning, and the use of exotic high-k
dielectrics (k is the dielectric constant) to alleviate tunnelling
issues of gate-insulators only a few atoms thick.[22] However,
the difficulties involved in maintaining Moore’s Law rates of
miniaturization below the 20-nm barrier is perhaps best illus-
trated by the delayed deployment of the 14-nm chips (Intel
Broadwell, 2015). Although a miss-step in Intel’s production
schedule and failure to meet its long-standing 12–18-month
‘tick-tock’ schedule of chip refresh (tick¼ shrinking of the
process technology; tock¼ new microarchitecture) may not
seem a major economic or technological concern, this missed
production window is an indication of the growing difficulties
that conventional semiconductor fabrication methods are now
facing. In fact, the challenges associated with manufacturing
advanced electronic circuits are now so great that the inter-
national community has been forced to rewrite Moore’s Law:

After 2013, the Moore’s Law rate of on-chip transistors
slows to double every 3 years.[23]

Nevertheless, the miniaturization race continues, as was
recently proved by the IBM, Global Foundries, and Samsung
research alliance, with the development of the first 7-nm node
test chips at the SUNY Polytechnic Institute’s College of
Nanoscale Science and Engineering. This astonishing feat
required several industry-first innovations such as the fabrication
of Si-Ge transistor channels, extremeultraviolet lithography, and
allegedly quadruple patterning.

As the semiconductor industry approaches the physical limits
of solid-state materials, molecular electronics is entering some-
thing of a third era, this time supported by shared academic and
industrial interest, with an appreciation of the need to solve
fundamental problems in order to reach a hybrid electronics
technology in which molecular systems serve as a viable material
within solid-state frameworks. However, the complex experimen-
tal set-up required to determine the electrical properties of a single
molecule has historically been, and to some extent still is, one of
the most important obstacles to the exploration of fundamental
concepts in molecular electronics and advancement towards a
viable technology. Nevertheless, the invention of the STM and
AFM and improvements in nanofabrication now present us with
severalmethods that allow the formation ofmolecular junctions in
order to study their physical properties and electronic perfor-
mance.[24] The main aim of these methods is to assemble either
one or a small number of molecules between two metallic
electrodes to create a junction, which in turn allows the electronic
properties of the sandwiched molecules to be measured.[25] In the
remainder of this article, we turn our attention to these molecular
junctions, and explore the basic processes that underpin the
electrical properties of molecules within electrode gaps.

Molecular Junctions

A molecular junction consists of a molecule suspended or
sandwiched between two (usually metallic) electrodes. When a
molecule is brought in contact with a metallic electrode, the
molecular orbitals and the electrode states overlap to a certain
extent to form a new hybrid electronic wave function. The
degree of coupling may vary from conjugated states extending
over the whole molecular junction, to the generation of orbital
nodes along the junction acting as barriers to electronic transport
between the electrodes. Despite the great progress made in this
field, and the apparent simplicity of the sandwich-style mole-
cular junction (Fig. 2), a full theoretical description of metal|
molecule|metal junctions and a detailed understanding of
structure–property relationships remain as challenges.

On the basis of the plethora of studies onmolecular junctions
that have been reported over the past decade, it has been noted
that the conductance of a molecular junction can be affected by
several factors, such as: the structure and degree of conjugation
of the molecular bridge;[26] the nature of the linker group and its
geometry;[27] the junction geometry (tilt angles and gap size);[28]

and the electronic character of substituents on the molecular
backbone.[29]

Much of the early work in single-molecule studies was
focussed on the molecular backbone assuming that any other
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a fully characterized molecular junc-

tion where binding sites, electrode orientation, molecular conformation, and

number of molecules are accurately characterized.
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factor would have a small influence in the junction electronic
performance. Particularly large contributions to this field have
come from studies of symmetrically and unsymmetrically
substituted linear oligo(phenylene-ethynylene) (OPE) deriva-
tives,[30] including organometallic analogues.[31] These highly
conjugated derivatives, sometimes referred to as ‘Tour wires’
owing to the pioneering studies of these molecules by J. M.
Tour,[32] have been of significant interest in many different
fields of chemistry and physics owing to their exceptional
properties.[33] The modular synthesis of OPEs,[34] and good
single-molecule conductance ensure that these systems merit
particular attention.[26b,35]

However, despite the great interest in the design of conjuga-
ted wire-like backbones for use in molecular electronic compo-
nents, it is now agreed that the metal–molecule interface, and
therefore the molecular anchoring group, have a great influence
on the global junction behaviour.[27a,27b] This area of research
has been largely dominated by the thiolate linker that, owing to
its ability to self-assemble on gold has provided a strong test-
bed to study the electrical properties of single molecules and
ensembles.[36] However, several potential disadvantages have
been reported on the use of thiols as molecular linkers. The
thiolate–gold bond has a strength similar to that of the gold–gold
bond resulting on the electrode surface modification.[37] In
addition, at room temperature, stochastic switching of the
junction conductance has been observed, ascribed to the mobi-
lity of the chemisorbed contacts.[38] The free thiols also tend to
oxidize to give dithiolates, often requiring the use of protective
groups during their synthesis. Owing to these difficulties and the
influence of the linker on the junction properties, the develop-
ment of alternative contacts has become an area of great research
activity and several alternative linkers to thiols have been
proposed.[27c–f,39]

In addition to the linker, the exact separation between the two
electrodes when the molecular bridge is formed can have a
pronounced influence on the junction conductance. This is
extremely relevant to the development of molecular electronic
devices that can show a considerable range of contact-gap
separation. Haiss et al. demonstrated that the molecular conduc-
tance can be measured as a function of electrode gap to
sub-nanometre precision.[28a] More recently, the effect of the
junction gap was also studied for a series of rigid molecular
wires.[28b] In those studies, a substantial conductance increase
was found as the gap between the electrodes was closed.
Computational studies based on density functional theory
(DFT) supported those results, proving the significant influence
of the molecular tilt angle in the junction conductance.[28a]

A simplified electronic description of a molecular junction
involving two electrodes bridged by a molecule can be seen in
Fig. 3. Both electrodes are described as a continuum of energy
levels filled up to a given energy level (Fermi level); the energy
symmetry between both electrodes is broken by the applied bias.
However, the bridging molecule is characterized by discrete
energy levels filled up to the HOMO. Importantly, the orbital
alignment relative to the electrode Fermi level is directly
characteristic of each molecular junction and dependent on
several factors such as: the nature of the molecular bridge;[40]

the nature of the metal–molecule interaction;[27e] the electronic
and conformational changes induced by the charge transfer;[41]

environmental effects,[25b] and redox state.[25b,42]

Charge transport in molecules contacted by macroscopic
electrodes is best described by the Landauer formalism. In this
description, electrons are treated as waves that can be reflected

or transmitted through the molecular bridge. According to the
Landauer formalism, the conductanceG of a molecular junction
can be calculated (Eqn 1).

G ¼ 2e2

h

X

n

Tn ð1Þ

where e is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant andTn is the
transmission coefficient of the individual transport channels.
According to this expression, the conductance of a system,G, is
the summation of all possible individual transmission channels.
Perhaps the most relevant implication of this equation is that
conductance at the molecular level is quantized. For a perfect
coupling, i.e. ballistic conductors (Tn¼ 1), the conductance can
only increase or decrease in units of the quantum of conductance
G0¼ 2e2/hE 77481 nS. It is important to clarify that the Land-
auer formalism does not imply that the conductance of any
system must be an integer of G0; however, it defines the
maximum conductance for a single channel asG0. Transmission
coefficients Tn typically take values smaller than unity
and several transport channels coexist to give the system
conductance. Conductance values for single molecules are
orders of magnitude smaller than G0, typically ranging from
10$5 to 10$1 G0.

Several theoretical models have been developed to describe
electron transport through molecular junctions, temperature-
independent coherent tunnelling (super-exchange) and Fowler–
Nordheim tunnelling; and temperature-dependent thermionic
(Schottky) emission and hopping conduction.[43] Despite the
multiple models developed for temperature-dependent and inde-
pendent processes (mainly differing on their bias dependence),
for simplicity here we will only differentiate between tunnelling
(temperature-independent) and hopping (temperature-dependent)
processes. A more complete description and discussion on this
topic are available in several reviews.[44] Although typically
only one of these mechanisms dominates the charge transfer
through the molecular junction, both tunnelling and hopping

Fermi level

Fermi level

Applied
bias

Fig. 3. Simplified description of the electronic diagram in a molecular

junction.
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mechanisms can coexist.[45] Hence, the observed rate of electron
transfer (kET) results from the summation of the tunnelling (ktunn)
and hopping (khop) contributions. A schematic representation of
both charge transport processes is shown in Fig. 4.

The super-exchange mechanism is based on the probability
of an electron traversing an energy barrier coherently, i.e in the
absence of inelastic scattering events. In this case, the charge
transfer takes place in one step through the molecular orbitals of
the bridging molecule. Hence, the charge carrier is considered
not to reside in the orbitals of the bridging molecular wire for a
significant space of time. It is important to note that the electron
transference kET is enhanced by the molecular orbitals increas-
ing the probability of through-bond tunnelling over trough-
space tunnelling. In this scenario, the energy barrier is set by
the energetically higher electronic states of the bridge compared
with those of the electron source. The electron transport rate
kET for the super-exchange mechanism can be calculated using
Eqn 2:

kET ¼ k0e
"br ð2Þ

where k0 is a kinetic prefactor, r is the distance between the two
electrodes, andb (nm"1) is the tunnelling attenuation factor. As it
derives from Eqn 2, the super-exchange mechanism is tempera-
ture-independent and exponentially dependent on the electrode
distance r. The attenuation factor b represents the degree of
electronic coupling present along the molecular junction and
enables direct comparison between single-molecule studies.
Typically, the decay constant b for p-conjugated molecules is
an order of magnitude smaller (1–2nm"1) than that of the
saturated s-bonded chains ,10 nm"1.[40,46] Several distance-
dependence studies have reported b values for several molecular
systems: 3.4 nm"1 for dithiol-terminated OPEs;[47] 2.0 nm"1 for
amine-terminated OPEs;[35e] 3.3 nm"1 for pyridine-terminated
OPEs;[39e] 3.5–5nm"1 for dithiol-terminated oligopheny-
lenes;[48] 1.8 nm"1 for oligophenylene-vynylenes;[49] 1 nm"1

for dithiocyanate-terminated oligothiophenes;[46] and 0.6 nm"1

for pyridine-terminated oligoynes,[39b] as opposed to 9.4 nm"1 for
saturated dithiol-terminated alkyls[48a] and 24–40 nm"1 for
vacuum.[50] It is important to note that the attenuation factor b
not only depends on the orbital delocalization of the molecular
backbone but on the entire molecular junction, including the

binding sites and the electrode shape and material (i.e. the
measuring technique).[49a] However, owing to the exponential
distance dependence of the super-exchangemechanism, coherent
tunnelling is only effective for distances under 2.5 nm. The
charge-hopping mechanism is believed to dominate for longer
bridges (,.3 nm).

Contrary to the super-exchange mechanism, in the case of
charge-hopping, the electron traversing the molecular wire is
localized for a short time before moving to the next bridge site
until it crosses trough the molecular junction.[49b,51] The hop-
ping conduction mechanism is more likely to be present in
molecular junctions where the Fermi levels of the metallic
contacts lie close in energy to the molecular-bridge frontier
orbitals.[43] Importantly, significant nuclear motion is involved
in this transport process as vibrational relaxation takes place at
each bridge site. Consequently, the distance dependence of
charge hopping is less marked, i.e. inversely proportional to
distance (Ohmic) (Eqn 3) (although other relationships are also
known (e.g. kET¼ khopN

"2, where N is the number of hopping
stations in the bridge)).[45] In addition, owing to the vibrational
relaxation processes involved, the hopping mechanism is
temperature-dependent.[43,45]

kET ¼ khop / 1=r ð3Þ

In order to experimentally determine the transport process
ruling in a given molecular junction, two electrical measure-
ments are typically performed: the length dependence of the
molecular conductance and the temperature dependence of the
I-V profile. These experiments also exclude the possibility of
artefacts such as metallic filaments or interface effects being
the source of the electrical properties registered. However, the
determination of the charge-transport mechanism can some-
times be difficult. For example, a pronounced temperature
dependence was reported for the conductance of alkanedithiols,
attributed to changes in the distribution of the molecular
conformers.

The coexistence of both tunnelling and hopping mechan-
isms was first reported by Wasielewski and Ratner.[52] In their
work, the recombination rate of several photoexcited Donor–
Bridge–Acceptor (D-B-A) complexes featuring p-phenylene-
vinylene oligomeric bridges (with the number of phenylene
vinylene fragments in the oligomer, n, ranging from 1 to 5)
was studied. Notably, a less-marked distance dependence was
found for those molecular bridges with sizes over 2.4 nm that
was attributed to a change in the transport mechanism from
super-exchange (n¼ 1–2) to hopping (n¼ 3–5). Choi and
coworkers reported a similar behaviour for phenyleneimine
oligomers (n¼ 1–10) in solid state CP-AFM studies.[53] Those
results confirmed the coexistence of both transport mechan-
isms in the solid state. In this case, the charge transport mecha-
nism was reported to change from tunnelling to hopping for
molecular wires over 4 nm in size (n¼ 6–10). Despite the great
experimental complexity of these experiments, several similar
studies have been reported recently confirming the coexistence of
both mechanisms.[35e,39e,54] Although in the first instance, the
charge-hopping mechanism and its weaker distance depen-
dence should allow long-distance charge transport, which
makes it more attractive for potential electronic application,
the tunnelling mechanism is still intriguing the scientific
community. For instance, recent studies indicate that tunnel-
ling energy-gap effects can differentiate the distance depen-
dence of energy-storing charge-separation reactions from

Super-exchange: Coherent tunnelling transport

E1 B1 B2 B3 E2

Hopping electron transport

E1 B1 B1 B3 E2

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the super-exchange and hopping

mechanisms in a molecular junction comprised of two electrodes (E1, E2)

and a wire-like bridge (B1-B2-B3).
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energy-wasting recombination processes.[50b] Hence, further
understanding of the tunnelling mechanism may provide an
additional way to obtain long-living charge-separated states.

Relationships Between Electron Transfer Rates
and Molecular Conductance

As the number of single-molecule studies increases, several
theoretical studies have investigated the relation between the
electron transfer rates (kDA) obtained from in-solution studies
and the molecular conductance G obtained for molecular
junctions.[55] Despite the fundamental differences behind the
two physical systems, both processes depend on quantum
tunnelling to carry the charge through the molecular
bridge.[44b,56] Hence, the conduction profile of a given system
and its electron-transfer properties must be closely related.[55a]

It is important to bear in mind that, because of the tunnelling
regime, there is always an Ohmic behaviour region near zero
bias. On the basis of this similarity first noted by Nitzan,[55a,57]

the relation between the rate constant kDA and conductanceG is
shown in Eqn 4:

G ! e2

GDGAF
kDA ð4Þ

where e is the electron charge, the ! factors are the inverse
lifetimes of an electron on the donor and acceptor states once the
molecular junction is formed, and F is the Marcus thermally
averaged Franck–Condon factor dependent on reorganization
energy and temperature. However, this relation is only applica-
ble for the simple case of thermal, non-adiabatic electron
transfer in those junctions where the molecular electronic
structure is not greatly affected by the metal–molecule inter-
action. An approximate estimation of this relation for a junc-
tion with typical magnitudes of reorganization energy and
metal–molecule coupling was done by Nitzan, leading to
G (S),10$17kDA (s$1).[55a] Despite the fact that this theoretical
model was first developed for the tunnelling mechanism, it was
later extended to the hopping mechanism.[57] For those cases
where the charge transfer takes place through a large number of
bridge sites, the relation between G and kDA was found to be

G ! e2

kBT
e
$ DE

kBTkDA ð5Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electron charge, and
DE is the difference between the activation energies involved.
Interestingly at T¼ 300K, for those cases whereDE# kBT, Eqn
5 can be simplified asG (S)E (5& 10$18)kDA (s

$1), remarkably
similar to the numerical estimate obtained for the coherent
tunnelling mechanism.

Recently, Wierzbinski and coworkers reported the first
experimental study of this relationship.[54b] In their work, they
evaluated the correlation between molecular conductance and
electrochemical rate constants for alkanes and nucleic acid
oligomers as a function of length, structure, and charge trans-
port. Interestingly, contrary to the linear correlation theoreti-
cally proposed by Nitzan, a power law correlation was found
between G and kDA for each molecular bridge studied. The
deviation from the linear relation was attributed to charge-
transfer energy barriers and bridge dephasing. In situations
where multiple mechanisms can coexist, these factors can lead
to differences between the distance dependence of kDA and G.

Generally speaking, these results show the relative propensity
of different chemical species to transmit charge differently in
electrochemical measurements as opposed to molecular
junctions.

Conclusion and Future Prospects in Molecular Electronics

Since its inception some 60 years ago, the field of molecular
electronics has surged, ebbed, and surged with conceptual,
technical, and scientific advances. The great advances in our
understanding of the unique and complex nature of charge
transport at the molecular level, together with a growing and
increasingly recognized industrial need, may, perhaps finally,
see the potential of molecular electronics realized.

Through wider access to the experimental tools that allow
single-molecule measurements, many new charge-transport
phenomena beyond simple ballistic electron transport have
been identified. Among those phenomena, molecular rectifying
(redox, thermal or mechanic), quantum-interference, spintro-
nics, and optoelectronics are now being actively pursued, and
open avenues for exploration of both organic compounds and
metal complexes. In addition, theoretical models and computa-
tional methods based on the non-linear Green’s function
(NLGF) are providing the theoretical base required to fully
understand the transport process at the nano-scale. A full
description of the theoretical rules that drive molecular conduc-
tion is of great importance as it would lead to molecular
behaviour prediction and therefore to a rational design of the
molecules.

Molecular electronics seems predestined to converge with
the highly developed semiconductor industry, in a curious
reunification of ideas sharing a common heritage and conceptual
beginning. The great effort now being devoted to increase the
compatibility of molecular electronics with the fabrication
methods employed by the semiconductor industry heralds a
new initiative in realizing a true molecular electronics
technology.

Computing with molecules as circuit building blocks is an
exciting concept with several desirable advantages over
conventional circuit elements. Because of their small size,
very dense circuits could be built, and bottom–up self-
assembly of molecules in complex structures could be
applied to augment top–down lithography fabrication tech-
niques. As all molecules of one type are identical, molecular
switches should have identical characteristics, thus reducing
the problem of variability of components. However, the
success of molecular electronics depends on our understand-
ing of the phenomena accompanying molecular switching,
where currently many questions remain.[58]

The obstacles to this goal should be seen as challenges for
the scientific community, acting as motivation and defining the
long-term goals of the field. In the words of Heath and
Ratner,[59] on the molecular electronics horizon should be
placed a very robust, energy-efficient, connected to the outside
world, computational platform based on molecular electronics
with a bit density of 1012 cm$2. The great advances needed to
accomplish that goal would make it hard to believe that an
electronic device will be the most significant result of such an
effort. Whatever the future may hold, it seems obvious that the
interplay of fundamental and applied science with advanced
engineering will continue to drive developments in electronics
technology.
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Metal bis(acetylide) complex molecular wires:
concepts and design strategies

David C. Milan,a Andrea Vezzoli, a Inco J. Planje a and Paul J. Low *b

The past decade has seen a remarkable surge in studies of thin-film and single-molecule electronics, due

in no small part to the development and advancement of experimental methods for the construction and

measurement of metal|molecule|metal junctions. Within the plethora of molecular structures that have

been investigated, metal complexes of general form trans-M(CuCR)2(Ln) have attracted attention from

the inorganic and organometallic chemistry community in the search for efficient molecular wires due to

the potential π–d–π orbital mixing along the molecular backbone. In this article progress towards this

goal will be summarised, and design strategies for future molecular components discussed.

Introduction
The idea of using molecules to perform useful electronic func-
tions within device structures has attracted attention for
decades, with the first expression of the concept perhaps
being attributable to von Hippel, popularised by Feynman,
and brought to the attention of the wider chemical community
by Aviram and Ratner.1,2 The development of methods through
which to contact thin films or single molecules to macroscopic

(usually metal) electrodes and directly measure through-mole-
cule conductance in the resulting metal|molecule|metal mole-
cular junctions (Fig. 1) has given further impetus to the design
and development of molecular components. Consequently,
molecules that display electronic behaviour analogous to that
of conventional wires, switches, rectifiers and transistors
within molecular junctions have now been developed.3,4 In
addition, these studies have opened new avenues for explora-
tion and exploitation of molecular electronic characteristics,
including thermoelectric properties,5,6 chemically and redox
gated charge transport7–9 and spintronics,10–13 as well as
offering insight into the fundamentals of charge transfer pro-
cesses within and through molecules.14,15
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Before describing the electronic response of molecules
within a junction in more detail, it is useful to consider some
simple descriptions of charge transport in molecular junctions
and the associated electrical characteristics. The conductance,
G, through a molecular junction can be described in terms of
a simplified form of the Landauer–Büttiker transmission
model where

G ¼ 2e2

h
4Γ2

ðEF # EMOÞ2 þ 4Γ2 : ð1Þ

From the model, several key points can be highlighted.
Firstly, conductance, G, which is proportional to the trans-
mission function, T (E), through the junction therefore
depends on both the energy offset between a critical frontier
molecular orbital and the electrode Fermi level (|EF − EMO|); a

better match between the orbital energy and the Fermi level
leads to higher conductance (Fig. 2). Secondly, strong mole-
cule–electrode coupling (Γ) leads to a broadening of the mole-
cular energy levels through hybridisation with the electrode.
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Fig. 1 A schematic representation of a single molecule junction. The
pyramids represent the electrodes, the blue object the molecular back-
bone and the red spheres the functional groups contacting to the elec-
trode surfaces.

Fig. 2 (a) A plot of conductance (G) from the zero-bias Landauer–
Büttiker model, as a function of the energy of the HOMO and LUMO,
taken as two representative molecular orbitals. At the Fermi level, con-
ductance (G) increases (b) as the HOMO energy rises closer to the Fermi
level, and/or (c) as coupling (Γ) increases.
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As the molecular levels broaden, the integrated area under
eqn (1) within the bias window increases, and thus the con-
ductance increases. In other words, anchor groups that effec-
tively couple with the electrodes and increase Γ lead to
broader transmission resonances, and higher conductance. It
is therefore unsurprising that conductance across a molecule
within a molecular junction is a complex function of the
chemical composition of the molecular backbone, the anchor
group, fine details of the molecule-surface contact and the
precise molecular geometry within the junction.16,17

Molecular conductance, G, is often expressed in relation to
the quantum of conductance, G0, where

G0 ¼
2e2

h
¼ 77 480 nS

(e = electron charge, h = Planck’s constant), which is the conduc-
tance of a single gold-atom contact.18–20 Given that molecular
conductance is highly dependent on both the nature of the
molecule-surface contact21–23 and the solvent environment,24,25

it is not at all uncommon for multiple conductance values to be
determined for any given molecule, which can make compari-
sons of conductivity between different molecular species
difficult. Nevertheless, some broad generalisations serve to high-
light the range of molecular conductance values that have been
accessed. Thus, conductance values for single molecules as high
as 1–10−1G0 have been reported for aromatic molecules con-
tacted through the π-face,26–28 carbon-contacted butanediyl
(Au|CH2CH2CH2CH2|Au)29 and xylyl (Au|CH2C6H4CH2|Au) junc-
tions,30 and C60.31,32 Values of up to 10−2–10−3G0 are found
for thiolate-contacted short-chain alkanes,33–35 oligoynes,36

tolanes,37 thioether-38 or anilinide-contacted39 biaryls, and
cyclic thioether-contacted biphenylenes.40 Conductance values
of 10−4–10−5 are common for families of longer wires based on
well-explored molecular backbones such as 1,4-bis(phenyl-
ethynyl)benzenes,41–44 and oligoynes of comparable length.36,45

In seeking to compare and ultimately optimise the wire-like
performance of molecules within molecular junctions, it is also
useful to consider conductance as a function of molecular
length. For tunnelling based charge transport mechanisms,
along a homologous series, G decays exponentially with dis-
tance, l, such that G ∝ e−βlG0.46 The decay constant, β, which
has units of reciprocal length, is correlated with the molecular
HOMO–LUMO gap,46 and varies from values as high as
12.3 nm−1 for siloxanes, 7.5 nm−1 for alkanes and 3.9 nm−1 for
silanes,47 to 3–1 nm−1 for rigid conjugated organic compounds
such as oligo(phenylene ethynylenes) (OPEs),42,43,48 oligo(phe-
nylene imines),49 and oligo(thiophenes).50 Even lower β values
have been reported for butadiyne-linked oligo(porphyrin)s
(0.4 nm−1)51,52 and oligoynes (0.3–0.1 nm−1).25,36,45

Metal bis(acetylide) complexes as
components for molecular electronics
With these various features in mind, considerable attention
has been turned to the electrical behaviour of metal complexes

within molecular junctions.53–55 This article sets out to sum-
marise the potential of organometallic trans-bis(acetylide)
complexes, trans-M(CuCR)2(Ln), which offer a range of useful
physical and chemical features not readily accessed in purely
organic systems,56 as components in molecular electronics.
For example, the metal dxz and dyz orbitals offer the correct
π-type symmetry to interact with the acetylide π-orbitals, giving
an extended, π-conjugated electronic structure (Fig. 3). The
energy and occupancy of these d-orbitals, the extent of d–π
mixing and the molecular geometry can be tuned through
judicious choice of metal, M. Electronic properties such as the
energy of the HOMOs and LUMOs, and related properties
including redox potentials and the HOMO–LUMO gap, can be
fine-tuned by the choice of metal, molecular contacts and
ancillary ligands, L.

A common justification for the use of metal complexes
within molecular junctions is that the relatively high-lying
HOMO will be closer to the electrode Fermi level, and result in
higher conductance than an otherwise analogous organic com-
pound. In addition, physical properties of the metal complexes
such as solubility and molecular volume, the latter being
important in the context of the available geometries within a
single-molecule junction or the packing efficiency within the
monolayer films that comprise ‘large-area’ junctions, can also
be tuned through the ancillary ligands. The acetylide ligands,
CuCR, can be readily extended through a variety of cross-
coupling strategies, to create longer structures, and functiona-
lised to carry a wide-range of surface-contacting groups.
Together these features give an exceptional versatile design
platform, and there is now a sufficiently large body of experi-
mental information available to allow these ideas and the
efficacy of the various design strategies to be assessed and
revised.

Setting the scene: molecular
conductance studies of ruthenium
bis(acetylide) complexes
Ruthenium complexes trans-Ru(CuCR)2(PP)2 (PP = bis(phos-
phine) ligand such as bis(dimethylphosphino)ethane (dmpe),
bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm), bis(diphenylphos-
phino)ethane (dppe) etc.) offer a relatively high lying HOMO

Fig. 3 A schematic of the frontier orbitals of a generic octahedral d6

trans-M(CuCR)2L4 complex illustrating the π–d–π overlaps in the
HOMO and HOMO−1.
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delocalised over the long molecular axis with considerable
π–d–π character, and low HOMO–LUMO gaps making them
attractive moieties for use in the construction of molecular
wires.57 As indicated above, the anchor group and the mole-
cule–electrode coupling also play a critical role in the electrical
response of a molecular junction. The thiolate surface contact
has been widely used in molecular junction studies, due the
strength of the Au–S bond and the strong coupling/hybridis-
ation that takes place.16 Thiolate is also known to promote
HOMO-mediated conduction channels,58 making it an excel-
lent choice for use as an anchor group with metal complex-
based compounds that are designed to promote HOMO-
mediated conductance.

However, free thiols, R-SH, have a strong tendency to oxida-
tively homo-couple to dithiolates, R-S-S-R. Consequently, the
thiol contacting group is usually introduced via the thioacetate
(R-SAc) or ethyltrimethylsilyl (R-SCH2CH2SiMe3) protected
derivatives. Thiolates also form a wide range of surface con-
tacts on gold,59–61 often resulting in determination of multiple
conductance values. Sulfur–gold bonds also rupture and inter-
convert stochastically, leading to characteristic ‘blinking’
effects in scanning probe images of thiolate-contacted mole-
cules within inert supporting monolayer. Thus, whilst thiolate
remains a valuable anchor group in molecular electronics
research, the limitations have naturally led to interest in
systems bearing alternative surface contacting groups that
might simplify the conductance profile of the system under
investigation, tune the energy level alignment and control the
molecule–electrode-coupling.

Following removal of the protecting acetyl group in situ,
single-molecule STM break-junction (STM-BJ) studies of the
reference compound 1,4-(4-AcSC6H4CuC)2C6H4 (1) and the
octahedral d6 ruthenium complexes trans-Ru
(CuCC6H4SAc)2(dppm)2 (2) (Fig. 4) at low bias (−50 or
−100 mV) have given molecular conductances of (0.46 ± 0.26) ×
10−4 G0 and (2.4 ± 0.9) × 10−4 G0, respectively (Table 1).62 The
conductance of the ruthenium complex 2 is thus measurably
greater than that of the organic compound 1, even allowing for
the shorter molecular length and realistic β values. In seeking
to explain the relative conductance values, an analysis of
ln(I/V2) vs. ln(1/V) was undertaken, revealing a lower transition
voltage (corresponding to a lower tunnel barrier height or
offset between the molecular and Fermi levels) for 2 (0.25 ±
0.03 eV) than the organic model compound 1 (0.66 ± 0.11 eV).
Assessment of β using an STM apparent height based method
also confirmed lower relative values for the ruthenium
complex 2 (1.01 ± 0.25 Å−1) than 1 (1.11 ± 018 Å−1). However,
these values of the decay constant are likely rather influenced
by the method of assessment and the approximations used in
the calculation, and will not compare well with values deter-
mined from, for example, plots of conductance vs. length in a
systematically elongated homologous series.

The 4-pyridylethynyl complexes trans-Ru(CuCpy)2(Ln) (Ln =
(dppe)2 (3a), (P(OMe)3)4 (3b), (dmpe)2 (3c)) have been prepared
and studied using STM-BJ in tetraglyme solution, and conduc-
tance values may be compared with the 1,4-bis(4-pyridyl)-buta-

1,3-diyne (4) studied under identical conditions (Fig. 4).63 The
metal complexes 3a–c gave rise to conductance values that are
largely insensitive to the nature of the ancillary ligands (3a:
(2.5 ± 0.04) × 10−4G0; 3b (3.8 ± 0.08) × 10−4G0; 3c (3.9 ± 0.3) ×
10−4G0), and some 2–4 fold greater than the diyne model 4
((1.0 ± 0.2) × 10−4G0), despite the shorter length of the diyne.
DFT calculations carried out using relatively small gold pyra-
mids (Au35) as models for the electrodes were consistent with
HOMO-mediated tunnelling as the dominant conductance
mechanism, despite the usual behaviour of pyridyl contacted
(organic) molecules to display LUMO-mediated conductance.
However, the trends in the conductance values did not follow
simple relationships with the HOMO energy or HOMO–LUMO
gap,63 highlighting the fact that multiple, inter-related para-
meters influence through-molecule conductance in a mole-
cular junction.

Although great care must be taken in comparing molecular
conductance values collected using different measurement
methods and under different conditions due to the impact of
various factors including but not limited to the molecular geo-
metry within the junction, electrode surface roughness and
composition, and solvent environment, it is interesting to note
that the conductance of pyridyl-contacted 3a–c is essentially
identical to that determined a decade earlier for the thiolate
contacted analogue trans-Ru(CuCC6H4SAc)2(dppm)2 (2). The
similarly composed wire-like ruthenium complex trans-Ru
(CuCC6H4CuCSiMe3)2(dppe)2 (5) bearing the trimethyl-
silylethynyl surface contacting group, which also normally pro-
motes transmission through LUMO-type channels in organic
compounds, gives a conductance value of (5.10 ± 0.99) ×

Fig. 4 The compounds and complexes 1–4.
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10−5G0 in STM-I(s) measurements, some 2-fold greater than
the comparable OPE 1,4-(4-Me3SiCuCC6H4CuC)2C6H4

(6: (2.75 ± 0.56) × 10−5G0) (Fig. 5).64

The greater molecular length of 5 and 6 readily accounts for
the lower conductance values observed for these compounds

when compared with 1, 2 and 3. However, given the similar
molecular lengths of 5 (Si⋯Si 23.97 Å) and 6 (Si⋯Si 24.49 Å)
and identical contacting groups, the increased conductance
through the ruthenium complex 5 relative to the organic OPE
6 seems to be an inherent effect due to the difference in the
molecular backbone. From these studies it follows that the
introduction of the ‘electron-rich’ d6 ruthenium fragment in
place of a phenylene ring results in a 2–4 fold increase in
conductance.

Beyond expectations: molecular
conductance studies of platinum
bis(acetylide) complexes
The HOMOs of square planar, d8 bis(acetylide) complexes of
platinum offer similar nodal properties to those of the octa-

Table 1 Summary of single molecule conductance values from trans-bis(acetylide) metal complexes, and methods employed

Compound G/nS G/G0 Method Ref.

1 1,4-(4-AcSC6H4CuC)2C6H4 3.6 ± 2.0 (0.46 ± 0.26) × 10−4 STM-BJ 62
2 trans-Ru(CuCC6H4SAc)2(dppm)2 19 ± 7 (2.4 ± 0.9) × 10−4 STM-BJ 62
3a trans-Ru(CuCpy)2(dppe)2 19.4 ± 0.3 (2.5 ± 0.04) × 10−4 STM-BJ 63
3b trans-Ru(CuCpy)2{P(OMe)3}4 29.4 ± 0.6 (3.8 ± 0.08) × 10−4 STM-BJ 63
3c trans-Ru(CuCpy)2(dmpe)2 30.2 ± 2.3 (3.9 ± 0.3) × 10−4 STM-BJ 63
4 pyCuCCuCpy 7.7 ± 1.5 (1.0 ± 0.2) × 10−4 STM-BJ 63
5 trans-Ru(CuCC6H4CuCSiMe3)2(dppe)2 3.95 ± 0.77 (5.10 ± 0.99) × 10−5 STM-I(s) 64
6 1,4-(4-Me3SiCuCC6H4)2C6H4 2.13 ± 0.43 (2.75 ± 0.56) × 10−5 STM-I(s) 64
7a trans-Pt(CuCC6H4SAc)2(PPh3)2 0.2–0.02 2.6×10−6–2.6×10−7 MCBJa 65
8 trans-Pt(CuCC6H4CuCSiMe3)2(PPh3)2 6.1 ± 0.85 (7.9 ± 1.1) × 10−5 STM-I(s)b 66
9 trans-Pt(CuCC6H4CuCSiMe3)2(PEt3)2 2.5 ± 1.0 (3.2 ± 1.3) × 10−5 STM-I(s) 66
10 trans-Pt{CuC(OC6H13)CuCSiMe3}2(PPh3)2 2.4 ± 0.7 (3.1 ± 0.9) × 10−5 STM-I(s) 66
11 trans-Pt{CuC(OC6H13)CuCSiMe3}2(PEt3)2 2.5 ± 0.6 (3.2 ± 0.8) × 10−5 STM-I(s) 66
12 trans-Pt(CuCCuCSiMe3)2(PPh3)2 4.0 ± 1.2 (5.2 ± 1.6) × 10−5 STM-I(s)b 66
13 trans-Pt(CuCCuCSiMe3)2(PEt3)2 3.8 ± 1.2 (4.9 ± 1.6) × 10−5 STM-I(s) 66
14 Me3Si(CuC)4SiMe3 1.1 1.4210−5 STM-I(s) 25
15 Me3Si(CuC)5SiMe3 0.7 0.90 × 10−5 STM-I(s) 25
16 py(CuC)4py 3.1 ± 0.6 (3.98 ± 0.8) × 10−5 STM-BJ 36
17 NCC6H4(CuC)4C6H4CN 0.3 ± 0.1 (0.4 ± 0.1) × 10−5 STM-BJ 36
18 BT(CuC)4BT 15.4 ± 4.0 (2.0 ± 0.5) × 10−4 STM-BJ 36
19 1,4-(3-SC4H3CuC)2C6H4 3.25 ± 0.77 (0.42 ± 0.10) × 10−4 STM-I(s) 67

21.9 ± 5.0 (2.83 ± 0.65) × 10−4 STM-BJ 67
20 trans-Pt(CuCC4H3S)2(PEt3)2 5.96 ± 1.08 (0.77 ± 0.14) × 10−4 STM-I(s) 67

20.1 ± 5.1 (2.70 ± 0.66) × 10−4 STM-BJ 67
21 trans-Ru(CuCC4H3S)2(dppe)2 7.98 ± 2.17 (1.03 ± 0.28) × 10−4 STM-I(s) 67

24.6 ± 8.0 (3.18 ± 1.04) × 10−4 STM-BJ 67
22 trans-Ru(CuCC4H3S)2{P(OEt)3}4 7.59 ± 1.08 (0.98 ± 0.14) × 10−4 STM-I(s) 67

24.1 ± 4.5 (3.12 ± 0.58) × 10−4 STM-BJ 67
23 trans-Pt(CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2CuCpy)2(PPh3)2 0.76 9.8 × 10−6 STM-I(s) 68
24 trans-Ru(CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2CuCpy)2(dppe)2 0.35 4.5 × 10−6 STM-I(s) 68
25 trans-Pt(CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2CuCC6H4SMe)2(PPh3)2 1.4 1.8 × 10−5 STM-I(s) 68
26 trans-Ru(CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2CuCC6H4SMe)2(dppe)2 1.4 1.8 × 10−5 STM-I(s) 68
27 py{CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2}2CuCpy 0.24 3.1 × 10−6 MCBJ 42
28 py{CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2}3CuCpy 0.015 2.0 × 10−7 MCBJ 42
30b SeCN{Fe(depe)2}(μ-CuCCuC){Fe(depe)2}NCSe 0.013 1.7 × 10−7 MCBJc 69

0.61 7.9 × 10−6 MCBJd 69
30c SCN{Fe(depe)2}(μ-CuCCuC){Fe(depe)2}NCS 0.093 1.2 × 10−6 MCBJc 69

29 3.8 × 10−4 MCBJd 69
30d |CuC{Fe(depe)2}(μ-CuCCuC){Fe(depe)2}CuC| 110 1.5 × 10−3 MCBJc 69

1000 1.3 × 10−2 MCBJd 69
30e |CuCCuC{Fe(depe)2}(μ-CuCCuC){Fe(depe)2}CuCCuC| 85 1.1 × 10−3 MCBJc 69

690 8.9 × 10−3 MCBJd 69

a 4 V bias. b PPh3 contact (‘short circuit’).
c 0.2 V bias. d 1 V bias.

Fig. 5 The complex and compound 5 and 6.
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hedral d6 ruthenium complexes described above, albeit at
lower energy and with lower metal contribution.70

Comparisons of the electrical properties of platinum com-
pounds trans-Pt(CuCR)2(L)2 (L = tri(alkyl) or tri(aryl) phos-
phine) with those of analogous ruthenium complexes trans-Ru
(CuCR)2(PP)2 are therefore useful in exploring structure–
property relationships in metal-complex based molecular
junctions.

In early work, the platinum complex trans-Pt
(CuCC6H4SAc)2(PPh3)2 (7a) (Fig. 6) was investigated in a
single-molecule, mechanically controlled break junction. The

protecting acyl groups are removed in situ, allowing the result-
ing thiolates to bind to the gold electrodes.65 Under vacuum
and at high bias (4–5 V) where Fowler–Nordheim tunnelling or
field emission will likely be the dominant mechanism for
through molecule conductance, the molecular resistance of 7a
was determined to be 5–50 GΩ, which equates to a molecular
conductance of 2.6 × 10−6–2.6 × 10−7G0, some three orders of
magnitude higher (resistance) or lower (conductance) than
related oligo(arylene ethynylene) compounds. This result has
lead to the perception that the low contribution from Pt d-orbi-
tals to the HOMO structure of complexes such as 7a results in
broken through-molecule conjugation, and hence platinum
complexes of this type might be regarded as molecular insula-
tors rather than wires.

However, under lower bias (100 mV) where conductance
may be regarded as taking place by tunnelling through a
barrier, the conductance values of a range of similar com-
plexes trans-Pt(CuCC6H4SAc)2(L)2 (L = PPh3 (7a), PCy3 (7b,
Cy = cyclohexyl), P(OEt)3 (7c)) (Fig. 6) in multi-molecule cross-
wire tunnel junctions were found to be essentially inde-
pendent of the nature of the ancillary ligand, and some 2–3
fold higher in conductance than the reference oligo(phenyl-
ene ethynylene) (OPE) compound 1,4-(4-AcSC6H4CuC)2C6H4

(1).71 The higher conductance of the metal complexes 7a–c
is consistent with their shorter length (ca. 1.6 Å shorter
than 1) if one assumes that β is in the same range as
OPE compounds (0.36–0.58 Å−1), despite the low Pt d-orbital
contribution to the HOMO. However, the uncertainty over
the number of molecules within the cross-wire junction
precludes an accurate assessment of the single-molecule
conductance.

Further investigations of platinum square-planar d8

bis(acetylide) complexes bearing different anchor groups have
confirmed the generalisation of the wire-like properties of
these systems.66 A series of Pt-complexes trans-Pt
(CuCC6H4CuCSiMe3)2L2 (L = PPh3 (8), PEt3 (9)) and trans-Pt
(CuC{C6H2(OC6H13)2}CuCSiMe3)2L2 (L = PPh3 (10), PEt3 (11))
(Fig. 6) with comparable Si⋯Si separation (ca. 2.4 nm) investi-
gated by the STM-I(s) method gave conductance values of
the order of (3 ± 1) × 10−5G0, independent of the nature
of the substitution of the 1,4-phenylene group (C6H4 or
C6H2(OC6H13)2) or the supporting ligands, L (Table 1).
A series of DFT non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) cal-
culations suggest that the tail of the LUMO resonances from
these compounds overlap with the electrode Fermi levels at
low bias, giving rise to a LUMO-based conductance channel,
consistent with other results from trimethylsilylethynyl con-
tacted molecules.25,72

However, a word of caution is necessary in considering
these data, as ‘short-circuits’ formed by contacts to one of the
PPh3 ligands have been identified in junctions formed from 8
and the closely related bis(buta-1,3-diynyl) complex trans-Pt
(CuCCuCSiMe3)2(PPh3)2 (12) (Fig. 7).66 Similar contacts via
the dppe ligand are also likely responsible for the additional
features evident in the conductance histograms of trans-Ru
(CuCR)2(dppe)2 complexes (vide infra). Although the hexyloxyFig. 6 The complexes and compounds 7–18.
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(OC6H13) groups in 10 appear to inhibit these adventitious
contacts and ‘insulate’ the wire-like portion of the molecule, it
may be prudent to avoid bulky, aryl phosphine and other
‘π-rich’ ancillary ligands as general design principle for metal
complexes as molecular electronic components, and especially
in cases where the system under study features a relatively
weak electrode contact.

The tri(ethyl)phosphine-supported bis(buta-1,3-diynyl)
complex trans-Pt(CuCCuCSiMe3)2(PEt3)2 (13) gave a higher
conductance ((4.9 ± 1.6) × 10−5G0), than 9, 10 and 11, as
would be expected from the shorter Si⋯Si distance. However,
quite remarkably, the conductance of 13 is also higher than
that of the organic oligoynes Me3Si(CuC)4SiMe3 (14) and
Me3Si(CuC)5SiMe3 (15) bearing the same trimethyl-
silylethynyl contacting group (Fig. 6).25 This has been attrib-
uted to the lower-lying LUMO of the metal complexes, and
the greater overlap of the tail of the LUMO resonance with
the electrode Fermi levels that results, even at low bias.
Although the significant influence of solvent on the conduc-
tance of oligoynes makes direct comparisons of data less
certain, a further survey of the available conductance data
from tetraynes contacted by pyridine (py(CuC)4py, 16) or
benzonitrile (NCC6H4(CuC)4C6H4CN, 17) indicates that
insertion of the Pt(PEt3)2 moiety within the polyyne back-
bone, as in 13, has no detrimental effect on the conductance
vs. molecular length characteristics.36,45 Only in the case of
BT(CuC)4BT (18) bearing the very strongly contacting di-
hydrobenzo[b]thiophene (BT) anchor (Fig. 6) does the con-
ductance of a similar length oligoyne surpass that of 13,
which can be explained due the increased molecule–elec-
trode coupling.

A tale of the tails: comparative
molecular conductance studies of
ruthenium and platinum bis(acetylide)
complexes
Consideration of the data in Table 1 reveals the surprising
efficacy of the platinum-based molecular wires; for example
the STM-I(s) determined conductance of 9 ((3.2 ± 1.3) ×
10−5G0), 10 ((3.1 ± 0.9) × 10−5G0) and 11 ((3.2 ± 0.8) × 10−5G0)
compare well with both the trimethylsilylethynyl
(CuCSiMe3) contacted ruthenium complex trans-Ru
(CuCC6H4CuCSiMe3)2(dppe)2 (5: (5.10 ± 0.99) × 10−5G0) and
the OPE-type molecule 1,4-(4-Me3SiCuCC6H4)2C6H4 (6: (2.75 ±
0.56) × 10−5G0) of comparable length. Despite the significant
structural changes, the similarities in the conductance behav-
iour of 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11, which differ by less than a factor of
2, demand closer examination of closely structurally related
Ru- and Pt-bis(acetylide) complexes.

The compounds 1,4-(3-SC4H3CuC)2C6H4 (19), trans-Pt
(CuC-3-C4H3S)2(PEt3)2 (20), trans-Ru(CuC-3-C4H3S)2(dppe)2
(21) and trans-Ru(CuC-3-C4H3S)2{P(OEt)3}4 (22), in which the
3-thienyl moiety serves as the surface contacting group (Fig. 8),
have been examined using both STM-BJ and STM-I(s)
methods.67 The rougher electrode surfaces generated by the
STM-BJ method gave higher conductance groups than the STM-
I(s) method which avoids contact between the STM tip and the
substrate, but in each case remarkably consistent sets of con-
ductance data were obtained. The low conductance groups (GL)
obtained from STM-I(s) of the platinum complex 20 (GL = (0.77
± 0.14) × 10−4G0) and ruthenium complexes 21 ((1.03 ± 0.28) ×
10−4G0) and 22 ((0.98 ± 0.14) × 10−4G0) were surprisingly
similar, and approximately 2-fold higher than those of the
organic compound 19 (GL = (0.42 ± 0.10) × 10−4G0). The higher
conductance data from STM-BJ (GH) displayed even less vari-
ation (GH: 19 (2.83 ± 0.65) × 10−4G0; 20 (2.70 ± 0.66) × 10−4G0; 21
(3.18 ± 1.04) × 10−4G0; 22 (3.12 ± 0.58) × 10−4G0). Additional fea-
tures to the conductance peaks in the dppe complex 21 can be
attributed to adventitious tip contacts to these aryl ancillary
ligands. The narrower conductance peaks and absence of
higher conductance side features in the conductance histo-
grams of the alkyl phosphine and phosphite supported com-
plexes 20 and 22 are consistent with this hypothesis.

Fig. 8 The compound 19 and complexes 20–22.

Fig. 7 A molecular ‘short circuit’ from contact to ancillary, π-electron
rich ancillary ligands in a molecular junction.
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The relatively high molecular conductance of the platinum
complex 20 is consistent with the general observations noted
above for 7a, 7b and 7c. Interestingly, basic DFT calculations
indicated that at least for some of the low-lying structural
minima, the HOMO contains an appreciable metal (Pt) contri-
bution (19%), which is not dissimilar to the Ru contribution
to the HOMOs of 21 (33%) and 22 (24%).67 Further compu-
tational analysis of the complete molecular junctions indi-
cated that the zero-bias Fermi level lies close to the centre of
the HOMO–LUMO gap in each case, albeit shifted slightly
towards the tail of the HOMO resonances. Thus, despite differ-
ences in the energies of the HOMO and LUMO in each
complex and the organic reference compound, transport
through the middle of the HOMO–LUMO gap is similar for
these (weakly coupled) thienyl-contacted molecules. The lower
variation in conductance for the thienyl contacted species in
comparison to the ca. 40-fold difference observed for the thio-
late-contacted OPE compound 1 and ruthenium complex 2
clearly illustrates the importance of the molecule–electrode
coupling, and hence the nature of the anchor group, to mole-
cular conductance.

Further comparison of the platinum and ruthenium com-
plexes trans-M{CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2CuCpy}2(Ln) [M(Ln) =
Pt(PPh3)2 (23), Ru(dppe)2 (24)] and trans-M
{CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2CuCC6H4SMe}2(Ln) [M(Ln) = Pt(PPh3)2
(25), Ru(dppe)2 (26)] (Fig. 9) give additional insight into the
underlying structure–property relationships that influence
molecular conductance in these systems.68 In these longer
molecular wires, the platinum complexes display single mole-
cule conductance values from STM-I(s) measurements that are

essentially indistinguishable from those of the comparable
ruthenium examples. The SMe contacted compounds 25 and
26 give conductance values an order of magnitude higher than
those of the pyridine derivatives 23 and 24, which can be
attributed on the basis of DFT-calculations to the stronger
Au–S bond and the consequent higher coupling and resulting
broadening of the LUMO resonances. In addition, the
absolute conductance values of these metal complexes are
rather high for molecules of ca. 3 nm in length, with
organic oligo(arylene ethynylene)s of similar length bearing
4-pyridyl contacts py{CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2}2CuCpy (27) and
py{CuCC6H2(OC6H13)2}3CuCpy (28) (Fig. 9) giving conduc-
tance values from single-molecule MCBJ measurements (in
4 : 1 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene : THF) 1–2 orders of magnitude
lower (Table 1).42

Clearly, the insertion of a metal within the generic oligoyne
or OPE type backbone generally improves the molecular con-
ductance over an equivalent distance, and platinum complexes
trans-Pt(CuCR)2(Ln) are not significantly worse molecular
wires than similarly structured ruthenium complexes trans-Ru
(CuCR)2(Ln). This is generally found to be due to the smaller
HOMO–LUMO gaps and resulting increased overlap of the
tails of the HOMO or LUMO resonance, broadened by the
molecular coupling with the electrode, and the electrode
Fermi level.

1, 2, 3, … Molecular conductance studies of oligomeric bis
(acetylide) complexes

Despite the excellent conductance characteristics and low
decay parameters associated with wire-like metal complexes
trans-M(CuCR)2(Ln), surprisingly few oligomeric complexes of
the trans-bis(acetylide) type have been explored within mole-
cular junctions. Rigaut and Frisbie have used a short series of
bis(acetylide) Ru(dppe)2 oligomers bearing different electrode-
containing groups (X = –NC, –CH2SAc, –O(CH2)6SAc) (29a–c(X),
Fig. 10). Measurements from conducting probe AFM (CP-AFM)
and cross-wire junctions have been used to estimate contact
group sensitive decay constants, β, in SAMs of these complexes
of 0.9 nm−1 (isocyanide contacts, X = –NC), 1.0 nm−1 (X =
–CH2S(Ac)) and 1.6 nm−1 (X = –OC6H12S(Ac)).73,74 These values
are impressively low, and compare well with some of the very
best organic compounds studied to date, including OPEs (β ca.
2.0–3.4 nm−1), oligoynes (β ca. 0.1 (ref. 25)–3.2 nm−1)36 and
porphyrin oligomers (β ca. 0.4 nm−1).51,52 The observation of a
series of peaks in dI/dV plots that correlate with the electro-
chemically established oxidation processes of these complexes
strongly hints at the potential for redox gating of conductance
in such systems, whilst temperature dependent measurements
support a transition from direct tunnelling to thermally acti-
vated hopping in the longer molecules.

Berke and colleagues have used MCBJ to explore metal
complex wires featuring two Fe(depe)2 moieties in the back-
bone, [X-{Fe(depe)2}(μ-CuCCuC){Fe(depe)2}-X] (30) [X = –CN
(a), –NCSe (b), –NCS (c), –CuC(SnMe3) (d), –CuCCuC(SnMe3)
(e)] (Fig. 11). The X group serves as the electrode contacting
group, except in the case of 30d and 30e where extrusion of theFig. 9 The complexes 23–28.
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trimethyltin moiety results in direct uC–Au contacts.69 Whilst
the cyano (X = CN) contacted compound 30a gave less distinct
molecular conductance signatures, the other compounds gave
stable junctions suitable for the measurement of conductance
histograms and I–V curves, and allowing exploration at room
(300 K) and low (30–100 K) temperature. The current–voltage
(I–V) and differential conductance–voltage (G–V) curves of the
more weakly coupled bis(iron) complexes displayed broad fea-
tures and individual curves gave evidence of hysteretic conduc-
tance switching. For the –CN, –NCS and –NCSe contacted com-
pounds, in the low bias range (±0.25 V), the available experi-
mental and computational evidence indicates that trans-

mission takes place through the tails of the resonances arising
from the HOMO and HOMO−1, which are delocalised over the
molecular backbone through π–d overlaps. At higher bias
(±1 V) (although lower than the threshold for field emission
mechanisms to become dominant) the conductance increases
by 2 orders of magnitude as the HOMOs begin to come into
resonance.

Room temperature measurements at relatively low (0.2 V)
bias revealed exceptionally high conductance values and lower
spread of values (estimated from the widths of the conduc-
tance peaks in the histograms) associated with the carbon-con-
tacted derivatives (Table 1). At higher bias (1 V), each of these
bis(iron) complexes exhibits even higher conductance, result-
ing in truly exceptional molecular conductance values of the
order of 10−2G0 for the carbon-contacted species.
Computational analysis further supports the notion that the
remarkably high conductance values of the carbon-contacted
compounds results from the strong carbon–metal covalent
bonds, and hence the molecule–electrode coupling, that
further broadens the molecular levels leading to broader peaks
in the transmission functions. The increased hybridisation of
the molecular orbitals with the metal electrodes also shifts
those molecular levels closer to the Fermi level, lowering the
tunnel barrier heights and again evincing the increased con-
ductance that results from bringing the HOMO and HOMO−1
closer to resonance with the Fermi levels.69

Electrical behaviour beyond wire-like
conductance
The rich redox chemistry of the bimetallic bis(acetylide) com-
plexes, which encompasses significant redox non-innocent
character of the acetylide ligands,57,70,75 gives further oppor-
tunities to engineer switchable or modulated electrical
response in molecular junctions. In an early demonstration,
Rigaut, Kushmerick, Frisbie and colleagues observed peaks
in the low-temperature (5 K) conductance–voltage traces from
crossed-wire junctions formed from the trimetallic complex
29c(NC) (Fig. 10).74 The similarity of the conductance–voltage
peaks to the electrochemical processes observed by cyclic
voltammetry for 29c(NC) in solution suggests that these fea-
tures arise from discrete redox/electronic states that can be
accessed within the bias window swept during the I–V
measurement.

The bimetallic bis(acetylide) complexes trans-
[Ru2(μ-ap)4{(CuCC6H4)nSCH2CH2SiMe3}2] (n = 1 (31), 2 (32),
ap = 2-anilinopyrdinate) (Fig. 12) also offer readily accessible
redox states, and facile, fluoride induced deprotection of the
thiol contacting groups allowed molecular junctions to be
formed within electromigration-induced nanogap electrodes.76

At low bias, conductance of these multi-molecule junctions
has been determined to be (6.2 ± 1) × 10−4G0 (31) and (7.1 ±
0.6) × 10−5G0 (32). Whilst the single molecule conductance
cannot be accurately extracted from these data due to the
uncertainty over the number of molecules within the nanogap

Fig. 10 Families of oligomeric trans-bis(acetylide) ruthenium com-
plexes used in the exploration of length dependence of charge transport
in molecular junctions.

Fig. 11 The complexes 30a–e.
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(estimated to be <20), the decrease in conductance with mole-
cular length (21 Å (31); 35 Å (32)) is consistent with expec-
tation. Over a larger bias range, during the sweep to ±1 V the I–V
curves display a plateau (slow scan rate 0.02 V s−1) or peak
(fast scan rate 2 V s−1) at potentials that correspond to the
redox processes (oxidation or reduction) observed by cyclic vol-
tammetry in solution. These higher conductance features are
absent in the return sweep from ±1 V to 0 V. The hysteretic
behaviour has been attributed to the combined effects of char-
ging the molecule during the bias sweep which shifts the
molecular level near the HOMO or LUMO nearer the Fermi
level (resulting in a peak or increase in current/conductance)
and, assuming the molecule remains charged, Coulomb block-
ade would result in a lower conductance trace during the
reverse sweep.76

The observation of hysteresis in the conductance behaviour
of redox-active organometallic complexes has prompted
further consideration of the potential for electric-field
induced switching in such systems.77 Such ‘two electrode’
conductance switches would allow simpler construction than
the more common three electrode designs such as back-gated
MCBJ devices or electrochemically and electrolytically gated
STM-based junctions. This phenomenon is gathering increas-
ing interest through studies of the current–voltage (I–V) and
derived conductance–voltage (dI/dV–V) traces of molecular
junctions which allow a greater bias window to be explored,
and creating opportunities to access molecular resonances
and molecular redox processes within the junction.9

The 18-electron (d6) compounds trans-Fe
(CuCC6H4SAc)2(depe)2 (33), trans-Ru(CuCC6H4SAc)2(dppe)2
(34) and 16-electron (d4) trans-Mo(CuCC6H4SAc)2(dppe)2 (35)
(Fig. 13) have been explored within MCBJ structures (in which
they are contacted as the thiolate) at 50 K, with bias rapidly
swept over ca. ± 1.1 V.77 All three compounds 33–35 display I–V
curves with a small hysteresis over a narrow voltage range, with
high-to-low current ratios of 1.5–20. This behaviour has been
attributed to the interplay between tunnelling through the
molecule and a slower hopping mechanism that arises when
charge becomes trapped on a less strongly coupled MO (i.e. a
molecular redox process), when structural and internal elec-
tronic relaxation rates are comparable with the bias sweeping
rate. In the case of the d6 Fe and Ru complexes, this hopping
state was attributed to the HOMO−1, whilst for the d4 MoII

compound 35 the high-lying, metal localised dxy orbital was
found important.

Consistent with the proposed redox contribution to the
overall electrical response, the switching was found to be bias
sweep rate dependent, and the general features of the hyster-
esis could be satisfactorily modelled by fitting the probability
of tunnelling vs. hopping charge transfer and the bias sweep-
ing rate within a simple two-MO tight-binding model.
Interestingly, at maximum junction extension, the d4 MoII

compound 35 also displayed a second type of hysteretic con-
ductance behaviour. Whilst these ‘type II’ curves were some
100 times lower current, the high-to-low current ratios
exceeded 1000 : 1. Whilst the weaker metal-electrode coupling
in these fully extended junctions accounts for the overall lower
currents, the larger hysteresis effect can be attributed to the
lower thermodynamic driving force for the hopping mecha-
nism arising in part from the higher reorganisation energy
associated with the redox processes in the fully extended
junction.77

The capacity to change conductance through molecular
redox (charging) processes within a junction leads to con-
cepts of more sophisticated electronic components such as
transistors and in memory applications based on redox-active
molecules. With this in mind, the remarkable success of Ren
and his team in developing flash-style memories from redox-
active bimetallic alkynyl complexes Ru2(CuCR)(ap)4 (ap =
2-anilinopyridinate) is a sign-post to further opportunities in
the field.78 Indeed, the exploration and exploitation of mole-
cular redox processes to engineer electrical response within a
molecular junction beyond non-resonant tunnelling based
conductance looms as the next area for significant explora-
tion in the field of molecular electronics, and is an area in
which metal complexes are likely ideally placed to find
application.

The logical next step: exploiting redox
and photochemical functions of the
ligands
The ‘modular’ synthetic pathways employed for the synthesis
of metal bis(acetylide) complexes allow considerable scope for
the introduction of acetylide ligands bearing chemical, photo-
chemical and additional redox functionality which can be
used in combination with the redox character associated with
the metal bis(acetylide) moiety.56

Fig. 13 The complexes 33–35.Fig. 12 The bimetallic bis(acetylide) complexes 31 and 32.
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This strategy has been used to design photo-modulable
molecular components in which a dithienylethene (DTE)
moiety is used to bridge two Ru(dppe)2 based bis(acetylide) frag-
ments (36), which are in turn functionalised by thioacetate moi-
eties to provide for contact to gold electrodes (Fig. 14).79 The
DTE framework undergoes a facile photo-induced rearrange-
ment from a cross-conjugated ‘open’ state to a linearly conju-
gated ‘closed’ state under the influence of UV light. The process
can be reversed under visible light, giving a bistable system
capable of reversible switching between these isomeric states.
When assembled within a wire-based nanogap, the resulting
multi-molecular junction formed from the initially closed form
was able to undergo smooth switching between high and low
conductance states. The electrical response could be readily
linked to the underlying molecular and electronic structures of
the two isomeric forms, with the higher lying HOMO of the
closed form giving rise to a peak in the transmission curve
nearer the electrode Fermi level under conditions of both zero
and 0.6 V bias. The metal fragment and thiolate linker combi-
nation also appear to play an important role in limiting quench-
ing of the photochemical response from the electrode surface,
pointing to further opportunities for the use of metal fragments
in multi-functional molecular component designs.79

The combination of the redox-activity of the metal bis(acety-
lide) fragment with the photoactivity of the DTE cores makes

compounds such as 36 and the trimetallic homologue 37 power-
ful platforms through which to demonstrate orthogonally modu-
lated electrical response in a molecular junction.80 The ‘open’
and ‘closed’ forms of 36 and 37 undergo electrochemical oxi-
dation at rather different potentials, as would be expected from
the differing HOMO compositions and energies that underpin
the different conductance properties outlined above for 36,
allowing for selective photochemical and electrochemical addres-
sing. As illustrated in Fig. 14, the open (low conductance/high re-
sistance) form of 36 can be isomerised to the closed form
through application of an external electrochemical potential in
an electrochemically-gated nano-gap junction, or by UV (365 nm)
irradiation. The process can be reversed through a suitable
reduction potential or visible (700 nm) light. The electrochemi-
cally and optically gated junction therefore functions as a simple
OR gate. The additional DTE moiety in 37 gave additional func-
tionality, and whilst complete independent addressing of the
DTE fragments could not be achieved, sufficient control through
photochemical and electrochemical processes was realised to
give an elementary, resettable AND-OR gate (Fig. 15).80

Fig. 14 The photochemical switching of complex 36 between ‘open’
lower conductance (left) and ‘closed’ higher conductance (right)
isomers. The ring-closing isomerisation can also be achieved through a
cycle of electrochemical oxidation (E = +450 mV vs. Ag/AgCl), radical
ring closing, and reduction (−50 mV).

Fig. 15 The orthogonal modulation of the open and closed forms of
37. (Ru = trans-Ru(dppe)2; UV = 365 nm; Vis = 700 nm; E1, E2 =
+450 mV/-50 mV vs. Ag/AgCl).
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Summary and outlook
Metal complexes trans-M(CuCR)2(Ln) offer a range of chemical
features that are useful in the study of the electrical character-
istics of molecular junctions and explorations of through
molecule conductance. The molecular conductance of trans-M
(CuCR)2(Ln) systems is generally greater than that of typical
conjugated organic compounds with the same anchor groups,
due to the typically smaller HOMO–LUMO gaps or closer align-
ment of frontier orbitals with the Fermi energies of (gold) elec-
trodes at low bias. However, conductance under low bias is
still dominated by transmission through the tails of HOMO (or
LUMO in the case of extended alkynyl ligands) resonances
with the Fermi level falling more or less in the middle of the
large HOMO–LUMO gap of these stable molecules. It is clear
that the anchor groups, which dictate the molecule–electrode
coupling and broaden the molecular resonances, play an
important role in the overall electrical characteristics of the
junction and in many cases the influence of the anchor group
on the junction conductance exceeds that of the nature of the
metal. To this end, the identification of strongly coupled elec-
trode-carbon contacts and the development of routes to these
systems promise to be valuable entry points to highly conduc-
tive wire-like molecular systems.

The HOMO–LUMO gap plays a role in determining both the
overlap of the molecular resonances with the Fermi level and
also in the conductance vs. length characteristics (i.e. the
decay constant, β). Looking to the design of future systems,
stable open shell (radical) compounds that offer characteristi-
cally small HOMO–LUMO (or HOSO–LUSO) gaps, as evinced
by the typically colourful nature of these species, will likely
become attractive targets for further investigation.

The robust redox processes associated with many metal
complexes trans-M(CuCR)2(Ln) and demonstration of redox-
gated switching of conductance hints at the scope for these
compounds to find use in the development of transistor-like
response in three-electrode junctions. Similarly the ability to
access and trap different charge states in two-electrode
systems during higher bias sweeps has given early evidence of
bi-stable switching and opportunities for development of novel
memory systems.

The chemical space for exploration is enlarged further
when functional ligands are introduced to the generic trans-M
(CuCR)2(Ln) system. In many molecular component designs
presented to date, the alkynyl ligands have been designed to
provide a delocalised π-electron channel for the effective trans-
mission of charge and wire-like response in the resulting junc-
tions. However, the possibility to use chemical functionality
within the ligand backbone opens many exciting opportunities
for introducing electrical (redox), optical (photochemical) and
sensing (chemical) function within the junction.

The electrical response of molecular junctions is clearly
highly dependent on the nature of the molecule–electrode
interface and the resulting electronic coupling term, which are
in turn strongly dependent on the nature of the anchor group.
Whilst the broadening of molecular states that accompanies

strong metal-molecule coupling is beneficial for conductance,
the hybridisation of molecule and electrode electronic charac-
teristics may suppress the optoelectronic response of individ-
ual molecular fragments. Thus, through consideration of the
role of metal-electrode coupling and careful design it has
proven possible to not only retain functionality in modular
compounds but also to address and exploit these character-
istics in junctions that exhibit memory and logic function. The
design and synthesis of molecules with multiple ‘integrated’
electronic functions and assembly within single molecular cir-
cuits is therefore now emerging as an achievable objective,
supported by ever increasing understanding of the structure–
property relationships that underpin the electrical character-
istics of molecular junctions. The chemical, structural, optical
and redox diversity offered by trans-M(CuCR)2(Ln) ensures that
these compounds will continue to play an important role in
the development of the next generation of molecular electronic
components, devices and circuits.
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21 Organometallic chemistry of bi- and poly-nuclear
complexes

Paul J. Low*

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, South Road, Durham, UK DH1 3LE

1 Introduction

This report covers developments in the organometallic chemistry of multi-metallic
systems during 2001. A number of reviews and perspectives relevant to the topic have
been published and include: a review of the electrosynthesis of metal–metal bonded
polymers based upon Ru(CO)2(bpy),1 an article describing the coordination and
transformation of arene rings by transition metal carbonyl cluster complexes,2 a dis-
cussion of dirhodium carbene complexes,3 and several accounts of the luminescent
properties of gold-based multi-metallic systems,4–7 which are complimented by discus-
sions on the use of aurophillic interactions in the design of supramolecular archi-
tectures.8,9 A special volume of Journal of Organometallic Chemistry dedicated to
Sheldon Shore deals with the recent developments in the transition from borane cages
to metal clusters.10 The organometallic chemistry of di- and poly-ynes has been
comprehensively reviewed.11

The use of soft ionisation techniques to monitor and assist optimisation of compli-
cated cluster addition/fragmentation reactions by mass spectrometry has continued to
grow, with electrospray and laser desorption ionisation methods being utilised and
compared.12–17

2 Titanium, zirconium and hafnium

The use of density functionals in calculations of bond distances, dissociation energies
and vibrational frequencies of the second row bimetallics M2 has been examined, with
the hybrid B3LYP functional arguably proving to be better suited than pure BOP
functional.18

Hydrogenolysis of [MCl2{(CH2)3NMe2}Cp*] (M = Zr, Hf ) gave [M3H4Cl5Cp*3],
which reacted further with PMe3 to give bimetallic [M2(µ-H)3Cl3(PMe3)Cp*], while
xylNC inserts into the Hf–H bond to give a mixture of [{HfCl2Cp*}2(µ-xylNCH!!
CHxyl)], [{Cp*Hf(µ-Nxyl)Cp}2] and [Cp*Hf(η3-CH2CHNxyl)].19

Lang has continued his studies of [Ti(C!!!CR)2CpR
2] “tweezer” complexes, and

observed that the stability is dependent upon the electronic properties of the cyclo-
pentadienyl ligands. For example, [Ti(C!!!CSiMe3)2(CpSiMe3)Cp] decomposes in thf
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solution to give Me3SiC!!!CC!!!CSiMe3 and the dimeric species [{Ti(C!!!CSiMe3)-
(CpSiMe3)Cp}2].20 Other C–C bond forming reactions mediated by Cu complexed
tweezers have been reported,21 as has the first tweezer complex stabilising a
monomeric Zn(II) fragment.22 Extension of the range of CuR species stabilised by Ti
tweezers has included the preparation and structural characterisation of
[{Ti(C!!!CBut)2(CpSiMe3)2}CuC!!!CC!!!CC2H5].23

3 Vanadium, niobium and tantalum

The small vanadium clusters Vn (n = 2, 3) have been the subject of several compu-
tational studies and the results from several different basis sets have been examined
and compared with experiment.24–26 Tight-binding and self-consistent tight binding
molecular dynamics methods have been used to determine the stable structures of
larger clusters Vn (n = 2–17, 55, 147, 305), with amorphous, heavily disordered struc-
tures being predicted for V15–V305.27 Density functional analysis has also been applied
to determine the structural motifs likely present in some 100 isomers of 28 clusters
[NbxCy]n (n = 0, 1"; x, y = 2–12, 14). The most C-rich of these clusters are predicted to
involve C2 units, but not longer Cn chains.28

Hydrogenation (1 atm) of [NbMe2(NAr)Cp] (Ar = 2,6-C6H3
iPr2) affords the Nb–Nb

bonded species [{Nb(µ-NAr)(Me)Cp}2], apparently via a process involving σ-bond
metathesis and a reduction step.29 The reactions of [Cp2Nb(µ-H)2BR2] (R = C4H8,
C5H10, B8H14) with [B(C6F5)3] are sensitive to the solvent employed. In toluene, the salt
1 is formed, whereas in the more coordinating solvent diethyl ether the mono-niobium
complex 2 is produced (Scheme 1).30

Reduction of [TaCl2(NPh)Cp*] affords the unusual Ta(IV) bimetallic species
[{TaCl(µ-NPh)Cp*2}2].31 Hydrogenation of [(NPN)TaMe3] [NPN = PhP(CH2SiMe2-
NPh)2] affords diamagnetic [{(NPN)Ta}2(µ-H)4], which reacts with N2 to give the
unprecedented η1:η2-N2 complex 3 (Scheme 2). The end-on:side-on bonding mode
was analysed using DFT methods and the principal bonding interactions identified.
Reaction of 3 with propene gave the µ-η1:η1 complex 4.32

Scheme 1
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4 Chromium, molybdenum, tungsten

The dianion [Mo2(CO)10]2! was formed together with [Mo(O2CNMe2)(CO)4)]! follow-
ing reaction of [Mo(CO)6] with C(NMe2)4, and isolated as the [C(NMe2)3]" salt.33 The
structure, bonding, and photochemical behaviour of [M2(CO)6Cp2] (M = Cr, Mo, W)
together with substituted derivatives have been reviewed.34 This work is complimented
by reports which deal with solvent effects upon the formation of Mo–Mo dimers by
radical self-termination of [Mo(CO)3(η5-C5H4Bun)]!,35 and the photochemistry of the
parent dimer in supercritical CO2.36 Cleavage of the metal–metal bond in [Cr2(CO)6-
Cp2] and [Cr2(CO)4Cp2] occurs upon reaction with bis(thiophosphoryl)disulfanes to
give complexes featuring S2P(OR)2 ligands.37 Similar reactions with tetraalkylthiuram
disulfides [R2NC(S)S]2 resulted in Cr–Cr bond cleavage to give [Cr(S2CNR2)(CO)2Cp]
at room temperature, while under more forcing conditions Cr4S4Cpn cubane
derivatives were obtained, including the first dithiooxamide-bridged and doubly
dithiocarbamate-bridged double cubanes: [Cp6Cr8S8{(C(S)NEt2)2}] and [Cp6Cr8S8-
(S2CNEt2)2].38

The chromium oxo-cubane [Cp*Cr(µ3-O)]4 can be oxidised by both AgBF4 or tcnq
to give salts containing the [Cp*Cr(µ3-O)]4

" cation, which features significantly con-
tracted Cr–Cr, Cr–O and Cr–Cp* distances. All of these cubanes are antiferro-
magnetic, with intra-cluster exchange coupling constants J = !211 to !266 cm!1.
Electrochemical studies of the series [Cp#Cr(µ3-O)]4 (Cp# = Cp, CpMe, Cp*) revealed
that a dication can also be electrochemically generated in the case of complexes featur-
ing the more electron donating CpMe and Cp* ligands. The Cp complex can be
reduced to the mono-anion.39

Reduction of [Mo2(µ-S2CPCy3)(µ-Br)(CO)5(η3-C3H5)] (Na/Hg) affords the anion
[Mo2(µ-S2CPCy3)(CO)5(η3-C3H5)]!, which reacts with ClCH2CMe$$CH2 to give the
bis(allyl) complex [Mo2(µ-S2CPCy3)(CO)5(η3-C3H5)(η3-H2CCMeCH2)] (5), in which

Scheme 2
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the S2CPCy3 ligand is bound in η3-S,C,S! fashion to the more electron-rich metal
centre bearing the substituted allyl ligand.40

The well-known alkyne complex [Mo2(µ-η2-PhC2Ph)(CO)4Cp2] reacts with 5 equiv.
of PriSH to afford separable geometrical isomers of [Mo2(µ-S)(µ-SPri)2(µ-η2-||-
PhC2Ph)Cp2] (6a, 6b) (Scheme 3). The unusual binding of the alkyne in the parallel

mode has been investigated by EHMO methods. The parallel bonding mode in the
model complex [Mo2(µ-S)(µ-SH)2(µ-η2-||-HC2H)Cp2] results in better metal-alkyne
π(||) and π*(||) interactions than in the perpendicular mode, and the authors suggest
that the formation of such complexes is a result of a delicate balance of steric and
electronic factors. The EHMO analysis is consistent with a formal C""C double bond,
and offers a site for cluster expansion. The complexes 6a, 6b react with [Ru3(CO)12] to
afford the mixed metal clusters 7 (major), in which the alkyne ligand still lies parallel
to the Mo–Mo vector, and 8 (minor).41

Scheme 3
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The activated complex [Mo(µ-SMe)3(NCMe)2Cp2]BF4 (9) reacts with a range of
terminal alkynes (1:1) to afford alkyne adducts [Mo(µ-SMe)3(µ-η2-HC2R)Cp2]BF4

(10), which in turn are deprotonated to give [Mo(µ-SMe)3(µ-η1,η2-C2R)Cp2] (11),
provided the alkyne substituent is not overly electron-withdrawing. The alkyne-Mo2

bonding is not straightforward, as evidenced by dramatically downfield 13C reson-
ances for the alkyne carbons (254–291 ppm). While the electron counting schemes
require the alkyne ligand to act as a four-electron donor, there may be some contribu-
tion from carbene-like limiting structures. These alkyne adducts react with isocyanides
and CS2 to give products derived from regioselective C–S bond formation. Proton-
ation of 11 affords the vinylidene complexes [Mo(µ-SMe)3(µ-η1,η2-C!!C(H)R)Cp2]-
BF4. In the presence of excess alkyne, 9 promotes alkyne dimerisation.42

An attempt to substitute the chloride ligand in [Mo2(µ-Cl)(µ-SMe)3Cp2] (12) by
reaction with PhC!!!CLi unexpectedly gave the tetra-bridged species [Mo2(µ-O)(µ-S)-
(µ-SMe)2Cp2] (13), presumably a result of a sequence of hydrolysis, deprotonation–
oxidation and de-methylation processes.43 The short Mo–Mo distance [2.4900(3) Å]
was attributed to the steric restraints of the µ-O ligand, rather than being taken as a
diagnostic indication of a Mo!!Mo double bond. The chloride in 12 is displaced by
OH" in CH2Cl2 or THF to give [Mo2(µ-OH)(µ-SMe)3Cp2], while in NCMe the same
reaction affords the amidato complex [Mo2(µ-MeCONH)(µ-SMe)3Cp2]BF4 (14). Base
hydrolysis of [Mo2(NCPh)2(µ-SMe)3Cp2]BF4 affords the analogous amidato complex
[Mo2(µ-PhCONH)(µ-SMe)3Cp2]BF4. [Mo(µ-SMe)3(NCMe)2Cp2]BF4 undergoes two
competitive hydrolysis reactions to yield either 14, via attack at the coordinated nitrile
ligand, or [Mo(µ-O)(µ-SMe)3Cp2], which is formed as a result of direct attack of the
nucleophile at the metal centre.44

The dihydrosesquifulvalenes 15a–c have been prepared, and used in the preparation
of salts containing the complex cation [(η5-C5H3R2–C7H6)Mo(CO)3I]# (16a–c)
(Scheme 4). Coordination of the C7H6 moiety to Mo(CO)3 fragments was accom-

Scheme 4
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plished by reaction with [(η6-p-xylene)Mo(CO)3], although solubility problems ham-
pered the characteristion of 17c. Elimination of CO upon heating gave the iodo-
bridged complexes 18, and structural characterisation of 18a revealed a twisting of
the ring systems by 41.9!. Attempts to form a Mo–Mo bond by reduction of 18a were
unsuccessful, despite the favourable separation imposed by the bridging ligand.45

DFT analysis of the cis and trans isomers of the phosphaalkene complex [Mo2-
{µ-η1:η2-P(Ph)""C(H)Me}(CO)4Cp2] (19) suggests that there is little P–C π-interaction
[P–C bond order 0.90 (trans), 0.95 (cis)], the bonding scheme requiring occupation of
both P""C π and π* orbitals. Protonation of 19 with HBF4.Et2O in NCMe gives
[{Mo(NCMe)4Cp}2(µ-O)][BF4] (20) which was isolated in low yield. The complex is
unusual in featuring a µ-oxo ligand in the absence of terminal Mo""O oxo-ligands.
Hydride attacks the bridging phosphaalkene ligand to generate an intermediate
anionic species bearing a µ-PPhEt ligand, which was protonated (or deuterated) to
give the fluxional species [Mo2(µ-H/D)(µ-PPhEt)(CO)4Cp2]. Photolysis of 19 with
diphenylphosphine gave [Mo2(µ-PPh2)(µ-PPhEt)(CO)2Cp2] which is oxidised readily
to cis and trans [Mo2(O)(µ-PPh2)(µ-PPhEt)(CO)Cp2], while insertion of phenylacetyl-
ene into the metal–carbon bond gives 21, which exists is solution as a mixture of
isomers (Scheme 5). Mixed metal systems 22, 23 and 24 were obtained by reaction of
19 with [M3(CO)12] (M = Fe, Ru) and Co2(CO)8 (Scheme 5). The core in 24 is best
described as a Mo2Co2P trigonal bipyramid.46

Scheme 5
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5 Manganese, technetium, rhenium

Some simple derivatives of the form [M2(CO)10 ! nLn]x have been described in detail
this year, with, for example, the crystal and molecular structure of [Re2(bpy)(CO)8]
being determined.47 The deep green dianion [Mn2(CO)6(µ-dppm)]2! (25) has been
prepared by chemical reduction (Na/Hg, K or Li[HBEt3]) of [Mn2(µ-H)2(CO)6-
(µ-dppm)]. Oxidation of 25 with FcPF6 gave orange [Mn2(µ-η1:η2-CO)(CO)6-
(µ-dppm)] (26), while in the presence of PR3 (R = Ph, OMe), the hexacarbonyl species
[Mn2(µ-η1:η2-CO)(CO)5(PR3)(µ-dppm)] (27) were isolated. Carbonylation of 26 and
27 afforded [Mn(CO)7(L)(µ-dppm)] (L = CO, PR3). Fluxional processes associated
with the phosphine derivative have been investigated. Reaction of 26 with [CH-
(SiMe3)N2] gives the diazomethane complex [Mn2(µ-η1:κ1-CH2N2)(µ-CO)(CO)6-
(dppm)], the CH(SiMe3) group being transformed to CH2 presumably by hydrolysis
upon work-up. Oxidation of 25 in the presence of terminal alkynes HC"""CR
(R = But, Ph) gave the corresponding vinylidene [Mn2{µ-η1:η2-C""C(H)R}(CO)6-
(µ-dppm)], while with nitriles NCR complexes [Mn2(µ-η1:η2-NCR)(CO)6(µ-dppm)]
were obtained.48

Hydrodesulfurisation processes modelled by organometallic species are of interest
due not only to the remarkable range of reactions which sulfur-containing hydro-
carbons undergo on metal species, but also as a response to regulations introduced by
various governments which demand a cap to sulfur levels in gasoline. Work in this
area in 2001 includes a photochemical study of the reactions of [Re2(CO)10] with
dibenzothiophene (DBT). In hexane, but not benzene, Et2O, THF or CH2Cl2, both
eq-[Re2(CO)9{η1(S )-DBT)] and [Re2(CO)8(µ-C12H7S)(µ-H)] were formed. Similar
reactions with 2,5-dimethylthiophene (2,5-Me2T) gave the metallo-cyclic complex
[Re2(CO)7(µ-2,5-Me2T)] (28). Photolysis of THF solutions of [Re2(CO)10], or addition
of TMNO (Me3NO), gave [Re2(CO)9(THF)], which upon treatment with DBT or 2,5-
Me2T gave η1(S )-bonded complexes. Some mechanistic considerations are offered.49

Abstraction of sulfur from thiirine occurs upon reaction with [Mn2(CO)9(NCMe)],
affording the simple disulfide [Mn2(CO)6(µ-CO)(µ-S2)] (29) in 36% yield (Scheme 6).
The Mn–Mn bond [2.6745(5) Å] is considerably shorter than found in [Mn2(CO)10]
[2.9038(6) Å], no doubt a consequence of the additional bridging ligands. Small
amounts of the clusters [Mn4S4(CO)15 ! n(NCMe)n] (n = 0, 1) were also obtained.
Interestingly, reaction of 29 with PMe2Ph did not give the expected carbonyl substi-
tution products, but rather [Mn4S4(CO)15(PMe2Ph)2] (30). The stiochiometrically
liberated sulfur was trapped as P(""S)Me2Ph.50

A green polynuclear species [Re2S4Cp#] (Cp# = η5-C5Me4Et, 31) was obtained by
hydrogenation of [Re(η2-S3)Cl2Cp#]. While the structure of this species could not be
unambiguously assigned, protonation (HBF4!OEt3) afforded [Re2S4Cp#2][BF4]2 (32)
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and H2. In contrast, reaction of 31 with benzyl bromide gave not only 32, but also the
alkylated species [Cp!Re(S)(SCH2Ph)]2Br2.51

Reaction of [Re(CO)3OH]4 upon K2CO3-treated silica affords physisorbed
K[Re2(CO)6(µ-OH)3]. Thermal treatment of this material results in condensation of at
least one M–OH group with the surface Si–OH moieties to give the chemisorbed
derivative. Molecular models for this species, [NEt4][Re2(CO)6(µ-OH)x(µ-OSiEt3)3 " x ]
are obtained from the reactions of [NEt4][Re2(CO)6(µ-OH)3] with Et3SiOH in
anisole.52

Fullerene, C60, continues to excite as a ligand in polynuclear organometallic chem-
istry. In the case of [Re3(µ-H)3(CO)11(NCMe)], reaction with C60 gives [Re3(µ-H)3-
(CO)9(µ3-η2:η2:η2-C60)] (33), which reacts further with donor ligands PPh3 (in the
prescence of TMNO) or NCCH2Ph affording substituted derivatives. Electrochemical
studies of [Re3(µ-H)3(CO)8(L)(µ3-η2:η2:η2-C60)] reveal three (L = PPh3, 34) or four
(L = CO) reversible redox couples. Comparisons of the half-wave potentials of these
complexes with C60 suggests that there is significant interaction between the Re3

cluster and the fullerene cage in the case of [33]2" and [34]3".53

Coordination of a second Mn(CO)2Cp fragment to the alkyne moiety of an alkynyl
carbene [Mn{##C(R!)C###CR$}(CO)2Cp], results in a highly fluxional system in which
the η1-carbene and η2-alkyne moieties rapidly exchange on the NMR time-scale. A
C2h symmetric transition state is proposed.54

An alkynoate complex is thought the be the reactive intermediate in the formation
of the parent alkynyl complex [Re2(µ-Cl)(µ-η2-HC2H)Cl4(µ-dppm)2] following
reaction of [Re2(µ-O2CCH3)Cl4(µ-dppm)2] with HO2CC###CCO2H. In the case of
CH3C###CCO2H, the alkylidyne [Re2(µ-Cl)(µ-η1-CCH2CH3)Cl4(µ-dppm)2] is isolated.
Presumably this latter complex is formed from an undetected alkyne complex, with
the acidic reaction medium the source of the addition hydrogen atom.55 The assembly
of carboxylate-bridged polymetallic species from the same precursor has also been
described.56

Mixed-metal assemblies containing multiply bonded dirhenium moieties linked
through thiocyanate- and cyanide-containing bridging units have been obtained from
labile complexes of general form [Re2(µ-Cl)(µ-CO)(µ-PP)2Cl3(L)] [L = CO, CNXyl;
PP = Ph2PC(##CH2)PPh2, dppm].57

6 Iron, ruthenium, osmium

Reduction of Fe2(CO)9 with elemental lithium in THF solution gives [Li2(THF)6-
Fe2(CO)8] (35), which is structurally similar to isoelectronic [Co2(CO)8] in the solid
state. The Li atoms are coordinated via the oxygen atoms of the bridging carbonyl

Scheme 6
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ligands. Loss of two THF molecules gives the polymeric complex [Li2(THF)4-
Fe2(CO)8]n in which dimeric units are further linked by Li–O contacts to terminal
carbonyl groups. The Na salt, which contains only terminal CO ligands is obtained
from Fe(CO)5 with Collman’s reagent. Alkylation of 35 with MeSO3CF3 yields the
known dinuclear compound [(CO)3Fe(µ-C(Me)O)2Fe(CO)3], while treatment of 35
with Me3SnCl gives cis-[(CO)4Fe(SnMe3)2]. The authors suggest that 35 can be con-
sidered either as a strong ion pair of Li! and [Fe2(CO)8]2", as a carbyne complex with
two [µ-COLi(THF)3] ligands or as the result of coordination of two cationic iso-
carbonyl complexes [COLi(THF)3]! at the 30-e fragment [Fe2(CO)6]2".58 In this con-
text, it should be noted that a theoretical study [Fe2(CO)8]2" and derivatives have been
reported.59

At 90 K in Nujol solution [Ru2(CO)4(CpMe)2] exists only as cis and trans bridged
isomers. Photolysis of this frozen solution at λ > 250 nm resulted in conversion of
the trans form to the cis isomer and the triply bridged species [Ru2(µ-CO)3(CpMe)2].
Photolysis of the Os analogue [Os2(CO)4Cp2] in frozen Nujol glass gives [Os3-
(µ-CO)3(CpMe)2] exclusively, while cleavage of the Os–Os bond occurs at higher
temperatures in CHCl3 or benzene.60 Protonation of the metal–metal bond in
[Ru2(CO)4{(η5-C5H3)2(SiMe2)2}] affords [Ru2(CO)4{(η5-C5H3)2(SiMe2)2}(µ-H)]!. The
remarkable kinetic inertness of the bridging proton results in nucleophilic attack of
basic amines at CO, rather than participating in acid–base chemistry.61

TMNO promoted coordination of olefins to [Ru2(CO)4{(η5-C5H3)2(SiMe2)2}-
(µ-H)]! gives [Ru2(CO)3(η2-CH2CHR){(η5-C5H3)2(SiMe2)2}] which is reprotonated by
CF3SO3H to give [Ru2(CO)3(η2-CH2CHR){(η5-C5H3)2(SiMe2)2}(µ-H)]!. Nucleophilic
attack at the coordinated olefin occurs to give the Markovnikov addition product, and
subsequent H-migration affords the hydrofunctionalised alkenes.62 Thermal treatment
of [Ru3(CO)12] with [{Ge(Me)2(C5H4)}2] gave low yields of [Ru2(CO)6{(η5-C5H4)-
GeMe2}], [Ru(CO)2{(η5-C5H4)GeMe2}]2 and [Ru2(CO)4Cp2], while reaction with
[{Ge(Me)2(C5Me4)}2] gave [Ru3(µ3-Ge{Ru(CO)2Cp*})2(CO)9], the synthesis of which
requires the cleavage of all Ge–C bonds in the precursors, and a small amount of
[Ru2(CO)6{(η5-C5Me4)GeMe2}].63

Binuclear iron species with bridging ligands containing Group 13 or 14 elements
have continued to attract attention. The role of alkylindium (InR) bridging groups in
the structure of [Fe2(CO)9 " x(µ-InR)x] derivatives is determined by the order of the
σ-donor [RIn(I) >> µ-CO(bridge)] and π-acceptor [RIn(I) < µ-CO << CO(terminal)]
capabilities of these ligands.64 The gallyne bridged species [{Cp*Fe(CO)}2(µ-CO)-
(µ-GaMes)] was obtained by photolysis of [{Cp*Fe(CO)2}2(µ-GaMes)]. Both cis and
trans isomers of the Cp adduct, which exist in equilibrium, were formed.65 The com-
plexes [Fe2(CO)6(µ-CO)3 " n(µ-CF2)n] [n = 1 (36), 2 (37)] were prepared by reaction of
[Fe(CO)4]2" or [Fe2(CO)8]2" with Br2CF2. The molecular structure of 36 was modelled
as a superposition of two enantiomeric forms featuring semi-bridging carbonyl
ligands. A computational analysis of the orbital interactions involved with the
methylenic and carbonyl bridges was also conducted, and the influence of the elec-
tronic properties of the bridging ligands on the Fe–Fe separation was compared to
the µ-InR systems mentioned previously.66 A range of single and double butterfly
complexes featuring µ-SeR and µ-CO bridges have also been reported,67 while the
selenium centred anions [(µ-RE)(µ-Se"){Fe2(CO)6}2(µ4-Se)] (E = S, Se, Te; R = Et,
But, tol not all combinations), prepared by reductive cleavage of the Se–Se bond in
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[Fe2(µ-Se2)(CO)6] by [Fe2(µ-ER)(µ-CO)(CO)6]!, react with mono- or di-halides to give
double and quadruple butterfly Fe/E cluster complexes.68

Irradiation of the labelled complex [Ru2(µ-CH2)(µ-*CD2)(CO)2Cp2] caused H–D
exchange to give [Ru2(µ-CHD)(µ-*CHD)(CO)2Cp2] and [Ru2(µ-CD2)(µ-*CH2)(CO)2-
Cp2] (R = H), while similar treatment of [Ru2(µ-CD2)(µ-CHCH3)(CO)2Cp2] gave
mixtures of [Ru2(µ-CHD)(µ-CHCH2D)(CO)2Cp2] and [Ru2(µ-CH2)(µ-CHCHD2)-
(CO)2Cp2]. The results are interpreted in terms of µ-methylidyne and µ-alkenyl
intermediates.69

Treatment of [Fe2(µ-H)4Cp*2] with tBu2SiH2 affords the µ-silane [Fe2(µ-H)2(µ-η2:η2-
tBu2SiH2)Cp*2] (38) in which the silane Si–H σ bonds are coordinated to the two iron
centres. The silane moiety is readily displaced by other donor groups (Scheme 7).70 The

unique µ-η2:η2 coordination of a vinylsilane was observed in [{Cp*Ru(µ-H)}2-
{µ-η2:η2-HSiMe2(CH""CH2)]. The Si–C bond is activated as a result of its multiple
coordination and thermolyis, or reaction of [Cp*Ru(µ-H)4RuCp*] with trimethyl-
vinylsilane, gives the µ-silyl, µ-ethylidyne [(Cp*Ru)2(µ-SiMe2)(µ-CCH3)(µ-H)], which
reacts readily with CO or CH2""CH2 yielding derivatives formed by transformation of
the µ-ethylidyne ligand.71 Protonation of the bis µ-diethylsilyl complex [{Cp*Ru-
(µ-η2-HSiEt2)}2(µ-H)(H)] affords the bis µ-diethylsilane complex [{Cp*Ru(µ-η2:η2-
H2SiEt2)}2(µ-H)]#.72

A detailed study of the core in [Fe2(µ-SiR2)2(CO)8] and related systems
[M2(µ-SiR2)2(CO)8] (E = C, Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) has found that through-ring bonding only
occurs in systems in which the framework electron count (FEC) is less than 8, in which
case M–M bonded structures are more stable than the E–E bonded form. In the case
of [Fe2(µ-SiMeR)2(CO)8] (R = Me, Cl), which possess planar Fe2Si2 cores and short
C–H ! ! ! OC contacts, reaction with HMPA (R = Me, Cl) or DABCO (R = Me)
affords monomeric silylenes.73 Sequential treatment of [Fe2(µ-CO)(µ-CAr)(CO)2-
{(η5-C5H4)2SiMe2}]BBr4 (Ar = Ph, tol, p-CF3C6H4) with BBr3 affords the correspond-
ing carbyne complexes, which react with NaSR or [(µ-SLi)(µ-SPh)Fe2(CO)6] to afford
mercaptocarbene complexes.74

Strained ring cyclic thioethers react with Fe(CO)5 in the presence of TMNO to
afford dinuclear products [Fe2(CO)6{µ-SCH2CH(R)S}], probably via transient com-
plexes of the type Fe(CO)4L.75 Interest in the active site of iron-only hydrogenases has
prompted an investigation of the reaction of Li2[Fe2S2(CO)6] with bis(chloromethyl)-
amines NR(CH2Cl)2, which yield [Fe2{µ-(SCH2)2NR}(CO)6] derivatives. In the cases

Scheme 7
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R = CH2CH!!CH2, C2H4SMe, decarbonylation (TMNO) resulted in coordination of
the pendant group to the adjacent metal centre.76 Computational studies at the DF
level reveal the axial configuration adopted by the complex to be a balance of ano-
meric interactions and competing steric considerations.77 Reactions of Na2[Fe2(CO)6]
with 3,4-toluenedithiol and 1,3-propanedithiol afford complexes with Fe2S2(CO)6

cores and in which the dithiol ligand bridges the Fe–Fe bond. Carbonyl substitution
reactions with PPh3 occur at ambient temperature to give the corresponding
pentacarbonyl complexes [Fe2(µ-SRS)(CO)5(PPh3)] (R = 1,2-C6H3-Me-3, C3H6).78

Isomerisation of α,β alkenyl systems has been demonstrated on a binuclear iron
complex. The process is presumed to occur via oxidative addition of the β-H to the
metal centres, and is accelerated in the presence of phosphine co-ligands. The authors
postulate that similar processes in related systems might be more common than previ-
ously believed.79 The β,γ-unsaturated esters and amides [Fe2(CO)5(µ-PPh2)(µ-η1(O):
η1(C):η2(C)–{NuC(O)CH2}C!!CH2)] (Nu = OMe, OEt, OiPr, NHPh, NHtBu) react
with dppm and dppe via initial displacement of the carbonyl ligand trans to the
µ-PPh2 bridge, followed by an intramolecular, phosphine-assisted CO insertion to give
the α,β-unsaturated ester/amide. In contrast, reaction with P(OMe)3 displaces the
ester CO moiety, and the resulting phosphite derivative rearranges and reacts with
additional P(OMe)3 to give fluxional 39 [Scheme 8].80

Haptotropic rearrangement processes in bimetallic systems are relatively un-
common when compared to mononuclear examples, and thermally reversible photo-
chemical isomerism in organometallic systems is rare. Photochemical (Fe) or thermal
(Ru) substitution reactions of [M2(CO)4(µ2,η3:η5-guaiazulene)] (M =Fe, 40-A/B;
Ru 41-A/B) gave a single isomer of the substituted derivatives [M2(CO)3(L)(µ2,η3:η5-
guaiazulene)] (M = Ru, 42) and [M2(CO)2(L)2(µ2,η3:η5-guaiazulene)] (Scheme 9). The
different rates of reaction of 41-A and 41-B with the phosphorus based nucleophile
permits kinetic separation of 41-A. Equilibration of 41-A and 41-B occurred either

Scheme 8
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upon irradiation (λ 400–600 nm) or thermolysis (35–60 !C). The photochemical
isomerisation of substituted derivatives 42 bearing small and not overly basic ligands
L was readily reversed thermally to regenerate 42-A.81

The organometallic chemistry of polycyclic aromatic ligands with multiple ring
sites opens up new avenues for the study of interactions between π-systems and metal
centres. Carbonylation of [Ru3(CO)8(µ3-η5:η3:η3-C10H8)] affords [Ru3(CO)8(µ-η5:η2:η1-
C10H8)], which fragments to give [Ru2(CO)5(µ2-η5:η3-C10H8)]. The latter is revers-
ibly carbonylated to [Ru2(CO)6(µ2-η5:η1-C10H8)].82 The ready hydrogenation of the
azulene system on multi-metallic Ru frameworks has prompted speculation that these
systems may be models for the activation of H2 on bulk-metal surfaces. The observ-
ation of facile hydrogenation of acenapthylenes and azulenes on the face of a tri-
ruthenium carbonyl moiety which provides insight for cluster catalysis have been
reported.83

The structures of [Ru2(µ2-iPrN""C(Me)NiPr)(X)Cp*2] (X = Br, CNMes) have been
determined and, together with solution spectroscopic data, have demonstrated for the
first time the π-allyl-like coordination of an amidate ligand to a metal centre (43).84

The first fully characterised example of a µ-η1-diazo ligand in a binuclear system
has been prepared from [Ru2(µ-CO)(CO)4(dppm)2] and N2CHCO2Et. The resulting
complex [Ru2(µ-N2CHCO2Et)(CO)4(dppm)2] reacts with H# initially at the methine
carbon to give a diazonium complex, and subsequently with strong acids at the
Ru–Ru bond. In contrast, reactions with alkynes involve attack by a N lone-pair,
probably after initial coordination to the metal centre, leading to the formation of the
novel metallocyclic complexes 44.85 Reaction between [Ru2(µ-CO)(CO)4(dppm)2] and
CH2N2, surprisingly necessitating reaction at 50 !C, gives the µ-methylene complex
[Ru2(µ-CH2)(CO)4(dppm)2]. Reaction with electrophiles appears to be selective for the
Ru–CH2 bond, with acids giving µ-CH3 complexes.86

Scheme 9
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Reaction of [Ru3(µ-H)6Cp*3] (45) with Na[BH3X] (X = H, CN) affords clusters
[Ru3(µ-H)3(µ-BX)Cp*3]. In the case X = H, treatment with ROH afforded [Ru3(µ-H)3-
(µ-BOR)Cp*3] (R = Me, Et). Facile desulfurisation of benzothiophene occurs upon
reaction with 45 to give [Ru3(µ-H)2(µ3-CCH2Ph)(µ3-S)], while the same reaction with
[Ru3(µ-H)3(µ-BH)Cp*3] permitted the isolation of the intermediate [(RuCp*)3(µ-H)-
(µ3-BH)(SC8H6)].87 The organometallic chemistry of metalloboranes is a topic of
great interest, from various points of view, including structural and associated theor-
etical aspects and reactivity. The solvent dependence of the product distribution from
the reaction of [1,2-{Cp*RuH}2B3H7] and [Co2(CO)8] suggests a radical mechanism is
in operation. In toluene, the carbonyl [1,2-{Cp*Ru}2(CO)2B3H7], a diruthenium
analogue of pentaborane, is formed together with [{Cp*Ru(CO)2B3H6Co(CO)4],
while in hexanes, the mixed metal species [{Cp*Ru(CO)2}Co(CO)4] is the major
product.88

The water soluble, electron deficient cluster [Ru4(µ3-H)4(η6-C6H4)4]2! undergoes
addition reactions with nucleophiles in aqueous media to give cationic clusters, the
chloride salts of which are soluble in organic solvents as well as in water. For example,
carbonylation (50 bar, 50 "C) and subsequent hydrogenation (50 bar, 50 "C) gave
[Ru4(µ3-H)3(µ3-CO)(η6-C6H4)4]!, while the azide promoted addition of water and
alcohols affords [Ru4(µ2-H)4(µ3-OR)(η6-C6H4)4]2!.89 The water-soluble cationic
clusters [Ru3(µ-H)2(µ-X)(µ3-O)(η6-C6Me6)2(η6-C6H6)]! catalyse the hydrogenation of
benzene and derivatives to cyclohexanes under biphasic conditions. While the activity
of X = H is markedly dependent on the substrate, the activity of X = OH is much
higher for a range of substrates. While the mechanism is not entirely clear, it may
involve hydrophobic interactions between the aromatic substrate with the aromatic
ligands while in the aqueous phase.90

Phosphine derivatives of [Ru3(CO)12] and related triangular clusters continue to
attract attention. NMR studies have shown [Ru3(CO)10L2] (L = PMe2Ph, PPh3) to exist
in at least three rapidly interconverting isomeric forms. The minor isomer contains
both phosphines in equatorial positions on a single Ru centre.91 The derivatives
[Ru3(CO)10L2] {L2 = dcpm, F-dppe} and [Ru3(CO)8(L2)2] catalyse the hydroformyl-
ation of ethylene and propylene to give the corresponding aldehydes, with the highest
turnover number in the hydroformylation of ethylene being observed with Ru3(CO)10-
(F-dppe) (429 cycles, 24 h, 80 "C).92 Treatment of [Os3(µ-H)(CO)10(µ-η2-NO2)] with
dppf or ppfa (N,N-dimethyl-1-[(S )-2-(diphenylphosphino)ferrocenyl]ethylamine) and
TMNO gave the derivatives [Os3(µ-H)(µ-η2-NO2)(CO)8(L2)] (L2 = dppf, ppfa). The
electrochemical response of these systems is characterised by a ferrocenyl-based
oxidation and a cluster based reduction, which exhibit shifts from the parent
compounds in accord with electrostatic arguments.93

The TMNO assisted reaction of dppfSe2 with Ru3(CO)12 has been shown to give
two isomers of [Ru3Se2(CO)7(dppf )]. A small amount of the fragmentation product
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[Ru3Se{µPPhC5H4FeC5H4PPh2}(µ-OCPh)(CO)6] was also isolated.94 Thermolysis of
[Os3(CO)11(AsPh3)] affords [Os3(µ3-AsPh)(µ3-η2-C6H4)(CO)8(L)] (L = CO, AsPh3), and
the benzyne clusters [Os3(µ-X)(µ-AsPh2)(µ3-η2-C6H4)(CO)n] (X = H, n = 9; X = AsPh2,
n = 7).95 Products containing µ4-Sb were obtained by thermolysis of [Os3(CO)11-
(SbPh3)].96

The incredible variety of products and structural motifs generated by the reactions
of alkynes with cluster systems continues to be expanded.97,98 The reactions of
HC!!!CH with [Ru3(CO)10(dppm)] have given complexes containing oligomers of this
alkyne, accompanied in some cases by rearrangement of the dppm ligand coordin-
ation mode. Thermolysis of [Ru3(µ-H)(µ3-C2SiMe3)(dppm)(CO)7] in the presence of
KF resulted in protodesilylation of the acetylide ligand, and dimerisation, accom-
panied by migration of the cluster H. In the presence of [RuCl(PPh3)2Cp] the same
reaction gave [Ru3(µ-H)(µ3-C2H)(CO)6(PPh3)].99 Facile insertion reactions of non-
activated alkynes into Ru–C and Ru–N bonds in [Ru2(µ-η1:η1-N!!CPh2)(µ-η1:η2-PhC!!
CHPh)(CO)6] (46) give complexes 47–49 in addition to cis-stilbene (Scheme 10). The

ready insertion into the Ru–N bonds, which is uncommon for amido complexes, is
attributed to the softer character of the azavinylidene ligand.100

The terminal organometallic alkynes FPC!!!CH [FP = Fe(CO)2Cp (Fp), Fe(CO)2-
Cp* (Fp*)] react with [Ru3(CO)12] in refluxing benzene to afford the usual deriv-
ative [Ru3(µ-H)(µ-C2FP)(CO)9] (50/50*) (Scheme 11). However, reactions between
Ru3(CO)12 and the yndiyl Fp*C!!!CFp* give a complicated mixture of reaction prod-
ucts including 50*, 51* and 52*. These latter complexes may be regarded as permetal-
lated ethene and permetallated ethanes respectively. Cluster 52* is the thermodynamic
sink for these reactions and may be prepared by condensation of the lower nuclearity
clusters with [Ru3(CO)12]. Thermolysis of the Cp analogue 50 afforded 52 and the
heptanuclear 53, while deprotonation (KOH) of 50 and redox condensation gave the

Scheme 10
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“arrow-head” shaped, 112 CVE cluster 54 (15%) in which the acetylide ligands act as
6-e donors.101

The hydride ligand in [Ru3(µ-H)(µ3-η2-ampy)(CO)9] (Hampy = 2-amino-6-methyl-
pyridine) migrates upon reaction with RC!!!CC!!!CR (R = Me, Ph, CH2OH) to
give [Ru3(µ3-η2-ampy)(µ-η3-RCH!!CC!!!CR)(µ-CO)2(CO)6], which react further with
alkynes and diynes to give trinuclear derivatives containing the ruthenacyclopenta-
diene substructure.102,103 The imido bridged species [Ru3(µ-NPh)(µ3-CO)(CO)9] under-
goes fragmentation and condensation reactions in the presence of activated alkynes
(HC!!!CCO2Me, PhC!!!CCO2Me), diynes RC!!!CC!!!CR (R = Ph, Me, CH2OPh) and
MeC!!!CCH2C!!!CSiMe3 to give complexes of general form [Ru4(µ4-NPh)(µ4-η2-
RC2R")(µ-CO)2(CO)9] and [Ru2{µ3-η3-RC!!CR"C(O)NPh}(CO)6]. Complexes of the
type [Ru3(µ3-NPh)(µ3-η2-RC2R")(CO)9] are implicated as intermediates.104 The tetra-
nuclear product [Ru4(µ-η2-Me2pz)(µ4-η4-MeCH!!CCCMe)(µ-CO)(CO)10], isolated
from the reaction of [Ru3(µ-H)(µ-η2-Me2pz)(CO)10] with MeC!!!CC!!!CMe, consists of
a broken-wing butterfly cluster core and an unusual example of a 7e-donor µ4-η4-
ynenyl ligand.105 Amino-functionalised diynes R"C!!!CC!!!CNHR (R, R" = Ph, CH2Ph,
CH2NHPh) enter into reactions with [Os3(µ-H)2(CO)10] to give product clusters

Scheme 11
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containing pyrrole-type cyclic ligands (Scheme 12). The possible mechanism by which
these complexes are formed has been discussed, and several further thermolysis
products are described.106

Diyne ligands on a cluster have also been assembled from [Ru3(CO)9(µ3-η2-SC!!!

CSiMe3)(µ-η1-C!!!CSiMe3)] (55), itself isolated from the thiodialkyne S(C!!!CSiMe3)2

and [Ru3(CO)12]. Thermolysis of 55 gave a range of products, including [Ru3(CO)9-
(µ3-S)(µ3-η2-Me3SiC2C!!!CSiMe3)] (56) which was shown to convert to the major prod-
uct [Ru4(CO)9(µ-CO)2(µ-S)(µ4-η2-Me3SiC2C!!!CSiMe3)] (57) in the presence of excess
Ru3(CO)12 (Scheme 13).107 The all-carbon ligand in [{Ru3(µ-PPh2)(CO)9}2(µ3:µ3-C2C2)]
react with H2 (or H"/H#) to afford penta- and hexa-nuclear products.108 Trimethyl-
phosphite and NHEt2 both attack the coordinated carbon ligand in [Fe2(CO)6-
(µ-PPh2)}2(µ-C4)] at Cα to give tetranuclear complexes which contain ligands derived
from facile P–C, N–C and C–C bond forming reactions.109 Mono and bis diynyl
derivatives of bimetallic [Ru2(N–N)4] (N–N = di-m-methoxyphenylformamidinate,
2-anilinopyridinate) have been isolated and structurally and electrochemically
characterised.110,111

Ferrocenyl substituted di and polyynes have been used as ligands in Ru and Os
cluster chemistry. The simple reaction of [Ru3(CO)12] with FcC!!!CC!!!CFc in refluxing
hexane afforded the dehydroannulene complex [Ru2(CO)6{µ-FcC4FcC!!!CC!!!C}]2 in
low yield. Only a single oxidation process was observed by differential pulse voltam-
metry.112 The same diyne inserts into an Os–H bond in [Os4(µ-H)4(CO)12] to give
[Os4(µ-H)3(CO)11(µ-η2-FcCC(H)C2Fc)].113 In contrast, reaction of FcC!!!CC!!!CFc with
[Os3(CO)10(µ-py)(µ-H)] in the presence of TMNO gives two isomeric clusters 58 and
59, which do not interconvert, and in which it appears that a ferrocenyl migration
reaction has occurred.114 The activated cluster [Os3(CO)11(NCMe)] and Fc(C!!!C)4Fc
combine to give [Os3(CO)11(µ3-η4-FcC4C!!!CC!!!CFc)] (60) and 61, as well as the
isomeric clusters [Os3(CO)10(µ3-η2-FcC2C!!!CC!!!CC!!!CFc)] and [Os3(CO)10(µ3-η2-FcC!!!

CC2C!!!CC!!!CFc)]. These latter complexes were better formed from [Os3(CO)10-
(NCMe)2], in which case the bis(cluster) [{Os3(CO)10}2(µ3-η2:µ3-η2-FcC2C!!!CC2C!!!

CFc)] was also formed.115

Scheme 12
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The allenylidene cluster precursor [Ru3(CO)9(µ-CO){µ3-C2CH2(OH)}] reacts with
dppm and dppe in the presence of HBF4!Et2O to give diphosphacycloalkyne-
containing complexes. The heterocyclic phosphorus ligands are formed by double
nucleophilic attack on the cluster-bound allenylidene which is generated in situ.116 The
allenylidene cluster [Ru3(CO)9(µ-CO)(µ3-C!!C!!CPh2)] (62) reacts with alkynes RC!!!CR
(R = Me, Ph) to give C5 ligand complexes [Ru3(CO)9{µ3-C(R)C(R)C2CPh2}] (63),
featuring an exo-metallocyclopentadienyl system, and [Ru4(CO)12{µ4-P(Ph)C(Ph)-
CCCPh2}] (64) (Scheme 14). The allenylidene clusters [Ru3(CO)9(µ-CO){µ3-C!!C!!
CPh(R)}] react with silica gel to give the re-hydrated product [Ru3(CO)9(µ-H)-
{µ3-C2CPh2(OH)}] (R = Ph) or the ene-yne [Ru3(CO)9(µ-H){µ3-C2C(Ph)!!CH2}] (R =
Me).117 At low temperture, PPh3 attacks the cationic cluster [Os3(µ-H)(CO)10(µ-η1:η2-
C!!C!!CMe2)]" (65) at Cγ to give [Os3(µ-H)(CO)10{µ-η1:η2-C!!!CC(PPh3)Me2}]" (66)

Scheme 13
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which isomerises to 67 in which a single Os–Os bond is doubly bridged. Complex 67
undergoes a carbonyl substitution reaction with PPh3 at 0 !C to give 68 which rapidly
transforms to 69. Under more forcing conditions, 69 decarbonylates to give 70, a more
stable isomer of 68 (Scheme 15).118

Cluster-bound diols have been prepared by treating [Os3(µ-H)(CO)10(µ2-OH)] with
HOC(H)(R)CH2OH (R = H, CH3, Ph) and HOCH2CH2CH2OH. Reaction with HCl
gave the free alcohol and [Os3(µ-H)(µ-Cl)(CO)10]. Reactivity studies demonstrated

Scheme 14
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esterification [PhC(O)Cl] and partial oxidation (Dess-Martin/triacetoxyperiodinane)
of the pendant OH moiety. Further reaction of the aldehyde [Os3(µ-H)(CO)10-
(µ-OCH2CHO)] with C3H5Br/In gave the allyl, while PhMgBr gave the expected
tertiary alcohol.119

Two pathways responsible for exchange of molecular H2 with the hydride cluster
[Os3(µ-H)2(CO)10] have been identified. One involves an associative mechanism, pro-
ceeding via an intermediate [Os3(η-H2)(H)(µ-H)(CO)10] species, the other, which is
more significant at higher temperatures, involves a dissociative mechanism and a
highly unsaturated [Os3(CO)10] intermediate.120 The hydride cluster [Os3(µ-H)2(CO)10]
has been shown to catalyse the ring-opening polymerisation of norbornene, yielding a
highly polydisperse sample (PDI 2.84), but with high steroregularity.121

The Ugo group continues to explore aspects of the chemistry associated with
surface bound organometallic clusters. One report describes the formation of
[Os10H6 ! n(CO)24]n! (n = 1, 2) by hydrogenation of silica-supported [Os(CO)3(OH)2]n,122

with the molecular species [Os3(CO)10(µ-H)(µ-OSiR2R’)] (R = Et, Ph; R’ = Et, Ph,
OH, OSiPh2OH) being used to model this and related transformations.123 Polymer

Scheme 15
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supported amine N-oxides (benzylpiperidene N-oxide and diethylamine N-oxide) with
ca. 0.9–1.0 mmol g resin !1 loading were prepared by amination and oxidation of
Merrifield resins. These resins were subsequently used to prepare [M3(CO)12!n-
(NCMe)n] (M = Ru, Os; n = 1, 2) in good yield.124

The conversion of the π-bonded ligand in [Os3(CO)8(CNCH2Ph)(µ3-η2,η2,η2-C60)]
to two isomers of [Os3(CO)8(CNCH2Ph)2(µ3-η1,η2,η1-C60)], the first examples of a
µ3-η1,η2,η1-C60 ligand, upon thermolysis in benzyl isocyanide,125 and the reversible
interconversion of µ,η2:η2- and µ3,η2:η2:η2-C60 ligands on the [Os5(µ5-C)(PPh3)(CO)n]
framework has been observed by Park and his colleagues.126

The pursuit of one-dimensional organometallic polymers is of interest both from
a fundamental structure point of view as well as for providing new materials and
catalysts. Two related papers describe the electrosynthesis of polymeric species
[M(CO)2(bpy)]n (M = Ru, Os).127,128 Efforts to prepare multi-metallic species with
interesting physical properties by the reaction of [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] with the
luminescent bis(acetylide) [Pt(C"""CPh)2(L2)] (L2 = Me2bpy, tBubpy) gave [Os3Pt-
(CO)9(µ4-η2-C"""CPh)(η1-C"""CPh)(L2)]. This heterometallic cluster consists of an Os
spiked Os2Pt triangular cluster core, the formation of which is accompanied by
transfer of an acetylide ligand from Pt to Os.129

The cluster dianion [Fe5Mn(µ6-N)(CO)16]2! was prepared from [Fe6N(CO)15]3! and
[Mn2(CO)10] (21%) and also from [Fe4N(CO)12]! and [FeMn(CO)9]! (15%). Reaction
of [Fe4N(CO)12]! with [Mo(CO)3(NCEt)3] unexpectedly gave the nitrosyl-nitrido clus-
ter anion [Fe6(µ6-N)(CO)14(NO)]2!. The NO ligand is thought to be formed from
disproportionation of the nitride, with a carbonyl ligand acting as the oxygen source.
Electrochemical studies of both clusters are hampered by the chemical instability of
the electrochemically generated redox congenors.130 The curious cluster [Ru4(CO)12-
(µ-PF2)(µ4-P)] (72) was obtained from the reaction of [Ru4(CO)12(µ4-PNEt2)2] (71)
with HBF4!OEt2 and structurally characterised (Scheme 16). The µ4-P atom lies in a

position intermediate to a vertex of a nido cluster core and an exposed main group
atom in a hypho cluster, likely a result of the relative size of the P and Ru atoms, and
the pinching effect of the µ-PF2 ligand. DFT analysis suggests that the µ4-P atom is
best regarded as a 5-electron donor, and the cluster as a whole as 64-MVE species.131

The µ3-sulfoximido ligand in [Ru3(µ2-H){µ3-N[S(O)(Me)Ph]}] (73) poses another
puzzling electron counting problem, which has been examined by EHT and DFT
methods. The ligand is found to behave as a 3-orbital/5e ligand. However, in the
µ2 mode, found following the reaction of 73 with CO or PhC"""CC6H4NO2, the
sufoximido moiety is better treated as a two-orbital/3e ligand.132

Scheme 16
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7 Cobalt, rhodium, iridium

The structures of the carbonyl species M2(CO)8 have been studied using DFT
methods, with the lowest energy forms of the Co and Ir compounds being D2d, and Rh
C2v. However, the other isomers are not very much higher in energy, with an inter-
conversion pathway of C2v  D2d  D3d. Analysis of the ν(M–M) vibration shows a
linear relationship between wavenumber and M–M distance.133

Dicobalt octacarbonyl catalyzed double [2 ! 2 ! 1] carbonylative cycloaddition
reactions of triacetylenes HC"""CCH2XCH(C"""CSiiPr3)YCH2C"""CH (X = O, Y = O,
CH2, CMe2; X = NBn, Y = CH2) afford a novel 5.5.5.6 tetracyclic di-enone system
(Scheme 17). The experimental simplicity and high yield together with the one-step

assembly of a four ring system offer good prospects for further development of the
method.134 The McGlinchey group have investigated the use of [Co2(µ,η2-alkyne)-
(CO)6] moieties to control the conformation of cyclohexanediols. For example, treat-
ment of 1-[axial]-(trimethylsilylethynyl)cyclohexan-1-ol with [Co2(CO)8] results in a
conformational ring flip in order that the bulky dicobalt-alkyne cluster moiety occu-
pies the equatorial site. However, when a 4-tert-butyl substituent is present, the
coordinated alkynyl group retains its original axial or equatorial position. Complex-
ation of trans-[diaxial]-1,4-bis(triphenylsilylethynyl)cyclohexane-1,4-diol brings about
a chair-to-chair conformational inversion such that both cluster fragments now
occupy equatorial sites. In contrast, cis-1,4-bis(triphenylsilylethynyl)cyclohexane-1,4-
diol reacts with [Co2(CO)8] to yield the twist-boat conformer. The potential use of
twist-boats in synthesis is discussed.135

Ferrocenylalkynes have been shown to react with Co2(CO)8 to give, for the
most part, the usual [Co2(µ-η2-alkyne)(CO)6] derivatives.136 Bromoalkynes BrC"""CR
(R = nPr, nBu, SiMe3, Ph) react with Co2(CO)8 to give not only [Co2(BrC2R)(CO)6], but
also pentametallic [Co5(CO)12(C2R)]. These could not be fully structurally character-
ised, but reactions with P(OiPr)3 (R = Ph) gave [Co2(CO)6{P(OiPr)3}2], while with
HC"""CPh both [Co2(µ-η2-HC2Ph)(CO)6] and [Co2(CO)5{(C(Ph)CHCHC(Ph)}] were
obtained. The principal product from the reaction of BrC"""CPh with Na[Co(CO)4]
was the diyne complex [{Co2(CO)6}2(µ-η2:η2-PhC2C2Ph)].137 The C2v symmetric pro-
peller dicationic complex [Co2(CO)4{µ-η2,η2-(–H2CC2CH–)}(dppm)]2! has been pre-
pared by reaction of [Co2(µ-η2,η2-Me2SCH2C2CH2SMe2)(CO)6][BF4]2 with dppm.
Anion exchange with trisphat (tris[tetrachlorobenzene-1,2-bis(olato)]phosphate)
permits NMR resolution of the Λ and ∆ enantiomers.138

Derivatives of [Co2(µ-η2-HC2C6H4X-4)(CO)4(dppm)] (X = H, NMe2, NO2, CN,
C"""C{Ru(PPh3)2Cp}) show characteristic variations in structure, electrochemical
potential and electronic spectra which can be attributed to the degree of orbital and

Scheme 17
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electrostatic interaction between the pendant X group and the Co2C2 cluster core.139

Electronic interactions between such cluster cores are mediated by the para-carborane
skeleton, with values of ∆E(ox) = 110 mV, and ∆E(red) = 80 mV.140

As part of a study on the interaction of propargyl-like carbocations with metal
centres, the reactions of 74 with [Fe(CO)5] were investigated, and found to give 75
(Scheme 18). The reaction is thought to proceed via an intermediate carboxylate,
formed by attack of the hydroxyl group on an iron carbonyl ligand.141

The structures of the Co4 tetrahedral clusters [Co4(CO)8(dppm)2] and [Co4-
(η6-C6H6)(CO)9] have been determined.142 The first cobalt cluster featuring an inster-
stitial phosphide has been isolated from the 6:1 reaction of Na[Co(CO)4] with PCl5,
followed by exposure to CO. The resulting 130-CVE cluster anion [Co9(P)(CO)21]2!

(76) can be isolated as the PPh4 salt following methathesis with PPh4Br. The cluster
core consists of a mono-capped square anti-prism of Co9 with the phosphide occupy-
ing the cavity of the polyhedron. The core is supported by 13 terminal and 8 bridging
CO ligands. Further reaction of [PPh4]2[76] with excess [Co(CO)4]! affords the bi-
capped antiprismatic cluster trianion [Co10(P)(CO)22]3! (142-CVE), isolable as the
benzyltrimethylamine salt. The electrochemical response of both species indicates that
chemical complications follow the initial oxidation or reduction events.143 Cobalt
nanoparticles derived from [Co2(CO)8] by reaction with oleic acid and P(C8H17)3 in
dioctyl ether are highly active and reusable Pauson-Khand catalysts.144

Reaction of [Rh6(CO)15(NCMe)] with a large excess of p-cresol, or quantitative
reaction of [Rh4(CO)12] with the same thiol, affords [Rh2(µ-SC6H4CH3)2(CO)4]. The
latter reaction proceeds with evolution of H2, which was detected by GC analysis, and
kinetic studies indicate that the process involves three steps.145 The cationic complex
[Ir2(µ-H)3Cp*2]" reacts with pyrazole, 4-methylpyrazole, 1,2,3- or 1,2,4-triazole (NN)
in aqueous solution to give [Ir2(µ-H)(µ-η1,η1-NN)2Cp*2]". The non-coordinated N
centres in the 1,2,4-triazole derivative are sequentially protonated upon reaction with
HPF6.146

The cleavage of one or both C–S bonds of diethylthiocarbamate is observed
upon reaction with CoCl2 and PPh3 in NCMe. The product, [Co3(µ3-S)(µ-CNEt2)-
(µ-SCNEt2)2(PPh3)2Cl] (isolated as the NCMe solvate) contains a tetrahedral Co3S
core, with average Co–Co and Co–S distances of 2.724 and 2.474 Å respectively. The
complex is thought to demonstrate the first example of the cleavage of both C–S
bonds of a dialkylthiocarbamate on cobalt.147 The reactions of [Co2(µ-PPh2){µ-η1(S):
η1(C):η2(C)-SPhC(O)CR’CR}(CO)4] with phosphorus donor ligands have been

Scheme 18
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investigated and facile C–S, C–C bond cleavage and C–S, C–P, C–C bond forming
reactions identified, including an example of an unusual conversion of a Co–S–C–C!!
C metallocycle to a Co–P–C!!C–C metallocycle.148 Electrochemical studies revealed
two oxidation processes associated with [M4(µ-PyS2)2(diolefin)4] (PyS2 = 2,6-pyridine-
dithiolate, M = Rh, Ir, diolefin = cod, tfbb = tetrafluorobenzo[5,6]bicyclo[2.2.2]octa-
2,5,7-triene). For both metals the first oxidation process was found to be reversible,
giving rise to paramagnetic mixed-valence species in which the unpaired electron is
delocalised over two metal centres. The second was complicated by subsequent
chemical reactions, and chemical oxidation (2 equiv. AgBF4) afforded [AgRh4-
(M–PyS2)(tfbb)4][BF4]2 or [Ir3(µ-PyS2)2(cod)3]BF4, which possesses a localised Ir–Ir
bond.149 Tri- and tetra-nuclear clusters featuring Cp and µ-SMe supporting ligands
are obtained from reactions of [Co2(µ-η2-CF3C2R)(CO)6] (77) with [Co2(µ-SMe)2Cp2]
(Scheme 19). The 50-e cluster 79 exhibits three weak Co–Co bonds [2.573(1), 2.800(1),
2.838(1) Å], while 80–82 have more typical open-chain structures.150

Scheme 19
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Reactions of [{Rh(µ-pz)(CNBut)2}2] with gem-dichloro compounds RCHCl2 afford
methylene bridged species [{Rh(µ-pz)Cl(CNBut)2}2(µ-CHR)]. These reactions are
believed to proceed through sequential oxidative addition processes.151 Photochemical
degradation of [Cp*M(pin)] (M = Co, Rh; pinH2 = pinacol) liberates acetone and the
unsaturated Cp*M fragment, which reacts with the initial reagent to afford pin
bridged dimers [M2Cp*2(µ-pin)]. Oxidation of [Rh2Cp*2(µ-pin)] by O2 or N2O in the
presence of pin affords the mononuclear species [Cp*Rh(pin)]. Photolysis of
[Cp*Rh(pin)] in the presence of pinacol and a suitable oxidant therefore results in the
catalytic conversion of pinacol to acetone.152 Chiral dirhodium complexes with ortho-
metallated aryl phosphine ligands and acetate co-ligands have been shown to catalyse
intramolecular cyclopropanation of styrenes to give separable diastereoisomers with
good optical purity. Enantioselectivities of up to 91% were observed.153,154 However,
several related succinimidate derivatives, while proving to be efficient at catalysing
cyclopropanation reactions, did so in with much lower ee’s.155 Binuclear rhodium
complexes with chiral phospholane ligands have been successfully resolved and used
to catalyse the cyclisation of diazoketones, with ee’s in the 30–40% range.156 Attach-
ment of ortho-metallated systems to solid supports has given supported catalysts
(Scheme 20). The immobilised dirhodium species proved to be air-stable and were

evaluated as hydroformylation catalysts in test reactions with styrene and 1-decene.
A decrease in the selectivity of the process and activity of the catalyst with repeated
catalytic runs was attributed to leaching of the catalyst from the support, with the
MCM-41 based material proving to be superior.157

The fluxional complex [{Ir(µ-OPy)(CO)2}2] (84) (OPy = 2-pyridonate) is prepared
by bubbling CO through a toluene solution of [{Ir(µ-OPy)(cod)}2] (83), with both
head–head (HH) and head–tail (HT) isomers present in 1:1 ratio in solution at ambi-
ent temperature. Oxidation of the carbonyl with I2 at 50 !C affords the mixed valence
HH,HH-[{Ir2(µ-OPy)2I(CO)4}2] (86), which is structurally and chemically similar to
the platinum blues. However, when the reaction was carried out below 0 !C, the kinetic
product, the green HT,HH isomer 85 was formed, the solid-state structure of which
revealed an unsymmetric Ir4 chain structure. Solutions of 85 isomerise to the thermo-
dynamic isomer 86 above 60 !C. In both cases, the two dinuclear moieties are linked by
unsupported Ir–Ir bonds [2.750(2), 86; 2.779(1), 85 Å] which are somewhat longer
than the ligand bridged Ir–Ir bonds [2.702(2), 86; 2.692(1), 2.711(1), 85 Å]. Unlike the
platinum blues, the Ir4 chains remain intact in solution (Scheme 21).158

A most remarkable µ4-H bridging mode has been observed in [(µ4-H)Rh4(PNNP)2-
(CO)4]" [PNNP = 3,5-bis(diphenylphosphanylmethyl)pyrazolate], formed from

Scheme 20
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[Rh2(PNNP)(CO)2]BF4 and hydrosilanes (HSiEt3, HSiMe2Ph, H2SiPh2). Crystallo-
graphic characterisation of the BPh4 salt revealed some close Rh ! ! ! Rh contacts
[2.8969(8)–3.47.30(8) Å] but the planarity of each Rh coordination plane seems to
rule out any significant Rh ! ! ! Rh bonding interaction. Preliminary EHMO analysis
revealed the structure to be formed from interaction of the hydride orbital with the
LUMO of the [Rh4(PNNP)(CO)3]2! fragment which consists of the four σ-type Rh
d-orbitals.159 The structural and sterochemical variations in [Rh6L(CO)15] [L = PR3,
P(OPh)3, MeCN; R = alkyl, aryl] clusters as a function of the non-carbonyl ligand L
have been described.160,161

8 Nickel, palladium, platinum

Complete displacement of the oxalamidinato ligand from [(MeNi)2(L)] [L = N 1,N 2-
bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-N 3,N 4-bis(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)oxalamidinate)] by an excess of
LiMe affords [Li(thf )]2[Li2Ni2Me8], which upon recrystallisation from thf afforded
[Li(thf )]4[Ni2Me4]. The solid state structures are best described as Li(thf ) bridged
dimers of [NiMe4].162

Efforts to prepare a series of A-frame Pt(II) acetylide complexes from [Pt-
(dppm)2Cl2] and terminal alkyl acetylenes in the presence of [Hg(OAc)2] unexpectedly
gave [Pt2(µ-dppm)(dppm-P,P’)(µ-C""CRPPh2CH2PPh2-P)(C"""CR)]2! (87, R = alkyl),

Scheme 21 (O∧N = 2-pyridonate).
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presumably as a result of intramolecular attack of the free phosphine moiety at an
alkynyl Cβ site. Spectroscopic evidence suggests a degree of MMLCT character
associated with the emissive properties of this family of complexes.163 Halide-bridged
A-frame complexes with either Pd2 or PdPt bimetallic cores were obtained from
[MM’Cl2(µ-dppm)2] following sequential reaction with excess aryl or alkyl Grignard
to give the corresponding diaryl or dialkyl complex, and CBr4. Reductive elimination
chemistry from these species was also studied.164 Reduction of [PdCl2(dcpe)] or
[Pd(OAc)2(dippe)] with hydrazine affords the dinuclear species [{Pd(µ-PP)}2] [PP =
1,2-bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)ethane (dcpe), 1,2-bis(diisopropylphosphino)ethane
(dippe)] in high yield. In solution, the dimers exist in equilibrium with the corre-
sponding 14-e monomer, and near statistical amounts of the mixed dimer [Pd2-
(µ-dcpe)(dippe)] are obtained from solutions containing both [{Pd(µ-dcpe)}2] and
[{Pd(µ-dippe)}2].165

The range of complexes known to contain the diphosphine 1,8-bis[(diphenyl-
phosphino)methyl]naphthalene (1,8-dpmn) has been expanded through studies of
the reactions of this ligand with [M2(RNC)6][PF6]2 (M = Pd, Pt; R = Xyl, mes).
The dicationic bimetallic species [M2(RNC)2(1,8-dpmn)(L2)][PF6] (L = RNC, L2 =
1,8-dpmn) were obtained, according to stoichiometry. The disubstituted com-
plexes were also obtained from the neutral precursor [Pd2Cl2(XylNC)4], in the pres-
ence of a halide abstracting agent such as NaPF6 or NH4PF6. The latter reagent also
promoted the formation of the acetone condensation product [HN(CH2)2-
(CMe2)2CO]. For the Pd compounds, irradiation (sunlight) caused cleavage of the
Pd–Pd bond.166

A series of bi- and linear tri-metallic Pt species supported by diphenylphosphidene
bridges have been prepared from the reactions of cis-[Pt(C6F5)2(PPh2H)2] with
[Pt(norbornene)3] and PPh3. The 1:1:1 reaction affords 88 and 89, via a sequence of
oxidative addition and phosphine migration steps (Scheme 22). More complicated
reactions occur in the presence of excess PPh3 to give 90 and 91. Oxidative addition of
PPh2H to 90 affords 92.167 Similar structures are also obtained through the application

Scheme 22
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of cis-[M(C6F5)2(PPh2)2]2! as a metalloligand towards [(C6F5)2Pt(µ-PPh2)MPPh3]
(M = Pd, Pt), and from the bridge-assisted substitution reaction of the same metallo
ligand with half one equivalent of trans-[PdCl2(tht)2] or cis-[PtCl2(NCMe)2]. Oxid-
ation of [(C6F5)2Pt(µ-PPh2)2Pt(µ-PPh2)2Pt(C6F5)2]2! (AgClO4) afforded the neutral
mixed valence complex, which in the solid state exhibits a formal Pt–Pt bond. The
electronic structures of the anionic and neutral species have been studied using DFT
methods.168

The µ-stannylene complexes [{PtClMe2(bu2bpy)}2(µ-SnPhnCl2 ! n)] (n = 0, 1) have
been prepared by oxidative addition of Sn–Cl bonds in the precursor com-
plexes [PtClMe2(SnPhnCl3 ! n)(bu2bpy)] to [PtMe2(bu2bpy)]. The decreased 1J(PtSn)
coupling constants in the bridged species reflect the delocalised nature of the Sn
s-orbital over the Pt–Sn–Pt linkages.169 Related HgR (R = Br, CF3CO2) bridged
species have also been prepared, and the mechanism of the oxidative addition step
investigated.170

Bimetallic complexes of general form 93 have been prepared from [{Pd(OAc)2}3]
and the corresponding imine L via the reactive intermediate [Pd2(µ-OH)2L2] and
shown to possess liquid crystalline properties.171 Other bimetallic organometallic
liquid crystals have been prepared by double cyclometallation of pyridazines.172

Reaction of K2PtCl4 with 4-(4’-octyloxyphenyl)-2,6-diphenylpyridine and subsequent
carbonylation gave 94, which exists in at least two forms, one of which exhibits a short

Pt ! ! ! Pt contact [3.243(1) Å].173 A series of ortho-dicyclometallated platinum com-
plexes which display π-stacking interactions have been obtained from [Pt(dmso)-
(C∧N∧C)] (HC∧N∧CH is a 2,6-diphenylpyridine derivative) and aromatic N-donor
ligands. The non-covalent interactions influence the emissive properties of these
complexes.174

The cis and trans isomers of the orthometallated complex [{Pd(C6H4N""NC6H5)-
(µ-p-tolNNNptol)}2] (95) have been prepared (Scheme 23) and their electrochemical

Scheme 23
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response studied. The identical values for the electronic coupling at oxidising poten-
tials (∆E = 0.40 V) for both isomers suggests that oxidation is centred on the common
[Pd(µ-triazenido)2Pd] framwork. In contrast, the different coupling observed upon
reduction (cis ∆E = 0.33 V; trans ∆E = 0.25 V) suggests that the reduction processes
occur at the orthometallated moieties. This work demonstrates that the electronic
interaction between otherwise chemically identical redox sites can be influenced by
not only the nature of the bridging ligand but also by the geometrical arrangement of
the supporting ligands.175

The acetylide complex [Pd2(µ-C3H5)(µ-η1:η2-C2H)(PiPr3)2] was obtained by reaction
of [Pd(C!!!CH)(PiPr3)(η3-C3H5)] with [Pd(PiPr3)(η2:η2-C7H12)], or less directly from
[Pd(η1-C3H5)(η3-C3H5)(PiPr3)] and HC!!!CH. The acetylide ligand in the binuclear
acetylide exhibits the usual wind-screen wiper fluxional behaviour, and the complex
forms part of a series [{Pd(PR3)}2(µ-allyl)(µ-X), where X is a four-electron donor.176 A
range of multi-metallic assemblies in which monomeric Pt centres are held into larger
arrays by π-bonds to alkynyl or vinyl moieties have been prepared,177,178 including
luminescent heterometallic examples.179

The cluster anions [Ni5(CO)12]2" and [Ni6(CO)12]2", which feature trigonal bipyr-
amidal and octahedral cores respectively, were obtained as minor products from the
reaction of [Ni(CO)4] with [C(NMe2)4] and crystallographically characterised as their
[C(NMe2)3]# salts.180 The low temperature reaction of tBuCO2C!!!CCO2But with [Pt3-
(µ-CO)(PR3)3] (96, R = Ph) affords the fluxional and thermally unstable trinuclear
adduct [Pt3(CO)3(PPh3)3(µ3-tBuO2CC2CO2But)]. At ambient temperature, 96 (R3 =
Ph3, PPh2Bz, PCy3, iPr3) reacts with R’CO2C!!!CCO2R’ (R’ = Me, But) to give the
dinuclear species [Pt2(CO)2(PR3)2(µ-R’CO2C2 CO2R’)] in which the alkyne ligand
adopts a position parallel or perpendicular to the Pt–Pt bond, according to steric
factors.181

The kinetics of the Chini cluster mediated redox reactions of H2 with H# have been
studied, with a view to establishing links between the Chini clusters and Pt colloids
with potential application for the catalytic photoreduction of water. The kinetic and
spectroscopic data are consistent with a mechanism which involves the aggregation
and disproportionation of the clusters.182 The 58-e butterfly clusters [Pt4(µ-H)(µ-CO)2-
(µ-dppm)3]2# (97) and [Pt4(µ-CO)3(µ-dppm)3(PPh3)]2# (98) were prepared by addition
of a “Pt(CO)2(PPh3)” fragment to [Pt3(µ-H)3(µ-dppm)3]# or [Pt3(µ3-CO)(µ-dppm)3]2#

respectively, and isolated as the PF6
" salts. Cluster 98 appears to be the first dicationic

Pt4 cluster.183

9 Copper, silver, gold

A detailed computational study of the geometric and electronic structure of a range
of CuI(µ-X)2CuI dimers featuring hydride, halide, carbonyl or acetylide bridges has
been carried out. The π-donor ligands populate Cu–Cu σ* and π* orbitals, resulting
in cleavage of the Cu–Cu bond, whereas π-acceptor ligands are unable to interact with
the filled metal orbitals which are not especially back-donating, resulting in the form-
ation of mononuclear complexes.184 Homovalent complexes [Au2X2(µ-2-C6H4PR2)2]
are only stable for strongly electron-withdrawing X groups. In the case of X = Me,
rapid isomerisation affords stable structures such as 99. Similar intermediates may be
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involved during the facile C–C bond forming reactions previously observed on
dihalides [Au2X2(µ-2-C6H4PPh2)2] (X = Cl, Br, I).185

The luminescent behaviour and photophysical properties of bimetallic and poly-
hedral cluster complexes of the Group 11 metals have been a source of considerable
interest. Yam and her colleagues have prepared a variety of these species in which the
M–M edges are supported by dppm or [Ph2PN{C6H4CH3-p}PPh2] and sulfido, phos-
phido, selenolate or tellurate co-ligands.186–188 These examples include [Cu4(µ4-PPh)-
(dppm)4], the first luminescent tetranuclear copper(I) µ4-phosphinidene cluster.189 The
orange colour of this latter complex is attributed to a P(phosphinidene) Cu LMCT
band. The Mak group have also prepared luminescent Cu4 clusters containing the
acetylide dianion as a ligand, and proposed that the emissive states involve a degree
of [(C!!!C)2"  Cu4] character.190 Reaction of [Cu2(µ-dppm)2(MeCN)2][PF6]2 with
4-ethynylbenzo-15-crown-5 under basic conditions gave [Cu3(µ-dppm)3(µ3-η1-C!!!C–
benzo-15-crown-5)2]PF6. The emissive properties of the complex were perturbed by
complexation of Na# to the crown ether.191

The gold complexes [Au2(µ-Se)L2] (L = PPh3; L2 = dppf ) react with 1 or 2 equiv. of
[Au(C6F5)3(OEt2)] to give tri- and tetra-metallic Au(I)–Au(III) species. Reaction of
[Au2(µ-Se)(PPh3)2] with [Au(C6F5)2Cl]2 gave [Au2{µ-Se(AuPPh3)2}2(C6F5)2].192 Reac-
tion of [Au(C6F5)3{P(2-C6H4NH2)Ph2}]ClO4 with the stoichiometric amount of
[Au(acac)(PPh3)] results in replacement of the amine protons to give di- or tri-metallic
species. For the trimetallic species 100 the Au–Au bond lengths are indicative of
aurophilic interactions between the Au(I)–Au(I) [2.9749(3) Å] and possibly Au(I)–
Au(III) centres [3.4961(3), 3.3219(3) Å].193

The Puddephatt group has made elegant use of aurophilic interactions to construct
a wide variety of supramolecular rings and molecular knots 194,195 as well as lumin-
escent polymeric structures.196 Examples using secondary agentophilic Ag ! ! ! Ag
interactions have also been reported.197 Schmidbaur and colleagues have described
dimeric structural motifs formed by Au ! ! ! Au and Au ! ! ! S interactions in the
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gold(I) thiocyanate complexes [Au(SCN)L] (L = tetrahydrothiophene, PMe3,
CNC6H2Me3-2,4,6, CNC6H3Me2-2,6).198

The physical and optical properties of gold acetylides continue to generate interest
in the preparation and chemical reactivity of these species. Examples reported this
year include the determination of the structure of the Cu2Cl2 bridged dimer
[{(Ph3P)AuC!!!CFc}2(µ-Cu2Cl2)]. Attempts to form the corresponding bromide gave
the potentially explosive polymer [Cu(C!!!C)]n and [AuBr(PPh3)]. This report also
describes the formation of [(Ph3P)AuC!!!CAu(PPh3)] from the reaction of
[(Ph3P)AuC!!!CSiMe3] with K2CO3 in methanol.199 Metallation of the terminal alkynyl
moiety in [(C6F5)3Au(Ph2PC!!!CH)] affords complexes in which Group 11 metal centres
are linked via the phosphinoacetylide ligand.200 While several of these complexes are
weakly emissive, more highly luminescent materials are obtained from triphos [bis-
(2-diphenylphosphinoethyl)phenylphosphine], such as 101, which emits at 475 nm,
after excitation at 370 nm.201

In a series of papers, Wang and Mak have described the preparation and structure
of several Ag clusters containing encapsulated dicarbide ligands. The cluster cage
geometries include trigonal prisms capped on either triangular or rectangular faces,202

distorted pentagonal bipyramids 203 and a triangulated dodecahedron,204 as well as a
double cage species best viewed as two C2@Ag8 bicapped triangular prisms sharing
a triangular face.205 This latter work also contains examples of cyano-bridged
clusters.

10 Heterometallics

The first heterobimetallic polyhydride complexes containing ruthenium and a Group
VI metal, [Cp*Ru(µ-H)3MH3Cp*] (M = Mo, W) have been prepared and structurally
characterised. The complexes were formed from reactions of [{RuClCp*}4] with
[MCl4Cp*] in the presence of LiBH4, followed by methanolic workup. The
Ru–M bond lengths [Mo, 2.5255(7); W, 2.5176(8) Å] are somewhat longer than in the
analogous (µ-CO)3 bridged species [Cp*Ru(µ-CO)3W(η5-C5Me4Et)] [2.410(1) Å].
Phosphines, amines and acetylacetone all attack exclusively at the electron deficient
Group VI metal site.206 Site selectivity for CO substitution by CyNC in the tetrahedral
sulfido clusters [FeMCo(µ3-S)(CO)8(η5-C5H4R)] has been investigated. The kinetic
products have the general form [FeMCo(µ3-S)(CO)8 " n(CyNC)n(η5-C5H4R)] (n = 1–3;
M = Mo; n = 1, 2, M = W), and are derived from sequential replacement of only one
CO ligand at each metal site, in the order M(CO)2(η5-C5H4R) > Fe(CO)3 >
Co(CO)3.207

The potential for heterometallic species to exhibit cooperative effects between metal
centres has prompted many studies of these systems. In contrast to the ready C–C
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bond forming reactions which are prompted by the comparable RhOs complex, the
reaction of [IrRu(CO)4(dppm)2]BF4 with diazomethane afforded only [IrRu(CO)3-
(µ-CH2)(µ-CO)(dppm)2]BF4. The inhibition of C–C bond formation was attrubuted
to the greater Ir–CO and Ir–C(methylene) bond strength. The formation of ethylene
from diazomethane-generated methylene groups was detected when the complex was
activated by CO abstraction.208 Braunstein, Knorr and colleagues have examined the
insertion of small organic molecules into the Pd–C bond in the alkyl complexes
[(CO)4Fe(µ-dppx)PdCl(Me)] (102) (dppx = dppm; Ph2NHPPh2, dppa). Both com-
plexes reacted readily with nitriles and CO to give the expected insertion products 103
(Scheme 24). Chloride abstraction from the acetyl complexes in the presence of NCMe

affords 104, which readily inserts ethene to give 105. Other olefins behave similarly.
Complex 105 inserts CO to give 106.209

Extended structures with M–M’ bonded frameworks are attracting increasing
interest not only as potential catalytically active species, but also as part of the
search for nano-scale materials with useful chemical, electronic, magnetic and
optical properties.210–213

Mixed-metal clusters of moderate to high nuclearity have attracted increasing
levels of interest, both from the wide variety of structural types they illustrate,
catalytic and luminescent properties and also as a consequence of their use in the
preparation of supported bimetallic nano-particles.7,214–217 For example, the struc-
tural and reactivity features which make heterobimetallic species interesting as
potential catalysts, together with recent demonstrations of catalytic activity from
gold complexes, prompted an investigation of mixed Au/Rh and Au/Ir complexes.
Complexes of general form [Au2M(µ-S–S)(cod)(PR3)2]BF4 were prepared from

Scheme 24
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[Au2(µ-S–S)(PR3)2] (S–S = benzenedithiolate, toluenedithiolate; PR3 = PPh3, PMePh2)
and the appropriate [M(cod)2]BF4. Thermal decomposition of [Au2Ir(µ-S2C6H3CH3)-
(cod)(PPh3)2] affords [AuIr(µ-S2C6H3CH3)(cod)(PPh3)]. The complexes were not
active hydroformylation catalysts.218

Hexanuclear Pt–Tl complexes of general form [Pt2Tl4(C!!!CR)] have been pre-
pared from [Pt(C!!!CR)4]2" dianions and TlNO3. These luminescent complexes
are quite stable, and do not react with donors such as bpy.179 Related structures
have also been obtained from other systems.7,8 Ferrocenyl substituted alkynes
have been used in the construction of mixed-metal cluster systems. Reaction of
[W(C!!!CFc)(CO)3Cp] with [Co2(CO)6(dppm)] gave the Co2W vinylidene cluster
[Co2W{µ3CC(Ph)Fc}(µ3-PPhCH2PPh2)(CO)5Cp], in addition to [W{η1,η2-C2Fc-
[Co2(dppm)(CO)4]}(CO)3Cp].219 Metal exchange reactions have been used to prepare
[CoMo(µ-η2-FcC2R)(CO)5Cp] (R = H, C!!!CFc) from the corresponding Co2(CO)6

complexes.136 The Adams group have examined expansion of the cluster core in
[Os3(µ3-FcC2C!!!CFc)(CO)10] by reaction with [Pt(COD)2]. The butterfly cluster
[Os3Pt(CO)9(COD)(µ4-FcC2C!!!CFc)], and the pentametallic bow-tie cluster [Os3Pt2-
(CO)10(COD)(µ5-FcC4Fc)] were obtained. The inequivalence of the ferrocenyl
moieties prohibits any discussion of cluster mediated electronic interaction between
them from electrochemical data.220

Treatment of [LWRu2(CO)8(µ3-η1:η2-C2Ph)] (L = Cp, Cp*) (107) with [Ru3(CO)12]
affords 108 which converts to 109 (Scheme 25). Remarkably, the C–C bond cleavage is
readily reversed, and treatment of either 108 or 109 with CO (14 atm, 90 #C) afforded
107, illustrating reversible scission of an acetylide ligand. Further reactions of 108
and 109 with thiols and details of the hydrogenation of these clusters are also
described.221 The new 44-e clusters [Pt2(µ-PPh2)(PPh3)2(µ-MLn)] [MLn = M(CO)3Cp
(M =Mo, W), PtI(CO)2(PPh3)], in which the µ-MLn moieties behave as 4e-donating

Scheme 25
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bridging ligands, have been prepared by reaction of [Pt2(µ-H)(µ-PPh2)I2(PPh3)2] with
[M(CO)3Cp]! or [Cr(CO)4]! respectively.222 The reaction of the (2-boratanaphthalene)-
tricarbonyl molybdate 110 with [PdCl2(PEt3)2] gave 111, the first metal cluster with a
boratanaphthalene ligand and establishes the isolobal and isoelectronic nature of
[Mo(RBn)(CO)3]! and [Mo(CO)3Cp]! (Scheme 26).223 The heterodinuclear methyl

complexes [(dppe)(CH3)Pd–MLn] [MLn = M(CO)3Cp, M = Mo, W; Co(CO)4] were
prepared by methathesis of [Pd(CH3)(NO3)(dppe)] with Na[MLn]. The cooperative
effects of the heterometal on insertion of CO into the Pd–C bond were investigated
using 13CO labelling studies and B3LYP hybrid DFT calculations. The combined
results are consistent with a mechanism which, in the case of the Pd–Co complex,
involves methyl migration from Pd to Co, migratory insertion of CO into the Co–CH3

bond, coordination of incoming CO to the vacant metal coordination site, and finally
migration of the acetyl group to Pd. In the case of W(CO)3Cp, simple alkyl transfer is
observed.224

The reactions of [NEt3]2[Fe5Mo(µ6-C)(CO)17] with cationic metal fragments are
characterised by the addition of the incoming metal fragment to the Fe2Mo face.
Bimetallic gold species [(AuCl)2(µ-PP)] gave diphosphine bridged clusters [NEt4]2-
[{Fe5Mo(µ6-C)(CO)17Au}2(µ-PP)] (PP = dppe, dppp). However, for PP = dppm, the
novel cluster [Fe5MoAu2(µ6-C)(CO)17(dppm)] (112), in which the Au2(dppm) fragment
adopts the µ3,η2 mode, was obtained.225 Mixed Co/Hg clusters have been obtained

Scheme 26
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from both octahedral [NEt4]2[Co6(µ6-C)(CO)13] and trigonal-prismatic [NEt4]2[Co6-
(µ6-C)(CO)15] species upon reaction with ClHgMLn [MLn = W(CO)3Cp, Mo(CO)3Cp,
Fe(CO)2Cp, Co(CO)4, Mn(CO)5]. The cluster frameworks formed from 1:1 reactions
are interconverted upon addition or elimination of CO. The use of an excess of the
mercury reagent invariably leads to a doubly-capped cluster [Co6(µ6-C)(CO)12-
{HgMLn}]2!. These complexes are electrochemically active, oxidation leading to the
corresponding radical anions.226

Cluster expansion reactions of [Ru5(µ5-C2)(µ-SMe)2(µ-PPh2)2(CO)11] with nickelo-
cene afford 113 and 114. In each case, the C2 ligand interacts with all six metal centres
of the permetallocyclohexane cluster core. A novel disorder in 114 results from the
C2 ligand adopting positions parallel and perpendicular to the Ni ! ! ! Ni vector.227

Cluster expansion utilising the bridging properties of a phosphorus atom permits the
preparation of M3(µ3-P) clusters. Thus, reaction of [Mo2(µ-H)(µ-PH2)(CO)4Cp2] with
[M3(CO)12] (M = Fe, Ru) affords [MoM2(µ-H){µ3-PMo(CO)3Cp}(CO)8Cp] (M = Fe,
Ru) and [Mo2M{µ3-PMo(CO)3Cp}(CO)7Cp2]. In contrast, reaction with [M2(CO)10]
(M = Mn, Re) affords planar [Mo2M(µ3-P)(CO)8Cp2].228 Remarkable stability of the
[AuMn2(µ-PPh2)] cluster framework is demonstrated in the TMNO-promoted conver-
sion of [{AuMn2(CO)8(µ-PPh2)}2(µ-PP)] to [AuMn2(CO)7(µ-PP)] in the presence of a
range of different diphosphines PP = dppf, dppm, dppe, dppb, dppp. The steric and
conformational demands of the diphosphine are accommodated for the most part by
the flexible Au–Mn bond length.229

Diastereomers of the metallatetrahedral clusters [Re2(MPPh3)(M"PPh3)(µ-PCy)-
(CO)7{(!)-thiocamphanate}] (M = Ag, Au; M" = Cu, Ag, Au) have been prepared and
separated. Absolute configuration has been assigned following single crystal X-ray
analyses, and the influence of the absolute configuration on the CD-spectra exam-
ined.230 The coupled clusters [Rh8Pt2(CO)21(dppm)2] (115) and [Rh6Pt4(CO)16(dppm)3]
(116), featuring an Rh6 octahedral cluster linked via a carbonyl supported Rh–M
bond to a tetrahedral cluster, were obtained from the reactions of [PtCl(dppm)]2

426 Annu. Rep. Prog. Chem., Sect. A, 2002, 98, 393–434
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and [Rh6(CO)15][NBu4]2. Cluster 116 was also formed from [Rh6(CO)15(NCMe)]
and Pt2(CO)3(dppm)2]. Electron counting arguments suggest that the Rh6 fragment
formally accepts an electron pair from the tetranuclear moiety.231

The reactions of [WCo(µ-η2-RC2R)(CO)5Cp] with phosphinoalkynes have been
explored and two distinct reaction pathways identified by product analysis. These
include a rare example of a coupling reaction involving an intact phosphinoalkyne, in
addition to products derived from P–C bond cleavage reactions. Variation of the
electronic properties of the alkyne in the W, as opposed to Mo, complex allows a
degree of control over the reaction pathway. Electron withdrawing groups seem to
promote phosphine coordination and P–C bond cleavage, while in the case of electron
donating alkyne substitutents alkyne coordination appears to dominate the product
distribution.232

A range of trinuclear sulfido clusters have been obtained from the reactions of
[Cp*IrCl(µ-SH)2IrCp*Cl] with [MCl2(COD)] (M = Pd, Pt) or [Pd(PPh3)4], which
react readily with phosphine ligands to give cationic cluster products (Scheme 27).

Cluster 117 (M = Pd) catalyses the addition of alcohols to alkynes with high regio-
specificity.233 The complex [Fe5Mn(µ6-N)(CO)16]2!, believed to be the first example of
a nitrido cluster containing a Group 7 metal in the metal framework, was prepared by
reaction of [Fe6(µ6-N)(CO)15]3! with either [Mn2(CO)10] or [MnBr(CO)5], and also by
condensation of [Fe4(N)(CO)12]! with [FeMn(CO)9]!. Cyclic voltammetry of the
Fe5Mn cluster dianion revealed two closely spaced one-electron reductions, the first
being complicated by chemical reactions.130

An interesting series of reduction/protonation/isomerisation processes have been
mapped out using complexes [MnRe(CO)6(µ-S2CPR3)] (R = Cy, Pri). Reduction (Na/
Hg) affords the corresponding dianions, which are protonated (NH4PF6) to give the

Scheme 27
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unstable complexes 118, which react with phosphines to give 120, or convert on stand-
ing to 119 (Scheme 28). Similarly, reaction of 119 with phosphines affords 121. The
isomeric complexes 120 and 121 are not interconvertible. Electronic, rather than
steric, effects are proposed to be responsible for the migration of the carbon atom
between the two metal centres.234

Metal complexes of the trisulfido ligand S3 are potential precursors of hetero-
metallic sulfido clusters. Examples of these precursors, such as [{CpFe(CO)2}2-
(µ-S3){W(CO)5}n] (n = 1, 2) in which the metal centres are coordinated to the α-S
atoms, have been obtained from [W(thf )(CO)5] and [{CpFe(CO)2}2(µ-S3)].235 A series
of doubly µ3-S bridged heterometallic complexes [L2Pt(µ3-S)2{M(N)R2}2] (L2 = dppe,
COD; M = Ru, Os; R = Me, CH2SiMe3) have been described by Shapley et al.236 A
series of cationic cubane clusters [Cp*3Mo3S4M(PPh3)]! have been prepared, and
crystallographically characterised as the p-toluenesulfonate salts (M = Ni, Pd, Pt).
These isostructural and isomorphous structures permit a comparison of the metal
covalent radii for Ni (1.05 Å), Pd (1.17 Å) and Pt (1.12 Å).237 The sulfido cluster
[{Rh(PPh3)2}(µ3-S)(µ2-S)3{Mo(S2CNEt2)}2(µ-Cl)] reacts readily with HC"""CPh to
give 122, which contains rhoda and molybdena-thiacyclobutenes and dithiolene
moieties.238 Treatment of 123 with PMe3 gives the novel η4-iridathiabenzene 124
(Scheme 29).239

Scheme 28
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Ligand/reagent abbreviations used in this chapter

Hampy 2-amino-6-methylpyridine
bpy 2,2’-bipyridine
bu2bpy 4,4’-di-tert-butyl-2,2’-bipyridine
CpR η5-C5H4R
DBT dibenzothiophene
dcpe 1,2-bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)ethane
dcpm 1,2-bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)methane
dippe 1,2-bis(diisopropylphosphino)ethane
1,8-dpmn 1,8-bis[(diphenylphosphino)methyl]naphthalene
dppa bis(diphenylphosphino)amine
dppb 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane
dppe 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane
dppf 1,1’-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene
dppm bis(diphenylphosphino)methane
dppp 1,3-bis(diphenylphosphino)propane
Et2dtc! diethylthiocarbamate
F-dppe 1,2-bis[bis(pentafluorophenyl)phosphino]ethene
Mes, mes methylsulfonyl
2,5-Me2T 2,5-dimethylthiophene
OPy 2-pyridonate
pinH2 pinacol
ppfa N,N-dimethyl-1-[(S )-2-diphenylphosphino)ferrocenyl]ethylamine
PyS2 2,6-pyridinedithiolate
Hpz pyrazole
tfbb tetrafluorobenzo[5,6]bicyclo[2.2.2]octa-2,5,7-triene
TMNO trimethylamine oxide
trisphat tris[tetrachlorobenzene-1,2-bis(olato)]phosphate
xyl, Xyl 2,6-dimethylphenyl
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20 Organometallic chemistry of bi- and poly-nuclear
complexes

Paul J. Low

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, South Road, Durham, UK DH1 3LE

A number of articles describing properties of general interest associated with poly-
metallic complexes have been reported this year, such as the continuation of discussions
as to the nature of the low-energy fluxional processes in [Fe3(CO)12], and related
clusters such as [M4(CO)12] (M = Co, Rh) in terms of the relative motion of the metal
and ligand polyhedra 1 (a related experimental study on the fluxional processes in
[Rh4(CO)6(µ–PPh2)4] having also been reported),2 and an analysis of the vibrational
spectra of bridging carbonyl ligands in over 120 metal carbonyls in terms of a
spherical harmonic model.3

1 Introduction

This year has also seen a surge in interest in the “fundamental science for future
application” associated with multi-metallic systems, and the electronic and photo-
chemical properties of a variety of different systems have been explored with a view
towards exploiting these properties in future electronic or optoelectronic devices.
Examples which might stir the imagination include: a Dalton perspective article
on the non-innocent behaviour of ligands in the electrochemical response of
coordination complexes based upon ruthenium dioxolene and tris(pyrazolyl)borato-
molybdenum fragments;4 a review of the recent developments in linearly ordered
(i.e. wire-like) multi-metallic complexes, including a summary of reactions which
allow selective capping, or insertion of metal atoms along the metal–metal bonded
framework;5 and a number of discussions and summaries of the luminescent proper-
ties of a number of organometallic alkynyl and polyynyl complexes, including cluster
species.6–12

Perhaps one of the most remarkable highlights reported this year concerns the
binuclear complex [(N,N!,N"-trimethyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane)2V2(CN)4(µ–C4N4)]
(1),13 which demonstrates the Kondo effect when incorporated into a FET-structure.14

Electrochemical studies of 1 reveal a one-electron oxidation and one-electron reduc-
tion events, corresponding to the formation of the S = 1/2 cation and the S = 3/2
anion. The Kondo effect, which is a multi-electron event arising from exchange inter-
actions between a localised spin and the conduction electrons in a metal electrode, is
only observed for the cation state. One explanation put forward by the authors is that

DOI: 10.1039/b211504m Annu. Rep. Prog. Chem., Sect. A, 2003, 99, 371–408 371
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both spin and orbital degeneracy is required in order to observe the effect in their
binuclear system. While a great deal of work is still required to unravel the details of
electron transport through the molecule as a function of potential, this paper, and a
closely related report,15 demonstrate the construction and operation of a single-
molecule transistor, giving considerable impetus for the development of single-
molecule electronics based upon metallic systems in which both spin and orbital
degeneracies are controlled by chemical design. Given the wealth of electronic states
which can be engineered from multi-metallic systems, we can only anticipate further
breakthroughs in single molecule electronics in the not too distant future. Perhaps
these will form the basis for the highlights in the centenary edition of Annual Reports
in 2003!

2 Chromium, molybdenum and tungsten

The complex [Cr2(DPPC)4] (HDPPC = N,N!-diphenyl-1-pyrrolidine carbodiimide)
has been prepared and structurally characterised. Chemical oxidation (AgPF6)
afforded the stable one-electron oxidised material [Cr2(DPPC)4][PF6] in >80% yield in
which the Cr–Cr distance has elongated from 1.904(1) Å in the neutral material to
1.9249(9) Å. The small change in Cr–Cr bond length and the ESR data, which gives a
structureless line centered at g = 1.973, suggests a ligand centred oxidation.16 In the
case of the molybdenum complexes [Mo2(TiPB)4] (TiPB = 2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl-
carboxylate) and [Mo2(O2CC4H9)4], oxidation gives materials which are better
described in terms of a Mo–Mo centred electron. For these oxidised Mo2 complexes,
ESR spectra show hyperfine coupling to 95Mo and 97Mo, a red-shift in the δ–δ*
transition and more significantly elongated Mo–Mo bonds.17 Within the general
family of [M2(O2CR)4] complexes substitution of two O2CR ligands for pyridyl
naphthyridine (pynp) ligands results in highly electroactive compounds, each of the
compounds [M2(O2CCH3)2(pynp)2]2" (M = Mo, Ru) being found to undergo four
reversible one-electron reduction processes.18

An improved synthesis of [Mo2(µ–PR)(CO)4Cp2] (R = 2,4,6-C6H2But
3) (2) (Scheme

1) has been discovered, allowing the reactivity of the phosphinidene group bridging
across a metal–metal bond to be explored. Thermally, the Mo2(µ–PR) moiety is
relatively stable, even in refluxing xylenes, being preserved whilst metal centred reac-
tions take place. However, under UV-irradiation oxidative addition or insertion
reactions involving the phosphinidene group occur. Thus, reaction of [Li(THF)3]-
[PHR] with [Mo2(CO)4Cp2] followed by protonation (H3PO4) affords excellent yields
of [Mo2(µ–H)(µ–PHR)(CO)4Cp2] (3). Subsequent treatment of 3 with HBF4!OEt2
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and water affords 2, which can be re-protonated to give 4 (Scheme 1). The Mo–P
bonds are stable towards the addition of I2, with reaction occurring at the metal
centres to give 5. The suggestion of the formal Mo!!Mo double bond is supported by
the short Mo–Mo bond length [2.960(2) Å 5 vs. 3.220(2) Å 2]. It is thought that 5 is the
first example of a complex containing a phosphinidene ligand bridging across a
metal–metal double bond. In contrast to the thermal stability of 2, photolysis results
in the formation of three new complexes, two of which have been identified as the
unusual C–H(But) oxidative addition product 6 and the decarbonylated complex 7.
The latter complex is formed selectively when the reaction medium contains a small
amount of NCMe, and is the first example of a phosphinidene bridged M!!!M metal–
metal triple bond. The retention of the carbonyl groups in 6, and the formation of 8
upon photolysis of 2 in the presence of HC!!!CC6H4Me-4 suggests that a non-

Scheme 1
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dissociated excited state is involved in these reactions. The authors suggest that photo-
lysis may lead to cleavage of the Mo–Mo bond. In any event, undoubtedly this class
of compound typified by 2 will reveal a rich reaction chemistry.19

The complexes [Mo2(µ–SMe)3(µ–η1:η2–C!!CHR)Cp2][BF4] (R = tolyl, n-Pr), which
feature a “side-on” coordinated vinylidene ligand, react sequentially with NaBH4

and HBF4!Et2O to give [Mo2(µ–SMe)3(µ–CCH2R)Cp2] and [Mo2(µ–SMe)3(µ–η1:η2–
CHCH2R)Cp2][BF4]. The reaction sequence illustrates a rare example of the conver-
sion of a vinylidene ligand to an alkylidyne through nucleophilic attack at Cβ.20

The interest in metathesis catalysts has led to a number of reports featuring
unsaturated hydrocarbon ligands bonded to high-oxidation state W2 moieties.21–26 The
third order NLO properties of a variety of species such as [Mo2(OPri)6], [W2(OBut)6],
[M2(NMe2)6], [M2(O2CBut)6] and [M2Cl2(PMe3)4] (M = Mo, W) have been re-
investigated, with the new study suggesting that the non-linearities are due to resonant
contributions.27

3 Manganese, technetium and rhenium

The pentalene-bridged species anti-[{Mn(CO)3}2(µ:η5:η5–Pn)] (Pn = pentalene) dis-
plays quasi-reversible electrochemical response and undergoes two sequential reduc-
tions with ∆E 0.41 V. Despite the absence of a metal–metal bond, analysis of the NIR
transition associated with the radical anion suggests this material to be a Class III
mixed-valence material, with V estimated to be 6400 cm"1.28

Hydrodesulfurisation processes mediated by transition metal species continue to be
investigated due to the interest in the removal of sulfur from petrochemical feedstocks.
The manganese compound [Mn2(CO)6(µ–CO)(µ–S)2] (9) (Scheme 2) inserts a Pt(PPh3)2

fragment into the S–S bond upon reaction with Pt(η2–PhC2Ph)(PPh3)2 to give the open
triangular cluster [Mn2(CO)6Pt(PPh3)2(µ3–S)2] (10), which readily carbonylates (1 atm,

Scheme 2
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25 !C) to give [Mn2(CO)6(µ–CO)Pt(PPh3)2(µ3–S)2] (11) with concomitant cleavage of the
Pt–Mn bond. The carbonylation is readily reversed.29 In contrast, thioethers R2S
insert into the Mn–Mn bond to give [Mn2(CO)6(µ–SR2)(µ–S)2] (12) and the tetranuclear
complexes 13 (Scheme 2).30 The photochemically initiated reactions of thiophenes and
benzothiophenes with [Re2(CO)10] have been examined, with examples of C–S and C–H
bond cleavage, and S-coordination being observed.31

The complexes [Re2(µ–X)2(CO)6(S8)] and [Re2(µ–X)2(CO)6(Se7)] (X = Br, I), which
contain the elemental S8 and Se7 rings as ligands have been prepared from [Re2-
(µ–X)2(CO)6(THF)2] upon reaction with the element. The long Re ! ! ! Re separation
observed in the structure of the Se7 complex [4.077(3) Å] clearly rules out any sugges-
tion of a M–M bond in this case. Within the Se7 ring, the Se–Se bond length between
the “coordinated” centres is 2.558(3) Å, whereas the other Se–Se distances in the
heptaselenium ring fall in the range 2.309(3)–2.346(4) Å.32

The reaction of the hydride anion [Re2H(CO)9]" with strong acids at 193 K affords the
neutral species [Re2H2(CO)9] (14), best formulated as a classical [Re2H(µ–H)(CO)9]
complex. Deprotonation of 14 (NEt4OH) regenerated the starting anion. However, at
253 K in THF 14 undergoes a spontaneous and irreversible elimination of H2 to form
[Re2(CO)9(THF)]. Careful NMR analysis reveals two dynamic processes. A simple “wind-
screen wiper” process which equilibrates the CO ligands trans to the hydrides, while a
faster process interconverts the hydride ligands via an unstable η2–H2 intermediate.33

4 Iron, ruthenium and osmium

Efforts to model the dithiolate cofactor in iron-only hydrogenases has attracted atten-
tion for a variety of reasons, from evolutionary biochemistry to the potential fuel
value of H2 and the prospect of replacing platinum metal catalysts with base-metal
substitutes.34–38 Reaction of the trimeric imines 1,3,5-(CH2)(NR)3 (R = H, Me, Ph)
with [Fe2(SH)2(CO)6] gives [Fe2{(SCH2)2NR}(CO)6] (15/R) via a cleverly simple
sequence, involving protonation of the imine nitrogen, followed by attack of the
thiolate anion on the adjacent methylene. The compound 15/H which is a close struc-
tural model of the proposed co-factor, was also obtained in better yield (40%) from
reaction of [Fe2(SH)2(CO)6] with a pre-mixed solution of paraformaldehyde and
(NH4)2CO3. Compound 15/H was protonated by TfOH to give the N-protonated
derivative, which in turn was sufficiently acidic to protonate water.38

Other studies have focussed on species such as the Fe(I)–Fe(I) binuclear com-
plexes [Fe2(S2C3H6)(CN)2(CO)4]n" and [Fe2{MeSCH2C(Me)(CH2S)2}(CN)2(CO)4]n"

as models for the di-iron subsite in iron-only hydrogenases. The active site in the
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enzyme, and in its CO-inhibited form, are known to be paramagnetic in the oxidised,
catalytically active form, although there is debate about the role of Fe(III)–Fe(II) or
Fe(II)–Fe(I) mixed-valence states. A combination of in situ IR spectroelectrochemistry
and stopped-flow methods with ferrocinium as a chemical oxidant suggest that the
mixed-valence form carries a bridging CO ligand, while the similarity of the spectral
profiles [ν(CO), ν(CN)] with those observed from the active form of the CO inhibited
enzyme suggest the formulation in terms of a Fe(I)–Fe(II) unit.39

Phosphinothiolate ligands have been used to prepare similar binuclear iron
complexes from iron carbonyl precursors, and the mono-nuclear intermediate
[Fe(CO)4(Ph2PC2H5SH)] identified.40 A thorough computational study of the NiFe
hydrogenase active site has also been undertaken.41

The synthesis of an interesting class of macrocyclic ligands (16, 17) in which
[Fe2(CO)6(S)2] fragments form part of the macrocyclic backbone has been reported
although their coordination and redox properties remain to be fully explored.42 Some
related dicobalt macrocyles have been described,43 as have a range of cycles which
incorporate unusual functionally-bridged metallocenes.44

Questions about the structure and bonding of boryl, BR2, and borylene, BR,
ligands have provoked interest and debate not unlike those which arose from
studies of Fischer and Schrock carbenes many years ago. This year, an elegant
sequence of reaction steps demonstrating the versatility of the asymmetric boryl
complexes [LnM–B(Ar)Br] (Ar = 1,3,5-Me3C6H2) in the preparation of bimetallic iron
µ–B(Ar) species, including unsupported examples, has been described by the Cardiff
team (Scheme 3).45,46
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In efforts to prepare iron supported ene-yne derivatives, which are useful intermedi-
ates in organic synthesis, the reactions of [Fe3(CO)12] with 2-methylbut-1-en-3-yne
have been investigated. While simple derivatives of the type [M3(µ–H)(µ3,η2–C2C-
(!!CH2)Me)(CO)9] were not obtained, four new complexes containing oligomeric
alkyne ligands were isolated in moderate yields. These include the isomeric complexes
18a and 18b which contain rare examples of “isolated” Fe(CO)4 fragments.47

Oxidation of the tetrametallic clusters [Fe4(µ4–HC2H)2(CpMe)4] occurs in two
sequential one-electron steps to give the cluster cations [Fe4(µ4–HC2H)2(CpMe)4]" and
[Fe4(µ4–HC2H)2(CpMe)4]2", which are isolable as the BF4 salts. Within the series, the
average Fe–Fe bond length decreases from 2.50 Å in the neutral species to 2.47 Å in

Scheme 3
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the monocation and 2.44 Å in the dication, consistent with the oxidation process
involving removal of electrons from an Fe–Fe antibonding orbital. The bond length
of the coordinated C–C bonds remain almost unchanged with oxidation.48

Cluster-mediated hydro-silation reactions have been studied for both iron,49 and
ruthenium 50 scaffolds.

The ethynyl complexes 19 (Scheme 4) readily add LiC!!!CC!!!CSiMe3 to afford the
ethynyl-butadiynyl complexes 20. Selective desilylation yields 21 and 22 in good to
excellent yield (Scheme 4). All the complexes are redox active, undergoing a single
one-electron oxidation and one (19) or two (20–22) one-electron reduction processes,
with greater chemical reversibility being associated with the silylated complexes. The
electrochemically generated dianions dissociate the butadiynyl ligand in situ. On the
basis of the electrochemical response and electronic spectroscopic data a small
HOMO–LUMO gap of 1.20 eV is estimated, a value remarkably small for air- and
moisture stable organometallic species.51 Similar compounds have also been prepared
from [Ru2(DMBA)Cl2] (DMBA = N,N"-dimethylbenzamidinate).52

The binuclear building blocks [Ru2(NN)4(C!!!CC5H4N)] [NN = N,N"-di-p-tolyl-
formamidate (23a) (Scheme 5), N,N"-diphenylformamidate (23b)] have been obtained
from reactions of [Ru2Cl(NN)4] with excess lithiated 4-ethynylpyridine. Coordination
of [Re(CO)3(tBu2bpy)]# fragments to the pyridyl moieties, giving 24, has little effect on
the ν(C!!!C) frequencies (Scheme 5). When compared with 23a, the much greater
stability of the one-electron reduction product derived from 24 is attributed to more
pronounced electronic delocalisation along the trimetallic backbone, and taken as
evidence of electronic interactions between the heterometals.53

The emergence of ps-TRIR (pico-second time-resolved infrared) spectroscopy has
provided an opportunity to study the dynamics of photo-excited states with
unprecedented temporal resolution. This year, the technique has been applied to metal
clusters for the first time, and the primary photoproduct of [Ru3(CO)12] after excit-
ation at 400 nm, which corresponds to the σ–σ* transition in the electronic spectrum,
has been examined. A few picoseconds after excitation, a transient product character-
ised by absorption bands at 2051, 2021 and 2007 cm$1 was observed, which rearranges

Scheme 4
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within 20 ps to the primary photoproduct which contains in addition to the three
terminal absorption bands a new absorption at 1850 cm!1, characteristic of a bridging
carbonyl ligand. The almost complete regeneration of the parent spectrum with time
strongly suggests the photoproduct retains the Ru3 core, and generally agrees with the
thought that the photoproduct is [Ru3(CO)11(µ2–CO)].54

The clusters Ru3(CO)10!n(NCMe)n (n = 0, 2) react with di(2-pyridyl)amine (Hdpa)
to give the C-metallated product 25 (Scheme 6). in which both the pyridyl moieties are
chelated to a single metal centre. Such a coordination mode is unusual when con-
sidered in light of the observation that aminopyridenes often coordinate via the amine
N centre as well.55 Indeed, the products obtained from Hdpa with Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2

illustrate more “usual” ligand arrangements (26, 27) (Scheme 6). This surprising
difference in reactivity remains to be fully explained.56

The carbide cluster [Ru5(CO)12(η6–C6H6)(µ5–C)] undergoes multiple additions of
Ph3SnH with retention of the Ru5(µ5–C) core to give complexes such as [Ru5(CO)8-
(µ–SnPh2)4(η6–C6H6)(µ5–C)] and [Ru5(CO)7(µ–SnPh2)4(SnPh3)(η6–C6H6)(µ5–C)(µ–H)]
in which SnPh2 moieties bridge the basal Ru–Ru bonds. The reaction likely proceeds

Scheme 5
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via oxidative addition of the Sn–H bond to give stannylhydride intermediates, which
subsequently lose the elements of benzene.57,58

The synthesis, reactivity and electronic structure of metal-supported carbon frag-
ments, Cn, has been a topic of considerable interest over the last few years. The first
reactions between a carbide anion (C2

2!) and ruthenium clusters were reported this year.
A 30-fold excess of CaC2 reacts with Ru3(CO)12 to give an unidentified solid from which
[PPN]2[Ru10(C)2(CO)24] could be isolated in remarkably high yield (60%) following
extraction and treatment with [PPN]Cl. The crystallographically determined structure
is of high precision. In the presence of smaller amounts of CaC2, a number of minor
products were also obtained and crystallographically characterised, including the parent
ethyne clusters [Ru4(CO)12(µ–HC2H)] and [Ru4(CO)11(µ–HC2H)2], and the propyne
coordinated carbide cluster [Ru6C(µ3–HC2Me)(CO)15]. The formation of propyne and
carbide by disproportionation of ethyne is known, and a similar process is presumed to
be at work in this case, with ethyne being generated from the C2

2! dianion by adventi-
tious water or other proton source. In the presence of tmen, the cluster 28, containing
what is thought to be the first example of a cluster coordinated tmen ligand is obtained.
The reaction between CaC2 and Ru3(CO)10(dppm) affords the bis(vinylidene) cluster 29
as the sole isolable product.59 Reactions of acetylene with [Ru3(µ–H)5Cp*3] have been
explored and the skeletal rearrangements of the C2 moiety described.60

Scheme 6
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The open-frame tetranuclear C2 supported cluster [Ru4(µ4–C2)(µ–CO)2(CO)8Cp!2]
(Cp! = Cp, CpMe) (30) reacts with dimethylacetylene dicarboxylate (DMAD) to give
31. The mechanism is not obvious, but clearly involves cleavage of one Ru–Ru bond
(Scheme 7). Bimetallic [{Ru(CO)2Cp}2(µ–C"""C)] reacts cleanly with both DMAD and
tcne to give 32 and 33, respectively.61

Thermolysis (hexane, 67 #C) of [Ru3(CO)10(Ph2PC"""CBut)2] affords the 48-e cluster
[Ru3(µ–C2But)2(µ–PPh2)2(CO)6] in good yield. Subsequent addition of PPh3 or CO(L)
occurs under very mild conditions to give the (formally) 50-e derivatives [Ru3-
(µ–C2But)2(µ–PPh2)2(CO)6(L)], the excess electron density being relieved to some

Scheme 7
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extent through a weakening of one of the alkyne–Ru π-bonds. At higher temperatures
(toluene, 110 !C), a series of fragmentation/condensation reactions take place, leading
to the known cluster [Ru4(µ–tBuC4But)(µ–PPh2)2(CO)8], which fragments upon treat-
ment with CO to give the diyne cluster [Ru3(µ–tBuC2C"""CBut)(µ–PPh2)2(CO)7].
Thermolysis (refluxing hexane or THF) of [Ru3(CO)10(Ph2PC"""CPh)(Ph2PC"""CR)]
(R = Ph, But) affords 50-e [Ru3(µ–C2Ph)(µ–C2R)(µ–PPh2)2(CO)7] directly, which upon
further heating (refluxing toluene) has been shown to relieve the excess electron dens-
ity through C–C bond formation, with the diyne cluster [Ru3(µ–PhC2C"""CR)(µ–PPh2)2-
(CO)7] being isolated.62

Allenylidene ligands can be represented by a number of valence structures, and can
be regarded as metal-stabilised propargyl cations. Nucleophilic attack occurs at Cγ

and, depending on the steric-bulk of the metal centres, Cα. This year, this chemistry
has been developed to permit metal catalysed ([Ru2Cl2(µ–SR)2Cp*2], R = Me, iPr, nPr)
propargylation of electron-rich aromatic compounds by propargylic alcohols via
electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions,63 and also to permit the synthesis of
propargyl sulfides from propargylic alcohols.64 The cluster bonded allenylidene ligand
in [Ru3(µ–H)(µ3–C""C""CPh2)(µ–OH)(CO)9] has been shown to readily couple with
organic and organometallic alkynes and 1,3-diynes to give products derived formally
from insertion of the yne reagent into a Ru–C σ-bond. The reaction products retain at
least one of the allenylidene C""C bonds.65

The reactivity of but-2-ynes towards ruthenium and cobalt clusters has been shown to
be sensitive to the nature of the leaving groups occupying the propargylic positions. In
the case of OH or OAc functionalised alkynes, coordination of the alkyne to the metal
centres proceeds in the usual manner, with elimination of the leaving group only
occurring upon subsequent treatment with acid. For example, treatment of [PPN]-
[Ru3(µ–Cl)(CO)10] with ROCH2C"""CCH2OR (R = H, Ac) afforded [PPN][Ru3(µ–Cl)-
(µ–ROCH2C2CH2OR)(CO)9] which could be reacted sequentially with two equivalents
of HBF4 to give first [Ru3(µ–Cl)(ROCH2C2CH2)(CO)9] and then the butatriene complex
[Ru3(µ–Cl)(µ–H2CCCCH2)(CO)9][BF4]. In contrast reactions with tosylates are compli-
cated by displacement of the leaving group by the cluster anion. The potential to exploit
the butatriene complexes in Nicholas-type reactions is discussed.66

Ruthenium clusters containing chalcogenide ligands have continued to attract
interest with results reported this year including: the stepwise transfer of selenium
from phosphorus to an Ru3 core following reaction of [Ru3(CO)12#n(NCMe)n] (n = 1,
2) with Ph3PSe, via mild reactions which afford mono or di selenido capped structures
according to stoichiometry.67

The very unusual mixed nitrosyl/phosphinidene cluster anion 34 has been shown to
convert to the mixed nitrene/phosphinidene 35 upon treatment with triflic acid.
(Scheme 8). Experiments with triflic acid-d confirmed the acidic reagent to be the
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source of the nitrene H, while GC analysis of the reaction head gas confirmed the
liberation of CO2. It is suggested that CO sourced from cluster decomposition acts as
the reducing agent in the reaction. In 35 the Ru–N distances range from 2.136 to 2.158
Å, while the Ru–P distances are typical for a µ3-phosphinidene. In the 1H NMR, the
nitrene proton appears as a 1 : 1 : 1 triplet with 1J(NH) 50 Hz. This work represents
the first transformation of a µ–NO ligand to a µ4–NH ligand, a coordination mode
which is adopted at the expense of the µ4-phosphinidene in 34, which migrates to a µ3

mode in 35.68

An unusually short H ! ! ! H bond [1.79(6) Å] has been observed in the crystallo-
graphically characterised complex 36. On the basis of shifts in the ν(C!!N) frequency
and theoretical calculations the H ! ! ! H bond energy is estimated to ca. 2.5 kcal
mol"1. Only the syn isomer 36 was observed in CD2Cl2, whereas in the stronger
H-bond accepting solvent d6-acetone, both syn and anti isomers could be detected
illustrating the role that the weak dihydrogen bond can play in the determination of
stereochemistry.69

Addition of [Os(CO)4(CNBut)] to [Os3(CO)12(X)2] (X = Cl, Br, I) has been shown
to afford the robust, air-stable linear tetra and pentanuclear clusters [Os4(CO)18-
(NCBut)X2] (37) and [Os5(CO)18(CNBut)2X2] (38) (Scheme 9). The structure of 38/Cl

Scheme 8
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determined by X-ray crystallography revealed the radial ligands on adjacent Os
centres to be staggered, while the Os–Os bond lengths are 2.8709(7) Å and 2.8907(5) Å
for the terminal and inner bonds, respectively. The lowest energy electronic transition,
which falls in the range 340–390 nm, likely involves Os–Os σ–σ* character and shifts
to higher energy with increasing number of Os–Os bonds. The authors speculate that
the frontier orbitals of these systems may be closely nested, the λmax represent-
ing transitions from the lowest lying metal–metal based orbital.70 Related work with
linear Co5,71 Ni3

72 and Ni5
73 clusters has also been described, as have supported

heterometallic examples.74

The reactions of osmium clusters with para-hydrogen have been used to explore
mechanistic aspects of hydrogenation reactions.75,76 Ambient temperature ortho-
metallation of triarylphosphines on the osmium–antimony cluster framework in
[Os3(µ–H)(µ–SbPh2)(µ3,η2–C6H4)(CO)9] has been observed, and the products
structurally characterised.77

The cluster 40 (Scheme 10), a rare example of a triosmium cluster containing both
an edge bridging methylene moiety and a σ–CH3 ligand, has been prepared and
structurally characterised following the reaction of the unsaturated cluster 39 with
diazomethane. Upon thermolysis, 40 converts to 41 presumably via a sequence of
methylene insertion, C–H activation and formal loss of a methylene fragment. Fur-
ther pyrolysis leads to activation of the remaining C–H bond and formation of 42
(Scheme 10).78

An unusual example of an aldol-type reaction which also serves to illustrate
methyl C–H activation on an Os3 framework has been observed in the reaction of
[Os3(µ–H)(CO)10(η1:η1–OC4H2CCH3)] (43) with aromatic aldehydes to give 44
(Scheme 11). This reactivity, which bears some resemblance to that of Fischer
carbenes, also provides support for the formalisation of the Os!!C double bond in
43.79

Amine substituted clusters [Os3(µ–H)2(µ3–S)(CO)8L] (L = NH2Pri, NHEt2, NEt3,
NH2Bz), in which the amine ligand binds exclusively in an equatorial site, undergo
surprisingly slow “turnstile” fluxional processes, and coordination of the chiral amine
S–NH2CHMePh results in the formation of a diastereotopic mixture, which could be
separated by HPLC, one diastereomer being crystallographically characterised.

Scheme 9
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Epimerization of the pure materials is slow in the dark at room temperature in
chloroform, but more rapid in heptane solution at 96 !C.80

Ferrocenyl substituted alkynes and polyynes have attracted considerable atten-
tion as ligands in polymetallic systems, with arguably the main focus of interest being
the manner in which the polymetallic centre(s) may promote (or hinder) electronic

Scheme 10

Scheme 11
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interaction between the ferrocene moieties located at the termini of the polycarbon
chain. It has been shown that [Os3(CO)11(NCMe)] reacts with 1,4-bis(ferrocenyl)-
buta-1,3-diyne to give [Os3(CO)10(µ3–FcC2C!!!CFc)] (45) (Scheme 12), also obtained
from [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] in >90% yield, and [Os3(CO)11(µ3–η4–FcC2C2Fc)] (46). At
elevated temperatures, the reaction between [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] and FcC!!!CC!!!CFc
gives the symmetric ferrole 47. In contrast, thermolysis of 45 results in C–C bond
cleavage and formation of the bis(acetylide) cluster 48 (Scheme 12). Only in the case
of 46 could electrochemical measurements be used to identify significant interactions
between the remote ferrocenyl moieties. Interestingly, the difference in peak potentials
in 46 (∆E = 184 mV) is larger than in the case of the parent diyne. EHMO calculations
on a simplified model cluster suggest that this may be due to the extensive mixing of
metal and diyne carbon fragment orbitals and the enhanced bonding character
between the central C–C carbon centres which results.81

The reaction of 1,12-bis(ferrocenyl)-1,3,5,7,9,11-dodecahexayne [from Hay coup-
ling of Fc(C!!!C)3H generated in situ] with [Os3(CO)11(NCMe)] and [Co2(CO)8] gives 49
and 50 respectively (Scheme 13). Despite the presence of the two Os3C4 moieties, which
have been shown to enhance communication between Fc moieties, the differential
pulse voltammogram of 49 revealed only a single, two electron oxidation process

Scheme 12
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Scheme 13
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(!0.380 V vs. Ag/AgCl). A similar result is observed for 50 (!0.428 V vs. Ag/AgCl).82

In contrast, reactions of the diferrocenylhexayne with [Os3(µ–H)2(CO)10] gives three
products, 51, 52 and 53, which feature ligands derived from hydrogenation and in one
case intramolecular cyclisation of the hexayne ligand (Scheme 13). Notable is the rare
E-configuration of the olefin formed by H transfer from the cluster to the ligand.83

C60 continues to fascinate as a ligand,84 and the reversible conversion of a µ3–
η1:η2:η1–C60 ligand to a new σ-type µ3–η1:η1:η1–C60 mode has been demonstrated,85

amongst other reactions.86,87 The use of the Os3(CO)9 framework as a linking group
through which to form a C60 containing self-assembled monolayer on an ITO surface
via an alkyl tether has been reported.88

5 Cobalt, rhodium and iridium

Coordination of the alkyne moiety in dppa (Ph2PC"""CPPh2) by [Co2(CO)6(dppm)] gives
a crystalline chelating organometallic “ligand” [Co2(CO)4(dppm)(Ph2PC2PPh2)].89

A cobalt mediated coupling of primary aryl amines has been observed, with the
reaction of [Co2(CO)8] with HC"""CC6H4NH2 being shown to afford the azo complex
54 in moderate yields. The reaction yield decreased in the presence of CO or NEt3, and
the authors propose a reaction mechanism based upon the coordination and oxidative
addition of the pendant NH2 group in [Co2(µ–HC2C6H4NH2)(CO)6] to a Co(CO)4

fragment.90

Nicholas reactions of the cobalt carbonyl complexes 55 (Scheme 14) with electron-
rich arenes have been shown to afford the corresponding cyclophanetetrayne com-
plexes 56. By judicious choice of reaction conditions, mixed cyclophanes were also
obtained in yields up to 26%. The free cyclophanes are obtained following decom-
plexation with Me3NO (Scheme 14). The coordinated and metal-free cyclophanes
each give rise to a single resonance for the benzylic methylene protons, indicating that
the fluxional processes are already at the fast exchange limit in these systems.91 Other
Co2(CO)6 coordinated cyclic acetylenes have been prepared and crystallographically
characterised,92 while reaction of Co2(CO)8 with acetylene decorated resorcinarenes
leads to complexes with much lower conformational flexibility.93

Silanes, RSiH3, have been shown to react with Co4(CO)12 at moderate temperatures
(50 #C) to give bicapped products [Co4(µ4–SiR)2(CO)11] with pseudo-octahedral
geometry. In the presence of mixed mono- and di-silanes, linked clusters 57 were
obtained in low to moderate yield. Electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical analy-
sis suggests that while oxidation of [Co4(µ4–SiR)2(CO)11] results in an ECE process
and the formation of [Co4(CO)12], reduction leads to a relatively stable radical anion

388 Annu. Rep. Prog. Chem., Sect. A, 2003, 99, 371–408
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[Co4(µ4–SiR)2(CO)11]!!. The electrochemical response of the bridged cluster 57/Ph/
C6H4/Ph was essentially identical to those of the mono-cluster species, and the cluster
moieties are essentially insulated from each other, despite the almost co-planar
arrangement of the phenyl groups in the solid state.94

The neutral tribridged triazenide [Rh2(µ–RNNNR)3(CO)2] (R = C6H4Me-p) under-
goes two reversible oxidation processes (0.63, 1.43 V vs. SCE) and a single reversible
reduction (!0.72 V) and reacts rapidly with halogens to form [Rh2(µ–RNNNR)3-
(CO)X] (X = Br, I) and with NO to form [Rh2(µ–RNNNR)3(CO)(NO)]. The Rh–N–O

Scheme 14
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bond angle (156.7!) is intermediate between the values normally associated with linear
and bent nitrosyls.95

The presence of two sulfur centres in different formal oxidation state in the novel
thiosulfito complex [{Cp*Rh}2(µ–CH2)2(µ–SSO2–S:S")] (58) (Scheme 15), in which the
SSO2 ligand is bound in an unusual manner parallel to the Rh–Rh bond, suggest site
selective reactivity should be achievable. Such predictions are borne out in the
observed reactions with alkyl and benzyl halides, which gave S-alkylated products
accompanied by evolution of SO2. The reaction with I2, either directly or generated in
situ from 1,2-diiodoethane proceeded to give the µ4–S4 complex 59 and the diiodide
60. These reactions are summarised in Scheme 15.96

Aliphatic amines rarely enter into substitution reactions with metal carbonyls on
electronic grounds. However, the cluster anion [Rh5(CO)15]# reacts rapidly with
amines to give substitution products in which the amine in exclusively coordinated to
an apical Rh centre [Rh5(CO)14(NR3)]#. With NR3 = 1,4-diaminobutane, the bridged

Scheme 15
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species [{Rh5(CO)14}2{µ–H2N(CH2)4NH2}]2! was formed, while with chelating
amines such as ethylenediamine, disubstituted complexes were obtained. The curious
reactivity and regioselectivity is thought to be related to the underlying electronic
structure as the parent cluster can be described in terms of an electronically unsatur-
ated metal cap on the face of an Rh3 moiety.97

Reactions of [Rh6(CO)16!n(NCMe)n] (n = 0, 1) react with GaCp* to afford a series
of complexes [Rh6(µ3–CO)4!x(µ3–GaCp*)(CO)12] (x = 1–4) in which selective substi-
tution at the face capping CO ligands is observed. The structures of the complexes
x = 1–3 were determined crystallographically.98

The concept of clusters as redox active entities in large multi-functional systems is
gathering increased attention. The rich redox signature of C60 and the electronic
interactions which may occur between C60 and transition metal clusters has prompted
an examination of the fullerene-cluster “sandwich” [Rh6(CO)5(dppm)2(CNCH2Ph)2-
(µ3–η2,η2,η2–C60)2] (61). The cluster-bridged bis(fullerene) was obtained in 30%
overall yield from the sequential reaction of [Rh6(CO)9(dppm)2(µ3–η2,η2,η2–C60)] with
excess C60 and CNCH2Ph, and characterised crystallographically. The electrochemical
response of 61 exhibits six well-separated, reversible one electron redox waves which
become increasingly separated as the reduction sequence proceeds, presumably due to
the increased Coulombic repulsion. When the reduction potentials are compared with
those of free C60, and given the significant distance between the C60 moieties which
would be expected to limit any through-space electronic communication, the data
indicate unusually strong electronic interactions between the fullerene cages via the
Rh6 cluster core.99

Tripyrrolylphosphine reacts smoothly with the cluster [Rh6(CO)15(NCMe)] to give
initially [Rh6(CO)15{P(NC4H4)3}] (62) (Scheme 16) which reacts further to give the
disubstituted derivative [Rh6(CO)14{µ2–P(NC4H4)3}] (63). In the solid state, the phos-
phine ligand of the latter complex occupies a bridging position, bonded to the apical
metal through P and an equatorial metal atom via an approximately tetrahedral
α-carbon of one of the pyrrolyl rings, best described in terms of the canonical form
illustrated in Scheme 16. The formation of the bridge is reversible, with 63 reverting to
62 under CO. The thermodynamics of this reaction indicate that the pyrrolyl C–Rh
bond strength is comparable with that of the carbonyl C–Rh bond it replaces, while
the highly unfavourable entropy term associated with the formation of the bridge
overcomes the favourable entropic term caused by release of CO, allowing the reverse

Scheme 16
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reaction to proceed under these conditions. In solution, the bridged structure is
retained, but NMR studies indicate the three distinct dynamic processes arising from
the independent hindered rotation of the three inequivalent pyrrolyl rings.100

The diiridium tetrakis(ethylene) complex 64 (Scheme 17), which exists in solution as
an 60 : 40 equilibrium mixture of a C2 symmetric head-to-head isomer and the head-to-
tail Cs symmetric isomer, cleanly reacts with PPri

3 to give a sole head-to-tail product 65,
which undergoes distinct photochemical and thermal C–H activation pathways. Thus,
UV irradiation of 65 resulted in oxidative addition of one ethylene C–H bond to give 66,
with retention of the sense of head–tail orientation of the bridging pyrazolate bridges.
65 slowly isomerises to 67, a process which rapidly proceeds to completion at 333 K. In
this case, re-orientation of the pyrazolate bridges to a head-to-head motif is accom-
panied by oxidative addition and C–C bond formation to give the 3-buten-1-yl ligand
observed in the product (Scheme 17). Given that the hydride–vinyl complex 66 did not
undergo similar C–C coupling reactions, it would appear that the orientation of the
piperidine substituents plays an important role in the reaction pathway, possibly by
competing with the C–H moiety for the vacant coordination site on the Ir centre. The
facile, low temperature routes to more complex organic products from ethylene suggests
new opportunities in the design of olefin polymerisation catalysts based upon bimetallic

Scheme 17
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frameworks.101 Other work in this area has included the preparation of [Ir2(µ–H)2-
(dmpm)2Cp*2] and an examination of the insertion of alkynes and isocyanides into one
of the metal-hydride bonds.102 However, attempts to activate C–H and C–F bonds in
fluorinated ethylenes on diiridium scaffolds were less successful, possibly due to the
location of the unsaturated substrate away from the metal–metal bond. Nevertheless,
substitution of a fluoride group for a methyl moiety was achieved, through a process
thought to involve a fluoroalkylidene-bridged intermediate.103

6 Nickel, palladium and platinum

In an attempt to generate an open-face Ni3 triangular cluster, [Ni3(µ3–I)2(dppm)3] was
treated with TlOTf. However, from the orange–brown solution which resulted, the
cationic cluster [Ni3(µ3–I)(µ3–TlI)(dppm)3]! (68) was obtained and isolated as the OTf
salt. The cluster 68 can be regarded as a 46-CVE cluster if the Tl inert pair is not
regarded as being available for interaction with the cluster core. In keeping with this
idea, the average Ni–Ni bond length in 68 is relatively long [avg. 2.509(14) Å].104 Some
related platinum–thallium clusters have also been described.105 Tin capping groups
can be introduced in a similar manner.106

Oxidation (FcPF6) induced deprotonation of [Pt3(µ–PBut
2)3(CO)2H] (69) creates a

vacant coordination site suitable for the attachment of other ligands, including CO,
NCMe and ethylene (Scheme 18). The compounds obtained include 70c, the first
example of a platinum complex containing both CO and ethylene ligands.107

Scheme 18
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The flexibility of the µ–PR2 ligand allows it to support many different M–M bonds,
and as such features widely in the chemistry of multi-metallic systems. The reaction of
[(C6F5)2Pt(µ–PPh2)2Pt(PPh2R)2] with [Pt(C7H10)3] affords the 42-CVE triangular clus-
ters [Pt3(µ–PPh2)2(µ–C6F5)(C6F5)(PPh2R)2] (R = Ph, Me, Et). The basicity of the metal
core results in the ready formation of adducts with silver sources such as AgClO4 or
Ag(PPh3)ClO4 to give [Pt3(AgClO4)(µ–PPh2)2(µ–C6F5)(C6F5)(PPh3)2] and [Pt3Ag-
(µ–PPh2)2(µ–C6F5)(PPh3)3][ClO4].108

The role of a Pt–Pt bond in mediating electronic interactions between remote
ferrocenyl moieties in 71 has been investigated through electrochemical methods and
electronic spectroscopy. The difference in oxidation potentials associated with the
ferrocenyl moieties [∆E = 267 ± 14 mV, Kc = (3.3 ± 1.5) × 104] and characteristic NIR
transition associated with the mono-oxidised material (λmax = 11300 ± 50 cm!1) indi-
cates [71]" to be a Class II mixed-valence material. Estimations of the contributions
to the free energy associated with the intramolecular electron transfer process suggest
that inductive (or synergistic) factors play a major role in stabilising the odd-electron
species. Coordination of a AuX" moiety to the Pt–Pt bond efficiently shuts off the
electronic interactions through the molecule.109

7 Heterometallics

The issues of controlled heterometallic cluster synthesis, especially high nuclearity
clusters,110 have been re-kindled through interest in the design of heterometallic
nanoparticles given the anticipated role of nano-scale particles of well-defined com-
position in future technologies and on-going interest in bimetallic catalysts.111–114

Efforts in this area described this year include: the migration of a phosphido PPh2

ligand from Mn to Pd following reaction of [PdCl2(L2)] (L2 = dppm, dppe, dppf ) with
[Mn2(CO)8(µ–PPh2)]! in the presence of AgNO3 to give 72 and 73 (Scheme 19);115 the

Scheme 19
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condensation of Rh and Pt fragments, such as [Rh(CO)4]! or [Rh6(CO)15]! with
[PtCl2(dppm)] or [PtCl(dppm)]2 and related species to afford [{Rh6(µ3–CO)4-
(CO)10}(µ–CO)2{M4Ln}] [M4Ln = Pt2Rh2(µ–CO)3(CO)2(dppm)2, Pt4(dppm)3];116 the
observation of the insertion of an Fe2 unit into an niobocene ditelluride bond;117 the
redox-condensation of AgOAc with [Ni6(CO)12]2! which afforded the tetra-anion
[Ag16Ni24(CO)40]4!, the core structure of which resembles a ccp “chunk” of quasi-
silver metal. The core may be described in terms of a central ccp Ag16 kernel support-
ing four tetrahedrally oriented Ni6(CO)10 fragments. The maximum diameter of the
metal core is 0.98 nm.118

The stabilisation of carbide, alkylidyne and related ligands on cluster frameworks
provides an opportunity to model Fischer–Tropsch intermediates, and may be useful
in the design of alkyne metathesis catalysts.119 While the reactions of alkynes with
compounds such as Co2(CO)8 and Mo2(CO)nCp2 (n = 4, 6) are well known and have
been extensively documented in the past, it has been observed this year that reaction
of an excess of [Co2(CO)8] with [Mo2(µ–RC2R)(CO)4Cp2] (R = CO2Me, H) gives a
number of mixed metal clusters (74–76) (Scheme 20), which illustrate not only unusual
cluster frameworks, such as the 82-CVE edge-sharing tetrahedra in 74 but also cleav-
age of the alkyne fragment into µ4-alkylidyne and semi-exposed µ5-carbide moieties
(75). The formation of the µ4-methylidyne ligand in 75 is especially rare, and is
formally derived form the activation of ethyne (Scheme 20).120

The reaction products derived from thermolysis of benzene solutions containing
[Fe2Mo(CO)10(µ3–E)2] (77) (Scheme 21) and [M(C"""CPh)(CO)3Cp*] are related to
the amount of oxygen present in the reaction medium. Under ambient conditions the

Scheme 20
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reagents rapidly decompose without the observation of any new isolable products.
At lower concentrations (2.5–5% O2 in N2) a number of products containing both
oxo- and acetylide ligands are formed (78–80, Scheme 21), whilst in the absence of O2,
only the carbonyl supported product cluster 81 was obtained. The products display
irreversible electrochemical response.121

Heterometallic elements are readily incorporated into the Fe2 coordination
environment upon reaction of [Fe2(µ–C2Ph)(µ–PPh2)(CO)6] (82) (Scheme 22) with
[M2(CO)4Cp2] (M = Mo, W) to give the 46-CVE clusters 83. In the case of the reaction
with the molybdenum reagent, 84 is also obtained. The phenylacetylene ligand is
oriented in the usual manner and lies approximately perpendicular to the M–Fe
vector. The origin of the alkyne proton is uncertain. Carbonylation (80 atm, room
temperature) of 83/Mo results in net addition of a carbonyl ligand and formation of

Scheme 21
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the electron-precise cluster 85. In the solid-state, the acetylene ligand in 85 is oriented
parallel to the Fe–Fe bond. The structural rearrangement is in good agreement with
the predictions made on the basis of PSEPT, with the 6-SEP (46-electron) species 83
adopting a closo-trigonal bipyriamidal geometry while the 7-SEP cluster 85 is better
described as a nido-octahedron. The carbonylation is reversed on standing in solution.
Reaction of 82 with [CoM(CO)7Cp] affords the 48-CVE mixed-metal acetylide species
86, together with some 83 in the case of the M = Mo reagent (Scheme 22).122

Thermolysis of [Fe3(CO)9(µ–E)2] (E = S, Se) with [M(C!!!CPh)(CO)3Cp] affords the
clusters 87, 88 and 89 (M = Mo) or 90 and 91 (M = W) (Scheme 23). The Mo contain-
ing complexes illustrate head-to-tail and head-to-head coupling of the acetylide
ligands on the mixed-metal chalcogenide cluster framework. In the case of 90,
abstraction of two H atoms from the solvent results in the formation of the µ3–
CCH2Ph ligand (Scheme 23). The authors offer some mechanistic considerations.123 In
contrast, the reaction of [Fe3(CO)9(µ–E)2] (E = Se, Te) with [M(C!!!CPh)(CO)3Cp] in
the presence of Me3NO in acetonitrile at 60 "C under vacuum affords the unusual
species 92 which bear a pendant η1-acetylide ligand. (Scheme 24). The alkynyl moiety
is available for further reaction, as evidenced through the reaction with [Co2(CO)8] to
form 93.124

Reaction of [Fe3(CO)12] with the alkynethiolate anion [SC!!!CBut]# afforded the
cluster anion [Fe3(µ3–SC!!!CBut)(CO)9]# as the major product which was isolated as
Li$ or NEt4

$ salts. Treatment of the lithium salt with AuCl(PPh3) in the presence of
TlBF4 gave 94a as the major product, which was crystallographically characterised,
via C–S bond cleavage. In solution 94a exists in equilibrium with 94b, which displays
the more usual edge-bridging gold-phosphine (Scheme 25). The process defines a

Scheme 22
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reversible oxidative addition/reductive elimination of an Au–C bond across a M–M
bond.125

The ability of Ru–Ru bonds to act as donors towards unsaturated fragments has
been demonstrated through the reactions of [Ru3(CO)12] with the unsaturated metal
fragment [Pd(PBut

3)2], which affords [Ru3(CO)12{Pd(PBut
3)}3] in 49% yield. The

cluster core is comprised of a central Ru3 triangle, with each Ru–Ru bond bridged
by a Pd(PBut

3)2 moiety, and every alternate Ru–Pd bond is bridged by a µ2–CO ligand.
The Pd atoms are displaced from the Ru3 plane, giving the structure something of
a bowl-shape. The Ru–Ru bond lengths, which span 2.9191(12)–2.9690(12) Å are
significantly longer than those in Ru3(CO)12 [2.854(1) Å]. Similarly, condensation of
[Ru6(CO)17(C)] with [Pd(PBut

3)2] gave two isomers of the dipalladium species
[Ru6(CO)17(C){Pd(PBut

3)}2] (23%) in which the Pd centres bridge two edges, or one
edge and cap one face, of the Ru6 octahedron. Quite remarkably, the reaction of
the same palladium reagent with Ru(CO)5 gave [Ru2(CO)9{Pd(PBut

3)}2] (95), the
dipalladium adduct of the elusive species Ru2(CO)9.126

Scheme 23
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A remarkable ring-opening reaction of coordinated cycloheptatrienes has been
observed on the heterometallic scaffolds in [MFe{µ-(1–3-η):(4–7-η)–C7H7}(CO)6] (96,
M = Mn, Re) (Scheme 26). The sequence of ring-opening and C–C bond formation
necessary to produce the observed products 97 occur at low temperature (!50–0 "C).
This reaction pathway is quite distinct from that previously reported for the

Scheme 24

Scheme 25
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homo-metallic iron analogues, and points to the (as yet undefined) role of the metal
centres in the process.127 Similar processes have been observed with nitrogen-based
nucleophiles on diiron frameworks.128

Methatesis of [PPN][Os3(µ–PR2)(CO)10] (R = Ph, i-Bu) with HgCl2 affords the
heptanuclear 98 (Scheme 27) which readily rearranges on exposure to sunlight to
give the wheel-shaped 99. In contrast, the thermal rearrangement pathway involves
migration of one of the phosphido bridges to give 100 (Scheme 27).129

Facile insertion of Cp-metal units into the S–S bond in [Mn2(CO)7(µ–S2)] results in
the ready formation of bis(µ3–S) capped trigonal clusters such as [MnM(CO)6-
(µ–S)2Cp!] (M = Co, Cp! = Cp; M = Rh, Cp! = Cp*).130 The metallic Lewis acids
[M(PPh3)]" react with the unsaturated anion [Re3(µ–H)(CO)9(PPh3]# to give addition
products 101 in which a µ3–H ligand caps a Re2M triangular face of the butterfly
Re3M core (Scheme 28). The heterometallic fragment is extruded upon reaction with
PPh3 and in donor solvents.131

The fascinating reactivity of the [RhOs(CO)4(dppm)2]" (102/Os) as a scaffold for
C–C bond formation following reaction with diazomethane has led to an investigation
of the analogous RhRu system 102/Ru. However, despite the incorporation of the
more labile Ru centre, 102/Ru is less reactive towards diazomethane, only incorporat-
ing a single methylene group into the bimetallic framework to give 103. While addition
of excess CH2N2 to 103 does generate ethylene, labelling studies indicate that the
bridging methylene group is not transferred to the gaseous product. While these
results, together with structural data and the comparative ease of CO displacement
from the metal frameworks in these Rh/Os, Rh/Ru and related Ir/Ru systems do not
clarify the precise and subtle effects which dictate the differing reaction pathways, they
do clearly indicate that factors associated with the particular combination of metals
employed are responsible for the reactivity.132

Metal-stabilised carbo-cations are well-known, and are particularly useful inter-
mediates in organic transformations. Cobalt derivatives are particularly common, and
many examples of heterometallic Co–Mo and Co–W examples are also known. The
isolobal link between Co(CO)3, M(CO)2Cp (M = Mo, W) and NiCp has prompted a

Scheme 26
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study of Ni/M stabilised propargylic cations. Thus, reactions of [Cp(CO)NiM-
(CO)3CpMe] (CpMe = C5H4Me) with HC!!!CCMe2(OMe) gave both the expected alkyne
product [NiM(CO)2{µ–HC2CMe2(OMe)}CpCpMe] 104 and a metallacycle thought to
have structure 105 (Scheme 29). Upon heating to 65 "C in hexane, 105 decarbonylates
to afford 104. Treatment of 104/Mo, but not 104/W, with a dilute solution of HBF4!
Et2O gave the metal stabilised propargyl cation 106, which was highly sensitive to air,
but in contrast to the dicobalt analogues is stable towards acetone. Protonation of 105

Scheme 27

Scheme 28
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affords initially 107, which converts to 106. The general instability of 106 has made
subsequent reactivity studies difficult.133

Phosphine selendides R3PSe have been used as selenide sources in the preparation
of mixed-metal, chalcogenide capped clusters from [HMCo3(CO)12] (M = Fe, Ru). In
the case of the anionic clusters [Et4N][MCo3(CO)12], no Se transfer from phosphorus
was observed, the major products being simple phosphine substituted derivatives of
the parent cluster.134 Electrospray mass spectrometry has also been used to identify
potential routes to multi-metallic selenides.135

Carbide containing clusters have been obtained from reactions of [Co3(µ3–CCl)-
(CO)9] with various metal anions in the presence of Tl!. For example, reaction with
[PPh4]2[Fe3(CO)11] gave the 94-CVE cluster anion [Co5Fe(C2)(CO)17]" (108) (Scheme
30), while with [Fe3(µ–CCO)(CO)9]" the unstable anion 109 was obtained, and
isolated as the ethoxy adduct 110. Further reaction of 110 with AuCl(PPh3), also
in the presence of TlPF6 gave 111 (Scheme 30). This provides a rational syn-
thetic route to high nuclearity Fe–Au clusters which are otherwise difficult to
obtain.136

The syntheses of the mixed-metal clusters [MoIr3(CO)11Cp#] and [Mo2Ir2(CO)10-
(Cp#)2] [Cp# = CpMe, η5–C5HMe4, Cp*] through reaction of [IrCl(CO)2(p-toluidene)]
with either [MoH(CO)3Cp#] or [Mo(CO)3Cp#]" have been reported. These clusters,
together with the related W/Ir clusters [WIr3(CO)11"n(PMe3)nCpMe] [n = 0, 1, 2] and
[W2Ir2(CO)10"n(PMe3)n(CpMe)2] [n = 0, 1, 2] have been subjected to a range of crystal-
lographic, spectroscopic, including Raman, electrochemical and spectroelectro-
chemical investigation. In the solid state, the introduction of cyclopentadienyl ligands
of increasing bulk or electron donating phosphines leads to an expansion of the
cluster core, it being impossible to distinguish the role of steric and electronic
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effects. It is thought that this study is the first to report Raman spectra of mixed
metal clusters, and this technique may gain increased use as the ν(M–M!) frequency
correlates with the M–M! bond strength. The combined structural and Raman results
indicate a trend ν(Ir–Ir) > ν(Ir–M) > ν(M–M) while d(Ir–Ir) < d(Ir–M) < d(M–M).
Furthermore the structural and electronic variations in this series influence the
electrochemical response of the complexes in a rational manner, indicating that the
electronic structure of the series can be tailored through the appropriate change in
cluster composition. The redox processes in [W2Ir2(CO)10(CpMe)2] were monitored
spectroelectrochemically in the UV–Vis–NIR and IR regions. Oxidation to the mono-
cation proceeds with retention of the tetrahedral cluster core, but rearrangement to an
all-terminal carbonyl pattern. The presence of a new low energy (8000 cm"1) band,
which was assigned primarily to the σ(W–W)  σ*(W–W) transition on the basis of
DFT calculations supports other work in mixed-metal cluster chemistry relating to
metal-selective reactivity.137

Scheme 29
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Stille-style coupling of trialkyltin acetylides with metal-halide complexes is known
to be a useful method for the synthesis of metal acetylides. In the process of mapping
the catalytic cycle, metal substrates such as [MI(CO)3(η5–C5H2Ph2PPh2)] (M = Mo,
W) have proven to be useful, as the pendant PPh2 moiety will often coordinate and
stabilise otherwise highly reactive M/Pd intermediates, including 112. In work
reported this year, reaction of 112 with Bu3SnC!!!CPh was shown to afford 113. Com-
plex 113 proved to be unstable towards chromatography and from the compounds
obtained following attempted purification, the unusual linear trimetallic species 114
could be identified. The same complexes may also be obtained directly from [Pd-
(µ–I){M(CO)3(η5–C5H2Ph2PPh2)}]2 and a chelating bis(phosphine) such as dppe.
Several mechanistic implications are discussed.138

Scheme 30
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EHMO analysis of the framework represented by the deep green cluster [Pt2Co-
(µ–PPh2)(µ–CO)2(CO)2(PPh3)2] is consistent with a description in terms of a d9–d9

(Ph3P)Pt–Pt(PPh3) moiety doubly bridged by µ–PPh2 and an 18-e [Co(CO)4]!

fragment which acts as an anionic 4e donor.139

The first high-nuclearity Tl–Pd carbonyl phosphine cluster [Tl2Pd12(CO)9(PEt3)9]2"

has been isolated as the PF6
! salt. This cluster, which may be viewed as three trigonal

bipyramidal Pd5 units edge-fused to a central Tl2Pd3 trigonal bipyramidal core, was
originally thought to be the corresponding Au2Pd12 cluster: the task of distinguishing
Tl (Z = 81) from Au (Z = 79) is non-trivial! The cluster was originally formed (40%)
from the reaction of Pd10(CO)12(PEt3)6 with AuCl(PPh3) in the presence of TlPF6

which was intended to act as a halide scavenger. Following successful identification of
the true structure, an improved synthetic route leading to the cluster in 90% yield from
3 : 2 Pd4(CO)5(PEt3)3 : TlPF6 was identified. In order to rationalise the incorporation
of thallium, rather than gold, in the cluster DFT calculations of the interactions
between Tl", Au" and Au(PH3)" with the model butterfly cluster Pd4(CO)5(PH3)4 were
carried out. The study concluded that the electrophilicity of the Au(PH3)" fragment
was not sufficiently greater than that of Tl" to overcome the greater steric effects
which hinder condensation with the palladium core.140

The novel inorganometallic cluster [Cu3{µ2–C2HCo2(CO)6}3], which features a tri-
gonal Cu(I) core has been prepared from [Co2(µ–HC2CO2H)(CO)6] and [Cu(OMe)2].
The short Cu–Cu (avg. 2.500 Å) and Cu–Co (2.540 Å) bond lengths are attributed to a
degree of π-bonding between the metal fragments on the basis of DFT calculations.141

The trimetallic cluster cores in the cationic complexes [M3(µ-dppm)3(µ3,η1–
C###CFc)2]2" (M = Ag, Cu) have been shown to be relatively poor conduits for electron
delocalisation between the ferrocenyl moieties, and it has been demonstrated that
statistical and electrostatic effects dominate the electrochemical response in these
systems.142 Other Cu3 complexes in which a Cu3(dppm)3 triangular core is capped in
µ3–η1 fashion by metallopolyynyl chains have been reported by Bruce.143
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21 Organometallic chemistry of bi- and poly-nuclear complexes

Paul J. Low

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, South Road, Durham, UK DH1 3LE.
E-mail: p.j.low@durham.ac.uk

1 Introduction

Several useful and informative review articles dealing with aspects of polymetallic
chemistry have appeared this year, including: a summary of organometallic oxides
and small molecular structural elements;1 a very useful description by Guzman and
Gates of the catalytic properties of oxide or zeolite bonded metal complexes and
clusters, a summary of the ligand-like role of the supporting frame-work on the
chemistry of the metal cluster;2 and a summary of surface-based syntheses of metal
carbonyl clusters.3

Highlights this year include the thorough application of electronic, Raman and
ESR spectroscopy in combination with time-resolved (TR) transient absorption UV-
Vis (ns) and ps-time resolved IR (ps-TRIR) spectroscopy, electrochemistry and
spectroelectrochemistry, and DFT and TD-DFT (time dependent DFT) calculations
to probe the family of clusters [Ru3(CO)8(m-CO)2(a-diimine)] (1), which differ from
the analogous Os species by virtue of the two bridging carbonyl ligands. The various
photoproducts generated a few ps after the initial excitation pulse have been identified
with remarkable rigour and the role of the carbonyl ligands in stabilising these
structures discussed. The demonstration of the power this combination of experi-
mental photo and electrochemical techniques supported by DFT and TD-DFT
calculations suggests a wealth of information relating to the photochemical properties
of multi-metallic systems is now accessible.4

The conversion of [Co2(m-PhC2Ph)(CO)6] to carbon nanotubes in high yield is
another particular highlight from this year.5,6
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2 Early metals

Propynylidene (HCLCLCH) has been stabilised on a bimetallic tantalum frame-
work.7 Reaction of allene with [Ta2(m-X)4Cp’2] (X ~ Cl, Br; Cp’ ~ Cp*,
g5-C5Me4Et) affords the allene coordinated product 2, which can be reduced
(Na/Hg) to give 3 via double 1,3-C–H activation (Scheme 1). In the solid state, the
m-HCCCH ligand is coplanar with the Ta atoms. The C–C–C angle [153.7(13)u] is
smaller than predicted for a coordinated propynylidene ligand and the central
tetracoordinate carbon is planar. Calculations show that the ligand can be described
as an allenediylidene tetraanion.

Although not strictly organometallic, it is interesting to note the isolation and
characterisation of [K(thf)3][V2(DPhF)4] (HDPhF ~ N,N’-diphenylformamidine),
the first example of a four-bladed paddlewheel complex with an M2

31 core. The
complex anion, which has a formal bond order of 3.5, undergoes a reversible
reduction at 21.46 V vs. Ag/AgCl, with the additional electron likely to be introduced
into the delocalised d bonding orbital.8

3 Chromium, molybdenum and tungsten

In an effort to prepare the chlorocarbyne complex [W2(m-CCl)Cl7], metallic bismuth
was used to reduce WCl6 in the presence of CCl4. However, under these conditions
the dianion [W6(m6-C)Cl18]22 was prepared, and isolated as the [NBu4]1 salt.9 The
cluster, which is based on a carbon centred trigonal prism, displays a rich electro-
chemical response, undergoing two reduction and two oxidation processes (21.360,
20.649, 10.407, 10.974 V vs. ferrocene). Chemical reduction with cobaltocene,
followed by metathesis with PPh4Cl, afforded the crystallographically characterised
salt of the monoanion. The structure of the cluster core displays distortions from the
ideal Dh symmetry of the parent dianion.

Chemical oxidation of [W2(CO)4(dppm)Cp2] (4) with [Fc][BAr’4] [Ar’ ~ 3,5-
C6H3(CF3)2] affords the 31 electron paramagnetic species [W2(CO)4(dppm)Cp2]1 (5)
which spontaneously eliminates CO to give [W2(CO)3(dppm)Cp2]1 (6). Solutions of
these species which possess unusual W–W bond orders are only moderately stable.
Further oxidation/CO elimination affords [W2(CO)3(dppm)Cp2]21 (7) which is

Scheme 1
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susceptible to nucleophilic attack by phosphites and halides (Scheme 2).10 Somewhat
related chemistry on bimetallic molybdenum frameworks has been observed with the
unusual triply bonded species [Mo2(m-CO)2(m-PCy3)2Cp2]2, obtained by reduction of
[Mo2(m-Cl)(m-PCy3)2(CO)2Cp2].11

The reactive 32-e bimetallic species [Mo2{m-OP(OEt)2}{m-P(OEt)2}(CO)2Cp2] (8)
reacts with [Fe2(CO)9] to give [FeMo2{m-OP(OEt)2}{m-P(OEt)2}(CO)5Cp2] (9).
Whilst formally unsaturated, 9 is relatively inert to reactions with simple Lewis
bases, perhaps on steric grounds. With SnCl2, 8 gives 10 in which SnCl2 insertion into
O–Mo and addition across the MoLMo bond is observed. Interestingly, reaction of 8
with HCMCC6H4Me affords 11 and 12 in which either a phosphorus or alkyne group
has been inserted into the Mo–P bond (Scheme 3).12

The reactions of Group 6 carbonyl complexes under basic conditions are of interest

Scheme 2
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because of the role similar species play in the catalytic reduction of organic carbonyls
and methanol carbonylations. The exchange reactions of [NEt4]3[W2(CO)6(OMe)3]
with alcohols more acidic than methanol affords good yields of [NEt4]3[W2(CO)6-
(OR)3] (R ~ 4-aminophenyl, 2-pyridyl, 3-pyridyl, 4-cyanophenyl, 3-cyanophenyl).13

4 Manganese, technetium, rhenium

The unusual manganese complex anion [Mn3(CO)10(m3-S2)2]2 (13) has been obtained
and isolated as the [Ph3PMe]1 salt from the reduction (Na/Hg) of [Mn2(CO)7(m-S2)],
or in higher yield from reaction of [Mn4(CO)15(m3-S2)(m4-S2)] with [Ph3PMe]I.14 The
cage acts an anionic ligand, coordinating through one sulfur to [Fe(CO)2Cp]1.

Some chemistry of [Re2Cl4(dppm)2] (14) has been explored; reaction of 14 with
MeLi affording [Re2Me4(dppm)2] (15) the first simple alkyl derivative of the triply
bonded dirhenium(II) core.15 Compound 15 reacts with CO at room temperature in
toluene to give [Re2(m-CH2)2(CO)4(m-dppm)2] (16). It is suggested that methane is the
by-product in this conversion of 15 to 16. The structure of 16 in the solid state as THF
and CH2Cl2 solvates contain a Re–Re bond length of 2.9931(5) and 2.8930(5) Å,
consistent with a Re–Re single bond. The structure of a chemically oxidised deriva-
tive is complicated by disorder in the anion, but suggests that the electron is lost
upon oxidation originating from a non-bonding or weakly Re–Re anti-bonding
orbital.

Scheme 3
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The reaction of 14 with 1,7-octadiyne in refluxing toluene affords [Re2Cl3(m,g2-
C8H7)(m-dppm)2] (17) in which reductive cyclisation of the 1,7-octadiyne moiety has
occurred concomitant with oxidation of the Re2 core to give a (formally) Re–Re
quadruple bond.16

5 Iron, ruthenium, osmium

The recognition that the iron-only hydrogenases contain a low-valent dithiolate-
bridged diiron unit supported by carbonyl ligands has ensured ongoing interest in
the structure and chemistry of these species. Crystallographic studies reveal both
[Fe2(CO)4(m-SAr)2(m-dppm)] (Ar ~ Ph, tol) adopt the expected anti configuration,
whilst [Fe2(CO)4{m-SC(LN-tol)S}(m-dppm)] is constrained to be syn.17

Unusual thiocarbyl units are formed by facile elimination of pentafluorobenzene
from the a,b-unsaturated acyl complex [Fe2(CO)6{m-O-CC(Ph)LCH2}(m-SC6F5)].18

Treatment of the alkoxycarbene complexes [Fe2{m-C(OEt)Ar}(CO)4(g8-C8H8)]
with HBF4?Et2O at low temperature affords the COT supported diiron cationic
carbynes [Fe2{m-CAr}(CO)4(g8-C8H8)]1. The reactivity of the carbyne centre has
been explored through reactions with NaSR and NaBH4, which give sulfonylcarbenes
and arylcarbenes respectively, while anionic carbonyl metal complexes [M(CO)5-
(CN)]2 give aryl(pentacarbonylcyanometal)carbenes. More unusually, aniline and
2-napthylamine give [Fe2{LC(Ar)NHAr’}(m-CO)(CO)3(g8-C8H8)] which convert in
solution to [Fe2{LC(Ar)NAr’}(CO)4(g2:g3:g2-C8H9)].19

The clusters [NEt4]2[Fe3(CO)9E] (E ~ S, Se, Te) have been shown to catalyse
the carbonylation of methanol to methyl formate under moderate CO pressure (600–
1200 psi) between 50–90 uC. The variation of rate with CO pressure suggests metal–
metal bond cleavage plays a role in the mechanism.20 The syntheses and reactivity
profiles of dppm-substituted selenido osmium carbonyl clusters have also been
described.21

Simple solution based syntheses of each of [Ru3(CO)12], [H4Ru4(CO)12] and
[Ru6(C)(CO)16]22 have been developed which involve initial carbonylation of
RuCl3?nH2O in ethylene glycol followed by addition of specific amounts of alkali
carbonates and further reductive carbonylation with CO or CO/H2.22 The synthesis,
structure and electrochemical properties of dppf substituted trinuclear ruthenium
complex [{Ru3(CO)11}2(m-dppf)] allows comparison with [Ru3(CO)8(dppf)2] and
[Ru3(CO)10(dppf)]. Trends in electrode potentials and n(CO) spectra are in agreement
with the electron donating properties of the phosphine ligand.23
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A simple, one-pot synthesis of basal edge-bridged square pyramidal hexanuclear
ruthenium clusters [Ru6(m3-H)2(m5-g2-apyR)(m-CO)2(CO)14] (19) has been developed
using [Ru3(CO)12] and 2-aminopyridines (apyR; Scheme 4).24 In the case of reaction
with 2-amino-6-phenylpyridine, the ortho-metallated species 20/Ph was also observed,
which could be converted to 19/Ph by reaction with H2 (rt, 1 atm). Reactivity studies
suggest that the most labile CO ligands are located on the vertex atom of the square
pyramid and the edge-bridging metal.

Low temperature (v65 uC) thermolysis of [Ru3(m-H)(m3-C2R)(CO)9] (21/R
R ~ tBu, Ph, tol) with bpcd (4,5-bis(diphenylphosphino)-4-cyclopenten-1,3-dione)
affords the chelated product 22, which rearranges at higher temperatures (refluxing
dichloroethane) to 23 (R ~ Ph, tol). If the initial substitution reaction is carried out in
the presence of trimethylamine-N-oxide, 22 is formed as only a minor product, the
zwitterionic cluster 24 being the major isolated species (Scheme 5). This reactivity
contrasts with the thermal stability of 21/tBu.25

Scheme 4

Scheme 5
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Metal cluster mediated C–C bond forming and bond breaking reactions are a
source of enduring interest. Examples from Group 8 metal systems reported include:
the preparation of the highly functionalised azulene ligand in 25 by treatment of
[Ru3(m-H)(m3-g2-apyr)(CO)9] (Hapyr ~ 2-aminopyrimidine) with two equivalents of
diphenylbutadiyne and one equivalent of 2,4-hexadiyne (Scheme 6);26 the insertion
of terminal alkynes into the C–Fe bond in 26 to give complexes 27 containing
bridging vinyliminium ligands (Scheme 7);27 the formation of 2-substituted
benzoxazoles from [Ru3(CO)12] catalysed CMC and C–C bond cleavage reactions
of 1,3-diynes with ortho-aminophenols;28 and the coupling of propargyl alcohols with
alkenes catalysed by an intermediate bimetallic allenylidene complex (Scheme 8).29

Sequential activation of both CH bonds in the five membered ring of
acenaphthylene is achieved upon reaction with [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] and affords
[Os3(CO)10(m-H)(m-g2-C12H7)] (28) and [Os3(CO)9(m3-g2-C12H6(m-H)2] (29)
(Scheme 9). No such CH activation has been observed with related reactions
between acenaphthylene and [M3(CO)12] (M ~ Fe, Ru) Further reaction of 29 with
acenaphthylene (160 uC) affords low yields of 30–33. The coupling of the polycyclic
system which affords these latter products may resemble the first steps in the coupling
of polycyclic aromatics during the formation of buckyballs, bowls and tubes.30

Other examples of C–H activation in unusual organic systems includes the reaction
of N-(2-thienylmethylidene)-2-thienylmethylamine with Fe2(CO)9 which affords a

Scheme 6

Scheme 7

Scheme 8
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range of compounds such as the linear species 34, which may also be viewed as an
isolobal analogue of [{CpFe(CO)(m-CO)}2].31

DFT level calculations have been used to provide insight into the structural
isomerism observed in cyclopentadienyl-capped clusters [Cp4M4S4]21. In the case of
M ~ Fe, two distinct, closely spaced minima corresponding to a triplet with D2

symmetry and a C2 symmetric singlet can be used to account for the structural
diversity of these species. In the case of M ~ Ru the more diffuse 4d orbitals stabilise
the C2 singlet form, with the D2 state providing a low-energy pathway allowing
dynamic exchange of the Ru–Ru bonds.32

A computational study of the reaction of [Ru3H5Cp*3] (35) with cyclopentadiene
leading to a trinuclear 2-methylruthenacyclopentadiene suggests a cooperative role of
the three metal centres.33 An experimental study has shown 35 will cleave the
nitrogen–nitrogen bond in monosubstituted hydrazines affording bis(m3-imido)
complexes [Ru3(m3-NR)(m3-NH)(m-H)Cp*3] (R ~ Me, Ph). With 1,2-diphenylhy-
drazine, the monocapped imido species [Ru3(m3-NPh)(m-H)3Cp*3] is obtained.34

Scheme 9
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Reaction of 35 with linear alkynes affords the nido ruthenacyclopentadiene complexes
[{Cp*Ru(m-H)}3(CHLCMeCRLCH)] which upon thermolysis affords [{Cp*Ru}2-
{Cp*Ru(CHLCMeCHLCH)}(m-H)] and the diruthenallyl complex [{Cp*Ru}3(m-
H)(m3-CH)(m3-CHCMeCH)].35,36

Reduction (LiAlH4) of [RuCl(tmeda)Cp] afforded the cyclopentadienyl-capped
trigonal bipyramidal cluster [Ru5H7Cp5] (36), which is fluxional in solution
exchanging axial and equatorial vertexes, via a Berry pseudorotation-like process.
Mixed Cp4Cp* and C5H4Me-capped clusters were obtained in similar fashion.37

Cluster 36 reacts with PH2Ph to give the phenylphosphido cluster [Ru5(m4-
PPh)H5Cp5] which displays a closo-Ru5P octahedral core.

Tri(2-furyl)phosphine (PFu3) reacts with [Ru4(m-H)4(CO)12] to give, in addition to
straightforward carbonyl substitution products, the m-phosphido cluster 37 and the m3

and m4 phosphinidene clusters 38 and 39 (Scheme 10). Cluster 37 has a rich
electrochemical response, complicated by chemical reactions which occur following
redox events.38

An electrochemical analysis of dppf substituted [Ru3(CO)12] clusters reveals the
anticipated shift in oxidation and reduction potentials as a function of increasing
phosphine substitution.39

Polyyndiyl chains C2n (n ~ 1–4 and 6) capped by bimetallic Ru2(ap)4 (ap ~

2-anilinopyridinate) have been prepared and structurally characterised in the case of
n ~ 2 and 4. Electrochemical (CV) and spectroelectrochemical results are consistent
with the efficient mediation of electronic effects between the metal termini through
the all-carbon bridging moiety.40

The first bis(metallobenzene) p-complexes to be isolated (40) have been described
this year, with electron localisation function (ELF) studies confirming the presence of
significant metal–metal bonding interactions in the observed syn-eclipsed conformation.
The metallobenzene fragment acts as a good s-donor rather than as a p-acceptor.41

Scheme 10
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Novel iminiosilyl complexes 42 are obtained from reactions of nitriles with
[{Ru(CO)2Si(H)(tol)2}2(m-dppm)(m,g2:g2-H2Si(tol)2)] (41) (Scheme 11). Complex 41
has also been shown to catalyse the hydrosilylation of ketones and imines by
dihydrosilanes.42

The first examples of m-NH2 ligands have been prepared on both Os3 and Os4

frameworks from reaction of [tBuONH2.HCl] with [Os4(m-H)4(CO)12] or [Os4(m-
H)4(CO)12]/[Os3(CO)12] mixtures, and subsequent transformations. These reactions
are summarised in Scheme 12, and are of interest as possible models for the adsorption
of nitrogen atoms on stepped metal surfaces.43 The first examples of triosmium
carbonyl clusters containing m3-NH nitrene ligands have also been reported,44 as have
some related complexes derived from 2,2’diamino-1.1’binaphthalene.45

The novel m4-oxo cluster [Os6(CO)16(m4-O)(m-OH)2(m-CO)2] was obtained in 55%
yield from [Os3(CO)11(NCMe)] with O2 in refluxing octane. Vacuum pyrolysis of this
hexaosmium species gave the novel binary carbonyl cluster [Os12(CO)30] (43) in

Scheme 11

Scheme 12
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remarkably good (32%) yield. Crystallographic analysis revealed an unusual cluster
core geometry, which can be described as a distorted square pyramid with three of the
basal edges shared by three tetrahedral fragments, together with a trigonal face-
capping Os atom.46

Other selected aspects of the chemistry of osmium carbonyls reported this year
include: the use of the cyclic 1,8-diyne C14H20 to link triosmiumcarbonyl clusters via
coordination of each alkyne moiety to a distinct Os3 fragment;47 the reactions of
[Os3H2(CO)10] with diynes PhCMCCMCR (R ~ CH2OH, C(O)Ph, CMe2OH) to give
furan containing products;48 similar reactions of [Os3H2(CO)10] with diphenylbuta-
diyne afford products containing an indene-like ligand derived from ring closure of an
ortho position of one ring system with the diyne chain.49

6 Cobalt, rhodium, iridium

In an effort to build large paramagnetic metal clusters, PBr3 has been used as a source
of a nucleating phosphorus centre, with [NEt4][Co(CO)4] and [NEt4]2[Co6(CO)15] as
the source of cobalt. Recrystallisation of the reaction mixture gave the paramagnetic
species [NEt4]2[Co10P2(CO)23H]. The two phosphorus centres are partially encapsu-
lated, each by seven cobalt atoms. The EPR spectrum in NCMe exhibits an isotropic
singlet with g ~ 2.05, the intensity of which increases at lower temperatures in the
range 4–50 K. The absence of hyperfine coupling to either Co or P, together with a
magnetic moment of 1.74 mB indicates a S ~ 1/2 ground state.50

Coordination of [Co2(CO)6] to the alkyne moiety in the imadazolium salt 3-allyl-1-
(prop-2-ynyl)-3H-imidazol-1-ium bromide, followed by metathesis to give the PF6

2

salt affords an organometallic ionic liquid (mp 75–77u) which is, unusually, stable in
air and deoxygenated water, decomposing in CH2Cl2.51 Some Co2(CO)4(dppm) deriva-
tives of tetraethynylethenes have been prepared and structurally characterised.52

Electrospray mass spectrometry has become established as a convenient method
for the monitoring of reactions of organometallic clusters.53 The substitution of
carbonyl ligands by isonitriles in the clusters [Co4(m4-SiC6H4R)2(CO)11] (R ~ H,
OMe, NMe2) has been followed in this manner, with evidence for substitution of up
to nine carbonyl ligands being obtained.54

The use of short-bite bisphosphine ligands dppm, Ph2PNHPPh2 (dppa) and
Ph2PN{(CH2)3Si(OEt)3}PPh2 (dppaSi) (collectively PP) permits the stabilisation of
the tetracobalt species [Co4(m-CO)3(CO)7(m-PP)] (44). Insertion of phenylacetylene
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into a Co–Co bond affords the butterfly clusters [Co4(m-CO)2(CO)6(m-PP)(m4-g2-
PhC2H)] (45). Carbonyl positional isomers of 45 are obtained from [Co4(CO)10(m4-
g2-PhC2H)] and PP. A range of alkoxy-functionalised alkynes have also been used to
incorporate sol–gel compatible tethers to the metal cluster, while reaction with
Me3SiCMCCMCSiMe3 afforded the stable tetranuclear product [Co4(m-CO)2(CO)6(m-
dppm)(m4-g2-Me3SiC2C CSiMe3)] (46). The stabilising influence of the PP ligand is
clearly demonstrated by the diminished formation of binuclear alkyne fragmentation
products. Curiously, desilylation of 46 occurs at the cluster bound alkyne carbon.55

Some mechanistic considerations have been offered to account for the formation of
[Co3(m3-CCH2R)(CO)9] clusters following protonation of species such as 47.56

In a novel variation on Sonogashira-style cross-coupling reactions, [Co3(m3-
CBr)(m-dppm)(CO)7] has been shown to couple with [{Au[P(tol)3]}2{m-(CMC)n}] (n ~
2–4) under CuI/Pd(PPh3)4 catalysed conditions to afford the bis-carbyne complexes
[{Co3(m-dppm)(CO)7}{m3:m3-C(CMC)nC}].57 In this manner, the complexes [Co3{m3-
C(CMC)nR}(CO)7(dppm)] were obtained from the corresponding bromo-carbyne and
[Au{(CMC)nR}(PAr3)] (n ~ 2, R ~ W(CO)3Cp, Ar ~ Ph; n ~ 1, 2, R ~ SiMe3,
Ar ~ tol) in the presence of catalytic amounts of Pd(PPh-3)4 and CuI. The SiMe3

moiety could be exchanged with Au{P(tol)3}. Coupling of [Co3{m3-CCMCAuP(tol)3}-
(CO)7(dppm)] with FcCMCI affords [Co3{m3-CCMCCMCFc}(CO)7(dppm)].58

The first hexasubstituted derivative of [Rh4(CO)12], namely [Rh4(CO)6(m-dmpm)3]
has been prepared and structurally characterised.59 The solid state and solution
structures have Cs symmetry, with 13C and 31P NMR spectroscopy revealing ligand
mobility confined to one m-CO < g-CO exchange process. Interestingly, this
fluxional process does not average the formal electron counts at each metal centre.

Substituted derivatives of [Rh6(CO)16] with heterobidentate phosphine ligands
(PX) have been prepared and structurally characterised. The chiral nature of these
products, of general formula [Rh6(CO)14(m,k2-PX)], has been discussed as has the
hemilabile nature of the diphenylvinylphosphine derivative.60,61

The hydroformylation activity of [rac-Rh2(nbd)2(Et,Ph–P4)][BF4]2 [nbd ~
norbornadiene; Et,Ph–P4 ~ (Et2PCH2CH2)P(Ph)CH2P(Ph)(CH2CH2PEt2)] is sig-
nificantly enhanced in 30% water–acetone solvent mixtures, thought to be due to the
inhibition of phosphine dissociation and catalyst fragmentation in this medium.62

IR spectra of Rhn(CO) (n ~ 6–20) have been recorded in the gas-phase using IR
multiphoton depletion (IRMPD) spectroscopy. The n(CO) absorption is surprisingly
invariate with cluster size, tending towards 1964 cm21 in the larger clusters. These

418 Annu. Rep. Prog. Chem., Sect. A, 2004, 100, 407–429
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data have been compared with those of CO adsorbed on Rh metal and to values
obtained from calculations revealing a possible contribution from metal–carbonyl
backbonding in the n(CO) frequencies.63

Reaction of [Ir4(CO)8(PMe3)4] with four equivalents of C60 followed by treatment
with 0.15 equivalents of CNCH2Ph affords [Ir4(CO)3(m4-CH)(PMe3)2(m-PMe2)-
(CNCH2Ph)(m-g2,g2-C60)(m4-g1,g1,g2,g2-C60)] (48) in low (8%) yield. The Ir4 core
in the product adopts a square-planar geometry. The CV of 48 exhibits six well
separated reversible one-electron redox waves, which correspond to the sequential
reduction of the C60 cages.64

Remarkably facile aromatic C–H bond activation has been demonstrated
following treatment of [(Cp*Ir)2(m-dmpm)(m-H)2]21 with NaOBut and the aromatic,
affording 49.65

Compounds containing discrete chains of metal atoms are of interest not only as
structural curiosities, but also as potential nanoscale wires. A rare example of a linear
Ir6 chain supported by carbonyl and 2-pyridonate ligands has been reported in which
the average oxidation state of each metal centre is 11.33.66

7 Nickel, palladium, platinum

A theoretical analysis of 1JPt–Pt coupling constants has been undertaken, with the
conclusion the large variations in magnitude of the coupling constant observed in
Pt–Pt bonded species (and indeed, M–M species) is a consequence of not only the
nature of the ligands around the Pt–Pt bond, but also on relativistic effects on metal–
metal and metal–ligand bonds.67 Related studies of Pt–Tl systems have also been
reported.68

The first examples of a polyaromatichydrocarbon (PAH) acting as a supporting
ligand for a metal chain have been reported, with the synthesis and characterisation of
a Pt4–perylene sandwich compound. The perylene ligands are displaced by all trans-
1,8-diphenyl-1,3,5,7-tetraene.69

Treatment of PdMe2(ArNLCMeCMeLNAr) [Ar ~ 2,6-C6H3(iPr)2] with
BArf

3, [CPh3]BArf, or [CPh3]OTf (Arf ~ C6F5) affords metal–metal
bonded [(ArNLCMeCMeLNAr)Pd(m-CH2)(m-CH3)Pd(ArNLCMeCMeLNAr)]1.
Reaction of this cationic species with ethylene results in conversion to
[PdMe(solvent)(ArNLCMeCMeLNAr)]1 which is likely the species responsible for
the catalytic ethylene polymerisation activity of this species.70

The new dinuclear complexes M2(bq)2(nbe)2 (M ~ Pd, Pt; bq ~ p-benzoquinone;
nbe ~ norbornadiene) have been obtained from reactions of Pd2(dba)3 or Pt(dba)2

with p-benzoquinone and norbornadiene. The palladium complex is an efficient
catalyst precursor for the linear co-trimerisation of 1-octene and dimethylacetylene
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dicarboxylate, while the platinum analogue was shown to catalyse the hydrosilylation
of styrene under mild conditions.71

Ion pairing of [Pt12(CO)24]22 with tetraalkylammonium funtionalised silica
surfaces afforded an active ketone hydrogenation catalyst, as does conventional
adsorption of the sodium salt Na2[Pt12(CO)24] on fumed silica. The activity of the
supported catalyst is superior to both the adsorbed material, and also commercial 5%
Pt on alumina.72

The high-nuclearity palladium clusters [Pd23(CO)20(PEt3)10] (50) and [Pd23(CO)20-
(PEt3)8] (51) can be reversibly chemically interconverted, despite the significant
differences in metal core geometries (a centred hexacapped cubotahedral pseudo-Oh

Pd19 kernel with four wingtip Pd atoms vs. a highly deformed centred hexacapped cubic
pseudo-D2d Pd15 kernel with eight capping Pd atoms). Addition of O2 (air) to 50 affords
51 and the phosphine oxide, which in turn converts back to 50 upon addition of PEt3.73

The structures of larger (Pd30, Pd54, Pd69) clusters have also been determined.74,75

1,3,5-Triethynyl benzene has been used in the construction of dendritic platinum
complexes containing up to 18 platinum centres.76

8 Copper, silver, gold

Luminescent coinage metal clusters have continued to be a source of interest.77,78 A
large series of bi and tri gold ynyl and diynyl complexes with general form
[(PP)Au2{(CC)nR}] (52) and [(PP)2Au3{(CMC)nR}2][Au{(CMC)nR}2] (53) (PP ~
dppe, dppf, dcpe (1,2-bis(dicyclohexylphosphino)ethane), dtpe (1,2-bis(ditolyl-
phosphino)ethane), dmpe; R ~ C(LCH2)Me, C4H3S, C6H11, C4H2SC4H3S; n ~

1, 2) have been prepared and isolated.
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The dinuclear species absorb strongly at ca. 260–300 nm [phosphine (p–p*)
transitions] with lower intensity absorptions at lower energies (300–400 nm) most
likely arising from metal perturbed alkynyl p–p* transitions. The spectra of the dppf–
thiophene complexes are more complicated and display intense vibronically coupled
absorption spectra, probably due to contributions from the cyclopentadienyl and/or
thiophene groups. The spectra closely resemble those of comparable monometallic
complexes, but with greater extinction coefficients suggesting that the two Au groups
in the bimetallic species are behaving independently. The binuclear complexes emit at
ca. 420 nm in degassed CH2Cl2 solution and this emission is thought to arise from
metal-purturbed 3IL [p(CC)-p*(CMC)] or MMLCT 3[ds*(Au2)-p*(CMC)] processes.
In the trinuclear complexes, the different alkynyl ligands give rise to different
absorption patterns, with the trend in energies following in line with the alkynyl p*
energy, with some evidence for thiphene based p–p* and n–p* transitions in the
thienyl substituted species. With the exception of the bithienyl complexes, two
emission bands were observed for this series between 400–480 nm and 500–622 nm.
A structural study on [(dppm)2Au3{CMCC(LCH2)Me}2][Au{CMCC(LCH2)Me}2]
revealed close Au…Au contacts [3.1152(9), 3.1538(9), 3.1490(9) Å] and the ds and
ds* orbitals arising from dz

2(Au)–dz
2(Au) orbital overlap serve to raise the energy of

the predominantly metal centred ds* HOMO. Thus, the more intense high-energy
emission is likely [Au{CMC)nR}2]2 in origin, while the less intense lower energy
processes are alkynyl p–p* mixed with metal-to-alkynyl MLCT (or MMLCT) in
nature.79

Introduction of benzyltrimethylammonium to a mixture of Ag2C2–CF3CO2Ag–
AgNO3 afforded the first example of a double silver cage structure in which two
different polyhedra (a triangulated dodecahedron and a square antiprism) are fused
to form the cluster structure. Within the crystal lattice, the triple salt product
(PhCH2NMe2)4[Ag14(C2)2(CF3CO2)16(NO3)(H2O)4] forms an anionic silver(I)
column in which the nitrate anion is bound in a unique m5 bridging mode.80

The importance of gold clusters and nanoscale structures in emerging fields
of nanotechnology has stimulated many studies of the beautiful and fascinating
structural chemistry of Aun species.81–83

9 Mixed metal systems

Mixed metal bi and polynuclear systems have attracted a considerable volume of
interest this year, due in part to the prospect of using these compounds as precursors
in the preparation of bimetallic (or in principle, polymetallic) nanoparticulate
materials.84–86 Among the simplest heterometallic species, gas-phase studies of PtAu1

have shown this species mediates C–N coupling between CH4 and NH3, and points to
the possible use of a gold containing co-catalyst in the Degussa process for the
production of HCN from methane and ammonia.87

Ruthenium–platinum (and palladium) systems have been extensively explored this
year. For example, Adams and his colleagues have explored the reactions of the
carbido clusters [PtRu5(CO)16(m6-C)] (54) with MHPh3 (M ~ Ge, Sn) and found the
formation of octahedral [PtRu5(CO)15(m-MPh2)(m6-C)] carbido clusters which feature
edge-bridging MPh2 moieties. The Pb analogue can be obtained from 54 and
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Pb2Ph6.88 Reactions of 54 with [M(PBut
3)] also afford derivatives in which the Group

10 metal atom adopts an edge-bridging position on the PtRu5 octahedral core.89

The mixed metal cluster [PtRu5(CO)15(PBut
3)(C)] (55), formed from reaction of

[Ru5(CO)15(m5-C)] (56) with [Pt(PBu3)2], exists as two isomers, which interconvert
rapidly on the NMR timescale at 40 uC. Isomer 55a consists of a square pyramidal
Ru5 cluster with the phosphine substituted Pt fragment spanning the square base,
while in 55b the platinum fragment bridges two of the ruthenium centres on the edge
of the square base (Scheme 13). The quasi-stability of the open and closed forms of
this species may be due to the steric influence of the bulky PBut

3 group. Reaction of
56 with [Pd(PBu3)2] affords the palladium analogue of 55a together with 57.
Compound 57 also exhibits metal vertex fluxionality (Scheme 14). In addition to
providing important models for the adatom hopping mechanism of small molecules
on surfaces, the ability of these clusters to adopt different structural arrangements
could also have an influence on their chemical reactivity.90

A simple synthesis of neutral heterotrimetallic clusters containing gold has been
reported. Reduction (Na/Hg) of the heterobimetallic precursors [(CO)3M(m-Br)(m-
S2CPR3)Mo(CO)3] or [(L)(CO)2Mo(m-Br)(m-S2CPR3)M(CO)3] followed by treat-
ment with [AuCl(PPh3)] affords 58 and 59 respectively. Structural studies reveal that
while in 58 the two heterometallic M’…Au bond lengths are approximately equal,
those in 59 differ by more than 0.5 Å. These latter complexes therefore display
structures intermediate between symmetrical triangular and open angular MM’Au
chains.91

Scheme 13

Scheme 14
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Deprotonation of a coordinated PPh2H ligand results in anionic metal
phosphanides which react with [MLn]1 synthons allowing the introduction of an
addition metal centre. The proximity of the metal centres often results in metal–metal
bond formation and production of heterometallic clusters.92 For example, sequential
treatment of [(Ph2PH)(CO)2Co(m-MeO2CC2CO2Me)Mo(CO)2Cp] (60) with
BuLi and [FeCl(CO)2Cp] affords [{Ph2P(Fe(CO)2Cp)(CO)2}Co(m-MeO2CC2CO2-
Me)Mo(CO)2Cp] (61) in which the alkyne vector sits approximately perpendicular to
the Co–Mo bond, giving a nido-M2C2 cluster. Subsequent thermolysis of 61 affords
the triangular cluster 62, in which the alkyne ligand is bonded in m3-g2(Mo)-// fashion
giving rise to a description as a nido-M3C2 cluster (Scheme 15).

Reduction of [PtRu5(C)(CO)16] (KOH–MeOH) affords the cluster dianion
[PtRu5(C)(CO)15]22 (63), isolated as the [PPh4]1 salt in 84% yield. Cluster 63 acts
as a nucleophile in reactions with [AuCl(PPh3)], [Pt(COD)Cl2] and [Pt(CO)(PPh3)Cl2]
affording [PtRu5(C)(CO)15{Au(PPh3)}2] (64), [Pt2Ru4(C)(CO)13(COD)] (65),
[PPh4]2[Pt3Ru10(C)2(CO)32] (66), [Pt4Ru5(C)(CO)16(PPh3)3] (67), [PtRu4(C)(CO)13-
(PPh3)], and [Pt2Ru4(C)(CO)14(PPh3)] (Scheme 16).93 It is noteworthy that the array

Scheme 15
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of products formed from 63 with the Pt reagents is far greater than in comparable
reactions with Ru-only containing cluster anions.

The syntheses and structures of two (isostructural) sandwich clusters [(m6-
Tl)M6(m2-CO)6(PEt3)6]1 (M ~ Pt, Pd) have been described by Mednikov and
Dahl.94 These compounds are of interest, representing the first example of a Pt3(m6-
Tl)Pt3 sandwich cluster stabilised only by Pt–Tl bonding, and the first crystal-
lographically characterised Pd3M’Pd3 sandwich cluster (M’ ~ d10 or d10s2 metal).
The structures conform to idealised D3d(3̄2/m) geometry, with the twisting deviation
about the three-fold axis being 8.0 (Pt) and 8.7u (Pd) from a regular staggered
geometry. The opposite triangular faces are deviate from co-planarity by 3.4 and 5.2u,
respectively and the distance between the mid-points of the triangular faces (5.04 and
4.90 Å) indicates the absence of any direct bonding interactions between the M3 faces.

The complex [cis-PtTlLi(C6F5)2(CMCPh)2], which is probably the first example
of an organometallic complex which is both luminescent and ionically conducting
in the solid state, has been prepared and characterised from the reaction of
[trans,cis,cis-PtTl2(C6F5)2(CMCPh)2] with LiCl.95 The complex exhibits a strong
yellow luminescence (lmax 542 nm) upon irradiation with 410 nm exciting radiation,
likely due to charge transfer from Tl–Pt to Pt. The conductivity values (s10 uC ~
1.28 6 1025 S cm21; s215 uC ~ 1.24 6 1026 S cm21) are comparable with classical
systems such as Li3.7Al0.1GeO4.

The MMC unit in carbyne containing metal complexes is a useful scaffold around
which to assemble mixed-metal species. A series of mixed Mn–Rh and Re–Rh
complexes have been prepared using this strategy based upon reactions of
[M(MCPh)(CO)2Cp]1 (M ~ Mn, Re) with [Rh(CO)4]2 (Scheme 17). Particularly
notable is the structure of 68 which features an unusual bonding mode of the CPh
carbyne.96

Chalcogenide based systems are often used in the templated assembly of mixed-
metal systems.97,98 For example, triphenylphosphine selenide Ph3PLSe has been

Scheme 16
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shown to be a useful reagent in the preparation of mixed-metal systems, with the
reaction of [CpFeMn(CO)7] with SeLPPh3 affording a number of Fe–Mn complexes,
featuring a common Mn2Se2 core (Scheme 18).99

Metal vertex exchange reactions between [Co3(m3-CR)(CO)9] and dicyclo-
pentadienyl salts Na2[{g5:g5-C5H4-X-C5H4}M(CO)3] (X ~ C(O)CH2CH2C(O),
CH2(CH2OCH2)3CH2; M ~ Mo, W; R ~ Me, Ph) afford linked dicluster systems.100

Metal clusters containing quite disperate metal centres are of interest from the
point of view of the unusual transformations which might be promoted by the
proximity of different electronic metal environments.101 Phosphine, isocyanide and
alkyne substitution reactions of Mo (or W)–Ir mixed metal species have been reported
by Humphrey and colleagues.102–106

Formal hydrogenation of the CLC moiety in the permetallated ethene complex
[Fe2Ru2Cp*2(m4-CLC)(CO)8(dppm)], together with partial fragmentation of the
metal framework, was achieved through sequential treatment with HBF4.Et2O
and H2SiPh2 which gave trinuclear [FeRu2Cp*(m-H)(m-HCLCH)(CO)5(dppm)]
(Scheme 19).107

Scheme 17

Scheme 18

Scheme 19
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Addition of ReH(CO)5 to Os4(CO)14 occurs at room temperature to afford
[ReOs4(m-H)(CO)19] (69). Cluster 69 can be related to the substituted osmium clusters
Os4(CO)14(L). Thermolysis of 69 results in condensation of the Os4 framework to give
initially the spiked tetrahedral cluster 70 and then 71 in which the metal centres are
incorporated into a trigonal bipyramidal cluster (Scheme 20). The difference in
structures when compared with the homometallic Os5 clusters (Os4(CO)19: bowtie;
Os4(CO)18: raft) points to the skeletal variety available to open metal clusters.108

Mixed Rh–M (M ~ Ru, Os) A-frame complexes have been used to investigate
elementary steps in Fischer–Tropsch chemistry.109 For example, protonation of the
bridging methylene group in [RhOs(CO)4(m-CH2)dppm)2][CF3SO3] (72) leads to the
acyl bridged species [RhOs(CF3SO3)(CO)2(m-CO){m-C(Me)O}(dppm)2][CF3SO3]
(73) (Scheme 21).110

The unsaturated anions [Mn2(CO)6(m-dppm)]22 and [Mn2(m-H)(CO)6(m-dppm)]2

react readily with silver or gold phosphine chlorides to afford tetra or tri metallic
species (Scheme 22). These mixed-metal species are reactive towards phosphine
subsitution processes, and reaction of [Mn2Au2(CO)6(m-dppm){P(tol)3}2] with SnCl2
affords the pentametallic, mixed Mn/Au/Sn cluster 74. This cluster is a rare example
of a heterometallic species with a planar metal framework.111

An unusual example of a cluster exhibiting a face-capping arene ligand has been
characterised following pyrolysis of [Os3Rh(m-H)3(CO)12] in toluene in the presence

Scheme 20

Scheme 21
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of 4-vinylphenol as a hydride acceptor.112 The product, [Os3Rh4(m3-g1:g1:g1-
C6H5CH3)(CO)13], can be described as a tricapped tetrahedron, in which the rhodium
centres define the tetrahedral core with three triangular faces capped by Os(CO)3

fragments.
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19 Organometallic chemistry of bi- and
polymetallic complexes

Paul J. Low
DOI: 10.1039/b410479j

A selective review of the literature from 2004 dealing with aspects of the
organometallic chemistry of bi- and polymetallic compounds.

1. Introduction

The reviews published in 2004 that include aspects of bi- and polymetallic

organometallic chemistry include: Issue 2, Volume 104 of Chemical Reviews, which

is devoted to biomimetic inorganic chemistry;1 the role of manganese tricarbonyl

reagents in the construction of novel organometallic systems;2 transition metal

complexes containing all-carbon ligands;3 electronic communication in heterobi-

nuclear organometallic complexes through unsaturated hydrocarbon bridges;4

metal telluride clusters;5 methane activation by nickel cluster cations;6 a review of

the transition metal chemistry of low valent group 13 organyls;7 a survey of the

chalcogenide clusters of the group 5 metals;8 and the assembly of organometallic

networks based on quinonoid p-complexes.9

The chemical and physical properties of large clusters and nanoparticles is a

topic of considerable interest,10–16 and the prospects for organometallic precursors

to find application in the tailored synthesis of these nano-sized objects has

attracted attention.17–19 Other highlights this year include the preparation of

[Rh6H12(PiPr3)6]2+, a high-hydride content octahedral cluster than seems to fit

between the classical groupings late transition metal clusters with p-accepting ligands

(e.g. CO) and early transition metal clusters with p-donor ligands (e.g. halides,

alkoxides). The hydride cluster offers 76-CVE, which is ten fewer than required for

an octahedral Rh6 cluster such as [Rh6(CO)16], but the same number as found in

[Nb(m-Cl)12Cl6]42.20 A theoretical study of the modes of thiolate detachment from

copper and gold clusters has profound implications for the interpretation of I–V data

from metal–molecule junction experiments.21

2. Early metals

The vibrational and electronic structure of the {Ta2N2} core in [{Ta(m-H)-

(NPN)}2(m-g1,g2-N2)] [NPN = (PhHSiMe2CH2)2PPh] has been analysed. The

n(N2) band of the side-on bonded ligand is found at 1165 cm21, with a 15N2 isotope

shift of 237 cm21.22

3. Chromium molybdenum and tungsten

The influence of the supporting ligands on the electronic structure of linear

trichromium complexes of general form [Cr3L4X2] (L = 2,29-dipyridylamide (dpa) or

Department of Chemistry, University of Durham, South Rd, Durham, UK DH1 3LE.
E-mail: p.j.low@durham.ac.uk; Fax: +44 (0)191 384 4737; Tel: +44 (0)191 334 2114
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di-4,49ethyl-2,29-pyridylamide (depa); X = halide or pseudo-halide) has been

investigated using a combination of crystallographic, magnetic, electrochemical,

UV-vis spectroscopic and DFT level computational methods.23 The compound

[Cr3Cl2(dpa)4] is accurately described as consisting of a [CrCr]4+ quadruply bonded

fragment [Cr–Cr 2.24 Å] and an isolated high-spin Cr2+ centre in the solid state.

Replacement of the axial ligands by strong donors (CN, CMCPh), or use of the

more basic supporting ligand depa gives rise to systems with more symmetrical

[Cr–Cr–Cr]6+ chains. Oxidation of [Cr3Cl2(depa)4] affords the corresponding [Cr3]7+

derivative, in which the unsymmetrical distribution of Cr–Cr bonds is once again

found, prompting consideration of the potential for these trimetallic systems to

function as switching components.

The construction of macrocycles featuring CrMEMCr (E = S, Se) linkages, by direct

reaction of E8 with a [Cr2(CO)6Cp2] based precursor has been reported.24

The photolability of the Mo–Mo bond in [Mo2(CO)6Cp2] dimers has been utilised

to help better define the roles of mechanical stress and radical reactions in the

photochemical degradation of polymers.25

4. Manganese, technetium and rhenium

Some chemistry of [3,3,3-(CO)3-1,2-R2-closo-3,1,2-MnC2B9H9]2 (1 R = H, Me), the

dicarbollide analogue of Mn(CO)3Cp, has been reported by Stone’s group.26 The

anion 1 reacts with cationic metal fragments [M(PPh3)]+ (M = Cu, Ag, Au) to give

bimetallic species [3,8-{M(PPh3)}-8-m-H-3,3,3-(CO)3-1,2-R2-closo-3,1,2-MnC2B9H9].

Arguably more interesting is the observation that reaction with other electrophiles,

such as H+ and Me+, results in hydride abstraction from one of the boron vertices,

which may be substituted in turn by other donors. Treatment of 1 with halogenated

solvents, Br2 or I2 affords the halogenated analogues. In the case of the iodinated

derivative, further substitution by Grignard reagents is possible. The cycle of B–H

activation and substitution can be repeated to afford more highly substituted

derivatives.

Studies of hypoelectronic rhenaboranes, derived from reaction of [(Cp*ReH2)-

B4H4] with BH3.THF or BHCl2.SMe2, reveal close cross-cluster distances within the

rather flattened cluster cage. Computational analysis suggests that a Cp*Re…ReCp*

interaction generates the three occupied fragment orbitals that would otherwise be

missing from the skeletal bonding model. Apparently the borane cage structure is

templated around the transition metal fragment, and this suggests that a large

number of metalloboranes with unique structures may be awaiting discovery.27

The activated bimetallic complex [Re2(CO)8(NCMe)2] reacts with trans-1,2-

bis(pyridyl)ethane to give the simple substitution product [Re2(CO)8(m : g3-

C12H10N2)], 2 which undergoes thermal transformation to the oxidative addition

product [Re2(m-H)(CO)7(m : g3-C12H9N2)] (3). At elevated temperatures (refluxing

THF), products derived from carbonyl displacement (4), insertion (5) and [2+2]

cycloaddition of the ethene reagents (6) are obtained (Scheme 1).28

5. Iron, ruthenium and osmium

Work on the preparation of models for the iron-only hydrogenase enzymes and

elucidation of its mechanism of operation, which may in turn be used to help design

systems for electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution,29 continues to attract attention.30

Studies reported this year include: a DFT study of the concerted proton and electron
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transfers which occur during the H–H bond making/breaking process;31 the use of

phosphatriazaadamantane ligand in the development of model complexes;32 the

preparation of a series of model complexes based on oxadithiolate bridging ligands;33

and the use of a diruthenium analogue to model the activation of dihydrogen at the

iron-only hydrogenase site.34 The chemical advances in our understanding of

bioinorganic aspects of the hydrogenases from the work of the Rauchfuss group has

been reviewed.35 The biochemical activity of transition metal systems containing

sulfide and thiolate ligands also stimulates more diverse studies of the reactivity of

transition metal complexes featuring these ligands.36,37

A combination of IR spectroscopy and DFT-based calculations has been used to

investigate the structures of anionic iron carbonyl clusters ranging in size from

[Fe2(CO)8]2 to [Fe5(CO)14]2.38 Tellurium-capped iron carbonyl compounds have

been used to explore some gaps in the literature concerning the reactions of

chalcogenide-containing transition metal carbonyl complexes with unsaturated

organic ligands. Thus reaction of 7 with equimolar propargyl bromide affords 8.

At higher propargyl bromide concentrations complexes such as 9 and 10 are also

obtained, although via intermediates other than 8. Methylation of anionic 8

(with CF3SO3Me) gives the Fischer-carbene 11, whilst oxidation of 8 with

[Cu(NCMe)4]BF4 results in abstraction of the organic ligand, giving 12 (Scheme 2).39

Treatment of [Fe4(m3-CO)4CpMe
4] (CpMe = g5-C5H4Me) with LiAlH4 followed by

air oxidation in the presence of NH4PF6 results in sequential reduction of the

four carbonyl ligands to methylidyne groups. Reduction of [Fe4(m3-CH)2(m3-CO)2-

(CpMe)4]2+ with cobaltocene results in coupling of the CH moieties and formation of

the neutral complex [Fe4(m4-HC2H)(m3-CO)2(CpMe)4], which in turn can be further

reduced by LiAlH4 to give [Fe4(m4-HC2H)2(CpMe)4]. The reductive coupling of the

methylidyne moieties is reversible, with aerial oxidation of [Fe4(m4-HC2H)(m3-CO)2-

(CpMe)4] affording [Fe4(m3-CH)2(m3-CO)2(CpMe)4]2+.40,41

Thermal reactions of PHPh2 with [Fe2(CO)4Cp2] give high yields of the

phosphido-bridged complex trans-[Fe2(m-H)(m-PPh2)(CO)2Cp2] (trans-13), which is

a convenient scaffold through which to further investigate the photochemical and

Scheme 1
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thermal reactions of hydride-phosphide bridged iron complexes.42 For example, low

temperature photolysis of trans-13 gives the cis isomer, while photochemical reaction

of 13 with secondary phosphines affords monocarbonyl species 14 via a hydride

intermediate. Deprotonation of 13 (BuLi) gives the corresponding anion, which is in

turn a useful nucleophile and reaction with AuCl(PiPr3) or MeI affords 15 and 16

respectively (Scheme 3). Both cis- and trans-13 undergo reversible one-electron

oxidation to give delocalised mixed-valence radical cations.

The unsaturated ruthenium hydride-phosphido bridged complex [Ru2(CO)3-

(PBun
3)(m-H)(m-PBut

2)(m-dppm)] readily reacts with the phosphaalkyne ButCMP by

Scheme 2

Scheme 3
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displacement of the labile PBun
3 to give 17, the additional CO ligand being presumed

to come from degradation of the starting material. Complex 17 represents the first

crystallographically characterised complex featuring a m-PC(H)R ligand.43

Elimination of aniline from [RuCp*(m-NHPh)]2 accompanies reaction of this

species with CO, Ph2SCH2 or t-BuNC to afford unsaturated binuclear ruthenium

complexes (Scheme 4). Reaction with PhCMCPh results in facile C–N bond

formation.44

Reversible photoinduced changes in the structural or electronic properties of a

single molecule have been proposed as potential components for the construction

of molecular switches. While there are now many examples of organic systems

which undergo such events (e.g. Irie-style cyclisation reactions), there are far fewer

organometallic examples. To further this field, Nagashima and colleagues have

carried out a thorough study of the thermally reversible photochemical haptotropic

shift processes that occur in {Fe2(CO)5} complexes of acenaphthylene and

aceanthrylene (Scheme 5). The cycles are repeatable for over 10 times, and can be

induced in both solution and solid (KBr) states.45 Catalytic reactivity of the

ruthenium analogues in the silane-induced polymerisation of vinyl ethers has also

been reported.46

Transition metal complexes and clusters are beginning to attract attention as

potential molecular building blocks for use in the construction of molecular devices

because of their various electrochemical, chemical and structural properties. The

electrochemical control of ligand exchange reactions at the periphery of a surface

bound [Ru3(m3-O)(m-O2CMe)6] cluster has been demonstated.47

Scheme 4
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The metal–metal bond in 18 appears to promote electronic interactions between

the remote ferrocenyl moieties, with a large (ca. 300 mV) separation of the ferrocenyl

oxidation potentials, and observation of a narrow NIR absorption band assigned

to the FeIIAFeIII charge transfer process.48 Reaction sequences that allow

modification of one of the equatorial diamide ligands using Sonogashira chemistry

have also been described, opening up an avenue for new structures based on the

linear RCMCRu–Ru-CMCR moiety.49

Propargylic substitution reactions are catalysed by a number of polymetallic

systems. A comparative study of chalcogenide bridged binuclear ruthenium catalysts

derived from [Ru2Cl2Cp*2(m-EMe)2] (E = S, Se, Te) has revealed that while the sulfur

and selenium bridged species are efficient catalysts, the tellurium complex is not

catalytically active. The authors of this work suggest that one key aspect of the

synergistic role of the metal centres in the bimetallic framework rests on charge

transfer between them.50

The well-known catalytic properties of [Ru4H4(CO)12], together with the paucity

of transition-metal cluster chemistry known for the BINAP ligand (2,29-bis(diphe-

nylphosphino)-1,19-binaphthyl) has prompted an investigation of the coordination

modes of BINAP to this cluster framework.51 The Me3NO-promoted carbonyl

substitution reaction of [Ru4H4(CO)12] with (S)-BINAP affords [Ru4H4(CO)10(m-

S-BINAP)] (19), which decarbonylates on further heating to give [Ru4H4(CO)9(m3-

S-BINAP)] (20), in which one of the napthylene ring systems is coordinated to a

metal centre in an g2-fashion giving a face-capping mode for the chiral ligand.

Remarkably, both complexes are formed with 100% stereoselectivity, giving unique

S,S configurations as a consequence of the chirality inherent in both the ligand

and the cluster framework. The g2-interaction with the naphthylene moiety in 20 is

Scheme 5
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readily displaced by other two-electron donor ligands, giving rise to simple adducts

of 19. Reaction of 20 with CO results in reformation of 19.

Some chemistry of [Ru3(m-H)3(m3-H)2Cp93] reported this year includes the

synthesis and characterisation of fluxional alkyne derivatives [Ru3{m2-g2:g2(H)-

RC2R}(m-H)3Cp*3] from reactions with alkynes or, unusually, 2 molar equivalents of

cyclopentene or cyclohexene.52,53 The monocationic hexahydride [Ru3(m-H)6Cp9]+

reacts with hydrazine to give the m3-imido complex [Ru3(m-H)3(m-NH)Cp9]. The

mono-imido complex reacts further with hydrazine to afford [Ru3(m-H)(m-NH)2Cp9]
in quantitative yield. Hydrogenation of both imido complexes regenerates

[Ru3(m-H)3(m3-H)2Cp93].54

The 2-aminopyrimidine (apyr) ligand in [Ru3(m-H)(m3-g2-apyr)(CO)9] provides a

convenient face capping framework with which to explore the coordination and

reactions of diynes on an Ru3 cluster. The reaction of 1,6-diphenoxy-2,4-hexadiyne

affords an equilibrium mixture of complexes bearing ynenyl ligands, which demon-

strate the conversion of an edge- to face-bridging alkyne (Scheme 6). Simple MO

calculations have been used to probe the nature of the bonding interactions, with

the ynenyl fragment being found to act as a s-donor-p-acceptor ligand in both

complexes.55 The interest in this area has also extended to the reactivity of related

complexes, such as 21.56

Triosmium clusters 22, 23 and 24 containing biomedically important heterocyclic

ligands quinoline-3-carboxaldehyde and quinoline-4-carboxaldehyde have been

prepared from reactions of [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] and the ligand, followed by

photolysis (Scheme 7). These complexes undergo one (22-4, 23-4) or two (24-4)

reversible reduction processes. DFT results indicate that the LUMO is ligand centred

for 22-4 and 23-4, and metal and ligand centred for 24-4 and 24-3. However,

reduction of 24-3, in which the aldehyde moiety is not significantly involved in the

LUMO, is chemically irreversible. These computational results are rationalised

against the EPR signals arising from the radical anions, and the manuscript

provides an example of how the careful use of electrochemical, spectroscopic and

Scheme 6
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computational work in concert can lead to detailed understanding of the electronic

structure of polymetallic species.57

Similar cluster products are found from reaction of [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] with

2-amino-6-phenylpyridine, but reaction of the same aminopyridine with Ru3(CO)12

affords hexametallic clusters 25 and 26 featuring an uncommon basal edge-bridged

square-pyramidal geometry, in addition to more usual trimetallic products.58

Scheme 7
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Coordination of {Os3(CO)11} to NLO active styrylpyridines trans-4-(49-N-Me2-

styryl)pyridine, trans-4-(49-tBu-styryl)pyridine, trans-4-(49-CF3-styrylpyridine) and

trans,trans-4-(49-N-Me2-phenyl-1,3-butadienyl)pyridine results in an enhancement of

the quadratic hyperpolarisability, bEFISH. The {Os3(CO)11} fragment displays an

ambivalent acceptor or donor role, enhancing the behaviour of both donor and

acceptor styryl pyridines. The osmium clusters are stable to the exciting laser, unlike

systems based on [Ru3(CO)12], [Rh4(CO)12] or [Ir4(CO)12], and gives rise to mb values

(500–900 6 10248 esu) comparable with Disperse Red 1.59

The fundamental importance of hydrogen transfer reactions to the chemistry and

applications of transition metal complexes, and the relationships that might exist

between m-H ligands on transition metal clusters and surface-bound hydrogen, has

prompted a kinetic study of hydrogen atom abstraction rates of terminal and

bridging hydride ligands from triosmium clusters by benzyl radicals. A range of

factors including the degree of coordinative unsaturation of the cluster and the steric

protection provided by ancillary ligands were found to influence the reaction rate.60

Fullerene as a ligand continues to prompt a considerable research effort by many.

A computational study of the reduction of [Os3(CO)8L(m3-g2,g2,g2-C60)] (L = CO,

PMe3) have predicted a reduction-induced shift in binding of the C60 ligand from a

cycloheptatriene-like face capping mode to mixed s and p-bonding modes.61

6. Cobalt, rhodium and iridium

The unsymmetrical Co3 chain [Co–Co 2.3091(8), Co…Co 2.5308(9) Å] in

[Co3(CMCFc)2(dpa)4] (dpa = 2,29dipyridylamide) acts as an insulating fragment

with respect to the redox-active ferrocenyl moieties, which are oxidised nearly

simultaneously (DE1/2 = 71 mV).62

Treatment of alkyne functionalised imidazolium salts, including examples of ionic

liquids, with [Co2(CO)8] affords the usual [Co2(m-alkyne)(CO)6] derivatives, yielding

examples of imidizolium salts which contain the organometallic moiety as an integral

part of the molecular structure (27), and melt between 100–132 uC depending on

alkyl chain length and anion. Attempts to generate NHC carbenes from these

systems were unsuccessful, probably due to reaction at the carbonyl sites.63

Single-crystal neutron diffraction analysis of the cluster [Co4(m3-H)4(g5-

C5Me4Et)4] has revealed the presence of four face-capping hydride ligands with

average Co–H bond lengths of 1.797(7) Å and a H…H separation of 2.366(9) Å.

These data are suggested to be reasonable estimates for chemisorbed H atoms in

3-fold hollow sites of cobalt surfaces.64

A sequence of transmetallation, oxidation and condensation reactions involving

[Ln(THF)x]2+ and [Hg{Co(CO)4}2] in Et2O gives polymeric arrays [{(Et2O)32x-

(THF)xLn[Co4(CO)11]}‘] (x = 0, 1; Ln = Yb, Eu), whilst [{Eu(THF)5}{Co4(CO)11}]

is obtained from dissolution of [Eu(THF)x][Co(CO)4]2 in Et2O.65 The {Co4(CO)11}

fragment is found in two isomeric forms, offering C3v or C2v symmetry, giving rise
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to two distinct infinite structures. Both structural types feature a g2,m4-CO bridge

between a Ln centre and the transition metal carbonyl cluster.

The labile cationic dinuclear complex 28, in which the 3,5-bis(diphenyl-

phosphinomethyl)pyrazolato ligand imposes a Rh…Rh separation greater than a

Rh–Rh bond, reacts with terminal alkynes or the acetylide complexes 29a,b to give

the fluxional tetranuclear systems 30 (Scheme 8). The fluxional processes, deduced by

variable temperature NMR spectroscopy, involve reversible cleavage and recombi-

nation of the Rh–Rh bonds and the usual windscreen-wiper motion of the m-g1,g2-

acetylide ligand. The acetylide proton in 30d is acidic, and deprotonation affords the

m-dicarbide complex 31.66

The gas-phase reactions of ionic rhodium clusters [Rhn]+ (n = 1–16) and [Rhn]2

(n = 3–16) with azidoacetonitrile have been studied using FT-ICR mass spectro-

metry. The reactivity of the small cationic clusters is dictated by unimolecular

decomposition of the azide, while the larger cationic clusters and all the anionic

clusters react by addition of C2/N2 in consecutive steps to form intchain-erstitial

carbides, nitrides or CN surface functionalised derivatives. The authors suggest that

azidoacetonitrile might be used to generate well-defined carbon–nitride films or CN

layers on rhodium surfaces.67

The rhodium cluster [Rh4(CO)12] has been shown to be a rather selective catalyst

for the [3+2+1] cycloaddition of a triene with CO, affording carbonylated

cycloaddition products (see for example Scheme 9), with the yield of the conjugated

and non-conjugated cyclohexeneones dependent on reaction time.68

Scheme 8

Scheme 9
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The doubly face-capped cluster [Rh6(CO)5(dppm)2(CNCH2Ph)(m3 : g2,g2,g2-

C60)2] exhibits six well separated and reversible one-electron reduction waves by

CV, attributed to sequential step-wise reduction of the fullerene cages. Such idea

are in agreement with the frontier orbital structure of this material, and related

mono-fullerene derivatives, which suggests extensive mixing of the metal and carbon

cluster based orbitals.69

The reaction of the remarkably under-explored hypho-carborane anion with two

equivalents of [(RhCl2Cp*}2] results in incorporation of the two rhodium atoms into

the cluster cage and extrusion of a carbon vertex from the polyhedral core giving a

nido-Rh2CB6H9 metallacarborane (32). The extruded carbon atom migrates to an

exo-ligand site. A hydrogen atom is found bridging the two rhodium atoms (triplet,

JRhH = 30.4 Hz). There is obviously much chemistry still to be obtained from

this system.70

The reversible uptake of hydrogen by the two-electron mixed valence compound

33 has been studied using DFT methods, together with crystallographic analysis of

the hydrogenated product. The steric and electronic flexibility of the phosphazane

ligands is able to accommodate the two-electron mixed-valence nature of the

bimetallic framework during the course of the reaction through the transition state

sketched schematically in Scheme 10.71

7. Nickel, palladium and platinum

The bimetallic complexes [Ni2(m-CNR)(NCR)2(m-dppm)2] (R = Me, n-Bu, t-Bu,

CH2Ph, i-Pr, C6H11, p-C6H4I, 2,6-Me2C6H3) undergo two sequential one-electron

oxidation processes to generate the mixed-valence mono and dications. The

monocations are well described as Class III (fully delocalised) Ni0.5–Ni0.5 species,

Scheme 10
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giving rise to intense NIR absorption bands and a nearly symmetric structure similar

to that of the neutral species, whereas the dications have asymmetric structures with

one square planar (NiII) and one tetrahedral (Ni0) site. The observation of multiple

transitions in the NIR band envelope associated with the monocations has been

attributed to spin–orbit coupling effects, while NMR studies on the dications reveal

fluctuation between the valence-localised metal sites, which is fast even at 290 uC.72

The electronic structure of linear clusters featuring chains of metal atoms is a

source of considerable interest, not only from a fundamental viewpoint, but also

from the possible application of such systems as one-dimensional molecular wires. A

study of the electronic structure of [Ni3Cl2(dpa)4] and the oxidised species

[Ni3(dpa)3]3+ using DFT methods has concluded that both species are best described

in terms of some delocalised s-bonding character between the metal centres, due to

partial occupancy of the highest lying fully anti-bonding s-orbital.73 The linear

trimetallic species 34, which features supporting phosphido bridges, is obtained from

the reaction of Ph2PH with Pt(PEt3)3,74 together with cyclic trimetallic species similar

to those found in reactions of [Pt(g2-C2H4)(PPh3)2] with silafluorene (H2SiC12H8).75

Chain-like complexes with weak Pt…Pt interactions featuring the structural motif

represented by 35 have charge-transfer bands which cover the visible spectrum, and

hence may find application in dye-sensitised solar cells and light-emitting electro-

chemical cells. These species are also NIR lumophores, and may be useful bioprobes.76

Metallaboranes and carboranes which feature multiple metal centres coordinated

to or within the structurally and electronically flexible main group element cage offer

scope for a wide range of structural and chemical transformations.77 For example,

the dimetallaborane [(PMe2Ph)4Pt2B10H10], which is only sparingly soluble when

pure, dissolves (solvent unspecified) under air to give [(PMe2Ph)4(O2)Pt2B10H10] in

which the dioxygen moiety spans the Pt–Pt bond [2.7143(3) Å]. The interoxygen

distance [1.434(6) Å] is similar to that found in peroxides. The addition of O2 is

reversible, with the precursor being regenerated following mild heating of the oxygen

adduct, removal of the solvent under reduced pressure, or purging solutions with

an inert gas.78

8. Copper, silver and gold

The first dicopper carbene complex (37) has been isolated from reaction of 36 with

one-half equivalent of N2CPh2 (Scheme 11) and crystallographically characterised.
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The diphenylcarbene is symmetrically bound to the two copper centres (Cu–Cu

2.4635(7); Cu–C 1.922(4), 1.930(4) Å).79

A thorough DFT study has concluded that 2-D cyclo-MnHn structures (M = Ag,

Au) are stable species offering the characteristic electronic structural features

commonly associated with aromatic hydrocarbons, with delocalised s-, p and

d- type MOs. Some polyhedral structures are found in local minima on the

potential energy surfaces, some 34–59 kcal mol21 higher in energy than the global

minima represented by the 2-D structures. The authors propose new classes of

metal–organic and inorganic aromatic compounds derived from these structures by

replacement of the H-atoms, which reside in bridging positions between metal

centres, with alkyls, aryls, halides, amides, hydroxides and alkoxides may await

discovery.80

Trimetallic bis(diyndiyl) complexes of general form [M3(m3-CMCCMCR)2-

(dppm)3]PF6 (M = Cu, Ag; R = Ph, p-tol, C6H4OMe-4, n-C6H13, H) have been

prepared and the M = Cu, R = H, Ph examples structurally characterised.81

Computational analysis of the bonding suggests that the principal M–C bonding

interactions arise from strong s-type interactions between the in and out of phase

combinations combinations of the ynyl s-orbitals and the empty metal orbitals

leading to a delocalised four-electron, five-centre arrangement, with a minimal

contribution from p back-bonding interactions. The complexes are luminescent,

with the low-energy emission being primarily LMCT in nature, mixed with a metal-

centred nd9(n + 1)s1 state.

The Mak group has continued the exploration of the chemistry of silver clusters,

including the use of encapsulated acetylenediide species of the type [C2@Agn](n22)+

in the formation of supramolecular complexes and networks following reaction

with 3-cyanopyridine and pyridine-3-carboxamide,82 and the isolation of silver

1,3-butadiyndiide [Ag2C4] and related silver salts containing [C4]22 dianion.83

[WARNING: Silver salts of this type are prone to explosive decomposition, especially

when dry, and should never be isolated on any significant scale.]

Gold clusters and nanoparticles are a source of great interest from a wide-range

of potential applications,84 leading to great interest in the structure and bonding in

such species.85 The theoretical treatment of gold and gold clusters has been

thoroughly reviewed by Pyykko,86 while Basch and Ratner have introduced a new

reduced basis set for the gold atom in clusters which helps to increase the size of

clusters that may be used to model the gold surface in molecule–surface assemblies.87

Others have commented on the use of DFT methods in the study of aurophilic

interactions.88

Scheme 11
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The phosphine exchange processes on polydisperse ‘‘Au101(PPh3)21Cl5’’ proceeds

readily in dichloromethane solution at 298 K, with the magnetic equivalence of the

phosphine centres in mixed phosphine capped nanoparticles by 31P NMR spectro-

scopy being in contrast to the distinct environments revealed by the broad 1H NMR

resonances.89 Electrochemical and optical properties of phenylethylthiolate capped

‘‘molecule-like’’ Au38 nanoparticles have also been reported.90

9. Mixed metal clusters

Mixed-metal clusters are of fundamental interest with cooperative effects, or

electronic polarisation expected to lead to reactivity profiles distinct from those

observed in related homometallic complexes, with the reactivity being further

tuned by the supporting ligands.91 Cowie’s work on catalytic models using bimetallic

complexes has resulted in the unusual conversion of diazomethane into allyl and

methyl fragments on a mixed Rh–Os bimetallic framework.92 Other studies of

bimetallic catalyst systems investigated this year include the [MnH(CO)5]-

promoted hydroformylation of cyclopentene by a Rh4(CO)12 catalyst,93 and the

electrochemical oxidation of methanol using dppm bridged Ru/Pd, Ru/Pt and

Ru/Au complexes.94 Lo Sterzo and colleagues have isolated mixed Mo–Pd

intermediates from the Stille-style coupling of a molybdenum iodide complex with

[Sn(CMCPh)Bu3].95

Treatment of [RuH2Cp*]2 with [ReH6Cp*] gave the heterometallic polyhydrides

[Cp*Ru(m-H)3ReH2Cp*], [Ru2Re(m-H)4(Cp*)3] and [RuRe2H5(Cp*)3]. The triphos

derivative [Cp*Ru(m-H)3ReH(triphos)] is prepared in a similar manner from

[ReH5(triphos)] with [{Ru(OMe)Cp*}2]. The hydride ligands in the bimetallic

complexes exchange coordination sites, whilst the trimetallic species enter into H/D

exchange reactions with D2.96

The heterodinuclear species [Cp(CO)2W(m-PPh2)Mo(CO)5] reacts with

[Fe2(m-S2)(CO)6] to give a range of products including those derived from

fragmentation and coordination of the iron reagent (Scheme 12).97 The reactions of

[Cp9FeMn(CO)7] with thiirane yields the disulfide complexes [{Cp9FeMn(CO)5(m3-

S2)}2] (Cp9 = Cp, Cp*), which undergoes further condensation at 40 uC to give

[Fe3Mn3(CO)15Cp3(m3-S2)(m4-S2)2].98

Scheme 12
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The Humphrey group has reported the synthesis and structure of

[WIr3(m-CO)3(CO)8(Cp*)], which, in contrast to the all-terminal carbonyl arrange-

ment found in [WIr3(CO)11Cp], features carbonyl ligands bridging each W–Ir bond.

DFT studies and variable temperature NMR studies have been used to examine

the series of clusters [MIr3(CO)11Cp], and the proclivity for all-terminal carbonyl

ligands in the gas-phase found to increase on proceeding from M = Cr to Mo to

W, although this trend can apparently be distorted through the introduction of

electron-donating ligands in the tungsten system. The intermediacy of the bridging

carbonyl isomer in the merry-go-round scrambling of the carbonyl ligands in these

compounds is discussed.99 The reactions of [WIr3(CO)11(g5-C5H4R)] (R = H, Me)

with 1,4-diphenylbuta-1,3-diyne give rise to many products, including 38 which

features a unique 10-electron donating ligand derived from coupling of two

diphenylbutadiyne units and a carbonyl group.100

A new route to cubane clusters containing Ru, Rh or Ir and Group 15 metals

(Sb, Bi) has been developed from reactions of [M9Cl3] (M9 = Sb, Bi) with the

hydrosulfido- or hydroselenido-bridged dinuclear complexes [Cp*MCl(m-EH)2-

MCp*Cl] (M = Ir, Rh, E = S, Se) (Scheme 13) or [LRuCl(m-SH)2RuClL] (L = g5-

C5Me4Et, g6-C6Me5H). The cubane structures arise from weak MCl…M9 bonding

interactions.101

Adams has continued to explore the utility of [M(PBut
3)2] reagents for cluster

expansion and hence the construction of mixed-metal systems and, ultimately,

bimetallic nanoparticles.102–104 The electronic structures of the complexes

[Ru3(CO)12{Pd(PBut
3)}3] (39) and [Ru6(CO)17(m6-C){Pd(PBut

3)}2] (40) have been

probed using Fenske–Hall calculations. In 39 the three centre two electron {Ru2Pd}

bond is supported by the bridging carbonyl ligands, with a second order Jahn–Teller

effect being responsible for the distortions in the cluster framework. In the case of 40

the two Pd(PBut
3) fragments act as acceptors relative to the Ru6C(CO)17 unit giving

rise to significant Ru–Pd bonding interactions.105

Scheme 13
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Luminescent (microsecond lifetime) hexa-, octa- or hexadecanuclear complexes

are obtained from reactions of polymeric [Ag(CMCC6H4R-4)]n with [Cu2(m-

PPh2PXPPh2)2(NCMe)2]2+ (X = NH, CH2), with the nuclearity controlled by the

nature of the diphosphine.106 Similar reactions also yield luminescent Au/Ag clusters

featuring chalcogenide107 or hydrocarbon ligands derived from cyclotrimerisation of

the acetylide ligands.108
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Bi- and polymetallic organometallics

Paul J. Low
DOI: 10.1039/b514847m

The 2005 literature relating to the organometallic chemistry of mono- and
polymetallic complexes has been selectively reviewed.

Highlights

A tribute issue of Inorganica Chimica Acta celebrating the achievements of Professor
F. G. A. Stone, a true pioneer of cluster chemistry, has been published, and naturally
contains many examples of cluster chemistry carried out by some of Professor
Stone’s students, colleagues and admirers.1 A beautiful perspective article by
Santiago Alvarez describes and summarises geometric and chemical relationships
in polyhedral structures.2 A brief history of bimetallic cluster complexes and a
discussion of their structures has been recorded, together with a review of the
synthesis and structures of heterometallic palladium– and platinum–rhenium com-
pounds, and applications of these systems in the catalytic homogeneous hydrogena-
tion of alkynes.3

High resolution IR spectroscopy has been combined with a band-target entropy
minimisation (BTEM) routine to measure the n(CO) spectrum of the all-terminal
isomer of [Rh4(CO)12] in n-hexane solution. This achievement is quite remarkable
considering the similarity of the spectral profiles of both the all-terminal isomer and
the [Rh4(CO)9(m-CO)3] form in the terminal n(CO) region, and that the equilibrium
constant Keq = [Rh4(CO)12]/[Rh4(CO)9(m-CO)3] was determined to be only 0.011.
This study demonstrates the utility of quantitative IR spectroscopy combined with
deconvolution techniques in the analysis of systems that are fluxional on the NMR
timescale.4

The use of organometallic precursors, including bi- and poly-metallic derivatives,
notably [Co2(CO)8] in the preparation of metallic nanocrystals has been reviewed.5

The intense interest in the synthesis and applications of well-defined nano-structured
materials makes this a timely contribution. The use of discrete molecular cluster
precursors in the preparation of metallic nanoparticles seems certain to be an area
which will only grow in the coming years. Dendritic and star-like polymetallic
compounds have also attracted attention as materials for a variety of potential
applications from catalysis to optical or redox active materials for use in light-
harvesting or electronics.6–10 One example is the demonstration of the novel
heterodentate ligand 2,20-bis(diphenylphosphino)4,40-bipyridine (dpbp) as a build-
ing block for the assembly of compounds such as 1.11 When coupled with the
demonstration of optical limiting effects in cluster systems,12 the prospects for the
development of highly functional molecular systems based on polyhedral transition
metal clusters seems as bright as ever.

Department of Chemistry, Durham University, South Rd, Durham, UK DH1 3LE. E-mail:
p.j.low@durham.ac.uk
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The chemistry of clusters featuring very high hydride content has surged forward
rapidly this year.13–15 The impetus to develop hydrogen storage materials certainly
adds to the potentially dramatic impact that these studies may have in the future.
For example, the heterometallic cluster [Pt3Re2(CO)6(P

tBu3)3] (2), which is formally
10-electrons deficient thanks to five low-lying unoccupied orbitals, reacts with H2 at
room temperature to give the heaxhydride [Pt3Re2(m-H)6(P

tBu3)3].
16 The hexahy-

dride, which has the same geometry as the precursor 2, is not a reversible storage
medium, the addition being irreversible up to 151 1C, but the as noted by Dyson and
McIndoe, systems such as 2 should be excellent models for the storage process.13

The early metals

An attempted synthesis of homoleptic bis(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)calcium from reac-
tion of 2,6-(bismethoxyphenyl)potassium with CaI2 gave instead the crystallo-
graphically characterised species [Ar6Ca4O], in which the Ca2+ ions define a
tetrahedron with a m4-O ligand at the centre and the aryl groups bridging the
vertexes.17

Chromium, molybdenum, tungsten

A preliminary account of the reactivity of [Mo2(m-H)(m-PCy2)(CO)2Cp2], which
offers a formal MoRMo bond [2.528(2) Å], describes ready insertion of unsatu-
rated species into the Mo2(m-H) moiety, acid–base type reactivity upon reaction
with, e.g. SnHPh3, and the addition of unstaturated metal fragments to the
MoRMo bond to give unsaturated 46e trinuclear clusters (Scheme 1).18
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Ruiz, Connelly and co-workers have elegantly mapped the electrochemical and
coupled chemical reactions within the diphenylphosphide-bridged hydrides [M2

(m-H)(m-PPh2)(CO)4Cp2] (M = Mo, W; Scheme 2). Oxidation of trans-3 affords
trans-4, which rapidly rearranges to the cis isomer. Further oxidation of cis-4 to cis-
4+ is accompanied by proton transfer to an available base such as water, thf, or even
the BF4

! anion affording 5. In turn 5 can be reduced in two sequential reduction
steps, with another isomerisation from cis-6 to trans-6 accounting for the observed
geometry of the 34e product 7.19

The ready formation of alkenedithiolates from reactions of alkynes with [Mo2
(m-S)2(m-SCH2S)(Cp

Me)2] (8) (Cp
Me = Z5-C5H4Me) has prompted the preparation

of 9 and 10 (Scheme 3). Further reaction of 9 with [{Mo(m-S)(m-SH)(CpMe)}2] affords
related arrays containing three Mo2S4 cores. The cyclic voltammograms of the diyne
derivatives 10 contain two closely spaced oxidation waves (DE ca. 140 mV), and are
taken as evidence for some interaction between the cluster cores.20

Manganese, technetium, rhenium

The reactivity of a m2-phosphinidine ligand, which is isolobal with a bridging
carbene, has been explored through reactions of [Mn2(CO)8(m-PN

iPr2)] with hetero-
cumulenes RN3 (R = SiMe3, Me3Sn, Ph, adamantyl) affording s,p-bound amino-
phosphaimines [Mn2(CO)8{m = Z1,Z2-P(NiPr2)QNR}] while Ph2CQNQN gives
[Mn2(CO)8{m-P(N

iPr2)QN–N(QCPh2)}] (Scheme 4).21 The authors highlight the
electrophilic nature of the unsaturated m-PR bridge, and note the great scope this
system offers for the synthesis of novel phosphorus ligands.
As part of a study of the fundamental processes involved in metal-catalysed

hydrosilylation, the reactions of [Re2(m-H)(m-C2Bu
n)(CO)6] with SiHPh3 have been

investigated, with four new products containing Re–Si bonds being identified:
[Re(SiPh3)(CO)5], [Re2(m-H)(CO)6(m-Z

7-SiPh3)], [Re2(m-H)(m-SiPh2)(SiPh3)(CO)8],
the latter of which thermally eliminates benzene to give [Re2(m-SiPh2)2(CO)8].

22

The chemistry of C60 as a ligand in cluster chemistry is well established. However,
there are few structurally characterised examples of C60/Re clusters. The TMNO
assisted reactions of PMe3 with [Re3(m-H)3(CO)9(m3-Z

2:Z2:Z2-C60)] afforded stereo-
isomers of the di- and tri-substituted products, two of which were structurally

Scheme 1
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characterised. 1H NMR spectroscopy confirms the facile axial-equatorial site
exchange of the phosphines in these systems.23

The [Re6Se8]
2+ cluster core in complexes [Re6Se8L6]

2+ (L = P(Fc)Ph2,
P(Me2TTF)Ph2, P(Me2TTF)2Ph) acts as an efficient insulating fragment, with the
complexes undergoing multi-electron, virtually simultaneous oxidations of the redox
active phosphine ligands. In the case of the ferrocene derivative, oxidation of the
cluster core can also be observed.24

Iron, ruthenium, osmium

Successive insertion of {Fe(CO)3} fragments into [closo-1-CB7H8]
! affords

[6,6,6,10,10,10-(CO)6-closo-6,10,1-Fe2CB7H8]
!.25 Similar products are also obtained

from condensation of ruthenaboranes with [Fe2(CO)9].
26

Scheme 2
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The active site in the all-iron hydrogenase enzyme continues to be studied and
organometallic models and mimics attract unabated attention.27,28 Reports pub-
lished this year include the use of N-heterocyclic carbene ligands as cyanide
mimics.29 The iron-sulfur anionic clusters [Fe2(m-SR)(m-S!)(CO)6] and [{Fe2
(m-SR)(CO)6}(m4-S){Fe2(m-S

!)(CO)6}] (R = n-Bu, Ph) are sufficiently nucleophilic
to displace chloride from PClPh2, affording bi- and tetra-nuclear products contain-
ing Fe bound m-Z-P,Z-S-PPh2S ligands.30 The chemical properties of these Fe–S
clusters has been reviewed.31 The parent dinuclear complex [Fe2(m-Z

2-S2)(CO)6] has
been reacted with [Sn(m-NtBu)2SiMe2] to give [Me2Si(m-N

tBu)2SnFe2(m3-S)2(CO)6]
(11), in which the four-coordinate tin atom provides a spirocyclic link between an
Fe2S2 butterfly and the SnN2Si cycle. The authors describe the reaction in terms of
an insertion of the divalent tin into the S–S bond of the [Fe2(m-S2)(CO)6] precursor.
Complex 11 reacts further with thiols such as Me3Si(CH2)2SH to give 12 (Scheme 5)
which features an unusual five-coordinate tin atom with contacts to two nitrogen

Scheme 3

Scheme 4
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and three sulfur ligands.32 Silicon-tin exchange results from reaction of [Fe(CO)3
(Z1-dppm){Si(OMe)3}]

! with SnCl2Ph2, illustrated by the formation of both 13 and
14 (Scheme 6). Photochemical CO elimination from 14 leads to 15.33

Thermolysis of MeC(CH2SH)3 with [Fe3(CO)12] affords low yields of 16, which
represents the first example of a molecular chain of four metal–metal bonded iron
atoms supported by a bridging sulfur framework. Formally, the chain is comprised
of FeI–FeII–FeII–FeI centres, and the molecule as a whole is electron-precise. In the
presence of 2,6-dimethylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate as a proton source, 16 electro-
catalyses hydrogen evolution.34

Scheme 6

Scheme 5
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Binuclear iron phosphinidene complexes were prepared via an unusual redox-
induced dehydrogenation reaction of a coordinated PH2R ligand (R = Cy, Ph),
followed by deprotonation (Scheme 7). The cyclohexyl derivative was shown to act
as a good nucleophile, with the phosphorus lone pair available for reactions with
MeI, O2 (air), S8, and also reacting readily with olefins to give, after protonation,
alkylcyclohexylphosphide derivatives.35

The reactivity of chalcogen-capped triiron clusters [EFe3(CO)9]
2! (E = S, Se, Te)

has been reviewed, with special emphasis on the growth of the cluster core and the
reactivity of the chalcogenide cap.36 Treatment of [Ru3(CO)12] with Ph3PS affords
[Ru3(m3-S)2(CO)9!n(PPh3)n] (n = 1, 2) and [Ru3(m3-S)(m3-CO)(CO)7(PPh3)2] as
major products, which feature square pyramidal Ru3S2 and trigonal pyramidal
Ru3S cores, respectively. The mixed chalcogenide cluster [Ru3(m3-S)(m3-Se)
(CO)7(PPh3)2] was prepared from [Ru3(m3-S)(m3-CO)(CO)7(PPh3)2] and Ph3PSe.
These compounds exhibit optical limiting properties measured by Z-scan techniques
employing 40 ns pulses at 523 nm.12

An experimental charge density study of [Ru3(CO)12] reveals unexpected inter-
actions between the carbon centres of the axial CO ligands, which the authors
indicate may account for the average Ru–Cax–Oax bond angle of 173.131.37 A
thorough DFT study of both [Ru3(CO)12] and [Os3(CO)12] has been carried out. The
primary differences in photochemical reactivity of these systems is attributed to the
greater participation of M–M s* character in the LUMO with M = Ru.38

The structural and electronic relationships between [Co4{B4H4}Cp4] and
[Fe4(HC2H)2Cp4] as well as the tetracapped tetrahedral precursor [Fe4(m3-CO)4Cp4]
have been described.39 Bromination of [Fe4(m4-HC2H)2(Z

5-C5H4Me)4] with NBS
proceeds via initial one-electron oxidation, and subsequent stepwise substitution to
give moderate to excellent yields of [Fe4(m4-HC2H)(m4-HC2Br)(Z

5-C5H4Me)4]
+,

[Fe4(m4-HC2Br)2(Z
5-C5H4Me)4]

+, [Fe4(m4-HC2Br)(m4-BrC2Br)(Z
5-C5H4Me)4]

+

and [Fe4(m4-BrC2Br)2(Z
5-C5H4Me)4]

+. Minor amounts of [Fe4(m4-HC2H)
(m4-BrC2Br)(Z

5-C5H4Me)4]
+ are also obtained. The bromo substituent in [Fe4

(m4-HC2H)(m4-HC2Br)(Z
5-C5H4Me)4]

+ is sensitive to nucleophilic displacement
(Scheme 8). The cluster bound m4-HC2Br ligand therefore acts as a HCRC+

Scheme 7
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source. Given the redox character of the Fe4C4 core, the authors note the potential
applications of 17 and 18 as metallo-ligands.40

Relatively high yields of the 62-CVE Ru4C4 clusters [Ru4(m4-R
1C2R

2)
(m4-R

3C2R
4)(CO)11] can be obtained from [Ru3(CO)12] in two steps. Two-electron

reduction affords the 64-CVE dianions [Ru4(m4-R
1C2R

2)(m4-R
3C2R

4)(CO)11]
2!,

which are best described in terms of square Ru4 clusters featuring bis(m4-alkyne)
ligands.41 A related EHMO study concludes m4-alkyne and m3-alkenyl ligands might
be considered as 4- and 3-electron donor ligands, respectively.42

The wide variety of product types that can be obtained from ruthenium and osmium
clusters and polyynes has fuelled considerable interest in, and investigation of, these
reactions. Ene-yne ligands in both Z2-edge bridge and Z3-face capping modes have
been obtained from [Ru3(m-H)(m3-Z

2-HNNMe2)(CO)9] and RCRCCRCR (R =
Me, Ph).43 A study of the reactions of 1,4-dipyridylbuta-1,3-diyne with [Os3(m-
H)2(CO)10] (Scheme 9) and [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] (Scheme 10) has been undertaken.44

The indolizinyl ligand is formed from initial hydride migration from the cluster to the
coordinated diyne, followed by intra-ligand cyclisation. In contrast to reactions of
many other 1,3-diynes, room temperature reaction of [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2] with 1,4-
dipyridylbuta-1,3-diyne affords the orthometallated pyridyl products 21, 22 and the
unusual alkyne product 23. The coordination modes displayed in the two families of
products can be mixed, as evidenced by the formation of 24 (Scheme 11).
Modifications to the RNC(R0)NR supporting ligands in Ru2{m-RNC(R0)NR}4Cl

complexes have been achieved using Cu(I)-catalysed 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reac-
tions,45 or Sonogashira 46 based methods, prior to the introduction of acetylide-based
axial ligands. Extension of the axial CRCCRCH ligands in this class of compounds
has been achieved by Hay-style coupling in the presence of a large excess (20–90 fold)
of a terminal alkyne.47 Sequential cross-coupling reactions between [Ru2(m-ap)4
{(CRC)nH}] (ap = 2-anilinopyridinate) and HCRCSiiPr3, desilylation and further
cross-coupling afforded [Ru2(m-ap)4{(CRC)5Ph}] in good overall yield. The chem-
istry in this area developed by the Ren group has been reviewed.48

Scheme 8
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Elimination of [AuBr(PR3)] from reactions of alkynyl gold(I) phosphine complexes
with various halo-carbyne clusters [M3(m-H)3(m3-CBr)(CO)9] (M = Ru, Os), and
catalysed by Pd(PPh3)4 and CuI in ether solvents has been used to good effect to
prepare a wide range of cluster systems bearing extended carbon-rich ligands (Scheme
12).49 Addition of the gold–acetylide bond in diynyl [Au(CRCCRCH)(Ptol3)] and
diyndiyl [{(R3P)Au}2(m-CRCCRC)] (R=Ph, tol) species across an Ru–Ru bond in
triangular Ru3 clusters [Ru3(CO)12], [Ru3(CO)10(NCMe)2] or [Ru3(CO)10(m-dppm)]
also affords cluster products such as [{(PR3)AuRu3(CO)9}2(m3,Z

2:m3,Z
2-C2C2)],

[AuRu3{m3,Z
2-C2CRCAu(PPh3)}(CO)9(PPh3)] and [{(PPh3)AuRu3(m-dppm)

(CO)7}(m3,Z
2:m3,Z

2-C2C2){Ru3(m-H)(m-dppm)(CO)7}].
50

A detailed study of the products formed from reaction of diphenylacetylene
with the basal edge-bridged square-pyramidal cluster [Ru6(m3-H)2(m5-ampy)
(m-CO)2(CO)14] has revealed a preference for the acetylene ligand to cap a square
of Ru atoms, rather than a triangular face. The ampy ligand, which served to prevent
undue fragmentation of the cluster core, greatly facilitated these investigations.51

The cluster [Ru3(m-H)3(m3-H)2Cp*3] (25) has proven to be a useful scaffold upon
which to explore the m3-Z

2:Z2(>)-coordination mode of nitriles. Thus reaction of
RCN (R = Ph, But) with 25 afforded [Ru3(m3-Z

2:Z2(>)-NCR)(m3-H)(m-H)2Cp*3]
(26) quantitatively. This mode of coordination appears to be unique in trimetallic
systems. Protonation of the nitrogen centre occurred readily, with H/D exchange
reactions ruling out migration of the hydride ligands to the N centre.52

Scheme 9
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Among the transformations that can be achieved at the phosphorus centre in the
m4-aminophosphinidene ligand in Ru5(m4-PNR2) core clusters is the formation of a
novel m5-phosphide, demonstrated by the reaction of [Ru5(CO)13(m-dppm)
(m4PN

iPr2)] with HCl (Scheme 13).53

The chemistry of bi- and poly-metallic organometallic species as models of
catalytic processes and as homogeneous catalysts in their own right have been
topics of interest for many years, and the concept of cooperative reactivity arising
from the combination of two difference metals remains particularly intriguing. The

Scheme 10
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heterobimetallic complex [FeRu(CO)2(m-CO)2CpCp*] is obtained from Na[Fe
(CO)2Cp] and [RuI(CO)2Cp*], and shows enhanced reactivity in comparison with
the homobimetallic analogues.54 Catalytic dihydroxylation of olefins to produce 1,2-
diols is a critical process in the fine chemical industry. A report this year describes an
alternative to the usual osmium tetraoxide routes, with CVD deposited [Os3(CO)12]
in MCM-41 or Al-MCM-41 proving to be an efficient catalyst for such asymmetric

Scheme 11

Scheme 12

Scheme 13
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transformations of trans-stilbene without a chiral co-ligand or oxidant, with up to
90% ee’s being observed.55 The role of the triruthenium cluster cation [Ru3
(m2-H)3(Z

6-C6H6)(Z
6-C6Me6)2(m3-O)]+ (27) in the catalytic hydrogenation of ben-

zene has been studied in detail, with consideration given to the nature of the
ruthenium containing products, kinetic studies, Hg(0) and other poisoning studies,
and NMR studies of H/D exchange rates. The combined weight of experimental
data support the view that 27 is not the genuine hydrogenation catalyst, but rather
serves as a precursor to trace amounts of Ru(0)n nanoparticulate matter which is the
true catalyst.56 A related study was published later which used an Ru3(m-O) cluster
core with intrinsic chirality as a probe for the role of the intact cluster in olefin
hydrogenation, which also came to the conclusion that the intact cluster is not the
catalytically active species.57

The different mechanisms at work in the substitution reactions of [Os3(m4-C4Ph4)
(CO)9] with small and large cone angle phosphines have been subjected to a detailed
kinetic analysis. The greater energy barrier to forming the nido intermediate
necessary for accommodating the larger cone angle ligands is thought to be primarily
responsible for the slower rates of reaction.58 The reaction of [Os3(CO)10(NCMe)2]
with Z-Ph2PCHQCHPPh2 gave [1,2-Os3(CO)10{(Z)-Ph2PCHQCHPPh2}] as the
kinetic product, which readily isomerises to the chelated form [1,1-Os3(CO)10{(Z)-
Ph2PCHQCHPPh2}]. On the basis of kinetic data obtained from UV-Vis and NMR
spectroscopies, a non-dissociative phosphine migration across the Os–Os bond was
proposed.59

The binding of an electron-poor quinoxiline ring to [Os3(m-H)2(CO)9] frameworks
is sufficient to stabilise the reduction of the heterocyclic radical anion on the cyclic
voltammetry timescale.60 The binding modes of heterocyclic systems to osmium
clusters have been studied by DFT methods, with the general energetics of [Os3
(m-H){mm-Z

2-(L-2H)}(CO)10!n] (L = benzoxazole, benzothiazole, quinoline, indo-
line and 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroquinoline, m = 2, 3) having been considered.61

Pico-second time resolved transient absorption and infra-red spectroscopic meth-
ods have been used to illustrate the redox-control of photo-induced charge separa-
tion in the methyl viologen substituted cluster 28.

Irradiation at the lowest energy absorption band leads to charge transfer from the
cluster core to the viologen p* system. This assignment is confirmed by the ps-TRIR,
which shows a shift in the cluster n(CO) bands by ca. 40 cm!1, reflecting photo-
oxidation of the cluster. Electrochemical reduction of the viologen prior to photolysis
prevents the cluster to p* charge transfer and instead irradiation of the reduced cluster-
viologen dyad results in formation of an open-core zwitterion, similar to those found
arising from simple [Os3(CO)10(a-diimines) that do not bear the accepting methyl
viologen substituent.62 Related heterometallic Os2Ru systems are more prone to
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fragmentation upon photolysis, and the photochemical behaviour of [Os2Ru(CO)10
(iPr-AcPy)] has been explored (iPr-AcPy = 2-acetylpyridine-N-isopropylimine).63

Cobalt, rhodium, iridium

Co2(CO)6 stabilised propargylic cations have been employed as key reaction inter-
mediates in the preparation of alkynyl-ferrocene containing macrocycles.64 Pyrolysis
of a Co2(CO)6-alkyne derivative of a hexa-peri-hexabenzocorene (HBC) (29) in the
solid state affords bamboo-shaped or straight nanotubes in near quantitative yield, the
shape and yield of which can be controlled by regulation of the heating process.65,66

The cobalt carbonyl complexes [{RC(O)}2Co2(CO)6] (30), which are rather stable as
solids and as solutions in ether, undergo a condensation reaction, and subsequent de-
carboxylation, on chromatographic silica gel to give the trinuclear carbyne complexes
31 and 32 (Scheme 14). The mild conditions on the silica phase contrast with the
strongly acidic or thermal treatments normally required to carry out these processes.67

An intramolecular ortho phosphorylation of [Ir4(m-CO)3(CO)7(PPh3)2] affords the di-
phosphine ligand in tetrairidium cluster 33. Thermolysis of 33 with C60 gives the bu-
tterfly complex [Ir4(CO)6(m-CO){m3-k

2-Ph2P(o-C6H4)P(Z
1-o-C6H4}(m3-Z

2:Z2:Z2-C60)].
68
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Variable temperature and pressure 13CNMR spectroscopy has been used together with
DFT calculations to show that intramolecular carbonyl scrambling in [Ir2Rh2(CO)12] and
[Ir4(CO)11(m-SO2)] proceed via a ‘‘change in basal face’’ mechanism, which is accom-
panied by volume expansion in the transition state. This contrasts the situation found
with the merry-go-round process for which negative activation volumes are associated.69

Ready substitution of two carbonyl ligands in [Ir4(m-H)(m-PPh2)(CO)10] by the
phosphinoalkyne Ph2PCRCPh takes places at 25 1C in CH2Cl2 to give [Ir4(m-H)
(m-PPh2)(PPh2CRCPh)2(m-CO)(CO)7]. This compound exists as a mixture of isomers,
with one phosphinoalkyne coordinated to an axial site of the Ir centre bearing both H
and m-CO ligands in each case. Mild thermolysis (toluene, 80 1C, 3h) results in P–C
bond cleavage and the formation of [Ir4(CO)7(m4-Z

3-PhCC(H)CCPh)(m-PPh2)3] (34)

and [Ir4(CO)7(m3-Z
2-HCCPh)(Z1-CRCPh)(m-PPh2)3] (35), the latter of which fea-

tures a rare Z1-acetylide within a cluster environment. These products do not
interconvert thermally, yet feature very similar metal frameworks, and the relation-
ships between the butadienyl ligand in 34 and the acetylide and alkyne moieties in 35
is seemingly obvious.70

Scheme 14
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Nickel, palladium, platinum

Reduction (sodium amalgam) of [PtCl2(cod)] in the presence of bulky aromatic
isocyanides and Ph2P(CH2)nPPh2 (dppn, n = 5, 6) gives rise to cage-type clusters
[Hg2Pt6(m-RNC)6(RNC)2x(m-dppn)3!x] (x = 0, 1, R = xylyl), in which the two Pt3
fragments are joined by the diphosphine ligands, and encapsulate the mercury
atoms. Electronic structure calculations suggest considerable interaction between
the Pt3 and Hg2 moieties. The reaction takes a somewhat different pathway when
tBuNC is used instead of NCXylyl, with analogous reaction conditions leading to
the formation of Pt2Hg(m-dppn)3, in which two three-coordinate Pt centres are
linked by three dppn ligands to give an approximately D3 symmetric cage, in which
the single Hg atom is trapped, giving rise to the first example of a linear Pt(0)–Hg(0)–
Pt(0) metallic core.71

The Z2-phenyl acetylene complex [Pt(Z2-HC2Ph)(PPh3)2] reacts with cis-
[Pt(C6F5)2(CO)2!n(thf)n] (n = 1, 2) to give binuclear vinylidene [Pt2(m-Z

1-
CQCHPh)(PPh3)2(CO)(C6F5)2] or acetylide [Pt2(m-H)(m-C2R)(PPh3)2(C6F5)2] com-
plexes, respectively. Similar reactions involving related complexes derived from
1,4-diethynyl benzene are also reported, giving rise to bis(binuclear) complexes,
such as 36.72

Alkynyl phosphines have a long history in organometallic chemistry, with the
coordination of the phosphine and the alkyne p-system being complemented by
ready P–C bond cleavage and retention of the resulting acetylide and phosphide
fragments within the coordination sphere of the metal substrate being common. The
unprecedented reversible coupling of a bridging phosphide and an acetylide ligand
was reported this year (Scheme 15).73

The cluster [Pd10(CO)12(PEt3)6] is a precursor to two new members of the family
of high-nuclearity palladium carbonyl phosphine clusters [Pd52(CO)36(PEt3)14] and
[Pd66(CO)45(PEt3)16]. The molecular structures are based on a common hypothetical
Pd38 kernel derived from vertex truncation of a n3 Pd44 octahedron.74 Through
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careful consideration of the structure and intermediate complexes, the high-nucle-
arity palladium halide-carbonyl-phosphine cluster [Pd12(m3-I)2(m4-I)3(m-CO)6
(PEt3)6]

+ was prepared and isolated in yields as high as 50% (as the PF6
! salt)

from [Pd10(CO)12(PEt3)6] and trans-[Pd2(m-I)2I2(PEt3)2].
75

A B3LYP DFT based study of chemisorbed CHn fragments to the Pt(111) surface
has been conducted using a 35-atom Pt cluster model. In nearly every case, the
hydrocarbon fragment binds covalently, with each C being almost tetrahedral and
the ‘‘missing’’ H atoms of methane being replaced by bonds to the surface (i.e. CH
binds in m3-fashion to a three-fold hollow).76

Examples of clusters capped symmetrically by redox-active probe groups are rare
leading to some complications in assessing the role of the cluster fragment in
propagating electronic effects. The structurally characterised cluster [Pt6(m-P

tBu2)4
(CO)4(Z

1-CRCFc)2] (37) undergoes two closely spaced (DE 140 mV) one-electron
reductions, a two-electron oxidation and a further, irreversible two electron oxida-
tion. The reductions and the irreversible oxidation are attributable to the Pt6 cluster
core. The near simultaneous oxidation of the ferrocenyl groups is taken as an
indication of the ‘‘insulating’’ properties of the cluster. Oxidation of the ferrocenyl
groups gives rise to a NIR absorption band which can be attributed to a cluster -
Fc+ charge transfer transition.77

Copper, silver, gold

Time-of-flight mass spectrometry has been used to analyse the products formed from
reactions of silver cluster cations with ethylene. Within the series [Agn(C2H4)m]

+

(n = 1–3, m = 1–6), the m = 4 species seem to be most abundant. The structures of
these species have been rationalised using DFT methods.78 The dissociation reac-
tions of Ag2

+ with ethene or propene leads to ligand addition and elimination of Ag,
affording ligand Ag+ centres.79

Quantum mechanical calculations have been used to explore the origins of
the unusual chemical shift of the interstitial carbon atom in the gold clusters
[Au6(m6-C)(L)6]

2+ (L = phosphine). Suppression of the strongly shielding spin–
orbit contributions from the gold cage by the electronic effects of the phosphine
ligands is thought responsible for the observed values of ca. 135 ppm, compared with
more usual carbide resonances near 400 ppm.80

Scheme 15
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A combination of experimental photoelectron spectroscopy and computational
work has been used to probe the structures of gold clusters [Au6(CO)n]

x! (n = 0–3,
x=0, 1), which were prepared in the gas-phase by laser ablation of a gold target in the
presence of a helium carrier gas seeded with 2% CO. The carbonyl ligands preferen-
tially bind to the apex sites of the triangular D3h Au6 framework in both neutral and
anionic species. The destabilisation of the HOMO which accompanies CO binding
should promote reactions with O2. The authors speculate on the use of these studies
with regard to mechanistic models for reactions catalysed by nanoparticulate gold.81

Heterometallics

The reactions of diphenylgermane, [GeH2Ph2], with [Pt(Z2-C2H4)(PPh3)2] gives
[(PPh3)2Pt(H)Ge(H)Ph2] or [{(PPh3)Pt(m-Z

2-H–GePh2)}2], depending on conditions.
In the latter, the Pt" " "H" " "Ge bond is perhaps best described in terms of a 3c–2e
interaction.82 Other additions of HGePh3 and HSnPh3 to late metal carbonyl
clusters have been reported.83–85 Insertion reactions of GaCp* and InCp* into
Ru–Cl or Rh–Cl bonds has been shown to afford heterometallic cluster products, the
structures of which are highly dependent on the reaction conditions.86,87

The trianionic species [1,3,6-{M(CO)3}-3,6-(m-H)2-1,1,1-(CO)3-2-Ph-closo-1,2-
MCB9H7]

3! (M = Mo, W), in which an exopolyhedral {M(CO)3} is anchored to
the MoCB9 cluster core via a Mo–Mo bond and two B–HM agostic interactions,
have been prepared and characterised. In the case of the Mo example, further
reactions with [Pt(dppe)]2+ and {Mn(CO)3}

+ fragments leads to replacement of the
exopolyhedral {Mo(CO)3} moiety and formation of neutral trimetallic PtMoMn
systems. The structure is stabilised by Pt–Mo and Mo–Mn bonds, as well as one (Pt)
or two (Mn) agostic interactions with cage BH groups.88 Related ruthenium systems
have also been prepared.89

A new series of organometallic clusters with [MFe3(m3-S)2] cores has been prepared
from high pressure carbonylation of [MoFe3S4] or [Fe4S4] precursors, and represents an
interesting general conversion of inorganic to organometallic species.90

The active site of [NiFe] hydrogenase features a sulfur-rich coordination environment
about Ni, and an iron-bound CO. Structural models for this system are limited.
Reaction of [Fe(CH3COCHQCHPh)(CO)3] with nickel complexes of [1,2-bis
(2-mercaptophenylthio)ethane]2! or [1,3-bis(2-mercaptophenylthio)-2,2-dimethylpro-
pane]2! affords trinuclear NiFe2 clusters (Scheme 16). The structural parameters of
the cluster core are not sensitive to the backbone of the bis(mercaptophenylthio) moiety,
and match well with the reported Ni–Fe bond lengths found in the enzyme.91

Scheme 16
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Metal ‘‘capture’’ reactions are often used in the preparation of multimetallic,
especially heterometallic, compounds. The heterotrinuclear chain complex 38 has
been demonstrated to be a versatile metallo-diphosphine ligand in this context, with
the ready rotation about the Fe–Hg bonds permitting a range of structures to be
accommodated. Among the products obtained, the reaction sequence mapped out in
Scheme 17 is notable for the illustration of rare silyl migration between different
metal centres.92

Unusual cluster fragmentation reactions occur when [Co2Rh2(CO)12] is allowed to
react with dimethylacetylene dicarboxylate (DMAD). Rather than the expected
[Co2Rh2(CO)10(m-DMAD)] cluster product derived from insertion of the alkyne into
the Co–Co bond, two new clusters were obtained, namely [Co3Rh(CO)10
(m-DMAD)] and [CoRh3(m4-DMAD)2(m2-DMAD)(CO)9].

93

The arene cluster complexes [Os5Rh2(m-CO)(Z6-Ar)(CO)16] (Ar = 1,3-Me2C6H4,
C6H5Cl, C6H6, C6H5CH3) (39) are prepared from [Os3Rh(m-H)3(CO)12] and excess
4-vinylphenol, which acts as a hydride acceptor, in the appropriate aromatic solvent.

The toluene-capped cluster [Os5Rh2(m-CO)(Z6-C6H5CH3)(CO)16] is a good precur-
sor to hydride-rich heterometallic clusters. Using [Os3(m-H)2(CO)10] as a hydride

Scheme 17
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source in chloroform afforded [Os7Rh3(m-H)11(CO)23] (40) and [Os5Rh3Cl
(m-H)8(CO)18] (41). Direct hydrogenation of [Os5Rh2(m-CO)(Z6-C6H5CH3)(CO)16]
afforded [Os5Rh(m-H)5(CO)18] (42) and [Os6Rh(m-H)7(m-CO)(CO)18]. Compounds
40 and 41 proved able to exchange H with D upon treatment with D2SO4, prompting
consideration of these clusters as hydrogen storage models.94

The half-sandwich iridium complexes [Ir{E2C2B10H10}Cp*] (E = S, Se) (43) are
convenient reagents with which to prepare mixed-metal transition metal/main group
clusters. For example, reaction of 43 with Co2(CO)8 affords 44.

95 The NCN-bridged
diiridium complex 45 has been prepared from [{IrCl2Cp*}2] and Na2NCN. Complex
45 is an excellent building block in the synthesis of heterometallic trinuclear
complexes (Scheme 18).96

Reactions of the platinum bis(acetylide) complex [Pt(CRCPh)2(dppe)] with
organometallic reagents including [Mn2(CO)9(NCMe)] and [Ru3(CO)9(PPh3)3] re-
sults in head-to-head C–C coupling of the acetylide ligand. Further reactions of
[Pt(Z2-PhC2CRCPh)(dppe)] with group 8 carbonyls affords mixed-metal clusters
which retain the buta-1,3-diyne ligand.97 The reaction of [Ru5(CO)15(C){Pt(PBu

t
3)}]

Scheme 18
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with phenyl acetylene affords the 86e metal-capped square pyramidal cluster
[PtRu3(CO)13(PBu

t
3(m5-C)(m3-PhC2H)] (46) in good (41%) yield. Further reaction

of 46 with Pt(PBut3)2 affords 47 and 48 (Scheme 19). The Pt(PBut3) groups in 48
that are unsupported by the alkyne ligand are in fast exchange on the NMR
timescale.98 In general, the compounds M(PBut3)2 (M = Pd, Pt) are very useful
reagents in the assembly of heterometallic clusters, as they readily add to metal–
metal bonds.83,99–101

The fluorescent and structural properties of acetylide complexes of the coinage
metals have provoked many investigations in recent times. Examples reported this
year include: the reactions of [Au2(m-dppm)2][SbF6]2 with [Ag(CRCR)]n to give the
metastable green clusters [Au6Ag13(m-dppm)3(m3-Z

1-CRCR)14][SbF6]5, with the
cluster core comprised of a trigonal prism of silver atoms, encapsulating a seventh.
Each square face is capped by an Ag2Au2 butterfly, with the wingtip gold atoms
bridging an Ag–Ag bond of the central trigonal prismatic core. On exposure to
light green solutions of the cluster form the known red species [Au5Ag8(m-dppm)4
(m-1,2,3-C6R3)(CRCR)7]

3+, with precipitation of silver metal.102

Very large (nano-sized) clusters are of immense interest both as precursors to
nanostructured materials and as objects in their own right. The gold–palladium
cluster [Au4Pd32(CO)28(PMe3)14], obtained in low yield (o5%) from the room
temperature reaction of [Pd10(CO)12(PMe3)6] with [AuCl(SMe2)], features pseudo-
D2(222) symmetry. The cluster may be described as two Au–Au linked Pd5
(m5-Pd)(m5-Au) pentagonal bipyramidal polyhedra. Two of these Au2Pd12 units
form a central composite-twinned Au4Pd22 core via vertex fusion of two common
Pd atoms. Four exo-polyhedral Pd atoms complete the metal arrangement. The
authors note the relationship of the multi-twinned cluster core to non-crystalline
metal nano-particles, which often possess multiple twinning or disorder.103

A remarkable 11-metal atom cluster [Pd9{m3-TlCo(CO)3(PEt3)}(m-CO)6
(m3-CO)(PEt3)6] with pseudo-C3v symmetry has been obtained (40%) from reaction

Scheme 19
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of either [Pd4(CO)5(PEt3)4] or [Pd10(CO)12(PEt3)6] with [TlCo(CO)4]. The retention
of the Tl–Co bond is in stark contrast to the usual reactivity of this species as the
ion pair. The Tl centre utilises the ‘‘inert’’ 6s2 electrons in binding in m3-fashion to a
Pd3 face.

104
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Preface
Professor Michael I. Bruce 65th Birthday Special Issue

This issue of Journal of Cluster Science is dedicated to Professor Michael
I. Bruce on the occasion of his 65th birthday, and offers a chance for a
small number of Michael’s many colleagues, co-workers and friends to
contribute to a celebration of his contributions to the field of cluster
chemistry.

Michael Ian Bruce was born on 17 November 1938 in London,
England. After graduating from Oxford in 1961, he ventured South to
take up a position at the Division of Plant Industry in Canberra, Austra-
lia (1961–1964). Michael set the high standards in publication which have
defined his career early, with his first article A comparison of plant cell
division inducers from coconut milk and apple fruitlets being published in
Nature in 1963. However, before his move to Australia, a lecture from
Gordon Stone on the then rapidly developing field of organometallic
chemistry caught Michael’s attention to the extent that he not only
‘‘acquired’’ some of the samples which were being passed around the lec-
ture, but also determined return to the UK and work towards his PhD,
with Stone, in Bristol. After his PhD (1967) Michael stayed on in Bristol
as a Lecturer, continuing explorations of the reactions of polyfluoroaro-
matic compounds with transition metal complex anions, cyclometallation
processes, and the preparation of compounds featuring metal–metal
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bonds, which included the development of a low pressure synthesis of
Ru3(CO)12. Indeed for a while the Bristol group were suppliers of this fas-
cinating cluster to Alfa. In 1973 Michael left England again and returned
to Australia to take up the Chair of Inorganic Chemistry at the University
of Adelaide, South Australia. His DSc (Bristol) was awarded in 1977, and
in 1982 Michael was appointed to the Angas Chair of Chemistry, a posi-
tion which he holds to this day.

Over the past four decades Michael and his group have made major
contributions to the development of the chemistry of mononuclear and
cluster compounds. While at Bristol Michael was among the first to apply
electron impact mass spectrometry to the study of organometallic com-
plexes, and later at Adelaide demonstrated the utility of fast atom bom-
bardment ionisation methods. His interests in the application of mass
spectrometry to transition metal systems continues to lead to new devel-
opments and most recently he and his good friend and colleague Professor
Brian K. Nicholson (Waikato), have enjoyed exploring the remarkably
soft electrospray ionisation method as a tool for the characterisation of
organometallics.

Although Michael admits to being a fan of the Group 8 metals, he is
not one to limit his imagination and over the years has ventured back and
forth across the periodic table. In what he has described as ‘‘one of the
simplest experiments I have ever done’’ he succeed in preparing
Cu(CO)[HB(pz)3], one of the first copper carbonyl complexes, from CuCl,
K[HB(py)3] and CO. The acetylide ligand exchange reaction between
FeCl(CO)2Cp and CuC!CPh afforded the first g2-alkyne complex of cop-
per(I), while extension of the reaction to MC!CPh (M ¼ Cu, Ag) and
M¢Cl(CO)(PPh3)2 (M¢ ¼ Rh, Ir) afforded the acetylide stabilised clusters
with octahedral M¢2M4 cores. Michael and his group have also been lar-
gely responsible for demonstrating the use of trigold-oxonium cations,
[{(PR3)Au}3O]+, as most useful reagents for the introduction of gold cen-
tres into polymetallic species.

However, Michael is probably best known for his imaginative devel-
opment of the chemistry of Ru3(CO)12 and its phosphine substituted
derivatives, his work on polyfluoroaromatic complexes of transition met-
als, pentakis(carbonylmethoxy)cyclopentadienyl ligand chemistry, and his
work with vinylidene, acetylide and alkyne ligands, and their higher ho-
mologues, on both mononuclear and multimetallic metal frameworks.
These later endeavours expanded to embrace studies of Cn fragments,
which were initially concerned with the preparation and mapping of the
extensive reactivity patterns associated with the C2 moiety on an open
Ru5 cluster face. Michael’s current interests in this area have seen the
development of facile routes to other metal stabilised Cn fragments from
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C2 to (at the time of writing!) C26. The relatively electron-rich nature of
these CnRx (R ¼ 0, 1, 2) ligands leads to rich and diverse reaction profiles,
which the Bruce group have set about mapping, while the questions over
the extent to which the p-interactions between the metal and carbon-rich
ligand influence the chemical and electronic properties of these com-
pounds have given rise to extensive electrochemical and spectroelectro-
chemical investigations of these species. Many of these investigations have
been aided and abetted by Jean-François Halet and the computational
chemistry group at Rennes through collaboration both scientifically
rewarding and personally enjoyable given Michael’s Francophilic tenden-
cies.

In addition to well over 500 publications describing his original
research, Michael’s has made significant contributions to both editions of
Comprehensive Organometallic Chemistry, has written for Annual Surveys
of Organometallic Chemistry, and the Chemical Society’s Specialist Period-
ical Reports on Organometallic Chemistry and Mass Spectrometry, and
has authored major review articles in Chemical Reviews, and Advances in
Organometallic Chemistry. He has served on the Editorial Advisory
Boards for Applied Organometallic Chemistry, Dalton Transactions, Or-
ganometallics and the Journal of Cluster Science. He has held the post of
Dean of the Faculty of Science at Adelaide, President of the South Aus-
tralian Branch of the Royal Australian Chemical Insititute, and has been
Visiting Professor at numerous institutions. Michael’s achievements have
been recognised through the award of the H.G. Smith Medal (1986), the
RSC Lectureship for Australia (1986), the Burrows Award for Inorganic
Chemistry (1987), election to Fellowship of the Australian Academy of
Sciences (1989), and most recently the prestigious David Craig Medal
(2003) from the Australian Academy of Sciences.

The enthusiasm, imagination, dedication and quality which Michael
Bruce brings to his work, not to mention his knowledge and appreciation
of good food, fine wine, and chocolate, have gained him many friends
around the world. His students and post-doctoral co-workers have bene-
fited from his tuition, prospered under his guidance, and enjoyed his
friendship. Michael, on behalf of all us, may I wish you the Happiest of
Birthdays and may you have many more.

Paul J. Low
Department of Chemistry

University of Durham
South Rd, Durham, DH1 3LE, UK
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IN MEMORIAM

Professor Ken Wade, F.R.S. 13th October 1932–16th
March 2014

! Springer Science+Business Media New York 2014

Ken Wade opening the Coates Laboratory at Durham University, 24th September 2011

Professor Ken Wade, F.R.S. and one of the great gentlemen in science, passed away
unexpectedly on March 16th of this year. Ken was an outstanding chemist, a selfless
and wise leader, and a true friend to all who knew him. Through his advice, support
and encouragement, generations of colleagues, co-workers, students and friends
have prospered, and he leaves us with these fond memories, in addition to a legacy
of the insightful, elegant and simple rules concerning the structure and bonding of
chemical compounds that are inexorably linked with his name.

Kenneth Wade studied Chemistry at the University of Nottingham from 1951 to
1954. In his final year, the young Wade studied the (then only!) three major
branches of Chemistry, Organic, Inorganic and Physical, receiving grades of b, a-
and the curiously recorded b?+ . One can only surmise that this point in his fledging
career was the origin of what would become known at Durham as Wade’s Other
Rule (no mark should fall one point less than a grade boundary).
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Ken’s PhD studies, also at Nottingham, were taken under the supervision of
Norman Greenwood. He received his degree in 1957, for a thesis entitled Addition
Compounds of Boron Trichloride and Gallium Trichloride. This period not only
marked the formal beginnings of Ken’s fascination with the structure and reactivity
of the Group 13 elements, but also laid the foundations of a lifelong friendship with
Norman. Ken subsequently took up postdoctoral studies at Cambridge with Harry
Emeléus from 1957–1959, where he was charged with investigating the synthesis
and properties of the less stable boron hydrides. In a brief account of this period in
Nature Chem. (2009, 1, 92), Ken committed his ‘leather apron’ story, which he used
to tell to each cohort in Durham as part of his lectures on the chemistry of the main
group compounds, to print. Modern health and safety committees may not find the
story as amusing as the undergraduates! Having failed to develop the next
generation of rocket fuels, but experienced the ‘green flash’ that characterised the
end of many an experiment and unearthed some chemistry of diborane, Ken moved
to Cornell for a year over 1959-60 to work with Albert Laubengayer and extend his
studies on Group 13 adducts to derivatives of triphenylalane.

Ken returned to the UK in 1960 for a brief period as a Lecturer in Inorganic
Chemistry at Derby College of Technology, before being enticed in 1961 to move to
Durham by Geoffrey Coates, whom Ken held in the highest esteem throughout his
career, as part of a visionary expansion of the Chemistry Department. Ken rose
through the ranks to be promoted to Senior Lecturer (1971, the same year as the
publication of his most celebrated work The Structural Significance of the Number
of Skeletal Bonding Electron-pairs in Carboranes, the Higher Boranes and Borane
Anions, and Various Transition-metal Carbonyl Cluster Compounds), Reader
(1977) and Professor (1983). Ken served as Head of the Department of Chemistry at
Durham from 1 October 1986 to 31 July 1989, during which he oversaw the
transition of the Department’s operating structure and instilled in the Department
the spirit of collaboration and cooperation that lasts to this day. Undoubtedly, it is
this camaraderie and team ethos inspired by Coates, encouraged by Ken and
maintained by successive generations of staff that has seen the Durham Department
rise to one of the most successful in the UK. Ken was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society (London), the highest scientific honour that the UK can bestow, in March
1989. Ken retired in 1997, whereupon he was granted the title of Emeritus Professor
at Durham.

Despite his success Ken never wished to lead a large research group, but worked
with small teams of outstandingly talented students and postdoctoral fellows. Ken’s
students and co-workers gained a complete education with him, and rather than
being shackled to an idea and the bench, were encouraged to pursue their own
intuition and develop their ideas under Ken’s patient eye. He provided his group
with gentle guidance and staunch support, coupled with an occasionally annoying
habit of summarising a complex expression of an idea in a few concise sentences.
Perhaps these qualities are best illustrated by his role in the development and
expression of the ring-stacking and ring-laddering concepts in organolithium
chemistry in collaboration with his protégé and life-long friend Ron Snaith. Indeed,
there is probably no greater tribute that can be offered to Ken than to note the great
affection in which he is held by all of his former students and colleagues.
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Ken is best known to the wider community for his outstanding contributions to
the rationalization of the structures of otherwise perplexing rings and clusters. Ken’s
intuitive sense of Chemistry and bonding patterns was coupled with a gift for
succinct expression, and the Abstract to his 1971 work that set out the celebrated
Rules could, and most likely are, used as the summary to many a lecture on cluster
structure and bonding. However, it should also be remembered that the Polyhedral
Skeletal Electron Pair Theory (Wade’s preferred term, in typically modest fashion)
contained the essence of another key to the practical application of bonding theories,
the isolobal analogy, for which Roald Hoffmann was awarded the 1981 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry. In his Nobel lecture, whilst acknowledging the contributions of others
to the development of the isolobal concept, Hoffmann stated (among recognition of
the roles played by those other greats, Halpern and Dahl) that

…most importantly, K. Wade and D. M. P. Mingos independently developed a
comprehensive and elegant picture of the electronic structure of transition metal
clusters by relating them to the polyhedral boron hydrides (which W. N. Lipscomb
and I studied - the circle closes!) It is a trivial step from BH to CH+. All of these
workers saw the essence of the isolobal analogy.

Despite the importance of his work, Ken was a humble and self-effacing
individual, who would be genuinely embarrassed by platitudes or attempts at lavish
praise. He was a kind and gentle character, who was far more comfortable
discussing what was new and the puzzle at hand than being feted for what had
already been done. His humility, especially when describing areas of chemistry in
which he’d been so pivotal, did cause some difficulties. Ken genuinely loved his
teaching, and his undergraduate lectures were always simple and clear, with the
tendency for an amusing side story, and all done with a twinkle in his eye. However,
his refusal to refer to Wade’s Rules as such caused challenges for many a student
trying to use the index to find the relevant discussion in a text-book!

As a senior colleague, Ken was a true rock, one who could be counted upon for
sage advice to the most senior of colleagues, and encouragement to the greenest of
new recruits, the latter to which I willingly and gratefully testify. His kindness,
generosity of spirit, and willingness to bestow his time and talents on others,
coupled with his childlike enthusiasm for all things chemical, and most wonderful
sense of humour, endeared him to all. To those that had the privilege of knowing
him, Ken Wade was far more than a great chemist; he was a great man, and a true
friend. We will all miss him greatly but, with sincere apologies, we will continue to
fondly refer to those succinct rationalizations of cluster structure and bonding as
‘‘Wade’s Rules’’.

Vale Ken Wade, for we will not see his like again,
Paul J. Low
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